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USAF SUMMER' &AULT:Y R-,5EAI4:CH FI-:K''AM - l•c~

The United States Air F,_,re umMer FACultY Research Pr,.,g-aM -

(USAF-SFRF') is a program designed to intr',:,ducIe unIversity, ,:,liege,
a)rt tec.hnic-al institute faculty MeMtbe,-s to Air Por,• resear,:h. Th.us
is ao=,=omplihed by the faculty MeMber" heing selec ted ,on a niatio:,nally
advertised, competitive bRsis for)- a ten-wee&:: ass.9)nrent ,Lur-ing tht
suMMer intersession period tr.- pe••,frM reseasi.=h :*t Air F,;,rce
laboratories/centers and research activa.t ies. Each t s ionMent is in
a subject area and at an Air Fo:rce facility Mutually agreed up,:on oy
the faculty MeMber and the Air Force. In .10,i1 t iCon t. o0C,-,Mp,!rn ,' , at In C-1 ,-I

travel, cost of living allowances 'ire also paid. The USAF-SFRP is.
spo.,nso:red by the Air Force Office, of Scient.ifi ,- Resear,::h, A.i0 Fo'-,r,-e
SysteMs Co,-MMand, United States Air Force, and is conducted by
Universal Energy SysteMs, Inc.

The specific objectives of the 1986 USAF-SFRP are:

() 1 To provide a pr':'duc(tive Means for scientists and engineers
holding advanced degrees to participate in research at various Air
Forc:e research activities;

2) To stimulate continuing pro:fessional assoc:iation amonq the
scholars and their professional peers in the Air Force;

(3) To further the researc=h o:,bjectives of the United States Air
S'ce;

(4) To enhance the research-rpro'duCtivity and .=apabilities COP
scientists and engineers especially as these relate to:, Air Force
technical interests.

During the summer of 1986, 158 faculty MeMbers partic:ipated in
the USAF-SFRP. These researchers were assigned to approxiMately 25
USAF lab,:,ratories/centers and r-esearch activities across the ccsountry.
A ManageMent Report alo:,ng with a three volume Technical Report
consisting of a compilation of the final reports written by the
assigned faculty MeMbers describing their suMMer research efforts is
provided by the contractor, Universal Energy SysteMs.
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PPREFACE

The United States Air Force Summer Faculty Resea'ch Pro'gram

(USAF-SFRP) is a program designed to introduce university, co~lee. "'Z

technical institute faculty members to Air Force resear --_I

accomplished by the faculty members being selected on a nationa& y

advertised competitive basis for a ten-week assignment duringi the summer

intersession period to perform research at /ir Force

laboratories/centers. Each assignment is in a subject area and at an Air

Force facility mutually agreed upon by the facu':y memberi anc "..e -4-

Force. In addition to compensation, travel and cost of living allowances-

are also paid. The USAF-SFRP is sponsored by the Air Force Of1Fice of

Scientific Research, Air Force Systems Command, United States 4r

and is conducted by Universal Energy Systems, Inc.

The specific objectives of the 1986 USAF-SFRP are:

(1) To provide a productive means for Scientists anc -'gc-'eer:

holding Ph.D. degrees to participate in research at -ne

Force Weapons Laboratory;

(2) To stimulate continuing professional association among :e

Scholars and their professional peers 4 zne .4r - orte;

(3) To further the research objectives of hne United States Air

Force;

(4) To enhance the research productivity and capabilities of

Scientists and Engineers espec-ally as these relate to A4ir

Force technical interests.

During the summer of 1986,- 158-faculty members participated. These

researchers were assigned to 25 USAF laboratories/centers across the

country. -This three volume document is a compilation of the final

reports written by the assigned faculty members about their summer

research efforts. ' "
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LIST OF PARTICIPANTS

NAME/ADDRESS DEGREE, SPECIALTY, LABORATORY ASSI5NED

Dr. John E. An7Qui4t Degree: Ph.D., Meteorolocv, `?3-1
Assistant Professor Specialty: Meteorology
Dept. of Meteorology Assigned: AFGL
Florida State University
Tallahassee, FL 32306-3034
(904) 644-1558.

Dr. Rasphal S. Ahluwalia Degree: Ph.D., Systems Eng..
Associate Professor Specialty: Systems Engineering
Dept. of Industrial Eng. Assigned: AAMRL
West Virginia University
Morgantown, WV
(304) 293-4607

Dr. David R. Anderson Degree: Ph.D., Organic Chemisty,
Assistant Professor 1978

Deot. of Chemistry Specialty: Organic Chem's:-Y
ýn'versity of Colorado AssigneC: FJSRL
4ustin Bluffs Parkway

Colorado Springs, CO 80907
(303) 570-9578

Dr. David M. Barnhart Degree: Ph.D., Chemistry, '•52

Drofessor Specia:ty: Chemistry
Dept. of Physical Sciences Assigned: FJSRL
Eastern Montana College
7500 North 30th Street

Billings, MT 59101-0298
(406) 657-2028

Dr. Frank P. Battles Degree: Ph.D., Physics, 1969
Professor Specialty: Physics
Mass. Maritime Academy Assigned: AFGL
Basic Science Dept.
Buzzards Bay, MA 02532
(617) 224-8388

Dr. Georges A. Becus Degree: Ph.D., Engineering Science,
Associate Professor 1973
University of Cincinnati Specialty: Engineering Services
Aero. Engineering and Assigned: FDL
Engineering Mechanics

Cincinnati, OH 45221
(513) 475-6115
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Dr. Rex L. Berney Degree: Ph.D., Solid State Physics,
Associate Professor 1978
University of Dayton Specialty: Sulid State Physics
Physics Department Assigned: AL
300 College Park
Dayton. OH 45469
(513) 299-3012 or 299-2311

Dr. Albert W. Biggs Degree: Ph.D., Electrical
Professor Engineering, 1965
University of Alabama Specialty: Electrical Engineering

in Huntsville Assigned: WL
Electrical Engineering
Engineering Bldg 263-B
(ECE Dept.)
Huntsville, AL 35899
\205) 895-6459

Dr. Phillip A. Bisnop Degree: Ed.D., Exercise Dysio'ogv.
Assistant Professor 1983
Director of Human Performance Specialty: Exercise Qhysioiccy
Laboratory Assigned: SAM

The University of Alabama
P 0 Box 1967
Area of HPER
University, AL 35486
(205) 348-8370

Dr. Patricia T. Boggs Degree: D.B.A., Decision Science,
Assistant Professor 1984
of Management Science Specialty: Decision Science
Wright State University Assigned: HRL/LR
Dayton, OH 45435
"'.3) 873-2080 or 2290

Dr. James A. Brown Degree: M.A., History, 1966 IAssistant Professor Specialty: History
Tougaloo College Assigned: WL
c/o History Dept.
Tougaloo, MS 39174
(601) 957-3623

Dr. Clifford G. Burgess Degree: Ph.D., Computer Science,
Assistant Professor 1985
Univ. of Southern Mississippi Specialty: Computer Science
Computer Science Department Assigned: SAM
Sou. Station Box 5106
Hattiesburg, MS 39406
(601) 266-4949

iv



Dr. Jeffrey 0. Camm Degree: Ph.D., Management Science,
Assistant Professor 1984
University of Cincinnati Specialty: Management Science
Quantitative Analysis/IS Assigned: BRMC
ML #130
Cincinnati, OH 45221
(513) 475-3621

Dr. Thomas A. Carney Degree: Ph.D., Meteorology, 1984
Assistant Professor Specialty: Meteorology
Dept. of Meteorology Assigned: ESC
Florida State University
404 Love Building
Tallahassee, FL 32306
(904) 644-6806

Dr. George 0. Catalano Degree: Ph.D., Aerospace
Associate Professor Engineering. 9-7T
Mechanical Engineeering Dept. Specialty: Aerospace c-~e"ig
Louisiana State University Assigned: AD
Baton Rouge, LA 70803-6413
(504) 388-5792

Dr. Bor-Chin Chang Degree: Ph.D., Elec:r'!-a.
Assistant Professor Engineering, 1983
Electrical Engineering Dept. Specialty: Electrical Engineering
Bradley University Assigned: FDL
Peoria, IL 61625
(309) 676-7611

Dr. Garvin Chastain Degree: Ph.D., Human Exoer'mental
Associate Professor Psychology, 1975
Boise State University Specialty: Human Experimental
Dept. of Psychology Psychology
1910 University Drive Assigned: HRL/OT
Boise, ID 83704
(208) 385-2855

Dr. Shive K. Chaturvedi Degree: Ph.D., Mechanical
Assistant Professor Engineering, 1979
Civil Engineering Specialty: Mechanical Engineering
Ohio State University Assigned: ML
470 Hitchcock Hall
Columbus, OH 43210
(614) 422-2617

V
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Dr. Hoffman H. Chen Degree: Ph.D., Organic Chemistry,
Associate Professor 1976
Grambling State University Specialty: Mechanical Engineering
Department of Chemistry Assigned: SAM
Grambling, LA 71245
(318) 274-2260

Dr. Lea 0. Chen Degree: Ph.C., Mechanical
Assistant Professor Engineering, 1981
The University of Iowa Specialty: Organic Chemistry
Dept. of Mechanical Eng. Assigned: APL
Iowa City, IA 52242
(319) 353-5695

Dr. Wu C. Cheng Degree: Ph.D., Physical Chemistry,
Associate Professor 1954
Physics Department Specialty: Physical Chemistry
Paine College Assigned: FJSRL
1235 Fifteenth Street
Augusta, GA 30910-2799
(404) 722-4471

Dr. John Y. Cheung Degree: Ph.D., Electrical
Associate Professor Engineering, 1975
University of Oklahoma Specialty: Electrical Engineering
School of Electrical Eng. Assigned: AL

and Computer Science
202 W. Boyd, Room 219
Oklahoma City, OK 73170
(405) 325-4324

Dr. Derald Chriss Degree: M.A., Chemistry, 18
Assistant Professor Specialty: Physical and Ana~vziza
Southern University Chemistry
Chemistry Dept. Assigned: ML
Southern Branch P.O.
Baton Rouge, LA 70813
(504) 771-2000

Dr. Wolfgang Christian Degree: Ph.D., Physics, 1975
Assistant Professor SeItv: Physics
Dept. of Physics Assigned: AFGL
Davidson College
Davidson, NC 28036
(704) 892-2000
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Dr. Jacob N. Chung Degree: Ph.D., Mechanical
Associate Professor Engineering, 1979
Washington State University Specialty: Mechanical Engineering
Dept. of Mechanical Engineering Assigned: APL
Pullman, XA 99164-2920
(509) 33•2-322

Dr. Brenda J. Claiborne Degree: Ph.D., Biology, 1981
Assistant Professor Specialty: Biology
University of Texas, Assigned: SAM
San Antonio

Div. of Life Sciences
San Antonio, TX 78285
(512) 691-4458

Dr. Donald F. Collins Degree: Ph.D., Physics, 1970
Physics Chairman Specialty: Physics
Warren Wilson College Assiqned: AFGL
Physics Department
Box 5117
701 Warren Wilson Road
Swannanoa, NC 28779
(704) 298-3325

Dr. William T. Cooper Degree: Ph.D., Chemistry, 1981
Assistant Professor Specialty: Chemistry
Chemistry Dept. Assigned: ESC
Florida State University
Tallahassee, FL 32306-3006
(904) 644-6875 or 644-3810

Dr. Richard H Cox Degree: Ph.D., Moior Learning
Professor and Control, 1973
Kansas State University Specialty: Motor Learning & Control
Center for Human Motor Assigned: HRL/MO

Performance
203 Ahearn
Manhattan, KS 66502
(913) 532-6765

Dr. William Day Degree: Ph.D., Mathematics, 1969
Associate Professor Specialty: Mathematics
Dept. of Computer Science Assigned: RADC
and Engineering

Auburn University
244 Payne Street
Auburn, AL 36830
(205) 826-4330

vii
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Dr. Vito G. DelVecchio Degree: Ph.D., Biochemical
Professor of Biology Genetics, 1967
University of Scranton Specialty: Biochemistry, Genetics
Scranton, PA 18510 Assigned: SAM
(717) 961-6117

Dr. Shirshak K. Dhali Degree: Ph.D., Electrical
Assistant Professor Engineering, 1984
Dept. of Electrical Engineering Specialty: Electrical Engineering
Southern Illinois University Assigned: APL
Carbondale, IL 62901
(618) 536-2364

Dr. Lokesh R. Dharani Degree: Ph.D., Engineering
Assistant Professor Mechanics, 1982
University of Missouri-Rolla Specialty: Engineering Mechanics
Dept. of Engineering Mechanics Assigned: ML
Rolla, MO 65401-0249
(314,1 341 -4586

Dr. Peter -. Disimile Decree: Ph.D., Fluid Mechanics,
Assistant :r-ofessor 1984
Aeospace Engineering and Specialty: Fluid Meclanics
Engineering Mechanics Assigned: FDL

University of Cincinnati
Mail Location 70
Cincinnati, OH 45221
(513) 475-2936

Dr. Michael L. Doria Degree: Ph.D., Mechanics, 1968
Associate Professor of Specialty: Mechanics
Mechanical Engineering Assigned: FDl
Valparaiso University
Valparaiso, IN 46383
(219) 464-5104

Dr. George R. Doyle, Jr. Degree: Ph.D., Mechanical
Associate Professor Engineering, 1973
University of Dayton Specialty: Mechanical Engineering
Mechanical Engineering Dept. Assigned: FDL
300 College Park Drive
Dayton, OH 45469
(513) 229-2995

viii



Dr. Franklin E. Eastep Degree: Ph.D., Aero and Astro, 1968
Professor Specialty: Aero and Astro
Aerospace Engineering Assigned: FDL
University of Dayton
300 College Park Drive
Dayton, OH 45469
(513) 229-2241

Dr. Thaddeus J. Englert Degree: Ph.D., Physics, 1982
Assistant Professor Specialty: Physics
University of Wyoming Assigned: FJSRL
Dept. of Electrical Eng.
University Station
Laramie, WY 82071
(307) 766-6321

Dr. Dennis R. Flentge Degree: Ph.D., Physical Chemistry,
Assistant Professor 1974
Cedarville College Specialty: Pr',sical Chemls-Y
Math/Science Department Assigned: ApK
Box 601
Cedarville, OH 45314
(513) 766-2211

SDr. Mark A. Fulk Degree: Ph.D., Computer Science,
Assistant Professor 1986
University of Florida Specialty: Computer Science
Computer & Information Sciences Assigned: AD
512 Weil Hall
Gainesville, FL 32611
(904) 392-9219

Dr. Patrick T. Gannon, Sr. Degree: Ph.D., Atmospheric Science,
Assistant Professor i7
Dept. of Meteorology Specialty: Atmospheric Science
Lyndon State College Assigned: AFGL
Vail Hill
Lyndonville, VT 05851
(302) 625-9371

Dr. John K. George Degree: Ph.D., Physical Chemistry,
Professor of Chemistry 1976
Mary Washington College Specialty: Physical Chemistry
Fredericksburg, VA 22401 Assigned: FJSRL
(703) 899-4320

ix



Dr. Albert C. Giere Dearee: Ph.D., Mathematical
Assistant Professor Physics, 1965
Physics Department Specialty: Mathematical Physics
Oakwood College Assigned: AEDC
Huntsville, AL 35806
(205) 837-1630

Dr. Doris 0. Ginn Degree: Ph.D., Linguistics, 1979
Associate Professor Specialty: Linguistics
Dept. of English and Assigned: HRL/ID

Modern Foreign
1400 John R. Lynch Street
Jackson, MS 39217
(601) 968-2116

Dr. Thomas A. Gosink Degree: Ph.D., Organic Chemistry,
Research Associate Professor 1965
University of Alaska Specialty: Organic Chemistry
Geophysical Institute Assigned: SAM
Fairbanks, AK 99776-0800
(907) 786-1800

Dr. Raghava G. Gowda Degree: A.B.D., Electrical
Assistant Professor Engineering, 1982
Dept. of Computer Science Specialty: Electrical Engineering
University of Dayton Assigned: HRL/LR
300 College Park Drive
Dayton, OH 45469
(513) 229-3808

Dr. Gerald R. Graves Degree: Pn.D. industrial
Assistant Prcfessor Encineering, 1985
Industrial Engineering Spec~alty: :ndus:r<al Engineerir
Louisiana State University Ass-cnea: ML
3128 CEBA
Baton Rouge, LA 70803
(504) 388-5112

Dr. Ronald L. Greene Decree: . hysi::.
Associate Professor Specialty: Physics
University of New Orleans Assianed: AL
Dept. of Physics
3726 Piedmont Drive
New Orleans, LA 70122
(504) 286-6714

x



Dr. William M. Grissom Degree: MSE Mechanical Engineering,
Instructor 1978
Physics Dept. Specialty: Mechanical Engineering
Morehouse College Assigned: RPL
830 Westview Dr., S.W.
Dansby Hall, Suite 131
Atlanta, GA 30314
(404) 681-2800

Dr. William A. Grosky Degree: Ph.D., Engineering and
Associate Professor Applied Science, 1971
Computer Science Dept. Specialty: Eng. & Applied Science
Wayne State University Assigned: AL
Detroit, MI 48202
(313) 577-2477

Dr. Thomas R. Gulledge Degree: Ph.D., Engineering
Assistant Professor Management, 1981
Quantitative Business Analysis Specialty: Engineering Management
Louisiana State University Assigned: BRMC
3190 CEBA, QBA
Baton Rouge, LA 70803
(504) 388-2506

Dr. Ramesh C. Gupta Degree: Ph.D., Mathematical
Professor of Mathematics Statistics, 1970
University of Maine at Orono Specialty: Mathematical Statistics
Dept. of Mathematics Assigned: SAM
Orono, MN 04469
(207) 581-3913

Dr. Fabian C. Hadipriono Degree: Ph.D., Engineering,
Assistant Professor Civil Engineering, 1982
The Ohio State University Specialty: Engineering, Civil
Civil Engineering Dept. Engineering
2070 Neil Avenue Assigned: WL
Columbus, OH 43210
(614) 422-8518

Dr. Frank 0. Hadlock Degree: Ph.D., Mathematics, 1966
Professor and Chairman Specialty: Mathematics
Florida Atlantic University Assigned: SAM
Dept. of Mathematics.
Boca Raton, FL 33431
(305) 393-3342

xi



Dr. Prabhat Hajela Degree: Ph.D., Aeronautics and
Assistant Professor Astronautics, I'82
Engineering Sciences Specialty: Aeronautics & Astronautics
University of Flordia Assigned: AD
231 Aero Engineering Bldg.
Gainesville, FL 32611
(904) 392-0961

Dr. Patrick R. Hannon Degree: Ed.D., Exercise Science,
Assistant Professor 1980
Helth & Physical Education Specialty: Education, Exercise Science
Northern Arizona University Assigned: AAMRL
Box 6012, HPR Dept.
Flagstaff, AZ 86011
(602) 523-4122

Dr. Donald F. Hanson Degree: Ph.D., Electrical Eng.
Associate Professor (Electromagnetics), 1976
University of Mississippi Specialty: Electrical Engineering,
Dept. of Electrical Engineering Electromagnetic
University, MS 38677 Electronics
(601) 232-5389 Assigned: RADC

Dr. Gerald F. Harris Degree: Ph.D., Biomedical Engr.,
Director 1981
Biomedical Engineering Specialty: Biomedical Engineering,
Shriners Hospital Biomechanics
"2211 N. Oak Park Avenue Assioned: AAMRL
^hicago, IL 60635
(312) 622-5400

Dr. Edward J. Hass Degree: Ph.D., Psychology, 1963
Assistant Professor Specialty: Psychology
Franklin and Marshall College Assigned: HRL/OT
Whitely Psychology Lab.
Box 3003
Lancaster, PA 17604
(717) 291-4202

Dr. Doyle E. Hasty Degree: M.S., Engineering
Associate Professor Administration, 1974
Engineering/Physics Specialty: Engineering Administration
Motlow State College Assigned: AEDC
P 0 Box 860
Tullahoma, TN 37330
(615) 455-8511

xii



Dr. Michael A. Hayes Degree: Ph.D., Plasma Physics, 1981
Assistant Professor Specialty: Plasma Physics

*Dept. of Physics Assigned: AFGL
Dartmouth College
Hanover, NH 03755
(603) 646-2973

Dr. James C. Ho Degree: Ph.D., Chemistry, 1966
Professor of Physics & Chemistry Specialty: Chemistry
Wichita State University Assigned: APL
Wichita, KS 67208
(316) 689-3190

Dr. Peter F. Hoffman Degree: Ph.D., Applied Mathematics,
Assistant Professor 1985
Dept. of Mathematics Specialty: Applied Mathematics
University of Colorado Assigned: AEDC
Box 170, UCD
Denver, CO 80202
(303) 556-4808

Dr. Robert R. Hoffman Degree: Ph.D., Experimental
Assistant Professor Psychology, 1976
Dept. of Psychology Specialty: Experimental Psycho" ,cy

V Adelphi University Assianed: ESD
Garden City, NY 11530
(516) 663-1055

Dr. Clifford C. Houk Degree: Ph.D., Inorganic Chemis:•",,
Professor of Chemistry 1966
Director Industrial Hygiene Specialty: Inorganic Chemistry
Program Assigned: 0EHL

Ohio University
Dept. of Chemistry
Athens, OH 45701-2979
(614) 594-6205

Dr. Ming-Shing Hung Degree: Doctor of Bus~ness Acmin.,
Associate Professsor Management Science, 1973
Dept. of Administrative Sciences Specialty: Business Administration,
Kent State University Management Science
Kent, OH 44242 Assigned: LC
(216) 672-2750

xiii



Dr. John M. Jobe Degree: Ph.D., Statistics, 1984

Assistant Professor Specialty: Statistics
Decision Sciences Dept. Assigned: RADC
Miami University of Ohio
229 Culler Hall
(513) 529-7291

Dr. Glen Johnson Degree: Ph.D., Mechanical
Associate Professor Engineering, 1978
Mechanical and Materials Specialty: Mechanical Engineering
Engineering Assigned: AEDC
Vanderbilt University
Box 8-B
Nashville, TN 37235
(615) 322-0414

Dr. Betty Jones Degree: Ph.D., Biology. ^79

Associate Professor Specialty: Biology
Dir. of the EM Institute Assigned: SAM
830 Westview Dr.. S.W.
Atlanta, GA 30314
(404) 681-2800

Dr. Jeremy C. Jones Dearee: M.S., Physics, -1

Assistant Professor M.S., Math, 1963
University of West Florida Specialty: Physics, Math
Systems Science Assigned: AD
USF LIB 630 CS & Eng
Tampa, FL 33620
(813) 974-2114

Dr. Marvin S. Keener Decree: Th.., Ma~hema
Professor of Mathematics Soecialty: Matemateacs
Oklahoma State University Assigned: AD
Math Department
Stillwater, OK 74078
(405) 624-5789

Dr. Yong S. Kim Dearee: Ph.D., S I/ :ngineering,
Assistant Professor 1984
Dept. of Civil Engineering Specialty: Civil Engineering
The Catholic Univ. of America Assigned: ESC
Washington, DC 20064
(202) 635-5163

xiv



Dr. Joel R. Klink Degree: Ph.D., Organic Chemistry,
Professor 1964
Univ. of Wisconsin-Eau Claire Specialty: Organic Chemistry
Chemistry Dept. Assigned: RPL
Eau Claire, WI 54701
(715) 836-5518

Dr. Stephan E. Kolitz Degree: Ph.D., Operations Research,
Assistant Professor 1983
University of Massachusetts Specialty: Operations Research
Management Sciences Dept. Assigned: ESD
Boston, MA 02125
(617) 929-8051

Dr. Philipp G. Kornreich Degree: Ph.D., Electrical Eng.,
Professor 1967
Dept. of Electrical Engineering Specialty: Electrical Engineering
and Computer Engineering Assigned: RADC

Syracuse University
Syracuse, NY 13244
(315) 423-4447

Dr. Mou-Liang Kung Degree: Ph.D., Math, 7Q4
Associate Professor M.S., Computer Science, '985
Math and Computer Science Specialty: Mathematics
Norfolk State University Assigned: RADC
2401 Corprew Avenue
Norfolk, VA 23504
(804) 623-8820

Dr. Charles E. Lance Degree: Ph.D., Psychc':ýy, 3E5
Assistnat Professor Specialty: Psycnology
University of Georgia Assigned: HRL/ID
Dept. of Psychology
Athens, GA 30602
(404) 542-4439

Dr. David I. Lawson Degree: M.A., Mathematics, "63
Assistant Professor Specialty: Mathematics
Mathematics and Computer Science Assigned: AD
Stetson University
Box 8348
DeLand, FL 32720
(904) 734-4121

xv



Dr. Paul S.T. Lee Degree: Ph.D., Quantitative
Associate Professor Methods and Research
Dept. of Business Admin. Economics, 1973
N.C. A&T State University Specialty: Quantitative Methods and -

1601 E. Market Street Research Economics
Greensboro, NC 27410 Assigned: FDL
(919) 379-7656

Dr. C. Randal Lishawa Degree: Ph.D., Physical Chemistry,
Physics Instructor 1981
Dept. of Chemistry and Physics Specialty: Physical Chemistry
Jefferson State University Assigned: AFGL
Birmingham, AL 35243
(205) 853-1200

Dr. Cheng Lij Degree: M.S., Civil Engineering,
Associate Pro.essor 1963
Dept. of Engr. Tech. Specialty: Civil Engineering
University of North Carolina Assigned: ESC
Charlotte, NC 28223
(704) 597-4191

Dr. James C. LoPresto Degree: Ph.D., Astronomy, 1974
Professor of Astronomy Specialty: Astronomy
Edinboro University Assigned: AFGL
Dept. of Physics
Edbinboro, PA 16444
(814) 732-2469

Dr. Stephen L. Loy Degree: DBA, MIS, 1985
Assistant Professor Specialty: Management Information
Iowa State University System
Management Assigned: HRL/LR
374 Carver
Ames, IA 50010
(515) 294-8108

Dr. Nancy I. Lyons Dearee: Ph.D., Statistics, 1975
Associate Professor Specialty: Statistics
Dept. of Statistics Assigned: LMC
University of Georgia
Statistics Building
Athens, GA 30602
(404) 542-5232

xvi



Dr. Robert L. Manicke Degree: Ph.D., Stat÷isics, 1980
Assistant Professor Specialty: Statistics
U.S. Naval Academy Assigned: AAMRL
Math Department
Attn: 9E
Annapolis, MD 21402
(301) 267-3603

Dr. Arthur A. Mason Degree: Ph.D., Physics, 1963
Professor of Physics Specialty: Physics
The University of Tennessee Assigned: AEDC

Space Institute
Tullahoma, TN 37388
(615) 455-0631

Dr. Curtis W. McDonald Degree: Ph.D., Chemistry, 1962
Professor of Chemistry Specialt : Chemistry
Dept. of Chemistry Assignged: OEHL
Texas Southern University
3100 Cleborne
Houston, TX 77004
1713) 527-7003

Dr. Gopal M. Menrotra Degree: Ph.D., Metallurgy, 1975
Assistant Professor Specialty: Metallurgy
Wright State University Assigned: ML
Materials Science and
Engineering Program

Systems Engineering
Dayton, OH 45435
(513) 873-2187

Dr. Jorge L. Mendoza Degree: Ph.D., Psychology, 1974
Associate Professor Specialty: Psychology
Texas A&M University Assigned: HRL/MO
Psychology Department
College Station, TX 77843
(409) 845-0880

Dr. Shreenivas Moorthy Degree: Ph.D., Electrical
Associate Professor Engineering, 1972
Texas A&I University Specialty: Electrical Engineering
Electrical Engineering & Assigned: HRL/LR
Computer Science

Campus Box 192
Kingsville, TN 78363
(512) 595-2004
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Dr. Mary L. Morton-Gibson Degree: Ph.D., Physiology and
Assistant Professor Biophysics, 1970
Physics Department Specialty: Physiology ana Biophysics
The Citadel Assigned: SAM
Charleston, SC 29409
(803) 792-6943

Dr. Rex C. Moyer Degre: Ph.D., Microbiology, 1965
Associate Professor Specialty: Microbiology
Trinity University Assgined: SAM
Biology Dept.
715 Stadium Drive
San Antonio, TX 78284
(512) 736-7242

Dr. V. Dakshina Murty Degree: Ph.D., Engineering
Associate Professor Mechanics, 1982
University of Portland Specialty: Engineering Mechanics
School of Engineering Assigned: FOL
Portland, OR 97203
(503) 283-7379

Dr. Richard W. Nau Degree: Ph.D., Applied Math and
Professor of Math and Computer Science, 1970
Computer Science Specialty: Applied Math and Computer

Carleton College Science
Northfield, MN 55057 Assigned: WL
(607) 663-4361

Dr. Henry Nebel Degree: Ph.D., Physics, 1967
Associate Professor Specialty: Physics
Alfred University Assigned: AFGL
Physics Department
Alfred, NY 14802
(607) 871-2208

Dr. Robert M. Nehs Degree: Ph.D., Mathematics, 1980
Associate Professor Specialty: Mathematics
Dept. of Mathematical Sciences Assigned: AFGL
Texas Southern University
3100 Cleburne Avenue
Houston, TX 77004
(713) 527-7915
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Dr. Douglas L. Oliver Degree: Ph.D., Mechanical
Assistant Professor Engineering, 1985

0 University of Toledo Specialty: Mechanical Engineering
Toledo, OH 43606 Assigned: APL
(419) 537-2885

Dr. Philip D. Olivier Degree: Ph.D., Electrical
Assistant Professor Engineering, 1980
University of Texas at Specialty: Electrical Engineering
San Antonio Assigned: HRL/ID

Division of Engineering
San Antonio, TX 78285

W(512) 691-5565

Dr. Harvey L. Paige Degree: Ph.D., Inorganic Chemistry,
Associate Professor 1969
Alfred University Specialty: Inorganic Chemistry
Dept. of Chemistry Assignea: ML
Alfred, NY 14802
(607) 871-2201

Dr. Parsottam J. Patel Degree: Ph.D., Microbiology, 1976
Associate Professor Specialty: Microbiology

W Meharry Medical College Assigned: SAM

Dept. of Microbiology
Nashville, TN 37208
(615) 327-6760

Dr. Robert A. Patsiga Degree: Ph.D., Organic and Polymer
Professor Chemistry, 1962
Dept. of Chemistry Specialty: Organic Polymer Chemistry
Indiana Univ. of Pennsylvania Assigned: ML
Indiania, PA 15705
(412) 357-2210

Dr. Martin A. Patt Dearee: M.S., Science, Electrical
Associate Professor Engineering, 1964
University of Lowell Specialty: Electrical Engineering
Dept. of Electrical Engineering Assigned: AFGL
1 University Avenue
Lowell, MA 01854
(617) 452-5000
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........ ........ . . . . . .

Dr. Jacqueline G. Paver Degree: Ph.D., Biomedical
Research Associate Engineering, 1984
Duke University Specialty: Biomechanical Engineering

Biomedical Engineering Dept. Assigned: AAMRL
136 Engineering Building
Durham, NC 27706
(919) 684-6185

Dr. Alexandru A. Pelin Degree: Ph.D.. Computer Science,
Associate Professor 1977

of Computer Science Specialty: Computer Science
Florida International University Assigned: WL
Dept. of Mathematical Sciences
Tamiami Campus
Miami, FL 33199
(305) 554-3386

Dr. Bernard J. Piersma Degree: Ph.D., Physical Chemistry,
Professor of Chemistry 1965
Houghton College Specialty: Physical Chemistry
Houghton, NY 14744 Assigned: FJSRL
(716) 567-2211

Dr. Leonard Price Degree: Ph.D., Organic Chemisirl,
Professor of Chemistry 1962
Xavier University of Louisiana Specialty: Organic Chemistry
Chemistry Department Assinned: SAM
7325 Palmetto Street
New Orleans, LA 70125

Dr. Craig G. Prohazka Degree: Ph.D., Elect-i:al
Assistant Professor Engineering, 1981
University of Lowell Specialty: Electrical Engi~ee~ ½
Dept. of Electrical Engineering Assigned: RADC
Lowell, MA 01854
(617) 452-5000

Dr. L. Rai Pujara Degree: Ph.D., Mathematics, 1971
Assistant Professor Specialty: Electrical yvs. Esgleerznz
Electrical Systems Engineering Assigned: FDL
Wright State University
Dayton, OH 45435
(513) 873-2456
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Dr. Richard S. Quimby Degree: Ph.D., Physics, 1979
Assistant Professor Specialty: Physics
Worcester Polytechnic Institute Assianed: RADC
Dept. of Physics
100 Institute Road
Worcester, MA 01609
(617) 793-5490

Dr. Singiresu S. Rao Degree: Ph.D., Engineering Design,
Associate Professor 1971
School of Mechanical Engineering Specialty: Engineering Design
Purdue University Assigned: FDL
West Lafayette, IN 47907
(317) 494-9766

Dr. Ralph J. Rascati Degree: Ph.D., Biochemistry, 1975
Associate Professor Specialty: Biochemistry
Kennesaw College Assigned: OEHL
Biology Department
Marietta, GA 30061
(404) 529-2878

Dr. Kuldip S. Rattan Degree: Ph.D., Electrical
Associate Professor Engineering, 1975

SDept. of Electrical Systems Specialty: Electrical Engineering
Engineering Assigned: AAMRL

Wright State University
Dayton, OH 45435
(513) 873-2497

Dr. Barbara Rice Degree: Ph.D., Mathematics, 19E5
Associate Professor Specialty: Mathematics
Mathematics Dept. Assigned: AD
Alabama A&M University
P 0 Box 326
Normal, AL 35762
(205) 859-7448

Dr. Dan B. Rinks Degree: Ph.D., Quantitative
Assistant Professor Management Science, 1978
Louisiana State University Specialty: Quantitative Mgmt. Science
Dept. of Quantitative Business Assigned: LMC
Analysis

3180 CEBA
Baton Rouge, LA 70803
(504) 388-5318
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Dr. William P. Robey Degree: B.S., Engineering Physics,
Assistant Professor 1968
Electronics & Computer lechnology Specialty: Engineering Physics
Oklahoma State University Assigned: AFGL
202CR
Stillwater, OK 74078
(405) 624-5716

Dr. Kenneth C. Russell Degree: Ph.D., Metall. Engineering,
Professor 1964
Massachusetts Institute of Specialty: Metallurgy Engineering

Technology Assigned: ML
Materials Science
Nuclear Engineering
Room 13-5066
77 Massachusetts Avenue
Cambridge, MA 02139
(617) 253-3328

Dr. Sally A. Sage Degree: M.S., Computer Science, '979
Assistant Professor Specialty: Computer Science
West Georgia College Assignea: 4D
Dept. of Math/Computer Science
Carrollton, GA 30118
(404) 834-1380

Dr. Mo Samimy Degree: Ph.D., Mechanical
Assistant Professor Engineering. 1984
Ohio State University Specialty: Mechanica. Ergineering
Mechanical Engineering Dept. Assigned: APL
206 W. 18th Avenue
Columbus, OH 43210
(614) 422-6988

Dr. John F. Schaefer Degree: Ph.D., Electrical
Associate Professor Engineering, 1965
Dept. of Electrical Engineering Specialty: Electrical Engineering
The Citadel Assigned: ESC
Charleston, SC 29409
(803) 792-4899

Dr. John R. Schneider Degree: Ph.D., Physics, 1965
Professor of Physics Specialty: Physics
University of Dayton Assigned: ML
Physics Department
Dayton, OH 45469
(513) 229-1000
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Dr. Richard M. Schori Degree: Ph.D., Mathematics, 1964
Professor of Mathematics SLecialty: Mathematics
Oregon State University Assigned: SAM
Math Department
Corvallis, OR 97331
(503) 754-4686

Dr. William D. Schulz Degree: Ph.D., Analytical
Professor Chemistry, 1975
Eastern Kentucky University Specialty: Analytical Chemistry
Dept. of Chemistry Assigned: ESC
Moore 337, EKU
Richmond, KY 40475
(606) 622-1463

Dr. Meckinley Scott Degree: Ph.D., Statistics, 1964
Professor Specialty: Statistics
University of Alabama Assigned: AD
Mathematics Department
Box 1416
University, AL 35486
(206) 348-1985

Dr. Martin A. Shadday, Jr. Degree: Ph.D., Mechanical
Assistant Professor Engineering, 1982
University of South Carolina Specialty: Mechanical Engineering
Mechanical Engineering Assigned: WL
College of Engineering
Columbia, SC 29208
(803) 777-7118

Dr. Nisar Shaikh Degree: Ph.D., APoied Mechanics,
Assistant Professor 1982
University of Nebraska-Lincoln Specialty: Applied Mathematics
Dept. of Engineering Mechanics Assigned: ML
212 Bancroft Hall
Lincoln, NE 68588-0437
(402) 472-2384

Or. Dolores C. Shockley Degree: Ph.D., Pharmacology, 1955
Associate Professor Specialty: Pharmacology
Meharry Medical College Assigned: SAM
Dept. of Pharmacology
1005 D.B. Todd Blvd.
Nashville, TN 37208
(615) 327-6510
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Dr. William 0. Shontz Degree: Ph.D., Experimental

Associate Professor Psychology, 196/

Montana State University Specialty: Psychology

Department of Psychology Assigned: AFHRL/OTE

Bozeman, MT 59717
(406) 994-5180

Dr. William D. Siuru, Jr. Degree: Ph.D., Mechanical

Senior Research Associate Engineering. 1975

Space and Flight Systems Lab. Specialty: Mechanical Engineering

University of Colorado at Assigned: FJSRL

Colorado Springs
1867 Austin Bluffs Parkway
Colorado Springs, CO 80907
(303) 593-3573

Dr. Boghos D. Sivazlian Degree: Ph.D., Operations Research,

Professor 1966
The University of Florida Specialty: Operations Research

Dept. of Industrial and Systems Assigned: AD

Engineering
303 Weil Hall
Gainesville, FL 32611
(904) 392-1464

Or. Siavash H. Sohrab Degree: Ph.D., Engineering

Assistant Professor Physics, 1981
Dept. of Mechanical and Specialty: Engineering Physics

Nuclear Engineering Pssigned: RPL

Northwestern University
Technical Institute
Evanston, IL 60201
(312) 491-3572

Dr. Stuart R. Stock Degree: Ph.D., Metallurgy, 1983

Assistant Professor Specialty: Metallurgy

Georgia Institute of Technology Assigned: ML

School of Materials Engineering
Atlanta, GA 30332-0245
(404) 894-6882

Dr. James E. Sturm Degree: Ph.D., Physical Chemistry,

Professor 1957

Dept. of Chemistry #6 Specialty: Physical Chemistry

Lehigh University Assigned: AFGL
Bethlehem, PA 18015
(215) 861-3477
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Dr. Edgar C. Tacker Degree: Ph.D., Electrical
Professor of Electrical Eng. Engineering, 1964

University of Tulsa Specialty: Electrical Engineering
600 S. College Assigned: AAMRL
Tulsa, OK 74104
(918) 592-6000

Dr. Nicholas E. Takach Degree: Ph.D., Chemistry, 1979
Assistant Professor Specialty: Chemistry
Dept. of Chemistry Assigned: RPL
University of Tulsa
600 S. College
Tulsa, OK 74104
(918) 592-6000

Dr. Arjun Tan Degree: Ph.D., Physics, 1979
Assistant Professor Specialty: Physics
Alabama A&M University Assigned: AEDC
Physics Dept.
Box 447
Normal, AL 35762
(205) 859-7470

Dr. Robert P. Taylor Degree: Ph.D., Mechanical
Assistant Professor Engineering, 1983 -

Mech. and Nuclear Engr. Dept. Specialty: Mechanical Engineering
Mississippi State University Assigned: APL
Drawer ME
Mississippi State, MS 39762
(601) 325-7315

Dr. Ken Tomiyama Degree: Ph.D., System Science, 1'77

Assistant Professor Specialty: System Science
Pennsylvania State University Assigned: AL
Dept. of Electrical Engineering
121 E.E. East
University Park, PA 16802
(814) 865-7667

Dr. Phillip D. Tomporowski Decree: Ph.D., Experimental
Assistant Professor Psy'hology, 1977

Dept. of Psychology Specialty: Experimental Psychology
University of Alabama Assigned: HRL/MO
Box 2968
University, AL 35486
(205) 348-1936
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Dr. Timothy R. Troutt Degree: Ph.D., Mechanical

Assistant Professor Engineering, 19-8

Washington State University Specialty: Mechanical Engineering

Dept. of Mechanical Engineering Assigned: FJSRL

Sloan Hall 201
Pullman, WA 99164-2920
(509) 335-4375

Dr. C. Randall Truman Degree: Ph.D., Mechanical

Assistant Professor Engineering, 1983

Mechanical Engineering Specialty: Mechanical Engineering

University of New Mexico Assigned: WL

Albuquerque, NM 87131
(505) 277-6296

Dr. Roy M. Ventullo Degree: Ph.D., Microbiology, 1978

Associate Professor Specialty: Microbiology

Dept. of Biology Assigned: ESC

University of Dayton
300 College Park
Dayton, OH 45469-0001
(513) 229-2503

Dr. Doris J. Walker-Dalhouse Degree: Ph.D., Reading Education,

Director of Independent/ 1977

Home-Study Programs Specialty: Reading Education

Associate Professor of Reading Assigned: HRL/ID

Jackson State University
P 0 Box 17120
Jackson, MS 39217
(601) 968-9684

Dr. Donald W. Welch Degree: Doctorate, Microbiology,

Research Scientist 1985

Texas A&M University Specialty: Microbiology

Hyperbaric Laboratory Assigned: WHMC

College Station, TX 77843
(409) 845-4027

Dr. Albert R. Wellens Degree: Ph.D., Experimental Social

Associate Professor and Psychology, 1972

Associate Chairman Specialty: Experimental Social .

Dept. of Psychology Psychology

University of Miami Assigned: AAMRL

P 0 Box 248185
Coral Gables, FL 33158
(305) 284-2814
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Dr. Stephen T. Welstead Degree: Ph.D., Applied
Assistant Professor Mathematics, 1982

University of Alabama SpQialtv: Applied Mathematics
in Huntsville Assigned: RADC

Dept. of Mathematics
Huntsville, AL 35899
(205) 395-6470

Dr. Shih-sung Wen Degree: Ph.D., Educational
Professor of Psychology Psychology, 1971
Psychology Department Specialty: Educational Psychology,
Jackson State University fhsigned: SAM
1325 J.R. Lynch Street
Jackson, MS 39217
(601) 968-23711

Dr. Stanley J. Whidden Degree: Ph.D., Physiology,

Researcher Pharm-cology, 1978
JESM Baromedical Research Specialty: HyperLaric Medicine,
Institute Assigned: SAM

4400 Gen. Meyer Avenue, 114
New Orleans, LA 70177
(504) 363-7656

Dr. Dennis W. Whitson Degree: Ph.D., Physics, 1969
Professor of Physics Specialty: Physics
Indiana Univ. of Pennsylvania Assigned: AL
Physics Department
Indiana, PA 15705
(412) 357-2589

Dr. Shirley A. Williams Degree: Ph.D., Physiology a7d

Assistant Professor Biophysics, 1985

Jackson State University Specialty: Physiology and Biophysics

Jackson, MS 39217 Assigned: OEHL
(601) 968-2586

Ir. Bi4ly R. Wooten Degree: Ph.D. of Philosophy,
Professor Psychology, 1970

Dept. of Psychology Specialty: Philosophy,
Brown University Psychology
Providence, RI 02906 Assigned: HRL/OT
(401) 863-2330
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oDr. Daniel W. Yannitell Degree: Pn.D., Theoretical and
Associate Professor Applied Mechanics, 1967
Mechanical Engineering Dept. Specialty: lheoretical and Applied
Louisiana State University Mechanics
Baton Rouge, LA 70803 Assigned: RPL
(504) 388-5972

Dr. Tsun-wai G. Yip Degree: Ph.D., Aero-Astro
Assistant Professor Engineering, 1984
Aero-Astro Engineering Dept. Specialty: Aeronautics-Astronautics
Ohio State University Engineering
2300 West Case Road Assigned: FDL
Columbus, OH 43220
(614) 422-1241

Dr. Robert L. Yolton Degree: Ph.D., Psychology, 1975
Associate Professor of Doctor of Optometry, 1975
Psychophysiology Specialty: Psychology, Optometry

Pacific University Assigned: AAMRL
College of Optometry
Forest Grove, OR 97116
(503) 357-6151

Dr. Richard W. Young Degree: Ph.D., ApplieC Mechanics,
Associate Professor 1975
Aerospace Engineering and Specialty: Applied Mechanics
Engineering Mechanics Assigned: FDL

University or Cincinnati
ML 70
Cincinnati, OH 45242
(513) 475-3014

Dr. Ajmal Yousuff Degree: Ph.D., Aeronautics, 1983
Assistant Professor Specialty: Aeronautics
Drexel University Assigned: FOL
Dept. of Mechanical Enginnering
and Mechanics

Philadelphia, PA 19104
(215) 895-1868

Dr. David D. Zeigler Degree: Ph.D., Zoology, 1984
Adjunct Faculty Specialty: Zoology
North Texas State University Assigned: AD
Biology Department
Denton, TX 76203
(817) 565-3622
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Dr. Henry Zmuda Degree: Ph.D., Electrical
Assistant Professor Engineering, '984
Stevens Institute of Technology Specialt: Electrical Engineering
Electrical Engineering Dept. Assigned: RADC
Castle Point Station
Hoboken, NJ 07030
(201) 420-5507

Dr. George W. Zobrist Degree: Ph.D., Electrical
Professor of Computer Science Engineering, 1965
Dept. of Computer Science Specialty: Electrical Engineering
University of Missouri-Rolla Assigned: AL
Rolla, MO 65401
(314) 341-4836
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C. PARTICIPANT LABORATORY ASSIGNMENT (Page 1)

1986 USAF/UES SUMMER FACULTY RESEARCH PROGRAM

AERO PROPULSION LABORATORY (AF1AL/APL)
(Wright-Patterson Air Force Base)
1. Lea Chen 5. James Ho
2. Jacob Chung 6. Douglas Oliver
3. Shirshak Dhali 7. Mo Samimy
4. Dennis Flentge 8. Robert Taylor

ARMAMENT LABORATORY (AD)
(Eglin Air Force Base)
1. George D. Catalano 7. Sally A. Sage
2. Mark A. Fulk 8. MecKinley Scott
3. Jeremy C. Jones 9. Boghos D. Sivazlian
4. Marvin S. Keener 10. David 0. Zeigler
5. David I. Lawson 11. Probhat Hajela
6. Barbara C. Rice

ARMSTRONG AEROSPACE MEDICAL RESEARCH LABORATORY (AAMRL)
(Wright-Patterson Air Force Base)
1. Rashpal S. Ahluwalia 6. Kuldip S. Rattan
2. Patrick R. Hannon 7. Edgar C. Tacker
3. Gerald F. Harris 8. Albert R. Wellens
4. Robert L. Manicke 9. Robert L. Yolton
5. Jacqueline G. Paver

ARNOLD ENGINEERING DEVELOPMENT CENTER (AEDC)
(Arnold Air Force Station)
1. Albert C. Giere 4. Glen E. Johnson
2. Doyle E. Hasty 5. Arthur A. Mason
"3. Peter E. Hoffman 6. Arjun Tan

AVIONICS LABORATORY (AFWAL/AL)
(Wright-Patterson Air Force Base)
1. Rex L. Berney 5. Ken Tomiyama
2. John Y. Cheung 6. Dennis W. Whitson
3. Ronald L. Greene 7. George W. Zobrist -A
4. William Grosky

BUSINESS RESEARCH MANAGEMENT CENTER (BRMC)
(Wright-Patterson Air Force Base)
1. Jeffrey Camm
2. Thomas Gulledge
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C. PARTICIPANT LABORATORY ASSIGNMENT (Page 2)

ELECTRONICS SYSTEMS DIVISION (ESD)
(Hanscom Air Force Base)
1. Robert Hoffman
2. Stephan Kolitz

ENGINEERING AND SERVICES CENTER (ESC)
(Tyndall Air Force Base)
I. Thomas Carney 5. John Schaefer
2. William Cooper 6. William Schulz
3. Yong Kim 7. Roy Ventullo
4. Cheng Liu

FLIGHT DYNAMICS LABORAlORY (AFWAL/FDL)
(Wright-Patterson Air Force Base)
1. George Becus 8. V. Dakshina Murty
2. Bor-Chin Chang 9. L. Pujara
3. Peter Disimile 10. Singiresu Rao
4. Michael Doria 11. Tsun-Wai Yip
5. George Doyle 12. Warren Young
6. Franklin Eastep 13. Ajmal Yousuff
7. Paul Lee

FRANK J. SEILER RESEARCH LABORATORY (FJSRL)
(USAF Academy)
1. David Anderson 5. John George
2. David Barnhart 6. Bernard Piersma
3. Wu Cheng 7. William Siuru
4. Thaddeus Englert 8. limothy Troutt

GEOPHYSICS LABORATORY (AFGL)
(Hanscom Air Force Base)
1. Jon Ahlquist 8. James LoPresto
2. Frank Battles 9. Henry Nebel
3. Wolfgang Christian 10. Robert Nehs
4. Donald Collins 11. Martin Patt
5. Patrick Gannon 12. William Robey
6. Michael Hayes 13. James Sturm
7. C. Lishawa

HUMAN RESOURCES LABORATORY/ID (HRL/ID)
(Lowry Air Force Base)
1. Doris Ginn 3. Philip Olivier
2. Charles Lance 4. Doris Walker-Dalhouse

HUMAN RESOURCES LABORATORY/LR (HRL/LR)
(Wright-Patterson Air Force Base)
1. Patricia Boggs 3. Stephen Loy
2. Raghava Gowda 4. Shreenivas Moorthy
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C. PARTICIPANT LABORATORY ASSIGNMENT (Page 3)

HUMAN RESOURCES LABORAIORY/MO (HRL/MO)
(Brooks Air Force Base)
1. Richard Cox
2. Jorge Mendoza
3. Phillip Tomporowski

HUMAN RESOURCES LABORATORY/OT (HRL/OT)
(Williams Air Force Base)
1. Garvin Chastain 3. William Shontz
2. Edward Hass 4. Billy Wooten

LOGISTICS COMMAND (LC)
(Wright-Patterson Air Force Base) '7
1. Ming-Shing Hung

LOGISTICS MANAGEMENT CENTER (LMC)
(Gunter Air Force Base)
1. Nancy Lyons
2. Dan Rinks

MATERIALS LABORATORY (AFWAL/ML)
(Wright-Patterson Air Force Base)
1. Shive Chaturvedi 7. Robert Pats'ga
2. Derald Chriss 8. Kenneth Russel'
3. Lokesh Dharani 9. James Schneider
4. Gerald Graves 10. Nisar Shaikh
5. Gopal Mehrota 11. Stuart Stock
6. Harvey Paige

OCCUPATIONAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH LABORATORY 'OEHI)
(Brooks Air Force Base) t
1. Clifford Houk 3. Raloh Rascati
2. Curtis McDonald 4. Snýriey 4i1Vams

ROCKET PROPULSION LABORATORY (RPL)
(Edwards Air Force Base)
1. William Grissom
2. Joel Klink
3. Siavash Sohrab
4. Nicholas Takach
5. Danial Yannitell
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C. PARTICIPANT LABORATORY ASSIGNMENT (Page 4)

ROME AIR DEVELOPMENT CENIER (RADC)
(Griffiss Air Force Bac)
I. William Day 6. Craig Prohazka
2. Donald Hanson 7. Richard Quimby
3. John Jobe 8. Stephen Welstead
4. Philipp Kornreich 9. Henry Zmuda
5. Mou-Liang Kung

SCHOOL OF AEROSPACE MEDICINE (SAM)
(Brooks Air Force Base)
1. Vito Del Vecchio 10. Mary Morton-Gibson
2. Phillip Bishop 11. Rex Moyer
3. Clifford Burgess 12. Parsottam Patel
4. Hoffman Chen 13. Leonard Price

5. Brenda Claiborne 14. Richard Schori
6. Thomas Gosink 15. Dolores Shockley
7. Ramesh Gupta 16. Shih-sung Wen
B. Frank Hadlock 17. Stanley Whidden
9. Betty Jones

WEAPONS LABORATORY (WL)
(Kirtland Air Force Base)
1. Albert Biggs 5. Alexandru Pelin

2. James Brown 6. Martin Shadday
3. Fabian Hadipriono 7. C. Truman
4. Richard Nau

WILLFORD HALL MEDICAL CENTER
(Lackland Air Force Base)
1. Donald Welch
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RESEARCH REPORIS

1986 SUMMER FACULIY RESEARCH PROGRAM

Technical
Report
Number Title Professor

Volume I
1 Weather Forecast Evaluation by Dr. Jon E. Ahlquist

Decomposition of the Wind Field into
Rotational and Divergent Components

2 Specification of a Vision Based Dr. Rashpal S. Ahluwalld
Navigation System for a Mobile Robol

3 An EPR Study of the Intermediate Dr. David R. Anderson
Radicals Produced in the Catalyzed
and Uncatalyzed Thermal Decomposition
of Dinitrotoluenes

4 An EPR and HPLC Study of the Mecnanisms Dr. David M. Barnhart
and Kinetics of TNT with Various
Reagents

5 Atmospheric Turbulence Effects on Dr. Frank P. Battles
Optical Beams

6 Some Issues in the Modeling and Control Dr. Georges A. Becus
of Large Flexible Space Structures

7 Fresnel Drag Unit and Registration Dr. Rex L. Berney
Optics for the Ring Laser Gyro

8 Corrugated Waveguides for Slow Waves Dr. Albert W. Biggs

9 Work Capacity Increased in High Dr. Phillip A. Bishop
Ambient Temperature Chemical
Warfare Environments Through Use
of Intermittent Work and Individual
Liquid Cooling

10 Factors Impacting Adaptation of Decision Dr. Patricia T. Boggs
Support Systems: An Interdisciplinary
Approach

11 American Ballistic Missile Defense, Dr. James A. Brown
1955-1979
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12 Data Management Within the School Dr. Clifford G. Burgess
of Aerospace Medicine

13 Measuring Production Rate in Aircraft Dr. Jeffrey D. Camm
Repricing Models

14 A Comparative Study and Evaluation of Dr. Thomas A. Carney
Four Atmospheric Dispersion Models
with Present or Potential Utility
in Air Force Operations

15 Turbulent Flow Over an Embedded, Dr. George D. Catalano
Rectangular Cavity

16 Fast Iterative Algorithm for 2-Block Dr. Bor-Chin Chang
H- Optimizdtion Problems

17 Effects of Unchanging Clutter on Dr. Garvin Chastain
Peripherally-Precued Covert
Attention Shifts

18 Thermo-Mechanical Behavior of High Dr. Shive K. Chaiurveao
Temperature Composites: A Review

19 Structure of Jet Diffusion Flames Dr. Lea 0. Chen

20 Serum Phospholipid and Cholesterol Dr. Hoffman Hor-Fu Che7
Ester Fatty Acids as Risk Predictors
for Coronary Artery Disease

21 A Laser Study of Sulfur Hexafluoride Dr. Wu C. Cheng

22 A Preliminary Study of the Character- Dr. John Yan-Poon Cheung
istics of Various Digital Signal
Processing Techniques in Receivers

23 An FTIR Study of the Isomerization Dr. Derald Chriss
of Isoimides

24 Multiphoton Ionization and Infrared Dr. Wolfgang Christian
Generation in a Cesium Heat Pipe
Oven

25 A Numerical Simulation of the Liquid- Dr. Jacob Nan-Chu Chung
Metal Dual-Latent Heat Packed Bed
Thermal Energy Storage System L

26 An Ultrastructural Study of Mossy Dr. Brenda J. Claiborne
Fiber Terminals Isolated from the
Mammalian Brain

27 Evaluation and Calibration of the Dr. Donald F. Collins -

AFGL Ultraviolet Imaging System
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28 A Dispersion-Corrected HPLC/FACP Dr. William 7. Cooper
Method for Measuring Sorption
Isotherms of Substituted Aromatics
on Soil Organic Matter

'9 A Study Designed to Enhance the Dr. Ricnard H. Cox
Predictive Validity of the Iwo-Hand
Coordination and Complex Coordination
Psychomotor Tests

30 Truth Maintenance and Learning in Dr. William B. Day
Knowledge-Based Systems

Cloning of Mycoplasma Genomic Dr. Veto G. DelVecch½o
Libraries in E. Coli

32 A Monte Carlo Simulation of the Dr. Shirshak K. Dha!i
Electron Motion in Silane and the
Ambipolar Diffusion of a Multi-
component Plasma

33 Modeling of Failure Mechanisms in Dr. Lokesh R. Dharani _

Brittle Matrix High Temperature
Composites

34 The Effects of Surface Roughness on Dr. Peter .. Dis~mi e
Turbulent Boundary Layer Separation
at Hypersonic Speeds

35 A Numerical Investigation Into the Dr. Michael L. Doria
Acoustic Disturbance of a Laminar
Flow Field Over an Airfoil at High
Angle of Attack

36 Computer Aided Engineering Tecmn'ques Dr. George R. D ½, Cr.
in Aircraft Landing Gear Analysis

37 Structural Modification to Enhance the Dr. Franklin E. Eastep
Active Control of Aeroelastic
Instabilities

38 Laser-Induced Breakdown of Sulfur- Dr. Thaddeus J. Englert
hexaf'uoride
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Smulation QJ tb Cardiac Conductin Sýst

by
Frank Hadlock

ABSTRACT

A synchronous discrete event simulation model was developed

to simulate the wave of cardiac depolarization of the

ventricular portion of the human heart. The model emtno!Vs a

discrete geometrical model of the heart, based cn one

millimeter cubical cells, and a discrete set o: conduction -

states which the cells can assume. The evenua. zu-zut o:

the simulation is EKG signals or body surface poaentaias.

The model is sampled synchronously at time steps apprcoriate

for the intended output.

1 T

By way of background, the research project described in this

report is concerned with the computer simulation of the

cardiac conduction system. The eventual objective is the

generation of EKG signals, vectorcardiogram signals or body

surface potential maps. This project was selected as being

one of mutual interest to the Air Force and the investigator.

For their part, the Air Force is interested in inexpensive,
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noninvasive methods for the early detection of coronary

artery disease [5]. To be able to interpret body surface

potential maps correctly, a quantitative theory for their

genesis is needed. The development of a cardiac conduction

simulation model with the eventual generation of body surface

potential maps will be an aid to the formulation of such a

theory. For the author's part, the research project was

relevant to past algorithm and software development

experience, and to ongoing research interests. From 1979

through 1981 the author was associated with the development

of an ambulatory arrythmia monitor as contractor for

DataMedix, Inc. of Boca Raton, El. From 1981 throuch 1982,

while on leave from his university, the author acted as

Director of Advanced Software Development at DataMedix.

During this time he had major responsibility for the

development and testing of algorithms for EKG data

compression and for QRS classification. As an outgrowth of

this experience, he has become interested in measures of

similarity, particularly Levenshtein distance, ;hnc might be

applied to waveform comparison. With respect to Levenshtein

distance, he has developed fast algorithms for its

computation, and has interests in working on its application

to EKO interpretation.
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2 QJE~rTESRESEAR FFEIR

For over the past twenty years, medical researchers have been

working on various simulation models as an aid in

understanding the cardiac conduction system. A possible

application of such a simulation model is as a diagnostic

aid. By modifying the normal heart geometry to reflect

suspected conduction defects such as ischemia, output from

the simulation can be compared with the patient's

EKG,vectorcardiogram, or body surface potential map. Close

agreement will tend to corroborate the diagnosis as co

conduction defects.

By way of background we will briefly describe and compare

four discrete event simulation models developed in the past.

We begin with one due to Moe [4] which is concerned with

modelling circus rhythms in the atria. The geometry is 2

dimensional, with hexagonal tissue units. The modal is

finite state, with each tissue unit being in one of 5

possible states during the simulation period. The 5 states

are as follows. First is an absolute refractory state,

assumed after firing and during which the cell is incapable

of being fired again. Next, in order of normal assumption,

are three relative refractory states, during which the cells

can be triggered to fire again, but at a reduction in

conduction velocity proportional to the remaining time in

relative refractory. Finally there is a rest state. Time is

descretized by employing 5 ms time units. Whj e this model

introduces some useful concepts, it concerns itself with
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simulation of the atria and utilizes a two dimensional

geometry.

The next model, due to Eifler and Plonsey [3] uses a

complicated cell shape an elongated rhombic duodecahedron.

As in the model due to Moe, et al, this model discretizes the

states which can be assumed by a tissue unit. They assume

only three states rest, absolute and relative refractory.

On the other hand, their model is sophisticated with regard

to providing for different conduction velocities between

units, depending on whether the units are axial or lateral

neighbors.

The third model, due to Selvester and Solomon [6-, uses a

cube as a cell shape. There model provides for two states,

rest and absolute refractory. Since the model only makes one

pass, the absolute refractory state can be used for vacant

cells. Despite its simplicity, the model is very slow and

does not provide for modeling re-entrant rhythms.

The fourth model, due to Samn [5], is an asynchronous

simulation model. It may be viewed as a generalization of

Moe's method to 3 dimensions, using a time ordered priority

queue to store events. While it has the capacity to model

re-entrant rhythms, the overhead necessary to maintain the

event queue in order of event priority tends to make the

model slow.
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The specific objective of this project was to develop a

synchronous simulation model which would be capable of

modelling re-entrant rhythms and would be relatively fast.

3 BASIC ASSUMPTT ONS EM =• SIMULATIO MQDL

3.1 Geometric Aspects Of The Model

Physically, the heart iz modeled as a 3-dimensional

rectangular array, 100 cubical units in each dimensicn, eacn

cube being one mm on an edge. Each cube of tissue, or cell,

is assumed to be homogeneous as to tissue type, and hence as

to conduction properties. Each cell can excite all

neighboring, non- vacant cells, where a neighbor is j
considered to be any cell which has a side, edge or point in

common. Consequently a cell can have as many as 26

neighbors. It should be pointed out that this is contrary to

the assumDtions made in the model due to Eifler and Plonsey,

who permit only reduced communication between lateral

neighbors. Only ventricles and His/Purkinje fibres are

incorporated in the current heart geometry file. However the

model provides for additional types, which might be utilized

to represent different levels of ischemia. Test data is

taken from a digitized version of a human heart, fixed in _

agar on autopsy and sliced into 100 slices along its verticle

axis.
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3.2 Electrophysiological Aspects Of The Model

Each type of tissue is assumed to be characterized by its own

action potential wave form with the duration of the absolute

refractory period being a function of the last RR interval

(actually the cells last firing and its current firing) and

relative refractory period a function only of cell type.

While the only sample heart geometry currently available to

us provides only two cell types (Purkinje and ventrucular), 7-
the computer implementation of the model has the potential

for accepting heart geometries which include up to five

additional types, corresponding to various levels of

ischemia.

Conduction velocity is also dependant on cell type, with the

maximum velocity assumed to be 2 meters/second. This

assumption is reflected later in the choice of the smallest

simulation time unit, chosen so that wave of depolarization

never propagates across more that a single single cell during

the time unit. Besides cell type, conduction velocity is

dependent on cell state, with the velocity varying directly

with the time a cell has spent in the relative refractory

state, (if it was in relative refractory) and achieving its

maximum if the cell was in the rest state.

The conduction states used in this model are as follows.

First of all, absolute refractory refers to the period

immediately after firing during which a cell cannot be

activated again. In this model, this period is divided into
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two states: absolute-refractory--1 (corresponding to the

upstroke of the action potential) and absolute-refractory-2

(the remainder of the period). By unfired and to-fire, will

be meant the status of not having been scheduled to fire and

the status of having been scheduled to fire. The model

divides the state of relative-refractory-unfired into

fourteen periods, corresponding to the remaining time in

relative refractory, and the same for

relati've-refractory-to-fire. Finally there are two separate

states, rest-unfired and rest-to-fire to represent a cell's

being in rest and unscheduled to-fire, and being in rest and

being scheduled to-fire. This totals thirty two d4sZinc-

states used to represent the state-time information about- a

cell.

4 COMPUT IMPLEMENTATION OF = MODEL

4.1 A Synchronous Computer Model For Cardiac Conduction: An

Overview

One of the basic decisions which must be made in developing a

simulation model is whether to use a synchronous or an

asynchronous approach. In the synchronous approach, a basic

simulation time unit is chosen and the system is examined

periodically in increments of this time unit. For our

application, the electrophysiological state of the conduction

system at the end of the next time unit must be computed from

its current state.
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In the asynchronous approach, significant events are stored

in a priority queue ordered by time of occurrence. The next

event to occur is obtained from the head of the queue.

Processing the event may schedule other events to occur,

which must be entered in the event queue according to time of

occurrence.

In both approaches, time and state information must be

maintained. The asynchronous approach will be more efficient

if the simulation output is never needed except at the time

of occurrence of significant events or with less frequencY.

If output is needed with less frequency, then generation of

output can be designated as a significant event and be

scheduled by itself or by other events. An improvement in

efficiency is then realized if the asynchronous approach

results in sampling the system less frequently than the

synchronous approach, and the overhead involved w-h

maintainig the priority queue is offset by this savings. E:'r

our application, the signal needed to generate an

electrocardiogram, vectorcardiogram, or body sur face

potential map is sampled periodically. Typical sampling

rates are 2 ms or 4 ms sampling. This would suggest using a

synchronous simulation model, with time step chosen so that

the rate with which the system state is sampled is

sufficiently high so as to obtain the desired degree of I -

accuracy of the simulation output.

5I
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4.2 Static Representation Of Heart Geometry, Cell Type And

State

The CELL array is a 100xl00xl00 array, which simultaneously

defines the heart geometry as well as the type and state of

individual tissue units (cells). It also, alternately stores

the time of last firing and the time till firing. In its

current form, two bytes of information are allocated to each

cell. Th'e two bytes are partitioned into three fields.

Field-l (8 bits) stores the time of last firing while the

cell is in certain states, and stores the time till next

firing during the other states. Field-2 (3 bits) stores the

cell type while Field-3 (5 bits) stores state-time

information. The 5 bit state-time code is shown in the table

below.

State Code

Absolute-refractory-1 00000

Relative-refractory-unfired 00001

Relative-refractory-unfired 01110

Absolute-refractory-2 01111

Rest-unfired 10000

Relative-refractory-to- fire 10001

Relative-refractory-to-fire 11110

Rest-to-fire 11111
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Note that the use of sequential codes for the

relative-refractory-unfired (and for the

relative-refractory-to-fire) states facilitate next state

computation. The last 4 bits determine the number of

relative-refractory- unfired time units remaining for the

cell (14 for a cell with state code 01110). Since Field 3 is

the least significant, decrementing CELL (xy, z) changes cell

x,y,z to its next relative-refractory-unfired state (or next

relative-refractory-to-fire state). Note that if x,y,z is

relative-refractory-unfired with one

relative-refractory-unfired time unit remaining (code = 0000)

its state temporarily becomes absolute-refractory-l. After

decrementing, a comparison is performed to see if a

transition to rest-unfired (or rest-to-fire) is in order.

Thus the code selection, placing absolute-refractory-l below

relative-refractory-unfired and rest-unfired below

relative-refractory-to-fire as buffers, permits decrementing

without first testing; without. the buffers information in

other fields would be affected.

4.3 Dynamic Representation Of State-Time Information

To make the model efficient, it is necessary to utilize a

redundant representation of the conduction system. The CELL

array is complete in that it contains all the information

necessary to perform the simulation. At the same time, it

requires 2,000,000 bytes of information. Thus, if only CELL

were available, the model would require on the order of 200

million instructions to be executed to simulate a single
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cycle. To avoid this, special purpose [Alist structures,

designed to minimize the number of page faults, have been

adopted. Because the kind of processing which takes place in

each state differs, and because the need for simultaneous

transfer of information with the CELL array differs, the list

structures differ from one state to the next. The dynamic

structures introduced to provide efficient processing of

cells in each state are described as follows:

Description of List Structure

Absolute- refracto=r-i-i: REFI-CRC is an
unordered circular buffer of records. Each
record contains the x,y,z
coordinates of a cell in tlhis state, along
with its remaining time in this state, and
time in absolute-refractory-2. Input is
from WVE-LST and from the head of REFl-CRC.
Cells at the head of REFl-CRC are processed
and either go the tail of REEl-CRC or to
REF2-STK. Processing is a 1 ms intervals.

Absolute-refractory-2 and
Relative-refractory-unfired: REF2-STK is a
series of stacks, one for each Z-plane.
Each record contains x,y coordinates along
with the time remaining in its current state
is from REFl-CRC. A single link
implementation is used and deleted cells
pass to the rest state and are only accounted
for in the CELL array. Processing is at 8 ms
intervals. Rest-to-fire and
Relative- re f-actory- to- fire:
WVE-LST is a series of stacks, one for each
Z-plane. Further, there is a current version
and a next version. The stacks are
implemented as linear arrays (no
pointers). Each record
contains x,y coordinates and the time the
cell was last fired
(obtained from Field 2 of CELL).
The top stack element is processed by decre-
menting its remaining to-fire time in CELL.
If fired, the coordinate information goes to _

FIRE-DIR and FIRE-COORD structure else the
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record is copied to the top of the corres-
ponding stack of the next version of WVE-LST.
Input is accomplished by processing FIRE-DIR
and FIRE-COORD to determine new cells
triggered to- fire.
Processing is at .5 ms intervals
with relative-refractory-to- sire times
updated with the same
frequency as relative-refractory-
unfired. Next and current versions of
WVE-LST are interchanged
(i.e., designations are inter-
changed).

4.4 Propagation Of The Wave Front

Propagation of the wave front is accompli.shed by processing

cell records on WVE-LST which recresent cells in either

Rest-to-fire or Relative- refractory-to-fire. Since WVE-LST

is organized as a series of stacks indexed by Z-plane, the z

coordinate is automatically determined. After retrieving the

x,y coordinates, Field 1 of CELL(x,y,z) is decremented,

adjusting the remaining time-to-fire. If this time is

non-zero, the cell record is copied to the head of the

corresponding stack for the next version of WVE-LST.

Otherwise the coordinate information is read into FIRE-DIR

and FIRE-COORD which maintains a series of unordered lists

corresponding to Z-planes of cells just fired. Next each

Z-plane is processed as follows. For every cell above, on

the same plane, or below, which just fired, its neig•bers on

the Z-plane are tested. Any non-vacant cells in rest-to-fire
P

or relative-refractory-to-fire have new firing times

computed, these replacing the old ones (in CELL) if they

earlier firing times. Cells in relative- refractory-unfired

or rest-unfired are changed to the appropriate states and
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added to the next version of WVE-LST.

5 RECCMQMENDATIONS

A Fortran 77 implementation of this model was developed after

the decision to adopt a synchronous approach. The initial

part of the summer fellowship period was spent considering

alternative strategies for speeding Up the asynchronous

model. Some alternatives were to employ a .Zshr.ar data

structure to facilitate maintenance of the priority queue.

Another alternative was suggested by the observation that

scheduiing times (relative to the present) assumed only a

small set of values, suggesting that the priority queue be

organized as a series of constant time queues. Inserting an

invent into the priority queue would be accomplished by

pushing it on the stack (queue) indexed by its time of

occurrence (relative to the present).

However, because it was recognized that simulation output was

needed in synchronous fashion, it was decided to take a

synchronous approach. The first version was a test version

and was developed for a two dimensional geometry. It took

only seconds to propagate a wave front through what

corresponded to a quarter of a single plane of the three

dimensional geometry due to Sylvester (less than .25 %) . The

current version should be tested. If it probes to be more

efficient than the asynchronous model due to Samxn, then the

code to generate body surface potentials can be added at the

end of the 2 ms loop.
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A Framework of an Optimum Synthesis

Environment for the Hydrocode EPIC-2

by

Prabhat Hajela

ABSTRACT

The present study seeks to examine the efficacy of a mathematical

nonlinear programming approach for the optimal synthesis oF structures

subjected to high strain-rate olasti: de'Thrmations. Efficient methods of

constraint representation are implemented to reduce the dimensionality of

tie optimization problem, where the latter 's -in outcome of the transint

nature of the response functions. A Lagrangian discretized domain

approach is used for the solution of the equations of motion and is

coupled to a feasible usable search direct.on ilgorithm to Form an

optimization programming system. The optimum si:i ng o, a orojectile shell

for sur-vival in a hiigh velocity impact, provides the test -)roblem ,Tor this

study. A stepwise linearization of the design space is .ttempted ,For

computational efficiency, with encouraging results.
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I. Introduction 0

I obtained my Ph.d Degree from Stanford University in July 1982. As

a graduate student, I investigated efficient methods of automated struc-

tural synthesis, an area in which I first developed interest during a

summer program at NASA Langley Research Center. I continued to work in

optimum design methods during a one-year postdoctoral assignment at UCLA

and consider it my primary field of research interest. The application

areas at the Eglin AFB Armanent Laboratory provided some challenging

extensions in the field of optimum structural synthesis. Formost amongst

these is the design of structures characterized by nonlinear analysis and

a variable geometry of the computational domain.

II. Objectives of the Research Effort

Significant advances in digital computing capabilities, coupled dith

parallel development of more efficient methods of analysis, have con-

tributed to the emergence of automated structural synthesis as a v4',)'_

design tool. Early contributions to the concept of optimum structural

design can be found in publications of Maxwell [E] and Michell ri2]. The p

1950's witnessed the development of the simultaneous failure mode theory

[31, in which a structure was considered optimal if it failed in each of

the several failure modes at the same load condition. The contemporary

approach to the optimum structural synthesis problem can be traced to t'e'ie

pioneering efforts of Schmit [4]. The past two decades have 'qitnessed

considerable research activity in the field and has resulted in the

emergence of two distinct approaches - the optimality criteria methods -5]

and the nonlinear programming technique [6]. An extensive revi.aw o3 the

literature in this period is documented in [7]. Of the optimality

criteria and the nonlinear programming strategies, the latter 1s Cor-

sidered a more general approach, and is used in the work described ii this

report.

The nonlinear programming approach has enjoyed considerable success

in the design of elastic structural systems subjected to static load

conditions. The methodology involves the coupling of a mathematical

nonlinear programming algorithm to an analysis procedure for a given

problem domain, to obtain an optimization programming system [3]. Despite

the apparent success of this approach, there are several drawbacks that
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must be considered in its implementation. Strictly speaking, the problem

of optimal structural synthesis is one of repetitive analysis of candidate

designs, to obtain the best in terms of a prescribed set of conditions.

Rather than use a random selection of the trial designs, the optimization

algorithm provides a systematic search procedure. Furthermore, the search

for new designs is terminated when certain mathematically determined

conditions for optimality, such as the Kuhn-Tucker conditions [9], are

satisfied. The search techniques for constrained optimization problems

need the gradients of the constraints and the objective function, in

addition to the function values. Hence, in the presence of a large number -

of design variables and constraints, such methods become extremely

inefficient from a computational standpoint.

Several approaches have been suggested to circumvent the problems of

large dimensionality described above. One approach to reduce the computer

resource requirements is to substitute the detailed analysis of the

structure by an approximate analysis of a reduced order model. Such

methods have been proposed and implemented with a great degree of

success. The other approach is to simplify the design space itself by

reducing the number of design variables and constraints that the

optimization algorithm has to contend with. Design variable linking is a

process that allows the user to limit the number of design variables in

the optimization. Constraint deletion and cumulative constraint repre-

sentations permit a further reduction in the dimensionality of the design

space. Additional savings in computational effort can be achieved by con-

structing high quality explicit approximations to the design space. A

detailed description of these concepts is available in [10,11,1,21.

The developments described above have been largely confined to the

design of statically loaded, elastic structural systems. Constraints

obtained from a dynamic loading environment have largely been of the form

in which the natural frequencies of the structure are constrained to lie

in some prespecified pockets [13]. Transient response constraints [14],

and constraints from a random loading environment [151 have received

little attention in this effort. Also included in the latter category is

the optimum design of structures which exhibit geometric or material

nonl inearities. p
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The primary focus of the work described in this effort was to assess

the applicability of optimization methods in the design of structures that

undergo significant plastic deformations under dynamic loads. This

includes the development of an optimiz3:ion )rogramming system for tha

task. An additional task was to identify the problem areas typical of

this class of structures, where the analysis is inherently nonlinear and

does not lend itself conveniently to the approximation concepts developed

in context of optinum design of elastic systems. The test problem chosen

for this task was a shell colliding against i rigid wall with a prescribed

velocity, resuling in Severe plastic Je orma.i3ns 41 the str'icture. An

interesting feature of the proposed problem is its resemblance to a shape

optimization problem, a subject that has received considerable recent

attention [16,17]. Subsequent sections of this report describe the

structural optimization problem, the inplementation of the cumulative

constraint concept to circumvent the parametric nature of the design

constraints, the description of the optinization programming system and

preliminary results for the test problem. Shortcomings in the present

approach are also identified.

Ill. Mathematical Problem Statement

The general statement for a nonlinear programming optimum design

iroblem can be written as follows.

'1inimize /(T) $1)

SuDJect to gj. -) J ;, ,?,...r,

hk(-T) = 0 k=1,2 .... r (3

d. d < d.- du. i=1,2,.... n (4)
1 1 '

4e'e, .iCd) is the objective function and in structural ootilnization

Droblems, is typically the structural weight; gj(d) and hk(,d) are t*ne

inequality and equality constraints that prescribe bounds on the response

quantities of interest. The constraints are generally defined in a

normalized manner as follows.
gj z(Td ! < 0 (5)

Zall

Here, z(Td) is the response quantity to be constrained and in structural

design would typically be the element stress, nodal displacement, natural



L ~i _

frequency of the structure or a buckling load parameter; z all is the

prescribed bound on this response quantity. The vector d represents the

design variables that are to be optimally assigned in the ootimization

algorithm and are generally the element member sizes, material properties

or geometry definition parameters. The individual components di of the

design variable vector have prescribed lower and upper bounds d i and di'
respectively. These permit specification of limits on design variable

changes to achieve the desired objective. It is important to note that

the objective and constraint functions are, for most realistic structural

design problems, implicit functions of the design variables. The sensi- P
tivity of these functions for the design variables must be obtained by

numerical techniques.

17. The Feasible Usable Algorithm

The optimization algorithm adopted in the present work is based on .

the feasible directions approach of Zoutendijk [181 and is the basis of a

constrained minimization program CONMIN [191. The basic approach of this

technique is described herein for completeness. Consider the scalar

objective function W(d) that is to be minimized subject to the constraints .

gj(i) < 0, j=1,2,...,m, where W and gj are general nonlinear functions of

the design variables. The feasible directions approach is in the category

of direct methods for constrained optimization and proceeds towards the

optimum ii a sequence of design variable update cycles of the form

j+l + •* S *5)
d d'i +=

where, SJ is the direction of search established by the algorithri

and c is the step size that must be taken in the direction of the

proposed search. The search direction is deemed to be feasible if a small
move in that direction from the current design does not cause an increased

violation in the constraints. For linear and convex constraints, this can

be mathematically stated as

ST7gj 4 0 (7)

where the equality condition is applicable in the case of linear and

outward-curving constraints. Further, the direction is considered to be
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both feasible and usable, if in addition to (7), the following inequality

is also valid.

sTF < 0 (3)

This represents an improvement in the objective Function For a mini-

mization problem. A geometric interpretation of this approach is shown

in Figure 1. The inequalities (7) and (8) result in a feasible-usable

sector in the design space in which the search must proceed. The step

size selection for the algorithm is based on a one imiensional 3earch

along this direction. The basic technique used in CONMIN is to minimize W

along a steepest descent direction until one of the constraint boundaries

is encountered. The search then proceeds along this boundary till the

objective function can no longer decrease. The sinificance of objective

and constraint function sensitivity for the purpose )f optimi:ation is

abundantly clear from this discussion.

V. High Velocity Impact Computations - EPIC 2

The analysis for the design problem considered in this study is

complex, and involves the transient dynamic response of a continuum. The

ability to model arbitrary geometries of the continuum is of absolute

essence in any automated design environment, and hence a discrete

numerical approach is preferred. The EPIC-2 computer program is con-

figured to obtain solutions for dynamic response analyses in iipa.:t and

detonation problems, for plane strain and axi-symmetric situations.

Furthermore, it has the capability to model strain hardening and high

strain rate effects that are typical of the problem under consideration.

The geometry of the domain is discretized into triangular elements, ,with

lumped masses at each node. The displacements within the elments are

assumed to vary linearly between the nodes, giving the triangular elements

the semblance of constant strain triangles in the finite element method.

The solution grid is Lagrangian in that it moves with the material during

elastic and plastic flow. For an initial set of prescribed displacements

and velocities, the strains and strain rates are determined by considering

the spatial derivatives of the former. The strains are then used to

determine the stresses using the constitutive laws. Once the element and

nodal stresses are established, the corresponding nodal forces and and
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nodal accelerations can also be determined. New estimates of the nodal

velocity are obtained by a linear extrapolation of the velocity at the

previous time step and from the acceleration deteriined for that sta).

This process is repeated for the time pe-iod of iterest and a time

history of the quantities of interest such as strains, stresses and

pressures are stored for postprocessing. Additional details on the

theoretical and computational aspects of EPIC-2 are available in [20].

VI. Efficient Methods of Constraint Representation

The pressure and strain information available from EDIC-? is a

function of time and the design constraints to limit these responses to L -A

allowable values during some predetermined initial period of impact, can

be written as follows

IiCi-•t)i.lEalI 1 i 0 '?•i . .

pi (it) I/Pal1 -

where, Pall and Eall are the upper bounds on the pressure within the

explosive and the strains in the str'ictural shell, respectively. The

constraints denoted by (9) and (10) are parametric in time and a .1a(imum

response cannot be determined by either a close form evaluation or a

functional maximization, particularly in the case of the pressure, ,i*: .

is a nonconvex function of time. A discrete sampling o' the 'es.onse i;

therefore used to represent the pressure and strain constraints. To avoid

the problem of misrepresenting the maximum response, a large number of

closely spaced points must be considered in the solution. This, coupled

to the sizeable number of elements that one must include in a reVlatively

coarse model of the structure, would result in in inordinatal / 'arge

number of design constraints for the problem.

This problem can be addressed by recourse to the cumulative con-

straint formulation which allows the user to denote a large number of

design constraints by a single representative measure. For the design

constraints gj, j=1,2,...,m, the representative cumulative constraint 1) is

written as follows 60

r--.

i



m
-E+ - < g* >r i F2 >

j=1 (11) ,

-E + 1 Lnr 7 exp(og.) if q<
j=1

gi if gi> 0
where <gj> = 

I 
i

0 if gi <0

where, ''4'is a preselected parameter (order 10-1) that allows transition

from one formulation to the other and is chosen such that the change

occurs close to the constraint boundary; r is a constraint smoothing
factor typically chosen as 2 but is reduced as the constraint approaches

the boundary; 'p' is the constraint participation factor and its nunerica!

value is typically of order 100. The constraint participation factor is

such that the most critical constraint dominates the cumulative function.

if a smaller value of p is chosen, a smear of a larger number of con-

straints can be obtained in the cumulative constraint. Discussions

pertaining to the mathematical validity of the constraint representation

are available in [21].

VII. Implementation of the Programming System

A. Program Structure.

The analysis and optimization programs described ii the preceedin7
I

sections were coupled into an automated synthesis environment by a
sequence of pre- and post-processor programs. The flow between these
programs and the other processors was controlled in the Command Language

feature of DEC systems, and is best illustrated in the annotated flowchart

shown in Figure 2. This section of the report describes the specific tasks

of each module in the flowchart, including a description of the dat 31•s

that are necessary in the present implementation.

A typical input runstream for the program EPIC-2 can be broken down

into three segments. The first deals with input information pertaining to

the task that is to be performed, i.e., whether the program is to be run
as a preprocessor only, or if dynamic response computations are required.

It also contains input on what information is to be saved for post-

processing. The second portion of a typical runstream is devoted to the

definition of the geometry of the problem domain and a third segment
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details element connectivity information and additional information

pertaining to velocity of impact and time for which response must be

tabulated. In a typical synthesis procedure, it is the geometry of the

structure that is generally changed to achieve the desired objectives.

The program PREEPIC is the preprocessor to EPIC-2, and is configured

to generate new geometry information for the program in a desired

format. It makes use of the design variables, which in the present

problem are r or z coordinates of nodes, and computes the location of

other node points in a grid, the order of which is predetermined and not

allowed to vary. The design variable data is contained in a data file

DESIGN which also contains lower and upper bounds on the design varia-

bles. Other parameters that describe the geometry of the structure but

do not change in the resizing, are contained in another data file GEOM.

All data files in the present task are unformatted for ease of program-
ming.

The optimization algorithm requires not only the function information

for the pressures and strains, but also the sensitivities of these

response quantities for each design variable. This sensitivity is

obtained by a first order finite difference approximation, by perturbing

each design variable, one at a time. Hence, for n design variables, the

analysis to obtain the response sensitivities must be repeated n+1 times.

The parameter that identifies the variable to be perturbed is in the dati

file NDVNCON, which also contains information on the number of design

variables and constraints, the number of explosive and structural

elements, and the step size for the finite difference approximation.

Each new runstream created by the preprocessor is executed by 7_IC I
and the output information is postprocessed in the program POSTEPIC.

Here, the cumulative constraints for the straii and pressure constra•its

are computed and stored in a data file CONFUN for computing the sensi-

tivity information. The latter information is obtained in program GRAD

and transferred to the optimization program CONOPT in a data file GGRAD.
The program CONOPT contains the call to the constrained minimization

program CONMIN and also provides the latter with objective function and

constraint information as required. The flow chart illustrating the

execution of the optimization program is shown in Figure 3.
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For purposes of computational efficiency, the nonlinear optimization

problem was replaced by a sequence of piecewise linear approximations.

Consider the case of a general nonlinear objective function F(1) to be

minimized subject to nonlinear inequality constraints gj(.), j=1,2,...,m,

and prescribed lower and upper bounds on the design variable vector,

xi and x?, respectively. At any given point in the design space, the
objective and constraint functions can be assumed to be linear for small

changes in the design variable vector. The function sensitivities can be

obtained at the given point and updated values of the functions can be

written as follows.

F(C + ýx) = F(x) + 7F(). x (12)

gj(x + gx) -g(x) + 7gj(-x). x (13)

The validity of these approximations is ensured . the change ii the

design variable vector is restricted to 5e a small one. Ine Possible

approach of ensuring this is to permit a ±20% change ii each component of

the design vector for any piecewise cycle. The optimization problem

statement for such a repetitive piecewise linear approximation cdn be

stited as follows.

linimize k• (14)

Subject to gj(0 '< 0 15)

0.8 xi < xi • 1.2 xi (16)

x x < ux (17)i xI

This process is repeated till the constraints are satisfied and the

objective function does not show an appreciable change in successive

iterations.

B. The Test Problem Description.

The projectile shown in Figure 4 is chosen as a test problem to

assess the validity of the programming system implemented in this study.

The projectile has a steel shell and is packed with an explosive charge.
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It impacts a rigid target, normal to the surface and at a prescribed

velocity. The rigid target assumption was made to reduce the complexity

of the analysis probl.m as -vouli ')e introduced if the projectil_ -er•.

allowed to penetrate the target. The impact causes severe plas• -

deformations to develop in the structural shell and also introduces a

pressure pulse into the explosive charge. The optimum design requirements

were formulated to maximize the total internal volume and hence the

explosive carrying capacity of the shell. The design constraints include

an upper bound on the plastic strains at any point in the shell ind on 'he

maximum pressure in the explosive. ýn additional constraint 4as >loose1

requiring the ratio of the explosive weight to the structural, qve" ht to be

above some prespecified value.

A mathematica! statement of this problem can he cDrmui _ad as )ws

where V is the internal volume of the shell

Subject to g1 l- (i,Eall) < 0J

g2  - 2(Pi,Pall) < 0

g3  0.675 Wexp/Wstr - I < 0

In the above exprqessins, the values o3, rall and Pall are 0.5 a1:1

0.725x'0 6 psi, respectively; W' and W4 are 4eights of the exp' 7s1 e
-exp 'str

and the structural shell. The time duration of impact For which these

conditions are to be satisfied was chosen as 30 4secs. The constant 9.7_

of (21) was selected on the basis of typical explosive to structjre 'weight

ratio in a 500ib ,:lass warhead. The design variables selected For this

study are designated as xi, i=1,2,...,5, in Figure 4.

VIII. Numerical Results

Numerical results for the problem described in the preceeding

section, were obtained for two specific cases. The first, involves a

fixed external geometry and variation of the first three design variables

only. This permits a change in the internal geometry of the shell. To

obtain a better understanding of the design space, parametric variations

of the design variables were attempted to observe their influence on the
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IX. Concluding Remarks

The report describes the preliminary implementation of an optimum

synthesis methodology For the sizing of structures that are subject to

high strain rate deformations. The use of hydrocodes For analysis appears

to be a logical choice for this class of problems. In the current

application, the hydrocode EPIC-2 was coupled to a feasible usable search

directions program CONMIN, to obtain the synthesis procedure. Numerical

testing of the proposed method indicates the potential for using such

techniques in the design process. Extension of the current work to

include target penetration and the associated time dependent pressure -

boundary condition on the shell, is a natural choice. Despite the

encouraging results obtained in this effort, there are several issues that

need to be addressed at a fundamental level.

At the very outset, it is important to emphasize the considerable p
investment of computational resource required for hydrocodes to run in a

repetitive analysis mode. For the class of problems examined in thi3

effort, it appears that the constraint functions can be approximated by

explicit linear or quadratic functions. Approximate analysis procedures,

similar to the reduced basis concepts in the synthesis of elastic

structural systems, must be explored in some detail. The design oroble-.rs

that are most likely to be addressed in such an environment, inclides the

element of shape change in the basic configuration. This is a r-elitieyei/

new discipline in the field of automated synthesis and requires 'a oc;jsed

effort in context of this problem. The response sensitivities generated b,

perturbing the nodal coordinate system also include the effect of a

reorienting grid system. This effect must be isolated to obtain better

convergence characteristics in the optimization process. The current set L .

up is somewhat linited in that the order of the grid is not allowed to

-iary in the optimization. This places a restriction on the allowable

changes in the design variable. A variable order, adaptable grid for the

analysis problem is seen as a possible solution to this problem.

Ongoing research on this subject is expected to address some of the

problems outlined above and will be reported in other publications.
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Figure 5. Effect of a parametric variation of design variables
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Aodelinq of Human Body Movement

by

Patrick Hannon and David Jansen

ABSTRACT

The Articulated Total Body (ATB) model is used -o smulata bionam

responses due to forces on the human body such as localized contact

forces, aerodynamic drag, or internal muscular forces. alidatitn and

cossible L-iporovement of the model was Lnvesti:-ar:?, :nrouq( :we

acproaches. k skilled motor oerformance, the overhand baseball thrzw was

3electad as the basis for the validation study, and hee-,•imensicna

ax"2erirmental data from human subjects were obtained. In :ie ftnst

apcroach, muscle forces derived from the literature were inout to the

model for the right upper limb. The time courses for the muscle f- -ces

•e:e -btained from electromyography studies of overarm throw.nc.

csioal oorrespondence between the experimental data and eU-_-

_~cin:e simulation fesulted. The second approach involved pres o

-:he motion of a single joint (the right knuckle) and adjusting other

carameters of the ATB model to obtain corresoondence with the

4cete. 1,'o nusc,:,Tr forces were involved in this aona.

3i.nificant statistical correspondence resulted, though not as high as

with the first approach. Recommendations for further validation and --

develocment of the ATB model were made.
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I. Introduction

Patrick Fannon

caceivd my, Ed. in Ksizal :ducacicn ffr".~r h I;

Northern Colorado with a major specialization in motor control and -

minor specialization in bicmechanics in 1980.

My research expecience includes working in the Locomotion Lahocab-:v

of Morthern Nrizona 7nieri- which Jis -4oint'! operated 'Dy

?hysical Education. MIucn of -he work One in This facility has..

collaborative with ,oloagy and Physical Theracv ?rofess ' .

-?:c'-.arce ex-pefience difinc :>e 1994-1:5 c 'T e:at .nt-arna

*ŽTh-ersity allowed me to: work with or. 71-n :ezawincr-K--

an'd )r. Jim c4cMillan in ne...o.hYsi.)lzai.

avil Jansen

: am currently a Th. D. candidate at Washington 3•tate Universi-..

WSIM). '.y dissertation involves the evc.ltion and .-iomec!ani7:3 of the

:ecnalic region of venomous snakes. ThurLc .y reserch emplomey s:a-_-

.nal'sis :o describe the actions of snake -aws. t ';s al.; .1S

aat..matiaily model the aesu.ES, :si g a micr"comc: "-.

I was also trained in human anatomy while a- -- , haa--z sze-:

yea-s :eachins anatcm :)-: :nenead, neck and tr-nI< zo ced.ica-l s-:de--s

The Armstrong Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory is involved in

biomechanical analysis and computer modeling of human movement. The

Articulated Total Body Model simulates human movement with a 15 segment

model which allows 3-dimensional analysis, incorporating resistive jointz

:jo-



procerties and musculature forces. 'o current oroblems being

investigated by the Mcdeling and .aialvsis Labcratory are hunan bcdv

dnoricn during emergency az.. ec.i..n and abr.rzt ocizonta,

deceleration. Although computer modeling of human motion was a new

approach for us, our background in biomechanics and human and animal

motor control were useful for our selected problem.

7. -Objectives of the Research Effort:

The overall objective of our simulacion study das to nrovi-e

formation about muscle actiJyit' across joints for a selected .Ct:_..

s•:'L, and in turn make ccmpafiscns between the ATB mcdel out--! a ÷

-easured 3-dimensional kinemat.ics.

The overarm throwing cattern was chosen for analysis • a-•ce:

":!asons. ?irst, there exists good descriptive data for this mo:r sil1

scecifically x,v,z kinematic data). Secondly, the upcrer extremity in

overarm throwing is a system of three kinetic links ii-h internal muscle

•rzues acting between the segments of the system. This secine.t•! lin<

3.s~tem is classified as an ocen kinetic chain whe -- :-e r-est

31cmen: (ne hand) is noc fixed, but is free c.; -rcve c

-Therfore, the movement is reasonably but not overly comolex. 7T-h l",

-. is movement presents similarities to the limb' flailinc 7hich - -.!

asa :eszoonse to aercr4n-aimic ýraq and lif fco:s >> :c

durina aircraft ejection.

Individual Objectives:

1. The major purpose of our research effort was to incut estimrated

muscle force data for overarm throwing into the ATB model and compare me

model's predicted kinematics with the actual r...rt2d. n-: d i.en..•-ional

56-1



i<i.ematic data.

2. A second objective of our research efýfc.rt ..;as -_ýD -'c :2•:--

"*.n=-='--. kinenatic =.a:z from an overarm :.. n. ,-,cv-_e.en: Za--. .-

ATB model and simulate the remaining kinematics.

The Articulated Total -ody (ATB) model divides the human hody zr-:

15 segments linked by 14 diarthrodial joints. The hand and forearm are

..rma•lv comnined into nre segment in the ATB model. Cur inves- --

mace i: necessary :o rcdicv the model by resegmenting tne forearms a -,

creating right and left wrist joints and hand segments. Body sececs -

the AT9 .codel -- act -:o incut in the form of imcosed external

--. e.nal ruscular f;res acting across segment articulaticrs.z

¢ecernzv, reasonabli accurate x, y, z kinematic data, wit e-.

:enc-_rs, has oeen collected by Feltner (1986). This data was

collected ;n 3killed college varsity baseball pitchers at Indiana State

Univers_:,. The reduced data from one right handed male pitcher, ace

served aSn inematics for the oresent computer simulations

Our =' 7- -,r,

_ur fi•st acoroach involved inouting estimated muscle force cat --

"o~er~n p.r:..... • :.g n .:-B "'Acodel in order to =rcar the -cdelY'

-....... .. emati:s - .. th.e e',zer. .e.nta11y collecte' 3, - e -

<inemaloic data. We were able to estimate muscle forces frromn

electromyographic (EMG) records of the overarm throwing skill, s.nc- .

electromyographic measures orovide a reasonably good within-subject

approximation of force production (Bigland-Ritchie, 1981). Therefore,

estimated forces from EMC Aa6t wer- used in the ATB mcdel and refined in

'6-5



an itaratiive fashion such that acpropriate kinematics resulted. The

accroach that we used was to inccrcorate --',YO on-off -i.res :or uccer

. uscula-ure. during ahe overarmn h:fwi,-. .n c -,in ;i:o ,he .. cdifizd 17

segmenc ATB model. The muscle activation patterns during overarm

throwinq were derived from several sources, including Anderson (1976),

Fisk (1976), Jobe, et al. (1983), Jobe et al. (1984). Jobe et al. (1983)

and Jobe et al. (1984) were able to estlinace :_rn _:ctifi',-, integrated

-YG data the percent of maximal voluntary iscmerfri: conz:rac:ion of active

muscles during the time history of the overarm :-<winc Skill . Thesýe

FMC catterns cermitte,_ andl -:c -Uf -eveloccmen: oF estia--e-

-...... :u.r.es for aconist -nd antagonist -usc: aýi,- . .- ruaoo, t..,

-. _:winc secuence. These force c!,fves vere ased -:art )n te ;o<f-

'l)85). -reivalds (1985) i.ýcocrcated a number of factors

his orogram modification of the ATB model (NTMSU$! incLadinq the reLati';e

'e:oentace of fiber tvoes within a muscle, the cercentace of total noto),

._- ; imen., the carallel elastic comccnent, the 1ength-tensicn

_er.ýti'Dshic or muscle, and the foDcf--eloci:; -eaii;nshiz LC muscl-?.

EaC. muscle is assumed to act and react as a sa•: eli " .'p:._ .

-ansion to various body segments. Our use of ?reivaids wcr'< incluced

_..:.nc :.-welve muscles (beis) in tne upper :orso, 'ýcce- arm, and

-ra'm and *:singc his estimates of maximal cle Cýc o:-ductin Dr.

each muscle as the basis for our force estimates at maximal and

submaximal levels. Estimating force production at each interval during

the time history was accomplished by calculating the product of the

percentage of maximal voluntary isometric contraction and Freivald's

estimated maximal force for each musclp. Thus, the muscular--,_ wAs made

56-0



active at specifc ti-:es thoughout the :•c :n a.- :` e -nrensit" of the

activity (magnitude )f each belt functio&n ias :•oie :h'ouchcut t.e

-,rowing mncci I Tz~ -. ~di Ioa> ;al:- `3 cr suc

attachment ooints for each muscle within each affected segment. These

points of force application for each muscle were also entered into the

ATB Model.

Broer _,969, and Tovoshima et ai.11974) indicate -'at -- crzximar&,

50% of the linear veloc:i:_ of :he ball is acnievedo rior :,t te Lucce

limb segments coming into olavi. Cinematography indicates 7hat ouc=

this linear veloci:' -s :he )esult •f trunk rotation ar.::o :1-

longitudinal body axis. in order "o model the overar, - , e .

ccescribed the trunK -rient.ition and rocaoJns :r:m t a

cffaz-. The input of trunk rotations along with Tuscie acta: - ,

of the upper right limb segments allowed a computer simulan:in na~med

Toroue 1 that apprcxomated the kinematic descriotion of -: 1e:-, •-m

motion. The riqht socul.Jer coordinates along with the trunk :::i::m

were prescribed and should have followed the experimental -a:-------

shoulder. The -TB simulation did oliow The trink rot s, au .....

,ias experienced for the linear oosition coordinates of the right shou.' e

throughout the motion. The ATB Mlcdel normally will follcw ..... . .

mate for a seament's orientation throuchout the 3-7,..atin.

',7evertheless, high correlations for the elbow and wrist points are

obtained when the simulated points are plotted against the experimental

data. Correlations for the right wrist range from a low of .719 to a

high of .944 on the z and x axis respectively (Table 2). In a similar

fashion, correlations for the right elbow range from .972 for the z axis

56-7



to .988 for the x axis. •{owever, the y coordinates for the wris: and

elbow indicate virtual,_- nno zorr-lation between the excerimenta

simulated data Coints. ,,e _eel that some of the error in the ;

coordinate may be due to the noncompliance of the prescribed right

shoulder oosition imposed by the model. The graphics from this

simulation were obtained using the VIEW plotting program and arz

oTesented in. 1or_

IV. Simulation 2

A second ob-ective )f :n.s Aork vas :D enter a Ii. e au-

crestr~oed kinematic data fom an v -irn throwinq •c.oen::a-

-T3 .cdel and simulate the remaining body kinema:L:s. :nser t-

aczcmllish. :his objective, the -and 4as forced :-rouc:: ze <nr.vT'. ro:i,

ard :'e :oint properties adiusted, so that the arm seanments .- na.. c-ea ::ine

<inematic data. First, the riqht knuckle x,v,z 4a:a 'Teliner, l£'J 4as

prescribed for the ATB model. ?reliminary simula9ins L zate a

Sadiust -oint stops and stzffness orooerties 7...... - _f'•es

L~a~"IS atr curite simulatior an('rn~- '~ - r

Throw I esulted (7izure 1". Linear "c l::... ccmca.in . "

Simnuation With the experi..enta.. data are presented in Table 2 7n

S....lt...is Sionulation ie....ed a reasonably gcod r-zr..... ticn oL the. -

"c e tir ?x t n i otn e -r: c- re :- Ice exte fen t s3Cecz..

values for the wrist x, ;, and z values 4ere highest because of the

wrist's close proximity to the right knuckle prescribed motion, but these

values were also reasonably high for the right elbow and shoulder joints.

A second model (Throw 2) involved moving our simulation performer

from the true starting oosition, with the left foot raised, to a more



stable cosition with both feet on the ground surface. This adjusnmen-

the startina position was made in order to orevent _ t'e :.. . ..

a, I ng over during --he simulation sequence. %rther, i n

was added between the upper arm and upper torso segments to keeo the

upper arm and elbow from passing thr'fugh the upper torsc during <he

latter stages of the simulation. The x,y, and z data correlacicns ::r

"the right wrist, elbow and shoulder are presented In Ta.le ^ - I

this new starting position did not result in a closer aporoxima-i`n r.

the experimental data.

V. Recommendations

1. The use of active muscle elements :: r':e a motion iS

ialuiable contribution to the Modelina and :%.a'isis . 3ranc- 7.

imcortant implication from the first aooroach is that the ATF -- c, ...

which incorporates active elements acting at body segments, a;av be

sigrificant value in the modelina of human motion. In our work, •wr.L{

forces were input for the trunk and riTht :opper extremity -o '.,-:

segments in an appropriate motion that aporoximated x,v, z ee.

zathered coints in a comolex motor skill. If ::is result car' s - - -ý

generalize to other types of human motion, then movements which

incornorace active musculature would test be modeled ýIsing '

:ata and the AT3 or•-rý:am. Cur orelm:a:" vr-- - -

estimation of maximal muscle forces and :Tuscle actacb1n'en: : -ci" a-

reasonably accurate. Further, models of high acceleration si-ua:L~ns

such as high performance aircraft ejections probably involve :he

pretensing of musculature which can effect the resulting moti.)n. .ccons

which involve oretensinq musculature could be analyzed 4ith
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electromyography; then the data could be incoroorated into human .nction

modeling efforts.

A second ceccmm.endarion is :hac .sore icr'ý is neee ... v4

the ATB model. We are submitting a mini-grant proposal which will

involve the collection of data in three areas: 1) 3-dimensional

kinematics, 2) electromyography, and 3) force output measures. The major

purpose of this work will be to integrate these measures our4 inc elbow

rlexion and extension motions. This will be accomplished by eeocrdin-

elbow force measures and electromyograms of selected pocer af.,m and

-rearm muscles coincident with the measurement -f 2--i.ens-'naI

<inematics using a Watsmart analysis system.

3. A final recommendation is made for more jcr< :ne f.e o) ,7B

model validation. This may be accomplished by comparing AT3 and ATRMUS

simulations with experimentally measured (3-dimensional) motion. In a -

similar fashion to our present work, a point on the body may -e .r..e.

through a motion, and the other ooints can ze made tc folI• -

orescribed point during a simulation. What is eeo2e accufi--

3-dimensional experimental data for complex: hnman • s.

stoos, joint characteristics may be isolated and varied- to ,-:cces•. : I

approximate the experimentally collected data set.

::o~1_
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Tible .

SPMULA...N

SECONDS

0 .1 .2 .3 .4 .5 .6 .7

?ect. ,laj.fil 0 ,, ij 149.5 37. -

%nt. Del:. 20.2 20.2 40.4 0 24.2 80.7 40.4 5C.5

?osz. Delt. 2 0 0 20.2 0 q0.7 50. .

infcaspinatus 1 1 3.2 131.6 98.7 131......

Teres Mincr 2 0 25.9 34.5 8.6 3. .

Supraspina,:s 2 3 54.4 72.6 7.3 -2 ".

Subscapularis '3 0 32.7 217.8 21.8 21.3 217.3i

Lat. Dorsi 0 C 0 0 227.7 22.7 227.1 1

Biceps 2 j ' 28.1 19.5 19.:-

Triceps 0 j 3 350.5 381 3q%-

)--on. Ter-Es P0 00 375.1

'jist3 ýleX. 0 0 0 0 0 0 100.0 0
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Table 2 P

Data and Simulations Throw 1, Throw 2, and Torque I

Throw 1 J Throw 2 Torque 1

Right ;qrist
P

x y z x y z x y

.479 .963 .921 .516 .888 .958 .944 -. 137 .711

Right Elbow

Y 7 X Y /

.437 .931 .840 .395 .662 .3CoC .988 -. 151 .972

Right Shoulder

x y z x Y Z X y

.372 .548 .667 .289 .421 .547 .990 .723 .997

Pearson r values for x,y,z coordinates -Critical value .497 p< .J5
one-tailed test of qignificance

56_1I
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Figure 2. Throw 1 motion simulation based on the prescribed #3

metacarpalphalangeal joint motion of the right hand.
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FIELDS OF A SLOT ANTENNA ON A HALF-SPACE FED BY COPLANAR WAVEGUIDE

USING THE METHOD OF MOMENTS

by

Donald F. Hanson

ABSTRACT

This report describes the results of my summer's work at Hanscom AFB

with Dr. Robert J. Mailloux's group, RADC/EEA. There is a need to

determine the quality of a slot antenna system when the antenna is fed

by coplanar waveguide. Therefore, the objective of the work is to model

a coplanar waveguide-fed slot antenna. The method of moments is used to

obtain numerical results for this problem.

First, an integral equation for the problem is derived. Next, the

method of moments is applied to the integral equation, resulting in a

1643 line program SLTANT. Finally, the magnetic current, the input

impedance, and antenna patterns are found. Data for one case are shown.
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I. INTRODUCTION

I received my Ph.D.E.E. degree from the University of Illinois

in electromagnetics with a minor in mathematics. Since then, I have

been employed by the University of Mississippi, where I am now

Associate Professor. For my Ph.D. dissertation, I solved one prob-

lem using the method of moments and since then have lectured at two

University of Mississippi short courses entitled, "Fundamentals of

Numerical Solution Methods in Electromagnetics" which covered the

method of moments.

The research problem at the Air Force Geophysics Laboratory

(RADC/EEA) was to investigate the radiation properties of a slot

antenna fed by coplanar waveguide. Such a problem is a perfect

application for the method of moments. Therefore, a match existed -

between myself and the RADC/EEA Air Force Laboratory.

II. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT

The overall objective of the project was to determine design data

for slot antennas on a half-space fed by coplanar waveguide (CPW).

This is needed in order to determine the feasibility of using CPW

to feed slot antennas on integrated circuit phased array antenna

systems. Several questions to be examined are the radiation from the

CPW feed line. How much pattern distortion results from the feed

line? Finally, the field in the slot needs to be found so input

impedance and radiation patterns can be determined.

At the beginning of the summer, the following "Summer Research

Goals and Objectives" were stated:
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(1) Determination of radiation from CPW alone. This would involve

investigating the dynamic behavior of CPW as a transmission line. In a

report from last summer [I], this writer has already obtained quasi-TEM

results for CPW. These results should be investigated to see if they

provide sufficiently accurate results for radiation properties.

(2) Model CPW-fed slots both separately and in infinite phased

arrays. First, design data (currents, fields, input impedance, radiation

patterns) for modeling a single slot antenna fed by CPW over a dielectric . .

half-space (GaAs) with er - 12.8 will be obtained. Second, the same

data will be obtained for modeling CPW-fed slots in infinite phased

arrays. A dielectric half-space will again be used.

Objective (1) requires more data since only one test case was

completed. For the one case studied so far, it can be said that

the CPW itself radiates much less than the slot but that the lossless

transmission line equations appear to be unsatisfactory. It also appears

that the quasi-static TEM results for CPW are within 100% of the moment

method results. More cases need to be studied to verify these ideas from

objective (1) more conclusively.

A 1643 line computer program was completed which models part one

of objective (2) and can be used for objective (1). The outputs of this

program are magnetic current (or E field), input impedance, and

radiation patterns. The second part of objective (2) was not started

because learning the AFGL computer systems and writing the program

took more time than anticipated.
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III. FORMULATIONS

Two approaches, both using the method of moments, were examined.

Figure 1 shows the situation to be solved. The slot antenna is in

a conductor coating a dielectric half space of Er =12.8 for z<O.

The conductor with slot antenna is in the z-O plane. Free space

exists for z>O. The feed point is shown at (x,y,z)-(0,0,0).

The first approach involved assuming the component of current

transverse to the slot direction was small compared to the longi- p

tudinal component and taking the transverse variation of the longi-

tudinal current to be that of the quasi-static case. The second

approach, the general approach, assumed little and solved for both j

longitudinal and transverse components of current. No assumptions

about the transverse behavior of the longitudinal component were

made. 5

In another report[l), this writer determined the quasi-static mag-

netic current in the infinite case to be

+ b *0 sgn(x)
Ms - z (1)

k' K'(a/b) /[(x 2 -a 2 )(b 2 -x 2 )]

The first approach would therefore use a l//[(x2 - a2 )(b 2 - x2 )]

behavior transverse to the slot direction and an unknown (to be found)

longitudinal behavior. The kernel for such a case was found to be of the

form
Ip

-jk i(y-y') 2 +zZ-+4(b/2) 2 sin2 (6/2)

1 1 e

F2 b f cos - cos _ d6 (2)

2sin-J(a/b) Ay-y )2+z2+4(b/2)2 sin2 (6/2)
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Figure 1. Slot Antenna Fed by CPW
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where - 2 sin-l(a/b). This first approach was not chosen for use

because too many assumptions about the form of the solution had to be

made a priori. Therefore, the general approach was used here.

Instead of assuming longitudinal current flow, unknowns were taken

in both the possible magnetic current directions, x and y. Both current

components were solved for [2]. The dimensions for the program are shown

in Figure 2. Three integers in y, NJ, N2 , and N3 and four integers in

x, M1 , M2 , M3 , and M4 , partially describe the expansion functions. The

A's shown in Figure 2 are given by

Aw - w/(Nl + 1)
At - J/(N 2 + 1)
Ac - c/(N3 + 1)

(3)
AhI -hl/(M1 + 1)

Ah2 = h2 /(M 2 + 1)
A(b-a) - (b-a)/(M3 + 1)
A2b - 2b/(M4 + 1)

Note that this allows for off-center feeds.

Different expansion domains are taken for the x and y cases. This

is because the magnetic current Ms is zero for Ms normal to the edge.

+ -1/2For Ms parallel to the edge, the magnetic current is singular as s

away from the edge. The expansion domains are shown in Figure 3.

There are three ways of numbering the domains. First, there is

continuous numbering. For the example shown, this is from 1 to 60 for

the y case and from 61 to 117 for the x case. This numbering starts

with the y case and proceeds from left to right. The five individual

larger rectangular regions are also numbered together with the four

regions present in the y case to insure continuity of the magnetic

current. These are numbered in two ways. First, from I to 14 and

second, from (1) to (8). The first numbers are shown and the second

are given in parenthesis in Figure 3. For example, regions 2 and 3
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Figure 2. Dimensions of Slot Antenna
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Figure 3. The magnetic current expansion domains for the general

case.
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are contained in (2). For regions 1, 4, 5, 8, and 9 in the y case,

n - 1, 2, 3, ... ,N in y
(4)

m = 1, 2, 3, ... ,M+1 in x

For regions 10, 11, 12, 13, and 14 in the x case,

n - 1, 2, 3, ... , N+1 in y
(5)

m= 1, 2, 3, ... ,M in x.

This numbering allows for a half pulse of zero value on the edges where

the magnetic current is normal to the edge. Therefore, any particular

square can be identified by [region#, m, n]. Table I shows this in

detail. Several mapping functions are used in the computer program.

These are given in Figure 4. MAPBGN maps from parenthesized numbers

to ordinary numbers and MUNSEG is the inverse mapping. MAP12 gives

the number of rectangles (1 or 2) in each parenthesized number zone.

MAPOFF is useful to convert a 10 through 14 series to an equivalent

1 through 9 number.

Regions 2, 3, 6, and 7 are special regions present for continuity

of the magnetic current. For these four regions, the integer M5 is

input so that

A5 - (b-a)/(M5 + 1) (6)

Therefore, m goes from I to M5+1 while n is always 1 for regions 2,3,6,

and 7.

IV. INTEGRAL EQUATION

The integral equation is derived by shorting the slot and covering

the slot with an equivalent magnetic current Ms on both sides of the

conducting sheet in the z-O plane. Applying image theory to this

effectively doubles the magnetic currents which now reside in homo-

geneous space. These currents are M1 - -2 MS and M0  2 Ms. Regions
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TABLE I. Unknowns in Each Region

REGION X by Y

1 M4 +1 N3

2 M5~+1 1

3 M5 +1 1

4 M3 +1 N2

5 M3 +1 N2

6 M5~+11

7 M5 +1

8 M1+1 N1

9 M2+1 N1

10 M4 N3+1

11 M3  N2 +I

12 M3 N2 +1

13 M1 Nj+1

14 M2 N1+1
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MAPBGN(I) = 1+1 - (1+6)/8 -1/7 -1
MAP12(I) - (1+3)/5 - (1+3)/9 + I
MUNSEG(I) = (I + 2 + (1/10))/2
MAPOFF(I) = I + 2*( (1)/2)

(I) MAPBGN((1)) MAP12((I))

(1) 1 1

(2) 2 2

(3) 4 2

(4) 6 2 -

(5) 8 2

(6) 10 1

(7) 11 2

(8) 13 2

I MUNSEG(I) MAPOFF(I-9)
1 (1)
2 (2)
3 (2)
4 (3)
5 (3)
6 (4)
7 (4)
8 (5)
9 (5)
10 (6) 1
11 (7) 4
12 (7) 5
13 (8) 8
14 (8) 9

Figure 4. Useful Mappings
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A

0 and 1 are identified as free space and dielectric, respectively.

One obtains

j 0- -O 0o ( 7 )

and

where F and p are the vector and scalar potentials, respectively. For

free space, one obtains

-jk0R
+ e

Fo - eo ff Mo - - dS'
47rR

-jk 0 R
I e i

=o -- r mo ---- dS' (8a)
U0 4 4R

where
-1 +M0 - - V.H0
JW

Similarly, for the dielectric case, one obtains

-jkjR
+ + e

F1 = El ff M1  dS'
4 TrR

-JklR

I e

i= - m ---- dS' (8b)
Ul 4 rR

where
-1 +

mI - V .M1JW

Assuming Hi(incident) - 0, one finds

Ht HS H1
H0  10+ 0 (9)

"1- Hi
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The integral equation can be found by enforcing tangential Ht (total)

to be continuous through the slot

A t t(
lim zxH0 = limn zxH1  through Sa (aperture) (10)

z+O z+O

This results in the coupled integral equation

1 1
2{jwrIFslx + JwFoFsx - -• sl/ax - - 3sO/ax } =

J will J WUO
(11la)

= Hsci in slot

x

1 1

2{Jr.IFsly + JwcOFsOy - sl/ay - a-sO/ay } =

(1l b)

-H sci in slot 
....

y

where

Fs 1 = ff MS G(klR)dS'

+ +

FsO = ff Ms G(koR)dS'
(12)

ýsi = ff V.Ms G(klR)dS'

*so " ff v.Ms G(koR)dS'

and -jkR

e
G(kR) - (13)

4 wR

The Moment Method Approach

The current was expanded in the following manner:
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LL

N3  M4+1

+ A!,1 + MI Al
nm-I

N2  M3 +1
+ I (Mýi! 4.(r) + M ý .~(r) ) (14a)
n-l mr-

M 5+1 6  6 +7 7
+ I ( %, A~l +i%, A~i
Mr-i

NI +l M2+M_

+ I ( I ;ý, AL (r) + I ý AL(r))
n- r mn 1 m 1

N3 +I M4

n-I rn-I

N2 +l M3

+ ~ M~A,(r) +M b LýA,(r) )(14b)
n-i rn-i

NI+I MI M2

+nI (-I t- A2 4 (r)4 +ICA4(r)
n-i rn-1 rn-1

where

Arn A(X) 411nI2(y) I-10, 11, ...,14

(15)
- fl•_i12 (x) A•(y) i = 1, 2, ... , 9

Note that

T E -' - -1 <i ( z < z i ( 6
-- I/2() 0 otherwise

and
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zi

1- - -z zi-I<z<z

i i-

(z) Z- Zi (17)
-z z < Az

jzi i i+1

0 otherwise

The xi and xi- 1/ 2 terms are shown in Figure 2. The superscript denotes

the region number. This current expansion is convenient for determining

+ WMx DMyN +J
V.Ms - + - (18)

ax Dy

The testing paths were chosen to be

tixy i( i x
ti (xy) - S(x - x i (Y) i = 1, 2, ... , 9

ti(x,y)- (x) 6(y - Y n. l2) i - 10, 11, ... , 14 (

The tested integral equation can be shown to be

WE F (xi-I/ 2 Y)Ayi + wco F5 (x i')AY) Ayi +•lsly M-20y Fy(MI1/2ty +

1

Ii i

+ {slxm-1 /2,yr 1l/ 2 ) - sl(Xm-1/2,Yn-l/2)1 +

+-- {•s0(xmi-12,Yni+ll2) - *sO(xm-ll2,Yn,-/2 )} -

1J 
(20a)

= - Rsci, i i iHJ Y •Xm-1/2' nA

i 1, 2, ... , 9

m 1 1, 2, .-. , Mi + I

n = 1, 2, ... , Ni
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iii i xi
C•lFsIx(xmyn.1/2)AX + WeoFs 0 x(xm, Yn1i/ 2 )Ax +

1-i i i i
Isl(xm+i/ 2,Yni-1/2) - Psl(xm-1/2,Yn-1/2)} +

Wull

ix0 (20b)
1 sci~i i . i

= - H; (mYn-1/2) Ax ...

2j

i = 10, 11, 12, 13, 14

m = 1, 2, .,Mi

n - 1, 2, ... , Ni + 1

After applying the expansion functions to the tested equation, and

approximating the triangle functions, where possible, by pulses, one

obtains the result

9 N +1 14 N +1 MBJ

~ T1  A;ýi,pq M~q+ Nj1 TB~ MJ -zHmn pq Hqymn

J-i q=1 p-I J- 10 q=1 p -l (2pa)
(21a)

for i = 1, 2, ... , 9, m - 1, 2, ... , Mi+1, n = 1, 2, ... ,Ni;

and

C M i jC,pq M~ +np pq R' M

j-1 q=1 p=l j-•10 q-1 p=I
(21b)

for i - 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, m=i, 2, ... , Mi, n 1 1, 2, ... , Ni+1.
A

The following expressions hold for A, B, C, and D:
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For 1 1, 2, .. ,9 and j -1, 2, ... , 9, one obtains

A;J , (kllxiy 1 )*un pq 1 l~yn+1/2 - n-1/2) ýp,q+1/2 M--1/2'yn

* We 0 (yn+ 1 /2 - Yni-l/2 O ~, q+1/2(koIM-1/2t 4n)

111 q (kiI11'1-1/ 2 1 Y-11/2) - Ojq (k 11i-.1/21 4....1/2)

-I- A- yj yq q-1

ti I JIklxpX+ 1i- 1/2 'yrrl-/2) pM12yi12
- - + k 

y- 
-yq+1 q (2 2a)

1 D ~q kOIx.i-1/2 I Yi1 /2) - Ojq moI -.1/2 1 Yn-1 /2)
.j j

w110  Yq - yq-1

Ii i I
(k 1/9I12) q1k

pq+I ni/ '(k1/2 - m,-- 12'yn-1/2)

Similarly, for 1 1, 2, ... , 9 and j -10, 11, 12, 13, 14, one obtains

ij (Dpq -121 ni+/ - (Djq kI~. 1 / 2 , yi-1/2)

B mn, pq I
wijip p-I

4 1,iq 11iX 1./ 2 yin+1/ 2 ) -j 1,q (k m-~1, 2 ,yni 1 / 2 )

xi ~xip1 p' (22b)

I1 *q kOIXmj.i- 1 2 1 Yni1 /2) - Dq m12Yn/)

+ -

W10i - i

+1 p
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For 1 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, and j =1, 2, .. ,9, one obtains

c ii
mna, pq

I *~qkiIX+-1/2 1 Yr...1/2) -p _lqxkiX1./2 1_yn-1/2)

wulYq - q-1

- ,q+ 1(k jxM 1, 2,yn-.1/2) Op *q+1~k ur12yi12

q-s- Yq (22c)

1 OJPq(k,,IX~i 2 xl/ - pJq(k0Ix'1 z ~ 1 2

m,+(o~~41/21Yni-1/2) - q M/1Yn12
+ ~ ~ y -j --.

0+1 YqIkO

Finally, for i - 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, and j -10, 11, 12, 13, 14, one

obtains

mn~q M1/2- xm..1/2 p+1/2,q 1I'm~yin-1/2)

+ +/ '- x 1 /2 ) OP+1/2 ,q kOlig~yni-1I2) +

1 -DJq(kjI~i 2 x.. 1 ) - $pJq(klXj./2 11.. 1x 2

p -1

X~i ~Xip+ (22d)

I OpqkoIXm+i/2, Yn-1/2' -pq kIXmi.1/21_Yn-1/2)

(4IO Xi Xi
p P-I

$1 (k 0- l*(k x y )
PIq (k0 +1 X4/2'yn-1/2~ p+1,Om-i1/2'y n1/2)

p1 p
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The potential function common to the A, B, C, and D terms is

S(k i ipq kalxM-i/2, Yn-I/2)=

-i j i i -jk(x 2 +2

'm-1/2 p n-1/2 Yq a +y)
e

= f ----------- - dy dx (23)

- ~ -4Trr(x
2 + 2 )m-1/2 -1 Yn-1/2 y-

This is related to an incomplete cylindrical function [31 and has been

studied by Harvard University's Computation Laboratory [4]. Since the

integral is singular, the singular part was evaluated analytically

and the non-singular part was evaluated by numerical integration.

Adding and subtracting identical terms, one obtains

_Ja(2 2)

jkav ~ + y2) 12 2 2 2 2 2
e cos kav(X + y2) (I -ka(V(x +y2) )2/2)

41 W(x 2 + y 2 ) 41T/(x 2 +y 2 ) I

(24)

sin ka (x 2 +y 2) 1 - k2(/(x 2 +y 2) )2/2
j - /x 2 +y 2 ) 

4r,(x2+y 2 )

The last term was integrated analytically. The other terms were integrated

numerically using double integration with 4th order Gaussian Quadrature. 1. .•

The analytic integration becomes
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(ka(X2+y2 2

1 -

Xb Yb 2

f f 2+y2
Xa Ya 47rV(x+y)

1 k 2 x 2

I Xb( )a b Y +/(Xb2+yb))_Zfn(ya + /(xb+Ya)22)Il

4• 12

k2 x2
a 2 2 2 2

Xa(1 - a )[zn(ya + V(xa+ya)) - zn(yb + (CXa +Yb))I

12
n2 + 

2

Yb~1  ka- b - [£nx+ V(xb+yb)) - Zn(xa + /(Xa+Yb))]

12

a1  +V (25) 2+ay Yb 2x•bxa+Vx:b)

1 t [nx+V(2 2 
2 2 

(5

+al-[na + 12xa+ya)) - Zn(xb + 2(xb+Ya))2
12 a b

k2 aXbYb x2 2 + kaXaYb 2 2
- /(xbyb) 1(Xa+Yb)

k2XbYa 22 2X~

6 V~x xa+yaa

The expressions for • were evaluated for all i, j, p, q, m, and n and

stored in two matrices, one for k0 and the other for kI. The matrix

elements A, B, C, and D were obtained from them by proper manipulation

of the matrices. This is estimated to cut the matrix element evaluation

time by 6. The storage requirement more than doubled, however, to

achieve the time savings.
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The right-hand side is taken to be zero everywhere except in the feed

sci i i iregion where it is taken to be 1/2j. Thus, N (xmYn...1/2)A•x =

over this region.

V. RESULTS

The results for the one special test case of Figure 3 are shown next.

The input impedance for this case is found to be

Zin - 83.2 -j 52.27 Q (26)

The real and imaginary parts of the magnetic currents are shown in

Figure 5. The flow around the obstacle is as expected.

The pattern functions were determined to be

IEsl - 2 ka If(e,90o)l o = 90, 2700

IE:I - 2 ka cos el Ifa(e,90o)l 0 -90, 2700
(27)

IEsl - 2 ka fa(e,°°o) * -0,180°
0 a y
=EVI - 2 ka cos el Ifa(e,O)l o -0, 1800

where

fa(e,00 ) = ff Msx(XIy') kaxsine dx'dy'

fa W i)jkaY'sine
f(e,9O0 ) ff Ms(X',y') e dx'dy'

(28)

a ijkax' sine

f a(8,O°) =ff MsW', y') ee dx'dy'

fa 0 I JkaY'sine
f(e,90°) - ff Msy(X',y') e dx'dy'

The pattern plots are shown in Figure 6.
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Imaginary part of magnetic current

Figure 5. Solution for Magnetic Current
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Figur 6. Patrsfr etCs
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VI. RECOMMENDATIONS

The computer program was finished at the end of the research

period. This left little time for analysis of run data. Therefore,

runs using the computer program need to be made and the resulting

data analyzed. Secondly, since time didn't permit starting the

computer program for the phased array case, it is recommended that

the computer program for this case be started next.
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Effect of Low Frequency Vibration on

Bone Remodelling in the Rhesus Os Calcis

by

Gerald F. Harris

ABSTRACT

The naturally occurring phenomena of bone growth, modelling and re-

modelling were first studied through a review of current literature.

This was followed by a review of recent studies of hypogravic ex-

posure and vibration. The anatomy of the Rhesus Os Calcis was then

reviewed, and a series of dissections performed to better understand

the structure and load transmission characteristics. The vibration

protocol used in treating the study animals was then thoroughly re-

viewed. Control and vibrated Os Calces were then extracted from 6

vibrated and 2 control animals. The specimens were embedded in methyl

methacrylate, cut, sanded, stained, and mounted on slides. Histo-

morphometric data including static and dynamic remodelling parameters

was obtained. Further work needs to be done in computing the stereol-

ogy parameters and in completing a statistical analysis of the results.
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I. Introduction

I received my Ph.D. from Marquette University, Milwaukee,

Wisconsin. My studies there concentrated on instrumented methods

for the evaluation of children with Cerebral Palsy. Upon gradua-

tion I took a position as a Biomedical Engineer at Shriners

Hospital for Crippled Children, Chicago Unit. At Shriners I have

continued to develop instrumented methods for evaluating spasticity

and hypertonicity. I have also done work in gait analysis, motor

control, and orthopaedic biomechanics.

The opportunity provided at the Harry G. Armstrong Aero-

space Medical Research Laboratories was one to study bone and the

phenomenon of bone remodelling. My direct objectives were to gain

a better understanding of bone for orthopaedic applications, and

to investigate the potential for remodelling projects in Spinal

Cord Injury patients.

The work performed addresses the fundamental issue of trying

to define basic vibration parameters necessary for stimulation of

bone remodelling in a primate. My effort focuses on an analysis

of the Os Calcis and is part of a much larger and ongoing study

sponsored by the Biodynamics Branch (AAMRL/BBD).

II. Objectives of the Research Effort

A. The overall objective of the bone remodelling research

project is to investigate the effects of low frequency vibration

and mechanical stress on lower appendage bone remodelling in a

primate model. The amount and distribution of cross-sectional bone

formation and resorption is being measured for each of 3 loading

frequencies at various skeletal positions. The state of stress in

the lower legs will then be correlated with observed bone changes.

The experimental protocol is structured to investigate the exist-

ence of an effective frequency/stress "window" for producing

significant bone remodelling.

My specific objectives were:

1. To review the existing literature on bone growth, modelling

and remodelling including normal physiology, hypogravic ex-

posure, and vibration.
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2. To define the normal anatomy, architecture and geometry of

the Rhesus os Calcis.

3. To extract and prepare for histomorphometric analysis Os Calces

from the 8 animals used in the study.

4. To perform a histomorphometric analysis of the Os Calcis sec-

tions focused upon defining static and dynamic changes in tra-

becular architecture se'ondary to vibration.

B. A second major objective of my studies which was added

after I began was to review work done in defining foot-to-floor

contact forces during human gait.

My specific objectives were:

1. To review the existing literature on instrumentation and

analysis of multiple point foot-to-floor contact forces dur-

ing human gait.

2. To design an acceptable method for validating a force dosi-

meter ("bionic boot") currently under construction for the

BBD Laboratory.

III. Bone Review

To gain a better understanding of bone (physiology, histomorpho-

metry, growth, modelling, remodelling, hypogravic exposure, vibra-

tion, etc.) 2 literature investigations were performed. The first

was initiated at Shriners prior to my arrival, and the second

while at the BBD Laboratory. In total over 65 articles were iden-

tified and reviewed.

High points in these reviews included the theory of bone re-

modelling, minimum effective strain (MES), measurement of mechani-

cal impedance, effects of hypogravic exposure, and studies of vi-

bration (2-13).

The necessary foundation for preparing specimens and perform-

ing the histomorphometry was also established through the litera-

ture review and contact with BBD Laboratory personnel.

IV. Anatomy

The anatomical review concentrated on the Os Calcis and its

articulations. Two dissections of Rhesus feet were also performed.

The Os Calcis, Calcaneus or heel bone is the largest of the
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tarsals. It has 3 dorsal surface articulations with the talus and

a distal (anterior) articulation with the cuboid. The sustentacu-

lum tali projects from the junction of the dorsal and medial cal-

caneal surfaces, while the calcaneal tuberosity projects at the

proximal end. The talus also articulates with the navicular which

lies between the talus and cuneiforms.

The talocalcaneal joint structurally consists of three joints,

one proximal and two distal. The proximal is between the bodies

of the two bones while the two distal involve the neck and head

of the talus, the body and sustentaculum of the calcaneus, and a

fibrocartilage which fills the interspace between the sustentacu-

lum tali and navicular. There are medial and dorsal ligaments as

well (1).

Although the precise load transmission pathway between cal-

caneus, navicular and talus can't be established from anatomical

observation alone, several assumptions can be made. Load acting

vertically down through the tibia is transmitted to the talus and

then to the 3 articulations of the Os Calcis and 1 articulation

with the navicular. The Os Calcis articular structure would sug-

gest that the greatest proportion of the vertical load is dis-

tributed to the Os Calcis.

Lateral sections of the talus-Os Calcis bones were utilized in

this study. These lateral sections extended medially to a mid-

sagittal plane. The 3 suspected load bearing areas of the Os Cal-

cis are depicted in Figure 1, along with the name of the articu-

lation with the talus which produces that load concentration.

Loads are also borne by the distal or bottom portion of the Os

Distal-Anterior Distal-Medial Proximal Articulation

Artcultie..~ Articula on

Anterior Posterior

Floor Contact
Forces

FIGURE 1. Os Calcis Forces.
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Calcis.

The trabecular structure of the Os Calcis is depicted in Fig-

ure 2. A combination of load-transmission pathways and trabecu- --

lar architecture was utilized in selecting the 4 areas noted for

histomorphometric analysis.

Analysis Areas

Trabecular Arcades

FIGURE 2. Os Calcis Analysis Areas.

V. Specimen Preparation

Specimens were extracted from frozen feet of the 8 vibrated

and control animals used in the study. The talus-Os Calcis articu-

lation was kept intact. A plastic embedding procedure was em-

ployed. Specimens were dehydrated in 70% and 100% ethyl alcohol

for 3 days. They were then pre-stained for 7 days in Osteochrome

Villanueva bone stain under vacuum. The embedding procedure was

initiated with a 50:50 solution of ethyl alcohol and methyl meth-

acrylate monomer. Specimens were then placed in a thin monomer

solution for 3 days with changes each day. They were then placed

in a thick monomer solution for 7 days under house vacuum. Poly-

merization was confirmed, and then the specimens were placed over-

night in a 35 Deg. C oven followed by a 2 hour exposure in a 60

Deg. C oven. The embedded specimens were then refrigerated over-

night and the containers broken to remove the blocks. [Thin mon-

omer: 1 gm benzoyl peroxide to 100 ml inhibited methyl methacry-

late monomer. Thick monomer: 2 gm benzoyl peroxide, 40 gm poly-

methyl methacrylate beads, to 100 ml inhibited monomer.]

The thin embedded specimens were then epoxied to small pieces

of wood for mounting into the saw jig. All medial specimen faces

were ground flat prior to cutting. Thirty-eight sections were cut.

Typically the first cut was quite thick to insure the integrity

of the mid-sagittal section (350-450 um). Subsequent sections
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averaged 150 um in thickness. The best mid-sagittal sections from

each specimen were then hand sanded (280 and 400 grit wet/dry

paper) to a thickness of 6-9 um.

The sanded sections were then stained in Osteochrome Villa-

nueva bone stain for 48 hours. After staining the sections were

cleaned in tap water, lightly sanded (600 grit wet/dry paper),

washed and rinsed with distilled water, differentiated in a 0.01%

glacial acetic acid methanol (95%) solution for 15 minutes, and de-

hydrated in 95% and 100% ethyl alcohol. Sections were mounted on

slides with coveL slips using Euparal.

VI. Histomorphometry

A histomorphometric analysis was initiated for the 4 areas of

interest shown in Fig. 2 for the following static parameters:

" Volumetric bone density (VV)

" Surface bone density (SV)

" Mean diameter (DQ)

" Mean Volume (VQ)

" Mean Surface (SQ)

These parameters were obtained for mineralized bone, osteoid, and

resorption spaces. The number of resorption spaces per field was

also tabulated. A total of 720 fields were analyzed in this por-

tion of the study.

The dynamic analysis included an inspection of tetracycline

double label over the entire surface of each section. Measure-

ments included trabecular area, area of osteoid, distance be-

tween labels at multiple points, and length of double label.

Although time did not permit an analysis of the stereology

parameters, they will be recomputed from the existing data. The

selected parameters for future analysis are:

. Volumetric density of bone (VV)

• Surface density of bone (SV)

. Mean trabecular diameter (D-TRAB)

• Volumetric density of osteoid (V-VOS)

. % trabecular surface covered by osteoid (OS)
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* Relative volumetric density of ostecid (VVO)

% of trabecular surface exhibiting Howship's lacunae (OR)

• Mean distance between double labels (MD-D)

. Fraction of trabecular surface exhibiting double

labels (LAB-TS)

. Appositional rate per year (AR/Y)

VII. Force Dosimeter

Current literature has been reviewed concerning the measure-

ment of foot-to-floor contact forces during gait. Based upon this

review and discussions with Dr. L. Kazarian (AAMRL/BBD) plans have

been made to devise a mini-grant proposal for validating the force

dosimeter ("bionic boot") output against that of a known standard

(AMTI strain gage force plate). The protocol will include an

assessment of the static and dynamic measurement characteristics

of the isolated dosimeter as well as an analysis of force-time

curves and frequency content of gait forces during heel strike,

stance and toe-off. A correlation between force plate and dosi-

meter characteristics will be made. Power spectral analyses of

gait forces from the dosimeter will be performed during a number

of normal subject trials. The frequency characteristics of nor-

mal gait and their relationship to the production of the mini-

mum effective strain needed for bone remodelling will be major

long-term objectives of these studies.

VIII.Recommendations

1. In preparing sections for histomorphometry the pre-stain tech-

nique with Osteochrome bone stain under vacuum prior to em-

bedding was ineffective. Sections should be stained after

embedding and sectioning/sanding is complete.

2. Sections once embedded can be epoxied to pieces of wood in

about 12 hours at room temperature. This will provide ade-

quate material for using the Isomet cutting saw without the

expense of a larger block of methacrylate.

3. A total of 38 sections were cut and sanded in this study, al-

though only 18 have been examined histomorphometrically. The
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remaining 20 sections should also be evaluated for static

and dynamic parameters.

4. The technique of cutting frozen specimens to preserve the in-

tegrity of the joint articulation was successful and is re-

commended for future use.

5. The tetracycline label (5mg/Kg body weight administered on 2

successive days) was insufficient for marking the trabecular

bone of the Os Calcis. There are several cases where only 1

label is seen on an entire specimen. There is also increased

difficulty in confirming the presence of osteoid without label.

An increased dose is recommended for future use.

6. This was the first study in which the Videoplan 2 computer

system was used to study bone histomorphometry. There are

a number of "bugs" in the system including difficulties in

separating individual field information by sample number,

stereological parameter definition/computation problems, and

limitations in statistical data handling capabilities. Further

study of the Videoplan capabilities is recommended with a

strong suggestion for in-house programming to correct at least

the field identification and stereology computation problems.

Provisions for communication between the Videoplan and other

on-site computers should also be considered. Because the

Videoplan allows access to data files through Fortran pro-

grams, it should be possible to construct a tailored bone

histomorphometry system capable of completing an entire analy-

sis through statistical evaluation.

7. A final analysis of the data gathered in this study should be

conducted. I will complete the transfer of Videoplan data to

a PDP 11/34A minicomputer. Stereological parameters will then

be computed from the raw data. A statistical analysis will be

conducted using standard packages. At the completion of this

work, the effects of low frequency vibration upon bone re-

modelling in the Os Calcis should be more clearly defined.
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Mental Rotation and Perspective-Taking Skills

In Pilots and Non-Pilots

by

Edward J. Hass

ABSTRACT 
L ---

Spatial skills in pilots and non-pilots were compared using a

traditional mental rotation task, and a new task combining mental

rotation and perspective-taking. In the traditional task, subjects had

to decide whether a rotated alphanumeric character appeared in its

conventional version, or a mirror image of the conventional version. In

the new task, subjects compared two views of a scene containing aircraft

and terrain, and had to decide whether an objective, "God's eye view"

(GEV) containing two aircraft depicted the same or mirror version of the

scene as it would spear from the cockpit of the trailing aircraft.

Different GEVs showed the same scene from various angles around and

above the flight paths of the aircraft. In general, response times

increased as both the alphanumeric stimuli and cockpit views were

rotated away from upright. In the GEV task, response times were fastest

when the perspective of the GEV was directly behind and above the

cockpit view aircraft, and increased as the perspective of the GEV was

increasingly to the side of and at the flight level of the cockpit view

aircraft. Furthermore, the data suggested that non-pilots make mental

movements in elevation and azimuth independently, whereas pilots may be -

able to combine both components of motion. This difference might be due

to pilots' experience with three-dimensional movement and thought.
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I. Introduction

I received my Ph.D. from Rutgers University studying the process of

mental rotation in the cerebral hemispheres of the brain. In my current

appointment at Franklin & Marshall College I am continuing this line of

research, investigating the cooperation of the two hemispheres in

carrying out mental rotation. Mental rotation is a cognitive skill that

appears to involve continuous, analog transformations of visual stimulus

representations.

The research problem I studied at the Air Force Human Resources

Laboratory concerned mental rotation and perspective-taking skills in

pilots and non-pilots. There were two general questions examined.

First, mental rotation appears necessary for the discrimination of an

alphanumeric character from its mirror version if the character is

physically rotated through some angle. Would the spatial transformation .

skills applied to physically rotated scenes depicting terrain and

aircraft employ the process of mental rotation as well? Second, are

there differences in the spatial transformation skills of subjects who

are pilots and those who have never flown an aircaft?

Although I had never before conducted research for the Air Force, I

have a strong background in the study of basic cognitive skills, in

particular mental rotation. Through private vendor positions with the

University of Dayton Research Institute and MacAulay-Brown, Inc., I have

also done extensive writing on the application of basic human factors

research to problems concerning pilot performance. One area of interest

to Dr. Elizabeth Martin at AFHRL was the rotational skills of pilots

involved in air-to-air combat. It was the combination of these factors
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that resulted in my study of mental rotation while appointed to the - -

Human Resources Lab.

II. Obiectives of the Research Effort

The overall objective of investigating this type of cognitive

ability is to gain an understanding of the nature of the processes

involved in mental spatial transformations. The research I conducted at

AFHRL had three specific objectives:

I. A first investigation of the ability to mentally transform an

objective, "God's eye view" of a scene depicting terrain and aircraft

into a view of the same scene from the cockpit of one of the aircraft in

the scene.

2. To compare the processes involved in such transformations to a

basic laboratory task suggesting that subjects mentally rotate stimulus

representations to upright orientation in order to discriminate

physically rotated alphanumeric characters from their mirror images.

Such mental rotation could involve a continuous transformation analogous

to a physical rotation. If so, then the time to make the discrimination

will increase as the angle of the rotation increases.

3. To compare the transformation abilities of pilots to non-pilots

in both the basic laboratory and "God's eye view" tasks. It is

plausible that the spatial abilities of pilots, particuarly military

pilots, will differ in some way from those of the "ordinary" subject.

The third objective of the study was to determine whether the spatial

abilities required by the mental rotation transformation tasks employed

here would differ between the two populations.
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III. Mental Rotation and Spatial Transformations

Cooper & Shepard (1973) required subjects to decide whether an

alphanumeric character was either the normal version of the figure, or

its mirror image. The subject's task was complicated by the fact that

most of the tine the stimulus was rotated through some angle, and so did

not appear in its upright orientation. Cooper & Shepard found that the

time required to make the normal-mirror decision depended upon the angle

of rotation of the stimulus; the greater the disparity from upright, the

longer the response time (RT). Furthermore, there was a strong linear

component to the RT function, suggesting that subjects were mentally

rotating the character back to upright at a constant rate in order to

make their discrimination.

Mental rotation is an example of a mental spatial transformation;

subjects mentally transform a representation of the stimulus to yield a

representation of the same stimulus in a different orientation. Such

"movement" through mental space has been studied with other tasks as

well, with the result that RT is linearly related to the "distance" that

must be travelled. For example, Kosslyn, et al. (1978) had subjects

mentally move to various locations on the map of a desert island. He

found that the greater the distance "travelled" between two points, the

longer it took subjects to make the move. The robustness of this effect

of mental distance on RT is well documented (Cooper & Shepard, 1978).

IV. God's Eye Views. Cockpit Views and Perspective-Taking

The aircraft pilot has a particular view of the environment through

which he is flying. His perspective is from the cockpit of his

aircraft. However, this is only one of an infinite number of
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perspectives. Assume, for example, a situation involving two aircraft,

one pursuing the other, both flying over terrain. The view out the

cockpit of the trailing aircraft would include the tail of the lead

aircraft plus the terrain as it appears fron this perspective. Consider

now a view of the same scene from the rear of both aircraft, and from an

angle above wing level of both aircraft. This is a sore objective

perspective, since the vantage point is from neither aircraft. Such a

perspective is called a "God's eye view" (GEV).

Being asked to envision the scene through which he is flying as it

would appear from a GEV involves perspective-taking on the part of the

pilot. He must transform his perspective from inside his own aircraft

to some "other" point outside. Since this transformation is a mental

one, and involves "movement" through an environmental representation, it

is possible that the perspective-taking involved in transforming a GEV

into a cockpit view is mediated by the same process involved in mental

rotation and other analog transformations. Moreover, it is possible

that it may be easier to translate between certain GEVs and a cockpit

view than other GEVa. For example, a view from directly behind the

pilot's aircraft might be privileged relative to one off to the side,

because the viewing angle of the former is very similar to that of the

cockpit view. It would therefore require less of a transformation to

bring it into alignment with the cockpit view.

V. The Experiment

1. Subjects were eight volunteers from various divisions at AFHRL,

Williams AFB. There were four pilots and four non-pilots. The pilots

had flown a variety of missions, including air-to-air, air-to-ground,
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anti-submarine, and formation flight. Three of the pilots had 3000-plus

flight hours; the remaining pilot had 600 flight hours.

2. Two types of stimuli were employed. The alphanumeric

characters 4, 7, R, F, were presented in black on a white background.

They were chosen because they are bilaterally asymmetric and therefore

have mirror images that are discriminable from their normal versions.

The second type of stimuli were color scenes generated using the IRIS

graphics system. GEVa depicted two aircraft and terrain. An F-16 was

shown pursuing an F-IS, with the F-15 at approximately 450 angle off the

nose of the F-16. Half of the GEVs included terrain cues (e.g.,

mountains), the other half showing simply green terrain and blue sky.

GEVs were generated from a variety of perspectives. They showed the

scene either from the same elevation as the two aircraft (00 elevation)

or from above the level of the aircraft (150 elevation). Factorially

combined with these two elevations were perspectives at various angles

off the tail (AOT) of the F-16 (400 and 200 off each wing, and directly

behind, or 00 AOT). These combinations produced a total of ten GEVs for S

each scene. Cockpit views of the same scene depicted in the GEV showed

the scene as it would appear from the cockpit of the F-16. Both the

GEVs and the cockpit views were bilaterally asymmetric, and therefore

had discriminable mirror versions.

3. The stimuli werew presented on a Gerbrands G1178 3-field

projection tachistoscope. RT and responses were registered on a S.

Gerbrands G1271 digital millisecond clock and Gerbrands G1360 response

time apparatus.

4. Subjects were instructed that in bcUA part" )f Lo h "-~ariaaznt
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they would be seeing stimuli that could be either the same as a

"standard", or its mirror version. The standard for alphanumeric

characters was the normal appearance of the character, always presented

on the left aide of the test stimulus. The standard for the GEV task

was the GEV (presented on the left), and the test stimulus was the

cockpit view (presented on the right). In that case, subjects were

instructed to decide if the scene depicted in the cockpit view was the

same or mirror image of the scene depicted in the GEV. Subjects were

instructed that most of the time the test stimulus would appear rotated

through some angle. They were also told to stress accuracy of response

over absolute speed.

The stimulus pairs on alphanumeric trials were presented for 3500

masec. Presentation time on GEV trials varied, adjusted for individual

subjects to allow time for accurate decisions. However, presentation

time was never less than 5 sec nor greater than 8 aec, and the

proportion of trials requiring the limit for a given subject was less

than 1%. There were a total of 48 alphanumeric trials and 240 GEV

trials. Stimuli were presented in two sessions of approximately 45 mins

each. Both sessions began with a block of 24 alphanumeric trials,

followed by 120 GEV trials.

VI. Results

All analyses were conducted on mean correct RTa. Figure 1 presents

an overall summary of the data. It shows that in both the alphanumeric

task and the GEV task RTa increased with increasing angular disparity

from upright up to 1800, then decreased again. This is consistent with

earlier work, and suggests that subjects are mentally rotating the test
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stimuli back to upright in whatever direction is necessary to achieve

the rotation in the shortest amount of time. The reader will note that

while the functions are formally similar for the two tasks, RTs in the

GEV task are generally elevated approximately 1700 maec above RTs in the

alphanumeric task.

Analysis of variance of the alphanumeric task data yielded a

significant effect of angle of rotation of the test stimulus, F(5, 30) =

22.45, MSe = 196045, p < .001. There was also a significant effect of

stimulus version (same vs. mirror), F(1, 6) = 6.10, MSe = 119001, p <

.05. "Same" responses yielded a mean RT of 1345 msec, whereas

responding "mirror" yielded a mean RT of 1423 asec. There were no

significant differences between pilots and non-pilots in the

alphanumeric task.

Analysis of variance of the GEV task was conducted separately for

pilots and non-pilots. There was a significant effect of angle of

orientatiun of the cockpit view in both groups. For the pilots, F(5,

15) = 42.36, MSe = 902795, p < .001; for the non-pilots, F(5, 15) =

9.60, MSe = 2230957, p < .001. As in the alphanumeric task, as angle of

the test stimulus increased away from upright, RT increased. In both

groups, there was a significant main effect of GEV elevation. For the

pilots, F(1, 3) = 18.43, MSe = 2482388, p < .03; for the non-pilots,

F(1, 3) = 233.26, MSe = 388645, p < .001. For both groups, a GEV

elevation of 150 above flight level of the aircraft yielded faster RTs

than a GEV at the same elevation as both aircraft. Finally, there was

also a significant effect of AOT in both groups. For the pilots, F(4,

12) = 3.98, MSe = 3426662, p < .03; for the non-pilots, F(4, 12) = 5.14,
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XSe = 3146174, p < .02. In general, for both groups, as the AOT of the

F-16 increased either left or right of directly behind the aircraft, RTs

increased.

There were also differences between the pilots and non-pilots.

Some of the GEVs and cockpit views contained terrain cues (e.g.,

mountains) which in addition to aircraft position could have been used

to indicate same vs. mirror, whereas others contained simply blue sky

and uniform green terrain. For the pilots, this difference in scene had

no significant effect on RT. However, for the non-pilots, the presence

of terrain cues had a marginal effect on slowing RT, F(1, 3) = 6.39, MSe

1673068, p < .13. For the non-pilots, mean RT to a scene with terrain

cues was over 200 msec slower than when no terrain cues were present.

The perspective of a particular GEV was a factorial combination of

elevation above flight level and AOT of the F-16 (trailing aircraft).

For the non-pilots, there was no interaction of these two factors,

indicating that the factors had independent effects on RT. However, in

the pilots, there was a significant interaction of elevation with AOT,

F(4, 12) = 4.46, MSe = 865533, p < .02. These facts suggest a possible

difference in processing of the GEV information between the two

populations. If it were true that subjects determined location of the

7-15 relative to the F-16 by taking the perspective of a pilot in the

F-16, then they transformed perspective between the GEV and the F-16

pilot's perspective. To do so, movement in both elevation and azimuth

was necessary. The independence of the elevation and AOT factors in

non-pilots suggests that they may perform these two movements

independently, perhaps first changing elevation, then azimuth (or
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vice-versa). Likewise, the interaction of elevation and ACT in pilots

suggests that they may have combined both elevation and azimuth

information to take the perspective of the F-16 pilot. This is

plausible, given the pilot's greater experience with three-dimensional

movement and thought.

VII. Recommendations

1. Mission briefing ia done in terms of GEVs, not in terms of what

the pilot will actually see from his cockpit. To minimize the time

needed for the mental transformation between the GEV and the cockpit

view, it is best to employ a GEV in briefing with a small ACT of the

pilot's aircaft, and somewhat elevated above flight level of the pilot's

aircraft.

2. Comparison of the basic laboratory and GEV tasks suggests that

while both result in mental rotation, the GEV task adds a constant

amount of processing time at all angles of disparity of the cockpit view

from upright. It is possible that this added time is that required for

the processing of the GEV and a scene more complex than an alphanumeric

stimulus, but that the time required for the actual rotation of the

cockpit view is very similar to that required in the basic lab task.

Follow-up research will address this question in two experiments.

First, GEVs and cockpit views will be presented sequentially, instead of

simultaneously as in the present experiment. Subjects will be timed on

how long it takes to "understand" the spatial relationship in the GEV,

and only then presented with the cockpit view for comparison. If the

hypothesis of a constant amount of time for GEV processing added to the

basic rotational process is correct, then the time to understand the
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spatial relationships in the GEV ought to approximate the difference

between the GEV and basic laboratory tasks employed here (approximately

1700 msec). However, the stimuli employed in the GEV task are more

complex than alphanumeric characters, possibly resulting in greater

processing time. If stimuli could be designed so that the aircraft

depicted were bilaterally asymmetric (e.g., F-16 with armament on one

wing discharged), the same-mirror decision could be made on the more

complex stimulus without the GEV component of the task. This would be a

more direct comparison with the alphanumeric task. These two

experiments would examine the nature of the time constant elevating RTs

over those of the basic laboratory task in the current experiment.

3. The current experiment suggested that certain GEV perspectives

(e.g., elevation above flight level and small AOT) are privileged, in

that they yield faster RTs than other GEV perspectives. This question

can be examined in a number of follow-up studies. For example, since we

are forward-looking creatures, GEVs from small AOTs behind the pilot's

aircraft are c.'rected along a line of sight very similar to the pilot's

forward-looking cockpit view. What would happen if GEVs were used

depicting the scene from the front of both aircraft? If the GEV task is

performed using a perspective-taking strategy, this would require a very -

great change in perspective and ought to increase RTs dramatically. It

wouj.d also give further evidence on the question of privileged

perspectives for certain GEVs. A variation of this would be to use

GEV-cockpit view combinations in which the pilot's (subject's) aircraft

is the leading aircraft, instead of the trailing aircaft as in the

current experiment. Performance in such a situation would possibly
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require additional perspective-taking transformations, as the cockpit

point of view would now be rearward instead of forward. Such an

experiment also has practical implications, because oi air-to-air

situations in which the pilot is being pursued.
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Figure 1 Caption

Kean correct response time as a function of angle of orientation oi

test stimulus in alphanumeric and God's eye view (GEV) tasks.
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REVITALIZATION OF OPERATIONS AND CONTROLS FOR THE TURBINE ENGINE

TEST CELLS AT THE ARNOLD ENGINEERING DEVELOPMENT CENTER

by

Doyle E. Hasty

ABSTRACT

The Arnold Engineering Development Center was contracted by the Air

Force Systems Command to expedite and solve problems in the researcn,

development, and testing of the nation's top priority aerospace systems. The

AEDC operates the world's largest complex of aerospace flight simuiat.on test

facilities. As part of the facilities, the turbine engine test ceils -iave -eceived

various modifications and adaptations over the last thirty years to

accommodate the changing needs of technology.

The objectives of this research analysis were to specify, implement, and

evaluate the new operational methods and new automated control systems

to improve and modernize the turbine engine test cells. With th,s state-of-

the-art updating that is being provided the turbine engine test cells, these

test facilities will continue to be an active part of aerospace system's

evaluators well into the next century.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The turbine engine test cells at the Arnold Engineering Development

Center have provided simulation flight testing over the past three decades

for many of the nation's top priority aerospace programs. As these test

chambers begin their fourth decade of testing service, state-of-the-art

operational methods, and automated control systems are being specified,

implemented, and evaluated in two of these test faciii-es.' The author has

had 15 years of experience in high-altitude aerospace testing and found this

research area very challenging and well matched to his experience ana

abilities.

Since the Wright Brothers constructed their wind tunnel in 1901, the

development and testing of aeronautical engines and systems have usuaily

preceded the improved flight of aerospace vehicles. 2 The turbine engine test

cells at AEDC will continue to play a role in the development and evaluation

of aeronautical engines and systems for decades to come if state-of-the-art

methods and automated control systems can be impiemen-ed rnto these

facilities.

The beginning of the turbine engine test cells actuaily took olace as one of

many new technologies to grow out of World War i *o slinjf the world's

aeronautical effort away from the conventional aircraft of the time to high

subsonic, transonic, supersonic, and space flight.

The Germans had recognized the need for special facilities for propulsion

development, and in 1944 they placed in operation the Bavarian Motor

Works (BMW) engine test plan to test turbojets and gas turbine engines.

Following the end of the war, the BMW plant was dismantled and shipped to
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the United States. Congress approved construction of the turbine engine test

cells in 1949; and during construction in the early 1950's, the turbine engine

test cells have been used to evaluate propulsion sytems for advanced aircraft

missiles, satellites, and space vehicles. The advent of the computer age has

provided many additional testing capabilities for new aeronautical

systems. 3. 4, 5 Both quantity and quality of data must be greatly increased to

meet the new testing demands and prepare these aging facilities for zests

even into the next century.

The experience gained by this opportunity to work on the oroject of th..s

complexity was very beneficial to the author. The specifying, implementation

and evaluation of new operational methods and automated control system

using state-of-the-art technology will be immeasurably beneficial -:) !-e

author, as well as to his students, when he returns to the engineering

classroom.

11. OBJECTIVES

The objective selected for the research effort inciudea .'•e ;a-d •nd

evaluation of presently used test philosophies and techniques ;n these

turbine engine test cells. The major objective was to assess state-of-the-art

testing techniques using hardware and software technology that r:g.t oe

available presently or in the near future. Imoroved efficiency of ooeratzor

through automation was established as the final goal of the effort. The

accomplished of these goals would then allow the study of and

implementation of state-of-the-art data acquisition and processing systems
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which the author proposes to continue studying through a Mini Grant later

this year.

Ill. PRESENT TESTING PHILOSOPHIES AND TECHNIQUES IN THESE TURBINE

ENGINE TEST CELLS.

Turbine engine testing requires that the turbine engine and associated

test cell systems be controlled precisely and safely to given test requirements.

When the required test conditions are met, the data acquisition system is

activated. The control room oersonne l control the turbine engine and

associated test cell equipment to the desired test requirements. Presently,

the environmental conditions, 'iowever, are maintained at another location

by personnel resoonsible for that assignment. Interaction and coordination

between these two areas are primarily audio and alphanumeric display

communications, indicating the environmental set points and conditions.

Primarily manual interaction with the turbine engine and its on-boara

controls are performed. The total control of the turbine engine and the test

environment are maintained by observing visual indications and performing

manual responses. 6

IV. SELECTION AND IMPLEMENTATION OF HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE FOR

AUTOMATION OF OPERATION

The proposed Turbine Test Area Controller (TTAC) is a distributed

processor network. This controller will increase test productivity and

efficiency by reducing the energy and manpower resources required to

maintain control of the test article and facility systems through state-of-the-
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art methods that are safe and reliable. The first two of the control systems

are being cnecxed out in two test unrITs. 7is actzvity is continuing in other

test cells presently.

Based on the design specifications and criteria, the Westinghouse

Distributed Processing Family (WDPF) was selected as the principal system to

be integrated into the TTAC program. 7 3 Some of the special features

required of the WDPF are as follows:

"* Standard hardware building blocks

"* Distributed global data base

"* Uodate of 16,000 analog values or 256,000 packed digital values, or p

any combination, every second.

"* No traffic director

"* Expandable to 254 drops

"* Passive coaxial highways

* Completely redundant

* No host computer required

* CRTdisplays in 1 second

* Customer graphics

* Problem - oriental languages

The WDPF system consists of a selection of various droos inked by the

Data Highway. The Gateway drop interfaces to other computers or oter

non-Westinghouse controllers and computers. The Historical Storage and

Retricial drop provides mass memory and intelligence to store and retrieve

the total plant historical data for later analysis. The Logger drop collects data

for logging and prints data on demand or periodically in a standard format.

66
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The engineer's console drop provides all the tools needed to program the

WDPF System. The Calculator drop provides a general purpose processor for

special calculations and logs which are used to optimize modeling and plant

performance evaluation.

The Batch Processing Unit drop provides the WDPF with the ability to

sequence groups of equipment for production and to select and modify

programs that control a particular test. The Operator's/Alarm Console droo

provides a CRT-based control display and alarm console for operator use. The

Distributed Processing Unit drop performs data acquisition and control

functions and interfaces to the different processors.

The WDPF system consists of three sets of hardware: the Data Highway,

the functional processor, and the lnput'Output (I/O) interface. These sets of

hardware were used as building blocks for this system. Communications to

and from the Data Highway are provided by a subsystem controller which

consists of a modem, shared memory, and a data base manager. The

functional processor performs the specific functions associated with the drop

and obtains or stores data from the memory shared between it and the Data

Highway Controller (DHC). The 1/O communicates to the processors, CRT's,

printers, and various drops.

Every 100 milliseconds eac'i drop has access to the highway. Data

variables are broadcast at least every second. The two megabaud speed of

the highway guarantees that these update rates are possible.

Extensive online diagnostics exist in each DHC to ensure its integrity, as

well as that of the whole system. Failed drops are automatically bypassed

Alarms indicating such failure are displayed on the Operator's/Alarm Console
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The Data Highway acts as a distributed global data base available to any

drop on the system. The speed and architecture of this system ensures that

this global data base is always current and never more than one second old.

Transparent access to the distributed global data base means that control

loops can run in one Data Processing Unit (DPU) using data values physically

residing in other drops. The ability of any drop on the system to access the

total global base transparently allows fuctions that would previously have

required a host computer to be distributed among many drops.

V. RECOMMENDATIONS

The author proposes to continue this effort through a Mini Grant so that

he can see the final implementation, checkout, and performance of a

modernized test cell during the next several months. This year-long activity

would complete the implementation and checkout of the complete".

updated test cell. The performance of this design could be evaluated anc

then the other major test units could foilow this plan. This would g ve :-e

Engine Test Facility a state-of-the-art *esting tecnnique with moaeý-,zea

computer-controlled facilities and equipment.

The author feels that this summer research effort has been very beneficial

to him as well as to the future of high altitude turbojet engine and rocket

testing at the Arnold Engineering De.'eiooment Center. He looks forNard to

being able to see the research effort totally completed and implemented to

prepare the Engine Test Facility for testing into the twenty-first century.
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Operation of the Electron Ion Momentum Transfer Instability Mechanism

in Moderately Dense Plasmas

by

Michael A. Hayes

ABSTRACT

The physical mechanism leading to the fast growth rate collisional instability for ion

acoustic waves in highly ionized plasmas was investigated. This mechanism was

describable as the growth of the spatially periodic electron density perturbation which

results from a spatially periodic electron velocity perturbation. The peridocity of the

velocity is in turn a result of the relationship between the electron-ion collisional

momentum transfer and the spatially periodic ion density perturbation associated with

the ion acoustic wave. Direct calculation of the moment equations and the instability

growth rate from the physics describing this mechanism gives, to within the precision of

this approach, quantitative agreement with the more formal treatment of Jasperse and

Basu. This work will be submitted for publication.

Experiments designed to search for the theoretically predicted were proposed, and

the proposed experiments are here described. A review of electromagnetic

wave-plasma scattering diagnostic literature was performed, and the relation of this

literature to the experimentlal problem at hand was assessed. Experimental work on

lower hybrid wave propagation was also performed, in conjunction with the Research

Laboratory of Electronics at MIT, and an abstract of the results of this work is soon to be

published.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In 1981 1 received my doctorate, for work in plasma physics, from the University of

Califormia at Davis. Since then I have been on the faculty of the department of Physics

at Dartmouth, and I have built, and continue to improve, a plasma physics laboratory

there. At Dartmouth I have worked on both theoretical and experimental aspects of

wave particle interaction kinetics, and so was drawn to the problem of the collisional

instability which Jasperse and Basu had analytically discovered in a two temperature

plasma. As it happened, this problem was at a stage where I felt particularly well

suited to make a contribution, since what were lacking were an understanding of the

physical mechnism by which the instability operated, and ideas for how to test the

theoretical prediction experimentally. I have attacked both of these problems, and

have been very pleased with the results. In addition to these two main areas of A

endeavor, I have also accomplished some tasks of secondary importance; these tasks

are also described below.

II. OBJECTIVES
1) Review literature on experimental measurements of fluctuation spectra and

correlation functions for ion acoustic fluctuations in dense plasmas, and assess the

relevance of these experimental data to recent developments in the theory of dense

non-equilibrium plasmas which have been made at AFGL.

2) Study in detail the feasability of performing a conclusive experimental test of the

theory referred to above.

3) Further explore (theoretically) the physical nature of the mechanisms by which

instability may occur in a two temperature plasma.

4) Use facilities at the Research Laboratory of Electronics at MIT to perform

measurements of lower hybrid wave propagation in magnetized plasma, and compare

these measurements with theoretical predictions.
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Ill. Productivity Overview

The literature was reviewed, with particular emphasis on two papers which my hosts

wished assesed for relevance to their theoretical development. This review is

presented in section IV. The conclusion of my review was that while there is much of

general interest in the literature, and in these two papers in particular, but no presently

existing experimental literature may be used as a basis upon which to assess the

validity recent theoretical developments. The feasability of performing a conclusive

experimental test of the theory referred to above was explored, with the conclusion that

such a test is indeed feasable, and should be given a very high priority. The

suggested design for such an experiment is dealt with in the Recomendations section.

Further theoretical exploration of the mechanism by which the predicted instability

operates was investigated very successfully, and the results of this investigation will be

published. A qualitative description of these results is presented in section V.

Measurements of lower hybrid wave propagation using the experimental facilities of

the Research Laboratory of Electronics at MIT are progressing, and comparison of

these measurements with theory will be presented at the November meeting of the

American Physical Society, Division of Plasma Physics.

IW. A Brief Review of Fluctuation Literature

This section incorporates detailed evaluations of two experiments particularly

valuable in understanding fluctuation measurement, as well as a compilation, under

appropriate headings, of valuable papers in four relevant areas. The two papers

evaluated were chosen in part because of their chronology in relation to the rest of the

work in this field: they represent the early seminal work in this field (Ramsden &

Davies), and the current state of the art (Mostovych & De Silva). The other reason why

these were chosen is because, in spite of any deficiencies which may be pointed out,

they are very valuable papers.

1966 Feb. Ramsden & Davies. PRL 16 303

Laboratory research from the National Research Council of Canada. Plasma

formation is by e - pinch discharge (0.55ltF, 35 kV discharge through a single turn coil)
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in Hydrogen gas at 1.5x1 04 torr. Measurements are made using a high power (10

MW), short pulse (30ns) ruby laser (6943A) in the afterglow of the discharge, 18 gs

after the beginning of the discharge, when the plasma is assumed to be thermalized.

Scattered light is measured at 13.50, and at 900. Spectrum analysis of the 13.50

scattered light indicates a central peak with two "satellite" peaks shifted 8A to either

side of the main peak. Theoretical analysis of the satellite sideband shift yields a value

for oP which indicates that the plasma density was 2.4x10 15 . Analysis also relates the

power in the sidebands divided by the power in the central peak to the ratio of the laser

wavelength to XD. The value of XD obtained indicates that Te = 1.1 eV.

This experiment provides some positive information on the internal consistency of

theory, but only looks at two scattering angles, and hence at fluctuations centered on

only two different wavelengths. The analysis assumes thermalization without procf,

and makes no attempt to independently measure density and temperature as ancther

check on theory. In addition, though the laser power used is large, no attempt is made

to consider what effect, if any, laser heating will have on the results.

1984 Oct. Mostovych & De Silva. PRL 53 1563

Laboratory research from University of Maryland. Plasma formation is by linear

discharge in a 1 to 7 torr He or Ar atmosphere. Pinching effects are claimed to be

ignorable because the discharges last on the order of 120 gs while the magnetic

diffusion time is on the order of 2 I.s due to the low temperature (T,= 2eV) of the

discharge. The plasma density is very high (ne=l 017 cm 3 ), and the plasma appears to

be about 50% ionized. To form plasma, a 1200 ;.IF capacitor bank is charged to 1-2 kV,

and then discharged across electrodes spaced about 30 cm apart. Peak discharge

currents are from 10-25 kA, and the radius of the discharge is about 2 cm. The inverse

plasma parameter g- 1 = n (XD ) 3 is about 3.5. It is not mentioned in the PRL, but is

clear from Mostovych's thesis, that the experimental set-up was operated very near to - -
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the MHD kink instability threshold. Indeed, while results are reported in the PRL for He

and Ar, the thesis indicates that the original intent was to report results for H as well,

but that stabilization of the kink mode in H discharges was not consistently achieved.

In this light, uncertainty about the possible presence of an enhanced MHD fluctuation

spectrum, in addition to an enhanced ion acoustic fluctuation spectrum, is not

unreasonable.

It is worthy of note that intuition gained in the treatment of other plasmas may fail in

the case of so dense a plasma as this. One example of such a failure, which also

illustrates a further cause for concern over the possible contribution of an enhanced

MHD fluctuation spectrum, is the relative ordering of various energy densities within

the plasma. In a sparse laboratory plasma (n_ < 1010 cm- 3 ), or in a geophysical

plasma, the densities are much lower; as a result, for an electron drift vdr < CSI where I

Cs is the ion acoustic speed, the ordering: Tmg<< 1ldr<< 11th is usually valid, where qrng is

the magnetic energy density, 1 dr is the drift kinetic energy density, and qth is the
thermal energy density. However, since 71 mg cc B2 ,c j2 ,c (neVdr) 2 , while .dr ne(Vdr) 2,

the net result is that the ratio (qi mg)' (Tdr) - ne. Consequently, for the plasma in this

paper, lidr << "qmg = T1th , which reverses the previous ordering of drift kinetic and

magnetic energies; thus the free energy source available for MHD fluctuations greatly

exceeds that available for ion acoustic fluctuations, contrary to the usual case for mnore

typical plasmas. Despite the fact that Tmg = Tth I it is yet correct to describe this plasma L ..

as unmagnetized since, because of the extraordinarily high density, 0ope/)ce = 103.

Possible doubts as to the physical nature of the observed fluctuations aside, the

experiment described measures scattered laser power, as a function of time, at 4.7',

and at 8.75 . The frequency spectrum of the scattered power at each angle is

compared against the predictions arrived at by taking different models for S(k,(0). Of

the theoretical models compared, the best agreement is found with the BGK theory. It

should be noted that in the plots of calculated and observed ratios of scattered to
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incident power, the calculated ratio has been scaled so that its peak will be at the

height of the highest measured value on a particular graph. A 200W CO2 laser with

wavelength 10.6 j. is used. The laser power is very low in comparison to the discharge

power (up to 50 MW), so temperature perturbation as a result of the use of the laser is

very unlikely.

Theory of Fluctuations and Wave Scattering

'60 Can. J. Phys. 2a 1114; J. A. Fejer

'60 Proc. Roy. Soc. A2M 79; J. P. Dougherty & D. T. Farley

'60 Phys. Rev. 12M 1528; E. E. Salpeter

'61 Nuclear Fusion 1 101; N. Rostoker

'62 Phys. Fluids _ 776; M. N. Rosenbluth & N. Rostoker

Wave Scatter Exoenments

'58 PRL 1 454; K. L. Bowles

'66 PRL 1§ 303; S. A. Ramsden & W. Davies

'71 PRL 2& 67; B. Kronast & Z. Pietrzyk

'71 PRL 2§ 694; M. Keilhacker & K.-H. Stuer

'72 PRL 29 81; C. M. Surko, etal

'84 PRL 53 1563; A. N. Mostovych & A. W. DeSilva

Double Dipole Probe Theory

'75 J. Plasma Phys. 14 209; R. Pottelette, B. Rooy, & V. Fiala

'77 J. Plasma Phys. 17 201; R. Pottelette, C. Chauliaguet, & L. R. 0. Storey

Double Dioole Probe Exoedments

'79 Phys. Fluids 22 534; R. Pottelette _ q
'81 Phys. Fluids 24 1517; R. Pottelette, M. Hamelin, J. M. Illiano, & B. Lembege

Some Relevant Books

Radiation Processes in Plasmas, George Bekefi, Wily, N. Y. 1966 - A
Stat. Mech. of Charged Particles, Vol. 4, series on Stat. Phys., I. Prigogine, ed. 1963
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V. Develogmet of Physical Understanding for the Fast Electron Ion

Momentum Transfer Ion-Acoustic Instability

Recent calculations of the dielectric function for the Balescu-Lenard-Poisson kinetic

equations by Jasperse and Basu have resulted in a number of interesting predictions,

including the prediction of collisional growth of long wavelength ion acoustic waves on

the electron-ion slowing down time scale, given a sufficiently large ratio of electron

temperature to ion temperature. I have developed a technique for directly

incorporating the effects of collisions into the electron continuity equation, and then

using this equation in conjunction with other fluid-like equations to corroborate the

predictions of wave behavior resulting from the more involved kinetic calculation of the

dielectric function. While, compared to a complete solution of the kinetic equations, my

provides a mathematically simpler approximate method for incorporating the effects of

collisions into plasma wave equations, the principle advantage of my method is that it

illustrates the physical mechanism governing the effect of collisions on wave

propagation, including the above mentioned collisional instability.

The essence is that a spatially periodic ion density will result in a spatially periodic

electron-ion drag, which when integrated over electron velocity space, will result in a

spatially periodic divergence of the average electron velocity. The electron continuity

equation which results gives a collisional increase of the electron density which is

proportional to the collisional slowing rate multiplied by the perturbed part of the ion

density. The remainder of the moment equations may, in the limit of a sufficiently large

ratio of electron temperature to ion temperature, be obtained in a manner similar to that

by which the standard collisionless fluid results are obtained, and the entire set of

equations may be solved to obtain the same long wavelength predictions as the full

ki, :etic theory in the same limit. This technique has value for its relative simplicity of

application, but its principle merit is that it starts with a well understood feature of

collisional systems, collisional drag, and reproduces the most startling results of the full

kinetic theory from there. By demonstrating the physical relationship between

collisional drag and unstable wave growth, this development facilitates a more basic

understanding of the latter phenomenon.

In the derivations of fluid-like equations which include the effects of momentum
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transfer collisions between electrons and ions, the minimum kinetic treatment which

will enable a physically reasonable and self-consistent inclusion of collisional

momentum transfer is employed. Specifically, no attempt is made to include the effects

of resonant particles, so of course Landau damping does not come out of these

equations. As a result, the growth rate thus derived will be valid only in the limit of a

sufficiently large electron to ion temperature ratio that resonant particle effects are

indeed negligable, and Landau damping may legitimately be ignored. For other

temperature ratios, the effects of Landau damping must be independently calculated

and added in to obtain the correct total growth or damping rate.

The work outlined above has been competed, out awaits final preparation for

publication. In any case, details of this work could not be included in this report

because of space constraints.

VI. Recommendations

As a result of my recent findings, I put a very high priority on the experimental

search for the collisional electron slowing ion acoustic instability. I have arrived at a

good basic design for experiments to detect and measure this instability, but more work

must be done on the detailed planning and optimization of these experiments. It may

be possible to perform some crude tests using modifications of facilities present in

typical plasma laboratories, such as my laboratory at Dartmouth, but conclusive tests

can not be performed without access to more elaborate facilities. Construction of

facilities sufficient for the performance of conclusive tests would be very expensive.

Fortunately, it is likely that the tests can be performed at a great reduction in total cost

by using facilities already in existence.

An optimal test of theory would require the use of a 0-machine, since such a

machine has much higher ionization fraction, and much smaller drifts than do other

types of plasma machine. Most importantly, use of a Q-machine would allow variation

of the electron temperature as a free parameter, independent of the electron density,

over a wide range. Since the instability under consideration would only exist for a

plasma in which the electron temperature exceeded the ion temperature, the

suggested experiment will require electron cyclotron resonant heating (ECRH), which
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is not a feature commonly found on Q-machines. Fortunately, there exists a 0-machine

which may prove more easily adapted to the performance of a heated electron

experiment. This is the new Super-Q at Lausanne, Switzerland.

With access to a 0-machine which is adaptable for ECRH, experiments to test

theoretical predictions will be possible in principle; what needs to be determined is

how best to pursue these delicate but important experiments in practice. The basic

idea may be easily stated: one must first form a high density, highly ionized plasma

which is very quiet, in the ion-acoustic range of frequencies, and drift free, and then

proceed to heat the electrons in this plasma. Care should be taken to monitor the

uniformity of the plasma as the electrons are heated, and also to monitor both the

electron and ion temperatures as a function of applied ECRH power. The relative

values of the perpendicular and parallel electron temperature should also be

measured, although it is unlikely that any difference would be observable. For 2 eV

electrons at a density of 1012 cm- 3, the classical collisional electron temperature

anisotropy relaxation rate would be about 4x10- sec- 1, while the electron thermal

velocity would be about 6x10'r m/s. Using the length of the Lausanne Super-Q (which-

is 4 m) gives a thermal residence time of about 6.7x1 06 sec, or about 27 temperature

anisotropy relaxation times: far more than required for an essentially Maxwellian

distribution. Even at much lower densities where the classical electron collisionality

would be insufficient to Maxwellianize the electrons, the rapidly growing high

frequency kinetic instabilities which feed off of the free energy available in an

anisotropic electron distribution make it extremely unlikely that the experimenter would

observe a significant temperature anisotropy. Neither these very high frequency

unstable waves, if present, nor the ECRH itself should affect the quiescence of the

plasma in the ion-acoustic range of frequencies; ion-acoustic waves have much lower

frequencies than the above-mentioned phenomena, hence these phenomena would

not be picked up by our ion acoustic wave diagnostics.

Concurrent with the monitorinc of the thermal characteristics of the plasma, the

experimenter should launch ion acoustic waves into the plasma, and measure their

growth or damping. By measuring both the real and imaginary parts of the wave vector
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k as a function of the real angular frequency o of the launched wave, the

experimenter would be able to test the most important predictions of theory, including i

the prediction of a fast growth rate (ie. growth rate comparable to the electron slowing

rate) ion acoustic instability for dense plasmas in which the electron temperature

exceeds the ion temperature. Also, the monitoring of the electron and ion

temperatures as a function of ECRH power may be used to obtain additional

indications of the presence of this instability.

The calculated rate for the classical collisional transfer of thermal energy between

electrons and ions is much less than the thermal ion residence time for the parameter i

regions of interest, so classical heat transfer would have a negligible effect on the

measured ion temperature. Consequently, the rate of energy transfer from electrons to

ions via the process of unstable wave growth (due to the fast growth rate instability

predicted by theory) and the subsequent transfer (via Landau damping) of wave

energy to the ions would be obtainable from measurements of the electron and ion

temperatures as functions of ECRH power. This experimental thermal transfer rate

would thus provide the experimenter with an independent characterization of the I

instability which could be quantitatively checked against the measured instability

growth rate.

The above experimental plan is based on sound physical principles and tried L I
experimental techniques, but a substantial amount of work must be completed, mucch of

it at the site of the Q-machine chosen and in collaboration with the local experimenters,

before the plan of execution for this experiment is complete. I am very interested in

taking this work further, and it is for this purpose that I have applied for an AFOSR 4

Mini-Grant.
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Evaluation of Several High Strength Composite Ccncuc~crs

by

James C. Ho

ABSTRACT

Micrographic examination was made on a recently prccucec c~rcc:e

conauctor. This conductor consists of 2,989 (61x7x7) hi(:n :ur- >irminun

filaments in an aluminum-iron-cerium alloy matrix. Deformatior '-f tne

filaments, having a total of 4,096 (16x16x16) : I area recuct*-r :nrcurh

three consecutive extrusions, appears to be well acceptable.

Another aspect of the program aims at assessing high temperature electrical

resistivity of several dispersion strengthened conductors with potential

applications in high current opening switches. Measurements were made on

copper-niobium, copper-alumina, aluminum-silicor carbide, arF,-

aluminum-iron-cerium.
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I. Introduction

Our research was very much interdisciplinary in nature. It is part cf

a materials development program, with the final goals aiming at

applications in advanced power systems. Toward this end, my education

background (B.S. in engineering; M.S. and Ph.D. in chemistry), teaching

experience (Professor of Physics between 1971 and 1986 and Professor of

Physics and Chemistry since 1986), and extensive research interest

(cryogenics, physical and microstructural properties, alloys and compouncs,

with some 130 articles in publications or conference presentations) allow

me to interact with and draw expertise input from many individuals at the

Air Force Wright Aeronautical Laboratories, thus forming an integral

approach to our studies. I consider this to be of particular importance

for my successful participation in the Summer Faculty Research Program.

Specifically, our effort centered around the characterization of high

strength conductors intended for advanced power systems.

II. Objectives of the Research Effort

The overall objective of the materials research program at AFAPL is

(1) to develop a cryoconductor for pulse power applications and (2) to

evaluate various high strength conductors as high current opening switch

materials.

My individual objectives were:

1. Assessment of a newly produced high-purity

aluminum/aluminum-iron-cerium composite conductor through micrographic

examinations.

2. High temeprature electrical resistivity measurements on

dispersion strengthened materials including copper-niobium, copper-alumina,

aluminum-silicon carbide, and aluminum-iron-cerium.
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III. Composite Aluminum Conductors

To meet the ever increasing need for devices generating high power

pulses, particularly when weight factor is of great importance,

multifilamentary superconductors have been considered as the most promising

materials(1). Their advantages are based on the practically zero

electrical resistance and consequently very large current densities.

Nevertheless, producing and maintaining the extremely low temperatures

required demand liquid helium. Peripheral equipment for helium storage and

liquifaction adds extra complication and weight to the overall operation of

a given power system. Moreover, for pulsed power applications, transient

heat transfer problems are yet to be solved. Consequently, a different

type of cryogenic conductors have been considered as a reliable alternative

as winding materials(2). These conductors are not superconducting, but

have sufficiently low electrical resistivities at service temperatures near

20K, which are easily attainable whenever liquid hydrogen is available.

Indeed, the feasibility of fabricating one such conductor has been

demonstrated at AFAPL(3). Specifically, it is a composite conductor

consisting of high purity aluminum filaments embedded in an Al-Fe-Ce alloy

matrix.

The matrix material satisfies the following criteria: (1)

lightweight, (2) high strength, (3) good thermal conductivity, (4)

reasonably high electrical resistivity to minimize eddy current loss and to

enhance electromagnetic diffusion rate, (5) workability co,1 patible with

that of high purity aluminum, and (6) diffusionless alloying elements (Fe

and Ce) in Al. This alloy was initially developed at ALCOA with AFML

(4)sponsorship for high temperature structural applications
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Earlier work on Al/Al-Fe-Ce composites has been liritec to small

number of filaments. Most recently a triply extruded product, whir-

contains 2,989 (61x7x7) high purity aluminum filaments, became available.

Our effort was to evaluate this product through micrographic examinations.

Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 show the original billet and the final product,

respectively. It appears that the filaments, after having a 4,C9F

(16x16x16) to 1 area reduction, maintain roughly the same cross section

areas (i.e., no necking as precusor to breaking). There is also no contact

between any of the filaments. These results confirm the feasibility of

manufacturing this type of advanced composite conductors for the stated

purposes.

!V. High Temperature Electrical Resistivities of Dispersion Strengthened

Conductors

The requirements for conductor materials of high current repetit4ve

opening switches include, among others, high strength and reasorebly good

electrical and thermal conductivity. The strength requirement arises frorm

the fact that the primary switch loss is associated with the contact

electrical resistance (5). Even the thermal diffusivity of pure copper does

not warrant adequate cooling of the contact surface which will quickly

reach its softening temperature. When this happens, the contact pressure

decreases and the contact loss rises even further.

One thermal management approach being considered is to fabricate the

major part of the switch contact with conductor materials which retain high

strength at elevated temperatures (300-600°C or higher). They will then be

coated with a thin layer of soft materials as the actual contact tips.
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L I l .. .... II _ • • I I . ....... I....I.... , •

Fig. 1. The original 3-inch-diameter Al-Fe-Ce billet with 61 1/4-inch

holes for inserting high purity aluminum rods (only one shown

here).
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Fig. 2. Micrcgraph of the seven sections of the final composite conductor

follcw'ng three consecutive extrusions with recuired restackircs.

It is 3/4-inch in tiameter, ar;d consists of 2,989 high purity

aluminum filameres.
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I

In t'h•, '.•crk,< ,,e s&e ,., i1e •-,1 ,a h -.,

th~eir eiectrical resistivities as a .Unctlon of ,t'.eperacure. The ::, '

are basically dispersion strengthened ccpper and aluminum (copp,-,;,'r:

from Supercon, Copper-alumina from SCi, Iletal Products, aluminum-si i-r.,n

carbide from ARCO Chemical and from DWA Ccmposie,. Specialties,

aluminum-iron-cerium from ALCOA).

The measurefents were made with the standard F-,ur-terminai r-:,,

The results, in terms of electrical resist vit4,1 (T', a!id (esis,

ra:,o, Yf (T)/I (295 K), are shcwr, in Figures 3tc 9. Corr ,' :

..hese values and the microstructural,-,l , the mrtr :-

.a',ai:,zed. The results car ';e useful "ri ft.ture switch resi ...

0 ecommendations

Electrical resistivity at cryr•Icenic temperatures of thF new

=cmrcsi:e conductor (Al/Al-Fe-Ce) needs t• be evili. tea. Pa rt.-,:.:!r

iu;;e.ion s':,cuid te placed or &he anneal-rc e~fect .-,is or):e< L
z ; • ' -• , i- - . e a, -e d ý ,i m p • : t u r e s c o u l1 c , I : , '-v 4, " r:- , u ( - ' . c • .

^es cual resistivity, prfv,!ded that a".oyinc eierents 4r In. r C

ciffuse into the high purity filaments.

It i; also recommended to examine presently aPvailable high strenr,+

1.in~inum.alloys with di+Fusionless alloying elerents, other" th-an .'ie

Al-Fe-Ce used here, as alternative matrix materials. Comparisons are to be

made in terms of workability, alloying element diffusion rate, and the

final residual electrical resistivities.

. Wlith the recent advancement in processing technology, miany new

materials are being -developed. A majority of them are designec for high

-rperature structural applications. However, for those .it~h sui.:ble
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The Locally Implicit Method

for Qompntational Aerody-namics

by

Peter Hoffman

ABSTRACT

Investigation of the locally implicit method is part of the search for a

less expensive method to compute viscous fdows in aerodynamics. Visc~n.s

flow calculations are subject to severe Courant Number restrictions unless

implicit methods are used. However, implicit methods require structured

,rids. which are expensive to compute. and are impeded by the use of

approximate factorization. The locally implicit method r Vuii:s a-:.

This research investigates the Courant Number restriction on the stbihr.-

of the locally implicit method and provides variations of the metlhod which

have no restriction. In 2D and 3D, this algorithm is an ;ifdle,'anl .a-" :r

parallel computation.
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1. Introduction. The locally implicit method was developed by X.C'.

Reddy and Jim Jacocls of the Computazional Fluid Dynamics E,''-iun in

the Propulsion Wind Tunnel Facility at the Arnold Eng'ineering Develop-

ment Center. The goal is to reduce the cost presently required to obtain

solutions to viscous aerodynamics problems.

If cost were no object, the central difference spatial appro:dmation

with implicit Euler time stepping would be good. It is cer-ainly bett.er

than explicit time stepping when very fine spatial discretizations impose

Courant Number restrictions. Locally implicit methods avoid -he ,:!.t ,i

implicit solutions by time-lagging either the right point and marching -o

the right or the left point and marching to the left. This is the lbaic one-

point locally implicit method.

An N.-point locally implicit. method uses N-I 'entral er-,i:n-

cils with implicit Euler time stepping. Depending upon ,-ho r,!":u 1

march. either a left or right one-point locally implicit ,tencil is added to

the group so that the resulting system is solvable. It has N eq11aTion.: To

solve simultaneously and. hence, is implicit locally.

Because the N-1 fully implicit stencils impose no stability restricTion.

the stability restriction on the group is imposed by the one-point locally

implicit stencil.
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2. Objective. The object of this research was to analyze the one-point

locally implicit method. in particular.

1. A thorough understanding of the stability of the basic locally implicit

method had to be achieved.

2. If the basic method were found deficient, seek a method or methods

which remedied these deficiencies.

3. Examine the practical aspects of a real implementation of the method

for a system of equations in several dimensions on modern compuaing ma-

chinery.

This paper discusses the basic method which is found to ha've an un-

usual reason for a Courant Number restriction. Then. three methods for

removing this restriction are outlined. Next_ tabulated data for all four

methods is presented and interpreted. Finally. conclusion's and recomnien-

lations are gwven.:e

3. Basic Method. Consider the one point method for one dimeisiona1

linear convection.

0.

Mfarching to the right uses the nuraerical discretization

n+ tln n+1
,t ;+1 _ •r 'n--

it j+I j-I+ +.- --
t 

0
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or

(I 2-- - ) ' = (I Z-i'• - "O'. -vae.e "._ ,

Fourier transformation gives

cAt -,"nAt

2Ax2A

so that the amplification factor jzI - [.- is

I 1- -:e-- = .•

The method appears to be unconditionaily -table -tccording to thl

modal or von Neumann analysis.

In Eulerian formulations, the convection equation is nonlinear.

at + dau, = 0.

This equation needs entropy information so viscosity is added

at + LUUZ = nx

to eliminate expansion shocks. .Numerically. .iscosir. .ves thic,'ness to

shocks and permits stable algorithms. Jameson[l] advocates the use of an

artificial viscosity which gives a shock thickness proportional to meshwidth:

this implies that eu, = 1/2 Ax a.. Away from the shock. he s-itches to a
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fourth derivative artificial viscosiv, v, ..V4-X
3 .tzzz,. to remove high frequency

error components from the numerical solution. BfAn- i 4 Ji.d .Uer In i.

this term cannot contaminate our second order spatial discreTization. Both

artificial viscosity terms v-anish as the mesh is refined.

de + Itux - 1"2 -AX dZL + t, I I -.C' " X ),

and the equation describing the original physics is recovered.

The necessary inclusion of viscosity, real or ariicioI. ,!)uples rith con-

vection to destabilize the locally implicit method.

The basic one point lccally implicit method has a von N'.umana ,t.-

bililt criterion of the form

C > -2 + aV

'vhere the signed (Courant Number, r --- . and V = (2 --r- :.a

aerodynamics. -tability problems will occur in -his basic method be'ati-s.

of the negative characteristic velocities arising in subsonic and traziuozu,

calculations.

To see the reasoning in the special case.

tit+ CU? - L' -. ru-. = 0).

consider

n n++ 1  n +1 n+

n+I an (U I,5

•m ~ ~ m-1m +nmm + mmlm mmla m



Fourier transformation gives, when h = Ax.

1 -•e-,h + V(2 -. h

(1- • o~ oh+i(•sah+Isn•h1 C
-- .osh+ V(2 -cos,,h)) +i(-2 sin,,h + V sin.,h)

. 2

The amplification factor. izi, is not greater than one if and only if

C 2 C2
(1- cos,4h+V(2-cosýA)) +(-sn-nh+VsinAh) >

2 2

C _C
( cosah + Vcosh)2 +( sin.h + Vsinh)ý,

which, for V > 0. simplifies to

C > -2 + , 73)

where ,i = -2. Notice that for the highest frequency. .h = r. the denomi-

nator oi z is

C.
1 - -e-r + V(2 - =0,

which v-anishes when a = -6. an-I unbounded amplification occurs.

A ,ariety of appro-mations for the viscous term are possible. For

0<0<1.

,n+1 = an - C (.1l + n+, - 2(0 a + (1-
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has the same stability criterion but with

.1,' for 9 <

-zero. -

negative. for 0 > '.

Unfortunately, simple computations with the basic method for. say.

C = +2, fail miserably. Another explanation is necessary; the notion of

*roup velocity must be introduced. A complete explanation can be found

in Vichne,,etsky and Bowles[3] or Trefethen[21.

Briefly, The group velocity, v*. is function of frequency and is the ve-

.oi" with which the Fourier component of that frequency is observed to

-avel. This is not to be confused with the phase 1.-eicitv.-. whic ic: - lsot

ý)oservable. Components of differing frequencies and phase velocities inter-

act in the phenomenon called beating to give the observed group velocity.

The group velocity is computed from : as follows.

=Re z + i Im
: = (+Im:z

Arg z = tan- I :)

Arg :
phase velocity. e* = - Ar___

oA:,z
C, .• h

where the Courant Number. = a'. and c is the true characteristic

velocity for the partial differential equation. Then,

d
group velocity, *
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Using = 4 from equation [11 gives

'-(sin 4h + -sin 2wh\
Argz = tan- 1 I

1-Gcosh+.-•-cos2wh "

In the special case, C = 2,

Ar-~ ~ z a -[ 2 sin .;h (I- cosý;h ) h.
Arg=tan cosh( cosAh) h

- cArg z C

Cdh
= d =

This indicates that at a Courant -Number of 2. components of all frequencies

travel in the wrong direction at half their proper speed. This is confirmed

numerically. The pulse which should have moved four units to the right.

moves instead 2 units to the left.

This is not unusual. Many popular. common schemes exhibit i

property at high frequencies. It causes unwanted reflections at boundarie.-;

and GIS instability. Artificial viscosity is commonly used to contrul it.

m"vhat is unusual in this case is that all components, both low and high

-:af,.tuencies. :ravel in rhe wrong direction for C = 2. Artificial viscosit. is

effective only for controlling high frequencies.

In summary, if viscosity is small, the amplification factor can be un-

bounded for C < -2. The group velocity of the important low frequency
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components is reversed if C > 2. Thus, the locally implicit method in its

basic form is stable only if jCI < 2.

The modified equation is another way of providing the preceding anal-

ysis. When the basic locally implicit method is applied to

at + CeuV - .2 -AX Uz + Z/ AX3 •XX 1 0- (4)

the equation actually solved is the modified equation,

At. c
(+L/ = O(AX.r-'At).

where the right hand side vanishes as the mesh is refined for a ,''n Courant -

Ntimber. The modified equation is derived by replacing eac,-i of -he inite

difference approximations by its Taylor expansion and coilei:Ting "erms.

If viscosity is negligible, the equation resembles

C
at + CA t, 0.

1-2A.c

Observe that it represents a flow which reverses direction -V'i'1 =]

1. that is, when C = 2. This agrees with the group velocity analya.i.i.

The viscous portion,

de V.'V Ax a,z = 0.

is unstable if the time coordinate is reversed. For At < 0. the coefficient

1'+ (-0 changes sign when ( - -1. or C = -2. which coincides
2-AX

with the unbounded amplification predicted by the modal analysis.
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4. Artificial Viscosity Method. The traditional quick and dirt- rem-

ed- for unstable methods is artificial viscosity. Examination oi t4he modi-

fied equation shows how the additional viscosity stabilizes the basic (9 - 1)

locally implicit method, at least in the low frequencies. The leading coeffi-

cient.

tl C
1 + -1- i + V£2 + 3v 4 ).

should be positive in order that the group velocities remain positive for low

frequencies. This gives the restriction.

At
C <2(1 + (•-- + 3v4 )).

Reversing the sign on the viscosity term gives an indicator for behavior

Of the amplification factor for the critical low frequencies.

C < -2(1+ A-.( +3v4 )).

which agrees with formula [3] derived by modal analysis. Thpr-icre. r;,,

addition of artificial viscosity stabilizes The locally implicit method. if ~=1

for

G!' < 2(1 ±-(L•- + VJ4)).

For general values of 0, one obtains

ICI •5 2(1 + -(290- 1) (v2 + 3V4 )).
Ax



'o that, for 4 = 4, artificial viscosity has no tabilizing effect. and for 9 <

L:. Xa- a destabilizing ertect.

5. Modified Equation Method. If. using the basic locally implicit

method, we attempt to solve

PUe + CUIt - 'I2 .ýJ? Plzz + V.4 ..\.1 3 1)

for some p, we get instead the solution of

At eip- +V -•u+u),+eu_ -,.' --- 8t.. +Z-4 \ tizz• 0:,.,., =
'Ax 2

Wanting the leading coefficient to be one. we solve for p,

At2-- z- + +3v 4 ),

or with general 9,

p=I ,Ate 2
P 1-- - -- (2- (v 3L/4))

AX' 2

Discretization of equation [5] with this particular p leads to the solution of

the original equation [41 by a method which is automatically stable if only

i.he lower frequencies are considered. Problems at higher frequencies can

be handled by a combination of multigrid and artificial -.iscosity.

6. MIodified Equation Method with -Alternate Marching. The

modified equation method has desirable amplification factors for positive
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Courant Numbers and desirable group velocities for negative Courant N um-

bers. Therefore, follow-ing a forward sweep by a b.Lckward sweep

+ = ll C- n+1 _ ayn ) + V1 + -
U ii j + - J+ u7.. 2uj

has the effect of providing a superior overall method. Use of 0 = . rather

"than I appears to give identical results.

Incidentally, referring back to the basic method, alternate marching

failed to be effective at large Courant Numbers because of the unbounded

amplification factor for C < -2. These instabilities are too large to be

damped during the alternate sweep.

7. Interpretation of Tables. Appended are tables containing amplifica-

rion factors and group velocities for each of the fopr methods. Throughout,

= I was used. In each table, the left column is tre signed Cur,ant.

'1umber. C = ind the other columns contain -aluxes "bujatre for L

= ji, j = 0, 1....3. In each case, the equation

t- f CU -- eX It -- 0

is discretized. If /.2 = 1. equation 2_1 shows that -he ampirhcation factor is

always one. So v-, = 0.0lcj is used to show which components are amplified

and which are attenuated. In the artificial viscosity method, however, V2

must be quite large. and a value of v2 = 0.5fef is used for that case only.
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Likewise, it would be desirable for -roup velocities to be one. or as

large as possible, for all compuon:,nTs. -:- "s "MPOSSiie ,"•j.r...

order methods such as.spectral methods. Negative group velocities denote

components which move in the wrong direction, these axe present in all non-

dissipative schemes. They cause spurious reflections at boundaries. shocks.

and grid interfaces and thereby foster GKS instability. If the group "'Pioct" L

is negative for the critical low frequencies. the algorithm -mill ?nra-idn- fail.

Group velocities which are sm'all in magnitude cause convergence to be

slow; these error components move slowly. If the component Li•js in The,

upper half of the frequency range. it -an eazil" be remv-,,i i')•):I,".

viscositN. If it lies in the lower half of the frequency rang-. m u11:!,-au ,.s

about the only method for removing it quickly. MultigTid conver-S The low

frequency on a fine grid to a high frequency on a coarse grd.

BASIC METHOD: Obser.-e that T, he ainpiica•on ,::,

than one for -2 < C. The group velocity of the lowest, Afrequeny is non-

negative for C < 2. Hence. the Courant Number reszriion !C' < 2 is

appropriate.

ARTIFICIAL VISCOSITY METHOD: The leading coefficient in the

modified equation is made one for lce > 0 by choosing v-2 = I. In the

lowest frequencies, this makes the group velocity one for C > 0. and po-dinv-



A --

for all Courant Numbers. No amplification factors are greater than one.

Furthermore, sufficient dissipaton exi.:ts at those frequencies and C(Turan

Numbers where the group velocity is zero, to make the method converge

reasonably. In practice, this method performed well in conjunction vith

the basic method. The artificial viscosity method was used with a large

Courant Number to obtain coarse convergence; then, the Courant Number

was reduced to one, and the viscosity was reduced to that of the original

problem to achieve corivergence.

MODIFIED EQUATION .METHOD: This method was- implemented

to give the leading coefficient in the modified equation the value one. So. the

group velocity for the lowest frequency is always one. The profile of group

•"o'1rities resembles that of the artificial viscosit" method. Unfortunately.

"-he profile of the amplification factor does not, there is no dissipation to

_Pmove the stagnant group velocities. Convergence is e.%pec-ed to be plowv

and probably should be accelerated by a multigrid scheme. In fact. this

was the experience of Jacocks and Reddy in their 2D locally implicit Euler

1if Iver.

MODIFIED EQUATION METHOD WITH ALTERNATE MARCPH-

ING: This substantially reduces the variation in amplification factors over

all the preceding methods and creates an essentially non-dis.ipative algo-
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rithm. Furthermore, there are no zero group velocities in the lower frequen-

cies or at large Courant N umbers. Therefore. its convergence is rapid; this

was tested in a ID nonlinear scheme.

The presence of negative group velocities, which exist only at small

Courant Numbers in the upper half of the frequency range. properly reflect

the fact that this scheme must resemble a central difference scheme as

At --.

8. Conclusions and Recommendations. The locally implicit meThod

in its basic form is only stable for those C ourant Numbers whose a•solute

value is less than two. A number of variations exist which rrmove The

Courant Number limitation.

The best of these Nariations alternates the direction of marchini. !.

most circumstances, it will have no negative group velocities.

In higher dimensions. the absence of negative group veloiries eli;ni-

nates stability problems. This follows because a velocity vector is resolved

and propagated by its directional components, none of which caa have a1

negative group velocity.

For systems of equations, linear stability is guaranteed if the modified

equation is adjusted for the largest characteristic velocity in the syi-stem.

Time accuracy may be lost, but when steady-state solutions are sought,

61
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everything is gained. This method permits large Courant Numbers. but ik

15 not implicit. ,t no longer requires the generation ,;i ,tru,:'re idz

or the use of approximate factorization. It is a perfect algorithm for the

inexpensive, new parallel computers.

iT has tremendous potential for aerodynamics applications. I- should

be capable of matching the speed of existing Euler solvers. More impor-

tantly, it should provide a speed increase for Navier-Stokes solvers.
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PROCEDURES FOR EFFICIENTLY EXTRACTING THE KNOWLEDGE OF EXPER~TS

Robert R. Hoffman

ABSTRACT

The first step in the development of an artificial intelligence

expert system" is the extraction and characterization of the knowledge

and skills of experts. This step is widely regarded as the major bot¼-la

neck in the system development process. In previous work (Hoffman, 196-4,

I analyzed a number of methods for extracting experts' knowledge. 1ý

present report summarizes an analysis of another method, the utrrud

interview" method. I also compare the various methods in terms DE their

overall efficiency at generating propositional information for a lata base.

I conclude with a recommmended series of steps for extracting experr-s'

knowledge, steps that should apply to any expert system developmen: 2 rojeýct.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Modern a::: iia. .intelligence (AI) systems are often called

"expert systems 31.nc2 tney rely on characterizations of the knowledge

and skills of experts. What the experts in a given domain know is

codified in a knowledge base, and the knowledge base is used in the

inference-making component of an Al system. Examples of such systems are

DENDRAL (Duda and 3hortiiffe, 1983), which generates descriptions Dr

chemical compounds )n the basis of spectrographic data, and ane "Pilot's

Associate" system being developed by the Air Force (Sl:efik, _985) 'for

a good gen:.i. aur-e" of expert systems work, see Bramer iLi',

Buchanan , ýoombs [1984], or Weiss aLKd Kuiikowski •l9.•4j).

It is widel_ recognized in expert systems research :n-at na

process of extracting tie knowledge of experts is the primary bottleneck

in the system development process (cf. Duda and Shortliffe, 1983, -).2b5).

It can take many months of the expert's and the system builder's -'me to

extract and characterize khe nowledge that goes into an expert stszem,

and yet, experts' knowledge must be extracted before one can comDeL- .

programs. There has apparently been no systematic or programmati: zesea:::

on the question of how to extract the knowledge of experts (Duda and

Shortliffe, 1983; Hartley, L981; Gilmore, personal communication).

'Iv work falls at this nuts-and-boLts level of the develooment 3Z

expert systems. As a cognitive psychologist, I am interested in applying

"the research methods of experimental psychology to the domain of expert

systems engineering. The overall goal of my research is to develop general

methods for extracting and characterizing the knowledge of experts, with

an eye toward making the system development process as efficient as

possible.
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II. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT

The work I report on here is an extension of my earlier work

(Hoffman, 1984) in which I analyzed certain methods for extractcig

experts' knowledge. In this report I analyze another method, what I

call "unstructured interviews." The various methods for extracting

experts' knowledge are briefly described in Table 1. For full details on

the various methods, see Hoffman (1986).

I |



TABLE 1

Various methods for extracting the knowledge of experts.

METHOD DESCRIPTION AND PURPOSE

ANALYSIS OF Analysis of the tasks that the expert usually
"FAZ4ILIAR" TASKS performs. Includes analysis of available

texts and technical manuals. Facts ana rules
are written out in the form of roposi-:ions.
A categorized list of the propositions con-
stitutes a "first-pass' data base.

UNSTRUCTURED The expert is queried with regard to his
INTERVIEWS knowledge of facts, rules, etc., and wita

regard to user needs and system desiygn
(e.g., the kinds of screen faces :ha:
would be helpful).

STRUCTURED The expert goes over the first-pass :a:i ,
INTERVIEWS making comments on each entry. The resui=

is a "second-pass" data base, in a forma:
ready for inputting into the computer.

LIMITED INFORmATION A familiar task is performed, but the expert
TASKS is not given certain information that is

usually available. Lack of information

encourages strategic thinking (e.g.,
"What if......

CONSTRAINED A familiar task Is performed, but the exper:
PROCESSING TASKS must do so under zonstraints. For example,

the task may have to be performed within a
limited amount of time. Another example
involves running the expert at a simulation
of the familiar task using archived data.
At any point during the task, the expert
can be stopped and queried wih regard to
knowledge or reasoning strategy.

THE >MTHOD OF A familiar task is performed for a set of
"TOUGH CASES" data that presents a "tough case." The

expert's ruminations over a tough case

can generate evidence about refined
reasoning strategies.
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In my previous work . analyzed the efficiency of all the methods

with the exception of unstructured interviews. As I will show in this

report, hiaving now analyzed the unstructured interview method I can

answer a key question:

What steps should be taken to extract and

characterize the knowledge of experts for

any expert system project?

My answer to this question should be of interest to anyone who is working

on an expert system or who is planning such a system. This includes the

the burgeoning Al research efforts of the U.S. Air Force and other branches

of the Department of Defense.

III. APPROACH TAKEN

The work to be reported here was conducted in the context of a

project that was aimed at developing an expert system to assist Military

Airlift Command (MaC) planners as they design plans for airlift ope:i:».

The Knowledge-based Systems Office of the Strategic Planning Directira:2

(XR) of the Electronic Systems Division (ESD) was in the beginning stages

of developing an expert system to augment MAC planners' abilities in the

use of FLOGEN, an Automatic Data Processing System that is one par: of

the Integrated Military Airlift Planning System (MAC, 1985). It was at

that point that I joined the project.

With FLOGEN, expert MAC planners develop plans for airlift

operations in both crisis and deliberate planning. Available to FLOGEN

is a great deal of stored information (e.g., information about the range,
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speed, and cargo preferences of different types of aircraft; information

about che ramp soace and cargo handling capabilities of various airfields).

FLOGEN accepts as input information about the logistical considerations

involved in a particular operation (e.g., cargo priorities, available-for-

loading dates, origins and destinations, need for refueling stops, etc.).

?lans that are developed using FLOGEN need to meet a number of criteria:

mo naximiize the tonnage shipped, to maximize the tonnage arriving on

time, to maximize the flying time per aircraft, to minimize scheduling

conflicts, etc.

Al techniques should apply well to the FLOGEN-based planning

procass. Some reasons for this applicability are:

(0 The ise of FLUGEN requires considerable expertise.

(2) The use of FLOGEN involves a large number of variables and facts---

hundreds of different bases, scores of different types of aircraft,

etc. The plan reports that stem from FLOGEN fill volumes.

(3) After their many years of experience, the MAC planners have developed

many personalized heuristics ("rules of thumb") for dealing with

the details and problems that are encountered during FLOGEN-based

planning.

(4) The procedures that are followed during FLOGEN-based planning are only

partially described in the available documentation. The FLOGEN

User's Manual (MAC, 1985) has chapters that define the fields

that appear in various screens, chapters that define the various

files and acronyms, and chapters that define the various command

codes. Nowhere in its 400 pages does their appear a significant

explanation of what the planners do.
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It would seem prudent to attempt to extract and characterize the

knowledge of the experts, in order to form the basis for an expert system

for assisting MAC planners in the FLOGEN-based planning process.

METHOD

The method used was quite straight-forward. Individuals from the

MITRE Strategic Decision Aids Group spent a week engaged in unstructured

interviews of the expert MAC planners. The interviews resulted in over

ten hours of audio taped interviews. The interviewers and the experts

were all naive with regard to my ruminations about researcn methodology,

making the tapes an ideal source of data for my analysis of the efficiency

of the unstructured interview method.

Basically, what I did was to transcribe the interviews and then

inalyze the transcriptions for their propositional content. -he tran-

scription process involved listening to the interviews 13ver headpnones)

on a small tape recorder and typing the dialog into a word procassor.

(for details on the preparation of a verbal protocol, see Zriccson and

Simon, 1984; and Hoffman, 1986). An example exerpt from the transcripts

appears in Table 2. This exerpt is prototypical in that it includes

queries from the interviewer, speech hesitations and errors, unintelligible

segments, and monologs by the expert. The monologs in this exerpt are all

brief; occasionally they can be a page or more in length.
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TABLE 2

Example exerpt from the unstructured interviews.

I: What information are you given about airports?

E: Sow just some rudimentary information comes with it. Common name,
latitude and longitude, ah . . . no information comes with it about
the ah maximum number of airplanes on the ground or the port
capability that is at the field. None of that comes along with it.

I: What's the difference between MOG and airport capability?

E: Ah . . . MOG maximum on the ground is parking spots . . . on the ramp.
Airport capability is how many passengers and tons of cargo per day
it can handle at the facilities.

I: Throughput . . . ah . . . throughput as a function of

E: It all sorta goes together as throughput. If you've only got . . . if
you can only have ah . . . if you've only got one parking ramp with
with the ability to handle 10,000 tons a day, then your . . . your
throughput is gonna be limited by your parking ramp. Or, the
problem could be vice versa.

I: Yeah . .

3o i.'s a [unintelligible phrase].

I: What if you only had one loader, so that you could only unload one
wide-body airplane at a time? You wouldn't want to schedule five
airplanes on the ground simultaneously. How would you restrict
that?

7: `e know we're 2ot gonna -et all the error out of it. We're gonna try
and minimize the error. And then we'll say that . . . ah •
we'll say an arrival-departure interval of one hour, so that means
that the probability of having two wide-bodies on the ground tryin'
to get support from the loader is cut . . .
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The process of recoding the transcripts into propositions was also

straight-forward (for details, see Hoffman, 1984 or 1986). An example

proposition contained in the Table 2 exerpt is:

"MOG STANDS FOR MAXIMUM NUMBER OF AIRCRAFT ALLOWED ON THE GROUND."

This would be an example of a potential fact to be incorporated into the

data base. The transcripts also included potential rules. An example of

a rule, one that appears in the Table 2 exerpt, would be:

"IF YOU NEED TO RESTRICT THE NUMBER OF AIRPLANES ON THE GROUND AT A

STATION, THEN MANIUPLATE THE ARRIVAL-DEPARTURE INTERVAL."

Other example propositions gleaned from the transcripts are:

"OVERSIZED CARGO IS LARGER THAN A PALLET BUT WILL FIT ON A C-130

OR A C-141."

"IF CARGO IS SHORTFALLED, THEN FLOGEN FLAGS IT WITH AN EXPLANATION

OF WHY THE CARGO DID NOT MOVE."

"INFORMATION ABOUT STATIONS IS AUTOMATICALLY ACCESSED BY FLOGEN

FROM A PARAMETRIC FILE."

"IF CARGO CANNOT BE MOVED, THEN THE USER MUST MAKE ADJUSTMENTS IN

THE TIME-PHASED FORCE DEPLOYMENT DATA FILE."

"AIRCRAFT CANNOT REFUEL FOLLOWING OFFLOAD IN GERMANY AND MUST

RECOVER TO ENGLAND."

IV. RESULTS

The ten hours of unstructured interviews resulted in 510 pages of

transcript. The coded transcripts contained a total of 529 proposition

facts and 224 proposition rules. They contained a total of 957 questions

questions asked by the Interviewers.
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In order to compute the efficiency with which the unstructured

interview generated propositional data, one must first compute the total

time it took to derive the propositions. This includes the total interview

time (10 hours), plus the time to prepare the transcripts (77 hours),

plus the time to code for propositional content (13 hours). Thus, the

total task time for these unstructured interviews was 0O0 hours. This

figure could then be divided into the total number of propositions

obtained (753), yielding an overall efficiency rate of 0.13 propositions

per total task minute. Another metric of efficiency is to see how many

propositions were generated, on the average, for each question asked by

the interviewer. For the present results, this figure is 0.79.

The question to be asked now is, How do these data compare with

those from other tasks that can be used to extract experts' knowledge?

Detailed figures for the other tasks can be found in Hoffman (1984, 1986),

Basically, structured interviews, constrained processing and limited

information tasks have been found to yield between one and three propo-

sitions per task minute. Thus, the results of the present research

indicate that unstructured interviews are an inefficient method for

extracting experts' knowledge.

V. RECOMMENDATIONS

I have a few recommendations to make, some having to do with

interviews, some having to do with methods and methodology in general.

Unstructured interviews are a good way for the knowledge engineer

to familiarize himself with the domain, but should not be conducted prior
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to an analysis of familiar tasks (analysis of available texts and technical

manuals and preparation of a first-pass data base). Unstructured inter-

views are a good way to learn about user needs and to generate ideas about

system design (such as screen faces that would be helpful). Unstructured

interviews are not an efficient way of generating propositional data for

a data base--the transcription process is simply too time-consuming.

Indeed, unstructured intervews need not be tape recorded at all---shorthand

notes should suffice.

The first step in conducting a structured interview is to prepare

a preliminary data base by analyzing available texts and technical manuals.

The data base would consist of propositions of the kind exemplified earlier

in this Report, organized into meaningful or functional categories. In the

actual structured interview, the expert goes over the data base, one pro-

position at a time, commenting on each one. In essence, the structured

interview forces the expert to go systematically over their knowledge. The

structured interview method is a good way of generating propositional data

data for a knowledge base, especially since it does not :equre taoe

recordings and transcriptions.

Detailed information and advice on how to conduct both structured

and unstructured interviews is presented in Hoffman (1986).

Given the results of the present work, I can now answer the key

question:

What steps should be taken to extract and

characterize the knowledge of experts for

any expert system project?
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My answer can be found in Table 3 in the form of a general procedure for

the development of an expert system.

TABLE 3

Steps to be followed in extracting and characterizing the knowledge of
experts prior to the construction of an expert system. The activity
designated "Special tasks" includes limited information tasks, con-
strained processing tasks and analyses of "tough cases."

EFFORT
STEP ACTIVITY PURPOSE REQUMRED

I. Analysis of Familiarizes the knowledge One man-month.
Familiar Tasks engineer with the domain.

Yields information for the
first-pass data base.

2. (Optional) Familiarizes the knowledge One to two
Unstructured engineer with the domain, man-weeks.
Interviews Yields information for the

first-pass data base.
Helps in determining user

needs and system design.

3. Preparation of One man-month
First-pass data or more.

base.

4. (Optional) Familiarizes the knowledge One to two
Unstructured engineer with the domain. man-wee~s.
Interviews Yields information for the

second-pass data base.
Helps in determining user

needs and system design.

5. Structured Yields information for One to two
Interviews the second-pass data man-weeks.

base.

6. Preparation of Two man-weeks
second-pass or more.
data-base

7. Special tasks Yields refinements of Variable.
the data base.
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All domains of expertise differ, so too do all ea:Dert systems

projects. Different methods will be best suited to iff-ren: domains.

There are probably situations for which the recommended series of steps

is not quite fitting. However, some variation on this theme should fit.

A good example is the airlift planning project itself. The system

developers began with an unstructured interview. That was the only way

to get the project off the ground since the available cechnizal manuals

provided little information about what the experts actually do. Hence,

an attempt to generate a data base at the outset wouli not h'ave been

very fruitful.

The figures in Table 3 for "effort required" ar:, )f zourse, only

approximations based on my experiences. According to my estimates, one

can expect it to take at least three months to get to the poian of having

a refined or second-pass data base. How does this compare with the ex-

periences of other AI researchers? It is impossible to tell from a reading

of the exoert systems literature exactly how much effort went into building_

the data base in any expert system project. (It is for that reason that i

feel compelled to present my own estimates.) Typically, authors do not

even state precisely how the knowledge was gotten---sometimes from texts

ind manuals, sometimes from archived data, and usually from unstructured

interviews. Typically, research reportsjump right into a discussion of

system architecture.

Some discussions of expert system projects state how long it

took to develop a prototype, but one can only guess how long it took to

build the knowledge base. The development of MYCIN (Davis, Buchanan &
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Shortliffe, 1977), a system for diagnosing infectious diseases, took many

years. The development of INTERNIST, also a medical diagnosis system, too'.

ten years with the help of a full-time specialist in internal medizine

(Buchanan, 1982). Ri, which configures the VAX computer (McDermott, 1980),

took two man-years to develop by a team of about a dozen researchers, and

is still being refined today. In general, it takes one to two man-years to

develop a prototype, and about five man-years to develop a full system ?Juda

and Shortliffe, 1983; Gevarter, 1985).

In contrast, the PUFF system for the diagnosis of pulmonary

disorders was reported to aave been developed in less than ten weeks

(3ramer, 1982). One reason for this is that most of the rules were easiy-

-gleaned from archived data (Feigenbaum, 1977), and only one week was s-en:

interviewing the experts (Bramer, 1982).

Apparently, if one is relying on unstructured interviews, or if-

one ii interviewing a large number of experts (as in the MYCIN prDeaz:_. or

if the system requires hundreds or thousands of rules and facts in its dala

base (as in the INTERNIST system), then many years of effort 1-..

to develop a system to the prototype stage. In this light, a minimum ef

three months just to get to the stage of having a refined data base does

not seem unreasonable. If anything, it is an underestimate, but it is

probably not -a gross underestimate. The knowledge base of -Ie ac-l'

interpretation project (Hoffman, 1984) consisted of over a thousand

entries, and it took just a few months to develop by means of structured

interviews.
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I.I

I recommend that expert system researchers routinely report data

on the methods used to extract experts' knowledge, the efficiency of the

methods, and the amount of effort taken to construct the knowledge base.

One final recommendation is in order. I feel that the research

reported here (see also Hoffman, 1986) "wraps up" this aspect of expert

systems research. No further methodological research is needed. Enough

is now known about methods for extracting the knowledge of axperts to

permit anyone who is interested in developi'ng an expert system to generate

reasonably efficient methods for extracting the experts' knowledge. For

any given expert systems project, methods will have to be devised, ind

that will take some research and development effort. However, i: che

level of methodology (the comparative analysis 3f various methods,, :he

picture seems fairly clear.
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FLUORESCENT DYE BINDING ANALYSIS

FOR THE

IDENTIFi'LATION OF ASBESTOS

CLIFF HOUK

ABSTRACT

The fluorescent dye binding properties of several organic dyes for

the identification of asbestos in bulk samples and on membrane fitr

were studied and compared to previously reported results. Five dyes,

Morin, chromotropic acid, Clayton-Yellow, 3-hydroxyquinoline and

Bathocuproine exhibited easily detected fluorescence on bulk samples

containing chrysotile asbestos. Fluorescence microscopy data suggests

that Morin and Clayton-Yellow Dind to other forms of asbestos that may

be found on membrane filters from personal or area sampling at work

sites. These dyes do not bind to other substances commonly found in

building materials.

Preliminary methods ising these dyes for the analysis of bulk

samples and membrane filters from personal or area air samples are

presented. Extended -esearch 13 necessary in both areas.
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The USAFOEHL at Brooks AFB must have efficient methods to perform

the analysis of b:jlk materials for asbestos content and the identifica-

tion of fibers on membrane fil;ers 3ubmitted to the laboratory 010,000

in 1985 and 15,000 projected for !936,. The need for such methods is

evidenced by the increased concern for the health and safety of Air

Force personnel, their families and its contractors who may be exposed

0to asbestos in the performance of their duties. Asbestos is a known

carcinogen and considerable effort h.as been made to develop rapid,

accurate methods of desection and identification. Commercial field test

kits for bulk sample analysis hare been developed but are inaccurate anJ

unreliable.

Field personnel often as;, "Are theresent o the air

filter asbestos?'" The current method of analysis for air 3amoles aiI -

the analyst to only count the fioers per uni• area on the fil!er whn:c

is converted to fibers per cubic centimeter of air sampled.

I. INTRODUCTION:

I earned my Ph.D. in inorganic chemistry emphasiZing synthesi3 a-:

characterization of transition metal complex compounds. X-ray diffrac-

tion and UV-VIS spectrophotometric methods of analysis we:e ised to

characterize the compounds produced. In 1980, 1 earned a MS in Environ-

mental Health with an industrial hygiene emphasis. Par" of my trainin.g

involved the sizing and counting of parilculates and 'ibers or, ers~ra

and area membrane filters using light microscopy IAM', oolarized :3'nht

microscopy (PLM) and phase contrast microscopy (PCM). Since that time

my research interests have been directed towards environmental-occupa-

tional health problems. I have been involved in the formation of a

private environmental analytical services laboratory and am familiar



with the problems associated with field sample analysis and data

control.

The research problem at the USAFOEHL involved the identification of

asoestos fibers on membrane filters using a fluorescent iye-binding

method suggested in the literature (1). What dyes fluoresce in the UV-

1IS region of the electromagnetic spectrum when bound to asbestos? Can

a method be developed that would be feasible for the identification and

counting of fibers on membrane filters?

This problem, therefore involved methods I was familiar witn and

had interest in pursuing at a professional research level. Because of

this interest I was assigned to Investigate the problem at the iSAFOEHL.

II. STATEMENT OF OBJECTIVES:

1. To determine the feasibility of using a procedure iescri'ed oy

F. k. Albright, et al, '1) for the identification of asbestos o)n mem-

brane filters and in bulk materials.

2. To develop specific fluorescent dye binding analytical methods

for amosite, anthophyllyte, crocidolite, and other forms of asbestos.

The overall goal of the research was to develop compound specific.

analytical methods for the rapid identification of all forms of asbestos

on membrane filters and in bulk materials.

III. REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE:

Prior to arrival at Brooks AFB Toxline, Medline and NIOSH data base

systems were searched for appropriate references. Upon arrival, ACS

Chemical Abstracts, Wiley Catalog On-Line and Enviroline systems were

searched by the USAFOEHL library staff. Only two articles pertinent to

the research were found (1,2). The original article by F. R. Albright,

et al that prompted the research proposal dealt primarily with bulk
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sample analysis (1). An earlier article by Italian researchers 3.

Sperduto, F. Burragato and A. Altieri discussed the use of fluorescent

dyes as a means to identify asbestos fibers on membrane filters and to

4iU'erentiate between different forms of asbestos ,2). Several dyes

were investigated but both groups settled on Morin as the best to use.

It was specific for chrysotile and produced a visible orange-yellow

fluorescence when exposed to long wave-length ultraviolet radiation. As

my research progressed it became evident that the dye was probably

forming a chelate with the magnesium in the chrysotile and the binding

was pH dependent. Additionally, the structure and functionality of the

dye appeared to be critical. With the structure of Mor'n in mind and

the need for a conjugated system within the chelate to produce fluores-

cence, standard reference materials and additional journal references

were examined to determine what indicators have been used for the

qualitative analysis of Mg+ 2 and Fe+ 2 and other forms of asbestos (3-',.

IV. RESULTS - BULK SAMPLE FLUORESCENCE ANALYSIS:

Several dyes were tested at three different pH leves 'with five

different forms of asbestos to determine the binding anJ '" .... en;

properties of 4- The -esult3 fcr Canadian Chrysotle an-!

Rhodesian Chrysotile are given in Table I. Based upon these data bil(

samples submitted to the USAFOEHL for analysis were split for simui-ta-

neous analysis by ?LM and flaorescent dye binding with Morin and

Clayton-Yellow at pH 1 . Results of these analyses are given ii Table

II. The data indicates 97/113 correct identifications with Morin as the

dye and 68/70 correct identifications with Clayton-Yellow. Chronotropic

acid fluorescence is difficult to discern with long wave length UV
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Table I

Dyes Tested For 3inding Aff'inity

to Chrysotile Asbestos

Dye Tested Descri-)tion of --lorisocen.2oý

pH2 p1-17pH

A. Functionally Acidic

Alizarin N4 N N1

Alizarin Red-S .14

I -anilno-2-naphthol-
~4-sulfonic acid NN

Aluminion N4 NN

Carmine N N

Chromotropic Acid N

Clayon-ellw NW (Org.-Yellow'; .3 ~

Cresol-Red N N N1

E2osini Y N N W '.Crg.-Yellow)

Zr'iochrome 31ack T N N N1

Fuscý,in A N N

7uscnin 3 N N

3-hydr'oxyquinoline N W (Mint Green) S ýMirit Green)

Morin W w S (Org.-Yellow)

3.unctionally Neutral

3athocuproine S (3lue') .nN

1,5 Diphenylcarbohydrazide N N N

E-riochrome Cyanin R N N N

1,10 Phenanthroline N NN

Quinalidine Red N NN

N - No fluorescence W = Weak S - Strong
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TABLE II

Split Sample Analysis

SAMPLE CONTENTS

No
Chrysotile Amohiboles Asbestos False + False -

PLM 29 17 67 NA NA

Morin 21+ 17- 59- 8 3

? 30 4 36 NA NA

28+ 4- 36- 0 2

= ?osit[ve fluorescence

- No f-liorescence

NA Not applicable
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light. It was dropped from further study. Bathocuproine and 8-hydroxy-

quinoline exhioit very distinctive light blue and mint green fluores-

cence respectively with chrysotile. However, they were introduced late

in the s3udy and warrant continued invest.igatlon because preliminary

tests indicated they both appear to bind to other forms of asbestos used

during this study.

Other substances commonly found in building materials and environ-

mental samples were present in the )ulk samples completed during t•e

split analyses. Table ill lists those materials and others that do not

interfere with Morin and Clayton-Yellow fluorescence.

7. RESULTS - MICROSCOPIC MEMBRANE FILTER FLUORESCENCE ANALYSlS:

Early 4ork on this part of the problem was stymied tyjr two major

problems: a calibrated incandescent lamp was not avaa'c'Le ',r -le

microscope and the computer operating the monochromator Dn the micro-

scope was malfunctioning. The temperature of the lamp at spec4fic

voltages must be known so a black body correction may be made to sub-

tract the fluorescence characteristics of the microscope's Dpt['s,

slide, cover slip, mounting media and dye from the obser';ed fluorescence

of the specimen. A check of the literature suggested 330, K iouill e a

likely temperature for the lamp in question and the monochromator was

operated manually. Initial spectra were obtained from stides with 11,

0.1%, 0.01%, 0.001% and 0.0001% weight/weight (w/w) iispersicns of the

five forms of asbestos with Morin as the dye. The results were encour-

aging in that clearly identifiable fluorescence peaks were recorded in

the orange-yellow region as expected for chrysotile. However, other

forms of asbestos also produced spectra with contrasting identifiable

bands. These data, however, are unacceptable as the monochromator
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TABLE III

Noninterfering Materials

Morin Clayton-Yellow

Cement N N

Polyethylene N N

Muscavito mica N N

Mineral wool N N

Cellulose N N

Gypsum N N

Fiber glass N N

Cotton N N

Clay N X

Plaster N N

Kevlar N N

Rust Corrosion
Preventative (Na 2 SiO4 ) N N

Vermiculite N I

Quartz N N

3;[ t amaoeous !Ertn N

Kaolin N N

Talk N N

Wood N I

?ota~ssium Titanmie Y (Bright) I

Cotton N Y
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and computer Decame totally inoperable. The monochromator and computer

were repaired (twice) and the calibrated bulbs arrived so 1 drop of the

0.1%, 0.01%, 0.001% and 0.0001% w/w dispersions were mounted with Morin

and Clayton-Yellow dyes as separate sets. The 3oe'vra from the Clayton-

Yellow set were much easier to interpret and more reproducible than

those with Morin so Clayton-Yellow became the dye of choice for further

study. Table IV lists the characteristic absorption bands for the

dispersions under investigation. it appears that chrysotile and amosite

bind Clayton-Yellow and fluoresce in the red region. knthophyllyte and

crocidolite do not fluoresce strongly in the red region but do in the

violet region.

Air samples arrive at USAFOHEL on cellulose membrane f'ibers 3o

mL of the 0.01% w/w dispersions were diluted to 100 mL with lisziLLed

water and filtered through standard cellulose acetate, 37 mm, 0.3 u

filters and dried over silica gel overnight. A wedge was cut from eacn

filter, mounted with 1 drop of Clayton-Yellow in the media, allowed to

olear and spectra obtained. Table V lists the characteristic absorpoion

bands obtained from these filtered dispersions. These data suggest that

ill forms studied fluoresce in the red region and the filter does not

interfere with the identification. The ethanol washed filters tended to

curl and wrinkle making them more difficult to mount. The washing

apparently had no effect upon the nature of the fluorescence so that

3tep was eliminated from use. Filters containing substances found in
I

environmental samples were prepared in the same manner and spectra of

mounted wedges were obtained. The spectra contain multiple fluorescence

bands and shoulders that require extended interpretation but it is

obvious that considerable research is required for the development of

the method.
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TABLE IV

7 .uorescence Bands of Various

-rrms of Asbestos with Clayton-Yellow

Type , wiw 3ands (nm)

CC 0.1 610-620 sh, 660 s

0.01 610-620 sh, 640 s

0.001 640 s, 670 s

3.3001 610-620 sh, 660 z

RC 3. 610-620 sh, 670 s

0.01 610-620 sh, 650 s

0.001 610-620 sn, 660 s

0.0001 660 s

AMO 0.1 430 s3 640 w, 570 m

0.01 410 s, 630-640 sh, 670 4

0.001 430 w, 600 M, 630 m, 670 s

0.0001 430 w, 630 'n, 670 s

ANTHO 0.1 -"] s, 650 m, 680 4

0.0! 4'0 3, 550 m

CROC 0.1•80 s, 670 W

0.31 470 s

CC = Canadian chrysotile s = strong

RC = Rhodesian chrysotile m = moderate

AMO = Amosite w = weak

ANTHO = Anthophyllyte sh shoulder

CROC = Crocidolite
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TABLE V

.Luorescence Bands of Asbestos

on Membrane Filters with Clayton-Yellow

Type 3ands

cc 670 vs

CC-ET 610-620 sh, 660-670 sh, 630 v,-

CC2  680 vs

CC2 -ET 510-620 sh, 670 s

RC 610-620 sn, 660 s, 680 v3

RC-ET 610-620 sh, 660-670 sh, 690 3

AMO 610-620 sh, 670 s

AMO-ET 590-600 sh, 620-630 sh,

CR0C 550-560 sh, 610-62C0 s, 67; 15

CROC-ET 610-620 sh, 660 s

ANTHO 590-600 sn, 630-640 sh, 670

ANTHO-ET 700 s

ET Filter washed l h !D mL ethyl alý'ýoo

2 00 mL .tsper.3ion bru gl *:o PH -,efore iterin•

vs = Very strong
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Selected spectra are included as examples of the graphics display

and data presentation of the instrument package. Copies of all

pertinent spectra are on file at the USAFOEHL along with copies of my

laboratory notebook pages.

71. CONCLUSIONS:

These preliminary data indicate that Clayton-Yellow is a suitabie

dye for the fluorescence identification of chrysotile in bulk samples

and on cellulose acetate filters. Bu_-< samples containing as ai;s.e s

1-5% chrysotile within several different matrices were Ldenrified

correctly by visual observation. Clayton-Yellow appears to bind to

other forms of asbestos not evident through visual examination bt;

readily observed microscopically. Other dyes, Mor~n, chromot-pic acid, -

3-hydroxyqulnoline and Bathocuproine, may be siitable bour additional

research is required.

Both techniques show promise for use by the USAFOEHL personnel as ....

the procedures are refined. The bulk sample analysis by USAF field

personnel could reduce the number of samples submitted to the USAFOE'{L

by 20-25%, therefore, reducing the number of samples tnat must be sent

to contract laboratories.

VII. RECOMMENDATIONS:

1. Additional research be completed to -efine, improve and s'3-

plify the bulk analysis procedure leading to tne developmen; of a

test kit suitable for accurate, rapid identification of asoestos.

2. Continued refinement and development of the microscopic tecn-

nique under normal phase contrast counting conditions.

3. Additional research with Morin, 3-hydroxyquinoline, Batho-

cuproine and other dyes to determine their usefulness as f_.orescent

indicators.
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4. Include other forms of asbestos, actinolite and tremolite, in

these studies.

5. Investigate the kinetics of the binding between asbestos and

'farios dyes. Does the bndindn increase w;itn time? Does the IYIC: ýr

intensity of the fluorescence increase as binding increases? is -ne

fluorescence quantitative? Can it be used to determine % asbestos in a

sample?

I. nstitute a program of research for the development )f easiý,,

less costly methods of identification of actinolite and tremolite,

commonly found 1i oeramic and talc materials.
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I.

WAVELENGTH VALUE
400 0 *

4 0 *

420 0 *
430 0
440 .108 *
450 .1808 *
460 .3102 *
470 .344 *
480 .3798 *
490 .4159
500 .4691 .
510 .4884 *
520 .5014 *

530 .5319 *
540 .5637 .
550 .6133 .
560 .7041 *

570 .7157 *
580 .7647 .
590 .776 .
600 .8075 *
610 .8511 *
620 .8546 .
630 .9068 .
640 .916 .
650 .9458 .
660 .9908
670 1 .
680 .9329 *

690 .624 *

700 0 *

Fig. I Canadian Chrysotile Clayton-Yellow Dye Fluorescence (Emission)
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WAVELENGTH VALUE
400 1 *
410 1 *
420 1 4

430 I *
440 .8205 *
450 .8219 *
460 .7204 *
470 .674 *
480 .6273 *
490 .6033 *
500 .5748 4

510 .5415 *
520 .4961 *
530 .4791 *
540 .4585 *
550 .4507 *
560 .4151 *
570 .4254 *
580 .3463 *
590 .3295 *
600 .308 *
610 .2257 *
620 .211 *
630 .1758 *
640 .1566 *
650 .0837 *
660 0 *
670 .0427 *
680 2.7E-03*
690 .1776 *
700 .5597 *

Fig. 2 Rhodesian Chrvsotile Clayton-Yellow Dve Fluorescen:oe r Aorbance)
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EXPERIMENTAL

Bulk Analysis

1. 10 mg or less of sample

2. Grind tD maxini:3 surface area

3. Place in 4 inch disposable plastic test tube

4. Add 1 mL of pH 11 buffer

5. Shake, mix, allow to stand 70 minutes

6. Centrifuge, daecant ouffer

7. Add ! mL, 951 ethanol to residue

8. Shake, mix, centrifuge

9. Decant et.nanol, leave no liqutl Dehind

10. Expose residue to long wavelength JI light against a black back-

ground

11. Observe fluorescence

Microscopic Analysis

1. Cut two wedges from membrane filter

2. Mount one wedge (a) per normal *SAF;.EHL procedure for phase contrast

:'oun*,ig -acIground slide"

. '¼��3; second wedge (b) wich :rop dye added to mountýng medlia

oefore placing wedge in media on the slide (Specimen Slide).

I Mount a bIank fiiter iejge , with one drop of dye (.Channel

5. Dlice sl1e ý on 3tage, focus, nit key A, follow directions on

screen. When "scan complete" appears:

6. Hit <ey U, uncorrected spectrum appears on screen.

7. Hit key 3, read instructions, enter lamp temperature as directed,

blackbody calculations will be made, blackbody curve will appear on
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screen and corrected curve will appear on the screen. This data

will be entered automatically and "subtracted" as background from

specimen spectrum.

8. Place slide b on stage, locate and 'ocus on specimen f3ern, select

channel 1, hit A key, follow screen instructions, remove sLide when

"scan complete" appears.

9. Place slide a on stage, hit key C, hit key B, Channel 13 sW1oul1

appear beside Channel, locate and focus on specimen °"er, e; ey

A, follow instructions, remove slide from stage.

10. Hit key G, hit key A or T (your choice), hit key Y, hit key 3, iit

key 4, hit return key, correct specimen fluorescence 3pec!:.-m 4:**

be printed.

'1. Hit SEL tab on printer, hit form advance, remove spectra, on

printer.

12. Repeat steps 8-11 for additional samples to a maximum of 5. Once

all 5 channels available are used and spectra printed channels '-5

and 13-5B must be cleared or saved to allow for further anal's-es.
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Thrust Computing System

by

Ming-Shing Hung

ABSTRACT

A new model -for analyzing the TCS data set was formulated and

executed. :he results indicate that engines behave differently

from one trim to another. They also show that the data set is

unstable, highly sensitite to small changes in some data itn anz

deletions of some items. These observations cas- doubt on the

ability to use the results to help set the trim, both installed,

using TOS, and uninstalled, under the current procedure. There-

fore, it is re-ommended that explanation for such engIne aena a v

be pursued first, before :he issue cf whether to use TC3 c an

se-:led.
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I. INTRODUCTION

I have been teaching and conducting research in Operations

Research for the past 13 years. The courses I have taught include

statistics, applied probability theory, mathematical programming

and computer simulation. Most of my research has been in the

comouter imolementation of mathematical programming er...ds. I

have been interested in logistics management. A few of my

publications are related to that. That is why I applied for a

research appointment in the -rectorate of Management Sciencas

of the Air Force Logistics Command.

?his project involi7s data analysis, which is a par: Df

statistics. My experience in ising computer software he' :s in the

execution of this research.

TT. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT

Airzrart engines are "trimmed" after maintenance has oen

done to insure they can produce sufficient thrust. Dynamic

thrust, that is, thrust during takeoff, is the quantity of

Sinteest•. Since it is unavailable, surrogate measures have bee-

used to helo trim the engine. The current procedure trims an

engine in a test cell, off the aircraft, and sets the

"uninstalled" thrust to a "nomograph" level. That level is a

function of compressor inlet temperature (CIT). The nomograph

thrust level for the J85-5 engine (for T-38A aircraft), which is

the engine used in this study, is 2680 lb at 590 F of CIT. A
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significant amount of thrust is lost when the engine is installed

on the aircraft (13 to 24 percent for J35-5), `ue orimari>- to the

air inlet. The engine is then operated for up -o 63J hcur3 before

it is removed and retrimmed.

Computing Devices Company (COMDEV) has developed a Thrust

Computing System (TMS) which measures the thris- )-f an engine

after it is installed. TCS will allow engines :) Ze trimmned when

they are installed and, COMDEV claims, at a lower EGT than the

current method. An engine running at lower ZTC w ! "as- longer

and thus save money for the USAF. In order to eva_.ate tne

claim, it is necessary to determine the thrust z: , -o whizh an

engine should be trimmed, both installed and uninsza" me-.

A study was conducted in 1982 to measure static thrus-t levels

of J85-5 engines. Uninstalled static thrust readings were taken

in the test cell. After an engine was installed, more .e•..ncs

were taken using TCS. Henceforth at roughly ever'y 53 flying

hours, thrust levels were measur,_ again by TC3. 1) engines wer.

involved in the study which resulted in 51 streams of

observations, each stream corresponding to a sequence of readings

between engine trims (after maintenance had been acco.molished on

the engine).

The main question to be evaluated from data analysis was:

How is the loss of thrust related to changes in CIT and flying

hours? The loss of thrust according to raising CIT is called the

"lapse rate" and that according to flying hours is the

"degradation rate". Engineering data support the existence of
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these rates. The remaining questions are: What is the functional i

form relating the variables and what are the values of the

degradation and lapse rates?

III. PAST STUDIES

COMDEV performed linear regression analyses on the data se-.

Each of the 51 streams of observations was fitted to tie foowing

equation:

(1) Y = bo + blh + b2t + a

where
Y :thrust = current thrust; _
h : flying hours;
c : difference in CIT = current reading - reading at t:
bo : Intercept, loss of thrust due to installation;

: Degradation rate;

b2 : Lapse rate;

S: E-rr r of regressiDn estimate .

The major reason that 51 streams wer-e separated for

regression analysis was the zlaim by 7OMEV -iat each engine

behaves differently and, in fact, each engine behaves differentIy

from on trim to another. Their results [.ef. 1] seem to supoort

the claim. The degradation rates range from 1.46 nb/hr 'posi-iva

value indicates that the engine gains thrust per hour of fyi ng"

to -1.33 and the lapse rates from -1.44 to -7.66 lb/1o F.

The dilemma with the position that engines behave differently

from one trim to another is: How does one use the results to set

the trim for an arbitrary engine, or, for that matter, an engine

. hat was recently trimmed?
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COMDEV resorted to fitting another regression line through

the different degradation raates. First, "short streams", -hose

whose maximum time since overhaul (TSO) was less than `53 hours,

were removed from the data set since their degradation rates were

at both the high and the low ends of the range. The remaining 33

degradation rates were fitted against each stream's maximum TSO

on a s-wo-e regression nct-ion. This result_ d in a "mean"

3egrada::`on rate of -.21 _/hr wtzh a standard error ,of .23

lb/hr. (2 x s-andard error has been used as the "95i" confidence

-and and is called the "spread".)

AR2NC, a consultant to the USAF', cri-iizedthe "regression

on _egression" approach of COMDEV. it instead _ _-ommended taking

a we'tn-ed sum of the degradation rates. The weight used was the

nurmer of observations of each stream times the R-, the

:>er::cient of determination [Ref. 2].

:he above two reports performed analysis on seeoated daza

an-- :-.:s -he can not test, staristicaliv, wh-e->r_ dI----e-_--_--_-

;n tne regression coefficients b! and b 2 are s;stemnat; or

due to random variations of a sampling process.

The Directorate of Management Sciences at th2 haý3duarrzes o.

the Air F 70rze ogistics C.mmand 2F! ".. . .

one set and oerformed muLtiole linear regressions sini r to

equation (1). The main differenc,, is that there were two eaua-

tions, one for y = current thrust - uninstalled thrust (denoted as

Mc - Ci) and the other for y = current thrust - first installed

thrust at 0 flying hours (Mf - Mi). The first one measures thruist



from the time of uninstalled trim and thus can be used to helo se:

the uninstaIled trim Ievel. The second one begins with the first

installed reading and thus can be used to help set the instal"L 2_4

trim. In order for the models to be comparable, data streams

without Mi readings available were deleted, which resulted in 34

streams remaining. The results from the regression analyses were

cu:~e • _rent from those of COMDEV's, with degradation razes

equal- to -.- 1-4 for Mf-Ci and -. 104 for Mf-M•, and lapse rates 5

-5.42 and -3.02, respectively. The coefficients of determinati>•

Were .763 and .73S5, and the standard errors of estimate were

63.6 and 52.5, respec:i'ey for Mf-Ci and Mf-M [Ref. 3>.

7:. 3ar: of zhe Air Force Institate of Tecnno=ogy was as .e

to "tha".a-e 'e modeling differences. He suggested a roe zonor=e-

hensive model that uses the pooled data but is capable of takin=

different streams into consideration. The model uses ind:a-_:

variables to desi:gnaze different streams. When tne :ntera-c-4i

-:e•s ae also incl-ided, each stream can hava differen:t derad

":ion and laose r--es "Ref. 4]. Details will be given below.

!7. THE APROACH

'Te model 7 -s= is the same as Dr. Barr's and can 'La

(2) y = b0 + blh + b 2 t + b 3 s + b 4 sh + b5st + e

where
s a categorical variable designating individual streams;
sh interaction between streams and flying hours;
st interaction between streams and changing CIT.

The categorical variable has no intrinsic numeric meaning.

1t :an be set to I for stream I and 2 for stream 2, etc. or A for
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stream 1 and B for stream 2. The first three terms in (2) are t.he

regression coefficients for a base stream (say, the last one).

For each other stream, the coefficient b will have to be added -o

b to get the actual intercept for the stream. Similarly, -he
0

coefficient b of a stream will have to be added to b to get tne4 2
actual degradation rate, and b added to b for the actual lapse

5 3
rate.

The regression coefficients one oezs from (Z) for each sz~r_ ---

are the same as those one would get by fitting regression function

(1) on the stream by itself. The choice of the base stream is

immaterial. There are two ma'or advantages of Model (2), however.

The firs: one is that (2, :rov: Jes one st=onda-r trror of estimate

which is more precise than the indivi'ua_ errors f:om (1).

Therefore, statistical inferences based on ,21 are mcre i

The second advantage is that general results, pertaining to tie

.verall contribution of individual variables (h,t,s,sh,st t0 the

explanation of loss of thrust, are only available from (2). :his

.s a-so ca'Ied an "AnalyFiz of Covariance" model rRf.

only possible difficulty with this model is computational. Soxe

statistical software may not be able to handle the categorica..

variable and the interaction variables. However, large oackages

like SAS do have this capability. Examoles for how to interore-_

the model are given in the following results section.
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V. RESULTS

1. All Streams

The XRS data set was used in r-e analys-is. The ..o.mpu-er

program used was Procedure GLM (General Linear Model) of SAS [Ref.

63. Both M -C and M -M sets, each with 34 streams, were run
f i f i

using Model (2). The details are shown in Appendix I and 2. A

summary is given in Table 1. The overall fit of Model (21 i3 the

best among alI models that have been tried so far . R f r X

is .952 and for M -M is .922. That means that the model zan
f i

ex:)laIn 95.2% of the variation in the loss of unins-ae Iz I n-,;s

and 932.2% of the installed thrust.

TABLE 1

2 f j -

R , Coeff of Determination 952 .--

Standard Error rf Estimate 2.97 -

Prob (Model insignificant) .000-'

?rob (h insignifican-) .03131 .JlL

?rob (t insignificant)I 00.JJ

Prob (s insignificant) .30I .013

rrob (sh insignificant) .0001 .Ji

P:ob (st insignificant) .. 0301

The probabilities in the table denote the probability that a

variable contributes an insignificant amount of explanatory power

to the variation of loss of thrust. As can be seen, ever-i
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I.I

variable definitely is important. (By the way, the value .0001 is

the smallest that can be shown. So the actual probability can be

a lot smaller.) So, not onl> does loss of thrust vary accordin7

to flying hours and change in CIT, but it also varies from one

stream to another. COMDEV's position on this issue is justified.

The categorical variable s being significant means that

the regression intercept does vary from one stream to another. For

M -C , the intercept represents thrust loss due to instal inc the
f i

engine on tne aircraft. For M -M , the intercept shoul•, be -
f i

since there is no installation loss but the statistics cl.early

show there is still some loss. From Appendix 1, where M -C
f i

results are shown, column "ESTIMATE" con!ains the rrear-ss-in

coefficients. The value -529.96 in row "NT.... is the

for the base stream, which is Stream 34. Then for Stream L, the

value -75.63 represents the difference the intercept of

Stream 1 and the intercept of Stream 34. -The•fore, the intzercec-t

for Stream I is actually -529.96-75.63=-533.59. Similarly, zhe

intercept for Stream 2 is -529.96+2.45=-3Z7.%J.

When we said the intercept varies from one stream to another,

it does not mean that the intercept of Stream A is statisti caIy

different from that of Stream B. (A and B merely denote tw.

different streams.) For comparisons between two interceocs, we

can use the column "PR > JT1" which indicates the probability that

the value on the same row is = 0. Since the value is the

difference between the intercept of a stream and that of the base

stream, the probability of its being 0 is the same probability Lz
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the corresponding two intercepts being equal. Thus for St:eam I

the probability of .0001 indicates that there is little chance the

intercept of Stream I is equal to that of Stream 34. Simi:ary,

there is an 87.78% chance that the intercept of Stream 2 is equal

to that of Stream 34.

Back to Table 1. The probability that interaction variable sh

is insignificant being .0001 indicates that the degrada-ion rates

indeed vary from one stream to another. The way t. in-a:prar_ tie

degradation rates from Appendix 1 is similar to the in-ercepos.

The value of -. 314 in column "ESTIMATE" and row "HORS" is e

degradation rate for the base stream, Stream 34. T'e ;av"es -n

rows headed by "HOURS*ST.EAM" are the differences be'-rween .n2

degradation rates of specific streams and that of Stream 4. -

example, the degradation rate for Stream 1 is -. 314+.117=-.7. -

complete set of compiled values from the computer output is :! ;en

on page 2 of Attachment A.

The degradation rates and lapse rates are differen: ::

those obtained by COMDE'; (shown on page 1 of Attachment A'. . -- e

major source for this discrepancy is the differences in data sets.

There are some observations in the COMDEV data set that are not in

the XRS data set and vice versa. A few data points that are

common to both havie different values, due to corrections in either

set. Another source for the discrepancy is that COMDE7 took the

average of three successive observations whose readings were taken _ -

at about the same time. Therefore, COMDEV has only about a third

of the data points available in the XRS set.
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The details of M -M are shown in Appendix 2. From thef i
summary in Attachment A, one can see that except for intercept,

the regression coefficients are quite close to those in M -C

This is to be expected.

For a summary view of the results, the means of the

regression coefficients are compiled in Table 2 in the following.

A word of caution is in order here. Since we have concluded tha

all recression coefficients are different from one stream t:

another and they were computed from streams of varying sample
2

sizes and varying goodness of fit (as measured by R ), the means

should not be used as the sole representative values and can not

ce used in statistical inferences.

"TABLE 2 : Average Statistics

All Streams Long Streams Onl>

M -C M -M M-C M-M
f i f i f i

intercept -563.27 -2.'0l -503.47 -7.22

De zradation Rate -. 2413 -. 251J8 -. 2_-57 -.2335

Laose Rate -4.2137 -4.1555 -7.3243 -3.

2. Long Streams Only

If one looks closely into the degrada-ion rares -n .r--- -f

Attachment A, it is possible to discern the same phenomenon

observed by COMDEV; namely, the short streams tend to have

degradation rates at both the high and the low ends of the range.

It indicates that short streams, by having fewer observations, are

more likely to have their regression coefficients influenced vy
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one or two extreme observations, called outliers. So I also
removed the short streams, those whose maximum TSO is less than

146 hours. 140 hours is an arbitrary choice, but it is close to

150 hours and the two streams with 146 hours have enough

observations to make them stable. The data set is accordingly

reduced to 25 streams.

Model "2) was applied to the new data set and tne r•-'--•,_. a:-

given in Appendix 3. Individual regress'on coefficienzs are -.3,

shown there since the'i are identical to those in Aooendix I and 2

for the same streams. (They are, however, shown on care 3 o)f

Attachmen- 3 for easy reference.) The only Jifference is in the

overa•_ ta- iti-,. The coefficient of dezerminatirn, , , f-r y.. -

C :3 now .953 and for M -M is .915; indicating a :m, 3 _ r•:p in
1 f i

the overall fit but the explanatorv oower of the mode- is still

ramarkably high. Again, all variables are significant. The

streams are still as individualisti: as ever. One in-eres-in,

stati sti- des~rvs_ zomment. As one cooarefs the F , VB_•: :-:

variable "MO-2S" for "TYPE h!T SS", it ooes from 23.23 in n x

I to 219.33 in Appendix 3 for M -C and from 32.09 in Appenf:, 2
f- i

to 74.83 for M -M in Apoendix 3. Flying hoirs berotes more
f i

:mzOrmant as a oredictor when the short streams are re-n .. an

is more important for M -C It means that if one use=S .e reora-
f i

dation rate to help set the trim, the estimate for uninstalled

trim would be better than for the installed trim. But the degra-

dation rates for the long streams average out higher than for all

streams, as shown on Table 2.
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3. Observations with Hours >= 146

XRS observed that there might not be any degradation in

"thrust after 150 hours of engine operation. In order to verify

that, observations with flying hours less than 146 were removed

from the data set and the remaining ones were fitted on Model (2).

The results are given in Appendix 4 and 5 whereas the compiled

regiression coefficients are shown in Attachment A. A summary -f

Aopendix 4 and 5 is given below.

The numbers paint a different picture than Table I. They

w that variable h (flying hours) is statisticaly insigni.icant

as predictor for loss of thrusz. The szreams have become even

more individualistic.

Tabl 3

M -C M -MI

2 f i f i
R .967 .95

Standard Error of Estimate 29.22 29.22

?rob (Model insignificant) .3001 .0100

Prob (h insignificant) .7104 . 713 4

Prob (t insignificant) .0001 .0001

Prob (s insignificant) .0001 .00011

Prob (Sh insignificant) .0001 .0J31

Prob (st insignificant) .0001 .0001

The degradation rates and lapse rates of M -C are identical
f i

to those of M -M , as seen on page 4 of Attachment A. The reason
f i

is that the two sets now contain exactly the same observations
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i

after those below 146 hours have been deleted. (In the previous

two subsections, the only difference between an M -C stream and1: i 1 4

its corresponding M -M stream was in the firs: ze:o-t .m.e
f i

installation reading, which the latter did not con:ain since it

was designated as M .)
i

Comparing the regression coefficients in A-.zachmenc' A, one

sees laroe differences from tne oreiious models for -:he same data

stfeams. _.,ee are a ;few oossio!eý reasons. Tne is tna-: enc:nes

behave differently after 130 hours. Another is tha: some streams

have small number of obs-ervations and are :-us 5ens+ -+e -: out-

liers. There ;s some justification for -he f=nmer, :L from

the poin-: -f:ew of numerical results. -f -;_-

streams 41-h few observations, say those whose fl'ini >ous di.d

not go bey7ond 3'J0 hours--which are #1l,13,15,13,26,31 and 34--,

there are still large differences in the regression :;ceffi:ients

in the rema:ning szreams. Regariless of whether tha-: mas sense

from physical and engineering points of view, the dr -nces

revea, :ne insta-..... or the cata set.

Vi. RECOMMENDATIONS

The TCS data set was analyzed usina the Analysis of Cov;riance

method. The results on the entire data set suppor-ed COMEV's

position that engines behave differently from on trim to another.

Not only is the categorical variable s statistically significant,

but the interaction variables sh and st are also significant.

Thus each stream has a different intercept (which represents
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installation loss for M -C and zero-time variation for M -M ) and
f i f

different degradation and lapse rates.
2

The high R 's indicate that linear functions are reasonable

forms for relating loss of thrust to flying hours and changing

CIT. Recently, COMDEV suggested degradation rates may be an

exponential function of M , the first zero-time reading of
i

installed thrust. Since M remains constant for one trim

sequence, its effect would haie already been incLuded in -he

degradation rate for that stream, under Model (2).

The overall objective for the TCS project was :o use the cn-z

to helo set the trim. Since the intercept, degradation rare anc

lapse rate are all different from one trim to another, the

objective does not seem -e at this time. COMDEV'3 ao_:i:

of fittinc a regression line on the degradation rates lacks metho-

dological justification. Their reason was that degradation rat_=

varies with the maximum flying, hour. Since a-eradation ratr was

obtained from regressing thrulst "-oss on flying hours, regress-in

deadaio res flying hours again is tantamounr. t- sayi -

that thrust loss is a quadratic function of flying hours. There

is nothing wrong, mathematically speaking, about quadratic

relationshis, but the implication was apparently unexpected to

COMD7E. Another problem with their approach is that it ignores

the fact the degradation rates and lapse rates are mildly

correlated (r=-.4 for long streams, using COMDEV results on page 1 f

of Attachment A). By overlooking this interaction between the two

rates, the estimates based on degradation rates alone may be
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b iased.

There is little understanding on why engines behave the way

as it was observed in the data. Only some general, quai-- .at4: e

explanations have been given so far. Repair and replacement of

parts affect the engine performance. Removal and reinstallazion

of an engine, even without any other adjustments, seem to chance

the engine also. (In fact, some long data streams appear to ha--

more removals and reinstallations than short streams, acco .- inz :2

the latest COMDEV analysis of removal records. Thhis mav helo

explain why long streams haie smaller variation in cegraca-n

rates, as shown in Figure .7 of Reference 1.)

It is important to find out the factors wh----_b-

towaro --he thrust loss of an engine. Unless Ae -man e:l a~n t'.h

loss in quantitative terms, we can not -redi:: :t and taus can no-

set the trim at optimal levels. By optimality, we nean the best

ooerational efficiency of the airý-raft for the r._."re_ safty

consi'derations. Therefore, this problem should ce reslve ::rs:,

ahead of tne current issue of whether or not to ipo_-2men: TC3.

(Due to page limitation, Attachment A and

Appendices 1-5 are not included in this

report. A complete copy of the report is

available in HQ AFLC/XRS, Wright-Patterson

AFB, Ohio 45433.)
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Estimation and Discr 4 mination Procedures for a New Yeasjre of

Mainta 4 nahility/Reliabi1ity

by

J. Marcus Jobe

A2STRACT

The maintainability/reliabliity measure discussed in this reoort is

referred to as MTUT. It corresponds to the average number of maintenance

hours required Per operating hour. This measure integrates maintenance

and repair time expenditures of all tvoes from three levels of ma-nte-

nance. Other measures discussed in the literatu-e commonly rellect just

one of the following: operational readiness (availability'. logistics and

support burden, or system maintainability. MTJT logically incorporates

the information from these three sources into a single coherent fiqure of

merit. This report presents estimation and discrimination Procedures for

MTJT under various assumptions. It is assumed that all failure rates are

constant throughout this report. This corresponds to interarrival times

-4h4ch have an exponential distribution. Large sample theoryv 4 ises tc

construct both interval estimates and discrimination Procedures for the
MTUT parameter . A minor theorem stating a simple sufficient condition for

the existence of a steady state availability is stated and op-oved.
Recommendations concerninq further work concludes the report.
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I. Introduction

This report describes research that xas :onducted as a oart of the 1936

SAF0SR/,2c"' Summer Faculty Resea-rh 0-oaram at Rome Air Development ^enter

* *f'iss AP3, NV. The autno- is :ur-rently an assistant professor in tile

Department of Decision Sciences at m4ami Unive-sity in Oxford, Ohio. He

received the Ph.D. degree in Statistics from Iowa State University in

1984. His main research areas are in aoolied reliability and Poisson

process applications and theory. He has worked with Poisson process

aoDD;cations and theory shnce 19K. H4s oh.o. thesis involved mathe-

matrcal zneory associated w-th Poisson o-icess liscrimination procedures.

Du-ing the summer of 1985. he worked at 1?ne-ai Motors Institute on applied

reliability problems associated with the automobile industry.

Specif ically, the prediction of warranty times and miles for specific

parts were studied.

The purpose of this research is the investigation o

lmaintainability/rel'a'ility spec.iication. Equipment which supports the

operations of military and civilian i nterests must have the capability to

consistently perform its intended tasks under various extreme conditions.

Upon breakdown, the design of a piece of equ:oment oartially determines the

time necessary to restore the item to fnctional status. Since a sho-t

-anitenance time for a given coe-atlin time 4s ootimum, a measure of this

auanat'ty would be beneficial fo- both mil~ta-v anj -ndust-4al concerns. _

How to encompass the rate of 'a4 lu-e and repa4 time 4nto a single measure

is studied in this paper.

"zo,•rcn measu-es of m ta3a.1-!tvI-el4ab'l~tv cons<de- only the •irst

leve' )' ma-ntenance anj the -ate at whi:h 4 ailues occur. 7he most common

of these measures are ava'lab~lity fAý, mean Time -o Pepalr 'MTTR\, and

Mean Time Between Failure rmT3F'. See references (2), W4. (5'5 for a

detailed discussion. However, in the military or some larae industrial

plants, the maintenance on a failed part affects several levels of

operation. Attempts to saivage the broken piece are made at each of

several preassigned steps in a maintenance system. A measure of

maintainability/reliability which takes into account the "riDple effect"

on a maintenance system is considered in this oaoer. This measure is
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referred to as the Mean Equipment Corrective ýa ntenance Time required to

supoort a unit hour of ooerating time MlTUT). Reference ,3V presents the

ra:ionale behend this measure.

I1. Objectives

Generally, the goal of the research was to determine the form of

appropriate estimators of the measu'-e MT'JT under various conaizions.

Similarly, the construction of appropriate discrimination Drocedures for

MT!JT under these same conditions was des4-e'. -ie accomol'shmena

goals would allow the military or la-le c~vi!ia- 4ndist-ie; ts assess

operating equipment in a more informative manne- than is now be-nq don .

Also, added insight into the demonstration nhase of a piece oe

would be provided. Some specific goals of the research were as s''-vs:

(aý Estimating and testing procedures for MTUT when the l.K'j-e res

are assumed constant and known. It was hoped that an unb 4 ase-d e:%'te of
MTUT could be given as well as an unbiased estimate of var-ance 'ol -' e

MTUT estimator. Using these, an interval estimate of %"J1'j 1 e

constructed wit' a degree of certainty associated w~th 4-. • simnce

testing procedure would follow. The failure rates wou'.d ie re .e r'¢•

an engineering prediction model already in use.

(t' Estimating and testing procedu-es ro, 'I'IT when the 9•'

are unknown. Another goal was to derive an interval estimate foh Y-r' .Mhen
the failure rates were assumed unknown. This estimate would ise only

information from the data itself. It was hoped that an estinmt i on an.

testing Droceeue could be derived for finite samples and larce s3-o'es.

The lar;e sa-,ne conc lusions would have to be used )n'- . tn-e assessment

stage because of t-me constraints.

(c) Sufficient condition for steady state availability when failure

rates and maintenance rates are not necessarily constant. Many situat.ions

arise where the assumption of a constant failure rate and a constant repair

rate is not correct. A simple sufficient condition for steady state

ava"lability is derived.
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. III. MTUT and MTTR as Measures of Maintainabilitv

MTTR is usually thought of by manaqe-s and engineers as a measure of

maintainability design quality. Equipment or systmo MTT, for highly

modularized equipment is represented as:

k
MTTR : (Xil T ) (1)

where W411 .th
Xi : the failure rate associated wit. the removable or repaW-ahle

item (module) of the equipment.

XT = total failure rate of the equipment.

Mcti = the mean time required to repair/replace the ith item

fmeduleý of the equipment 'which takes into account test

systemtL'oubleshooting protocol and execution times, access, soare

retrieval, remove/replace alignment, checkout etc. times

associated Aith i).

k the number of failure modes.

Similarly, a simole expression for MTUT is
k

MTUT = N N. Mct. (2)
1 '

(the maintenance time required to support a unit hour of oDpoe-a time._

It can be seen that MTTR is a weighted average of the mean times to

repair/replace the failures from the k failure modes. It should be under-

stood that Mcti, not MTTR, is the average repair time for the ith module.

The measure MTUT is the mean equipment time spent in repair per hour of

operation of the system. Both measures are dependent upon average time to

repair for each of the k failure modes and the frequency with which

S7 -



each part fails. If all Mcti are held constant and all but a few of the

Xi's are kept at certain values, the remainina X.(s may be adjusted so that

the correspondino MTTR decreases but MTUT increases. Or the Xi's may he

adjusted in such i way that MTTR increases and MTIJT decreases. This •s

mentioned tj shed light on the interpretation of MTTR in comnarison to

MTUT. As oreviously pointed out, it is possible to have the MTTR decrease

when the average maintenance burden (reflected by MTUT) increases. Hence,

item A with a lower MITTR than item B is not necessarily a oreferred

selection. It very well could be that item B has the smaller maintenance

burden. As can be seen, the aoplication of MTTR as a general measure of

maintainability can be misleading. This measure is a linear combination of

average maintenance times. Each broken module should not be thoiiqht of as

having the same average maintenance time. The equipment or system made un

of the different modules has a specific mean time to repair (MTTR).

As oointed out in reference (3), MTUT is perhaps easier to unde-stirH

by the enq 4neer or manaQer. When only the first level of maintenan•ce

considered, it is -elated to MTTR in the followinq manner:

'kT * 'MTTR = MTUT

or

= MTBF a MTUT,

Nhere k. 4s toe r ,1'e rate of the system or Aho'e eCuIJmeo t r e.

if any of the individual failure rates are increased wit" t'le iv--,-e

repair times fixed, MT!JT will increase. Likew4 se, if any o' the C•llure

rates decrease and all average maintenance times remain Fixed, MTJ, 'i0l

decrease. Another aspect of th i s measure is the fact that the te"ce

suoPoOt burden can be incorporated into it. Thus, 'IT1J•J n :'e-t the

effect on the whole maintenance system, not just the 4 nt14 1 ve- <

restoration.

IV. Estimation and Testinq for MTUT when XijI known.

The measure MTUT incorporates information from organizational, inter-

mediate, depot, and scheduled sources of maintenance. In this naer.

scheduled maintenance times will not be considered. Therefore, the

expression for MTJTUT will take on the follow'no form:

57-6



k . k ki
MTUT X ,.:ct. + 7 X. Mct. + T 7 \. Mct.

izl il i=l j=l

< k. •<. ()
S"• -' \ijl •c ijl

i~l j~l 1=1

where,

Xi = failure rate of ith line replaceable unit (LRUI

i failure rate of the j- shoo replaceable SRU unit in the h LRIJ.

iji failure -ate of the It circuit in the j SRU in the ith LP'I.

Mct. = averaae time to locate a failed LRU and remove •ar -o'3rC it.

Mct. average time to disassemble the ith LRU, identicv. -emnvo,

and replace the failed SRIJ n the ith LRU and reassemh'- te o

LRU.

Mct average time to d~sassemhle the failed SPU, -v, -emove,and replace the faulty circuit in the .Ith SR!J and -eaerh'e the
jth SRU.

lct averaae time to disassemble the faulty circu4 ' i-d riroec'fix the Ith circuit.

3ecause we are assuming constant failure rates and "ndeoendonc- , '-e

,3la ure orocesses, we see th iit

k < k. k k.k..

i=l i=l j=l j i=l j=l 1=1 ijl

where k total number of LRU's, k = total number SRU's in the ith LRIJ, and

k :total number of circuits in the ith SRU in the ith LRU.

57-7
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Rewriting, (41 becomes:

MTYT = '4c t (5)
i•l j=l 1=i

Throuqhout this oaoer we assume that the -eoai- times at each level of

maintenance are indeoendent.

The te?-m:

r :". ' ct )

may be wrtteon as

In the demonstration ohase of the development of a system, time const.amfts

usually prohibit the observation of at least one failure qnii ill -.ide-.

Since a simprnV 3ndom samole dist-4hutes itself 3oo-ox-nat,'' noft' ,•n-

ally over all 3'jre modes. a sample mean time '" c.(-n 'e :

'nbiasedlv estm~'e

i • 4CTi.T Thus, IT X is used to estimated equation '5)•. In ioea'

to the central limit theorem qives

1< *~ .
T X v i 1 'Act , T . ')

for n larqe.

When the number of observations for any one failure mode is small (< 50),

accordinq to fl),

67-8



~2 k 2 k
'1* I/n W s. - S. wj s

XTX Til j== \ (T)

2 2

+ ( "44 s T) +

where,

I tital number of observed eýntoment 'a-lujres in time

2 n.
S.

~l , i i l

When the num mber of ohbservatedns cr 311 :l mdes is t im re

according to II,

n

T' •

T X'n

In the demonstration phase it is possible to observe at least 30 repair

times for each LRU, SRU, and each circuit. Thus, an unbiased estimate for

1'TIJT i s,

k k. k..i .. -

%ITIJT J 4 . ,;=I j=l 1=I ' j1 •

7/-



where

-th
X. : mean time to reoair the ith LU from at least 30 observtions.

.= mean time to repair jth SRU from the ith LRU for at least 3r)

observations.

ijl = mean time to repair th circuit from jth SRU for the ith LRIJ

for at least 30 observations.
A A-

Thus, MTUT o, N (MTUT, Var (MTUTf )

A A A k k. k..
where Var %TUT = 0- + 7 .1 s 4 il )

k i= l j= l 1 =1 / n--- -.
T •n

Therefore, a (1 -oKlO0% interval estimate of MTUT 'when all il are knnwn

and large samples from each maintenance level are taken) 4s

A ÷I A
MTIJF - Z Var MTrT.

Using these concepts, a test statistic for a hypothesized ,.•ii -• -
A

say Co, would !)e MTUT - CO This statistic woull "•. :.rmnc•.'e ),

arMTUT
appropriate standard normal value for a qiven test. A typical tast iivGt

be of the following form:

: .MTUT = l7

H A MTUT > CO

The decision procedure for this type of testing problem is:

A /A
If (MTUT - C0r MT0T Z 1141

/7i
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conclude MTUJT > C otherwise fail to reject the hyoothesis th9at 'T 2T = r .
01

The value Z .. is the ( X- ) percentile of the standard n a" .

Expressions (l10, fll, (12), '13). and (li chanre 3iq.a<', v ,t• ' :

recorded during the assessment staae of a piece of e'~u~me't. :- .

enough sample of failu-es, all failure modes will occur. Wnme nodes w4l1

occur more than others, but under the assumption that the numehr O

failures of each mode is large, the term \T X can be written a-,:

X\ '(. and

k 2 2 where

•TX i~l

x 'nean time to locate, eemove. and reolace the i 9 tvo

and

2 n,

- V-

Substitutinq these expressions into (iOn, ill, Ind, f ivos

the form of an interval estimate and discriminat~on , n •" whe

data is taken du-ino the assessment staae Ind all •:jmn - j'- ,•t.

V. Estimation and Testing for MTUT when \iI Unknown.

Two scenarios to be considered in this section are f"• Cnnte s

sizes It all levels I maintenance and for 3ll oa-ts !nA .

size > 30' at eve-y leval of maintenance Ft ej6 •-t ,

T he followinq notaton will be used in this section:

tm : the mth time between failure of the 4th LRU.

t the mth time between failures of the ith R.U •n the th

T J* it h t h e .

tn the mth time between 'a ll'.es of the Ith ' ti

SIJ "n the ith LRU.

S5--ow



n number of equipment or system failures.

n; = numher of failures for the it LRh .

n.. = number of failures for the jth SRU in the ith LRU ! 0'.

ni t number of failures for the Ith circuit in the jth SRIJ ;n the

LRU (> 0).

Case ýI) is to he considered first. A conservative f1- 1 2 00" confi,4ence

interval for '4nite sample size is stated with an outl~ne of its

derivation.

We assume for the first condit 4 on that the -eoai- times are exYnnen'oi!

and indeoendent. Likewise, the assumption of exoonential ;nte-a-4al

times is necessary. :t should he noted that ni/ t 's tn'e T11<rnurM=l

likelihood estimate of \i and X. is the maximum likelihood est.ae mr

Mcti. The expression

n4M e tc , " / n • X •
""ri ?r>, ?i Ooves useful tp

'0=!

cons trucro t -*- a '' 3 con"ýdence ot'if,,- -n§. 'e ,i

F-n " t1.

F 
4

F2 n ?n XM /r tn; ?ni i- Xn

is a 10 - n o n co nfidence interval fr ' y t . . .. .. .. .

1 0, con, enc ½terval for

k
S > . • C. i si=l 1 1

7 'A t s 4 ?•Y

i=l n ? i •rn.l 0,/ itl -? i/1 ll

•7--I
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Using this approach for all terms in MTUT qives the foll)w4nq interval
which includes the true MTUT at a 7evel of certainty at least fl- (lI00ý:

k 7/ n . I n
""Ln 'n, + II mIl

k k. nij
il Fl F2nj, 2ni mi l t

- ~/

k k.i k.. , . -..
F : 2n, ?_n 7 ij tni~l l~l jl ijl ••_=

U = S I-" I, • •, t
- i~l 2n., 2n•, I _i 't M

k k. nn - n"t
i l j l ij , ij il I t \ I n /

4. . .,i ( t
+ . - 1 7 i i "'1

i=l jl 1 n j In ijll *

For testing purposes, if L-( is larger than the assumed value of 'ITyT, sl,
MTUTo, then conclude HA: MTUT ', MTUTo. This conclusion has a tyne 1

error associated with it less than o. If L,, is less than MT'JT fýil t',
reject H0 : MTUT = 14TUTo. If UI _ is less than MTUT09 conclude ','T!JT -
4T!JT This conclusion has a tyoe I -~ror of at most ' . When ' - s

larger than MTUTo, fail to reject HC• MTJT = MTUTo. For a two-sidod test.

if the interval (L, U, , does not include MTUTo conclude MT1JT # MTU7T
with a type I errorirobability of at most X . Otherwise fail to reject - -

Ho : MTUT = MTUTo.

The estimation and testing procedures outlined above are for scenario
(1). They are reasonably straightforward but the levels of certainty and

error orobabilities are very conservative. Scenario (2) is cons-dere-d

next.



A brief derivation of an estimate for the contribution to MTUT at the

organizational level is given. Its estimated variance is also derived. An
approximate distributional property of this estimator is concluded

according to reference (4). An extenstion of these ideas results in an

approximate (1- -- )100% interval estimate of MTUT. Repair times are
k

assumed exponential and independent for each failure type (k LRUs, 7 kik k . i j=

SRUs, Z i circuits). The interarrival times of failures are assumed
i j L-k

independent for each failure type as well as among lifferent failure types.

(i.e. The failure time of the jth SRU in the ith LRU is independent of a

failure time in the ith LRU etc.)

A - ni
Let 9. : \i Mcti. It has been shown that Q. = niX.i In is a

maximum likelihood estimator of g.. According to reference {', the vectorA

of estiates 9 hlas a multivariate normal distrihution with mean vector 9.

The larqe sample variance of 9i is

S - ý2 '52 ni Xi 
t

ni ni

m: 1 1

Because of our assumptions, an approximate 1 -'10010 level confident=

interval £,r " ýi Mcti is

_: 1 
_

kE 'n tm 17L
A 1' n /

Extending this idea to MTUT, it is straightforward that

47 JT (: X n~) • + ., n X
i=l m=l i=l M=l t

k i -nij (17)

+(n E tv

i1 j=l \jij/ m=l m

k i nijI / iijl t

il il 11l671
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Equation (18) can be derived with similar reisonina used tO, !;,*e '15ý.

Reference (4) helps in this derivation. Thus,

" A k t .
Var MTUT : (7/ni (n'T~Y (2 t '

+ E ?2 n i• (n iX i t (1 18 )

i=l l~.i) (2t?(3

""1 j --- 3-- 1

, /(M,
? • J (?f1ni ** 13i' •2 tj .*\

iPl j=l 1=1j j j m~l /

Hence, an aoproximate (1 -oJ-.)lOO• confirlpnce inte'val for MTJT is
a + An a n1,

MTUT - Z _ Var MTT , 9

A A A
where MTUT and Var MTUT are from equations (l7) and '18'.

VT. Steady state availability when flilure rate and reoai, rate are not

necessarily constant.

Generally soeakinq, the term availability is defined as the nrob-

ability that a system or Diece of equipment is operatinq satisfactorily at

any ooint in time and considers only ooeratino time and downtime. Av341-

ability may be thouqht of as a ratio of the ooerating time of a system to

the operating time olus the downtime. Hence, this measure includes hoth

reliability and maintainability. When a system for which the time to

failure is exponential with failure rate X and the downtime is assumed to

have an exponential distribution with a repair rate of u, it is straiqht-

forward to determine the steady state availability (i.e. availability for

large time). This measure becomes
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A lim AVt u/lu (20)

t a. M

Reference (2) gives a comolete .1e,<vat'on OF 'i exoressi~n.

Now, what about the situation where the rates are not constant? The

following theorem gives a simple sufficient condition for the existence of

a steady state availability.

Theorem

The function Art) is defined to he the 3vailahility of the -vstzm. 7t

is assumed the repai- times a-e interar-ival times from a Poscn iso 'cn

with cumulative intensity function H2jt). The failure t;res 3-e .so

assumed to follow a Poisson process with cumulative intensity inct:rn

Hl(t). Both H4't) and Hot) are assumed to be differentiih'e ird4

'Hirt)=00, -i I,. If H I't) is prooortional to H2 (t) then lim V'e<4sts.

Proof: For a small interval of time At

P (system failure durino At) = hlt)at

P >eoair durino At system faliure' = h tt) A t.

7h us.

V~t A t) = ,A(t)(l - hilt) A t) 4-• Alt))hp t

or

A,'t + At) - V t) ) 't A(~ At I

At

Taking the limit as At -- 0,

d A_ t) - h 1 +I t h2  (t' A't) + h2  (t',

d(t)

-7_1



Which is recognizable as a differential equation whose ;olution is

1-(It) -H H2 [t] X + . x

A(t) e 2(t] ht' e ) 2  dx
0 -

-[Hl(t) + H2 (t]
+ c1 e where cI is some :onstant.

Taking the limit as t--oo when Hl (t) = Co H7 (t) aives

rim A(t) C+ 1.
t ' +I,tO

The measure MTUT and Availability are similar. MTUT is such that

MTUT (1 - A)/A

when only the organizational maintenance level is considered. MTUT does

not give any more information than availability in this case. Since the'

organizational level of maintenance is not the only level of maintenance

which occurs, the use of MTIJT gives more information about the total imnact

on the maintenance system than does availability.

VII. Recommendations

This report decribes a measure of -eliabilityvma-ntainahility

which was introduced and discussed in reference (31. The main thr,ýst ir

this investigation is to present estimators and discrimination ooe.•,ie

for this measure of reliability/maintainability that incl,ries ini-nat4 -"

about the maintainability support burden. A Principle oroblem 4s to

an interval estimate of this measure which is narrow and has associated

with it an accurate degree of certainty.

A similar problem occurs in the discrimination approach involved

with this reliability/maintainability measure. What is the form of a

procedure for a test which has an accurate error probahil~tyl

-7 "



An interval estimate for MTUT with an accurate degree of certainty

has been derived when all failure rates are assumed known. A testinq

procedure with an exact error probability under the same scenario has also

been presented in this report. The values of the failure rates can h3

assigned according to prediction models already develooed by the Air

Force.

Because of the strong subjective nature of many of the assumed

failure rates from the prediction models, treating them as a known value is

technically incorrect. In spite of this, their values can provide insight-

ful information. It would be beneficial under these circumstances to

combine the information from the observed data and the information from the

predicted failure rates without treating the rates as known. This can he

done using a Bayes approach.

This report has presented a form of an interval estimate of MT!T

when the failure rates are unknown. Information from the oredicted failure

rates was ignored. An important assumption was made in the scenario of a

large sample. The assumption that the estimates of the Xi S, ý i. s, and

Xijl'S have negligible covariances should be investigated. When these co-

variances are not negligible, a new interval estimate needs to he derived.

A characterization of a learning curve for MTUT would be useful fir

comoaring several systems or pieces of eauioment. Examining the system o0

piece of equipment which has the "best" learning curve might orovide 4n-

sight as to design changes for future products as well as information

valuable for the modification of equipment under current use.

The test procedures developed for MTUT in this report do not

specify standards for the particular failure rates or average reoair

times. The problem of allocating particular specifications for each of

these parameters given an MTUT requirement needs to be developed. Choosing

the values of these parameters such that the cost of development is

minimized while simultaneously minimizing the value of the parameter would

be beneficial to both the contractor and the Air Force. Determining error

probabilities under this scheme would need to be solved.
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DESIGN SYNTHESIS OF NONLINEAR SYSTEMS

by

,Len E. Johnson

ABSTRACT

The automated optimal design of reinforced concrete

£,•Iis i6 considered. Software is described and pr-sentei

for use in the design of cylindrical footings when the w- :

significant loading is due to wind. Software is describe,

and presented for the design of rectangular footings

subjected to both bearing and wind loads. Program fe2- res

are discussed and suggestions for future work are out" ined.

A companion report by Mr. C. R. Hammond presents the work on

the development of an expert system to set up and solve

problems in nonlinear optimal design.
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I. Introduction

For the past 12 years Dr. Johnson has been

involved in the development of strategies for the

design of mechanical systems. Since receiving a Ph.D.

from Vanderbilt University in 1978, he has written

numerous articles on design and optimization. He has

published software for general purpose nonlinear

programming and software has been developed under his

direction for the optimal design of s ~e'...i: mechanical

components (such as gears, bearings, spzings, electric

motors,etc.). He is currently interested in the

development of an expert system that will automatically

set up and solve general nonlinear programming problems

in mechanical design using the princiDles of the Method

of Optimum Design [1] and Monotonicity Analysis [2].

This summer, Dr. Johnson has been joined by

Charles R. Hammond. Mr. Hammond has been involved in

the development of nonlinear programming software since

1980 as an undergraduate at the University of Virginia.

He has written software for automated signature

analysis of mechanical vibrations in paper

manufacturing machines and he completed an extensive

optimization study of journal bearings as part of his

master of science program at the Univers-ty of

Virginia. He is presently working toward a Ph.D.

degree at Vanderbilt and his dissertation research

project is the development of an automated procedure

(based on symbolic manipulation software) to set uo a•:

solve nonlinear optimization problems in mechanical

design.

We have been assigned to the Design Engineering

group (part of Schneider Services International) in the

Model Shop at AEDC. This group is production oriented

and their mission appears to be to provide support for

the physical plant. We are aware of their involvement
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in the design of foundations, structures, electrical,

and HVAC systems. They are currently using some

computer based design methods for HVAC work, and they

have a computer aided drafting group. They may provide

design services in other areas as well. We were

assigned to this group because of our mutual interest

in design and design methodology.

II. Objectives of the Research Effort

Our goal was to identify some specific design

problems at AEDC and to develop computer based design

strategies for those problems. The development of an

expert system for design was also to be considered.

iTi. Design of Cylindrical Concrete Footings

A project referred to as "the steam line" is

currently in the construction phase at AEDC. The steam

line is supported by steel T's that are set ýn

cylindrical, reinforced concrete footings. ye have

reviewed the design procedure for these f-.LIn-s w.L

the engineers in Design Engineering. The me-hod ased

was first given by Ivey and Hawkins [3].

In 1966 Ivey and Hawkins formulated a set o:

equations and a procedure for the design of drilled,

reinforced concrete footings to resist wind loads. Fr>

problem can be stated as: Design a cvlindriral

concrete footing to resist wind loads. The :

must be deep enough to resist frost heaving, but not so

deep as t: be impractical to drill. The diameter

should correspond to a standard auger size. The stress

in the soil should not exceed the expected 5!• i

strength. We have added the additional goal tý

identifying the footing that meets the requirements

while using the least amount of concrete.

In this prose format, the problem makes sense and

the development of a suitable mathematical model can

proceed in a logical fashion. The goal (or objective)

is readily determined to be a function of footing.
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diameter and footing depth. The constraints pose

trivial inequality relations that must be satisfied by

the footing depth and the footing diameter. The last

constraint requires that the designer assume a failure

mode (or modes) and develop functional inequalities

that will define success or failure.

Ivey and Hawkins used the well-known Rankine

formula Zor soil strength as a function of soil

properties and depth and they estimated soil stress as

a function of wind load, height to centroid of wind

load, footing diameter, and footing depth using

standard equations of static equilibrium. Wind lo3l

could be estimated from information contained in the

Southern Building Code, and soil properties could be

determined by experiment.

At this point, the designer has an equation ss.> •m

to work with (see Figure 1). The equation system wi'l

define the design variables and the parameters that ar-

necessary for successful design. The variables are

clearly footing depth, footing diameter, and so [l

stresses. The depth and diameter are decision

variables (they are the variables that would

traditionally be selected bv the designer). The

stresses are state variables (they would be direc "

caIculable once the decision variables .ere

We have taken this design model, and written a

computer program to select and evaluate candidate

footing designs (see Figure 2). The program is

interactive and has some protection against user err-:-

in entering data. For example, negative input data

will cause the program to inform Lhe uset that the

input data is bad. The user is asked to try again.

After data has been entered, the user has the

opportunity to review the data before proceeding.

The program includes soil data that is believed by

ArDC engineers to be reasonable for this area.
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However, the program gives the user the option of

changing the date if it isn't correct. The user also

has the option of specifying the maximum wind speed

that the installation will be subjected to. The

program takes the user specified speed, and computes

the expected wind pressure at the height of the

centroid of the wind load using the equations and

tabulated data given in the Southern Building Code [4].

The algorithm takes advantage of the monotonic

behavior of the objective functioJn with respect to the

iesign variables. For each candidate auger diameter,

tie depth is set at its lower Limit, and the soil

ronstraints are tested. If the constraints are

satisfied, then the design is printed and the auger

size is incremented by one half foot:. f the

constraints are not satisfied, then the depth is

.ncremented by one foot and the new candidate des>.n Ls

tested. The program prints the smallest oeoh a

will work with each auger diameter. After te e last

auger diameter has been considered, the program prints

the feasible design that used the smallest volume of

nzonrete. By taking advantage of tIe mathematical

structure in this problem, it was possible to develop a

very efficient code that considers a fairly- small . .

number of candidate designs in idenotivin tn e opti, ai

design. The program runs off floppy disk virtually

instantaneously on an IBM PC XT, even without a math

coprocessor.

IV. Design of Rectangular Concrete Footin=

In the design of rectangular concrete footings,

the soil stress under the toe of the footing is

considered critical and so the soil failure equations

are different from those used by Ivey and Hawkins.

Once again, the objective was to identify the footing

that would use the least concrete while resisting

overturn by the wind. The design variables weret •8-0



length, width, thickness, and depth below grade of the

footing.

The FORTRA'4 77 source code is presented in

Figure 3. The algorithm used in this program is not

very efficient, however running times are not

excessive. Even running off of floppy disk on an IBM

PC, execution times are less than a minute for most

practical cases.

The program is interactive, and user input error

protection is 4ncoroorated. The design space is

divided up into a set of discrete points, essentially

representing a grid of candidate designs. Each point

is tested for feasibility and the feasible point that

would use the Least amount of concrete is saved ant

printed out at the end of the run. There was

insufficient time to refine this program to make it

more efficient during the ten week period.

Nevertheless, run times are reasonably short -od :he:e

are no tuning parameters or other obstacles thaE could

make the program difficult to use.

V. Expert System for Design

Considerable eff)rt has been devoted to the

development of an automated strategy for the

implementation of the Mlethod of Optimum Design [I].

Mr. L mm 'n has •u:I-ned -he steps that will be

necessary to complete this project, and he has made

considerable progress in writing software to identify

all of the possible optimization design spaces if one

is already kno wn. His report (which has been orepDre

separately under his authorship) will describe this

part of our summer research project.

SVI. Recommendations

The two FORTRAN 77 programs for footing design

work well and can be used for design work at AEDC. At

the present time, the programs reflect current design

practice in the Design Engineering group. The
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cylindrical footing design program could be improved by

adding a constraint on bearing pressure under the

footing.

The rectangular footing design program could be

improved by adding a constraint on the stress that

occurs in the concrete slab. Additional study could

also lead to a more efficient algorithm for the design

calculations. This may not be warranted, since

computation times are already quite short.

In the long zer-n, the development of an automated

method to set up and solve nonlinear optimization

problems in engineering design is a worthwhile goal.

The existence of such software would greatly reduce the

effort required tD develop optimum design programs for

specific mechanical devices and systems. *-e expect to

submit a proposal to continue our work on the expert

design system through the mini grant program.
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objective: minimize V = (Pi)(b 2 )(D)/4 ( )

constraints: S 1  = (P)(H+.9D)/(.38bD?) (2)

S2 = S 1 /[(.28D/(H+.34D))+.51 (3)

L = 2S

S, < 2(.34DKI+K2 )/3SF

S2 (.68DKI+K 2)/SF

S L DK +K,

D :DD (8)min nax

given: N = [Tan(45+phi/2)] -I?'Phi-

K = (Gamma)N •h i

K , = 2 C N . . ) 
. .

Smax _ .I9.TH Dr ther s

buiI.Jin• code )

P = pAK 3

H, Gamma, C, SIF, A, K., s

FIGURE IA. CYLINDRICAL FOOTING DES» 4ODEL
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H height to centroid of wind load

Gamma soil density

C soil cohesion

phi soil angle of internal friction

SF safety factor against overturn

A cross sectional area subjected to wind

K3  shape factor for area defined by A

Nphi'K1K 2 constants in Rankine's equation

p wind pressure (from building code)

P wind load

Ž stress in upper region of soil

stress in lower region of soil

Li soil stress at bottom of footinia

b diameter of footing

D depth of footing

Pi 3.14159265

FIGURE 1B. NOMENCLATURE FOR CYLINDRICAL ??GTCNC
DESIGN MODEL
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DATA GWMMA.C.P I /120..1500.-20d/
WNITE(-.38)

3* FORMAT(3I.'THIS PROGRAM WILL ASSIST YOU IN THE DESIGN*.1.
I 31.*OF CYLINDRICAL CONCRETE FOOTINGS WHEN THE PRIMARY'�,
S 31.*LOADING IS DUE TO HIND.'./)

39 WRITE(*.-1)
11 FORMAT(S3.'IF YOU WART INFORMATION ABOUT THIS PROGRAM'.1.31.

H 'ENTER 5.'.1.31.'OTHERWISE. ENTER ANY OTHER INTEGER.',I)
BSAVE-O.O

ROUNT.I
READ(I.e)L
IF(L.EQ.5)GO TO 1&
GO TO 15

I4 WRITE('.16)
16 FORMAT(3I.
S 'THIS PROGRAM WILL IDENTIFY THE FEASIULE FOOTING'./.3X.
S 'DESIGNS FOR CYLINDRICAL CONCRETE FOOTINGS'.;.31.
S 'WHEN T7E PRIMARY LOADING IS DUE TO WIND. THE PROGRAM'.,';.3,
S 'CONSIDERS AUGER DIAMETERS IN HALF FOOT INCREMENTS AND'.1.31,
S 'FOOTING DEPTHS IN ONE FOOT INCREMENTS. AUGER DIAMETER.D,',/.3X

' .'CAN RANGE FROM I TO 3 FEET. FOOTING DEPTH. U, CAN RANGE 'd.
S 31,'FROM 4 TO 10 FEET. THE PROGRAM CHECKS TO SEE THAT THE ',/.
H 31.'SOIL STRESS CONSTRAINTS ARE SATISFIED USING THE EQUATIONS'./
S .3.'GIVEN BY IVEY AND HAWKINS IN 1966. THE EQUATIONS ARE NOT'.
S /.31.'USED IN THE SAME WAY AS THEY WERE BY IVEY AND HAWRINS',/'.
A 3D.'ALThOUGH DESIGN CONCLUSIONS WILL BE THE SAME BY EITHER',/.
S 31.'NETNOD. WIND VELOCITY CAM BE CHOSEN BETWEEN 90 AND 130'.1.
S 32.'MPH IN 10 MPH INCREMENTS. COMPUTATIONS ARE BASED ON THE './
O ,31.'EQUIREIMENTS OF THE SOUTHERN BUILDING CODE.'.//)
WRITEZ(S80)

NO FOHMAT(35,'DEPRESS ENTER KEY TO CONTINUE.',/)
READ('.')
WRITEM,81)

81 FORMAT(3. 'YOU MUST ENTER THE HEIGHT ABOVE THE GROUND OF'./.
O 3D.'THE CENTHOID OF THE WIND LOAD (H IN FEET). THE SAFETY',/.31.
3 'AGAINST OVERTURN (SF). THE AREA SUBJECTED TO THE WIND LOAD'.!.
1 31.'(A IN SQUARE FEET). AND THE SHAPE FACTOR FOR THE AREA'./.21.
S 'SUBJECT TO THE WIND LOAD (RE3). SOIL PARAMETERS ARE ASSUMED'./
I .3Y 'TO RE AS FOLLOWS: DENSITY-12Oe/CU.FT.. CONESIONHISOOPSF.',
S /°31.'ANGLE OF INTERNAL FRICTIONH.2ODEGOES. THESE PARAMETERS'./.
S I.,'SHOULD RE CHANGED IF THEY DO NOT REPRESENT THE CONDITIONS'./
$ .32.'AS THEY WILL EXIST IN THE PROPOSED INSTALLATION.'.,/)

1S ARITE(-.S9)
59 FORMAT(31.'ALL VARIABLES SHOULD SE ENTERED AS POSITIVE REALS'./)

WVITE(e,61)
61 FORMAT(31,'ENTER THE HEIGHT ABOVE THE GROUND FOR THE CENTROID'.1

S .31.'OF THE WIND LOAD IN FEET.',/!)
GO TO 03

05 HRITE(-,46)
46 FORNMAT(/.31.'BAD DATA. TRY AGAIN.'..
53 READ(-.-) H

IF(H.LT.O.O) GO TO 45
WRITE(*.62)

52 FORMATY31, ENTER THE SAFETY FACTOR AGAI'.OT 3VERTURN',..Y,
U 'THIS SHOULD BE A REAL NUMBER GREATER THAN .'
10 TO 54

4A ARITE(U,49)

.9 FORMAT(/.3.,'BAD DATA. TRY AGAIN.'./)
54 READ(*.-) SF

IF(SF.LT.I.O)GO TO AN
WRITE().63)

63 FORMAT(3I.'ENTER THE AREA SUBJECTED TO THE WIND LOAD',i.3X.
S 'IN SQUARE FEET.'.//)

GO TO W3
57 WBITE(-.3S)
55 FORMAT(/.31.'HAD DATA. TRY AGAIN.'.,/)
A3 READ(-,-) A

IF(A.LE.O.O) GO TO 57
WRITE(*.6A)

64 FORMAT(3I,'ENTER THE SHAPE FACTON FOR THE AREA SUNJECTED',/:X.3
U 'TO THE WIND LOAD.'.//)
O TO 56

37 ARITE(5.H8)
5H FORMAT(/.31.'RAD DATA. TRY AGAIN.
56 READ('.-) RK3

IF!RE3.LE.O.O) GO TO 37
WRITE(*.SD)H.SF.A.RE3

52 FORMAT(/,DI,'ROUHDED TO ONE DECIMAL PLACE YOU HAVE CHOSEN ',.,5
S .'HEIGHT TO CENTDOID OF WIND LOAD * '.FS.).' FT.'./,21.
S 'SAFETY FACTOR AGAINST OVER TURN - '%F4.1./.31,
S 'AREA SUBJECTED TO WIND LOAD - '.FT.I.' SO.FT.',/.1X.
$ 'SHAPE FACTOR FOR THE AREA - '.F3.1./!.31.
S 'IF YOU WANT TO CHANGE THIS DATA, ENTER S.'./.3x,
S 'OTHERWISE. ENTER ANY OTHER INTEGER.',/)

READ(-).)JKL
IF(JEL.EQ.S) GO TO IS

C THE NEST LINE GIVES THE SOIL PROPERTIES. GAMMA IS THE
C SOIL DENSITY. C IS THE SOIL COHESION. AND PHI IS THE
C ANGLE OF INTERNAL FRICTION.

WRITE(.,72)
72 FORNAT(31.'THE FOLLOWING DATA IS ASSUMED BY THE PROGRAM'./)

WRITE(.653) GAMMA. C. PHI
65 FONMAT(31.'THE SOIL DENSITY IN O/CU.FT. IS'.21.FS.I./.31.
£ 'THE SOIL COHESION IN PSF IS'.23.F6.I./.3X.
S 'THE SOIL ANGLE OF INTERNAL FRICTION IN DEGREES IS',2X.FW.I./.
$ 3D.'THESE VALUES SHOULD RE CHANGED IN THE PROGRAM IF THEY DO'.
$ /.31.'NOT CORRESPOND TO THE EXPECTED VALUES IN THE FIELD.'.!/,
B 3D,'IP YOU WANT TO CHANGE THESE VALUES. ENTER S.'.1.31.
S 'IF THESE VALOES HRE OK. THEN ENTER ANY IN9TEGER BUT S.',/)
READ(-,') LL

IF(LL.EQ.S) GO TO 30
GO TO 31

30 WRITE(a.32)
32 FORHAT(/,3, 'ENTER SOIL DENSITY IN I/CU FT.'./)

READ(-.-) GAMMA
IF(GAMMA.LE.O.)THEN

WRITE(-.ION)
GO TO 30

ELSE
END IF

215 WRITE(*,216)
216 FORMAT(/,3X.'ENTER SOIL COHESION IN PSF.',/)

READ().()C
IF(C.LE.O.O)THEN

FIGURE 2A. SOURCE CODE FOR CYLINDRICAL FOOTING DESIGN
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WRITE(M.108)
GO TO 215

ELSE
END IT

217 WRITE(*.218)
218 FORMAT(/.3S.'ENTER SOIL ANGLE OF FRICTION IN DEGREES.*./)

READ(-..)PHI
IF(PNI.LE.O.0) THEN

WRITE(.,108)
GO TO 217

ELSE
END IF
WNITE(*.12)GAMNA. C. PHI

12 FORMAT(//.3.,'YOU HAVE CHOSEN *./,3X.
S 'SOIL DENSITY # '.PS.1, l/CL.FT.'./.31,'COHESION - '.J6.1.$ ' PSF' .1.31.
$ 'ANGLE OF INTERNAL FRICTION - '.J.-' DEGREES',S ,
S 31.'CHECE TO SEE THAT THESE ARE OS BEFORE CONTINUINC.'./.31.
$ 'IF YOU WANT TO CHANGE THESE DATA ENTER S.',/,I3.
$ 'OTHERWISE. ENTER ANY OTHER INTEGER.'/)

READ( ,)*MM
IF(MM.EO.S) GO TO 30

31 RNPNI'(TAN(.O1T5*(AS..PNI/2-)))*2
REI-GAMMA INPHI
.E2.2 .C*SCRT(kNPBI)

302 WRITE(*.SO0) --A
300 FORMAT(/.*31'ENTER THE MAXIMUM WIND SPEED IN MPH.',/.3X.

s 'CHOICES AlE 90.100.ElO.L2O. OR 130.'.//)
READ( .. )EVEL

IF((EVEL.LT.HO.).OR.(EVEL.GT.130.).OR.(MOD(EVEL.10).NE.O))THEN
WRITE(.301)

301 FORMAT(/.31.'BAD DATA. TRY AGAIN.'./)
GO TO 302

ELSE
IF(EVEL.EQ.90)THEN

WIND-7.85(11e.29)
IF(WIND.LT.16.7) WIND-16.7

ELSE
END IF

IF(EVEL.EQ.IOO)THEN
WIND-q.696(H--.29)
IF(WIND.LT.20.) WIND.2O.

ELSE
END IF
IF(EVEL.EQ.IIO)THEN

WINDiN .2T*( H*.29)
IFWIND.LT.24.) WIND.24.

ELSE
END :F
IF(EVSL.EO.120) THEN

.ID 1] OHm.. 9)

ELEIF W NO.T2, WIND.29.
ELSE

END :F
IF)SVEL.IQ.130) TREN

WIND 16.3S(A.29)
IF(WIND.LT.34.) WIND.34.

ELSE"END IF
END Ii
WRITE(.,303)EVEL

303 FORMAT(/.31,'YOU HAVE SELECTED WIND SPEED - ',13.' MPH' i./IX.
I 'IF YOU WANT TO CHANGE THIS, ENTER S. IF THIS IS 0O,'.i,3X.
s 'ENTER ANY OTHER INTEGER.',//)
NEAD(*. )IQ
IF(I zo.EQ,5) THEN

GO TO 302
ELSE
END IF

C THE NEXT .:NE COMPUTES THE WIND LOAD IN POUNDS BASED ON THE
C ANEA SUBJECTED TO THE WIND IN SQUARE FEET. AND THE SHAPE FACTOR.

P WIND., RED
C THE VALCE FOR N THAT APPEARS IN THE NEXT LINE IS THE 91519U.
C AUGER DIAMETER THAT WILL BE CONSIDEDED BH THE PROGRAN IA FEET.

N-I .0
00 50 1-1.,
STHE VALUE OF D THAT APPEARS IN THE NEXT LINE IS THE 41NIU1'

C FOOTING DEPTN THAT WILL BE CONSIDERED NY THE PROGRAM IN FEET.
D-1.1
JOUNT.O
DO 20 J-l.7

C SI IS THE AVERAGE STRESS IN THE UPPER TWO THIRDS OF THE SOIL
C IN PSF.

Sl.Pe(N+.HeD)/(.3N~DeD)

C $2 IS THE AVERAGE STRESS IN THE LOWER THIRD OF THE SOIL IN PSF.
52-S I/(.S..2B.D/(R+..31DM)

C SL IS THE MAXIMUM STRESS IN THE SOIL AT THE BOTTOM OF THE
C POOTING IN NSF. ACCONDING TO IVEY AND HAWEINS. LOCALSC YIELDING OCCURS IN THE SOIL. AND SO IT IS ROT NECESSARY
C TO STRICTLY LIMIT SL. IT II INCLUDED IN THE CALCULATIONS
C ONLY FOR INFORMATION PURPOSES.

SL-I.*S2
TEST, IS THE ALLOWABLE STRESS IN THE SOIL FOR THE UPPER

C TWO THIRDS OF THE FOOTING IN PSF.
TESTI-.67R*(II.A*DVRE2I)/SF

C TEST2 IS THE ALLOWARLE STRESS IN TNE SOIL FOR THE LOWER
C THIRD OF THE FOOTING IN PSF.

TEST2-( .68*D*RtI.R[2)/SF
C TESTL IS THE ALLOWABLE STRESS IN THE SOIL AT THE BOTTOM OF
C THE FOOTING. ACCORDING TO IVEY AND HAWEINS. LOCAL YIELDING
C OCCURS AT THIS POINT TO RELIEVE ANY EXCESSIVE STRESS. IT IS
C INCLUDED IN THE CALCULATIONS ONLY FOR INFORMATION PURPOSES.

TESTL.REID.R12
C THE NEST LINE CHECES TO SEE IF THE SOIL STRESS IS Ot IN THE
C UPPER TWO THIRDS OF THE FOOTING. IF IT IS. THEN THE STRESS
C IS CHECEED IN THE LOWER THIRD. IF IT IS NOT, THEN THIS
C CANDIDATE DESIGN IS INFEASIBLE AND THE PROGRAM SlIPS TO THE
C NEST CANDIDATE DESIGN.

IF(SI.LE.TESTI) GO TO Al
JOUVXToJOUNT.I
GO TO 21

C THE NEXT LINE CHECES TO SEE IF THE SOIL STRESS IS OK Is THE
C LOWER THIRD OF THE FOOTING. IF IT IS. THEN THIS CANDIDATE
c DESIGN IS FEASIRLE. THE PROGRAM WILL COMPUTE THE VOLLME OF

FIGURE 2B. SOURCE CODE FOR CYLINDRICAL FOOTING DESIGN
(CONTINUED)
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UINCRTE 2v THE FOOTING AND PRINT OUT THE ACUEP 2IANETUV.
NHE FOOTING S EPTH. AND THE VOLUME OF CONCRETE. UF TH:0
JHECE INDICATES THAT THE SOIL STRESS IN THE LOWER THIRD OF THE

C FOOTING IS NOT 31. THEN THE PROGRAM WILL SKIP TO THE NEXT
C CANDIDATE DESIGN.

41 IF(S2.LE.TEST2) GO TO 42
JOUNT..OUNT.I
GO TO 21

42 V-.TRSRR581D/27.
EOUNT.EOUHT.
.F(EOUNT.EQ.:; GO TO 17
r0 TO 1s

* SAVE.8
OSAVE-D
,'SA0E.V

US ARITEUN,60 NS.V
c FNRNAT2II. 'AUGER DIA. - *F3.I.2X.'FT. '.1. , 'F.COT:NG UE-
S ý.. .:.-'FT.'./,.I,'FOOTING VOLUME - '.F7.Z:. 2X.I.:ZG .
S I3. 'DEEER FOOTINGS WILL ALSO WORE. BUT WILL LSO !ORE 2O3NCVEUU.

30 TO 2
.TE NEXT LINE >%CATES THE WNMOUNT THE DEPIT ?IOL; 1E
.NCNENENTED IT MEUN ZvEEsTFFING THE NEXT A0Z;47T 3L:Zv ZUTU
22 D-D-:.O

.F(JOUNT.CTI-T N'0 In 26
GO TO 20

2I WRITE(U.27) H
27 FORMAT():.31.'NO FEASIBLE DESIGNS FOR AUGER DIA. * '.72.:.

S ' FT.-./,31.'AND DEPTHS UP TO 10.0 FT.'.//)
20 CONT!NUE

C THE NEXT LINE INDICATES THE AMMOUNT TRE AUGER DIIAETERSSHOULD BE AHCHEMENTED BO WHEN IDENTIFYING THE NESTSCANDIDATE DESIGN (FEET).
20 3-H..5

:F"I.Go.O)GO TO 10
WR.T.(',70)

70 FORMAT(,.31.'DEPRES5 ENTER KEY FOR NEST AUIGER SZE''
NEAS( V-

10 CONTsNUE
IF(BSAVE.EQ.O.S) o0 TO 99
WRITE(e.19) SSAVE, DSAVE. rSAVE

19 FORMAT(//.21.'TRE SMALLEST FOOTING TWAT WILL WORE',/,31.
S 'UNDER THESE CONDITIONS WILL HNAVE',/.31,'DIANETER - ',FI.
S *FT.'./.32,'DEPTH - '.FAI.' FT.'./.31.'VOLUME - ',F5,.
S $ CU.YDs.'./)

,9 WRITE(P.35)
is FORMAT(/.3.'DO YOU WANT TO RUN AGAIN WITH DIFFERENT'./.

S 30,'CONDITIONS Y'ES,32,'IF YES. ENTER 5.'./.32.
I 'IF SOT, ENTER AWY OTHER INTEGER.'./)

READ(*,r)LE
IF(LK.EO.O)GO TO 39

108 FORNAT(/.1.,'RAD DATA. TRY AGAIN.',/)
END

FIGURE 2C. SOURCE CODE FOR CYLINDRICAL FOOTING DESIGN
(CONTINUED)
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INTEGER LPEN(9)
DATA GAMNACPRI /120. .1500..20.
DATA YMINYMAI.DC /0. 5.150./

39 WRITEZt.212)
ETEST-I

VSAVE.NHg999999999H.N -
212 FONMAT(/.3.,'IF YOU WANT IRFORMATION ABOUT THIS PROGNAN.',/,3X.

S 'ENTER S. OTHERWISE. ENTER ANY OTHER INTEGER.',/)
READ(. 3)I1
IF(IE.EQ.SI THEN

WRITE(S,213)
213 FORMAT(/.31.'THIS PROGRAM HILL IDENTIFY THE RECTANGULAR FOOTING'

U ,/1,31.I'DESIGN THAT USES THE LEAST AMMOUNT Of CONCRETE FNOM A'.
/,3. 'POPULATION OP CANDIDATE DESIGNS CHOSEN BY THE USER.'./.31.

s 'THE USER RESPONDS TO PROMPTS FROM THE PROGRAM TO ENTER THE',/,
31. 'ATA. THE DIMENSIONS OF THE FOOTING ARE INCREMENTED AS'

5 /..2.'SPECIFIED BY THE LSED. THE FOOTING THAT USES THE LEAUT'
NiX.3 'CONCRETE IS SAVED AND PRINTED OUT AT THE END OF THE RUN.'
U.,.3. 'THE PROGRAM USES THE WIND LOAD EQUATIONS GIVEN IN THE'.,!,
SI.'SOUTHERN BUILDING CODE FOR 1OOMPH WINDS. SOIL STRENGTH IS

S ./.31.,'COMPUTED USING STANDARD EQUATIONS. THE PROGRAM CHECES',/
U 31.'STASILITY AND LOAD NEARING CAPABILITY OF THE FOOTING TO './

,31.'DETERMINE FEASIBILITY. THE DENSITY OF CONCRETE ASSUMED',/,
31.,'NY THE PROGRAM IS 13O/CU FT. IF THE USER WANTS TO JUST'./,

N 3'CHERC A SINGLE DESIGN. THEN NIN AND MAX VALUES SHOULD BE',/,
U 31.,'CHOSEN EQUAL TO THE DIMENSION BEING CONSIDERED.'./.3X.

'THE INCREMENTS FOR STEPPIRG THIOUGN THE VARIABLES',/.31.
N WILL HARE NO EFFECT IN THIS CASE. ANY NONZERO POSITIVE',/.3X.

N 'VALUE WILL WORE EQUALLY WELL.',/.3X,
U 'UP THE DESIGN IS INFEASIBLE. THE PROGRAM WILL STATE THIS.'./)
W ITE(.214)

214 FORMAT(/.31,'PRESS ENTER EEY TO CONTINUE',/)
READ ( 7 )
WRITE(;.221)

221 FORMAT(//,I3.'IN CASES WHERE NODE THAN ONE DESIGN IS TO'.,',31,
I 'RE CONSIDERED. THE INCREMENT SHOULD BE CHOSEN AU THAT './.3X,
S 'IT DIVIDES WITHOUT REMAINDER INTO THE DIFFERENCE HET•EEN'.,/.3.
S 'THE MAXIMUM AND MINIMUM VALUES.',,'/)
WRITES( t214)
READ(e,*)
ELSE
END IF
WRITE(.8HI)

81 FORMAT( 31. 'YOU MUST ENTER THE HEIGHT ABOVE THE GROUND OF'.
5 31.'THE CENTROID OF THE WIND LOAD (N IN FEET). THE SAFETY'.,i,31
S 'AGAINST OVERTURN (SF), THE AREA SUBJECTED TO THE WIND LOAD',,
s 31.'(A IN SQUARE FEET). AND THE SHAPE FACTOR FOR THE AREA', .3x.
$ 'SUBJECT TO THE WIND LOAD (RESS.',//

:5 WRITEV*.59)
59 FORMAT(3.,'ALL VARIABLES SHOULD BE ENTERED AS POSITIVE REALS',

WRIT E),6A)
61 FVHMAT(31.,'ENTER THE HEIGHT ABOVE THE bROULD FOR THE CENTROIZ'.

$ .3X.'OF THE WIND LOAD IN FEET'.//)
CO TO 53

5 WRHITE(SAW6)
. FORMAT(/,3X.'BAN DATA. TRY AGAIN.'.:
53 READ(-.-) H

:F(H.LT.O.O) GO TO ASARITE(*.A2)
b2 FORMAT(31.'ENTER THE SAFETY FACTOR AGAINST OVERTURN'..,3 1

S 'THIS SHOULD NE A REAL NUMBER GREATER THAN I......
GO TO 54

N8 WRITE(*.A)-
49 F.IRAT(/.3X.'BAD DATA. TRY AGAIN.',/)
54 KEAD(),) SF

IF(SF.LT.I.O)GO TO 48
WRITE(. 63)

53 FOHMAT(3X,'ENTER THE AREA SUBJECTED TO THE .IND LOAD',/.IX.
S 'IN SQUARE FEET','/)
TO TO 43

ý; WR TE(e,55)
35 FTRMAT(/.3X.*BAD DATA. TRY AGAIN.
43 REAIDe,) A

IF(A.LE.O.S) GO TO 57
WRITE•!.6HA

64 FORNAT(3O.'ENTER THE SHAPE FACTOR FOR THA AREA SUNJECTED'. .3X.
H 'TO THE WIND LOAD'.!/)
c3 TO 36

37 ýR IE ;,( D)
5A FOONAT (/3X.'BAD DATA. TRY AGAIN.'./)
56 READS{.ý) R13

IF(RE3.LE.O.O) GO TO 37
C TUE NEXT LINE GIVES THE SOIL PROPERTIES. GAMMA IS THE
C SOIL DENSITY, C IS THE SOIL COHESION. AND PHI IS THE
C ANGLE OF INTERNAL FRICTION.

WHITE(S,72)
72 FORMAT(SI.'THE FOLLOWING DATA IS ASSUMED BY THE PROGRAM'./)

ARITE(S,6) GAMMA. C. PHI
NO VORNAT(3I,'TNE SOIL DENSITY IN I/CUFT. IS',21.FS.l./.31.

I 'TUE SOIL COHESION IN PIF IS',2I.FH.I./.31,
$ 'TAS SOIL ANGLE OF INTERNAL FRICTION IN DEGREES IS'*21.FAS./.
1 31.'TNESE VALUES SHOULD ,E CHANGED IN THE PROGRAM IF T1EY DC'.
s /.3X.,NOT CORRESiOND TO THE ZIPECTED VALUES IN THE fELD.',i',

! 35.'IF YOU WANT TO CHANGE THESE VALUES. ENTER 5.'-. ,
U 'F THESE VALUES ARE 01. THEN ENTER ANY INTEGER RUT 5.'.:)
READ('. ) LL

IF(LL.EQ.5) GO TO 30
GO TO 31

30 ARITE,3.52)
32 FO.MAT(/,31,'ENTER SOIL DENSITY IN #/CU FT.'./)

READ(S1 GAMMA
IF(GAMMA.LE.O.)THEN

WRITE().ION)
GO TO 30

ELSE
END IF

215 WRITE(,*A16)
216 FORMAT.I,3X.'ENTER SOIL COHESION IN PSF.'./)

READ(S )C
IF(C.LE.O.O)TNEN

WRITE(* 1A8)
GO TO 2lD

ELSE
END IF

FIGURE 3A. SOURCE CODE FOR RECTANGULAR FOOTING DESIGN
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217 WRITE(-.218)
218a FoIMAT(/,31. 'ENTER SOIL ANGLE OF FRICTION IN DEGREES. .1)

READ( ", IPH 5
IF(NI.E.OO)THEN
WRITE(*. 108)
GO TO 217

ELSE
END IF
WRITE(*.12)GANNA. C. PHI

12 FORMAT(/I.31. 'IOU HAVE CHOSEN './.31.
S 'SOIL DENSITY - '.FS.I./.3l. 'CORESION - ',F6.1./.31.
S 'ANGLE OF INTERNAL FRICTION - .FA.1.I
5 ?1 'CHECK TO SEE THAT THESE ARE 01 BEFORE CORT1NUING.' .1,31.
s *iF NOT OS. ENTER S. IF OR. ENTER ANT OTHER INTEGER. */

IHEADS"." )MM
IF(MM.EQ.5) GO TO 30

31 RXPHI.(TANC.O17SIAS5..PH2/2.)))"2
REI:GAMM.2NARPRI
a 1 2.2.C tCQT ( RNPHI)

302 WRIITES'. 300)
300 FORMAT(/.3l. 'ENTER THE MAXIMUM WIND SPEED IN MPH. './.31.

s'CHOICES ARE 90.100.110.120. OR 130.' .Yl)
READS".* )KV EL

if IFIVEL .LT.90. S OR. (IVEL.GT. 130. .1 .O.(MORSEVEL. 10). RE.0)) ITNE
wRtITES *, 301)

301 FORMA T (.31. 'BAD DATA. TIT AGAIN. ',/)

ELEGo TO 302

IF(EVEL.EQ.90)THRI
WIND-7 85 (2--.29)

ELEIF(WIND.LT.16.7) WEBD"16.7

ERR) IF
IFSE VEL.EQ. IOO)YNEN

WIND-9.69"(H"". 29)
IF(WIND.LT.20.) WIHD.20.

ELSE
END IF

I 5EVEL.E.Q. IO)TREN

IFS(WIND.LT.(N.) W%0D-2..
ELSE

t IN80 IF
k IFSEVEL.EQ.120) THEN

WI IDV13 91""SN*.2)
IF(WIND.LT.29.) WIND.2N.

ELSE
END IF"F(EVEL.EQ.130) THEN

IFSAIRN T.31.1 WIND.3A.
ELS E
END IF

END IF
WRITESI.303)XVEL

)03 FORMAT(/.3X. YOU HAVE SELECTED WIND SPEED * .13.' "PH-'..3X.
S IF OE WAnT TO CHARG THIS. ENTER S. IF THIS IS 5k.--2x

s 'ENTER ANY OTHER INTEGER. './/)

IF (IOE.EO.5) THEN
GO TO 302

ELSE
ERR IF

C THE HINET LINE COMPETES THE WIND LOAD IN POUNDS RARER ON THE
C AREA SUBJIECTED To THE W IND IN SQUARE FEET. AND THE SNAPE FACTOR.

P.VEND"HRE13
C 0MHZ IS THE ALLOWABLE STRESS IN THE SOIL AT THE BASE OF
C THE FOOTING.

QMAX-RE1"DBIG-RK2
1O5 WRITES".1031
103 FONT/3.'NE THE HEIGHT THAT TNS FOOTING W:L. BEARN...

S 31. U'NITS SHOULD BE POUNDS. './)
READ(- -.)WEIGHT
,FSWEI6HT.LT.O.0) THEN

WRITE(". lOW)
1O4 FORMAT(/,31, 'BAD DATA. TRY AGAIN.'*./)

GO TO 105
ELSE
END! IF

1ON W IITE(".107)
W RITES". 220)

107 FOHMAT(I.3X. 'ENTER THE MINIMUM AND MAXIMUM LERGTHO' ./,31.
S 'FOR THE FOOTING IN THE HORIZONTAL PLANE SN THE DIRECTION' ./.31.
S 'OF THE MA IIMUM WIND LOAD. THESE SHOULD RE IN FEET.' .151.
S 'ALSO ENT ER THE INCREMENT NT WHICH THE PROGRAM SHOULD STEP'

S ./.331 'BETWE.EN IHESE VALUES. './)
220 FORM;T(.31. 'TH INCRE.MENT SHOULD DIVIDE. WITHOUT '/.3X.

S 'REMAINDER. INTO THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE MEN AND' .1.31,
0 M!VALUES. DO HOT CHOOSE ZERO, EVER IF ONLY ORE' .1.3X.

S 'DSIGN IS TO BE CONSIDERED. WHEN- ONLY ONE DESIGN IS' .1.31.
D'To RE CONSIDERED. HMN AND MAX VALUES ARE THE SAME AND' ./.3X.

S'Any NONZERO POSITIVE INCREMENT WILL GIVE THE SANE RESG'LT,.'1)

I EAD(".")ELSNIN.ELMAI.XIICLIF((ELMIH.GT.ELMAI).OR. (ELMIN.LT.O.OI.ON.(IINCL..LE.O.I)) 'HEN
WRITEC". 1081

toNo OMTII.'A DATA. TRY AGAIN.'./)
GO TO 106

ELSE

19END IF IZ'IO

WRITES". 2 20)
110 FOiMAT(l.31. 'ENTER TNE MINIMUM AND MAXIMUM WIOTHIS' .1.31.

S 'FOR THE FOOTING IN THE HORIZONTAL PLANE IN THE IIRECTION'./.3X.
N 'PERPEHDICULAR TO THE MAXIMIMUM HIND LOAD. './.31.

S 'THESE SHOULD BE IN FEET. ALSO ENTER THE INCREMENT RI' .I.31.

S 'WHICH THE PROGRAM SHOULD STEP BETWEEN THESE VWS.UEE.' .1)

IREAD(".")BMIH. BMAXXINCR
IFSSBMIH.GT.BNAXI.0R.SBMIN.LT.O.O).OR.SIINCB.LE.G.O) I THEN

WNI TE(.IOH8)
GO TO 1O9

ELSE
END IF

INI WITE)".112)
WHI TES. 22 0)

FIGURE 3B. SOURCE CODE FOR RECTANGULAR FOOTING DESIGN
(CONTINUED)



FORMAT(, .31. 'ENTER THE MINIMUM AND MAXIMUMI DEPTHS FOR lilt' .1.
5 31. 'BOTTON OF THE FOOTING. THESE SHOULD BE IN FEET. ',/.31.
S 'ALSO ENTER THE INCREENET BY WHICH THE PROGRAM SHOULD STEP',/,

A 3I. NETWEEN THESE TWO VALUES.'*./)
EEAD(-.-)DNHIN.DBHAX.IINCDB
SF1 1SMNHI.CT.DBHAI).ON.(DBHIH.LT.O.0).Ol.(XIICDN.LE.S.0)) THEN

WAITI(-.105)
GO T*O III

ELSE
END IF

113 WRISTE(11')
WRIRTE(-.220)

11A FORMAT(/. 3X. ENXTER THE MINIMUMI AND MAXIMUM DEPTHS FOR THE*!./
s 31. TOP OF THE FOOTING. THESE SHOULD SE IN FEET. './.31.
S 'ALSO ENTER THE INCREMENT BY WHICH THE PROGRAM SHOULD STEP',..

U 1 ETW Ell THESE TWO VALUES.'./)
'EAD( ..)DSMIN. SM:AX.1SECDS
ETC (DSMIH.CT.DSMMAI).ON.(DSMIH.LT.O.O) .0E.(XIICDS.LE.O.I)) THEN

WRITE(-. 10)
GO TO 113

ELSE
END if

113 WRITE(S.116)
11 6 FORMAT( /.31. 'EETER THE MIHIMUM THICEHESS FOH THE FOOTING' ./.3X.

I 'IN THE VERTICAL PLANE. '.1.31.
H THIS SHOULD HE IN FEET.'*./)

READ(...)CPHMIE
IFI(CPHMIH.LT..0.) THEN

WE ITE( .1S O)
GO TO 115

ELSE

IN, IF
TE1.2..1(2.5T)
EL-ELMIN

206 B-RE IN
2O4 DSMALL.SMIN

202 S-EL/N
A.-( H.DSMALL)
CAPH.( DRIG-OSMALL)
U-DC (CAPH ).DSMALL*GAMMA
Z.(ELECU).IIEIGHT)
V:W/EL
T V/Z
IF(I.GE. .1666667) THNE

Q.2.-Z/(3.H3(IEL/2.)-W/Z))

ELSE QUWEIGHT/(ELE5).6.E/(EL-ELE9)

END IF

I TIST.O
lF(Q.TIT.QMAX) THEN

ELSE PN)l

LPEHEI 10
END If
IF( Y CT.TEST2) THEH

LPEH(2 5.1

ELSE
LPEN( 21.0

END IF
I F I.LT.YMIN) .02. (T.GT.YNAI)) THEN

LPEH( 3-I
ELSE

LPtN 13)-S
END IF
IF(I.LT.I.O) THES

LPEN(4)-1
ELSE

LPEH (A .0
END IT
:F(TUL.LT.ELMIN) ON. (EI..GT.ELMASS) THEN

LPEN(S5.1l
ELSE

.PEN(5)-O
ENI IF
TF((B.12.BMIN) .OR. (E.GT.BMAI)) THUS

.LSE
L SE N(6) -0

END IT
I F( (DSIG.LT.DBMIN) .OR. CDRIG.GT.DBM.AX)) THEN

LPEMM7).
ELSE

LEH (71-0
END IT
IF (CDSMALL.LT.DSMIH) .01. (DSMALL.GT.DSMIAS)) THEN

LPEN(g).I
ELSE

LPEN(N).O
END IF
IF( CHPH.LT.CPHMIN) THEN

LPEN(9).I

LPENI9)-O
EXD IF
D0 1 00 11-1.9
IF(LPEHIII).EQ.1) THEN

ITZST-I
ELSE
END IF

I00 CONTIHUE
IFCITEST.EQ .0) TEEN

VOLUME.EL*H*CAPM/27.
SF1 VOLIYME.LT.VSAVE) THEN

VSA YE. VOLD ME
3SA VE. N
SSURy . OS A LL
DOSAVE.DHIG
EL SR E.E L
ESA E.C AP H
XTEST~o

ELSE
END IT

EL-SE

FIGURE 3C. SOURCE CODE FOR RECTANGULAR FOOTING DESIGN
(CONTINUED)



END IF
DoG-DBIG*IINCDR
IF(DI,.GT.DBMAX) T-Ef

GO TO 203
ELSE

GO TO 202
END IF

203 DSHALL.DSHALL.IINCDS
IF(DSMALL.GT.DSMMAI) THEN

GO TO 205
ELSE

GO TO 201
END IF

205 BoD•IIRCBIR(R.GT.RHAI) TAEU

C0 TO 207
ELSE

GO TO 204
END IF

207 EL-EL.IINCL
IF(EL.GT.ELMAX) ,HEN

GO TO 208
ELSE

GO TO 206
END if

208 IF(ETEST.NE.0) THEN
WRITE(',211)

211 FORMAT(.31 ..000. OF THE CANDIDATE DESIGNS WILL WORE.'./
S ,3 ,'TRI A EUN WITH LARGER MAXIMUM VALUES IF POSSIBLE.'./)
ELSE

210 WRITE(e.2O9)DaSAVEELSAVE.NSAVE.HSAVE.DSSAVE.VSAVE
209, FORMAT(/,30,'OF THE CANDIDATE FOOTINGS. THE ONE THAT WOULD USE'.

0 31,'TME LEAST CONCRETE WOULD HAVE THE FOLLOWING DIMENSIONS.'.S //°3'D PT. FROR GRADE TO BOTTOM OF FOOTING - .F4.I.,O. TP,.

1 'LENGTI OF FOOTING IN HORIZONTAL PLANE IN DIRECTION OF MAXIMUM'.
1 j.3I. WIND LOAD ",FA.I.II, 'FT'.1 ,I,
O WIPTO OF FOOTING IN HORIZONTAL PLANE IN DIRECTION',/.31.
s 'PERPENDICULAR TO MAXINUM WIND LOAD * '.FAI.,I. FT'./,31,
S 'TICENESS OF FOOTING IN VERTICAL PLANE .7,.1.

$ II,:Tl,,S

$ 'DEPTH FROM GRADE TO TOP OF FOOTING . ',FA.I.II,'FT'./,3I.
S 'VOLUME OF CONCRETE IN FOOTIHG Y ,F5.I.IE,'CS ODS'./)
END IF

99 WRITE(*3S)
35 FOR!AT( ; 31. DO .O1 WANT TO OUN AGAIN VIT D2FIRENT'd*,.

S 31. 'CONoITIONS /',/,3 . ' F YES. E NTER 5.' . .3 , .
S 'iF NOT. ENTER ANT OTHER INTEGER.'./)11

READ(S .)L I"L
IF(LE.EQ.S)GO TO 39

END

FIGURE 3D. SOURCE CODE FOR RECTANGULAR FOOTING DESIGN
(CONTINUED)
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Analysis of FPS Tracking Radar for Err-or Reduction ard Model inr

by

Jeremy C. Jones

ABSTRACT
I

This report deals with the Problems of understanding ard redu,:inS

errors in range, azimuth and elevation of the FF'$-16. Precision

tracking radar systems, irn use at Eglir, Air Force E~ase for

detailed mission analysis. Low elevation angles involve more

difficult error reduction due to a large, c:omplex error. irvolvir•s

multipath interference, and refraction. High refraction gradients

of warm humid Gulf air mass edges, give a larger. random component

of refractive errors than at many of our (often desert) Air Force

bases. A method is conjectured to reduce these refraction errors.
I

Correlations between measured Parameters and caiibrated errors

were found which Permit Preprocessing or real-time direct error

reduction. For instance a strong correlation between ranse and

the low frequency component of elevation error was fourid. Another

form of correlation which was less direc:tly useful for error

reduction, but tended to give insight into FPS:- 6. f ,n:Ctionai

Parameters and Performance limits, was a causal link between two

or more types of errort e.g. between range error. and azimuth

error. Because of velocity/acceleration influence on radar

errors, the first and second derivatives were considered in the

analysis. Twelve technical seminars were also giver, on those

areas thought to be most directly usable to Eslir AFB math and

computer science Personnel.
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11. Back of the Envelope Computer Performanrce Estimates

12. More detailed model ing of $E;ystem ThrouehIjt ar, TrnaroJn,

6. References

1. The Need for Analysis

It seems essential for our survival in an inr easirsl

sophisticated hostile environment that we continue to mak e our

weapons smarter. A distinct limit and Potential bottleneck:L itn

this evolution toward artificial intelligence is radar Pre:isicr,

and measurement accuracy. This is so because of the need for

feedback information in the control system itselff arid also in

the testing and refinement of devices and algorithms as we seek

to correct and improve them.

The high frequency tracking radars Provide much of this detailed

feedback needed to improve our control systems. A reducztiorn of

these tracking radar errors is the Principle effort of this

report.

2. Cowater Software Tools Developed for This Analysis

To make it clearer to see low frequency correlations, a variable

window, smoothing filter was used or, all data. Because of the

coarse nature of range measurements, this became important for

removing the large range quantization error found durin.

analysis. For example, the computed correlation coefficient

between range error and azimuth error was roushly doubled when

range data was smoothed in the correlation.
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a 'Sthed Auto-Scaled Mul~ti-Graph with Derivatives

n limb er f *nrai Y4ti:a-R7 i. r

deal ing with these que2stiorjs. The mos

Program to au tomat 4-cal 1 1.Y sca I e ani d -o r7 7 0

the basic: seven radar t-ra'k Paramete r -3 an h' rF

derivativest wit~h a vpar:-a~me soti

mi ssion Paramneters we>ra-e a:::A

A-zimuth-errort elnvai4-z;>nF'n - R

This slididng wilfdowT usze d i n - ar o mi e------------

ef fectivel Y, used as a fre-iler.:y f il1 tern. *.--

range of values in the outpu~t so 4hat- a s~.* . .

ranges co ulId b e e xami ne d i n t-h e data . Th 1' nn*DSr. -

l east once t o all1 of t he (-cepresentativ.e' d-At.-

21and pa-3trackirs n-9 ms s ,:n-

b- Data Scattergram with Smothed Correlation Coeffizient-

Of spec:ial interest were e rr or c or- 2-a4 L011-

variabl es whic:h cou ld be dir ectl y used t 2 ej;n =k

aprel iminary tool to i d nt if I i k:: C F~arr:>

Program was written. This Program autornaticos'

the Point Pairs o f any, two S ele Ct4ep. r- a 4ar P :ýT]

diesc:ending vertical order for displ ay on a rnro - 1- 7

The o u t Put from this Program is a scatter disq--Eým Rea:s 57

two c:hosen Parameters. The input t.o the ::?M14,-

m is si o ns f r-om a d-2 1 a nd P a d-2:3 ~F P:_;- 1 ta: c 3-.d ,
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This autoscaled scattergram program also Permitted selecticr, of

first or second derivative of any radar variablet as we'. a s

adjustable amounts of data smoothing. This turned out to -,

essential in seeing several important relationships# since in

some cases a correlation would be with a derivative (e.g. hiVh

frequency component of elevation error vs derivative of

elevation), and in some cases smoothing was vital to see through

quantization (i.e. coarse measurement) error (e.g. rarge-error vs

azimuth-error correlation).

c. Aintescaled Correlation Coefficient vs. Phase Shift

Another tool was developed for two reasons: to confirm tentative

hypothesis regarding relationships between Parameters, and also

to check for the Possibility of a delay or Phase shift in the

effect of one variable on another. This Program automatiicaly

scaled and graphed the correlation coefficiernt between any two

radar Parameters as a function of Phase shift between the two

variables. This Program Provided reassuring output in the fcrm cf

a strong Peak in correlation coefficient at zero Phasep for

strongly correlated variablest confirming the immediacy of their

functional dependence.

A number of linearizing transformations were Provided to test for

a limited number of forms of non-linear correlations. These

seemed unnecessary after eyeballinrg the data and so were used

only initially, and then dropped.

This Program Provides a facility similar to the autocorrelatior --
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function used for Pattern matching (e.g. target recmognition). But

in this program the feature being matched is either an inc:raasins

or decreasing monotonic relation, covered by noise.

d. Faurier Transform of All Radar Track Variables

Because certain correlations seemed to be c:ycli,:, a program was

written to display the Fourier transform of any radar track

Parameter. The Peaks in this output, taken over al! se-ven

variables over several missions# did not seem Prominent enough to

warrent further analysis in this regard.

3. Mw Wasults and Their Awplicatiuns

a. Directly Usable Correlatinms

Directly usable correlations would most simply involve using a

linear adjustment to radar data, whose slope and y-intercept came

from the linear fit of the error to a correlaed obs'rved

variable.

i. Range vs. Low Frequency Component of Elevation Error

The strong low frequency correlation between elevation error and

range, could have indicated a more fundamental relation _ r

elWation and elevation-error. This is becamase the missions were

flown at constant altitude wherein elevation and range are

related by the sine function: sine(elevation) = altitude/rangse.

In any event, this correlation Provides a direct reduction in the

slowly varying Part of elevation error. In its simplest form this

correction could involve the addition to elevation of a

69-6
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correction computed from each range value. This correcttior would

just be a linear function of range data whose ranse and' .ias sre

from the linear regression between range and elevatiorn-error.

ii. Elevation-Error vs Derivative of Elevation Correlation

The scatterdiagram showed a strong correlation between elevation-

error and the first derivative of elevation data. This relation

is immediately usable since differences of the elevation data .may

then be used for self-correction of the elevation data. The slope

and y-intercept of this strong correlation were: m=-'.E;E-4 and

b=-0.17 wheCe the time derivative was approximated in units of

degrees of arc Per second of time. Thus to apply the above

correction, one would have to multiply the chanse in elevatior

Per second by -8.8E-4# add this value to -0.17t and then add the

result into elevation as a correction.

Note that the elevation-error/elevation-derivative correlation

involved high frequc,-ry components of elevation error. while the

elevation-error/range(elevation) correlation Provided a tool to --

remove much of the very low frequency component of elevation

error. So these should be regarded as two separately applied

corrections to elevation error.

It would clearly be safer to use best fit coefficients for each

individual radar installation Periodically^t which would then

automatically include systematic error calibratian correctionS.

Then the standard installation dependent systematic errors, such

as droop error# zero-set, and mis-level error could be included

alone with this dynamic term, by curve fitting.
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b. Results Whose Application is Less Direct

i. Strong Correlation Between Range Error vs Azimuth Ej-ror

The very strong correlation between range-error and azim-uzJ-error

seemed accounted for by the main radar Pulse beam width and s-,aPe

in the following way: If we assume a return Pulse trier

threshhold intensity of Itt then as the antenna moves Deam a:•-nt-

off the target, the small but non-zero rise time of the ýDear."1:2e

will be noticed as a delay in intensity reaching this .=! -

threshhold. Of course this delay will appear as an inc:r._e 1:7

target range, since range is measured by the time Le te:r

transmitted Pulse and triggering on the return beacon nul se .

We should note that this effect may appear doubled as a beacon

trigger delay Plus a delay in the misal iqned receiving_ antenna.

This predicted error in ranee for slightly off target radc.ar. Iul

was observed in my analysis as a very strong cor relation :,et2 eer.

range-error and azimuth-error. These errors were proided

differences of the radar data from reference cineetieodolite

readings, and was regarded as reliable, Parti,:u1lar1 , ivi'a .1a t he

redundant overdetermination in the camera data.

ii. Meaker and Less Consistent Relationships in the Data

The above relations were distinct and unmistakable. Other seeming

relations were more tenuous, and so did not seem very usable.

4. Pletm~is for Improving Track Radar Accuracy I
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In addition to the above simple dynamic and calibratior

corrections, the following more sophisticated (and ex Persive)

corrections might Prove useful:

a-. mal-time Elevation and Azimuth Refraction Correction

Given our location on the Oulf of Me-xico, relativelv

discontinuous interfaces between moist and dry air masses are

common. This large ambiant humidity gradient is associated with a

*• gradient of radar index of refraction. This gradient can give

rise to large angle errors, even to the extent of "evaporation

ducts" in which the refractive radius of curvature eqjaljs or

exceeds the radius of curvature of the Earth (see [Meek-s] Pk.es
L 4-13).

"Evaporation ducts" and other vertical refraction effects are

usually described as a modified Earth radius in the radar range

equation (e.g. the familiar 4/$ Earth radius "stand a r d"

correction). This is convenient in two respects.' It directly

relates to (possibly over the horizon) inc-reased range. Arnd the

general Physica expression for refraction is usually expressed as

a change of direction (radians) Per unit distance (called rate of

curvature), whose reciprocal is radius of curvature. in applying --

this to an Earth radius correction, we must subtra,-t the rate of

radar beam direction change, from the rate of earth surface

change Per unit distance. This is because we carn add or subtract

rates, but not radii.

We currently use a weather balloon to sample the atrTosFher i,:

Pressure# PP temperature, T and (indirectly) Partial Pressure of
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water vapor, C, needed to calculate the refractive error of our

radar beams (EMeeks] Page 4: n=1+77.6(P/T)+3. 7:•xE5(C/T''2,E-/-,

But this is static data taken well before or after .aý,- mns:si.r

Particularly in our humid climate the refractive error can var -

substantially over a time of seconds at the edge of a humid air

mass. Thus since refraction tends to be a substantial error

correction, continuous correction for refrac:tior ,ou w , 4 ,e.

Provide a larse improvement in trackinr accuracy 4ei• [e P.

Page 11t radius of curvature refractive variation fr-quer*ly•:or

Canada).

Since refraction varies with frequency (this variation is calied

dispersion), refraction will cause a high frequency rat:ar beam to

be bent through a different angle than a low frequency beam. And

the (smaller) difference between the bending at different

frequencies is functionally dependent on the (much larver, total

bending (azimuth or elevation errors). Thus if we had ._. v-_ t .

wide enough range of frequencies, the observed di-.rsieo- w: ý 7

give us a measure of refraction which could then be corrected.

The articulation of the quarter-microsecond, hal f-microsecond or

full microsecond FPS-16 main Pulse contains a rar OF

frequencies given by the Fourier transform of the Pulse shape

(the rise time and Pulse duration roughly give the approximate

highest and lowest frequency components). These hihest ar•d

lowest frequency components will be refracted by different anrles

(dispersion), this angular difference dependingi on total

refraction.
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For skin tracking the difference is cancelled on ret:urn ex ce t

for differ-ent frequencies strikin_ differert Pants of the tar.et,

and seeing different tar-get scatteringi cross-sections. HenzCE a

statistically characteristic pulse deformation m ight be

identified with a g-iven target. But this would be a subtle anrd

difficult way to attempt refraction correc:tion.

But we generally use beacon trackingi in our testin_ missions. TI n

this case beacon Pulse articulation would be reshaped through

dispersion, a function of refraction. Thus in Princ:iple

refraction could be measured, and hence correctedt in real time

by return beacon Pulse distortion. In Principle the beac:on return

Pulse would have a horizontal and a vertical distortion, from

which an azimuth and elevation correction could be made,

respectively. Of course, the available frequency rang•e is limited

to those frequencies high enough for tracking, and low enou.h to

Penetrate weather, and have other desirable characteristics. We

should note that the FPS-16 one microsecond Pulse has more low

frequency content than the half or quarter-microsecond Pulse. And

given the same Pulse rise time, theirr highest fre-quency

components are similar.

In any event it is exciting to conjecture that at least in

Principle, these large and varying refractive corrections are

correctable in real time. Of course the electronic filtering

required to see this level of Pulse distortion may be beyond our

Present equipment bandwidth/noise characteristics.

b-. Dea Shape Improvements thmu-sh Range/Azimuth Correlation
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Because of the extremely strong and reliable correlation between F
observed range-error and observed a.zimuth-error, a sn"the+ti

tightening might be achieved. Thus range information could •,e

improved by observing variations in azimuth, or vice versa.

Alternatively, if the effect is due to Power reduction as a

target moves off beam center (azimuth error), t-e--, 7.i_=

c-orrelation Provides an indirect measure of Pulse beam widt'.

5. ,•, of the Twelve Simnr Sminar Series at Eglin AFB

An effort was made to select these seminar topics for t""

direct relevance and usefulness as much as Possible, iver, .- !e

type of work being done at Eglin Air Force Base. Eacrh seminar wa5

a very accelerated exposure to the given subject, as ne,:essar- .n p

the short summer Period of the SFRP. The seminar started wit-

motivating why the Particular subject was important to . _=iir A

and useful in a Person's career# and where it mis31ht be jsedl. :er;

a theoretical framework was given to help People relat. -

remember the material. After this the detailed subject matte: was

covered, followed by examples# and finally a summary and scenario

of impact where appropriate. Separate seminars on týhe folow;in4:_

topics were given:

1. Reduced Instruction Set Computer Systems

The Berkeley RISC-I reexamination of instruction set

tradeoffs given limited VLSI area was examined. Partic:ularly

the elegant use of sliding register windows for. local context

swapping (e.g. subroutine call/return) was given as a chip
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area tradeoff compromiset given subroutine use (abstracticon)

in typical Programmin.q The IBM C-01 and S-tanford•n'1" R.. R_ I• c,

Projects were described, and RI SIC ad'sartaes/di-es

were e-iven to help identify aPplication niches.

2. Inexpensive Parallelism through Multimicro Computers

Gene Amdahl's serial bottleneck law was the cor, tex't for

discussing paral I el computer processing in _general and the

new multimicro computers in Particular. The Cray series of

supercomputers was described as more general Purpose than

other supercomputers, Primarily for their unrnatched scalar

mode speed, minimizing the damage of Amdahl's law, especially

faced with non-vectorizable computation. The various Crayettes

were discussed as less-expensive options.

3. Information Theory and Shannon's Magical Theorem

Shannon's theorem was motivated as suggesting a way to

Penetrate jamming, or Pass information through other noise.

Shannon's theorem states that given sufficiently clever,

encoding, the chance of a transmission error may be made

arbitrarily small, so long as the required data rate is less

than the channel capac-ity. It was attempted to relate this to

radar Pulse bandwidth, and Possible ECM applications.

4. Linear Block Codes for Error Detection and Correc:tiorn

5. Designing Linear Cyclicz Codes to See Through Given Noise

Methods for designing error-correctin.g codes for. a wide -.

variety of noise levels were g-iven. Here the noise must be

random (i.e. additive white Gaussian noise). Burst errors were

mentioned, but not treated in any sufficient depth.
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6. Convolutionai Error Control Codes

7. The Philosophy and Syntax of ADA; ':;oftware Ensrineer inr

Evidenc:e was given of a severe oftware sr3s a' - 4 -

of ADA were introduced as attempts to dea'l wit this'

For instance, the ADA feature of enforced abstractioon b V

separating the specification and body of a Pa,:kage was treated

more as a management tool and a design tool than a Frogrammer

tool. Use of the various Predef ined data tv'eS 6B

illustrated, and an example of indexing aircraft - s oPJ er a

Programmer-defined aircraft enumerator type was -o ifer r c

suggest to the Predominantly FORTRAN Programmers in attendan:.e

how natural and readable an ADA Program can appear.

S. Real Time Task and Exception management in ADA

Exception handling was illustrated as a tool for enIhan:irn

reliability, and the task rendezvous as a Parallelism tool t40

increase real-time Performance.

9. Wide Area Networks: HDLC in ARFANET/DDN Protocols..-NA : 9 DNA

10. Local Area Networks: Ethernet, Wan.=net an" To.en 1i r

11. Back of the Envelope Computer Performance Estimates

12. More detailed model ing of System Throughput and Turnaround

6. References
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BY

Betty Ruth Jones, Ph.D.
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ABSTRACT

The proposed study will apply biochemical and morphological

procedures to investigate repeated low dose effects of diisopropyl-

fluorophosphate (DFP) on serotonin receptors in the cortical areas of

rat brain. We propose to determine whether there is a reduction in

the number, alteration in concentration and binding of serotoninI

(Si) or (5-HT 1 ) and serotonin 2 (S2) or (5-HT 2 ) receptors following

repeated low doses of DFP. The proposed study will further determine

if there are morphological alterations in presynaptic and -

postsynaptic membranes; and innervating serotonergic fibers of the

cortex of rats following DFP administration.

The methods of approach will inlcude the following: Biochemical

Receptor Binding Assays, Scanning Electron Microscopy, Transmission

Electron Microscopy and Fluorescent Immunohistochemistry using Light

Microscopic methods. Such studies are significant in better under- t -AN

standing structural-functional and neurobiochemical mechanisms of

serotonin receptors and drug interactions (i.e., effects of DFP on

serotonin receptors).
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I. INTRODUCTION

The following is a brief account of background information on the

summer faculty fellow.

A. EDUCATION:

Institute and Location Degree Year Conferred Field of Study

1. Rust College, B.S. 1973 Biology
Holly Springs, MS

2. Atlanta University M.S. 1975 Cell Biology
Atlanta, GA and EM

3. Atlanta University Ph.D. 1978 Parasitology
Atlanta, GA and EM

4. Morehouse College Post-Doc. 1978- Cell Biology,
Atlanta, GA 1979 Parasitology

and EM

5. Harvard School of Post-Doc. 1981- Med. Parasit.,
Public Health 1983 Trop. Med. & EM

Boston, MA

6. Mary Ingrahm Bunting Post-Doc. 1981- Med. Parasit.,
Inst. (Radcliffe) 1983 Trop. Med. & EM

Cambridge, MA

7. Brooks Air Force Post-Doc. 1985 Neurobiology
Base Summer (Brain Tumor

San Antonio, TX Pathology)

8. Brooks Air Force Post-Doc. 1986 Nerve Gas
Base Summer Inhibitors

San Antonio, TX

Because of the page stipulations of this report, complete

publication citations can be found in the submitted research proposal

to the USAF. The faculty fellow has published 2 books in Electron

Microscopy; published 20 research publications in reputable

scientific journals; made 36 oral presentations at local, state,

national and international conferences (overseas and in the United

States) and implemented 5 Electron Microscopy workshops.
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B. NATURE OF USAF RESEARCH AREA WHICH RESULTED

IN A LABORATORY ASSIGNMENT

This is the second productive research assignment for the

faculty fellow at Brooks Air Force Base. The first assignment

m (Summer 1985) took place in the Veterinary Sciences Division and

Veterinary Pathology Branch of the Electron Microscopy Unit at Brooks

AFB. The final report from this research consisted of a compre-

hensive and detailed 116 page final report with numerous electron

micrographs of Brain Tumors developed in Macaca mulatta following

exposure to proton radiation. This research collaboration was with

Dr. Harold Davis, Chief of the Veterinary Sciences Pathology Branch.

The current research collaboration (Summer 1986) with Dr. Judith

Greenamyer in the Crew Technology Division at Brooks AFB proved to be

just as productive. Since the current faculty fellow has had more

than 15 years of training and experiences in electron microscopy

techniques, it was the primary goal of the faculty fellow and USAF

collaborators (i.e., Dr. Judith Greenamyer, Dr. Brice Hartman, and

Dr. William Carter Alexander) that the current research experience ._

would consist of part laboratory training on techniques other than

electron microscopy and extensive library work for the preparation of

a research proposal to be submitted to the USAF. Thus, the faculty

fellow spent half of the summer learning biochemical procedures and

techniques from Dr. Greenamyer and half of the summer doing extensive

library work for the preparation of a research proposal to be

submitted to the USAF.

The ongoing research and training that I have received at Brooks

AFB the last two summers is very much in accord with my research

interests and goals. My area of research specialization in Biology
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is concerned with problems in Cell Biology and Parasitology using

Electron Microscopy and Biochemical techniques as a tool for

investigating structural-functional mechanisms. The research

problems I have investigated as a faculty fellow at Brooks AFB fall

into the discipline of Cell Biology.

II. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT

NOTE TO THE REVIEW COMMITTEE: This progress report is a
continuation research training and library work implemented by
the faculty fellow this current summer. It is in part a brief
account of a research proposal o be submitted to the mini-grant
program of USAF. The ideals for the report were developed by
the faculty fellow and the effort focal point collaborator, Dr.
Judith Greenamyer.

A. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES:

The proposed study will apply biochemical and morphological

procedures to investigate repeated low dose effects of diisopropyl-

fluorophosphate (DFP) on serotonin receptors in the cortical areas of

rat brain. We propose to determine whether there is a reduction in

the number, alteration in concentration and binding of serotonin1

(Sl) OR (5-HT 1 ) and serotonin 2 (S2) or (5-UT 2 ) receptors ro-iiwing

repeated low doses of DFP. The proposed study will further determine

if there are morphological alterations in presynaptic and

postsynaptic membranes; and innervating serotonergic fibers of the

cortex following DFP administration. Thus, the specific aims of this

project are as follows:

1) To determine whether there is a reduction in the number,

concentration and binding of Sl and S2 receptors following

low doses of DFP.
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2) To determine whether there are morphological alterations in

• ~presynaptic and postsynaptic membranes; and innervating

serotonergic fibers of the cortex.

3) To determine which neurons and innervating fibers of the

cortex are serotonergic and what is their central,

peripheral and terminal field of aborization(s) in control

(untreated) and experimental (drug-treated) tissues using

light microscopy fluorescent immunohistochemistry.

4) To continue the research at Morehouse College by submitting

a research proposal to the mini-grant program of Universal

Energy Systems, Inc. under the auspices of the USAF.

III. INTRODUCTION

Most organophosphates are irreversible inhibitors of acetyl-

cholinesterase. They hinder the degradation of acetylcholine

released at central or peripheral cholinergic synapses. in

sufficient concentrations, they may give rise to a cholinergic

crisis, leading to very severe acute intoxications, manifested in man

by diverse muscarinic and nicotinic symptoms and central nervous

system effects: drowsiness, coma, convulsions (Koller and Klawans

1979).

Acute organophosphate poisoning may also cause intellectual and

psychiatric sequelae, which may be transient or last several months

(Namba et al. 1971; Sidell 1974). Only certain organophosphates are

known to produce a delayed neuropathy (Abou-Donia, 1981).

Sustained exposure to low levels of organophosphates may lead to

electroencephalographic alterations, insomnia, neurobehavioral

abnormalities, disorders of memory and concentrations, and to
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psychiatric sequelae (Gershon and Shaw, 1961; Dille and Smith, 1964;

Korsak and Sato, 1977; Duffy et al., 1979).

Serotonin receptors have been extensively studied using both

radioligand binding techniques and physiological preparations.

Serotonin elicits both synaptic inhibition and excitation in the

brain (Roberts and Straughan, 1967; Boakes et al., 1970; Bramwell and

Gonye, 1973; Haigler and Aghajanian, 1974). Increased concentrations

of serotonin in the brain result in a behavioral hyperactivity

syndrome with head twitching, resting tremor and hypertonicity

(Grahame-Smith, 1971; Come et al., 1963).

After an extensive review of the literature, no pertinent

published papers could be found showing the effects of the organo-

phosphate inhibitor, DFP on serotonin receptor number, concentration

and binding in rat brain cortex. moreover, no morphological data

could be found showing the effects of DFP on pre- and post-synaptic

membranes and innervating serotonergic fibers and cortical tissue.

An abstract by Barnes et al. 1975 indicated that AFP affects rabbit

brain serotonin. These investigators reported that DFP increased the

levels of serotonin. These studies did not shed any light on

serotonin receptors. Thus, it is the aim of our proposal to

investigate the affects of DFP on serotonin receptors.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN AND METHODS

NOTE: The experimental design for the researct. ..oposal to be

submitted is carefully being developed by the following:

ROLES OF PARTICIPANTS IN THE PROJECT:
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DR. BETTY JONES, Summer Faculty Fellow will serve as Principal

Investigator (PI) for the project. Dr. Jones will carry out the

electron microscopy component of the research.

DR. EVAN WILLIAMS, Assistant Professor of Pharmacology,

Department of Pharmacology, Morehouse School of Medicine,

Atlanta, Georgia, will be responsible for carrying out the

biochemical assays (i.e., receptor binding assays for

serotonin). Dr. Williams will serve as co-investigator for the

project.

DR. JEANNE STAHL, Professor of Psychology, Department of

Biology, Morris Brown College, Atlanta, Georgia, will serve as

co-investigator on the project. She will be responsible for

surgery of the animals and anatomical identification of cortical

regions.

DR. CYRIL MOORE, Professor of Biochemistry, Morehouse School of

Medicine, Atlanta, Georgia, will serve as a consultant for the

project.

A Curriculum Vita of each investigator will be placed

in the Appendix of the proposal.

The methodology presented in the progress report is subject to
modification by the given participants of this project. bhus, the

methodology utilized is standard and according to McDonald, Stancel

and Enna 1984, (i.e., biochemical procedures) and the methods of

Jones (1985) are used for the electron microscopy component of the

project. The methods and procedures described below are a brief

summation of procedures.

A. Drug Treatment of Animals
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Female Sprague-Dawley rats weighing 150-200g will be used in

this study. A total of 100 rats will be utilized and during the

entire course of the study (50 control and 50 experimental animals).

Five rats will be housed in each cage with food and water. The rats

will be exposed to a 12 hour light and dark cycle. The drug DFP will

be administered in low doses for five consecutive days. Note: The

LD 5 0 level has already been determined in other studies for this

compound (See Review of Literature).

B. Behavioral Tests

Serotonin activity will be measured 24 or 48 hours after the

iasL injection of DFP. This will be according to the wet-dog

behavior induced by the administration of 1,5-hydroyxtryptophan (5-

HTP; Bedard and Pycock, 1977; Yap and Taylor, 1983). Dr. Stahl will

implement these studies.

C. Receptor Binding Assays

Following the behavioral tests, animals will be decapitated and

the brains rapidly removed, dissected on ice and stored at -200 C

until assayed. The binding of both 5-HT 2 and 5-HT1 receptors will be

analyzed using established procedures (Peroutka and Synder, 1979;

Bennett and Synder, 1976) with modifications according to Williams

(1985).

Briefly, 5-HT2 receptor binding will be assayed by incubating

the brain membranes with 0.3 nM [3Hlspiroperidol (29 Ci/mmol).

Specific 5-HT 2 binding will be defined as the amount of labelled

spiroperidol displaced in the presence of 100 uM cinanserine. For

saturation studies, specific binding will be assayed over a range

(0.2-10 nM) of concentrations of [ 3 H]spiroperidol in the presence and
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absence of a fixed (100 uM) concentration of cinanserine. For the 5-

HT1 assay, the brain membranes will be incubated in the presence of 7

nM [ 3 H]5-HT (13 Ci/mmol) with and without 10 uM unlabelled serotonin.

Specific binding will be defined as the amount of labelled serotonin

displaced by the unlabelled ligand. For both assays the reactions

will be terminated by filtering the samples under reduced pressure

through glass-fiber filters. The filters will be washed twice with 5

ml of ice-cold buffer, placed into scintillation vials with 10 ml of

Aquasol (New England Nuclear) and shaken for 2 hr at room

temperature. Radioactivity will be analysed by liquid scintillation

spectrometry. The results will be expressed as pmoles of

specifically bound radioligand per mg protein. Protein will be

analyzed by the method of Lowry, Rosebrough, Farr and Randall (1951).

Materials

Diisopropylfluorophosphate will be purchased from Sigma Chemical

Co. (St. Louis, Missouri). Radioisotopes will be purchased from New

England Nuclear (Boston, Massachussets). All other chemicals and

reagents were obtained from commercial sources.

Statistics

The significance of the differences between means will be

calculated by an analysis of variance. Differences will be

considered significant when P < 0.05. The Morehouse College

statistician will be responsible for this aspect of the study.

D. Electron Microscopy

1. Scanning Electron Microscopy

Membranes will be fixed in 3% Karhovsky's fixature for 1

hour, rinsed in 3 changes of 0.25 M of sodium cacadylate, pH 7.4,
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post-fixed for two hours in 1% osmium tetroxide buffered with

sodium cacodylate at 40 C, rinsed again in cacodylate buffer,

dehydrated in a graded series of ethanol (50-100%/15 minutes

each, and then 2 changes of 100%). Specimens will be placed in a

graded series of amyl acetate for 24 hrs, critical-point dried in

liquid carbon dioxide, sputter coated with carbon and gold-

palladium and observed in a Etec Omni Scan Scanning Electron

Microscope. Photographs will be taken at desirable magnifica-

tions.

2. Transmission Electron Microscopy

The same procedure will be followed as above except following

dehydration in ethanol, membranes will be infiltrated and

embedded in Epon 812 or LX-12 epoxy resin and polymerized for 24-

48 hrs at 60 0 C. One micron think sections were cut from resin

blocks using glass and diamond knives. Thick sections were then

stained with toluidine blue. Ultrathin sections were cut with

diamond knives at 500-800 A0 on a LKB Number V Ultramicrotome and

picked up on 400 mesh copper grids. Sections were stained in

uranyl acetate and lead citrate in a LKB ultrastainer and viewed

in a Zeiss 95-2 transmission electron microscope. Photographs

were taken at desirable magnifications on electron image film.

3. Preparation of Membranes and Brain Cortex for Light
Microscopy, Immunofluorescent Histochemistry

Membranes and brain cortex will be fixed for 2-4 hours in 4%

paraformaldehyde in 0.1 M phosphate buffer (pH 7.4). In some

experiments 1.3% lysine monohydrochloride and 0.2% sodium

metaperiodate will be added to the fixative (McLean and Nakane

1974). After fixation, organisms will be rinsed in several
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changes of 0.1 M of phosphate buffer (ph &.4) containing 0.3%

triton X-100 and 0.1% sodium azide for 1 hour, and then incubated

at 40C in a 1:200 dilution of antiserotonin antibody (the primary

antibody). Antiserotonin antibodies will be obtained from

Immunonuclear Corporation where they will be generated in rabbits

against a formaldehyde crosslinked serotonin-bovine serum albumin

(BSA) conjugate (Steinbush et. al., 1978). Following primary

antibody treatment, the organisms will be rinsed in

phosphate/triton x100/azide for 1 hour, then incubated with the

secondary antibody which will be goat antirabbit lgG labeled with

fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC). This antibody preparation

will be an affinity-isolated IgG produced by Boehgringer Mannheim

Biochemicals.

Tissues will be incubated in IgG-conjugated FITC at 40 0 C for

6 hrs. or overnight. Excess secondary antibody will be removed

by multiple rinses in 0.1 M of phosphate buffer (1 to 2 hours

total). Organisms will then be rinsed once in 4mm of sodium

carbonate buffer (pH 9.5), mounted in 80% glycerol in 20 mm of

Carbonate buffer, and viewed with the proposed Zeiss standard 16

light microscope set up for epifluorescent excitation. Exciter

barrier filters and reflector combination cubes will be used

containing a blue excitation at 440 to 490 mm and a selective

barrier filter at 520 to 560 mm.

Sectioned Material: Specimens will be fixed in 4%

paraformaldehyde or paraformalhyde/periodate (PLP) fixative used

for whole mount preparations. After 1-2 hours of fixation,

organisms will be infiltrated with 20% sucrose in 0.1 M phosphate -_
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buffer for 1-2 hours. Tissues will then be mounted and frozen

with dry ice in preparation for cryostat sectioning. Sections (6

to 10 microns) will be cut, mounted on gelatin-coatea slides and

processed by the same procedure used for whole mounts, except

incubations will be at room temperature.

Specific Controls: Absorption controls will be conducted by

preincubating the antiserotonin antibody, at working dilutions,

with the following antigens: (1) sertonin creatinine sulfate (1

mg/ml); (2) formaldehyde crosslinked serotonin-BSA serotonin

ratio of approximately 10:1 (w/w); (3) BSA (500 mg/ml); (4)

octopamine (1 mg/ml). The serotonin-BSA conjugate will be

supplied by Immunonuclear Corporation and the concentration will

be determined from analysis of the compound. The

antigen/antiserotonin antibody mixture will be incubated at 40 C

for 16 to 24 hours with occasional gentle agitation, centrifuged

at 100,000 x g for 20 minutes, and the supernatant fluid

(preabsorbed serum) will be collected. In some experiments

tissues will be fixed with PP for 1-2 hours, and rinsed with

phosphate/triton x-100/azide. One group of miracidia will be

incubated with a 1:200 dilution of antiserotonin antibody, and

another group will be incubated in preabsorbed serum. The method

of Hokfelt et. al., (1975) modified by Beltz and Kravitz (1983)

has been found to be superior for the localization of serotonin

in the nervous system of immature lobsters using the indirect

immunofluorescent technique. Other older fluorescent methods by

Falk and Owman (1965), Rude (1966) and Marsden and Kerkut (1969)

have also been found to produce satisfactory results.
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SV. RECOMMENDATIONS

The summer faculty fellow has spent two productive summers at

Brooks AFB carrying out biomedical research. One of the primary

objectives of the current summer research participation developed by

the faculty fellow and effort focal point collaborator was to submit

a research proposal to the mini-grant program of the USAF. This

project report reflects a brief summation of the research proposal to

be submitted. Thus, the recommendations are as follows:

1. Submit a research proposal to the mini-grant program

of USAF so that the research can be continued at the

faculty member's home institution.

2. Involve three other faculty members to serve as co-

investigators and/or consultants for the proposed

project. See text for role of each faculty involved.

3. If a favorable review is received for the research

proposal, ask the review committee to grant permission

for the proposal to be placed in the pool of proposals

for 1987 with a start date of September 1, 1987; or if

the proposal is reviewed favorably for this year,

inquire about the possibility of funding from

supplemental or excess funds.

7 1
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Optimal Filtering

by

Marvin S. Keener

ABSTRACT

Two problems are studied which arise in tracking problems. The first

inviles '.e -nodificatiln )f a tracking filter which inc)rz.orasis •ne

missile dynamics in Draer to acc~unt f"r the delay in the •mnance'

missile acceleration and the achieved missile acceleration. The

original signal model is -eformulated through state augmentarin) s) -nat

the standard Kalman filter applies. The second problem concerns fite-

stability. in particular, comparison type results are sought in

that stability of a time-varying filter may be established.
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I. Introduction

I received my Ph.D. from the University of Missouri-Columbia

studying the qualitative behavior of solutions of ordinary

differential equations. More specifically, my research has been

along the lines of oscillation theory and questions surrounding the

notions of disconjugate operators and conjugate points. These

ideas are closely related to control theory, and, therefore, ove-

,he years I have obtained a passing knowledge )f the theory and

techniques used in control problems.

One of the primary research efforts under consideration at

the Armament Laboratory involves the development and analysis of

guidance laws for air-to-air missiles. This includes developing

algorithms for locating a target and determining optimal trajec-

tories for interception of the target. Various time-varying

filters have been applied to the target tracking problem. Howeve-,

due to their time varying nature, the behavior )f such aIg•-iJ.-ms

is not well understood, particularly in terms :f stability and

robustness.

II. Objectives of the Research Effort

The overall objective of my research project was to study twD

particular questions of concern.

1. Derive a filter for a particular time varying signal model

which arises naturally in target tracking problems.

2. Perform a preliminary identification of general, robust

techniques for establishing filter stability with particular

attention given to results of a comparison nature.
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Since my expertise in the theory and techniques of filtering was

minimal, the first several weeks were spent improving my background

in these areas.

IiI. A Filter Derivation

Modern estimation techniques are used to process tracking data

obtained from terminal seekers. There are three basic types of

seekers: Infrared (passive), radar (active and semi-active), and

laser (active). The most familiar tracking algorithm is the Kalman

filter which processes sensor information recursively in )rder t)

provide a minimum variance estimate of the states in a dynamical

system.

The particular signal model of inte-est is a linear time-

varying model of the form

x:F(t)x+B(t)u+G(t)w, y:H(t)x~v, (1.1)

where x represents the vector of state variables, u a vector of

control variables, and w and v are vectors of zero mean, Gaussian

white noise. Since the coefficient matrices F, B, G and H are

time-varying, the usual eigenvalue (or frequency-doriain) analysts

is meaningless.

Derivation of a Particular Signal Model

For a particular example of such a system, the foo1wiing model

is derived. The seeker actually has two-channels, one frte

pitch plane and one for the yaw plane. Therefore, we shall concen-

trate on a planar model for which the geometry is indicated in

Figure 1.

71-4
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Figure 1

Gemetry of the Planar Model

It is assumed that the missile and target :an be sns: s

point masses located at points M and T, with position vectors i

and RT, respectively, in the inertial coordinate system. The

relative position vector is

- RM.

The line-of-sight angle - is the angle between the positive x-

axis and the vector RT/M.

At time t the seeker is actually looking along the vector m as

indicated in Figure 1. The boresight angle *J is the angle

between the x-axis and the vector m. The error angle E is the

71-5



difference between the line-of-sight angle and the boresight angle,

i.e.,

/() ,-m(t) - (t) (1.2)

.n )rder -Z evý-':p the dynamics :f the model, define

e,(t) : IRT/M(t)II RTMt-l__

If R(t) = IIRT/M(t)/I (the Euclidean norm), then from elementary

Zeometry

.. (t) = (cosa(t), sind'(t) )

and RTM(t) = R(t)e.(t). A vector e (t) which is orthogonai 'o

e,(t) at time t is given by

e (t) = (-sinr(t), cosor(t) ).

By a straight forward -alculation

d

and

d

it e (t) = (t)e_(t).

Since the -elative p,)sition vector . , R(t)e)(t), it

fillows that the relative velacity VT/M(t) is given by

d
VT/JMWt = dt RTMt R (t)e,(t)+R(t)-r (t)eO()

V~/~91())d

j.rthermore, the relative acceleration AT/M(t) is given by
ATM ) = R(t)-R(t)o'(t)]e,(t)+[R(t)O"(t)÷2R(t)&-(t)]e•_()

Thus, if aT(t) and aM(t) denote the accelerations normal to the

line of sight of the target and missile, respectively, then

R(t) V- (t)+2R(t)-;(t) = aT(t)-aM(t), or

71 -6



Finally, the target dynamics are nodeled as a first ý":e-

Gauss-Markov process, i.e.,

r= - r-

where Wr is Gaussian white noise with zero mean.

Equations (1.2-1.4) form the basic dynamic model with e

state variable x = (Z, O, aT).T Thus

System (1.5) is of the form (1.1).

Now aM is modeled as pro-nav, i.e., aM -- R(t)L(t], wh-'e

A =3. Thus aM is a commanded acceleration used as a contril. The

measurement y made by the seeker is )n the variabl½E, and ,

y = Hx+v,

where H = [l, 0, O] and v is Gaussian while noise with ze,] mean -Ie

to measurement errors.

ncorp3ration of M!issile Dynamics

When the standard Kalman filter was used to estimate the

states for the signal model (1.5)-(1.6), some usual behavior was

observed in the error covariance matrices. Furthermore, the filter

had trouble tracking the target in certain simulations. This led

to speculation that perhaps the model and corresponding filter

might be improved.
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The above signal model (1.5)-(1.6) assumes that the commanded

acceleration aM at time t is achieved at time t. In reality,

there is a small delay between the time the acceleration i.3 cnm-

manded and the time it is achieved. This phenomenon is due t) tne

missile response mechanisms.

In view of the above statements, it might be desirable to

account for these dynamics by modeling missile acceleration as

M : -•a m +Wmn.'-

CM

where TM is the time constant as!o7i~ted wit ni;ile and

is a white noise process which accounts for inaccuracies in this

model.

The Discretization of the Signal Model

For implementation, (1.5) and (1.7) are discretized and incor-
S

porated into a single model. There a-e several ways in which this

ýan be done, but the method chosen here highlights the delay in

nissile response.

The variables f , and aT, are approximated by fi-sn )rjer

forward difference in a a t time interval.

For aM, it follows from (1.7) that

am(t) = aA(t- at)exp W + - / W(S)ds

6.4e
According to Singer 9 the above integral may be =•nsidered as a

discrete white noise process, which shall be denoted by WM. Since

the commanded acceleration is pro-nay, it follows that

aM(t) -A R(t-4 t) 0(t-A t)exp (- •).WM
M

,-A R(t-at)- (t-,t) + WM + 0(4 t).
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Substituting these approximations f'r i,4, aT and aN

4 .) (1.5) yields (t) first )rder in A t)

Ir

644

+J+64+ L: :.• :,
i The term invjivinv E(t-At) can be measured. Thus the

measurement equation (1.6) must also~ be changed. AccY-di.1gly,

:he signial modei (i.3) and (1.9) is )f the f~rn

xKI=F.XK+BKUK+AKUK÷GKWK(,

SUK = ~C IKXK _IZK , I

YK :H o K x K +H IK X K -I+V K ( 1" 3

lhe~r 
0e -

71 -9
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F °J F: "--1

M I -J : (Kai] g

fat 00 0 - . .
J

A General Filter Problem

The filter developed in this report is a Kalman filter f)r signal

models f~r which (1.10) is an example. It is applicable t) signal

models of the form given below where any deterministic input u

has been neglected:

XK+l z FKXK+BKUK+GKWK

ur. = •__ iOK-i+zK -•l

Y'K = HiKXK-i+VK

It is assumed that

i) x) is N(•9,P));

wi) X3 , K WK , ' 3IK j-int y 3-mssin -3n

mutually independent;

iii){wKT, fZKJ, {VKI, are each :f zero rmean and whice

with cDvariances QK KL, K KL' and RK J KL' respectively,

and •KL 1 for K=L and zer) )the-iise.
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In the signal model (1.11), the sizes Df the given vectors and

matrices are proiided in Table 1 for reference.

SYM!BOL SIZE SY'!BCL 3IZE

:XK nxl FKnx n

uK pxl BK nxp

Y K mxl HiK mxn

WK qxl QK qxq

z pxl SK pXP

vK mxl RK mxm

CiK pxn GK Ix?

TABLE 1

Table )f Symbols for Signal Model

It is important to note that the process noise is repres*n.z:

by the term GKWK. The uncertainty in the control model is repre-

sented by ZK. In this manner, the errors due to different moaeling

factors can be isolated.

In this setting the filtering problem can be stated

follows: Determine the estimates

Ax - Ly X yK,' = K-N, ... , K,xj/K ,jy 1 . .IY I

and the associated covariance matrices.

Rather than develop a filtr CrD this problem f--71 L

- niples approach, the signal model (1.11l and ;he c eri;

filter problem can be reformulated so that the standard Kainan

filter 4s applicable. To this end, define

XK LxK= .. - xK1 size: (N+l)mxl

OK =[CNK, ... , CIK] size: pxNn

h NK, HCK] size: mX(N1)no

/ -11



F ONnxn I°xNnl
fx :n size: (N+l)n x (N+l)n

BKCK FK

9K = GK size: (:N-1))nxq

bK [ Nmxp size: (N+l)nxp
BK i

Under these definitions, (1.11) may be reformulated as

XK+ = fKXK + bKZK + gKWK' YK = hKXK + VK"

The corresponding reformulated filter problem is to determine

the estimates

XK/K - EEXK ,o "" YK'

XK/K-1 = E[XK Yo -o'" YK-11

and the associated covariance matrices

PK/K = E[XK-XK/K) (XK-XK/K) I o, ''YK

A TI T
PK/K-l = E[XK-XK/K-I) (XK-XK/K-1) I ..' "''YK]

The size of these covariance matrices are (N+1)n x 0N+l)n.

The solution of this filter problem is given by the standard

Kalman filter. The estimates sought fr the problem c~rresp~ ndinl

to (1.11) appear as the components in XK/K 1, while the desired

associated covariance matrices appear as block matrices along the

diagonal for PK/K In )rder to apply these ideas to the signal

model stated in (1.10), the deterministic input u* is taken as

zero. To test the effectiveness of the Kalman filter applied to

this model, it should be incorporated into a tracking filter. Time

did not permit such an analysis.

71-112
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IV. Stability.

There are a host of papers dealing with the question of 3;5bi!-

ity for differential systems. -)r e;Ample, •ne may peruse any

issue of the IEEE Transactions on Automatic Control t3 Dbtain

feel for the overwhelming number of articles. Often these papers

deal with a relatively small class of filters in which a particular

characteristic is exploited to establish stability. Robust tech-

niques applicable to very general systems are difficult ;) finc -:-

the literature.

Linear Systems

The Kalman filter for linear problems is fairly well under-

stood. It may be stated as f)llows for the continu)us ;ime :ase.

Let the signal model be given as

x F(t)x+G(t)u, y=H(t)x+v(t),

where F, G, and H are continuous matrices on (to,) of size nxn,

nxq and mxm respectively, and w and v are Gaussian white noise

processes with zero means and covariances Q(tW and R(t) of size q:c;

A
and mxm, -espectively. The estimate X(tr .!iled by the c-;-

uous Kalman filter satisfies the differential equation

S)
x = F(t)x+K(t)(y-H(t)x),

where K(t) = P(t)HT(t )R-l(t) is the Kalman gain and P is te

unique solution of the Riccati equation

P = F(t)P+PFT (t)+G(t)Q(t)GT(t)-PHT(t)R-l(t)HT(t)P (2.2)

for which P(to) = Po and P0 is the initial error covariance matrix.

Setting x(t) x(t)-x(t), it follows that

x(t) = [F(t)-K(t)H(t)]•x(t) + G(t)w(t)-K(t)H(t)v(t)

71-13



Thus the behavior of the error x between the state and irs estina.e

is governed by the coefficient F-KH = F-PHTR-lH. Ideally, uni74rm

asymptotic stabi'ii4 i43 desi.ed so tha3 0() will lonv>

uniformly.

In the time invariant case, the problem is well unde'-st'd in

the literature. Since the matrices F, G, H, R, and Q are constant,

the stabiliiy of the system is3 -verned soilalv by the -aienva: je3

of F-PHTRH. Furthermore, solitions of (2.2) converge t) the stead7I

state solution and P may be found as the solution of a so-called

algebraic Riccati equation

PFT+FP+GQGT-pHTR-lH = 0.

With the aid of high speed computers such pr~blerms are easily

solved for the size matrices considered in this study.

Time-varying linear systems are somewhat more complicated.

One must establish the existence of a solution of (2.2) which

remains positive definite on the half-line (i ). Given this,

one then must analyze the equation

S: F(t)-P(t)HT tRi )Ht ]2.

for its stability character. In general, the eigenvalue technique,

s3 successful for time-invariant systems, is worthless in this

setting. On the other hand there is a rich literature concerning

the stability of (2.3); see for example [3].

The best known result is due to Kalman [5] and [6]. It

provides a sufficient condition for the stability of the Kalman

filter in terms of the so-called observability and controllability

Grammians, namely,
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t

M(t-0,t) = T(s,t)HT(s)R-l(s)H(s)$ (s,t)ds

and

T= 9 C (,s)G(s)Q(s)GT(s)• tsr s"!(•.-gt)S = 'j t's)ds,

respectively, where denotes the state transition matrix corres-

ponding to the equation x = F(t)x. The theorem is now stated.

Theorem 1. The Kalman filter is uniformly asymptotically stable

if there exists positive constants 3, 3 ,Isuch that for all

t C (to, 0),

0 1_•I• M(t-'rt) ýt I

and

0 1_ ^ N(t-tr,t.) :S I.

Much of the general theory of filter stability revolves around

the construction of Lyapunov functions for the system. indeed, tne

proof of Theorem I (see [3) or [5)) involves such a c)nstruction

by exploiting the bounds on the functions M and N. While the

Lyapunov theory is powerful, it usually requires a good deal )f

ingenuity in the seiection of a suitable Lyapunov function.

A Comparison Question

While Theorem 1 provides a sufficient condition for filter

stability, it can be cumbersome to apply in that the selectin f

a-, - P and .3 must be done a priori t) the evaluation )f tne

integrals. The f)llowing questi)n then arises. Suppose there are

two signal models of the form (2.1), say (Fi, Gi, Hi, Qi, Ri), - I

i = 1,2, and suppose f, and f 2 represent the Kalman filter f)r the

respective model. What conditions on the matrices need exist so

71-15 71 -I-5



that the stability (or instability) of filter f, will imply the

same characteristic of filter f2?

Such questions seem to have been i3nored in the tiaerature.

Answers to similar questions in differential equations typically

require techniques different from those in the Lyapunov theory.

Such an approach is now presented. Although it has not yielded any

results at this time, the ideas seem to be absent from the

engineering literature. For this reason alone, it seems worth

presenting.

The idea is to represent the matrix P of the variance equation

(2.2) as the product of "nice" functions. Recalling the n~tatian

previously used for (t,s) Q (to, 0.) x (ta, 00)

dt I (t,s) = F(t)F (t,s), j(s,s) = I, the identity.

It is well-known that for s, t, u 6 Et .0),

•(t, u)j(u, s) : (t, s) and -l (t, 3) t).

Now define

and

g(t,s) = J(s,t) G(t)Q(t) GT(t)i T(s,t)
I

Recalling the observability and controllability I-amminns, n)te

that

M(s-T-,s): h'l(t,s)dt and N(s-,-,s): f (t,s)dt. (2.4)

For s = to, let Y(t,to) denote the unique solution of the

initial value problem

[h(t,t 0 )Y] = g(t,to)Y, Y(to) = I, h(t 0 ,t 0 )Y(t3) = Pa. (2.5)
I

Define P(t) = j (t,to)h(t,to)Y(t,t 0)Y-l(t,to).j T (t,ta).

71-16
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A straight forward calculation yields that P satisfies (2.2).

V. Recommendations

1. To test the effectiveness of the particul-r filter developed

in Section III, it should be incorporated into a tracKing

simulation. Time did not permit such analysis during my stay

at Eglin. However, by choosing constant values for the time-

varying parameters, it was possible to obtain some compari-

sons. The error covariances for the system (1.10), which

include the missile dynamics, had smaller entries than the

corresponding covariance matrices of the usual Kalman filter

for the model (1.5) - (1.6). Though such results do n)t

confirm the effectiveness of the filter, at least they

encourage further conside-ation.

2. While my approach to determining comparison type results fo-

filters has not yielded any positive results as yet, the rela-

tionship (2.4) is too tempting to be ignored. Comparison type

results for equations of the farm (2.5) are often found in the

mathematics literature under the general heading of sci3L•i;-

theory. Much of this literature was not available here.

Whether or not the questions can be resolved, or have already

been resolved, can onl> be determined by further study.
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A PRELIMINARY STUDY FOR CENTRIFUGE MIODEL

TESTING OF SEMIHARDENED CONCRETE ARCHES

by

Yong S. Kim

ABSTRACT

The centrifuge model technique is reviewed in order to investigate

the behavior of senihardened concrete arches. The centrifuge facility

at the Air Force Engineering and Services Center is evaluated, and the

required equipment and instrumentation for the centrifuge nodel study7

are recommended accordingly. in addition, the parameters influencing

the stability of concrete arches are elaborated with a discussion for

classifying them as to the design criteria.
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II

A PRELi ..A2 Y STJDY 7 O2, CENTRIFUGE ODEL

TESTING OF SEMIHA2, DE.f D CONMCE, ARCHES

!. INTRODUCTIODN

I.1. General

The author is an Assistant Professor of Civil Engineering at the

,atho!ic Universi:v f ALmerica. He received his 3.3., 'I.S. an .

degrees in Civil Engineering from the University of California at :avis.

During his graduate study, the author ,;orked as a research

engineer at the California State Department of Transportation. -1

research interest has primarily focused on static and ! - q

soil-structure interactions of buried structures and founiations.3

published articles include centrifuge model study and numeriza •nal:i3

of reinforced earth support systems, oil storage tank foundations )n

soft ground, rigid box culverts under shallow emban•uments, and ri-i4. and

flew'ihle circular culverts mnder iee. embanknents w.;ith di_1-ffernt• bede,

and backpiacking conpacti-ns,

"W'ith this backgroinl, t-e author vas .invited :or res=:- e

7acility Systems and Analysis 3ranch, Engineering Research Division -n

the Air Force Engineering and Services Center at Tyndall 'ir Force Base.

ur I a hs -3'; a-:, v; 'he -enter, the leuthor larne, that cn _' te

.enter's major nissions is to develop new innovative and aivanced high

technologies for military facilities to withstand various conventional

-weapons attacks. Specifically, one of the 3ranch's upcoming research

projects is a model study to investigate the structural behavior of

reinforced concrete arches (e..g., aircraft shelters) under

antipenetration systems. The study is to be done in an economical ".;av
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and without losing structural integrity. The preliminary study

described herein fulfills the above requirement by providing new model

technology to the Air Force that demonstrates potential savings -nt

enhances insight into soil-structure interactions.

1.2. Statement of Problem

During recent years, several research programs were undertaken by

the United States Air Force (References 1,2,3,16) to develop a

protective antipenetration system for military facilities (e.g., arch-,

circular-, and box-type structures) constructed on the ground surface.

!Protective concepts consisting of rock rubble/boulier and burster slab

over soils were introduced, and full-scale models were tested to

letermine the levels of protection against conventional weapons (Figure

1). A parametric study on the thickness of rock rubble/boulder layer,

ratio of size of rock rubble/boulder to size of the weapons, thickness

of burster slab, and density and thickness of sand layer -as performed

and qualitative results have been obtained from the field model tests.

3ased on information observed, the system has proven ea-ec-ive to resist

the penetration of conventional weapons. It is now being considered for

application over military facilities as a hardening protective

structure. lowever, the designers are facing one critical question

before application of the system (Reference 14): Will these military

structures be safe under static loadings due to the weight of emba-'.kment

soil, rock rubble/boulder layers and/or burster slab?

There are numerous arch-type protective structures (e.g., Ist, 2nd

and 3rd generation aircraft shelters) which have been constructed on the

ground surface in the United States and NATO countries. At the present
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(a)

! I

<. g,.:•.•,... -(b)

Figure I.- A View of Antipenetration System: (a) Concrete
Burster Slab; (b) Concrete Burster Slab with
Layers of Boulder Overlay (Reference 2).

7
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time all of these structures maintain a certain factor of safety.

However, the factor of safety for those structures under static loadings

of an antipenetration system is unown since the design method used fý:

the structures did not take into account this particular additional

static loading. No field tests have been performed on this study and no

data is available. The structural behavior of the concrete arches

therefore must be understood and the factor of safety of -he structures

must first be predicted under static loadings before installation of the ..

protective antipenetration system over prototype military strctures.

1.3. ]bjective

There are three model testings applicable for 3tud-, Df buried

structural behavior: full-scale model testing, small-scale .laboratory

model testing and small-scale centrifuge model testing. Among those

model testings, full-scale would be the most ideal approach for

obtaining information for buried structures in soils. k

model -ith the necessary instrumentation could give the bes: resJi:s f)r .

estimating prototype behavior of buried structures. Unfortunately,

full-scale model testing has serious major drawbacks: mainly, cost and

time of construction, and operation. 3ecause of these reasons,

small-scale model testing in the laboratory is becoming a favorite

testing method in geotechnical engineering.

However, use of small-scale model tests in the laboratory is

severely limited when the gravity body force of the structure itself is

the principal load on the system, such as in dams and embankments. It is

impossible to duplicate the prototype stress in a corresponding

small-scale model. 3ecause of this deficiency of s.uall-scaie taooratory
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testing, the centrifuge model :asting has recently become a favorite

method in geotechnical angineering. This technique offers a

comparatively inexpensi;-e ind easy ;ay of obtaining the data whizh couli

be obtained from field tests. It also provides opportunities for

studying the effect of individual parameters including long-term

effects. The objective of this study therefore is to develop a research

plan for soil-structure interaction with various types of

antipenetration s-,stams in a centrifuge in order to obtain a better

understanding of antipenetration-structure interactions of hardening

military structures.

1.4. Scope

With this objective in mind, the study as carried out is reported

in the following sections. They contain a review of the centrifuge

technique; a review of the Air Force Engineering and Services Center's

geotechnical centrifuge facility; a discussion of the required testing

equipment and instrumentation; and investigation of the factors

influencing the stability of the hardened reinforced concrete z: r>es.

Finally, a summary of the study is presented.

II. CBITRIFUGE MODELING OF 2;ECTZCHNICAL STRUCTURJRS

II.1.. The Principle of Centrifuge Modeling

Small-scale laboratory models are severely limited in their

applicability to geotechnical structures, particularly when gravity (or

body) force is the principal load of the system. The stresses in a

small-scale model due to its own weight rre much smaller in magnitude

than those in the corresponding prototype. Since soil is non-linear and
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stress-dependent, the difference in stress states between the two

renders model behavior dissimilar to that of the prototype. However, if

a small model is appropriately scaled and placed inside a centrifuge, a

simulated higher gravity field can be generated so that the state of

stress at every point in the model is equal to that at the corresponding

point in the prototype., Thereby, a major deficiency in model testing of

geotechnical structures can be eliminated.

11.2. General Scaling Relationships

In general, scaling relationships can be obtained in two ways: (1)

by evaluation of the differential equations governing associated

physical phenomena; and (2) by dimensional analysis using a range of

scales in testing.. The researchers in geotechnical centrifuge modeling

have commonly used scaling relations that are based on the the analysis

of governing differential equations for the behavior. For exraple, The

governing equation for consolidation phenomena in soils can be written

in the form (Reference 4):

2 2 2 2 2 2))ar

du/dt = k(l+e) / (((d u/dx ) + (d u/dy ) + (d 2 u/dz2 )).a.r) -I)

where

u = excess pore water pressure,

t = time,

k = coefficient of permeability,

e = void ratio,

a = coefficient of compressibility, and

r = unit weight of water.
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2
Then one can find the scaling relation of time, (time)m =!a/n (time)p

using !/n dimensional factor, where n is the gravity increase and

subscripts m and p designate the model and prototype, respectively. A

list of scaling relations determined by this approach can be seen in

Reference 4.-

The main problem, however, with the differential equation approach

Is that the method presupposes the physical relations. Tf the physics

of the problem is not throughly known, then the method of *iimensional

analysis must be used in order to establish a complete set of scaling

relationships. Schmidt and Holsapple (Reference 17) demonstratead the

capability of dimensional analysis with their centrifuge racering--

experience.

11.3. Areas of Application

In principle, the centrifuge modeling technique can be applied in

the following areas of geotechnical engineering: (I) determination Df

mechanisms; (2) parametric studies; (3) valilation of %e:ica

analyses; (4) prototype response predictions; and (5) verification of

theories.

:. 4. Advantages

There are numerous advantages which follow from the use of a

centrifuge modeling technique., Some of them are: (I) accurate

soil-;tructure responses, since the stress levels in the model are

identical to those in the corresponding prototype; (2) a comparatively

inexpensive and simple way of obtaining essentially the same data which

could be obtained from the field tests; (3) opportunities for studying
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the effects of individual 2arameters including long-term effects, and

collecting more data than field tests usually yield; (4) observation of

progressive failure mechanisms and physical process of leformation of

the model during the test using video cameras and high speed still

cameras; and (5) feasible simulation of dynamic events such as

earthquakes and explosive loadings.

III. THE AIR FORCE ENGINEERING AND SERVICES CENTER'S GEOTECHNICAL

CENTRIFUGE, AND DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION OF EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS

There are about nine centrifuge facilities available in the United

States for geotechnical modeling purposes ( Reference 4). One of them

was located at NMERI (New Mexico Engineering R\esearch Institute).

Recently the machine has been transfered to the AFESC (Air Force

Engineering and Services Center) and is being assembled at the Center.

The author is presently involved in the centrifuge construction project

with other research engineers in the Center. It is p1anned that the

centrifuge facility at the Center should be operational the end ofZ

1986 and will be used for Air Force research projects. The Center's

centrifge facility and required instrumentation to carry out the

proposed study are discussed in this section.,

III.1. The Centrifuge

The Air Force Engineering and Services Center's geotechnical

centrifuge is a Genisco Model 185 (Serial Number 11) rotary accelerator.

The machine is designed to apply controlled centrifugal accelerations up

to 100 g's and a limit of 30,000 g-lbs at a nominal radius of 72 inches.

The payload of the testing package can be as heavy as 500 pounds.
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The centrifuge facility is under construction in Operation 3ranch

of AFESC. The machine is housed in the 7-feet high, 16-feet diametar

and 9-inch thiciness reinforced concrete r.3taining structure.

Sub-assembles including the drive motor, the timing belt derive, the RPM

pick-up, the rotating arm assembly, the termmal box for control and test

connections are supported within this retaining wall.

The boom consists of two symmetrical cantilever arms and adJusabe

30-inch square cradle-type mounting platforms. The platform is hell by

two arms attached to the spokes by two pivots. It can be ,.,oke, into

either the horizontal, 45, 90, 135 or 130 degree Dos'_:-n3. This

permits the soil surface to remain perpendicular to the vector sun o_

centrifuge acceleration and the acceleration due to gravity.

Hydraulic and electrical services are available to the model in

flight., The hydraulic lines may be used to conduct compressed air or

fluids from the outside control area to the model. Hydraulic services

are transmitted through rotary journals. Electrical signals ar-a

transmitted to the centrifuge cotor and then to he •odel in fli'ht

through a stack of slip rings. A total of -0 s'i2 rings (electrLcal

channels) are provided on the machine, of which 23 ari a7ailable for

sending power to and receive signals f"ron trarnsucers :;hi h :ionitor

behavior of the model. These 23 sip rings inclide s

slip rings (shielded-conductor) designed for I-amp, low resistance and

low noise, and 16 power slip rings (shielded-conductor) of 5-amp current

rating. The twelve slip rings (Nos 29 through 40) not used for test

purposes are part of the static and dynamic balancing motor and control

circuitry and televsion.

For safety reasons, strict operating procedures including both
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static and dynamic balancing of the rotating parts must be enforced.

111.2. ?hoto~graphic and Video Recording Systeas

A still photographic system is required to permanently record

selected moments of the centrifuge model tests. A camera could be

mounted near the hub of the centrifuge. Thus still photographs can be

taken with an on-board camera-flash unit by remote control during the

tests. The photographs may be used later for analyses.

Video camera and recording device are also required as the

monitoring system. This video camera could be mounted near the iub off

the centrifuge., This system provided not only a 'ontinuous and --

instantaneous monitor of the test while in progress but also i

permanent, replayable record of the model tests.

111.3. Computer Based Data Acquisition Systems

One of the most important considerations in conducting :iodel

testing is the accurate monitoring of model behavior. indeei, model

studies will have little value if no quantitative iLnf ration is

accurately recorded. This section discusses the various computer based

data acquisition systems suitable for centrifuge model studies. The

description -iven below is a brief one; readers mterestad i-n mora

detailed information should refer elsewhere (References

5-6,8-13,15,13).

Transmission of Signals: Direct transmission of signals is used the most

in model studies mainly because of its simplicity and relatively low

cost. Also there is no distortion of signals. When used in centrifuge

modeling, direct transmission consists of the physical linkage of system
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comp~onents by wire cables. Brush-and-slip ring riggi';s are a commonly

used method of providing a signal path from the centrifuge shaft to the

outside. 3rush noise is caused by dynamic vibration in the area in

which the brush is in contact with the slip ring. This vibration in

contact area gives a variation in circuit resistance. An increase in

signal level before reaching slip rings, through amplication, can give a

desirable increase in the signal-to-noise ratio., Another beneficial

technique is to decrease the total brush resistance by providing

multiple parallel current paths; noise would be reduced because

variations in brush contact for individual brushes would not be as

significant when other brushes are in the path. If a large number jf-

slip rings dedicated to signal transmission are available, the direct

transmission system should be considered. It has the advantage of

simplicity and uninterrupted transmission of signals.,

However, for most of the smaller size centrifuges, there are only a

limited number of slip rings for data transmission. A multiplexer-

demultiplexer unit (indirect method) is therefore used to facilitate the

transmission of signals from a relatively large number of sensors. :he

two most commonly used multiplexer-denultiplexer units are the time

division unit and the frequency modulation (FM) frequency division unit.

The time division unit Tiorks as a synchronized channel selector as shonM

in Figure 2 where the frequency division unit works as a dedicated

frequency carrier along with FM detectors as shown in Figure 3.. Of the

two indirect methods of signal transmission, the time division technique

is relatively simple and less costly to install; however, additional

control signals are needed to synchronize the functions of the

multiplexer and demultiplexer. This additional control and operation
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timne impedes the sampling rate of the 3ystem. The frequency - i.ision

technique, on the other hand, is costly but capable of transmitting

sisnal3 at much higher ratas. Since the ':I svstem ;3 0. n1-:'_ oi. tJ

frequency variations and not amplitudes, it is immune to most noises

induced along the transmission line.

It should also be mentioned that wireless sensors can be adopted to

transmit radio frequency signals thus bypassing the use of rortnecting

wires between sensors and the signal conditioning unit. However, these

sensors are very expensive and usually too big in size and too hevr;,

not readily suitable for geotechnical use. The author does not foresee

the need to use wireless sensors in centrifuge modeling in the future.

III. 4. Insrumentation

Displacment Gage: In general, linear variable differential

transducers (LVDT) are used for :.ieasurenent of deformations. However,

L7D'7s ar_ not suitable for measuring soil defornation in the centrifuge

because their moveable cores become so heav-r luring flight that they may

punch into the soft soil. k light-wei-ht, ow;-cost tra:slce:

incorporating a light-sensitive element and thin rod can be livelopeJ

for use in centrifuge as explained in Reference 7. Thi

optical-electrical displacement (3ED) transducer has '_lnear :71ne )f

1.5 inches, and the weight and the cost are 1/5 and 1/100, respectively,

of the corresponding commercial LVDT currently available in the market.

Strain and Stress Gages: A commercial strain gage (i.e., 'leasure-

ment Group, Inc. gages) can be used to measure the strains on the

surface of the structures. These gages have been widely used by

industries and academia and user responses have been very favorable. No
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difficulties are anticipated in use of the strain gages for the

centrifuge model study.. However, unlike to strain gages, stress gages

to measure •he 3011 pressure around the 3tructure ar! still in infancy.

Further development is necessiciated to measure the reliable soil

pressures.

111.5. MIodel 3ox

A centrifuge model box to contain the soil model is needed to be

designed for model tests. All the components must be safe operational

under a- least centrifugal loading of 100 g.

The model box could be made of aluminum alloy plates. The plates

wouli. be rolled, and welded together to form a cylindrically-shaped tub

or rictangular-type bo,.. The maximum outside diameter or -;iit' of the

model box could be 28 inches and the height of the model box ;iould be 15

inches.

!,. FACTORS INFLUENCING THE STABILITY OF 3bRIED CONCzETE AA CzE3

7e safety factors considered as the traditional )riter11 hr the

design of the reinfjrced concrete arches are: (1) safety factor against

reinforcement yielding; (2) safety factor against concrete crushing; (3)

safet:y factor against diagonal cracking; (4) saf ety factor against

bowstringing; and (5) safety factor against diametrical displacement.

These criteria state that if the calculated safety factor of the

structure is at all greater than the allowable safety factor, the

structure will remain stable., On the other hand, if the calculated

safety factor becomes less than the allowable safety factor, the

structure will be unstable.. Accordingly, an investigation of the
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stability of the hardended concrete arches is to determine the -actors

causing a reduction in strength of the structure.

A nunber )f factors havre zeen -* ''enztfid :-az -cause 2 rct2 . i

strength. They are: (1) material types in an embank~ment (backfill) and

foundation (bedding); (2) thickness and slope of an embankment; (3)

accumulation of water within an embankment; (4) freezing and thawing

action and weathering of the soil; and (5) appl-ing 3hock " s 7hese

factors will cause a wall yielding, crushing, seam fallurm, ý-cCessive

deflection and/or buckling of the hardended reinforced concrete arches.

During the course of the model study (Figure 4), the effects of the

aforementioned factors will be critically investigated through the

centrifuge model study.

V. SUMMARY

During the last a few years, several research programs were

undertaken by the United States Air Force to ,e.'e>op the protective

antipenetration system for military facilities cons:-:ucted on the ground

surface. Protective concepts consisting o: rofLc :ubz 1iulder aad

burster slab over soils were introduced, and full-scale models were

tested to determine the levels of protection againt conventional

weapons. lased on information obtained froa the field! tests, the system

has proven effective to resist the penetration of conventional -;eapons.

It is now being considered for application over military facilities..

However, structural designers are facing one critical question before

application of the system: Will these military structures be safe under

static loadings due to the weight of soil, rock rubble/boulder layers

and/or burster slabs?
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0 : Soil Stress Meter
: Strain Gage
: LVDT (displacement gage)

Variables : t (thickness), r (radius), d (diameter),
T (thickness), W (width), S (slope), and
H (height)

Antipenetration System
(rock rubble/boulder and/or burster slab)

HwH
Smoo th . .. I2

S• SoillT Emb>ankmen t Smoo th

S• 15 in.

Rough

L" 30 in.

Figure 4. Reinforced Concrete Arch Model with
Instrumentation and Boundary Condition.
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I.

There are numerous arch-type protective structures (e.g., Ist, 2nd

and 3rd generation aircraft shelters) which have been constructed on the

ground surface in the United States and NATO countries. The factor of

safety for those structures under static loadings of an antipenetration

system is unknown since the design method used for the structures did

not take into account this particular additional static loading. No

field tests have been performed on this study and no data is available.

The structural behavior of the concrete arches therefore maust be

understood and the factor of safety of the structures must first be

predicted under static loadings before installation of the protective

antipenetration system over prototype structures.

The author therefore proposes to study the stability and behavior

of the concrete arches under static loadings by means of model studies

in the centrifuge.. Accordingly, the centrifuge model technique is first

reviewed, and the centrifuge facility at Air Force Engineering and

Services Center is evaluated. The required equipment and instrumentation

for the centrifuge model study at the Center are recommended based on

the findings of the evaluiation. In addition, the parameters inflienciv•

the stability of concrete arches are elaborated with a discussion for

classifying them as to the design criteria..
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The Synthesis of Fluorodinitroethylnitraminoalkyl Nitrates

and Compatibility Studies of GAP-Nitrate and TAET

by

Joel R. Klink

ABSTRACT

A series of hydroxyalkylamines were condensed with 2-fluoro-2,2-

dinitroethanol. Nitration of the resulting products wit a

mixture of fuming nitric and sulfuric acids yielded the nitraminoalkyl

nitrates. Notably tris(hydroxymethyl)methylamine was found to undergo

this reaction sequence to yield 5-fluoro-2,2-bis(hydroxymethyl)-3,5,5-

trinitro-3-aza-l-pentanol trinitrate. The compatibility of g!/c•dyl |

azide polymer containing nitrate end-groups (GAP-nitrate) ar: _,I.,2-

tris(azidomethyl)ethyl 4,4,4-trinitro-n-butyrate (TAET) wl':7 yoiýaI solid

propellant components was also studied. After 62 days at 63 0C (1450F)V

no extensive degradation was observed as evidenced by the lack of gas

evolution. Some color changes did occur, nowever.
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I. Introduction

I received my Ph.D. in organic chemistry from Ohio State

Uiniversity in 1964. My doctoral research, under the direction of

Dr. W'illiam N. White, involved a study of the acid-catalyzed

rearrangement of N-nitroanilines, the so-called "nitramine

rearrangement." Ring substituted N-nitroanilines were synthesized

and kinetic studies conducted under pseudo first-order conditions

in acid solution.

Although the synthesis of aromatic nitramines and their thermal

properties differ quite markedly from the aliphatic analogs, my

research experience provided at least a working knowledge of the

properties of nitramines. Furthermore, my research at the

University of Wisconsin-Eau Claire has involved the synthesis and

chemistry of the toxic and thermally unstable compound,

3-diazopropene. Given this background plus my knowledge of orga-

nic synthetic techniques and characterization methods, I felt suf-

ficiently prepared to pursue the synthesis project and the

compatibility studies.

II. Objectives of the Research Effort

A. Synthesis

The Air Porce desires materials for use in solid propellants

that are capable of being advantageously substituted for nitrogly-

cerin (a plasticizer) or HMX, cyclotetramethylenetetranitramine (a

solid oxidizer). New plasticizers would hopefully have an energy

content equal to or better than nitroglycerin and/or other improve-

ments in properties such as lower volatility, greater density,

lower melting point, and greater thermal stability. New oxidizers
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should have greater energy content and/or density than HMX with

good thermal stability.

As a plasticizer nitroglycerin has favorable energetics but

has thermal stability and vapor pressure shortcomings. Its vapor

pressure is sufficiently high so that a thin film of nitroglycerin

often condenses on cooler equipment surfaces during a propellant

mixing process. Since nitroglycerin can easily undergo thin film

friction and impact initiation to detonation, a "otential nazard

to personnel and the mix facility is provided.

Synthesis of a plasticizer is challenging Oecause of the

required emphasis on liquid range. This syntnesis effort was

aimed at gaining some insight into how chemical structure and

melting point are related for compounds containing t~'e energetic

primary alkyl nitrate (-CH20N02), fluorodinitroethyl

[-CH2C(NO2)2F] and (-4 N-N2) groups. Therefore, we decided to con-

dense a series of closely related hydroxyalkylamines mith

2-fluoro-2,2-dinitroethanol, 1, and nitrate the resulting

2-fluoro-2,2-dinitroethylhydroxyalkylamines wfth a mixture 3"

nitric acid and sulfuric acid, equations 1 and 2. The modifiec

Mannich reaction of 1 and the related reactions of trinitromethane

HO-R-NH2 + (02N)2CFCH2 0H -- (0 2 N)2 CFCH2 N(NO2 )-R-ONO2  (

(02N) 2 CFNH-R-OH + HN0 3 H2S4 ( 2N2CFCH2N(N2-R-ON0 2  (2)

or fluorodinitromethane and formaldehyde occur with a variety of

primary alkylamines and hydroxyalkylamines.1-4 It has been

reported that tris(hydroxymethyl)methylamine, 2, will not condense
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with fluorodinitromethane and formaldehyde under a variety of con-

ditions. 5  On the other hand, 2-amino-2-methyl-l,3-propanediol

reacts readily with nitroforrn and formaldehyde to gi/e tne

Mannich product. 3  The reaction of hydroxyalkylamines with

nitric acid-sulfuric acid mixtures to simultaneously form nitra-

mino nitrates has been studied. 4 ' 6

We were particularly interested in the synthesis of 5-fluoro-3,

5,5-trinitro-2,2-ois(hydroxymethyl)-3-aza-1-pentanol

trinitrate, 3,as shown in equations 3 and 4. It was

(0 2 N)2 CFCH2 0H + NH2 C(CH2 OH) 3 - (0 2 N)2 CFCH2 NH(CH2 OH) 3

(0 2 N)2 CFCH2 NHC(CH2OH)1 + HN03 H (0 2 N)2CFCH2 N(N0 2 )C(: Hv-'oNC,.> 3 '4'

anticipated that 3 might nave energetics similar to nitrogii/cer]*i'-

but have a lower vapor pressure as indicated by the greatly

increased molecular weight. This could eliminate the condensation

hazard mentioned above. Otner properties such as density anr sen-

sitivity to impact, shock, and friction as well as improved ther-

mal stability could be predicted to be favorable for tnis

substance.

Although 3 has been prepared by a five-step procedure,5 given

the apparent inconsistency of published reports on the Mannich

condensations of hydroxyalkylamines with fluorodinitroethanol or

fluorodinitromethane-formaldehyde reagents, we felt that the pro-

posed two-step sequence might be realized. Furthermore, doubt

arose that the multistep synthesis of 3 and its melting point,

98.5 0 C were correct.
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B. Compatibility Studies

In addition to the synthesis effort, a 62-day, 145 0 F com-

patibility study ,vas conducted tetmeen ty'/.l-_ ..... solid prorellant

ingredients and two candidate azidoplasticizers, one of .nich was

an oligomeric glycidyl azide terminated by nitrate groups, called

GAP-nitrate, and the other 3-azido-2,2-bis(azidomethyl)propyl

4,4,4-trinitro-n-butyrate or tris(2,2,2-azidomethyl)ethyl 4,4,4-

trinitro-n-butyrate, identified as TAET. Specifically, serious

degradation, as evidenced by gassing, was to be examined.

III. Synthesis of Fluorodinitroethylnitraminoalkyl Nitrates

The series of hydroxyalkylamines, varying in tne number of 0

hydroxymethyl groups, and some related -ompounos were reacted vi:,

I using the published procedure for 2-aminoetnanol. Table I

lists the amines treated with 2-fluoro-2,2-dinitroethanol and the

yields of unpurified products.

Unlike the other amines, tris (nydroxymeth',2•.mehy'.ami.e e

to yield an insoluble oil and a continuous Tetnylene chlorilze

extraction of the reaction mixture resultec in tne Isolation 3,

only a small amount of unreacted 2. Evaporation of the water from

the aqueous phase of the reaction mixture in a stream of nitrogen

.eft a yellow semicrystalline mass which uoon ,or'-uo, as detailed

in the experimental section, yielded the expected condensation

product.

Proton (1HNMR) magnetic resonance and infrared (IR) spectra

support the structural assignments. The expected IR absorption

bands and NMR signals are apparent. Until analytically pure

samples of each compound have been prepared, a listing of peak

assignments would not be meaningful.
73-6
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Table 1. Reaction of 2-Fiuoro-2,2-dinitroethanol wit')i

Hydroxyalkyianhines. R = CH2CF(r.U2)2

Amine Product 1 -4J(in Percent~

HIOCH 2CH2NH2  HOO-$2CH2IN4R 74

FIOCH 2C(CH3 )2M-H2  -iOCH(CH 3 )2 NH4R 76 -7

(HfOCH 2 )2C(CH 3 )NH2  (HOCH2)2C(CH3NHR 48

(HOCH 2 )3CNH-2  (H9OCH 2 )3CNHR 34

I-UCH(CH3)CH2NH2  HOCH-(CH 3)CH2M-fR 76

(HOCH2 CH2 )2N-H (HOO-H2CH)2NR 54

Table II. Nitration of 2-Fluoro-2,2-dinitroethyl Hydroxyalkyl Amines.

R= HCN22

Amine Product Yield (in perc-ent)

HOCH2CH2 N+iR O2NOCH2CH2N(NO2)R 70

HOO-i2C(CH 3 )2NHR 02rNOO- 2C(CH 3 )2N(N'J2 )R 65

(HOCH 2 )2C(CH 3 )NHR (0-2 N4CH2 )2C(CH 3 )N(4D2 )R 36

(HOO-12)3CHNR Lý02 l\CCH2)3CN(NC2 )R

CH3CH(OH )CH2N-IR C-i3CH(N0' 2 )CH2N(NU2 JR 90

(HOO-i2CH2)2NR (02NDCH2CH2)2NR 43
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Nitration of the 2-fluoro-2,2-dinitroethylhydroxyalkylamines

with a mixture of fuming nitric and fuming sulfuric aicds in

methylene chloride gave the N-nitraminoalkyl nitrates. The

results are given in Table II. The assigned structures were con-

firmed by proton NMR and infrared spectroscopy.

All of these nitrates detonate upon hammer impact on steel but

appear to be resistant to detonation by friction between steel

surfaces.

IV. Experimental

CAUTION!! Most of the products described in this report are

explosives of moderate to high sensitivity to initiation by

impact, shock or other means and must be handled with appropriate

care. 2-Fluoro-2,2-dinitroethanol, _, is a vessicant and skin

irritant and must be handled in an adequate exhaust hood with skin

contact avoided.

A. Mannich condensations (general). To an aqueous solution of I

:ons/sting of 4-6 m] of water per *.010 mol of 1 was added an

aqueous solution of the amine (4-6 ml of water per 0.010 mol of

amine). The reaction mixture was stirred at room temperature

for two hours and then was extracted 2 or 3 times with 15 ml i --

portions of methylene chloride. The combined extracts were

washed 2 x 10 ml of water, dried over anhy magnesium sulfate

and the solvent evaporated at reduced pressure to yield the t

crude oil or solid. 1  The reaction with tris(hydroxymethyl)-

methylamine required a different work-up as described below.
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5-Fluoro-5,5-dinitro-3-aza-l-pentanol. From 1.54g (0.0100

mol) of 1 and 0.61 g (0.010 mol) of ethanolamine was obtained

1.45 g (74%) of pale yellow oil.

5-Fluoro-2,2-dimethyl-5,5-dinitro-3-aza-l-pentanol. From

1.54 g (0.0100 mol) of 1 and 0.90 g (0.010 mol) of

2-amino-2-methyl-l-propanol was obtained 1.70 g(76%) of yellow

oil.

5-Fluoro-2-hydroxymethyl-2-methyl-5,5-dinitro-3-aza-l-pentanol.

From 1.44 g (0.0094 mol) of I and 0.987 g (0.0094 mol) of

2-amino-2-methyl-l, 2-propanediol was obtained 1.09 g (48%) of

a pale yellow solid, m.p. 61-680 C.

5-Fluoro-5,5-dinitro-4-aza-2-hexanol. From 1.55 g (0.0101

mol) of I and 0.77 g (0.0103 mol) of l-amino-2-propanol was

obtained 1.62 (76%) of yellow oil.

5-Fluoro-3-(2-hydroxyethyl)-5,5-dinitro-3-aza-l-pentanol.

Prom 1.54 g (0.010 mol) of 1 and 1.05 g (0.010 mol) of dietha-

nolamine was obtained 1.31 g (54%) of yellow oil.

5-Fluoro-2,2-bis(/ydroxymethyl)-5,5-dinitro-3-aza-l-pentaro>.

To a stirred solution of 5.08 g (0.0330 mol) of 1 in 10 ml ýF

water was added all at once a solution of 3.63 g (0.300 mol) of

tris(hydroxymethyl)methylamine in 12 ml of water. The mixture

was stirred 2 hours at room temperature and then was washed

twice with 15 ml of methylene chloride. Evaporation of water

from the aqueous phase followed by air drying for 24 hr.

yielded 6.47 g (84%) of a semicrystalline solid, m.p. 69-800 C.

Recrystallation of 3.20 g of the crude solid from 125 ml of

ethylene dichloride yielded 2.30 g (72% recovery) of faintly

yellow crystals, m.p 79-830 C.
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B. Nitrations

To a magnetically stirred mixture of 0.010 mol of the fluorodi-

nitroethylhydroxyalkylamine and 20 ml of methylene chloride was

added dropwise 90% fuming nitric acid (1 ml of acid/0.0010 mol

of amine) maintaining the temperature at 0-5 0 C. To the

resulting solution was added dropwise 20% fuming sulfuric acid,

1 ml/0.0010 mol of amine, keeping the temperature at 0-5 0 C.

The reaction mixture was stirred 30 min, the ice-bath removed

and stirring continued for 2 hours. The reaction mixture was

poured slowly with vigorous stirring over a mixture of d0-50 mi

of methylene chloride and ice and the layers separated. The

aqueous layer was extracted twice with 15 ml methylene chlorLde

and the combined organic extracts were wasned 2 or 3 t-imes with

15 ml of 10% aq. sodium bicarbonate and once with 15 ml ,ater.

After drying over magnesium sulfate, roto evaporation of the

solvent yielded the product. The procedure was modifiec in one

instance, as detailed below, since the staring amine was

tertiary.

5-Fluoro-3,5,5-trinitro-3-aza-l-pentanol nitrate. From 0.986

g (0.0050 mol) of crude amine was obtained 0.997 g (70%) of

pale yellow oil.

5-Fluoro-2,2-dimethyl-3,5,5-trinitro-3-aza-l-pentanol

nitrate. From 1.132 g of crude amine was obtained 1.036 g

(65%) of pale yellow oil.

5-Fluoro-2-hydroxymethyl-2-methyl-3,5,5-trinitro-3-aza-l-

pentanol-dinitrate. From 0.602 g (0.00250 mol) of crude amine

was obtained 0.812 g (86%) of yellow oil.
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5-Fluoro-2,2-bis(hydroxymethyl )-3,5,5-trinitro-3-aza-1-pentanol tri-

nitrate. From 2.06 g (0.00800 mol) of the purified amine was obtained

2.10 g (60%) of faintly yellow crystals, M.p 93-970 C, lit 5 98.5oC.

5-Fluoro-3,5,5-trinitro-4-aza-2-hexanol nitrate. From 1.06 of crude

amine was obtained 1.36 g (90%) of pale yellow oil which solidified

after two weeks, m.p. 51-540 C.

5-Fluoro-3-(2-hydroxyethyl)-5,5-dinitro-3-aza-l-pentanol dinitrate.

After the nitration mixture was poured over ice, solid sodium bicar-

bonate was added in portions to neutralize the acid. The resulting mix-.

ture was extracted with methylene chloride, the combined extracts washed

with water and then dried. From 0.718 g (0.00298 aol) of crude amine

was obtained 0.427 g (43%) of pale yellow oil.

V. Compatibility Studies

Weighed mixtures of glycidyl azide polymer containing nitrate

end groups (GAP-nitrate) and 2,2,2-tris(azidomethyl'ethyl

4,4,4-trinitro-n-butyrate (TAET) in capped plastic vials were

placed in a 1450F oven. The mixtures were examined periodical>

to determine whether chemical degradation had occurred. Tables

III and IV list the mixture compositions which were similar in

proportion to solid propellant formulations. Listed below are

definitions of the abbreviations used, NC, nitrocellulose; MNA,

N-methyl-4-nitroaniline; PEG-4000, poly(ethylene glycol); N-100,

an isocyanate curing agent product by Mobay formed from reaction

of hexamethylene diisocyanate and water; HMX,

cyclotetramethylenetetranitramine; TMETN, trimethylolethane

trinitrate; TPB, triphenylbismuth; AP, ammonium perchlorate; Al,

aluminum powder. Mixtures 1-10 were examined visually after 1, 4,
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Table III. GAP-Nitrate Mixtures.

Mixture No. Components Percent by Weight

GAP-nitrate 22.8

NC 3.0

MNA 3.0

PEG-4000 9.7

N-100 3.4

HMX 58.0

2 GAP-nitrate 47.5

TMETN 52.4

3 GAP-nitrate 89.3

TPB 10.7

4 GAP-nitrate 49.0

Al 51.0

5 GAP-nitrate 67.9

AP 32.1
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Table IV. TAET Mixtures.

Mixture No. Components Percent (by weight)

6 TAET 17.6

NC 4.6

MNA 4.3

PEG-4000 9.7

N-100 6.8

HMX 57.0

7 TAET 55.0

TMETN 45.0

8 TAET 90.4

TPB 9.6

9 TAET 50.0

Al 50.0

1L0 TAET 68.3

AP 31.7

11 TAET 66.9

PEG-4000 33.1

12 TAET 95.6

NC 4.4

13 TAET 97.0

MNA 3.0

14 TAET 87.1

N-100 12.9

15 TAET 33.3

HMX 66.7
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8, 15, 21, and 62 days at 1450 F. Mixtures 11-15, which were pre-

pared later, were examined after 1, 2, 5, 8, 16, and 32 days.

rGAP-N4itraa M4i.<•tures. None of the mixtures gave any evience

of extensive chemical degradation. No gas evolution occurred,

only some color changes were noted. Mixture 1 developed a small

orange spot after 8 days and several small brown-orange spots by

32 days. Mixture 3 (GAP-IN0 3 , TPB) was cloudy at 4 days. Mixtures

2, 4, and 5 did not appear to change. The change in mixture I

could be due to reaction with MNA or perhaps degradation of MNA

itself since the vials were not flushed olth nitrogen and there-

fore oxygen was present. In mixture 3 perhaps the TPB was oxi-

cized slightly.

TAET Mixtures. Again none of tne mix:ures appeared to degrade

extensively since no gas evolution occurred. Mixture 6 turned

orange within 4 days and developed brown soots by 15 days.

Mixture 3 CTAET, TPB) was orange after I ýay anc "ad solidified.

Mixtures 7, 9, 10 did not change visiolv. Ar attemot gas made to

lcentiry which -components in mixture 6 Nere zausing --e

change with TAET. The binary mixtures 11-15 were preparec 3nc

stored at 145°F. Mixture 11 (TAET, PEG-4000) became yellow after

I day but did -ot change thereafter. Mixture 13 (TAET, MNA) vas

amber after 2 days and had become homogenous. Mixture 14 JTAET,

N-lO0) had gelled and was amber at 16 days. Mixtures 12 and 15

did not change in appearance.

FTIR spectra were obtained on the "aged" mixtures 13 and 14 and

compared with spectra of freshly prepared mixtures. In both cases

the spectra were nearly identical. The N-H stretch at ca.
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3400cm-1 in mixture 13 is broader which may reflect increased

hydrogen bonding in the homogenous matrix compared to the her-

:erogeneous freshly prepared mixture. The TAET/N-l00 mixture,

,mixture 14, shows an N-H or O-H stretch at about 3350 cm-1 , which

is absent in the freshly prepared mixture. Since mixture 14

gelled, this bond may be due to a small amount of water resulting

from cross-linking of the N-lO0.

In summary, both GAP-nitrate and TAET are compatible with the

propellant components examined. Although some minor color changes

Mere observed no significant chemical degradation occurred.

,:. Recommendations

i. Since most of the compounds syntnesized in this research are

new, samples should be caref'Jly ouriliea to permit complete

characterization, particularly their relative thermal stabili-

ties, densities, and melting points. To complete the series,

2-amino-l, 3-propanediol, and 2-amino-l-propanol should be

subjected to the reaction sequence. With this additional

#ork, publication of the results would be marranted.

2. Although the target compound has an undesirable melting point

to permit use as a plasticizer in solid propellant for-

mulations, it may have desirable energetics. A study should

be undertaken to see if a blend with another energetic plasti-

cizer can be found which will lower the melting point

sufficiently.
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3. An attempt should be made to synthesize 2,2-difluoro-2-

nitroethanol and its condensation with tris(hydroxymethvl)-

methylamine investigated. In effect, this would result -

replacement of one nitro group by fluorine in the final prc-

duct which should lower the melting point since the molecular

weight, symmetry, and, presumably, the polarity of the final

molecule will be lowered. This could be a good blending agent

to be used with i.

4. Since we have shown that tris(hydroxymethyl)methylamine will

condense with 2-fluoro-2,2-dinitroethanol, its condensation

with 2,2-dinitro-l,3-propanediol should be studied.

Nitration of the condensation product should yield a very

dense energetic material with possibly a high melting point

given its symmetry and high molecular weight. Such a material

might find use as an energetic oxidizer.

5. Similarly, 2,2-dinitropropanol should condense with

tris(nydroxymethyl)methylamine and nitration of the product

should yield another energetic plasticizer that should be

lower melting than 3. Blending of this material with 3 should

be considered.

6. TMETN, trimethylolethane trinitrate, has been used as part of

an alkyl nitrate plasticizer blend in solid propellant for-
L -

mulations. Its density, 1.47 g/cc, is somewhat lower than

desired and the presence of a methyl group gives it a low oxy-

gen balance. The synthesis of the fluoro analog, i.e.,

I



fluorine in place of methyl, may yield a plasticizer of

greater density than TMETN and probably of greater energetics.

This material could be used directIy is 3 s. gle olasticizer

or be blended with 3 to make a low melting mixed plasticizer.
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RELIABILITY IN SATELLITE COMMUNICATION NETWORKS

Stephan E. Kolitz

ABSTRACT

A very important requirement of a communication network is to deliver

data from a source node to a destination node. The physical layout of

a communication network and the method of routing data in it are very

alosely related. This report looks at a 2lass of network layouts

called loop topologies and identifies reasonab7e measures and some

algorithms that appear useful in calculating these measures. In

addition, an algorithm which finds the most reliable path between nodes

is presented.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A very important requirement of a communication network is to deliver

data from a source node to a destination node. In practice,

communication networks can be categorized based on the architecture and

techniques used to deliver the data. For the purpose of this report,

the communication networks can be regarded as packet switching

networks, but the issues that are addressed here are applicable for

other types of networks. Some excellent references in this field are

Rosner [1982), Tanenbaum [1981) and especially Stallings [1985].

The physical layout of a communication network and the method of

routing data in it are clearly very closely related. Tanenbaum

suggests a number of desirable attributes in the routing function of a

communication network: correctness, simplicity, robustness, stability,

fairness and optimality. Stallings adds efficiency to this list.

There is no way to optimize routing over all these objectives; there is

always a trade-off involved. However, the design of the network should

allow for routing which is "good", however the "goodness" may be

measured. This report looks at a class of network layouts called loop

topologies and identifies reasonable reliability measures and some

algorithms that appear useful in calculating these measures. A loop

topology is a natural topology to consider for linking satellites in

space.

II. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT

The goal of this report is to begin to develop tools which will allow
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descriptive quantitative analyses of various reliability measures of

interest in a communication network. Given the existence of a proposed

design for a communication network, this design could then be analyzed

in terms of appropriate reliability measures and the design iteratively

changed if desired.

III. MATHEMATICAL PRELIMINARIES

Complexity Theory

A problem which requires n bits to be fully specified is said to be of

size n. If such a problem can be solved by an algorithm whose running

time is a polynomial function of n, then the algorithm is said to be

solvable in polynomial time. If an algorithm's running time cannot be

bounded by a polynomial function of n, then the algorithm is called an

exponential time algorithm. If no polynomial time algorithm exists to

solve a particular problem, the problem is said to be intractable.

NP-complete problems form an equivalence class in the following sense:

if a polynomial time algorithm exists for one of the NP-complete

problems, then every NP-complete problem has a polynomial time

algorithm. As of now, no polynomial time algorithm has been found for

any of the known NP-complete problems. While many people believe the

conjecture that NP-complete problems are intractable, it has not been

proved and it is the most important open question in current complexity

theory.
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Graphs

A graph 3 : 1,? :onsi:ts of a vertex set

V { v(1),v(2),....v(N)

and an edge set

e = ( ) e( ,. . e(M) }

Each element in is a two-element subset of V. A directed graph

(called a digraph) is a graph where E consists of ordered pairs of

v(i)'s. A path in a graph is an alternating sequence :f vertices and

edges, where the vertices and edges can be labelled so that if the pathn

is written

v(1) e( ,v(2) ... e(k-1) v(k) then

'K•), v(j+1) } for a graph

.... :(i) ) for a digraph.

Vertex 1 and vertex k are said to be connected if there is a path as

above. A graph is connected if all possible vertex pairs are

connected. If two vertices are connected, they are said to be able to

communicate with each other.
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At any time of interest, the event "v(i) is operative" has probability

denoted p(v(i)) or p(i); this probability is the reliability of vertex

i. Similarly, p(e(j)) or p(j), the probability that edge e(j) is

operative, is the reliability of edge j.

This paper is concerned with reliability problems in communication

networks, hence the more suggestive terminology nodes and links will be

used for the generic terms vertices and edges. In addition, the

notation v(i) and e(j) will be simplified by suppressing the "v" and

"e" unless necessary for clarity. Network will be used instead of

graph, with the understanding that the network could be a digraph. The

particular layout of the network will be called the network topology.

A network is represented through the use of a picture in the usual way;

an example is Figure 1. Note that the links from node 1 are directed

while all other links are not directed; therefore a message can be sent

from any node except 4,5 and 6 to any other node if all nodes and links

are operative. N, the number of nodes in the network, equals 12 in

;nis example.
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FIGURE 1. An example of a network.
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One example of a network reliability problem is as follows.

Let G be a network and let s and t be nodes (source and terminal nodes

respectively). Given the reliabilities for all nodes and links in the

network, what is the probability that s and t are connected, for all s

and t in the network?

This problem and most other network reliability problems are at least
L

as hard as the NP-complete problems. Hence the existance of an

algorithm which solves this problem in polynomial time would imply the

existence of polynomial time algorithms for all NP-complete problems.
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This is the fundamental problem with virtually all network reliability

problems; no one has found polynomial time algorithms which solve them,

and furthermore most researchers feel that these problems are

intractable. All is not lost however; there are recent algorithms

which appear to be quite useful for certain network topologies.

IV. A TRACTABLE NETWORK RELIABILITY PROBLEM

The following is given:

1) the network topology

2) the reliability of all nodes and links.

The objective is to route messages by the most reliable path.

Any network with node and link failures are can be transformed into a

network with only link failures. Replace every node i in the original

network with two nodes iI and i2 ; the reliability of tne original node

is assigned to the link connecting the nodes in the new network. Thus,

if p(v(i)) = p in the original network then in the new network the

probability of the link between i and i2 being operative is

is p((v(iI),v(i 2 )) p. An illustration follows.
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FIGURE 2. Replacement of node reliability by link reliability
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Thus, without loss of generality, we can make the very useful

assumption that any network has only link failures. Suppose there

exists such a network. Then

let W(s,t) w(s,t) ý w(s,t) is a path from node s to node t 1.

Let R(s,t) max I p(e(j)) . L
all e(j) in
w(s,t) in W(s,t)

R(s,t) is the reliability of the most reliable path from node s to node

t; i.e. the path with the largest product link probabilities (a subset

of which were node probabilities in the original network). The most

reliable path is denoted w*(s,t).

Let d(e(j)) l- n ( p(e(j)) ) and D(s,t) - in ( R(s,t) ). L

Then

D(s,t) min I d(e(j))

all e(j) in
w(s,t) in W(s,t)
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is the "shortest" route from s to t in the network with distances given

by the function d above.

This is the well known shortest route problem and can be solved very

efficiently with existing algorithms.

The algorithm presented below is a modification of Dijkstra's label

setting algorithm for finding the shortest route between nodes in 3

network. For large sparse matrices, the Bellman-Moore label correcting

algorithm as improved by d'Esopo and coded by Pape [1980] appears to be

faster. Recent work by Glover [1984] indicates that THRESH, a hybrid

of label setting and label correcting algorithms, is the currently

fastest available algorithm in general. An excellent reference for

this area is Syslo [1983]; it includes all but the latest work by

Glover.

Assume now that there exists a directed network with only node

failures. While this assumption is made primarly for ease of

exposition, it is not necessarily a bad assumption for a model of a

communications network based in space. The probability of node i being

operative is denoted p(i). The nodes are labelled 1,2,...,N. The

algorithm as stated will find the most reliable path from node s to

every other node. By following the algorithm for s = 1,2,...,N the

most reliable path from any node to any other node is found. When the

network is not directed, i.e. all links go both ways, the

computational load is cut somewhat.
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ALGORITHM

0 if there is no link from i so j
Let u(ij)

p(j) if there is a link from i to j

and T N (the set of nodes).

1) For node s, set r(s) = 1 and r(j) = u(s,j) for j > 1 where j is an

element of T = N - {s}. The set T is labelled the set of temporary

nodes.

2) Find i in T such that

r(i) = max I r(j) 1 j is in T }.

3) Set T <-- T - (i0. If T is the empty set, then stop;

else go to step 4. Node i is labelled permanent.

4) For each j in T, set

r(j) <---- max I r(j) , r(i)u(i,j) I

5) Go to Step 2.

The final value of r(j) is equal to the probability that node j is

operative and connected to node s along the the most reliable route.

Optimal routes are generated by recording the nodes which solve the

maximization problem in Step 4) above. The time complexity of this

algorithm is O(N3 ), which includes finding the most reliable path from

every node to every other node.
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An example using the algorithm follows. Let s I.

10 0 5
\ /

2 0 ---------0 6

3 0 ---------0 7
/\

/\

4 0 08

Node reliabilities:

node reliability

1 0.2
2 0.3 P
3 0.4

0.5
5 o.6*
6 0.7
7 0.
8 0.9

r(j)
node

1 1.000

2 0.300 S
3 0.000 0.120 0.120 0.120 0.120 0.120
4 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.060 0.060 0.26C
5 0.000 0.000 0.126 0.126 0.126
6 0.000 0.210
7 C.000 0.000 0.168
3 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.1532

2 6 7 8 5 3 4

Thus the most reliable routes from 1 to j are:

j route

2 1-2
3 1-2-3
4 1-2-3-4
5 1-2-6-5
6ý 1-2-6
7 1-2-6-7
8 1-2-6-7-8

This very simple example only shows how the algorithm works, not the

full utility of the routing scheme.
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V. RELIABILITY MEASURES AND ALGORITHMS

Network reliability analysis is very difficult for a number of reasons.

First of all, it is not easy to even define what the problem is.

Secondly, all of the measures presented below result in problems that

are at least as hard as the NP-complete problems. In addition,

solution algorithms do not lend themselves to optimization of network

design, but rather to a description of proposed topologies. In

practice, a combination of analysis and simulation is used to try to

produce one network design.

There is a large growing literature in network reliability. One or

more of the following reliability measures have appeared in many recent

papers. (See Bibliography section on reliability.)

1) the probability that all nodes are communicating

2) the probability that all operative nodes are communicating

3) the probability that all operative nodes are communicating

with a given node

4) the expected number of nodes communicating

5) the expected number of nodes communicating with a given node

6) the expected number of node pairs communicating with a given

node

7) the probability that the system operates
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Two of the best papers are Ball [1979] and Ball and Nemhauser [1979].

Ball 11979] specialized algorithms which calculate the first six

measures for networks in which only nodes can fail. The foundation of

these and virtually all other reliability algorithms is clever

partitioning of the sample space and appropriate conditioning of

events. The details of these algorithms require too much space for

inclusion in this report, but early indications are that they hold

promise for use in analyzing communication networks with loop

topologies.

At the current time, there is at least one study under way attempting

to compare as many network reliability algorithms as possible.

VI. LOOP TOPOLOGIES

Loop topologies have received a fair amount of attention in recent

years. There are a series of papers which deal with loop topologies

set up without a central control node. The advantage of doing it this

way is to allow for routing schemes which are adaptive to changes

(additions or deletions) in the network. Loop topologies can be used

in networks ranging from local area networks to world-wide satellite

communication networks.

Saltzer [1981) found some good reasons for using a ring (or loop)

network in local area networks. Raghavendra [19812 proved that the

optimal loop topology should have forward short links to the next node
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and backward long links to the node i SQRT (N) 1 nodes away. Optimal

here means that this topology minimizes the maximum distance between

nodes. See Figure 3. Z.aims are made for optimality in terms of

reliability, but the reliability measure used is very primi~ive.

Brayer £1984] took this result and a routing algorithm from Chyung

[1975] to develop an algorithm which automatically updates routing when

there are either additions to or deletions from the network.

Raghavendra [1985] studied the performance of the double loop network

topology using a variety of adaptive routing algorithms. He compared

utilization and delay figures derived from a simple queueing model to

estimated values based on a series of simulations.

Figure 3. A 12-node optimal double loop

1

12 0 2
-12 0 // • 0

3

10

10 •0 4

9 5

8 .06

7
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There is nothing in the literature which analyzes a loop network in the

terms of the reliability measures discussed in this report. The loop

topology and associated routing algorithms have obvious advantages in a

dynamic communication network of satellites. The reliability

algorithms could be used to analytically determine the reliability of

this topology and related topolgies.

VII. RECOMMENDATIONS

It is very clear that this research is at an early stage. The complex

nature of the problem makes descriptive analysis very difficult,

without even trying to get into optimization issues. However, I feel

that there is enough evidence to indicate further research in this

area. The potential payoff would be that network designers would have

a number of useful tools which could aid them in their analysis.

In addition, since the available research in the literature is steadily

increasing, it would be very important to keep track of what others in

the field are doing.

A few examples of the types of questions which could be answered using

the tools suggested in this paper.

1) How much change would there be in the reliability of the entire

network if there were additional links set up?

2) What is the minimum reliability of getting a message through in

the existing network? How would this change if additional links

were set up? 74-15
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I originally planed to investigate electromigration in

AI-Cu alloy films. I planed to fabricate these filis in 3ur

N.Lcro-Electrcnics facility at Syracuse University. :lowpvcr,

when I started the project at HArC we decide~l to c~nvert an

old Auger aEparatus to an MNB machine and use it to Irow the

AI-Cu alloy films. The construction of the MEE iachine in

the RAEC machine shop- left mi some spare time. I lecided to

deign a Spectroscopic Epitaxy :SE) machine fir the Syracuse

University Micro-Electronics Laboratory. I also he'e1 out

the EORE group at -ADC by investigating vari._us

met alizaticns on Leadless Chip Carriers (ICC). This

information is used for military specifications of LCC's.
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T -us o.ly ce .;f the nachinists could be emplo_,i at a tiie.

in the mean time. The work at Syracuse University work on

the grcwth of ecitaxial CdTe films, that are later to be

use! in ultra high soeed field effect transistors anI multi-

rz:T3uit layer structures, -rogressed to the coint -;oint

where a Spectroscopic !,itaxy :SZ) w)ull be useful fEr the

fabricaticn of these films. I will describe the SE macl:ir-

later. There is also sce interest in this project at 7T'C.

-h1us i decidoed to design such a machine out of *3nare scra--

ultrahigh vazuum ccmpcnents available at RA7C. The reason

ftr using scrap rarts for this machine is that irlering rew

parts in a government installation takes of the order of one

year. We wanted to complete the SQ! machine this suimer

11r86). For the same reason we, also, fabricated :ne ti-

c71ndErs and the r:ne'Imatic contcols for the " machi-e 4_ 7.

the machine shop rather then purchase them. The 17 nachine

is, also, nearing completion at this time. The components

f)r the SE machine are, also, man ufacturel one after th3

other in crder to assure that they would all fit. This a'jain

left me some free tiie.

During my free time I decided to assist vith testing

Leadless Chip Carrieres (ICC). There was a nee,] for testing

these devices at that time and the RBB7h group did nit have

sufficient Feople power Iformally man power) to do the job.
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I INTSCEUC1ICN

I criginaily plane-! to study electromigritlon i I,-Ci

dlloy films. I planed to fabricate these filns in oui --

Syracuse Uriversity :licro-Z1ectronics Laboratory -irA1 3t',•'

the reslonse •f these films t: j-a -- 1lect:-iraI r: -• n•

Wusities at -RDC. At Syraculse we .ahrizzate the Ui-C, a.''•'

films ".ith a diffusion unuTpe! vac'ium system. The •ilns can

he eitter dpposited by thermal evaporation or ',-,e I

beaM Evap ration. The filis are than --I t I

photolithcgraphy. ?e use both the "iit 0• 'etoS oc

etchinq to fattern the films.

However, when I started the summer croject at ?I"C we

!ecideC to convert an old Auger a,.aratus to an..

in which we wiul fabricate the Al-Cu alloy fil:; F• th,

-e2ectrcgraticn stul]y. Indee*I, q t is po 3.i5l- to t, -' ,

tauch purer ant better controlled films with an 1137 nachin;.

The ccnversion of the Piger apparatus to an 1- na ch n

iavolvrd thE rlesigri )f vari.ous comnrnents, which T __

describe later. These components where than fabricated in

the SALC machine shop. Ihe two reople in the ?A"C machine

shop ate excellent machinists. Nevertheless, there were

lng periods of time when my consultations in the shop vere

aot required. The compcnents had to be manufacturel cn-ý

:ffter the other in order to assure that the7 would all fit.
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I decided tc help out.

Thus, I worked this summer (19e6) an three tasks. I

converted an old Auger apparatus to an Molecular Bpam

Epitaxy 4NEE) machine for RADC/-RBPE. I lesigned anJ

supervised the construction of a Spectroscopic Epitixy :3E)

machine fcr the Syracuse University Micro-Electronics

Laboratory. I, also, performed various tests on Lealless

Chip Carriers (LCC) for the RBRE group of RADC where I

worked.

I shall describe each task below:
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II CCH572UCIIOM OF EBBE ACHINE

In crder to convert the old Auger apparatus to an MBE

machine it was necessary to design ani construct a

cylindrical liquid nitrogen cooled vapor shield and a liqui4

nitrogen cooled source holder with pneumatically actuated

shutters. I designed these Farts and supervised thier

construction in the BACC machine shop.

The old Auger apparatus consists of the folloving

components: The main vacuum chamber consists of a 12 inch

inside diameter 30 high stainless steel chamber with varicus

ultra high vacuum feed-throughs. & large gate valve at the

bottom cf the main chamber separates it from the pumping

unit. The pumping units consist of four ion pumps which are

supplemented by integral titanium sublimation pumps. The

chamber is initially evacuated from atmospheric pressure

with a mechanical pump and a turbo pump through the load

lock. The load lock uses a horizontal rod which passes

through a viton "0" ring seal. There is a metal to metal

seal valve where the loading rod passes into the main

chamber. Thus, when the loading rod is withdrawn the main

vacuum chamber is sealed completely by metal to metal seals.

All feed-throughs in the main chamber, have copper "C"

rings.
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Ther is, of course, an Auger probe, a sputtering gun, an,!

a mass spectrcseter in the main chamber. The sputtering 'jun

is used for either Auger or SIPS profiling. The mass

spectrometer is used for SINS analysis. The electron beam

gun from the Auger apparatus can also be used to obtain SEM

pictures of the substrate surface. There is a CRT in this

equipment for this purpose. In the middle of the main

chamber is a substrate stage. The substrate is loaded onto

this stage with the loading rod described previously. The

substrate stage has to be rotated ninety degrees to face the

Auger probe or 180 degrees to face the deposition sources.

We will be able to heat the sabstrate. However, the

substrate heater is yet to be constructed.

The main modification of the equipment is the ad'ition of

an evaporation source holder. The source bolder consist3 of

a central two inch diameter liquid nitrogen tank. Six 3.5

inch lcng vanes radiate from the front of this tank. The

vanes are inclosed by a 3.5 inch inside diameter, 3.5 inch

long stainless steel cylinder. In fact, the whole source

holder is fabricated out of stainless steel. The liquid

nitrogen tank, the vanes, and the outer cylinder form six

pie shaped chambers. The effusion sources and source

heaters are located in these chambers. Each chamber can be

closed, in the front, by a shutter door. A rod leads from

each shutter through a vacuum tight bellows to a pneumatic
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cylinder. The rods are attached near the hinge if the

shutter docrs. They are used for orening and closing of *ae

shutters. The source holder is mounted in a six inch

diameter stainless steel flange. An extension of the liquid

nitrogen tank is welded to the flange and forms a liquil

nitrogen feed-through. Two 1/4 inch diameter stainless

steel tubes protrude from the feed-through for liqui•

nitrogen injut and exhaust. The 1/4 inch diameter tubes ire

not directly welded to the flange. They pass inside a,

normally evacuated, two inch diameter tube through the

flange. The two inch diameter tube is sealed at some

distance past the flange. It is there that the two 1/4

diameter tubes protrude. This construction is usel ti

minimize thermal conduction. Six bellows, through which the

shutter actuating rods pass, surround the liquid nitriben

feed-ttrough. The bellows are welded to the flange. In

aluminum ring holding the six pneumatic cylinders, that are

used for opening and closing of the shutters, is mounted, by

means of spacer rods, on the outside of the flange. I

designed the pneumatic cylinders and they were build in the

RADC machine shop since it would take nearly one year to

obtain the cylinders if we had ordered them. I also

designed pneumatic control valves for these cylinders. The

six control valves were build in the machine shop for the

same reason. Each control valve either provides air pressure
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to the "toF" and vents the "bottom" of a cylinder, or vents

the "top" and provides air pressure ta the "bjttW' ,f a

cylinder. The pneumatic control valves are located in the

MBE machine ccntrol panel.

The Source holder is located in a six way cross. The six

way cross is bolted to the main chamber of the 4BE machine

opposed the load lock. The flange holding the source holder

is bolted to the end opposed the main chamber of the six way

cross. The other four openings of the six way cross are used

for electrical power and thermocouple feed-throughs.

The liquid nitrogen cooled vapor shield is located

between the source port in the main chamber and the

substrate stage. It consists of a six inch outside

diameter, 3.5 inch inside diameter, five inch long

cylindrical nitrogen tank. The varor stream passes through

the middle of this tank. Liquid nitrogen and venting are

provided tc the vapor shield through stainless steel

flexable tubes connected to two liquid nitrogen feed-

throughs located at the top of the main chamber.

The parts for the KBE machine, except, for the substrate

bolder. welding of the actuating rods to the bellows, and

some air line fittings, which will te locally purchased, are

complete. It remains to install and test these Farts.
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III SPECTROSCOPIC EPITAI, MACBINE

We have a research program, currently, at Syracuse

University that involves fabricating high quality Cd-e-InSb-

CdTe layers. The InSb layers, in this sandwich structure, is

only EC A thick. Since very thin InSb layers are

semiconductcrs at room temperature one can ccnstruct field

effect transistors with these layers. Since InSb has both a

very high mobility and high saturation velocity it is

possible tc ccnstruct exceedingly high speed and high power

transistors. We use Cd~e, which has a very good lattice

match to In.b, as an insulator. !hick, bulk, InSb layers

have essentially metalic conduction they can be used as

Ohmic contacts to the InSb films, Schottky barrier contacts

to the CdTe layers, and as leads.

By using single crystal CdTe as insulator, thick

crystalline InSb layers as contacts and leads, and very thin

InSb layers as semiconductors it is possible to construct

multi-circuit layer structures. In fact, we could bnil.1 true

three-dimensional circuits. This is not possible in Si or

GaAs since these materials require high temperature

processing, use non-crystalline metal leads and Si circuits _

use nom-crystalline oxide insulating layers. It is very

difficult to grow single crystal material on these non-

crystalline layers.
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Currentl) we fabricate these layers with cur 1it N4all

Epitaxy .1iE) apparatus. The HWE apparatus that we use is

quite different trom the conventional HWS system currently

in use. Cur system, like the conventional HWE systems is

located in an diffusion pumped vacuum system. However, our

HWE system is closel except for an adjustable leak. It

operates at a true 10-3 tcrr. pressure inside the EWE

system. It uses a caFacitance tridge micro-balance ti

measure derosition thickness. The micro-balance has a

sensitivity cf one Angstrom. There is a modified ion gauge

connected to the HVE system. We plan to replace the ion

gauge with a gas cyclotron resonance detector, which like a

mass spectrometer, can detect Isotope concentrations. Our

EWE system uses two sources. One source contains Ca and the

other source contains Te. A similar arrangement is used for

InSh.

However, our HUE system depends on the purity of the

source materials. An MBE machine would also not proluce

purer material since it, too, deFends on the purity of the

source material. Ue, therefore, decide4 to design a

Spectroscopic Epitaxy (SE) apparatus that uses quadrupiles

in the vapor streams to select a single isotope of a

material for deposition.

The protctype SE system, which is nearing completion, in
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the EAEC machine shop is lesigned for the deposition of CdTe

only. It is based on our current HiE system with qualra!:oles

1lcated in the valor streams above each source. The atoms

emanating from each source are ionized by a Tesla coil. They

are accelerated by a small d. c. voltage before entering the

quadruyole. Above the two quadrupoles is an ion collector

and substrate. The substrate is electrically connected so

that the ion current can be monitored. The ion current is

pro~crtional to the film growth rate.

The substrate is suspended from a fused quartz substrate

holder with tungsten wire clips. The substrate holder has a

ring that makes contact with a metal ring on the ion

collector. A conductor, passing through an electrical feed-

through, allows the measuring of the substrate ion current.

Above the ion collector is a substrate rreheater. Above

the sutstrate preheater is a metal to metal seal valve. The

vertical substrate loading, vacuum interlock is located

above the above described metal seal valve. The substrate

holder with substrate is transported through the lad lock

by a clam shell bucket. The clam shell bucket is suspended

from two chains. One chain supports the clam shell bucket

and the other chain is used to open and close the clam shell

bucket. The chains are wound on a drum at the top of the

apparatus. The drum is turned by a rotary feed-through.
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There is nc lcng inserticn rod. 'ong insertion rods are use-

in conventicnal load locks. The clam shell bucket can also

be used to retrieve substrates, and other parts, that might

come Icose. This is not Fossible with the insertion rod of a

conventional load lock. The load lock is evacuated with the

same tsrbo pump that is used to evacuate the main deposition

system. The turbo pump is connected to various parts it the

SE system by means of a system of valves. The turbo pump is

backed up by a mechanical fore pump. There is an ion holding

pump, always, connected to the deposition chamber.

The SE system functions as follows: A dummy suhstrate

holder is Ecsitioned on the ion collector. The sources,

quadrupoles, and ion collector are heated. The substrate

holder and substrate are lowered into the prebeater after

the rest cf the SE system has reached an equilihrium

temperature. While the substrate holder with substrite

remains in the preheater the dummy substrate holder is

removed with the clan shell bucket from the ion collector.

The dummy substrate holder is removed through the lcai 1ck.

The substrate is heated in the preheater to the correct

leposition temperature. The substrate holder with substrate

is, next, lowered onto the ion collector from the preheater

with the clam shell bucket, and deposition starts. After a

sufficiently thick film has been deposited the substrate

holder with substrate is removed from the ion collector an!
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the SE system through the load lock with the clam shall

bucket. The duimy substrate holder is replaced with the clam

shell tuckEt and the SE system is ready for recycling.

Our HWE system functions similarly, except it does not

have a load Icck. It also uses dummy and "real" substratz:

holders.
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IV LEALES.S CHIP CAGRIEFS

I investigated the effect of temperature cycling,

moisture, and salt spray on the solderability of ceramic

Leadless Chip Carriers 1LCC). I used two types of LCC's. Cne

type had metalizations consisting of a tungsten bonding

layer, a thick nickel layer, and a thin gold overlay. The

other type cf LCC's, also, had a tungsten bonding layer.

However, this layer was followed by a thick cobalt layer.

There, also, was a gold overlay on this type of LCC's. I

first tested the Ni type LCC's. I performed temperature and

steam cycling. Auger analysis was performed after the

temperature and steam cycling. The Auger analysis revealed

that the nickel had migrated through the gold layer after

temperature and steam cycling. I next tested the

solderability of the Ni type LCCts with the "Peniscogranh".

I found that, indeed, there were bare spots where the solder

did not vet the LCC's contacts. 7his was caused by the

nickel migrating through the gold cover layer. This, was

actually known before I performed my tests. I just re'eatel

these tests for comparison with the cobalt type LCC's.

In order to correct this situation cobalt was used as the

thick metal layer in a second set of LCC's. I, next, put

the colalt type LCC's through the same temperature and steam

cycles. Auger analysis showed that no cobalt had migrated
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through the gcld layer to the surface. Indeed, much better

wetting of sclder was observed on the cobalt type LCC's.

We, next, exposed the cobalt LCC's to salt spray. The

salt spray tadly decomposed the surface of the cobalt type

LCC's. SIAS analysis of these LCC's showed that the cobalt,

under the thin gcld overlay, had been oxidized. Since the

cobalt cxide has a larger volume then the cotalt film it

destroyed the gold overlay. Which in turn exposed more

cobalt to oxidation. No cobalt salts where founi in the

SINS analysis. Evidently, the nickel type LCC's had never

been exposed to salt spray. le exposed some nickel type

LCC's to salt spray this ueek. I coating formed on scme

spots on the gold film of the nickel type ICC's. However,

the metalization, including the castlations, reqainel ia

tact.

The results Lc the tests performed on the ICC's will be

used tc establish military specifications for LCC's.
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I
MODIFICATION OF PRIORITY HANDLING ALGORITHM

IN THE INTEGRATED NODE NETWORK

BY

Mou-Liang Kung

ABSTRACT

The integrated Node Network Simulator is a software package simulating a

fully connected integrated digital network implementing both circuit

switching for voice and packet switching for data. A maximal bandwidth is

reserved for voice and the remaining bandwidth is for data packets.

However unused voice bandwidth can be taken by data packets. When voice

traffic becomes excessive over a period of time, the data packet queuing

also becomes excessive. Two solutions are investigated to increase the

data transmission throughput at the expense of the voice. The first

solution is to adjust the maximal voice bandwidth dynamically and the

other is to use variable frame scheme rather than the fixed frame. The

solutions further lead to the question of what constitutes the "best"

priority handling algorithm to satisfy the demand under heavy voice and

data traffic.
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I. INTRODUCTION.

I received my Ph.D. in Mathematics from the University of Virginia and

my M.S. degree in Computer Science from the Old Dominion University. My

research interest is in the performance and evaluation of the networks and

protocols.

According to [73 , one of the research areas at the Rome Air

Development Center (RADC) is the Integrated Node "Performance"

Experiments. A particular challenge is aimed at increasing data

throughput by avoiding excessive queuing of data packets when both voice

and data traffic peak. Therefore this particular research experiment is

well suited to my training and interest.

II. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT.

The Time Division Multiplexed frames of digitized voice and data are

sent through all internodal trunks in an integrated network ([11). A

frame is divided into a circuit-switching region and a packet-switching

region. The circuit-switching technique is used to handle voice traffic

and packet-switching for the bursty data transmission. In order to

simplify our argument, we shall use the terms voice region and data region

for the sake of convenience. A maximal bandwidth is set aside for the

voice region. Any unused voice region can be occupied by data packets.

My goal is to modify the priority handling algorithm to allow higher data

transmission throughtput when voice traffic is heavy.

The specific objective is

1. to analyze the performance of the dynamic adjustment of the maximal

voice bandwidth using the Working Set Model and to determine the
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optimal working set window size.

In addition, the following objective was added during the course of my

research effort:

2. to analyze the implementation of variable length frames instead of

fixed length frames.

III. DYNAMICALLY ADJUSTED MAXIMAL VOICE BANDWIDTH.

The concept of dynamically adjusting the maximal voice bandwidth in

a frame is intuitively sound since the decision for adjustment should be

made according to the current needs rather than initial projection or

posterior statistical mean.

A. The Algorithm.

The working set (C21) in the current context is simply the set of

immediate past history of the traffic pattern . The past history can be

used in many different ways to allocate bandwidth in a frame ranging from

the simplest proportional allocation to the more sophisticated curve

fitting techniques. To meet the objective of analyzing the effect of

dynamic adjustment of bandwidth allocation, we only considered the

proportional allocation due to its simplicity. If the outcome of the

proportional allocation is encouraging, then further investigation on

other techniques will be justified.

There is an extra consideration to make in this algorithm. The voice

is assumed to be not buffered for more than one frame duration. (The _

discussion on buffered voice can be found in [42.) The voice termination

is assumed to be erratic and its arrival time can not be estimated. We

have to make sure that the non-terminated calls will all
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have their "slots" in the next frame.

Let V = total number of voice calls came through or blocked during

the last frame duration,

S= total number of data packets came through, queued or dropped

during the last frame duration,

F = frame size,

T = the number of terminated calls during the last frame duration

Then

m = the estimated maximal voice bandwidth by proportion

= ( V /(V+D)) * F,

M = the actual maximal voice bandwidth allocated

= maximum {V - T, r mil•

In terms of using the working set, the variables V, D, F, T are replaced

by their arithmetic means from the working set rather then those from the

single frame duration from the past.

B. The Implementation.

The testbed for the algorithm installed at RADC is called the

Integrated Node (IN) developed by RCA (r7]). One of the testing

components is the Network Simulator. The Network Simulator is a software

package written in Perkin-Elmer Common Assembly Language (CAL), running

on the Perkin-Elmer 8/32 minicomputer.

The input is taken from a prerecorded tape generated off-line by a

discrete-event simulation program written in Fortran. Individual voice

traffic and data traffic tapes were prepared and then merged into a single

tape in chronological order. The output written to a tape consists
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of 4 types of data blocks: label, completed transaction, packet delay, and

major trunk utilization record to be used for compiling statistical data.

Our main interest in the Network Simulator is the part that implements

the channel bandwidth allocation. The existing channel allocation

algorithm is scattered in two modules of the Network Simulator. The flow

chart (figure 1.) gives the execution sequence of various modules in the

main program called SIMPRG. When voice arrival is detected in TGUPRG, the

available bandwidth is checked and allocated until either no more voice is

available for the time being or no more available bandwidth is found, the

On the other hand, the arriving data are only queued in TGUPRG. Next, the

data is packetized in DEDS. The data packets are not multiplexed into the

frame until the execution reaches ISUPRG. Thus the modification to

implement our algorithm is made in SIMPRG, ISUPRG, and the data

initialization module, SCONPL, along with the data definition module in

ADPTLIB macro-library. We do not have the result for analysis since the

modified software is still in the debugging stage. The step-by-step

procedure in carrying out the implementation is included in Appendix A for

resuming the test in the future.

IV. VARIABLE FRAMES.

The variable frames are frames with lengths being adjustable within

the tolerable range of the voice gaps created by the extra delay. When

the length of a frame is extended, the circuit-switching will no longer

preserve the synchronization requirement for the voice. However,

according to [6] , the problem is manageable if the frame is not extended

too long. The delay in voice transmission provides the opportunity to
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update the software clock:

branch to UPCLOCK

call traffic generator unit:TGUPRG

call data packet processing: DEDSPG

call network processing simulator: ISUPRG

call traffic recording unit:TRUPRG

figure 1. Main Loop in SIMPRG
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insert extra data bits. It is clear that the savings can be achieved in

overhead cost when a whole data packet can be sent in one piece instead of

being cut off into two smaller packets with individual headers. More data

packets can be sent by delaying the voice slightly thus avoiding or

postponing long data queuing or data queue overflow.

A. The Algorithm

The i~ea behind the algorithm is quite simple, we pretend that the

frame can now be lengthened. Since we are only dealing with the effect of

variable frames in simulation, the actual intricacy in the implementation

will be totally ignored. We shall use the original movable boundary with

static maximal voice allocation scheme as described inE7] so that results

can be easily understood. However, if the dynamically adjusted maximal

bandwidth for voice is found to be effective in improving the data

throughput, then there is no reason why it can not be used for variable

frames as well.

The variable frame with movable boundary was shown to have better L

performance in channel utilization, blocking and delays in the single

server queuing model ([33 , [53 ). The minimal length of the variable

frame divided by the trunk speed must be greater than or equal to the time

in processing a frame of maximal length. The maximal length is dictated

by the time transparency for the voice transmission.

However, if the node in the network does not buffer the voice over a -A

frame duration then a curious phenomenom can occur: when a node sends out

a short frame with a voice call destined for a certain node, all

intermediate nodes must also conform and forward the short frame. The
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reason is that the voice arriving at a fast pace can not be switched out

slowly if there is no buffer to hold it. The variable frame scheme is

reduced back to the fixed frame scheme on this connected path. The

resulting interaction of the network is not at all clear and further

investigation is warranted.

B. The Implementation.

The existing Network Simulator software implements fixed frames by

using a software clock in which each frame is timed I msec of the software

clock. The transmission of a longer frame will result in a delay of more

than 1 msec of the software clock. Hence the trick of lengthening the

frame is to have another counter keeping track of any extra time

consumption due to a longer frame. A caution must be exerted to make sure

that the software clock is properly incremented. The implementation

involves two new variables

SLOTCNT INTEGER;

FLAG BOOLEAN; (* to indicate whether the software clock has *)

(* already been updated for the next frame. *)

and the modification of the segment labeled UPCLOCK in SIMPRG into

IF (FLAG = TRUE) THEN FLAG := FALSE

ELSE BEGIN (*the short frame was not completely filled*)

SLOTCNT 0;

SWCLOCK SWCLOCK + I

END;

and SWCLOCK needs to be incremented whenever a data packet is extended

beyond the short frame boundary in the current frame allocation. Thus we
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make the following changes in ISUPRG:

IF (SLOTCNT short frame_length) THEN

BEGIN

SLOTCNT SLOTCNT - shortframe_length;

FLAG TRUE;

SWCLOCK SWCLOCK + 1

END;

(These changes in Pascal laguage were translated into Perkin-Elmer Common

Assembly language for testing.)

No result has been obtained yet since the modified software is

still in the debugging stage. However, the step-by-step procedure in

conducting the test is included in Appendix B for the continuation of the

test.

C. Remarks.

In addition to the uncertainty in the interaction of frames of

variable lengths in the network, this implementation on the Network

Simulator is not quite satisfactory since the prerecorded traffic tape

contains voice calls of predetermined lengths. If the delay due to

lengthened frames is introduced, then the arrival time of the call

termination should also be delayed. Since the source code of the Network

Simulator is difficult to modify, no attempt was made to take the call

termination delay into our consideration.

V. RECOMMENDATIONS.

A. The two modifications of the software to implement the dynamic

adjustment of the maximal voice bandwidth and the variable frames need to
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be further debugged for proper execution to obtain statistical results

for comparison. However, this Network Simulator was not written with

flexibility in mind. Rather than attempting to make this Network

Simulator written in assembly language, flexible enough for the testing

of various algorithms, it would be a lot easier if a new simulation model

is constructed using a high level portable language such as C along with

standard graphics implementation such as GKS. The icon based user input

to configure the network with user selected algorithm can be most

convenient. Next, the software development environment should be properly

selected. The Perkin-Elmer 0S32 is not as convenient to use as UNIX* or

other operating systems. An easy to use operating system environment

such as UNIX should be chosen. Finally, the standard software engineering

techniques should be practiced in developing an easily maintainable and

well documented simulation software.

B. The study of bandwidth allocation for two types of traffic such as

voice and data in which the voice has the higher priority can be further

generalized to the study of more than two types of traffic with several

priority levels. This leads us into the so called Priority Handling

Algorithm problem.

I strongly recommend the construction of a simulation software

package modelling the priority handling algorithm for the bandwidth

allocation with the following specifications:

1. allowing the user to input the number and the types of traffic with

*UNIX is a trademark of AT&T Bell Laboratories.
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various priority levels such that a queue is constructed for each type of

traffic that can be buffered,

2. allowing the user to specify the length for each queue if

the default setting is not to be used,

3. allowing the user to input the "strategy" for priority promotions of

the queue entires among the queues,

4. allowing the user to input a new bandwidth allocation function if it

is not any function such as proportional allocation, polynomial curve

fitting allocations built in the model,

5. the model should record a snapshot of the queues at certain regular

interval in time on some secondary storage for later analysis.

A separate traffic generator should also be constructed to generate

different types of traffic of various priority levels with the user's

input of a mean data length and the type of distribution assumed. This

recommendation shall be further explained in details and submitted as a

separate research proposal under the same Summer Faculty Research Program

for a Mini-Grant.
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APPENDIX A

We shall outline the software modification and testing procedure for the

DYNAMICALLY ADJUSTED MAXIMAL VOICE BANDWIDTH experiment. This procedure

is only to be repeated at RADC/DCLD LAB:

1. Source code for the modification is on VOLS (removable disk) for the

Perkin-Elmer 8/32. Only 4 CAL modules were modified, they are

SIMPRG06.CAL

ISUPRGO6. CAL

SCONPL$3 .CAL

ADPTLIB .MAC

Changes are noted in the comments.

2. If the source code is ready to be assembled, call

VOL8:MC8NU SIMPRG,06 (MC8LP, for a hardcopy of the listing)

to expand the macro and assemble the source code (in this case:SIMPRG06)

and produce the object code SIMPRG.OBJ. Repeat the same for ISUPRGO6.CAL

and SCONPLO3.CAL. Please note that ADPTLIB.MAC should be modified via

Macro utility called MLU on VOL2:.

3. If all modified modules were assembled with no error, then they can be

linked by calling:

VOL8 :BLD8

The load image is now created under the name OS32SIMU.POA.

4. To execute the simulation:

Load input traffic tape in MAG2: and blank output tape in MAGI:. Key in

C633 at address 7A through the control panel and press INIT key. Next, you

must initialize the lines by typing:
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L--

CD E

C DE2

CDE3

CDE4

C DE5

CDF6

C DE7

C DE8

CDE9

C DE A

C DE B

CDE F-5

P 1115w, •32002E0 (to poke the address with frame length 8,(I

or channel bw 80• Kbps, and max voice bw 736 Kbps)

0

5. When the simulation run is stopped, load the volume (removable disk)

called TM14, rewind MAGI:, and type TM14:RUN STAT

to execute the statistics program..

Note: An RS232 interface from PE 8/32 to the Tektronix 4025 graphics

terminal should be connected with the proper termainal setting.

6. Several simulation runs with different input traffic tapes and

different initial max voice bandwidth should be conducted. The

THROUGHTPUT EDIT data are to be compared to those from the original

• simulation runs.
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APPENDIX B

The software modification of the VARIABLE FRAMES experiment differs from

those in APPENDIX A in the following CAL modules:

SIMPRGO5.CAL

ISUPRGO5.CAL

The operating procedure is identical to those described in APPENDIX A

except when poking address 11150, you may poke the address with various

frame lengths as long as they are believed to be tolerable rather than
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Ability, Experience and Task Characteristic
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ABSTRACT

This study investigated main effects and interactions among

aptitude, job and task experience and task characteristics in

predicting Jet Engine Mechanic (JEM) (AFS 426x2) tas. performance.

Aptitude (ASVAB MEC-AI), job and task experience composites and task

learning difficulty indices (LDIs) all were significant predictors of

task performance. Contrary to hypotheses, tas[ differences did not

moderate relations between task performance and either aptitude or

experience. However, small but statistically significant aptitude

experience interactions indicated that task performance becomes less

predictable from aptitude scores over a JEM's first term of

enlistment. Finally, one approach to determining aptitude

requirements from indices of situational demands (LDIs) was

illustrated. Future research should (a) be extended to levels of

aggregation appropriate to the desired level of inference; (b) sharpen

the definition and measurement of the job experience construct, (c)

investigate temporal changes in performance determinants, (d) identify

determinants of latent performance variables, and (e) seek to

corroborate statistical models for correcting for rater biases.
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I. Introduction.

Three metatheoretical approaches guide contemporary research in

industrial/organizational psychology (Terborg, 1981). A situational

approach (Bowers, 1973; Epstein & O'Brien, 1985) seeks to explain

human behavior (performance) in terms of differences in situational

characteristics (e.g., Komaki, Zlotnick & Jensen, 1966; Oldham,

Hackman & Pearce, 1976); intrasituational variability in behavior is

regarded as experimental error.

A trait approach seeks to explain behavior in terms of stable.,

latent individual difference variables (Schmidt, Hunter & Fearlman,

1981; Stagner, 1977) and attributes cross-situational variability in

behavior to statistical artifacts, measurement inadequacies and random

fluctuations in behavior. An interactional approach (Ekehammer. 1974;

Endler & Magnusson, 1976; Epstein & O'Brien, 1965) assumes that both

situational characteristics and stable individual differences deter-

mine behavior (e.g., James & White, 1983; Kozlowski & Hults, 1986).

Both intrasituational and cross-situational variability in behavior

represent "to-be-explained" sources of variance.

The general lack of research on person-situation interactional

determinants of job performance (O'Connor, Eulberg, Peters '& Watson,

1984; Schneider. 1978; Terborg, Richardson & Pritchard, 1960), and

practical concerns of the U.S. Air Force motivated this study o+

predictors of Jet Engine Mechanic (AFS 426x2) task performance.

Within the ongoing Joint-Service Job Performance Measurement/En-

listment Standards Project, the Air Force is the lead service for

demonstrating the Walk Through Performance Testing (WTPT) methodology

(a work sample approach to performance testing) and for determining

the suitability of other less ex, ensive and time consuming surrogate
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job performance measures. These include measures of job and task

experience (Maier & Hiatt, 1985; Maier & Mayberry, 1986) job/task

learning difficulty (Burtch, Lipscomb & Wissman, 1982; Weeks, i984),

interview testing and performance ratings. This research sought to

define relations among task-relevant aptitudes, job and task

experience, task learning difficulty, and task performance.

II. Research Objectives.

Three issues guided the research efforts described below: (a) To

what extent do situational (task learning difficulty, Weeks, 19'84) and

person variables (job/task experience and task-relevant aptitudes)

predict jet engine mechanic task performance? (b) Does task learning

difficulty and/or job or task experience interact with task-relevant

aptitudes in predicting performance? and; (c) Is the establishment of

differential aptitude requirements based on analysis of situational

demands feasible?

III. Predictors of Task Performance.

III.1. Task-Relevant Aptitudes.

Meta-analyses of validity studies suggest that cognitive ability

tests are consistent predictors of job performance (e.g., Hunter &

Hunter, 1984; Pearlman, Schmidt & Hunter. 1980; Schmidt, Hunter & __

Caplan, 1981). The Armed Services Vocational Aptitude Battery (ASVAB)

is used by the U.S. military for selection and classification

decisions (Vineberg & Joyner, 1983), and its validity in predicting

training success criteria is well documented (e.g., Mullins, Earles &

Ree, 1981). One goal of the Joint-Service Job Performance Measure-

ment/Enlistment Standards Project is to assess the validity of ASVAB

composites in predicting measures of on-the-job performance, and
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, although ASVAB composites should be more highly related to measures of

overall job performance, we also hypothesized:

HI: A significant and positive relation between ASVAB
Mechanical Aptitude Indices and Jet Engine Mechanic task
performance.

111.2 Task Difficulty.

The notion of task difficulty is found in literature relating to

goal setting (e.g., Locke, Shaw, Saari & Latham, 1981); perceived job

characteristics (e.g., Stone & Gueutal, 1985) task taxonomies ,e.g.,

Fleishman, 1978) and human factors research on workload (e.g., Moray.

1982). Task difficulty has been defined and measured in terms of

characteristics intrinsic to the task (e.g., production standards,

Locke et al., 1981) and the task performer (e.g., physiological

measures such as pulse rate variability; Casali & Wierwille, 198Z;

Wierwille, Rahimi & Casali, 1985). Measures of difficulty also range

from relatively objective (e.g., normative task difficulty, Terborg.

1977) to quite subjective indices (e.g., self ratings of subjective

workload, Moray, 1982).

Burtch et al. (1982), Fugill (1973) and Weeks (1984) defined task

difficulty in terms of time required for a typical employee to learn

to perform a task satisfactorily. Task Learning Difficulty Indices

(LDIs) are derived from Subject Matter Expert (SME) ratings that are

linked to ASVAB aptitude area Benchmark scales (Burtch et al., 1982).

Thus, this approach operationalizes task difficulty in terms of

subjective ratings of a characteristic of the task performer and

focuses on tasks' cognitive demands.

Some approaches to defining "task difficulty" predict a positive

relation between difficulty and performance. Goal setting literature
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supports the notion that higher production goals lead to increased

productivity (Locke et al., 1981) and literature relating to perceived

job characteristics suggests that employees' perceptions of challen-

ging and autonomous work environments are associated with higher

levels of job performance and satisfaction (Loher, Noe, Moeller &

Fitzgerald, 1985; Stone & Gueutal, 1985). However, an inverse rela--

tion is generally proposed (Fleishman, 1978; McGrath, 1976; Moray,

1982; Weeks, 1984). We also hypothesized:

H2: An inverse relation between task learning difficulty and
task performance.

There are also rationale for an interactive relationship between

task difficulty and task-relevant aptitudes in predicting task p

performance. Terborg (1977), for instance, suggested that restricted

variance in performance on extremely easy and extremely difficult

tasks would limit the predictability of performance from aptifudes to _

tasks of intermediate difficulty. None of the tasks in the present

study were considered extremely difficult, so we hypothesized:

H3: Increasinqly stronQer positive relationships between task-
relevant aptitudes and task performance on tasks of
increasingly higher learninQ difficulty.

111.3. Job and Task Experience.

It is a common assumption that a greater amount of job-related

experience leads to more effective job performance. This assumption

may partly underlie the larger salaries afforded more experienced

workers (Medoff & Abraham, 1980; 1981) and prior experience require-

ments for entry into many jobs. Work experience is correlated with

and generally confounded with age (Mathews & Cobb, 1974; Rhodes, 1983;

Schwab & Heneman, 1977; Waldman & Avolio, 1986). Experience has been

indexed by aggregate measures (e.g., Horowitz & Sherman., 1980) and
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individual measures of career stage (e.g., Katz. 1978). organizational

tenure (e.g., Maier & Hiatt, 1985), position tenure (e.g., Gininger,

Dispenzieri & Eisenberg, 1983; Kozlowski & Hults, 1986) and the number

of times a task has been performed (e.g. Spiker, Harper & Hayes.

1985).

There is evidence for an inverse (e.g., Rothe, 1949), zero (e.o..

Cobb, 1968). positive (e.g., Gininger et al., 1983; Maier & Hiatt,

1985) and curvilinear relationship (Mathews & Cobb, 1974; Spiker et

al., 1985) between experience and job performance. Cobb (1968)

suggested that negative associations between experience and

performance at extremely long lengths of tenure may be attributable to

aging effects, whereas Brown (1982) has argued that beneficial effects

of additional experience may only be observed in samples of relatively

short mean lengths of tenure. Since the participants in this research

were all first-term airmen, we hypothesized that:

H4a: Job experience, indexed by organizational tenure and,

H4b: Task experience would both relate positively to
task performance.

Literature also suggests that experience and aptitudes may

interact in predicting task performance (Maier & Hiatt, 1985). We

hypothesized:

H5: Weaker positive relations between task-relevant aptitudes
and task performance with oreater levels of experience.

Support for this hypothesis would have implications for setting

differential aptitude cutoff scores as a function of time allowed for

airmen to attain task proficiency through on-the-job training.

111.4. Other Interactions.

Fugill's (1973) definition of task learning difficulty implies: -

H6: Increasingly stronger positive relations between experience
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and performance on tasks of increasing learninQ difficulty.

Maier and Hiatt (1985) also alluded to the possibility of a

three-way interaction between task difficulty, experience and apti-

tudes in predicting task performance. We hypothesized:

H7: (a) for low difficulty tasks, a positive relation between
task exoerience and task performance for lower aptitude
but not for higher-aptitude airmen,

(b) for moderately difficult tasks, experience and aptitude
would combine in a linear and additive fashion in predicting
task performance, and

(c) for hiQh difficulty tasks, a positive relation between
aptitude and performance for hiqher aptitude, but not for
lower-aptitude airmen.

IV. Method.

The Walk-Through Performance Testing (WTPT) methodology and the

collection of job performance and related measures on 255 Jet Engine

Mechanics (AFS 426x2) are described in detail elsewhere (Hedge., 1984;

Hedge .1 Teachout, 1986).

IV. 1 Measures.

The following measures were adapted from the Jet Engine Mechanic

Job Performance Measurement Data Base for the present research:

IV.1.1 Performance Measures.

IV.1.1.1 WTPT scores.

Each task in each AFS 426x2 Walk-Through Test is composed of a

varying number of performance steps. Steps within tasks vary in their

criticality. The WTPT scores used in this research were lO-point

weighted step scores that (a) reflect the relative criticality of task

steps and (b) express task scores on a comparable 1O-point metric.

IV.1.1.2 Overall Performance (OAP) Ratings.

These ratings were completed by WTPT administrators immediately

after an airman completed a WTPT task. The 5-point rating scale

ranged from 1 = Far below the acceptable level of proficiency, to 5 =
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Far exceeded the acceptable level of proficiency.

IV.1.1.4 Task Proficiency RatinQs.

Prior to the WTPT, airmen used a 5-point scale ("1 = Never meets

acceptable level of proficiency" to "5 = Aiways exceeds acceptable

level of proficiency") to rate their own proficiency on tasks

performed by AFS 426x2 incumbents, including those they would perform

during the Walk-Through test. Comparable Supervisory ratings were

also obtained prior to WTPT administration.

IV.I.2 Experience Measures.

IV.I.2. • Job Experience.

Several measures of job experience were collected: (a) Total

Active Federal Military Service (TAFMS), (b) Months in Present Unit:

(c) Months assigned to an engine type; (d) Months of shop experience,

and; (e) Months of flightline experience. Since these measures were

highly correlated (median r = .635) they were averaged to create a

job experience (JOBEXP) composite.

IV.1.2.2 Task Experience.

Two measures of task experience were collected. Task Experience

Ratings (TERs) were 7-point self-ratings of relative experience on

tasks performed by AFS 426x2 incumbents, including the WTPT tasks ("1

= No Experience" to "7 = A Very Great Amount"). Number of times

performed (NTP) was a self-report estimate of the number of times each

WTPT task had been performed previously (coded 0 to 999). NTP's

distribution was markedly bimodal and its correlation with TER

(r = .32) was lower than expected. NTP scores were transformed to

alleviate the severe bimodality. Transformed and original NTP scale

values were: 1 = 0 times performed; 2 = 1-9 times performed; Z = 10-

19; 4 = 20-50; 5 = 51-100; 6 = 101-800; and 7 = 801-979. This trans-
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formation left the relationship between the transformed NTP and the

original NTP reasonably intact (r = .80) and increased the correlation

with TER (r = .55). TER and the transformed NTP were then averaged to

form a task experience (TASKEXP) composite.

IV.1.3 Task Difficulty.

The 25-point Benchmark Task Learning Difficulty Indices (LDIs)

described by Burtch et al. (1982) were used to index WTPT tasks'

difficulties.

IV.1.4 Aptitude.

Each airman's pre-enlistment specialty area (Mechanical) aptitude

index (MEC-AI) was used to indicate task-relevant aptitude.

IV.2 Research Data Base.

Task performance and task experience measures were recorded for

each ith airman (i-->N = 255) on the £th task (i--> i = 15 for each

airman) attempted in the WTPT. This yielded 3825 (255 participants

times 15 WTPT tasks) unique measures of individuals' task performance

and task experience. LDIs varied appropriately with tasks and were

constant for all n performers of the Eth task. MEC-AIs and JOBEXP

measures varied appropriately with the N airmen and were constant for

the ith participant across all WTPT tasks attempted.

IV.'3 Data Editinq.

Since inferences from this research were to be drawn to the

population of first-term airmen who meet or exceed minimal Air Force-

wide enlistment standards, data records were excluded from analysis

if: (a) An airman's ASVAB General-AI score was less than 30; (b) An

airman's reported TAFMS was longer than 60 months, (c) An airman's

reported Months on Engine was over 50 months (M. Ree, personal commu-
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nication, July, 1986), or; (a) There were missing data on variables

being analyzed;

IV.4 Analyses.

Hierarchical moderated regression (e.g., Arnold, 1982, 1984; Ward

& Jennings, 1973) was the primary analytic tool used to test

hypotheses HI through H7. Main effect hypotheses were evaluated by

conventional significance tests of parameter estimates in multiple

linear regression models that contained appropriate aptitude, task

difficulty and experience predictors. Two-way interactions were

tested by comparing (a) the R` obtained from a regression model that

included linear terms plus a cross-product term between variables

involved in the interaction hypothesis to (b) the R2 obtained from a

regression model that included only linear terms (Arnold, 1982; Cohen

& Cohen, 1975). The three-way interaction hypothesis (H7) was simi- .

larly evaluated by comparing (a) the R2 obtained from a regression

model that included linear terms, all two-way cross-product terms and

the three-way cross-product to (b) the R2 obtained from a regression

model that included only linear and two-way cross-product terms.

Significant increments in R2 due to inclusion of cross-product terms

was interpreted as support for a statistical interaction whose form

was explored in subgroup regression analysis (Arnold, 1982).

Dummy-coded task (situational) variables were also created and

used with MEC-AIs, experience and performance measures to test for

homogeneity of regression across WTPT tasks. Dummy-coded task and

person main effects also provided backdrops to assess the relative

proportions of variance in task performance measures attributable to

task learning difficulty, aptitude and job experience.
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V. Results

Table I shows study variables' descriptive statistics.

All were within anticipated ranges. Table 2 shows intercorrelations

among study variables.

V.i Main Effects.

Hypotheses Hi, H_.•a, H3.b and H5 all concerned main effects and all

received support (see Table 2). Task learning difficulty was the

strongest predictor of the WTPT scores and, as expected, TASKEXP was a

better predictor of WTPT scores than JOBEXP.
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MEC-AI was a significant predictor of all dependent variables,

but effects were small. This may be partly due to the relative non-

correspondence in specificity/globality between the predictor and

criteria (e.g., Fishbein & Ajzen, 1974).

Only MEC-AI was a consistent predictor of the OAF rating. This

suggests either that WTPT administrators (a) may have been "leveling" -

their proficiency ratings for perceived differences in task difficulty

and airman experience, (b) differed from one another in their

implicitly assumed proficiency standards, or (c) may have considered

subtleties in perfoprmance not assessed by the dichotomous WTPT step

scoring procedure.

Patterns of main effects predicting Self and Supervisory ratings

were more similar to those relating to the WTFT scores than the OAF

ratings. This might suggest that supervisory and self task ratings

are more convergent with WTPT scores as indicators of task performance

than OAP ratings (Cook & Campbell, 1979). However, the low correla-

tions between task ratings and other criteria Suggest ctherw:ise (see

Table 2). WTPT scores, Self and Supervisor task: ratings may instead

represent assessments of distinct aspects of overall proficiency.

LDI, tended to be less predictive, while experience composites

tended to be more predictive of the rating criteria than the WTFT

scores. These prediction differences may in part be attributable to

method variance effects. In particular, the large regression weight"

linking self proficiency ratings to the TASKEXP composite may be

inflated.
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By some starcards. the proportion of var;an:e ir, tasi pe-rr:_

scores accounted for by the main effects was small. Golding (l75

and Abelson (1985), however. have argued against an UnpLlestlor2lQn

"variance-accounted-for" standard for judgilng the importance of

research findings. Still. we asked: What proportion of 2r-edictatle

task performance score variance was accounted for by the study's

variables?

To attempt a preliminary answer, the total variance in WTFT

performance scores attributable to (unspecified) differences in situa-

tions (tasks) was estimated by creating a dummy-coded variable for all

but one of the WTPT tasks (to keep the implied desion matrix nonsinau-

lar). WTFT scores were regressed on the dummy coded task variables

with R- = .2462 (F (22=-"Z2) = 47.99 P .0 1). A ratio of the

squared correlation between LDI and WTF'T scores, and the squared

multiple correlation from the regression of the WTPT scores on the

dummy coded task variables (.0567/.2462 = .27) suggested that 2-'% of

the variance in WTFT scores that was attributable to (unspecified)

dieferences in tasks was attributable to differences in the tasks'

learning difficulties (see James, Demaree Z, Hater. 1980 for a similar

approach). Tasks were deliberately sampled over a range of difficul-

ties, so this percentage might be attributed to a successful ex<peri-

mental manipulation. However, similarly calculated ratios for Self

(.0229/.0528 = .43) and Supervisory Task Proficiency Ratings

(.0522/.1246 = .42) corroborate the conclusion that task difficulty

has a significant impact upon task performance.

We also asked: what proportion of the variance in WTPT scores

predictable by (unspecified) interindividual differences is attributa-

ble to individual differences in aptitude and job experience? WTPT
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scores were regressed on dummy-coded perscn variables with Ri = .2244

(F (214.,3010) = 4.07, P < .01). The squared correlations between WTPT

scores and MEC-AI (.00363) and JOBEXP (.00393), and the squared

multiple correlation from the linear regression of WTPT on MEC-AI and

JOBEXP (.01043) were used to index the proportions of interindividual

difference variance attributable to study variables. Ratios similar

to those computed in analysis of between-task variance suggested that

only 1.6% (.00363/.2244) of the total variance accounted for by

interindividual differences was attributable to aptitude (MEC-AI),

1.8% (.00393/.2244) to job experience and 4.6% (.)1043/1.244) to the

combined influence of aptitude and job experience.

Similar ratios were computed for Self and Supervisory Task

ratings. Of the total variance in the Self ratings

accounted for by (unspecified) interindividual differences, only 1% •

(.0036/.3763) was attributable to aptitude (MEC-AI) and 8.9%

(.03136/.3763) to job experience. For the Supervisory ratings, these

percentages were .8% (.0042/.5209) for MEC-AI and 6.2% (.0323/.52C•9•

for job experience.

In summary, main effects analyses implied that aptitude, e,:per-

ience and task learning difficulty were significant predictors of task

performance. Patterns o+ WTPT prediction parameter estimates were

more similar to those associated with Self and Supervisory ratings

than the WTPT administrator OAP ratings. Task learning difficulty

appeared to account for a sizeable proportion of predictable inter-

task variance in task performance measures. On the other hand.

aptitude and job experience measures accounted for relatively little

of the predictable interindividual variance in task performance

measures. 77-15



V.2 Inte-actions.

Hypothesis H7 predicted a three-way interaction between exper-

ience. aptitude and task difficulty irn predicting task performranze.

The three-way cross-product term was highly collinear with linear and

two-way cross-product regression terms and accounted for essentially

no additional variance in any dependent variable beyond that accounted

for by the lower order effects. H7 was regarded as disconfirmed.

Tables 4 and 5 show hierarchical moderated regression tests of

two-way interaction hypotheses (H7. H5 and H6). Hypothesis H: predic-

ted an interaction between aptitude and task difficulty in predicting

task performance, and received no support. The MEC-AI , LDI cross-

product did not account for a significant proportion of additional

wariance in any dependent variable beyond that portion accounted for

by the main effects.

Hypothesis H6 predicted that experience and task learning diffi-

culty would interact to predict task performance. This hypothesis

also received no support. Apparent significant interaction effects

between LDI and TASK.EXP in predicting Self and Supervisory Task

Ratings (Table 5) were instead the result of spurious suppressor

effects (Lord & Novick, 1968; McFatter, 1979). Cross-product terms

were nearly collinear with at least one of the constituent main

effects. Partial correlations between the cross-product term and the

dependent variables were essentially zero, while correlations with

constituent variables were high. Thus the partial regression para-

meter estimates functioned as "classical suppressors" (McFatter, 1979)

in the multiple regression equations.
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Hypothesis H5 predicted an interaction between aptitude and

experience in predicting task performance. This hypothes~is was

consistently supported by small, but significant increments in

variance explained in task performance measures by the aptitude x

experience cross-product terms, above and beyond linear effects (see

Tables 4 and 5). The subgroup regression analysis results in Table 6

illustrate the typical interaction pattern.
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Low, Medium and High Experience suboroups were +ormed by selec-

ting individuals whose JOBEXP scores were below, within or above .5

standard deviation of the JOBEXP mean. Subgroup Qs are unequal due to

the skewness of JOBEXP. The predictability of task performance from

aptitude scores decreased among more experienced airmen (:correlations,

rather than unstandardized regression parameter estimates are shown

for interpretive ease. V::erlinger ! FPedhazur, 11'7Z). Note that this

interaction is not attributable to (a) a ceiling effect, since mean

performance scores did not tend toward the maximum score of 1C). (b)

differential range restriction, since standard deviations were ouite

similar across subgroups, or (c) performance becoming less predictable

over time, since the non-significant Experience x Tas[: Difficulty

interactions implied that prediction of task performance from LDI is

constant over various levels of task and job ex:perience. Rather, the

interaction suggests that (a) proficiency increases with experience,

and (b) aptitude is a significant predictor of performance relatively

early in an airman's first term of enlistment. but that later, other

(unmeasured) factors may serve as better predictors.

V.Z Predicted Aptitude Requirements.

A final research question concerned the feasibility of

establishing differential aptitude requirements as a function of

situational (task) demanos. This work was considered preliminary.

since analyses were conducted at the disaggregated task level, while

selection and classification decisions are made at the specialty

level.

Results in Tables 4 and 5 show that task learning difficulty did

not moderate the relationship between task performance and either

experience or aptitude. Results in Table 7 reinforce this conclusion.
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Model I in Table 7 is the regression of WTPT task performance on

dummy-coded variables representing the WTPT tasks. Comparisons betweer.

Models II and I, and between Models V and II, corroborate results in

Tables 4 and 5, and imply that significant predictors of WTFT task

performance are task differences, aptitude, job experience and an

aptitude x experience interaction. Nonsignificant interaction effects

between task variables and other regression terms indicated homoge-

neous Model V regressions across tasks.

Table 7

Hierarchlcal Moderat.ed Regression of WTT scares on Job Ezperience.
Nrc-AX and Dusav-Coced Task Variables

2

model prqdic-oý(sl P f~i. F

1. Tasik Variables(T) .24625 22.3232 47.99"e

XX. Task Variable3CT) * IEC-AX(N)
JOBEXP(J) .25636 24.3230 06.40*0

11,. T 7 H . J , TxH .25939 46.3208 2 4 .420a

IV. T * IN J . TxJ .26331 46.3208 24.93**

V. T * N * -* MxJ .25872 25.3229 45.06-

11. T H N * J . TxX * TzJ - MxJ .26906 69.3185 16.99"

VIZ. T H * J * TxI - TxJ * Hai , TxJxH .27423 91.3163 13.13-

2
Nodel COusPArlsons AR . .. . F

vX cs. 1 .01011 2.3230 21.96"

XXX vs. 11 .00302 22,3208 0.59

IV vs. 11 .00695 22.3208 1.38

V vs. 11 .00236 1,3229 10.218*

TI vs. V .01034 44,3185 1.02

YZI vs. VI .00517 22.3163 1.02

Overall, the results in Tables 3 through 7 imply that Jet Engine

Mechanic task performance is predicted by task differences, aptitude,

job and task experiencep and an interaction between aptitude and

experience. In order to illustrate one approach to linking aptitude

requirements to task (situational) demands, unstandardized parameter

estimates from the regression of WTPT scores on MEC-AI, task LDIs and

JOBEXP were selected:
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WTPT = 8.81 + .OO7WMEC-AI + .024*JOBEXF - .2:59Z*LOI

WTPT was fixed arbitrarily at the mean (7.74). MEC-AI cutoff scores

implied by various task LOIs were then examined at three levels of

JOBEXP (the mean and plus/minus one standard deviation). Figure I

summarizes these relationships. Implied MEC-AIs were converted to

percentile equivalents and those that were beyond the upper or lower

ranges were set to the boundary values (i.e., the 1st and 99th percen-

tiles). Figure 1 illustrates that for an airman to achieve a level of

performance at or above the sample mean, predicted MEC-AI requirements

are a function of: (a) difficulty level of the task to be performed,

and (b) amount of experience allowed to attain the desired level of

proficiency.

99;
95;,
901,
851
80

75:
70:

Predicted 651
60:

MEC-AI 551 Low Mean High

50; Experience
Percentile 45; W.0./.D.)

Scores 35,
301
25;
20;
15i
101
5;

9.4 1o.5 11.5 12.5 13.5 14.5 15.5 16.5 17.5 18.8

Task Learning Difficultv Indices

Figure 1. Aptitude cutoff scores implied for tasks of varying learning

difficulty at three levels of experience and constant target

performance level.
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VI. Conclusions.

Overall, findings from main effect and interaction analyses

suggest that (a) ASVAB MEC-AI is a valid predictor of Jet Engine

Mechanic (JEM) (AFS 426x2) task performance, and (b) JEM task perfor-

mance is optimally predicted as a linear function of aptitude,

experience, task difficulty and an interaction between aptitude and

experience. Thus. prediction of performance from aptitude may be

enhanced by including additional person and situational predictors and

interactions among predictors.

Prediction results for WTPT scores and Self and Supervisory Task

Proficiency Ratings were quite similar. One piece of evidence for

convergent validity between measures is that they do share similar

predictors (Cook & Campbell, 1979). In this sense,. Self and Supervi-

sory task ratings appeared to converge much better with the WTPT

scores than the OAP ratings. However, lack of convergence was implied

by low correlations between WTPT scores and task ratings. One stated

purpose of the Air Force Job Performance Measurement Project is to

determine whether there are appropriate surrogates for the labor-

intensive hands-on and interview WTPT proficiency measures. Results

presented here suggest that while WTPT scores and task ratings may be

similarly predicted from aptitude scores, these proficiency measures

may assess distinct aspects of the total criterion space.

Finally, a prototype methodology for linking aptitude require-

ments to situational (task) demands (LDIs) was demonstrated. The

methodology requires that measures of: (a) airman performance, (b)

airman aptitude, and (c) salient differences between situations

(tasks, occupations) be obtained. Successful application of the
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prototype methodology also requires that performance be significantly

related to (a) aptitude. and (b) the salient situational variable.

Additional variables related to performance (e.g., experience) may

further define the link between situational characteristics and

implied aptitude requirements. This procedure may prove useful. for

example, in addressing the following question: Given a desired level

of performance (proficiency) and a constant amount of time allowed to

attain proficiency, what required aptitude minima are implied for

tasks (specialties) of various difficulty levels?

VII. Recommendations.

VII.1 Extend research to cross-specialty comparisons. Within-

specialty analyses of relations among aptitude, experience, task dif-

ficulty and task performance reported here suggest that linking

enlistment standards to situational demands may ultimately be

feasible. However, this suggestion is preliminary and can not be

extrapolated to cross-specialty inferences. To do so would be to

commit the ecological fallacy (James, 1982). Attempts to link

enlistment standards to situational demands (e.g., Occupational

Learning Difficulty) must relate performance and aptitude predictors

at the individual level to macro, specialty-level difficulty indices.

Realization of this goal will require: (a) development of appropriate

statistical rationale for relating measures taken at different concep-

tual levels of aggregation, (b) collection of aptitude, performance.

and job/task difficulty scores on incumbents and tasks across several

specialties, (c) common proficiency standards for airmen in different

specialties, and (d) a demonstrated cross-specialty relationship

between proficiency and specialty-level difficulty indices.
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VII.2 Reiine the definition and measurement of job and task exper-

ience. A stated objective of the Air Force Job Performance Measure-

ment Project is to study effects of variables other than aptitudes

upon job/task proficiency. The Air Force research effort has

considered job/task experience important in this regard. "Experience"

connotes acquisition of job-related skills and abilities that. over

time. affect proficiency. But just as chronological age is a defi-

cient indicator of aging effects (Minton & Schneider, 1985). so is

tenure a deficient indicator of experience. Future work should

attempt to sharpen the definition of the experience construct to

reflect meanings accorded it and develop measures that more fully tap

the meaning of the construct.

VII.3 Conduct longitudinal research on aptitude and experience effects

on performance. For many research questions, longitudinal studies

merely afford a comparison between a static correlation and prediction

over some time interval. In general, longitudinal designs do not

bolster confidence in causal inferences from nonexperimental data

(Cook & Campbell, 1979; Rogosa. 1980). However, experience effects on

performance imply changes over time, which, in cross-sectional studies

can be misattributed from maturation, nonrandom selection, or attri-

tion effects. Cross-sectional time series (lagged endogenous

variable) designs permit statistical (e.g., pseudo-generalized least

squares) estimates for (a) bias in parameter estimates due to

unmeasured relevant causes of performance which, when corrected, would

permit (b) unbiased estimates of causal effects leading to job perfor-

mance.

Similarly, the problem of diminishing predictability of perfor-
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mance from aptitudes should be studied in the contexts of: (a) in-

direct aptitude effects upon later task performance; (b) temporally

proximal aptitude and skill determinants of performance, and (c) non-

ability determinants of performance beyond the first few years of

enlistment (e.g., motivation, situational constraints, leader facili-

tation and support, commitment to performance).

VII.4 Identify determinants of latent, true proficiency scores.

Table 3 shows that different conclusions about the prediction of

proficiency may be reached depending on the performance measure

chosen. However, patterns of results for WTPT scores, Self and Super-

visory task ratings were similar. Research should be expanded to

include latent proficiency variables as dependent variables. Existing

models of latent true performance scores (e.g., Hulin, Drasgow &

Parsons, 1983; Kenny & Berman, 1980; Lance, Tsacoumis & Bayless, 1986;

Lance & Woehr, in press; Lord & Novick, 1968) should provide the

conceptual springboard.

VI.5 Research procedures for statistical control of rater bias.

Ultimately, the services will likely opt for one or more performance

rating systems as a suitable surrogate for the high fidelity but

expensive and time-consuming WTPT methodology. The present research

suggested that Self and/or Supervisory task ratings may be viable

candidates. But ratings are notoriously susceptible to unconscious and

deliberate biases, and earlier attempts to control biases statis-

tically (e.g., Landy, Vance, Barnes-Farrell & Steele, 1980) have

failed (Harvey, 1982; Lance & Woehr, in press). However, some (e.g.,

Lance & Lautenschlager, 1986; Lance & Woehr, in press) maintain that
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tatistical control of rater bias may be feasible within the context

F a tenable structural theory of ratee true score and rater bias

Ffects. Relatively simple multitrait multimethod models (e.g., Wida-

an, 1985) and more complex models derived from performance rating and

lassical test theory (e.g., Kenny & Berman, 1980; Wherry & Bartlett.

p82) should be starting points for this research.
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Multiaperture Optical Systems and Neural Networks Capable

of the Detection of Motion, Speed, Direction and Distance

by

David Lawson

Abstract

An artificial multiaperture optical system is an array of sensors. The

insect eye is a natural example of the same thing. We use insect

behavior as a guide to the development of neural networks capable of

organizing and responding to data collected by multiaperture systems. We

present networks capable of detecting motion, speed, and direction. We

demonstrate that the Aperture Problem (the problem of determining the

direction of large objects by local direction mechanisms alone) can be

solved for a restricted class of objects. Distance presents a special

problem which can be resolved by binocular vision, peering, and/or

ranging. In addition, we present a neural derivative capable of detect-

ing the motion of light edges, and an off-center version capable of

detecting dark edges. Recent experiments have shown that motion detec-

tion mechanisms in the Rhesus monkey react in this manner. Neural

tracking and attention mechanisms are also presented.
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I. INTRODUCTION:

The research problem at the Air Force Armament Laboratory involves

the investigation and development of neural networks which are capable of

the organization of and proper response to data collected by multiaper-

ture optical systems.

I am a professor of mathematics and computer science at Stetson

University in DeLand, Florida. During the past year I have presented two

papers, each of which was an introduction to a facet of Stephen Grossberg's

work. The first, Logic Gates of the Mind, was presented to the Florida

Section of the Mathematical Society of America. The second, Mathematics

of the Mind, Stephen Grossberg's Dynamic Geometry of the Mind, was presented

at the Fiftieth Annual Meeting of the Florida Academy of Sciences. In

addition, I have working with me an enthusiastic group of students who

are developing a software package capable of producing neural models.

II. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT:

The overall objective of the research is to develop a series of

neural models which are capable of organizing and responding to multi

aperture data. Insects are obvious and ubiquitous examples of

functional multiaperture systems. An investigation and explanation of

the neural principles involved in the collection of data and control of

insect behavior could prove directly applicable to artificially created

multiaperture systems. For this reason we wish to explain and emulate

insect visual and motor phenomena.

Particular emphasis is placed upon: motion detection mechanisms,

target tracking mechanisms, distance determination, and attention mechanisms.

III. NEURAL MODELING

The theoretical component of neuroscience is developing in
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the fledgling field of neural modeling. This field has yet to

become a recognized academic discipline, so the academic

respectibility of anyone who works in it is at risk.

David Hestenes, "HOW THE BRAIN WORKS: the next

great scientific revolution"

IV. MODELS OF THE NEURON

We have used two models of the neuron. The first model was devel-

oped by McCulloch and Pitts in the 1940's. The second model is a more

sophisticated model, characterized via a set of differential equations

developed by Stephen Grossberg in the 1970's.

A. Logic Gates of the Mind - The McCulloch-Pitts Neuron.

The McCulloch-Pitts neuron can have a large number of inputs, each

of which is a 0 or a 1. Each neuron can connect to many other neurons.

Each neuron had a threshold T. If the threshold is exceeded at time t,

because more than T inputs are 1 at time t-1, then the neuron will fire.

eg. Its output will be 1 at time t.

B. Differential Equations of the Mind - The Grossberg Neuron. L

"It has proven difficult ... to model the observed psycho-

physical data using the McCulloch-Pitts (neuron). The reason is that

the psychophysical data reflect interactions ... over a span of time.

Such a view converts potential into firing frequency, and Boolean

logic into differential equations.' [Levine, 1982]

Single spikes are spontaneously generated, but single spikes are not

believed to carry information. Rather, information in an axonal signal

resides in the pulse frequency of the burst. The neuron described below

is a frequency generating and frequency modulating neuron. We will only L

present one of the differential equations Grossberg has developed to
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characterize neural behavior. For others, and several examples see

Hestenes, 1983.

A neural net will consist of K neurons, N1 , N2 , ... , NK. Each

neuron will be connected to every other neuron.

Grossberg's equation governing neural activity within the net:

K K
dxi/dt = -Ai(t)xi(t) + I Sij(t)zij(t) - • Cij(t) + Ii(t)

with: Sij(t) the average rate (frequency) of pulses traveling down

the axon from neuron i to neuron j.

Xi(t) = the average potential difference on neuron i (at the axon

hillock).

Zij(t) = the synaptic strength of the knob lying at the end of

the axon running from neuron i to neuron j.

Ai(t) = the rate of decay of neuron i.

Cij(t) = an inhibitory signal similar to Sij.

Ii(t) = the total input to the ith neuron which

comes from sources other than the cells N1 , ... ,NK

V. MOTION DETECTION

We have created neural implementations of several methods of motion

detection. We have also discovered a neural solution to a resticted form

of the Aperture Problem.

Section 1. Detection Mechanisms.

A. The delayed-comparison motion detection scheme.

This scheme, proposed originally by Reichardt and Hassenstein,

uses two detectors A and B each of which responds transiently to a

spot of light.
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The intent: A(t) = 1 B(t+l) = 1 Out(t+2) = 1

D(t+l) = 1

B. Direction Sensitive Apparent Speed Detection.

This simple model is easily extended to one capable of speed detec-

tion. This is could be an example of what is called an emergent property.

An emergent property is a property which emerges unexpectedly when an

organism is confronted with new environmental constraints. As an example,

a redundant net capable of motion detection could have evolved. This

same net is capable of speed detection (the emergent property), and could

be used for speed detection if the correct environmental pressure were to

appear.
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The intent: A(t) = 1 B(t+1) = 1 Out(t+2) = 1
X(t+l) = I

C. Non-Direction Sensitive Apparent Speed Determination.

The same model can be constructed using Grossberg's equations. In

this case, a neuron will not physically embody the delay. Instead, a

change in the result of the rate of change of the neural potential will

be governed by the parameter D, the decay rate. The network will no

longer be direction sensitive!

The equation for the rate of change of neural activity:

dx/dt = -Dx + A + B
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The neural implementation:

A
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D. Speed determination with a smaller network: Varying Thresholds and

Graded Responses.

A, tAM
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DAr•IZI" O SYN riP TIC.
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The decay rate of each cell Mi is identical, but the thresholds differ.

Let Ti be the threshold of the cell Mi. Suppose that T, > T2 > ... > TK.

The faster that an object moves from A to B the less the cell Xi has

decayed. If Mi fires then Mj will also fire for all i > j, but Mi will

inhibit the output of the cells Mj, for i > j.

Note: Care must be taken to insure that Outi does not just momentarily

inhibit Outi.

E. A veto mechanism.

Barlow and Levick have suggested a model of motion detection called

the veto mechanism. Implemented as a neural model this appears as:

A

OUTr

LAqT'R AL INHI BI TON

As A VETO

•G5

The intent: Out = 1 if motion is from A to B

= 0 otherwise.

This is termed an AND-NOT operation because the output could be written

as A(t+l) - B(t) or equivalently as A(t+l) AND (NOT B(t)).

This is linear inhibition because the activity or internal potential

of the cell can be written as
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X(t) = A(t) - B(t-1)

Since lateral inhibition is one of the major architectural features

of vision this is an appealing natural model.

We can of course remove the delay cell and replace it with an

appropriate decay factor D for X. Using Grossberg's generic equations the

cell activity changes at the rate:

dx/dt = -Dx + A - B

F. A non-linear veto mechanism.

Shunting is the multiplicative effect that characterizes the inter-

action of an excitatory and an inhibitory neuron which are in close

proximity to one another. [Poggio,1983]

A network with a non-linear, or shunting, veto mechanism can be

connected in exactly the same manner as the linear veto mechanism. The

differential equation governing the rate of change of cell potential will

contain, however, the shunting, or multiplicative term, -B(t)X(t).

[Grossberg,19823

dx/dt = -Dx + A - xB

Section 2. The Aperture Problem.

The Aperture Problem : Can an array of local detectors be integrated in a

manner that will allow them to accurately determine speed and direction?

It is suspected that a separate mechanism must determine the

direction of large objects, a mechanism that uses something other than

local detectors alone. The following example will illustrate why.

An example. A short line, at a 45 degree angle to the vertical, moving
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horizontally.
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Move this line over a cartesian array of detectors and you will find that

the direction sensors indicated above via arrows have been fired.

AcTuAL I
DIREC'TION 'DiRECLion

INI)ICA-TGO BY

VECToR Surl
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This is very disconcerting because a simple vector sum of the directions L

does not yield the correct direction.

Insect Vision, Symmetry, and Local Detectors.

Insects, and many other animals find that prey are symmetric, or

approximately symmetric, at an appropriate time. An airplane, for

instance, is symmetric when viewed while in flight from below. In such a

case, we have been able to demonstrate that local detectors can be used

to correctly predict the direction of motion.

The demonstration assumes:

1. the object is symmetric about the line of motion.

2. that if point A is tripped (sensor A) then the same object will

not trip it again. We wish to avoid reporting motion in direct opposi-

tion to the line of flight in this manner.

3. that the object is stationary with respect to the line of flight

(we do not want to allow rotary movement of the object). In order to

give an analytical meaning to this notion, we say that an object is

stationary with respect to the line of flight if given points (sensors) A

and B both on a line parallel to the line of flight and if B directly
follows A, then is the object is sensed by A it will also be sensed by B.

This is just to say that the direction sensor AB will be tripped.

Under these assumptions we can show that the bigger the object, the

closer the vector sum of the local detectors will be to the correct

direction.

Section 3. The Neural Derivative

David Marr and Shimon Ullman have proposed a gradient scheme for the

detection of motion. An implementation of that notion is a neural deri-

vative. The neural derivatives displayed are of interest because they

react in accordance with recent experiments.

The idea behind the gradient method :
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At point P the intensity profile has a positive slope. If the

stimulus moves to the left the intensity I at p will increase. If the

stimulus moves to the right the intensity I at p will decrease.

In order to implement this idea consider the following sketch.

/ -

P

Z161ir ED6e /'ioWVI To T/E Lesr

A light edge is the leading edge of a light figure moving across a dark

background. The same intensity profile moving to the right is called a

dark edge, the leading edge of a dark figure moving across a light

background. (or the trailing edge of a light figure)

A neural net that can implement the gradient scheme of movement

detection:
A

C,

OUT

A NEURA L

DeRlVATIVE

If neuron A and neuron B are both firing at 'he same rate then neuron C ..
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does not fire. If the stimulation to A increases, then A and B are no

longer firing at the same rate, and C will fire. The rate at which A

exceeds B w11 determine the rate at which C will fire. Thus, C will not

fire for a flat intensity profile. If the slope increases then the rate

of firing of C will increase as well. In other words C reacts exactly as

a derivative would (for positive slopes).

Fact 1. The neural derivative as presented above will respond to a

moving light edge only.

A light edge moving across a dark background will cause the stimula-

tion at A to increase. A dark edge moving across the sensor A will

reduce the stimulation to C. Signals from B will continue to inhibit C.

Thus, the neural derivative presented above will not respond to a dark

edge.

Fact 2. An off-center model of the neural derivative will respond to

moving dark edges alone.

An off-center cell is a cell which will increase its rate of firing

as stimulation to it decreases. If neuron A is an off-center cell we

will call the neural derivative an off-center model of the derivative.

It had been conjectured that a combination of on-center and off-

center cells worked in conjunction to detect edges. Schiller's (1982)

APB experiments have shown that in the Rhesus monkey at least this is not

the case. The neural derivatives displayed above do, on the other hand,

react in accordance with Schiller's experiments (Schiller's experiments

were with moving edges).

VI. ATTENTION MECHANISMS.

A multitude of data bombards an organism. To what must it shift its

attention? Attention mechanisms are those mechanisms which play a part
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in this determination.

A. Central priority.

Ommatidia in the center of an insects visual field are very sensi-

tive. This sensitivity decreases as the distance from the central field

increases. This property can play a role in determining attention. An

insect which is responding to level of stimulation to choose between two

objects of the same actual level of stimulation.

B. A neural centering and tracking mechanism.

We have discovered a mechanism which finds the center of whatever is

presented to it. The insect will align its body to the object. This

mechanism is thus also a tracking mechanism. It will continue to center

a moving target and thus track it.

VII. DISTANCE DETERMINATION.

Apparent speed, the speed that on object moves across an array of

sensors, is not the true speed. On object at a great distance might

appear to be moving slowly, even though is is actually traveling very

fast. To determine the true speed the distance to the object must be

discovered.

Two essentially distinct methods of determining distance are attri-

buted to insects, binocular or stereoscopic vision and peering.

A. Binocular vision.

Binocular vision refers to the use of both eyes in conjunction.

The essential fact is that in a small central area of the insect fovea

there are ommatidia from the left eye that are angled to the right, and

ommatidia in the right eye that look to the left. The field of view of

the ommatidia on the left crosses the field of view of those on the

right. This will provides the insect with the information needed to do a
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sort of neural triangulation. Subtle problems are hidden here if the

shading of the object is complex. A simple mechanism will work well if

the insect first filters the object and presents a specific edge to the

triangulation network.

VIII. RECOMMENDATIONS.

1. What kind of constraint, behaviorally and neurally, is the restriction

we have created in order to obtain a solution to the Aperture Problem?

2. Neural triangulation is not possible on a complex image unless one os

able to match the image from one eye with the image from the other. If,

however, one can triangulate then one can also match the images. Is this

then a natural, perhaps behavioral way (an emergent property?) to explain

the use of focus(matching) and the multiaperture eye?

3. Can feedback from motor mechanisms be used in conjunction with imaging

in a self-organizing fashion to create neural triangulation and focus.

4. The reticular formation: We have not yet constructed a complete

description of the control mechanism. In other words, what kind of neural

mechanism decides that the object in the center of the field of view is no

longer of interest?

5. What neural mechanisms are capable of target tracking, matching,

prediction and correction, and predator/prey selection?

6. Parallel processing: How can the insect brain be organized to keep

track of and react to a multitude of stimuli?

78-16
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Paul S. T. Lee, Ph.D.

ABSTRACT

This paper developed and discussed two experimental designs:

Completely Randomized Design and Factorial Experimental Designs. They were

designed mainly for the purpose of achieving three objectives: (1) To

have high power in testing the effects of major factors affecting aircraft

trarsparency failure modes, (2) To be cost-effective in testing materials,

and (3) To be able to make predictions using data obtained from laboratory

tests.

Multiple regression, both of linear and non-linear, have been discussed

along with analysis of variance for the purpose of making predictions. It

has been demonstrated that little effort was needed to conduct regression

analysis once the analysis of variance is completed. Empirical data were

used to the extent it is possible. Recommendations were made in four

areas, namely: Applications, sample size, the ability to make predictions

and a planned experiments. In short, it is highly recommended that

experienced statisticians be consulted in the planning stage of an

experiment for his advice to gain power of testing, efficiency in testing

materials and to be able to make predictions.
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NI. INTRODUCTION

In striviig for acquiring the best available quality oi aircraft

transparencies in the market, the Subsystems Development Group of the Air

Force Flight Dynamic Laboratory at the Wright-Patterson Air Force Base

(AFWAL/FIER) has been seeking better laboratory testing methods to

effectively identify factors affecting the durability of aircraft

transparencies, the relationship between these factors and various

transparency failure modes and to be able to make predictions on

transparency durability.

Responding to this call, two experimental designs were developed and

discussed as part of my summer research project. These are Completely

Randomized Design and Factorial Experimental Design. Both analysis of

variance and multiple regression were used as relevant procedures to

conduct hypothesis testing and to making predictions.

II. OBJECTIVES:

The major objectives of the experimental design discussed in this paper

are: (1) To develop and recommend effective laboratory testing methods

that would yield the highest result in detecting the factors affecting the

various failure modes (i.e., reducing the probability of committing a Type __ -

II error); and (2) To develop testing designs that would increase the

efficiency of a test within a given amount of resources; and (3) To

develop statistical analysis procedures capable of making predictions on

the durability of aircraft transparencies.

III. COMPLETELY RANDOMIZED DESIGN AND ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE.

1. COMPLETELY RANDOMIZED DESIGN: Completely randomized design is one

of the simplest designs available. It is easy to understand and it can be

used at ease even by many new and inexperienced scientists.
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The design can best be described with an example. For instance,

experiences indicate that the percentage of coating removal caused by rain

impingement varies with the length of time exposure to the rain. Based upon

this contention, a null hypothesis that the amount of time exposure to the

rain has no effect on the coating removal on certain design of canopies can

then be formulated. To test such a hypothesis, 15 pieces of specimen or

full-scale canopies were randomly selected from a transparency production

line. If all the 15 specimens were assigned randomly to three different

amount of time exposure in the rain. Then, one is said to have a completely

randomized experiment design.

2. ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE: The mechanism used to test a hypothesis such

as "the amount of time exposure to the rainfall has no effect on the

coating removal" is called "Analysis of Variances". In plain language, the

analysis of variance is a process of partitioning the sum of squares of the

deviation between each individual observation or value and its mean into

two main components: The among-sample sum of squares (ASS) and

within-sample sum of squares (WSS). Statistical procedure is then applied

to compare the observed variance ratio (F-value) with the theoretical one

and a conclusion relative the acceptance and rejection of the hypothesis

can then be reached.

As an emperical example, data on rain erosion tests were obtained from

an University of Dayton Research Institute (UDRI) testing report (Ref. 1)

as shown in Table 1. The one-way analysis of variance was conducted as

shown in Table 2. Since the calculated F-value is much greater than the

theoretical F-value with 2 and 27 degrees of freedom, the null hypothesis

is rejected at 1% significant level. The conclusion is that the percentage

of coating removal is significantly affected by the amount of time exposure

at a rate of 1 inch/hour of simulated rainfall.

3. REGRESSION ANALYSIS AND DURABILITY PREDICTION: Regression deals

with the relation between X, the values of one or more independent

variables and the population means of Y, the dependent variable. In the

context of experiments,the values of X may be the different levels of
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TABLE I

COATING ADHESION (RAIN EROSION) TEST DATA

Speed: 300 mph

Rainfdill: 1 in/hr

Exposure: 3 equiv. yrs. of accelerated weathering
plus stress

Coatina Removal, Percent

Specimen Test Time, Minutes

Number 1 2 5

C3-1 5 30 64

CS-2 1 5 33

CS-3 5 25 85

CS-5 3 20 91

CS-6 2 10 69

CS-7 10 30 84

Cs-2 2 25 68

CS-9 2 20 76

CS-k0 1 10 30

CS-li 1 10 70

Sources: K.I. Claton, et. al, AIRCRAFT TRANSPARENCY TEST METHODOLOGY,
AFWAL TR-85-3125, University of Dayton Research Institute,
P.74, March 1986
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time exposure in the rainfall; and the means of Y may be the average

percentages of coating removal. The relation can be expressed in the

following mathematical form:

uy.x - a + 8X ... (1)

where py.x is the populatioc. mean corresponding to each value of X; a, the

intercept and 8, the regression coefficient or the slope the regression

line. The advantage of having a regression equation lies in its

predicting power, i.e. the population means corresponding to each value of

X can be calculated once the values of a and 8 are estimated. Many computer

software packages have the capability of solving regression, linear or

non-linear, problems. This includes the estimation of a and B and the

predicted means of Y. Using the rain erosion test data discussed in the

previous section, the regression equation is estimated as follows:

y.x M -13.1 + 16X ... (2)

The calculated "coefficient of determination", R-square, is 82.7%. This

indicates, regardless the validity of laboratory testing procedure, that

the simulated rainfall alone explains 82.7% of the variations in the

coating removal.

As stated in previous sections, the major advantage of having a

regression is to make predictions. For instance, if the amount of time

exposure in the simulated rainfall is 4 minutes, the predicted coating

removal is 50.9%. In another words, the durability of a particular

type of windshield coating can be predicted if the amount of rainfall

can be converted into months or years in a particular region where

several Air Force bases are located.
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TABLE 2

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE ON RAIN EROSION TEST

SOURCES OF SUM OF DEGREE OF MEAN

VARIATION SOUARES FREEDOM SQUARE F-VALUE

Among Sample 22,189.267 2 11,094.633 64.5300**

Within Sample 4,642.1 27 171.9296

Total 26,831.367

F 0 5.4881 at 1% significant level
.01

**Very Significant

Conclusion: Since the calculated F-value is much greater than the

theoretical F-value at 1Z significant level, the

null-hypothesis is rejected, i.e., the length of rainfall

exposure at high speed (500 mph) is a major contributor

to the differences of coating removal of F-16A coated

monolithic polycarbonate canopy.
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4. INTERVAL ESTIMATE: Once the prediction is made, the information

obtained from regression analysis can also be used to make interval

estimate. For example, the 95% confidence interval of the predicted value

can be estimated through the following equation:

AAy. x + t.02Sy ... (3)
y~~ 025 y.x

where y.x is the predicted mean value of the dependent variable, the

percent of coating removal, t 0 2 5 is the 5% point of t-value and s is

the estimated standard error of the regression equation. In this

particular case,

yx - 50.9 .2 2.048 and s f 2.98..025 y.x

Hence, the estimated 95% confidence interval of the predicted coating

removal at 4 minutes of rainfall is from 44.8% to 57.0%.

5. TEST OF LINEARITY: Regression analysis and analysis of variance are

two different versions of the same general topic. The hypothesis

underlying the regression analysis is the same as that of the analysis of

variance. The advantage of conducting a regression analysis lies in the

fact that the regression has a higher testing power if it is proved to be

linear. The "test of linearity" can be conducted along with the calculation

of analysis of variance with very little extra effort involved. Again,

using the rain erosion test data, the test of linearity is conducted as

shown in Table 3. The small F-value relative to the "deviation from

linearity" indicated the existence of linear relationship between the

amount of rain exposure and coating removal. Since the nature of the

regression model is established to be linear, the F-value corresponding to

the linear regression can then be used to test the hypothesis that 8 = 0,

which is equivalent to the null hypothesis in the analysis of variance that

all populations means are equal. The larger F-value relative to the "linear

regression" indicates the power of testing has been increased by the use of

linear regression. If, on the other hand, the non-linear relationship were 0

established, the F-value in the analysis of variance may still be used to

test the same hypothesis. The non-linear regression analysis will be

discussed in the following section.
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TABLE 3

TEST OF LINEARITY ON RAIN EROSION

SOURCES OF SUM OF DEGREE OF MEAN

VARIATION SQUARES FREEDOM SQUARE F-VALUE

Among Sample 22,189.267 2 11,094.633 64.530**

Linear Regression 22,186.67 1 22,186.67 129.040**

Deviation from

Linearity 2.60 1 2.60 0.015

Error 4,642.100 27 171.930

Total 26,831.367 29

F - 5.4881 with 2 and 27 degrees of freedom
.01

F = 7.6767 with 1 and 27 degrees of freedom
.01

**Very Significant
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IV. FACTORIAL DESIGN:

1. ADVANTAGES: One of the most popular experimental designs is called

"Factorial Design". As the name implies, this design was developed to

study the effects of several factors simultaneously in one testing design

using the same testing articles. For example, one may test tne effects of

temperature as well as moisture (rainfall) on transparency coating removal

in one testing design. The result is economy in effort and savings in

testing materials. The second advantage of the factorial design is that the

effects of two or three factors combined can be studied in one testing

design. In statistical terminology, the test of interaction of two or more

factors on certain material can be carried out in a factorial experimental

design. For example, one may test the combined effects of both the

temperature and the rainfall simultaneously. While a series of simple

experiments throws no light on the interaction of two or three factors.

The third advantage is that the conclusion reached through a factorial

experiment is more general. A well designed factorial experiment in which

the effects of several factors can be studied simultaneously is probably

the only simulation next to the in-service field experience.

2. AN ARTIFICIAL EXAMPLE: The factorial experiment can best be

illustrated through the use of an example. Table 4 presents an artificial

data set on transparency coating removal. Factor A stands four levels of

temperature, and Factor B stands for three levels of moisture (rainfall).

The methods of analysis in the factorial experiment are identical to those

given in the preceding sections. What is new in the factorial experiment

is the breakdown of the Treatment (Among-sample) Sum of Squares into three

components: A Effect, B Effect and AB Effect or Interaction. Table 5 shows

details of analysis of variance using a "random variable model" assumption.

The random variable model assumes that values of various levels of

temperature and rainfall were randomly selected. The conclusions were that

both A and B effects were significant but AB effect or interaction was not.

In other words, both temperature and rainfall were proved to be significant

factors contributing to coating removal. And no significant combined

effects between temperature and rainfall were detected.
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TABLE 4

p I
4 x 3 FACTORIAL EXPERIMENT ON

TEST OF TRANSPARENCY COATING REMOVAL

(ARTIFICIAL DATA, % COATING REMOVAL)

FACTOR A TEMPERATURE

p
FACTOR B -65 0 F 10 0 F 85 0 F 160°F TOTAL

5 4 1 2

1 9 4 3 4 32

10 2 2 2

co 2 12 6 2

12 9 3 8 1

3 12 11 7 i0 72

TOTAL 60 36 18 1f 144

p A

p
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TABLE 5

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF FACTORIAL EXPERIMENT

SOURCES OF SUM OF DEGREE OF MEAN

VARIATION SQUARES FREEDOM SoUAR-

Treatment 292.00 11

A Effect 156.00 3 52 13.00**

B Effect 112.00 2 56

AB Interaction 24.00 6 4 1.33

Error 36.00 12 3

Total 328.00 23

F = 9.7795 with 3 and 6 degrees of freedom
.01

F = 10.925 with 2 and 6 degrees of freedom
.01

F m 4.8206 with 6 and 12 degrees of freedom
.01

**Very Significant
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3. DETERMINATION OF DEGREE OF MULTIPLE REGRESSION EQUATION: For

purpose of making predictions, multiple regression analysis may also be

used along with analysis of variance in factorial experiment as it is with

completely randomized design. Again, the nature of the multiple

regression equation or the degree of each of the independent variables has

to be determined before it is applied to the factorial experiment data.

One way to determine the degrees of independent variables is through the

use of an individual degree of freedom technique and an orthogonal set of

multipliers. The sum of squares due to factor A "cemperature or xI), which

has 4 levels, is partitioned into linear, quadratic and cubic components by

the following multipliers:

M I M 2 M 3 1
M1 2 3 M4

Linear -- -3 -1 ! 3

quadratic -- 1 -1 -1 1

Cubic -- -1 3 -3 1

and the individual degree of freedom equation:

Q2x. = (MT)2 /n(M) ... (4)
. ii i

2where Q x. is the sum of squares for a particular component; it. is the1 2.
multiplier and Ti. the treatment (sample) total.

For example, the sum of squares of the linear component is calculated

as follows:

2 (-360(-)3+()1+()3)2 2 2 2 2
Q x ((-3)60+(-1)36+(1)18+(3)30) /6((-3) +(-1) +(1) +(3)2) = 97.2

Likewise, the sum of squares due to factor B (rainfall), which has

three levels, is partitioned into linear and quadratic components through

the use of an individual degree of freedom (equation 4) and the following

multipliers:

M I M 2 MM3
Linear -- -1 0 1

quadratic -- 1 -2 .
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TABLE 6

TEST OF LINEARITY AND FACTORIAL EXPERIMENT

SOURCES OF SUM OF DEGREE OF MEAN

VARIATION SQUARES FREEDOM SQUARE F-VALUE

Factor A 156.00 3

Linear Regression 97.20 1 97.20 24.3**

Deviation from

Linearity 58.80 2 29.40 7.35**

Factor B 112.00 2

Linear Regression 100.00 1 100.00 25.00**

Deviation from

Linearity 12.00 1 12.00 3.00

AB Interaction 24.00 6 4.00 1.33

Error 36.00 12 3.00

Total 328.00 13

F.01 = 10.925 with 2 and 6 degrees of freedom

F = 5.1433 with 2 and 6 degrees of freedom -

*.05

**Very significant at 1% level

* Significant at 5% level
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And finally, the sum of squares due to AB effect is partitioned into

various components using the products of multipliers for factor A and

those for factor B. The detail analysis is shown in Table 7.

As shown by the F-values in Table 7, the analysis indicates that both

the linear and quadratic components for factor A are statistically

significant and the linear component for factor B is significant. All

the rests of the components are not.

4. PREDICTION AND INTERVAL ESTIMATE: Once the degree of the

regression equation is determined, the multiple regression equation can

then be constructed as follows

S+ ax +* X + ... (5)
y.x 1 1 2 2 3'1

Through the use of SAS softwares, parameters in the above ecuation were

estimated as follows:

A 2y.x = 0.866667-O.049333X +2.5X2 +O.000267X1  ... (6)

The estimated coefficient of determination, R-square, is 76.6% and the

estimated population variance (the within-sample mean square) is s-2.

This equation can be used for making prediction on the durability of

transparency coating involving temperature and rainfall. For example, the

average coating loss in an environment equivalent to 85'F and 2 minutes of

rainfall can be estimated through the use of the above equation with X,=85,

X =2 and X2 =7225 as
2 1

Ay.x = 3.6.

Of course, the predicted value does not have to be found at an

experimental point. It can be determined at any point within the given

ranges of X and X2 .
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TABLE 7

DETERMINATION OF DEGREE OF EQUATION FOR

A 4 x 3 FACTORIAL EXPERIMENT

SOURCE OF VARIATION SS DF MS F

Treatment 292.0 11

Factor A (X 1 ) 156.0 3
X Linear 97.2 1 97.2 32.40**

X2 Quadratic 54.0 1 54.0 18.00"*

X3 Cubic 4.8 1 4.8 1.60

Factor B (X2) 112.0 2
X, Linear 100.c 1 100.0 33.33*

2 Quadratic 12.0 1 12.0 4.00

Interaction AB 24.0 6

| xx2 0.0 1 0.0 0.00

xIx 2  1.0 1 1.0 0.33

Ixx2  5.0 1 5.0 1.67

SX X2  
9.6 1 9.6 3.2012

X2X 2  
3.0 1 3.0 1.00132

X3X 2  
5.4 1 5.4 1.80

Within Treatment 36.0 12 3.0
TOTAL 328.0 23

F - 4.7472 With 1 and 2 Degrees of Freedom
.05

F. 0 1 = 9.3302 with 1 and 12 degrees of Freedom

**Very Significant
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A

Again, the 95% confidence interval at this point may also be estimated

through the use of equation 3. In this particular case,

y =2 3.6, 2 2.1790 and s = 0.5244
t025 y.x

Using equation 3, the 95% confidence interval of the estimated coating

loss is from 2.46% to 4.74%.

V. SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS

1. APPLICATIONS: This paper discussed two frequently used

experimental designs, the completely randomized experiment and the

factorial experiment design. Each of these designs has particular

applications. The former is recommended in conducting coupon tests for

its simplicity both in concept and in calculation. The latter is strongly

recommended in conducting sub-scale or full-scale article tests where

testing materials are relatively expensive. In addition to savings from

economy in testing materials, the factorial experiment design is often the .

choice for testing interaction effects of two or more factors combined.

2. SAMPLE SIZE: Sample size or the number of replications at a

particular testing point is directly related to the costs of testirg

materials and to the power of testing as well. As a rule of thumb, the

minimum sample size for the completely randomized design is 5 at each

testing point and that for the factorial design is 2. One should consider

to increase sample size whenever the decision requires high level of

precision or a huge amount of costs is at stake.

3. REGRESSION ANALYSIS AND MAKING PREDICTIONS: Whenever possible,

regression analysis should be conducted along with the analysis of

variance in testing of hypotheses. In general, regression would result

higher power of testing if the regression is proved to be linear. The

test of linearity requires little effort once the analysis of variance

is done.
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The major advantage of conducting regression analysis is its prediction

power. Once the regression equation is constructed and parameters

estimated, the mean values of the dependent variable can be estimated

corresponding to a specific value of explanatory factors (independent

variables). The potential in using regression analysis for predicting the

durability of aircraft transparencies is high.

4. A PLANNED EXPERIMENT: It is highly recommended that all laboratory

tests have to be planned in advance. A planned test or experiment requires

the knowledge and expertise of an experienced statistician. Many

laboratories have statisticians on their staff for helping to plan the

tests, to validate the testing methods, to increase in power of testing,

and to conduct the statistical analysis. At any rate, the testing engineer

should consult a statistician for his advice before the test starts but not

after the test is completed. This is much the same as one should consult a

architect for his advice in building design before the construction starts

but not for his blessing after the construction is completed.
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ION-MOLECULE REACTIONS

OF

tH2/H+/_N _CO2_•, and N+/C02

by

C. Randal Lishawa

ABSTRACT

We have measured the reactive cross section as a

function of translational energy for the reaction

H2 0+ + H2 0 --- ) H3 0+ + OH. By using isotopically labelled

compounds, we have been able to distinquish between the

proton transfer and hydrogen transfer reaction channels,

as well as the the symmetric charge exchange cross

section. Using the same techniques, we have measured

the cross section as a function of translational energy

of collisions of N+ and N2 + with CO2 . We have

observed the product channels C02+, NO+, and CO+ (for N' -A

only).
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I. Introduction

I received a Ph.D. from the University of Florida

studying molecular electronic energy transfer processes

using molecular beam techniques.

The research at the Air Force Geophysics Labora~or,

(AFGL) involved investigations of ion-molecule reactions

relating to the physical processes observed during

spacecraft reentry. The method of molecular beams is

also used in these studies.

II. Objectives of the Research Effort

The overall objective of the Spacecraft Interactions

Branch is the analysis of the impact of spacecraft on

their operating environment. Perhaps the most publicized

example of this is the so-called "Shuttle Glow". The

objective of this summer research was to obtain cros3

section data required to explain some of these reactions.

III. Experimental

The experimental apparatus is shown schematically in

Figure 1 and has been described in a previous paper.I

In general, it is a tandem mass spectrometer employing an

electron bombardment source (from 30 - 3000 primary ions
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per second) and a thin collision chamber (pressure about

5 x 10- 5 torr). The apparatus was calibrated using the

N2' + D2 -- > N2 D+ + D system. 2

IV. Discussion

We have looked at the following reactions

H2 0+ + H2 0 -- products (1)

15N2+ + CO2  -- products (2)

1 5 N+ + CO2  -- products (3-

as a funciton of translational energy (approximately 0.5

to 50 eV in the center of mass system). Reaction (1;

is of interest because of the recent observation

of H3 04 on the space shuttle 3 . Most of the previous work

on these systems has been carried out at thermal

energies. 4 - 6 A few beam experiments have also beel

reported.7-11

The cross sections measured for Reaction (1) are

shown in Figures 2 - 5. The trends of our results are

consistent with the results obtained in previous exper-

iments. However, those experiments measured the total

production of H3 O+ regardless of the process. The data

reported here are for proton exchange (Figure 2),

hydrogen exchange (Figure 3), and the symmetric charge

exchange (Figures 4 and 5). Even if our results on the
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proton exchange and hydrogen exchange are summed, our

results are significantly lower than previously reported

(about a factor of 4 less). Although the reason for this

discrepency is unclear, one possible source could be the

presence of excited states in the H2 0+ beam. Previous

studies of discharge sources producing H20+ have

indicated a large fraction of the beam to be composed of

excited states.1 2 However, based on the reported

lifetimes of the excited states of H2 O+ (0.8, 3.0, and 10

microseconds) 1 3 - 1 5 and the known path length of our

experimental apparatus, we believe our beam will probably

be mostly ground state (1 x 10-5%, 2%, or 30% of the

original excited state population for 0.8, 3, or 10

microsecond lifetimes respectively) at the entrance to

the collision chamber. We find no variation in cross

section with the electron energy of the discharge (see

Figure 6) which would be expected if the population ratio

of the excited states within the beam were to vary. We

recognize that this experiment does not adequately

address the possibility of excited states in the ion

beam. This would require a series of attentuation

measurements which are not readily accomplished in the

current experimental apparatus.
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Reactions (2) and (3) are of interest because of the

mass spectrometric observation of N2 +, N+, and C02+ on

the space shuttle. The charge exchange reactions of N+

and N2 + in reactions with CO2 have been measured at

thermal energies. 1 6 , 1 7 The cross sections for these

reactions are shown in Figures 7 - 11.

A previous study using the apparatus described in

this report found that excited states did not play a

role in the nitrogen beams1.

VII. Recommendations

An effort should be made to determine the

theoretical mechanisms that would lead to the

experimental cross sections reported in this paper. One

approach will involve ab initio calculations of the

potential energy surfaces relevant to the system Follow-ed

by trajectory calculations of the cross sections.

However, most of the efforts to calculate the reaction

cross sections from first principles has centered around

atom/diatom systems.18

Other efforts to perform these calculations will be

made using model potentials and various theoretical

constructs to characterize the systems. The most

promising of the model systems is one developed several

80-I
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years ago.19 This model involves treating the ionic

species as a point charge and the neutral molecule as a

point dipole (either fixed or induced). The motion of the

ion is treated classically and a trajectory calculated

for its motion. If the ion reaches a critical position

relative to the dipole, capture is assumed. A capture

cross section may be calculated From multiple :ria3s.

This cross section provides an upper bound to the

observed cross section, assuming a unit probablity of

reaction once the critical position has been reached.

This technique has been extended with a transition ita"| -

formulation 2 0 that looks at the capture cross section

statistically.

i

I
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Study of Rutting of Asphalt Pavement

under High Tire Pressure and Temperature

by

Cheng Liu

ABSTRACT

Since a new generation of heavier Model F-15 C/D aircraft

has come into use, rutting of asphalt pavement under high

tire pressure and temperature has become a matter of

concern. A variety of factors contribute to rutting of

asphal t pavements. Parameters affecting rutting of asphalt

pavement were identified and their contribution to rutting

were explored in this study. The Shell method of

predicting the amount of rutting that wou]d occir in -i-

s -avenen: w, is briefly discussed. - field tratfi-: ?- _

p!an designed to compare the rutting effects of the -:ii •ea-

of toe F-4 (265 psi, 27,000 Ibs) and the F-15 C/D (355 psi,

30,500 ibs) on 4-inch asphalt concrete overlaying 12-inch.

jointed portland cenent concrete is currently inder-4ay a.

Tyndall AFB. Rut depth and other pertinent design properties

are to be measured every 300 to 600 passes of the F-4

and F-15 C/D loadcarts.
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I. Introduction

My fields of specialty are paving materials and

geotechnical engineering. I had been in charge of the

pavement laboratory and conducted flexible pavement

research in the West Virginia State Road Commission for

six years.

The research problem at the Air Force Engineering and

Services Center involved rutting of asphalt pavement unler

high tire pressure and temperature.

The problem under investigation at the Engineering

and Services Center has some similarity to the pcobleni

had studied at the West Virginia State Roads Commission.

Because of this similarity I was assigned to work on the

rutting study at the Engineering and Services Center.

II. Objectives of the Research Effort

The overall obj ective of thi3 research was to

investigate the parameters affecting rutting of nigih

quality asphalt pavements under high tire pressure and

temperature. Once the parameters affecting rutting of

asphalt pavement are identified and their

effects on pavements are explored, appropriate

measures can be taken to reduce or prevent rutting prob-

lems.

This study did not deal with the influence or

contributions to rutting of the subgrade soils and base

material s.
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III. Mechanism of Rutting in Asphalt Concrete

Wtth increasing wheel load passes on a single wheel

path, rutting in asphalt concrete develops gradually. It

generally appears as a longitudinal depression in the

wheel path.

Rutting in asphalt pavement is caused by:

(1) Differential traffic densification

(2) Pl=stic deformation or lateral

displacement of asphalt material from

beneath the wheel paths due to in-

sufficient mix stability, and

(3) Wear or erosion of surface material, under

traffic.

The test track studies reported by Hofstra and

Klomp[l] and trenching studies conducted at the AASHO Road

Test[2] both indicate that plastic deformation

(lateral displacement) of the asphalt concrete is

the primary rutting mechanism rather than differential

traffic densification and wear or erosion of surface

material under traffic.[3]

In general, the rutting problem anticipated due to

the fully-loaded F-15 C/D is not associated with

subgrade deformation or failure. Instead, it is

thought to be primarily due to the instability of the

asphalt paving mix.
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IV. Parameters Affecting Rutting of Asphalt Pavements

The following parameters are known to affect

rutting of asphalt pavements:

- Temperature

- Traffic density

- Magnitude of wheel Load and tire pressure

- Aggregate gradation

- Aggregate particle sizes

- Aggregate angularity and texture

- Asphalt cement hardness

- Asphalt cement content

- Asphalt additives

- Density of asphalt paving mix

- Thickness of asphalt pavement

Effects of each parameter on rutting of asphalt

pavement are discussed as follows:

Influence of Temperature

Consistency of asphaltic naterials, particularly

paving grade asphalt, is susceptible to temperature.

In temperate and tropical regions, pavement

temperature often reaches the range of [10 t3 140

Degrees F in the summer. When rutting occurs, pavement

temperatures are generally in this range.

Figure I illustrates the relationship between

rutting and pavement temperature established by

Hofstra and Klomp[l] and Lister and Addis[4] from

model asphalt pavement studies.
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Fig. i Rut depth vs. pa-iemeant temperature[ 1,4,5]

Tve figure shows that rutting of asphalt pavement is

quite sensitive to temperature.[51

Influence of Traffic Density, Magnitude of Wheel Loa!

and Tire Pressure

T7ne etfects of trif fic density (i.e. rio. f

passes -)f wheel load on a single wheel path), -ngnitu3•

of wheel load and tire pressure (i.e. type of

aircraft) on rutting of asphalt pavement at different

t -i•nesses are depicted in Figure 2.

Figure 2 16]
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The F-4 Phantom fighter has a maximum main gear

load of 27,000 pounds per tire at 265 psi tire

pressure. The F-15 C/D carries a maximum main gear

load of 30,500 pounds per tire at 355 psi tire

pressure. As is illustrated in Figure 2, the heavier

"the wheel load and tire pressure, the deeper the rut,

and up to a point the higher the number of passes, the

deeper the rut.

Influence of Aggregate Gradation

The grain-size distribution or gradation of an

aggregate is a primary consideration for a stable mix.

The grain-size distribution can be represented by the

following equation:[7]

p = 100 (d/D)n (1)

Where:
d = the sieve in question

? = the percent by weigh: fire i than

the sieve

D = the maximum size of aggregate

n = exponent * -

*The maximum density of aggregate generally occurs when

n equals 0.5.

The 0.45 power gradation (i.e. n = 0.45) is

extremely useful in reducing tender mixes. The use of

0.45 power gradation is recommended by Western

Association of State Highways and Transportation

Officials to lessen rutting problems.[8]
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Influence of Aggregate Particle Sizes

Aggregate iarticle sizes would af' f 'e rit!l-e

depth of an asphalt pavement. An asphalt paving mix with

a top size of one inch aggregate would most likely

produce a lower rut depth as compared with a mix

containing a top size of 3/4 inch ag-reg:ate.

Influence of Aggregate Angularity and Texture

Angularity and texture of aggregate in an asphalt

paving mix affect rutting of an asphalt pavemient.

Angularity and texture of aggregate can be evaluated

quantitatively by "particle index". The higner the

particle index the more angular the aggregate. \

particle index of six would be considered low,

indicating a fairly well-rounded material, while a

particle index of 15 would be high, indicating a very

angular material.[9,101

Particle index (Ia) can be deterninei 3T"1 D-

3393. The procedure determines densities )f material

which has been rodded 10 times and 50 times each layer

for a total of three layers respectively in a six inch

diameter steel mold with seven inch height b1 a 3,3 inca

diameter steel rod weighing 2.05 pounds. The percent of

voids at 10 drops and 50 drops respectively can then be

calculated by the following equations:[1I]

V1 0 = [I - wlo/s vI x 100 (2)

V5 0  = [1 - W 5 0 /S v] x 100 (3)
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Where: VIo = Voids in aggregate compacted at 10 drops

per I r f:r a total )f 3 l 2a; - % .

V5 0 - Voids in aggregate compacted at 50 drops

per layer for a total of 3 layers (Z).

W = Weight of the aggregate in the mold

compacted -t 10 dro-s oar !,av.r fr a

total of 3 layers (g).

W50 = Weight of the aggregate ia the nold

compacted at 50 drops per Iayer f)r -

total of 3 layers (g).

S = Bulk-dry specific gravity of the

aggregate.

v = Volume of the cylindrical mold (ml).

Particle index (Ia) can now be computed by the

following equation:[11]

Ia = 1.25V1 1 0 - 0.25V5 0  - 32 (i4 )

The North Dar:)ta Highway Departmlent studied t'r.

aggregates fr.-n three different quarries. With a] l

conditions (such as gradation, a/c content, etc) being

equal except the aggregate sources, the Lawrence pit

was predicted by the Shell pavement Design Manual ti

have the highest rutting and the Lefor, the lowest,

with the Degel pit falling in between. When the

particle index (Ia) of the minus No. 10 material for

each three pits was determined and plotted against the

rut depth prediction for each of the three aggregates

(see Fig 3), correlation between the predicted rut
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depth and particle index of the aggregates became

apparent. With an increase in the particle index,

there is a decrease in the predicted rut depth

(see Fig 3). The particle index (1a) seems to provide

a quantitative over all measure of particle shape,

angularif y and 3urfa-e texture ,'haracteris:ii-s )f ia

aggregate. [91

xa - -

____ 4 L fo PIT

•7

L 3 5 6 7 8

WEIGHTED AVERAG PARTICLE INDEX

SIEVE SIZES 10 AND BELOW

Figure 3 '9Q

Influence of Asphalt Cement Hardness

Consistency (or hardness) of asphalt cement was

found to be related to rut depth of an aspnial:

pavement. Barksdale[31 reported that the mix prepared

using AC-40 asphalt cement at asphalt content in the

vicinity of 5% should experience approximately 20% less

rutting than a similar mix prepared utilizing AC-20.

The use of the harder asphalt cement as a binder

would, while improving rutting problems, produce an

asphalt paving mix that is more susceptible to cracking.
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Therefore, only as a last resort would a harder grade of

asphalt cement be used to improve rutting problems.[9]

Influence of Asphalt Cement Content

Increase of asphalt cement content would

generally result in an increase of rut depth.

Hi)w-w-evr, an increase ia asphal a .e1et em,:'c -a :

potential to reduce asphalt paving cracking. Hills e"

al. [12I reported that the most severe rutting ,as found

in a mix which had round sand and a high asphal t

cement content. The least rutting was shown by a n i

which contained crushed sand (i.e. aggregate passing

No.10 sieve and retaining No.200 sieve) and mid ii

optimum asphalt cement content according to the

Marshall method.

Influence of Asphalt Additives

Two problems affecting the performance )f 3p'nal:"

c:)azcrete pavements ace rutting in cni : :iim QLC

cemperature and cracking associated .ith low teniera-

ture. Many studies have been done utilizing different

types of asphalt additives to alleviate these

problems. One of the modifiers, an oil-based solubhle

manganese manufactured by Chemkrete Technologles Inc.,

appears to be capable of improving the high temperature

stiffness[13j, therefore, reducing the rutting problem.

However, the degree of modification of asphalt cements

by soluble manganese has to be carefully selected to

prevent low temperature cracking.[ 14]
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Influence of Density of Asphalt Paving Mix

Density of asphalt paving mix has a direct effect

on rutting of asphalt pavement. With all conditions

being equal, the higher the density of the asphalt

pavement, the less the rut depth can be expected.

Influence of Thickness of Aspnalc Pavemen:

Based on a rutting study made on the cores

obtained from highways in North Dakota, 3rauer[9o

reported that there is a direct correlation between

the rut depth prediction and the depth of th ;isphal : q

paving mix. A plot of the thickness o: asphalt

pavement on actual prujects vs. tne 15-:-ear rut depth

predictions is illustrated in Fig. 4. It is evident that

the thicker the pavement, the higher the rut depth

predicted. The report of T !-idaa'] Fk3 utting

Study -see Figure I) is a -i exa of this aenai-a'
- w

A-

•I i I - .

•- ,o •" : • i I I I I-

0 50 maO .3

THICKNESS Or AC MAT
Figure 4 [91

(

V. Method to Predict Rut Depth of Asphalt Pavement

There are several methods presently available to

predict rut depth of an asphalt pavement. One of the

better known methods, the Shell method, is briefly

discussed here. The Shell method was developed by the
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Shell International Petroleum Co., Amsterdam, in 1977.

It estimates the rut depth by the following

equation: [15]

Rut depth = Cm H ZO• /Smix (5)

Note:

.4here: C = Correctiorn fat-z • rs t)c y1na.nj.: 1 :c1c1

(see Table 1)

H = Thickness of asphalt pavement

Z = Proportionality factor (see Fig 5)

0 = Contact pressure

Smix = Value of Stiffness modulus of isphal:

paving mix at Sbit = Sbitvisý.

Sbit,visc is the viscous or nonelastic component

of the bitumen stiffness and can be obtained by the

fo] lowing equation:r 151

S b - -r - ,-

Where: W = t-:al number of wheel passes

t = loading time of one wheel pass

VISC = bitumen viscosity. (see Fig 5) -

Tne results of the She] creep test •-an ýe used

to establish the relationship between Smix and Sbit"

(The log-log plot of Smix vs. Sbit is known as creep curve.) p

The stif fness modulus of mix (Smix) is defined as

follows:

Smix r (7)

Where: = stress applied during the creep test (N/m,)
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G = axial strain measured = ih/ h"nitX
Ah = change in height of the test specimen

h0 = original height of the test specimen

The stiffness modulus of the bitumen (Sbi.) can be

secured from Van der Poel's nomograph (see Fi• 7)

under the same conditions of temperature and loading

time for the asphalt paving mix.

Mi type C

Sand 3heet and lean send sIxes 1 .6-2.0
pen .eLa open asphaltic concrete

Lean bit•men IIcadm m.5d1.m

Asphaltic concrete

Gravel sand asphalt 1.201.6
Dense bitumen macadam

liastic types

Dense CuSavphalt I 0-1.3

Hot rolled asphalt

Table 1. Correction Factors for Dynamic Effects [15]
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a loaded area

H1  Asphalt concrete layer thickness

El Modulus of elasticity of asphalt concrete layer

2 Modulus of elasticity of second layer

Figure 5 Proportionality factor Z for an elastic two-layer

system with AA, = #42 =0.35 (Ax~ Poisson ratio)[16]
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Figure 7 Van der Poel nomograph for bitumen stiffness [17]

The standard test parameters normally adopted~ f~r

tne She]]I. creep test are as follows [16]

Temper ature(T) =400 C (or 1040 F)

St ress(O' ) =0. 1 MN!m 2 (i.e. 14.5 psi)

Loading time~t) =60 minutes

Dimension of cylindrical specimen:

Diameter: 100mm or 150mm

Height: 60mm or 100mm

Max particle size of aggregate:

-for 100mm (or 4 in) diameter

specimen: 16mm

-for 150mm (or 6 in) diameter specimen:

16-40mm

Duration of test: 60 minutes
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VI. Test Plan to Study Rutting of Asphalt Pavements

Field traffic tests designed to ýmoare the

rutting effects of the main gear of the F-4 (265 psi,

27,000 pounds) and F-15 C/D (355 psi, 30,500 pounds)

on 4-inch asphalt concrete overlaying 12-inch jointed

portland cement concrete are currently underway at

Tyndall AFB.

Five test sections of asphalt concrote pavem-Irt

with the dimension of each section being 1.2 x 300'

were built. The mixes of the first three sections ar,!

designed in accordance with MIL-STD-6209 usin: aggre te

blends conforming to AFM 88-6, Chapter 1, Table 7-4

for high pressure tire wearing course, 3/4 inch maximum

aggregate size and AC 20 asphalt cement. The mixes of

the last two lanes are the same mix except using

manganese-modified asphalt cement, common>. known as

Che-k-rete. According to the Chemkree Te n )Tie ,

Inc., the manufacturer oE manganese modification of

asphalt cements with soluble manganese can change the

rheology of the asphalt cements so that the stability

of the resulting asphalt concrete mixtures at li-i

temperature is significantly increased.[14]

Asphalt concrete cores are taken after every 300

to 600 passes of F-4/F-15 loadcarts. Material

characteristcs measure"' frcm the core samples include

density, percent air voids, percent V.M.A., % of void

filled with asphalt cement. Resilient modulus and Shell
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creep tests are also to be conducted on the cores.

Pavement and air temperatures as well as rut depth are

recorded for every 300 to 600 passes of loadcarts.

VII. Recommendations

1. The parameters affecting rutting problems are

varied and complex. It is believed that chances of

reducing or preventing rutting of asphalt pavement can be

achieved if most or all of the following recommendations

are adopted:

a. A dense graded aggregate should be used for

asphalt paving mix. The 0.45 power gradation is

recommended to help reduce rut depth.

b. A larger particle size of aggregate should be

employed. Using a top size of 1-inch instead of the

current 3/4-inch would lessen rutting problems.

c. Only aggregate with high angularity and

texture should be utilized for asphalt paving mix.

Aggregate angularity and texture might be

quantitatively evaluated by particle index(Ia), which

can be determined by ASTM Designation D-3398.

d. Using a harder grade of asphalt cement would

improve rutting problems. However, employing harder

asphalt cement would likely produce a mix that is more

susceptible zo cracking.

e. In the field, the paving contractor should be

required to achieve a specified percent of the 75-blow

Marshall density or the voidless density as determined
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in the laboratory by the Rice method.

In the field, the paving contr:-tor ;hou1

achieve the required density before the mix temperature

drops below 2250 F.

2. It is strongly recommended that the results

of the field measurements of rut depth fro-i the test :Iaa

conducted at Tyndall AFB this summer be correlated

with the predicted rut depth estimated by the Sheill method.

Therefore, I am submitting, under separate cover, a mini

grant proposal to follow the work of this rutting

study. If correlation is found to be promising

(i.e. the field measurements of rut depth have good

correlation with the predicted ones), the Air Force

should initiate a full scale study to develop a model

for predicting rut depth, a procedure for using the

model and set a I imit on the maximum acceptab' .l riut

depth as predicted by tne nodel. If the predicted

rut depth exceeds the maximum acceptable val ue,

the mix composition should be changed and the

procedure repeated. If the predicted rut depth is

4•tAin the acceptable limit, the other i1r:inent

properties, such as fatigue life, durability etc.

should then be investigated.
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SELECTED SPECTRAL STUDIES OF THE SUN

by

James Charles LoPresto

ABSTRACT .

Selected spectral data of Fe 1 3969A, Mg I 5104A and K

7699A at many spatial positions on the Sun have been obtained

with a CCD camera at the Vacuum Tower Telescope at the

National Solar Observatory at Sacramento Peak. This data will

be combined with additonal K I 7699A data obtained by Dr.

Steven Keil in a similar fashion and with still additional data

obtained by Dr. James LoPresto and Dr. Keith Pierce with a rapid

scanning photoelectric detector at the McMath Telescope at the

National Solar Observatory, Kitt Peak. The Fe I and Mg I data

are used to measure systematic errors between the two

telescopes. The combined K I 7699A data set will be analyzed

to obtain the solar rotation parameters and the gravitational red

shift. This is relevant to detecting any short and long term

changes in solar rotation and increasing the accuracy in

measuring the solar gravitational red shift. The results of a

computer analysis of this data at Edinboro University will be

published in SOLAR PHYSICS.
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'•ug=.u. m .4J, t .- OJC

i. l'. RODUCTION: received my Ph. D. from the Unver,:-t,• of ,,iC,,fa

,t:4uiyin tne atmospheres (via the spectnm), Oft rei. qiant :.ar3. ,nre 7;*,-:

Df this research was to obtsEre brlqht stLlar 3pectra at tie -1-

telescope. These were the first successful mont 'tmime obsr..tos ,

,tars3 using the Mc'iath telescope. A summary of same -..
~ I In,71 N I .4A -4-- *.*i-..1-.- - -.- '.-c -

research assistant, on solar spectral studies of velocitu fifellcls ;n

atmosphere of the Sun using the Doppler principle, stellar evolution and

the Fourier Smoothing of solar and stellar spectra.

"have completed a theortical study of the feasi l"tu c .............

solar qravmtat.onal red shillft, while 1AM NA- A 3UI1 AC" 1LTY' :1

GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER in Greenbelt, Marland and a 'SUI"I2P

V ISITOR at the HIGH ALITITUDE OBSERVATORY, NCAR, in Boulr,

Colorado. This study was published in SOLAR PHYSICS, (1980.).

As a result of the above mentioned study, I have undertaken in cooperation

it, Dr. . Keith Pierce of the National Solar Observatory. at Ki\t , a

long-range study to observe solar velocity fields (using the Doppler

method) with the goal of separating out the solar gravitational red snift

and determining the character of the solar differential rotation and its
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possible short-term and secular variations. ,hee obsErvat.ons '... ere

made with the McMath telescope and the~q have been Published In In L,2

proqramn 13 ps ,n progress.

L I4

'r,l ,"1nar y ,,,, results from observations o" a number o," s.ronQ Fraunhofr•

.ines a';e , measu.,m! ent of 01 ± 0.07 o the -,re',.:ud :ra. ........

shift of 6-h -n/sec. This determination is about a factor, of "mor

accurate tian the best previous determination. Our e:.pertence ',ruicatc..

t1.,hat with furt'her temporal averaginq, we can, reduce th.. r,, ns Err,•,r , u.,

about of factor of three and thus be able to quote a result of about I .C:" ±

I -I

These observations have also shown that the Sun's rotation rate chanues

its character in periods of time as short as one dau. The equatorial

"velol'rity has been measured to change by as much as 5%.• in one ,--au.

FurthermIore, our imeas,.remnt.,,. r1nill.cate a -sio secu,•.l. a•1,

average rotation by as much as 2% in about 15 years. Thi- 4s I....rII" .L....

_ with obser,:ations made by several other observers during this same 15- 1,

lear period since about 1970.

Based on the above mentioned long-range goal, it is essential to obtain an

independent set of measurements using another telescope and

spectrograph as well as to estimate our systematic error and to increase

our data store. For this reason, I undertook this project to make

compariable observations at Sacramento Peak Observatory.
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,. OBJECT IVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT:

The obPec tives of this proPect were:

I. To obtain measurements of telescope and spectroiraph1 su.temaz.r.

errors by observing with the Vaccum Tower and Big Dome telescopes an0.1

spectrographs in direct comparison with the McMath Solar Telescope at

"(itt Deak.

. To e.-xtend the set of velocity field data to include at least one more I"-,,,

and 1f uoth tel escope tilme and weather permit, to se..eral ot'h•'..

Hll. RESULTS TO DATE

I have completed my study of the Fe I 39694 line and the surrounding

profile of the Ca II line. I have compared this profile in absolute intensllty

from observations taken at the NATIONAL SOLAR OBSERV TOR?,. T...

PEAK, using the MCMATH SOLAR TELESCOPE to that obtained her- Qt .

,,1ATIONAL SOLAR OBSERVATORY. SACRAMENTO PEAK.. us-lnq the ....

TOWER TELESCOPE. The agreement between the two is veru qood and t hu

allows me to quote that the systematic error in intensity is less than 10

near the center of the line and less than 21% nearer the tinso. Th.

discreDancy is probably entirely due to scattered light from the ESCHELLE

spectrograph at the VACUUM TOWER TELESCOPE. See Figure 1.

My Big Dome telescope time has been largely hampered by cloudy weather.

Although I have succeeded in obtaining some data with Big Dome, it is far

to small a data set to make good comparisons. These observations will be
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made by the National Solar Observatory observing staff later it t'e f*cl6

when t'me permits.

Inave completed a set of K : 76994 center to limb o.serations al, -... t•le

solar rotation axis at the tower telescope. 1Inave made measurements 01

the shifts of the this iine relative to a nearby Terrestriai .• line at

taken at Kitt Peak. Quick inspection .ndicates that the agreement ,eween

the two telescopes and spectrographs is very good thus assurnng us that no

L, 'i-" ... n large systematic errors are occurnng.

Shave also measured center to limb shifts of K 1 76994 at vanous anggles

separated by 50 all around the disk. Each center to limb shift was tai'en

in steps of ji I from the center at p = I to the limb at ,u = 0 (p = cos,-

This observing technique gives a two dimensional grid of velocity shtffst

all over the Sun. I have a similar set for two different observing da.y•. I.t

4's my goal to reduce this data set using the computer facz' .....

Edinboro University of Pennsylvania. I intend to apply to the 1986-'1,1"7

MINI GRANT PROGRAM for support of this project.

IV METHOD OF REDUCTION.

While at Sacramento Peak Observatory, I have written a Fortran Code to

obtain the rotational parameters and the gravitational red shift of the Sun

from the K 1 76994 data sets. This code will be combined with a graphical

data management code written in RS/1, which exists at my home

omputer facility to reduce the data stored on magnetic tapes.
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The velocity in the Iine of sight, as measured by the Doppler effect, s--

- ,6, a.-e , a r ,' and III .... , 17 :. ' .

(1) V VrotcOs o [sin f siq AM + d

.,e•r- th e angles 3 and -" uniquely aeflne the ,o-s*t.,n or x .....

Sun ,n a two dimensional polar coordinate system centered on th ..... r

disc as obseried on the sky (See Figure 3).

0 = the angle measured counter-clockwise from Solar North to the po-rnt of

observation.

S= ,the angle measured on the Sun's disc subtended at the Earth ,

point of observation and the center of the disc.

B0 = the tilt angle of the Sun's rotational axis with respect to the plane of

the sky. This angle can also be described as the solar !atit,.,,t.e c; ,o,,a

center of the disc on the sky.

"vrot = the component of differential rotation parallel to the Sun's eB ,:r

at a point on the Sun.

V = the measured velocity corrected for Earth rotation, Earth ormtAl

motion relative to points on the Sun not at the disc center, and the rsadi.qa

Yelocity of the Sun due to the Earth's elliptical orbit .and the Earth's

motion around the Barycenter of the Earth-Moon system.

Following Howard and Harvey (1970), 1 first assume that the differentia!

solar rotation can be empirically represented by a power series in the sine
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of the solar latitude B.

9 n4-

Vrot J 4 0 + "n 1- 3 ,

In addition, following Pierce and LoPresto r(1984), 3ssume M Leg a.r'...r

Polynomial expansion, which has functional orthogonality in ,.,,e epn .

1-3s in-. I. . . ......... " -ar-sarrc .... a .......

parameters a, b, and c.

(3) Vrot = AoPo + A2 P 2 + A4 P 4

!n both cases, only even powers in the expansion are used. wnr, -_-

mathematically assuming that the Sun's differential rotation is the same

in the Northern and Southern hemisphere. The validity of this assumption

has never been tested thoroughly and our data set may tle noul.gr! OT-, a

sample to carry out this test. ! will do so only af'er f, .!., . ... .

Using (0) for illustration, I then solve for the rotatina n, rlm -. :r! e

and c and the gravitational red shift, d. as outlined below.

Re-wnting (1) in the form

(4) Vi = a1 Z I + 52 Z2 * a 3 Z3 + a 4 Z4

where Z 1 I
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Z2 =cos Bo sin 9i isin •ii

.2L7 sin Bi

and

(5) sin Bi = sin B. cos Ai + cos 0o sin Aicos Hi

i set uo a set of conditional equations bu summing over dili the

observations for an observed velocity at each oosition determined Ou Zf

and a with the use of equation (4). The least s~uares methol iýs use-'J to

soive for the oarameters a. b, c, and d. This gives us four eauations and

four unknowns. The solutions for a. b., c., and d are obtained bu a Gaussian

elimination with pivoting.

V. FUTURE PLANS

-lu luture oians are to continue to make hich resoutI.n ,:,coer -, .

observations of solar velocity fields. Once securing an ac':eotauie

measurement of the gravitational red shift (about 1.00 ± 0.0 ). I intend to

monitor the changes in the solar rotation rate. I currentlu believe that the

"observed changes" are due to a variety of chromospheric velocitu fleids.

which when observed, mimic a change in the the rotation rate. A prooerlu

disigned on-going observing strategy, with careful spatial coverage on the

Sun, should add insight into this problem.

On the other hand, if the changes in rotation are either real or oarti y real.,
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a long-term observational program is essential in order to establish how

these changes relate to the solar magnetic cycle.
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Figure 1.

Center of disc observations. Similar comparisons
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Figure 3.
Observation Point on the Solar Disc
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Visuai ?ro -: ux a na meianeric roee

of the Human Brain

by

Stephen L. Loy

A3S7RACT

The possibility oi ane reiationships netween rign7-

hemisphere brain tunctions in visual problem-structuring

aids were explored. A theoretical model of the role

nemispheric functions in visual problem structuring is

developed and recommendations for testing this model are

presented. The literature and theories of hemispheric

brain functions, structural modeling, computer-based

decision support systems (DSS) are reviewed in the first

section of this paper. A theoretical model of the role

nemisoheric functions _n visua1 atructural modeiLng 1

developed in the second section. The model posits tnat

information processing functions of the hemispheres

influence the effective use of a visual problem structuring

tool in ±ormulating comolex problems.
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1.A TAoGDUC ic N. recilveo my ?h. 3. irta one LeZ

Business Administration of Texas Tech University. My major

area of study was Management Information Systems. My

recent research efforts have related to Decision Support

S'stems ano mt-uctur. modeling.

My summer research effort involved a litez-3u.

review related to the information processing func'tions _

the two hemispheres of the human brain, problem

structuring, and computer-based decision support zystems

(DSS). From the literature review a tentative theoreticai

model was developed concerning the ability of a visual

problem-structuring aid to support right-hemisphere

functions. This theoretical model is an extension of my

previous research efforts.

C.BJECT14ES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORC: Tne c.exa•i

objective of the research effort was -o investigate

theoretical possibility of whether a visual problem-

structuring aid can support right-hemispheric functions of

-- e human brain. The Pronlem-structuring aid :.Z e, 3

Systems Engineering technique known as structural modeling.

My individual objectives were:

(I) A study of the Neuropsychology and Cognitive Science

literature about hemispheric functions of the human brain.

(2) Then, to synthesize this literature relevant to

decision making and problem structuring and to relate to

recent research efforts in visual structural modeling.
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(3) From this synthesis, I hoped to develop a theoretical

model which could be used to study how decision support

aids for right hemisphere functions can be designed and

tested.

III.. Results of the Research Effort

1. Hemisphericity

A literature search and review of the Neuropsychology

and Cognitive Science research was conducted in order to

develop basic knowledge of the functions and processes of

the hemispheres of the human brain. The result of this

review led to the conclusions that right-hemisphere

functions are important in problem solving, and that it may

be possible to provide computer-based support for those

functions. To operationalize this support a visual media

;o represent holistic views oi problem iomains cou•d ne

used.

A review of structural modeling and management

information systems was conducted to determine where

hemisphericity is relevant to DSS. It was concluded from

these reviews was that structural modeling techniques can

provide tools to represent problem domains holistically. A

visual problem structuring recently tool has been developed

which is speculated to support right-hemisphere processes

[Pracht, 1986). If this tool does support right-hemisphere

processes in the problem structuring phase of problem
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Ac..... J. i..-1, . .n ~ zo~ o.o pOV ~~~;e~u ~

decision support systems that this currently not available.

From these literature reviews a theoretical model of

the relationships between right-hemisphere functions and

-.- e .e ~ robm-trutucn~3-.a -vas I2e'.e~.n3eU

(Figure i!. The basic premises of this model are that the

visual problem-structuring aid will affect user problem-

understanding and decision quality, and that the affects

depend on the level of right-hemisphere abilities

regardless of hemispheric dominance. The affects also

depend on the level of left-hemisphere abilities.

Therefore, when both hemispheres are support in problem

solving the result will be enhanced problem understanding

and decision quality.

.•,. Recommendations

No experiments nave been conducted testing tne

validity of the theoretical model. An experiment should me

performed to relate right-hemisphere abilities with the use

-: a visual problem-structuring aid. The e:tperiment s•Lh'... Z

consider the interdependence of the left- and right-

hemisphere abilites. The dependent variables shoula be

user problem-understanding and decision quality in a

complex problem environment. From this experiment it

should be possible to gain some insight into the

interactions between hemispheric abilities and visual

problem-structuring aids, and how the interaction affects
83-5



problem understanding and decision quality,

I HEMISPHERIC i
I ABIL:TIES I ---- >1

?ROBLEM I ? 2ROBLZ;1
l-...>i PERCEPTION I<---- ISTRUCTURINGi

I & FORMULATION I I TECHNOLOGYi
I I---------------- i i--------

I PROBLEM I I
I COMPLEXITY I ---- >1
I-I I V

I I PROBLEM I
I STRUCTURE I

I I.........

DECISION I
I ENVIRONMENT I ---- >1
- -I V

I PROBLEM I
IUNDERSTANDING1I
I I

V

IALTERNATIVE
SCLUTI ON

i GENERAT:ŽH

V

I DECISION I

V

I DECISION I
I PERFORMANCE I
I OUTCOMES I
I I

Figure 1: The Research Model
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S2. ucn worK cema-na an -nIaancing ana refining ;sua_

problem-structuring aids. These improvements should

include the incorporation of structural analysis routines

into the basic model building routines. With such

.- eýtnements, Zur,.ner -:periments comparing the aifpc.:3 Dz

analytical decision aids vith visual problem-structuring

aids, and the combined affects of these aids will oe

possible. Such experiments may help determine whether :S'

can and should support both hemispheres, and what the

characteristics those aids should be.
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REVIEW AND EVALUATION OF A REFUELING CAPABILITY ASSESSbIENT :4ODEL

by

Nancy I. Lyons

ABSTRACT

A study was made to determine the necessary features required of

a computer simulation model for assessing aircraft refueling capability

at the base level. The RCAM model was used as a starting point. 5

The model was tested for accuracy and validity in representing refueling

operations. The assumptions, limitations, and the strong and weak

points of the model were documented for future reference. The code was

studied to identify computer algorithms used to schedule events and to

evaluate the related system subprograms. Based on these findings a

recommendation was made to retain the RCAM scheduling algorithm and as m
much as possible of the other parts of the model. Substantial improve-

ments need to be made to the data entry procedures. Several modifica-

tions and additions in other areas were identified for further study

and consideration. A prototype of the proposed model was prepared for

possible demonstration purposes to solicit suggestions from potential

users. The prototype is based on the RCAM model with improvements in I

the output, the addition of personnel, and the addition of a delay

summary table.
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I. INTRODUCTION

I received my doctorate from N. C. State University and have been

with the Department of Statistics and Computer Science at the

University of Georgia since 1975. A major part of my dissertation

research involved writing a computer simulation model to test a new

procedure in regression analysis. I have authored several research

papers which required writing simulation models in FORTRAN on both main

frame and microcomputer systems.

The research project at the AFLMC, Gunter A. F. S. concerned the

development of a computer simulation model for a microcomputer to

assess aircraft refueling capability. Part of the project was to test

and evaluate a previously written capability assessment model written

in FORTRAN. Because of my experience in computer modeling in the

FORTRAN language, I was assigned to this project.

II. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT

The long range goal of the project is to produce a computer simu-

lation model for assessing aircraft refueling capability at the base

level. It should be designed for use on a microcomputer by fuels

personnel. Synergy Corporation is currently developing a model (AFCAM)

which automates the routine calculations made by fuels personnel to

assess fuels capability on a daily basis. The model proposed in this

project differs from AFCAM in stressing the importance of the time

factor involved in assessing capability. It would be particularly

applicable for determining capability to handle surge situations. The

RCAM model (Hodgson, 1984) is a discrete time event simulation model
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developed for this purpose. It has not received wide acceptance, pri-

marily because it has not been adequately tested or validated. In

addition all necessary data must be stored as a permenent data base

making the program cumbersome to use.

In order for such a model to receive wide acceptance it must be

user-friendly and it must provide information beneficial to fuels

management officers. This means not merely determining if fuels has

the resources to meet a specific refueling schedule, but also suggest-

ing possible improvements in allocation of resources, or equipment

dispatching practices. Output provided should be determined in

consultation with fuels personnel in the field. A possible method of

soliciting suggestions from a wide audience of potential users is to

provide a written functional description of the proposed model. The

availability of a prototype of the model, which could be used for

demonstration purposes in addition to a written description, would be

very beneficial.

The initial objectives of the summer research period were to test

and validate the RCAM model. Validation in this context means deter-

mining if the simulation accurately represents what is done in practice.

The algorithms used to schedule events and handle dispatching of equip-

ment were to be identified. The strong and weak points of the model

were to be documented for future reference. Based on these results a

recommendation was to be made between retaining the basic RCAM model

with improvements, or designing a new model.

A second objective was the preparation of the prototype model based

on a modification of RCAM. In developing the prototype there were five
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initial requirements set forth.

1. improve the existing output

2. add the facility for taking numbers of available personnel

into account in assessing capability

3. add output summarizing the reasons for possible refueling

delays

4. remove the random equipment breakdown and repair time

5. remove the Monte Carlo simulation option and summary

Time permitting, modifications to allow interactive data entry were to

be outlined.

III. APPROACHES TAKEN

The RCAM model consists of a main driving program and 34 subrou-

tines and function subprograms. The code is difficult to follow from a

programmer's standpoint, partly because of the very nature of the

process being modeled, but also because the code is not written in

structured style. A combination of running test data sets and examina-

tion of the code was used to determine how RCAM functions. Most of the

test data sets used represented scenarios which pushed refueling opera-

tions to capacity. Output was checked by hand calculation for several

test runs. The subroutines relating directly to equipment dispatching

and monitoring of various fuel levels were flowcharted. These five

subroutines were recoded in equivalent structured form and documented.

The code in the remaining subprograms was studied to determine

algorithms used for scheduling events.

Validation was approached in a similar manner. The methods RCAM

uses to handle various refueling operations were discussed with two

Air Force personnel experienced in fuels operations--- Capt. David King
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and Sgt. Bruce Wilbur. They 4are also consulted in improving the out-

put and in adding personnel to the prototype model. The delay summary

output was patterned after the CAMMP model.

IV. RESULTS

The most important features of the RCAM model are described briefly

below. A more detailed description has been prepared and submitted to

the Directorate of Supply, AFLMC, Gunter A. F.S.

1. Event Scheduling Methods

Each event, refueler, and aircraft is described by a set of numeri-

cal values, or descriptors, which are stored as a row in a real two-

dimensional array. By use of four auxiliary arrays, these rows are

classified into eight subsets called lists. The members of the list

may be ordered according to the value of any one of the numerical p

descriptors. One of the lists is used exclusively to store events in

order of scheduled occurrence. Events are selected one at a time from

the top of the list and the simulated time is correspondingly advanced

in discrete jumps. Altering the primary status (busy or idle) of each

refueler and aircraft is accomplished by reclassifying the correspond-

ing row into the appropriate list. Secondary status is indicated by

use of one or more of the descriptors as switches.

2. Dispatching Rules

The rules for determining the type of refueler (hotpit, truck, or

hydrant) dispatched to an aircraft are rigid and are part of the model

code. The primary criterion for selecting a refueler is based on

examination of the fuel levels in the equipment. The user has some
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control over the choice of refueler type by specifying a general

preference for each aircraft ia the data set, but it is limited. For

example, the user cannot force aircraft to be refueled by hydrant if

trucks are available.

3. Allocation of Resources

The model handles dispatching for each aircraft on a first come

first serve basis. As each fuel request is made, equipment is reserved

until the request is met or until all available equipment is reserved.

4. Fuel Level Monitoring

Fuel levels are monitored by requiring the user to specify a refill

level for each refueler and for bulk fuel supply. When fuel drops below

this level, a refill is scheduled. The refill level, especially for

trucks, must be chosen carefully. A high refill level may force too

many unnecessary truck refills. A low level can force a truck to sit

unused because its fuel level is between the refill level and any air-

craft fuel requirement.

5. Waiting Aircraft Selection

If fuel request schedules are heavy several aircraft may have to

wait for a refueler. Each aircraft is assigned a priority and a

maximum time for fuel completion by the user in the data set. When a

refueler becomes free the model selects aircraft according to its

priority. If two or more waiting aircraft have the same priority, the

one that has been waiting longest is selected first. However if any

aircraft is close to exceeding its maximum allotted refuel time, it is

automatically given the highest priority.
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V. TESTING THE MODEL

Several minor errors were discovered in the calculation of output

values. Most of these were corrected to reflect the description

provided in the original RCAM user's manual. However the definition of

refueler turn time and average aircraft wait time are questionable as

described and need to be clarified. The frequency of bulk fuel level

checks appears to be too low, causing bulk fuel level to become negative
!

due to the discrete nature of the model, and not because of a real lack

of bulk fuel. This terminates the program unnecessarily. A potential

problem also occurs because of the precision with which a refueler is

chosen based on sufficient fuel level. For example, a truck with 2999

gallons of fuel would not be chosen to refuel an aircraft if the

requirement is 3000 gallons.

VI. VALIDATION

The following situations were found not to conform to practice:

1. Simultaneous refueling of aircraft by two trucks is not

coordinated properly. |

2. Aircraft may be fueled partially by truck and completed by

hydrant.

3. Available resources are tied up unnecessarily due to the

tendency of the model to reserve equipment. L_

4. If all hydrants are busy, a waiting aircraft lines up at the

hydrant with the least fuel, rather than the one that will

become free first.

VII. PROTOTYPE

The problems encountered in the validation were either corrected

or improved in the prototype model. The model was altered so that it
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can reserve at most one idle truck in addition to the current refueler.

An option was also added to reserve one busy truck after all other

options are exhausted. The history print option, which prints out a

step by step description of the process, was improved by printing

descriptive phrases in standard fuel terminology, rather than merely

a set of codes. The random equipment breakdown and repair time facility

was removed as well as the Monte Carlo simulation option, along with

all related subprograms and variables.

In the addition of personnel it was assumed that there are a fixed

number of shifts per day. The number of available personnel on a par-

ticular shift is assumed to be the same throughout the simulation.

Supervisors are not taken into consideration, and personnel at fill-

stand and supply line posts are stationed permanently. Remaining

personnel are assumed to be capable of handling refueling by any of the

three types of equipment.

A refueling delay was defined to be any period of time an aircraft

sat unattended while waiting for fuel. Lack of hotpit, truck, or

hydrant refueler were identified as primary reasons. Lack of personnel

to operate the equipment was defined as a secondary reason. At the end

of each day of the scenario, a table of all aircraft delays is printed --

listing the following information:

1. aircraft tail number and type

2. fuel required at time of delay

3. time and length of delay

4. primary and secondary reasons for delay

5. status of the waiting aircraft
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VIII. RECOMMENDATIONS

A computer model based on RCAM is applicable to stress situations

in which assessment of capability is needed relative to a short time

frame, as well as for day to day planning of normal operations. In this

context the following observations and recommendations are noted.

The basic scheduling algorithm used in RCAM is sound. it is

typical of that used by several accepted computer simulation languages. |

The related system subprograms are efficiently designed and coded.

They provide sufficient flexibility to correct all of the above

mentioned problems and make major revisions to other parts of the model.

The fuels related subroutines represent a good subdivision of the tasks

into related groups. The sequence in which operations are performed is

well chosen. Based on these findings the recommendation is that the

basic algorithms and approach of the RCAM model be retained with major

improvements to be considered in three areas.

The input data base should be separated into three parts. One

part should contain fixed specifications of base facilities that do not

change. It should remain as a fixed data base, created only initially.

The facility to tie into the CFMS data base should be investigated.

The data relating to the aircraft fuel request schedule should be in a

separate data base, fixed but easily edited. Providing a utility pro-

gram to aid the user in creating this data set would be worthwhile.

The remaining data, specifically those entries which control dispatch

rules and allocation and change of resources should be made interactive

so the user can experiment with different options. This will require
L _-

substantial modification and redesign of the subroutines which read
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data (INITLZ and DAYREP). The subroutines in the model which provide

the facility to change resources could be easilv mcdified for this.

If the model is ever to be used to maximize refueling efficiency,

it must anticipate future fuel requests. A substantial revision of the

RCAM code will be necessary, both in the input data procedures and in

the dispatching process, to provide this facility. it is not clear at

this point that maximum efficiency can even be defined. However this

possibility needs to be given serious consideration.

A third modification concerns the assumption of fixed drive times

between fillstands and aircraft. The model considers time as a limiting

factor in addition to resources and fuel. The fixed drive time assump-

tion is the most likely to give inaccurate time estimates. Again the

CFMS data base provides information concerning positioning of fillstands

and aircraft parking areas which could be used to estimate drive times

more precisely. Using this data base would be preferable to requiring

the user to enter such information.

Other minor considerations to be made before developing the final

model are listed below.

1. The dispatching of equipment should be altered to give the user

more control if desired. This requires revision of only one subroutine,

DSPTCH.

2. The method of selecting aircraft from those waiting for a

refueler should be studied further. Alteration would require modifica-

tion of only the subroutine SLCT.

3. Frequency of bulk fuel level checks needs to be increased to

coincide with each equipment refill. In the same context, the
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maximum sustained fuel dispensing rate for the base, given its resources,

should be computed and reported. This would require modification of

subroutines RFLCMP and RSUPLY.

4. The method of reserving equipment, particularly pertaining to

trucks, needs to be studied further in terms of efficiency. Alteration

in this respect would require modification of only the subroutine

DSPTCH.

5. Based on responses from the field, the output should be

improved. Many of the current options of the RCAM model should be

eliminated and duplications removed for clarity. The option of pro-

viding graphics from packages available on the system should be

investigated.

6. A subroutine for converting daily clock time into and from

cumulative hours in decimal form needs to be added to facilitate input

and output interpretation for the user.

The code for the prototype model is ready. However there was not

sufficient time to adequately test the two new options: personnel and

delay summary output. More test data sets need to be run before the

prototype is released for use. Improvement of the input procedures

along the lines discussed for the final model, should be considered if

the prototype is to be used successfully as a demonstration tool.
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STATISTICAL PATTERN RECOGNIFION
MODELLING OF VISUAL PERCEPTIONS

by

Robert L. Manicke, Ph.D.

ABSTRACT

This report is divided into two main sections. The first section develops
the context and deductions necessary to construct a probability distribution of
perceptual stimulus spaces. The second section propounds the notion of percep-
tual differentiation by prescribing a probabilistic metric model to mimic the
orders from a respondent's point pair comparisons.

Specifically, the first section constructs a probabilistic context for the
multidimensional scaling method. This context is generated by considering human
pattern recognition as a question of estimating the relative multivariate odds
that input stimuli can he associated with some known cognitive populations. The
last section models paired comparisons of stimuli by differences of stimulus
utilities. Distances between stimuli are derived by probabilistic measurements p
of these utility differences.
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I INTRODUCTION

Most vision researchers, whether researching machine or biological vision,

have a common goal of understanding and conceptualizing the general com-

putational nature of visual perception. Experts widely acknowledge that

synergism of many subdisciplines (artificial intelligence, psychophysics, sta-

tistical decision theory, neurophysioloqy, pattern recognition theory, etc.) is

necessary for progress towards this understanding. Moreover, computational ana-

lysis of visual perception is most beneficial when it uncovers conceptual

theories or hypotheses that can be empirically tested.

Many hypotheses on perception have been explored. These hypotheses either

assume that the stimuli are random in some manner or that the stimuli are fixed

and determined. One such hypothesis concerned with random stimuli assumes that

perceptual organization determines the perception of a stimulus field and that

this process of organization is evident in the characteristics of the reproduc-

tion of the stimulus field (Cooper, 1980). An example of a hypothesis concerned

with fixed stimuli is that visual image perceptibility and interpretability are

not affected by filter center frequency (Kuperman, 1985).

Recently the concept of a proximity measure has emerged as a computational

cornerstone for modelling human perception. For visual perception a proximity

measure is an index defined over pairs of images that quantifies the degree to

which the two objects are alike as perceived by a respondent at the particular

time of measurement. Analyses of these proximity measures have been done almost

solely under the purview of a technique known as multidimensional scaling (MDS).

For any specific measurement instrument, to date, all MDS computing

algorithms assume quite unrealistically that: (1) the data are valid, true and

contain no errors; (2) the metric of the ambient modelling space is static; and

(3) the representational geometric configuration of the data is independent of
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time. It has been shown empirically that respondents perceptual metrics change

with time (Shepard, 1964), but no method has been devised to utilize this

finding to perceptual data analyses. Moreover, putative modelling spaces are

chosen for their mathematical convenience; there does not exist any theoretical

or empirical evidence to justify any specific ambient modelling space.

Manicke (1985) generalizes the geometric foundations of MDS by demonstrating

criteria and theorems based on the concept of a monotone metrical transform (von

Neumann, 1941). The author also develops the criteria necessary to associate

any paired comparison perceptual data to a representative class of metrics

(1986) and a class of probability measures, thus obviating the need for the

first assumption ahove.
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II. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT

The goals of this research are to develop:

(I) criteria and theorems that characterize utility functions of

perceptual data sufficiently to allow application to MDS and proximity measures;

and

(2) a consistent theory of utility functions as a canonical basis of

proximity measures for MOS; and

(3) a model based on past literature and the new results from proposals

(1) and (2) that performs dimension reduction, testing of hypothesized dimen-

sions, and analysis of pattern differentiation for prothetic psychophysical

perceptions, in particular visual perceptions.
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MAIN SECTION
III

THE UNIQUE EXISTENCE
OF A PROBABILITY MEASURE

FOR HUMAN PATTERN
RECOGNITION
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I NTRODUCT1ON

In almost all data analyses there exists an implicit statement about the way

the observations vary about the fitted value. Sometimes the model for the

distribution of errors is given secondary status being completely overshadowed

by the output analyses. In other cases, the methodology has not been suf-

ficiently developed to assume an underlying sampling theory. Both of these are

sometimes true when the data exhibit multiple dimensions or are extremely dif-

ficult to fit. In these cases most data analyst totally ignore an analysis of

errors for any acceptable meaningful or meaningless fit of the data. In the

case of multidimensional scaling (MDS), the technology of the fitting process

has tended to be the methodological raison d'etre. So far, the analyses of

proximity (distance-like) measurements has not lent itself to an underlying

measure theoretic sampling theory or a final analysis of errors in the fitting

process.

After much experimentation and modelling Shepard (1962) concluded that the

proximity measures of the data need not be proportional to the distances but

only that the data be monotonically related to the distances. That is, if

6ij represents a proximity measure between stimulus i and J, then any metric

model of these measurements must assume there exists a monotonic function on the

distances in some metric space into the proximity measures, that is,

6ij a f(dij) such that dij .1 disj, * f(dij) < f(dij.)

for all i, i',J,J"

Kruskal (1964) generalized Shepard's model to assess the degree to which the

stimulus co-ordinate estimates (in Ip space) i and reproduce the rankAk ndxjk rpouetern

or-der of the data. These are used in estimating the distance dij by the stan-

dard I metric:
p
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d1j • I~tk ^ Xk /p for some p,

A

and where the rank images or disparities of the data 6ij are computed to closely

mimic the distance estimates, subject to the constraint that they be monotoni-

cally related to the original data. That is, 9ij is computed as close to d^j as

possible to still allow
A A

61j , i~j_ * 6 ij 6 _j_ for all i, i', J, J-

Tucker (1960 shows that, where Interpoint distance data are realizable

for individual subjects, there exists evidence that dimensionality varies across

subjects, and that the separate multidimensional spaces of individuals or groups

may differ sharply. Shepard (1962) shows that subjects may fluctuate in atten-

tion and in doing so may ignore attributes or in some manner distort the psycho-

logical attribute space. If an algorithm for combining individual response

differences is to be created, the above findings suggest the foundational

assumptionals should be general enough to describe inter and intra individual

differences (also see Carroll & Chang, 1970).

FOUNDATIONAL NOTIONS

In view of these developments define

the(psychological) attribute space of a set of stimuli to be the set of

all qualities which are perceived by a class of individuals responding

across an index of measurement times.

Stimuli possess attributes in a variety of degrees across individuals which can

vary intra-individually at different times. They can be nomologically described

by the attribute space. The attribute space can be viewed as having a dimension

equal to the number of attributes.
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Clearly, since each Individual Could perceive A let of different qualities

from other individuals, the original dimension of an attribute space could be

enormous. Realistically, some attributes will be common to some class or

classes or even to all respondents. Possibly, some attribute will be present to

the same delree or at least imperceptibly different for each subject in some

stimuli.. So, by construction, an attribute space could contain a large amount

of undifferentiated qualitative redundancy.

To establish any dimension reduction technique modelling an attribute space

it is necessary to define:

a differentiable attribute space as the minimal

subset of the attribute space on which stimuli

are differentiated by the class of respondents .

responding across the same index of measurement

times. (Hereinafter referred to as Sd)

This definition is to be interpreted only for judgemental or perceptual attribu-

tes, that is, the type of attributes Stevens (1957) referred to as prothetic

psychophysical continua. This leads to the necessity of excluding those measure-

ments of attributes which are psychophysically unrelated to the attribute. For

example, colorblind respondent's data on a test of different hues would be

excluded. Again, from the attribute space attributes which are measurably

Impreceptable in each stimulus for the particular class of respondents would be

eliminated. It is necessary to consider orders among stimulus pairs, since this

is the only way the proximity data can be experimentally realized.

Psychologically, it seems reasonable to model values of an order as a variable

for either single subject or group scaling, that is, assume at each measurement

response the values of the order among stimulus pairs could change. This

variability could be related to the stimuli, attributes, or respondents.
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Perception theorist seem to believe that order analyzing large numbers of finite

finite subsets of points of an attribute scaling space will give clues to charac

terizations of the space itself. In von-Neumann and Shoenberg (1941) it is

shown that an order does not, in general, determine any unique metric or

geometry of the embedding space, even up to a similarity or change of scale. In

fact, they show an order can be isometrically embedded into an infinitude of

geometries. Hence, any order among stimulus pairs exhibits a class of metric

spaces each of which could represent this order. For any order t denote it s

class of representative metric spaces by Mt.

Assume that for every dimension of the attribute space of the stimuli, that

the respondent is indifferent to some order values of each stimulus about the

value given by the response measurement. More precisely, assume the order

value of a stimulus for each dimension is only one point of a subset or range

of order values that the respondent finds cognitively not differentiable from

the other points in the-subset. Since these order values are in a one to one

correspondence with points in an embedding space, every stimulus is then repre-

sented by a subset of points in this embedding space.

Denote the set of points that represents ,across some class of measurement

times, the ith stimulus by Si. Therefore, to measure and model the responses to

the stimuli let the attribute space be modelled by
.n

S {plpCSi for any i - 1,2...n) USi where n is the number of
==1

stimuli.

In this framework, MDS theorists putatively conjecture there exists a

totally ordered set t and a function h:SxS * t. By this paradigm, the orders t ..

are induced on SxS by t and h, and for any particular occasion of measurement
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h(SxS) is empirically a finite subset of t. Therefore, t may be considered a

subset of the positive reals, and (S,h) is a t-metrtzed or distance space

(Blumenthal, 1953).

More generally. MDS techniques attempt to order embed (S.h) into a prede-

fined metric space (M,p), that is, these techniques assume that given any pairs

of elements of S. Say (plP 2 )and(p'1 ,p' 2 ) there exists a function f:S4 such that

h(plP 2 ) < h(P'IP"2 ) -o(f(p 1),f(p2 )) I 0(f(P' 1 ), f(p' 2 )).

MDS techniques usually assume (M.v) to be the standard Euclidean space and

metric (Torgerson, 1952) or Ip space with standard metric (Kruskal, 1964). Lew

(1978) gives examples of possible empirical distance spaces that have no order

embedding into En for n>2 and other examples which have no order embedding into

a general Hilbert space. Thus, demonstrating the necessity of considering more

general spaces other than En or Ip as the pre-defined scaling metric spacepm

(M.p).

FOUNDATIONAL GENERALIZATIONS

A natural expansion of the previous paradigms can be developed by con-

sidering all sets of points Si X Si and assuming each of the cartesian products

corresponds uniquely to some order for every dimension of comparison.

Precisely, assume for each Si x Si that there exists totally ordered sets:

tk where k -1,2,...,N (where N is the hypothesized largest dimension) and mono-

tonic functions hk such that

hk: SixSj 4 tk for each k

Again, for 'ach order let Mtk be the class of metric spaces that represents

the order tk
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By construction of Sd there exists subsets of each S such that their union

Is Sd' This can be written as: for all i-1,2...,n there exists an A1 C Si such

that

A A1  d

Then for any 1, 51 - Ai represents points of the stimulus spare Si that are

indistinguishable relative to any other stimulus space.

Since the order among stimulus pairs could change at each response to

measurement and since the points from the differentiable attribute space jointly

represent all stimuli, this implies the set

{tit is a respondents order on any dimension at any time ol

could be infinite.

Consider the mapping

N n
H: inI ti - n Af given by H: (t~n't2n," .in) - (A1 ,..,*An )

where Aka c Ak for the kth stimulus and for some measurement time a.

Ai shall be called the differentiable stimulus space at time a for the ith sti-

mulus, and represents the ith stimulus at time ft.

Then the class of possible orders for a respondent of a fixed set of stimuli

determines each AI by A1 - U A1i where T is some time indexing set of a

respondents possible orders. In this structure, at each occasion of measurement

a, a respondent chooses orders (tIn,t 2 ,...,t%) which determine a subset Ai.

for each Ai for all stimuli. So at some time n the points of Ai. are psycholo-

gically indistinguishable relative to the ith stimulus for a respondent.

If indistinguishability or indifference of points was assumed transitive and

each Ai. had at least one point in common, then all points of A1 would be
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indistinguishable for the respondent relative to the ith stimulus, that is, if

An A. then Ai contains all points of indifference.
all a

Indeed, if transitivity held, any collection of Ai 0 s that had at least one

point in common would contain only points of indifference.

ESTABLISHING A UNIQUE PROBABILITY MEASURE ON A DIFFERENTIABLE ATTRIBUTE

SPACE.

Since
n

Sd U A, and A1  U AIt11 nct

then

Sd U U Ati where Sd is a metric space with a topological and
t I act

measurable structure induced by an admissible metric on S.

Multidimensional scaling can be defined abstractly as the quantization and

categorization of attribute data into identifiable classes or point sets via the -_

extraction of significant features or attributes of the data from an original

background containing redundant and irrelevant detail. Human perception of pat-

terns may be considered as a psychophysiological problem which involves rela-

tionships between a person and physical stimuli. When a person perceives

similarities, differences, similar differences or different similarities in sti-

muli, he/she makes an inductive inference and associates this perception with

some general concepts or cues which are derived from past experience. Human

pattern recognition and classification can be considered as a question of esti-

mating the relative odds that the input stimuli can be associated with one of a
set of known statistical populations which depend on past experience and which

form the criteria and the a priori information for classifications. Thus, the

general problem of human pattern recognition addressed by multidimensional
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scaling may be regarded as one of discriminating among input data, not between

individual patterns but between statistical populations of stimuli, via the

search for features or invariant attributes among members of populations.

Then, it is both empirically and logically reasonable to assume that at any

time n a respondent creates instruments which focus on the local variations of

their discrimination or detection abilities relative to the stimuli. These

devices or "psychometric probability measures" (Falmagne. 1982) can be modelled

as measures of the likelihood of a respondent choosing a set of points in each

stimulus space (point set population). Thus, for each stimulus i assume the

respondent cognitively constructs a probability measure uv that determines the

likelihood of a class of subsets of A1. Hence, by construction for each stimu-

lus space i a 1,...,n and at a specific time a

Ui(Ai) - I and ui(Ai - Ai1 ) 0 .

Since each stimulus space is covered by subsets representing points of

indifference at a specific time, construct a topology F, for each Ai by letting

each Aia, E Fi, with finite intersections and arbitrary unions of Aias also

being elements of Fi. Under this topology .for each i

U Ai0 is an open cover of Ai

If transitivity of indifference does not hold, it is quite possible any two

stimulus spaces may have points in common, that is, for itj possibly Aifn A1 .t•.

Indeed, suppose at some time a: UilA fi A " UjAAIaN Aj_

but if for the respondent the ith stimulus was indistinguishable to the jth sti-

mulus then

Aia" AJ1  and

I ui(Aia) • uj(AC)- 1
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Therefore, assume at any time of measurement a. that

"U11A nn A ,,"j UIAtn Aa

To derive any algorithm to help locate an unknown A1 e in a pre-specified

embedding space SdmM it is necessary that there exists a unique probability

measure on Sd. say u such that iiIA r ui for any

To show the unique existence of a probability measure u given the con-

ditions it is sufficient to assume each Ain. for any I and a. is compact. This

is reasonable because it can be interpreted as the space of points that repre-

sents the ith stimulus at time a is not unbounded in it's interpoint distances,

that is, for the respondent the points that are psychologically

indistinguishable for the ith stimulus lie in some "small" region made precise

by the compact hypothesis. To construct a unique v based on these hypotheses

some probabilistic structure must be defined:

Let Ai. denote a compact topological space (subspace of AI) and

let C(AI.) denote the vector space of all continuous functions

mapping Ala into the reals for any i and a.

The space C(Ai.) will be regarded as a normed vector space under the supremum

norm:

Ig, - suplg(y)l

The support of a real function 9 on the topological space AI. is defined as the

closure of the set lyly c A,, , g(y) 0 01

This shall be denoted by supp (g). Let CK(AI.) denote the space of continuous

functions on Ala with compact support.
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i The following two theorems can be found in or derived from results in

Bourbaki (1974) Topologie Generale, chapters 5-10 or Bourbakl (1965) Integration

chapters 1-4 and shall be quoted without justifications.

Theorem I Let U be an open covering of a compact toplogical space Y. There

exist finitely many C(Y) functions gP92, ... ,gn with the following properties:

(1) 9• 2.0.

(2) gle...+gn -1,

(3) any of the gi's has its support contained in a set from U.

Theorem 2 Let g denote a CK(Y)-function on the locally compact space Y and let

U denote a collection of open sets covering supp(g). There exist finitely

many CK(Y) functions g1 ,...,gn with the following properties:

(1) g1+...+gn " g,

(2) any of the function gi has its support contained in a set from U

(3) for g 0, gi > 0 .

Classical probability theory has developed from the foundational axioms and

structure propounded by Kolmogorov (1933). Many of the same results have been

obtained from the theory given by Radon (1913). Whereas classical probability

measures (integrates) classes of sets, Radon probability theory with integrals

(measures) of CK(Y) functions generalizes to a larger collection of functions,

then measures the same class of sets.

Since every point in Sd is contained in at least one A10  it has a compact

neighborhood; namely, any Ai. that contains it; hence, Sd is locally compact. A

Radon probability measure on a locally compact space Sd is a linear mapping

u:CK(Sd) * Reals such that for any g c CK(Sd), g 1 0 implies u(g) > 0, with

total mass equal one (Dieudonne, 1968).

To construct a consistent unique (Radon) probability meacure on Sd it is

sufficient to demonstrate the following:
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Lemma Let g,...,"gn be CK(Sd) - functions with supp(gk)c Ak. such that

g1+'"+gn a 0. Then ui(g! IA ) 4 "" 4 Un(gnA no) 0

Proof: This lemma shall be justified by induction. For J I the lemma is

obviously true. Suppose it is true for n a j such functions. Now suppose
g1 4."4gj 9 g a 1 0 with supp(gk) c Ak," Then

gj~l (g,+..".*gj) implies

J
Supp(gj,4 ) c supp(gj..)n u supp(gi)

ai-

J JCAj~lalU Ai "U U CA 41  Aio)

From theorem 2. gj4j1 can be written as gj -I f*...*fj where

supp(fi) c Aj•i n Ai . Hence, (g, + fl) +..., (gj + fj) - 0 and the support

of each (gi + hi) c A,.. From the inductive hypothesis it can be concluded that

0 - u((g1  + f )IlAA +4...uj((gj + fjIAja

=u1(g1IA 1) *...uj(gjIAjt )u(fIA )+...uJ(f iA)

with consistent applications of theorem 2. and diligent algebra this can be

shown to equal

ul(g11A 1 ) ÷. +u(gjlAJ ) + vj+l(f1I J41a) " +uj-l(fjA J ) •

•ul(gIAAJn)÷"-'+Jj(gjlAJa ) 4 'J÷1(gj~ll Aj+j CI)

Now again if the respondent evokes a psychometric probability measure ui to

choose with probability one Ai. c Ai which represents the points of Ai that are
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Indistinguishable at the time a relative to the ith stimulus, then the following

theorem shows that these ui's can 'be combined to form a consistent "overall"

probability measure.

Theorem Let Sd be a locally compact space such that Sd U U Ain , where each
I-I Tcl"

Ai. is considered an open set of Sd" If for each i there exists a probability

measure u, such that

UilAinn Ao " r j1A in• Aja for all ij,, then there exists a

unique probability distribution u on Sd such that UAui for all I

Proof: First, let h be an arbitrary CK(Sd) function. By theorem 2, h can be

written as h - hI ,...+ hn, where the supports of hl*...÷hn are contained in

sets Al. A2  ,.. n of the open covering of Sd.

But

uOh) - u(hl)÷...*u(hJ)

" (ulA, )(hIA n)-'"÷(UAnn )(hnAna)

M ul(fiIA1 )+÷''+un(hnIAnn )

Hence, any decomposition of h as a sum of CK(Sd) functions with supports con-

tained in sets of the open covering of Sd determines u(h). Hence, at most one

measure with the given restrictions can exist.

In order to define u by the above structure it must be shown that any two

different decompositions h a h1 +...+hm and h a gl*-..,gk, where supp(fi) c Ai.

and supp(gi) c Ai of the fu;iction h give the same result or
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Vilh IA) . mhm ci . I(9I 'Ak 1

Let n=n•k and denote - g1 by hm+1 P -g2 by hm4 2 ,..., "gk by hn. So what must be

proved is: if fI""'fn are CK(Sd) functions with suppCfA) cAjO such that
f I ... +f n & 0, then iii (fYA! C +... Un (fnAno) 0 . Which is exactly a re-

statement of the lemma.

Discussion and Summary

Since MDS is the modelling of perceptions from paired comparison data into

some random abstract geometry, a theoretical basis general enough to develop

probabilistic considerations such as sampling space or sampling errors is mini-

mally essential. In the concepts just developed the pair

(sd,u)

consisting of a locally compact topological space Sd (which is taken to be some

admissible metric space) and the (Radon) probability measure u, Sd is considered

a sample space for some MDS experient. The notion is that Sd Is the set of

possible outcomes of the stochastic experiment of a respondent perceiving pairs

of fixed stimuli with v the distribution of these outcomes, that is, for any u-

measurable set B c Sd, u(B) should be interpreted as the probability of the

event that the random outcome falls in point set B.

By considering human pattern recognition as a problem of discriminating

between a priori statistical populations representing stimuli (not among indivi-

dual patterns) through the search for features and invariant attributes a unique

probability measure of time oriented stimulus point sets has been shown to

exist. This is accomplished by assuming these time oriented point sets repre-

senting stimuli are compact and the a-priori psychometric probability functions

are consistent across stimulus populations at a fixed time.
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AN EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN TO VERIFY THE AFGL FASCOD2

FOR WATER VAPOR AND CARBON DIOXIDE AT LOW TEMPERATURES AND PRESSURES

by

ARTHUR A. MASON

ABSTRACT

The AFGL FASCOD2 (Fast Atmospheric Signature Code) is a model and

computer program for accelerated line by line calculation of spectral

transmittance and radiance for atmospheric problems. This summer

research project was devoted to designing an experiment to verify the

model and programs of FASCOD2 under conditions experienced in test

cell environments at altitude, that is, conditions of low temperatures

and pressures. Preliminary spectral measurements were made showing

satisfactory comparison. A secondary objective evolved during the

research: The design and development of a high altitude spectroscopy

calibration laboratory for basic infrared measurements of gases of

interest to the Air Force.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The absorption, emission, and scattering of radiant energy by the

constituent gases of a test environment or the atmosphere provide

powerful diagnostic techniques for understanding physical processes.

The Air Force and its contractors at the Arnold Engineering

Development Center have found the science of infrared spectroscopy to

be well suited to the task of remotely determining the composition,

concentrations, and temperatures of gases associated with the testing

and development of propulsion systems. At the same time the

refinement of computer simulated spectra by groups such as the Air

Force Geophysics Laboratory has contributed much to the planning of

measurements and the interpretation of spectroscopic data. The

benefits of computer generated spectra are maximized when their

applicability is verified for the conditions under which the

measurements are to be made.

It is the purpose of this research to plan that verification for a

particular case. The AFGL FASCOD2 (Fast Atomospheric Signature Code)

is a radiation model and computer program for the accelerated line by

line calculation of spectral transmittance and radiance for

atmospheric problems. The source of spectral line information may be

the AFGL Line-by-Line Compilation of Molecular Spectroscopic

Parameters or equivalent line data. Accurate and detailed knowledge

not only of the spectral line parameters but also of their temperature

and pressure dependence and of atmospheric transmission of radiation

is essential for input into the model and database and for correct
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Interpretation of data. The computer generated spectra of FASCOD2 can

be very useful to the engineers and scientists at AEDC if it can be

verified that the model predictions match measurements in the test --

cell environment.

H.1. OBJECTIVES

A. The primary objective of this research project is to design

an experiment to verify the predictions of the AFGL FASCOD2 and AFGL

Line-By-Line Compilation under conditions experienced in test cell

environments at high altitude - i.e., under conditions of low

temperature and low pressure. Specific objectives are:

1. Determine the present status of research in this area,

2. Focus initial studies on water vapor and carbon dioxide

as two active infrared gases which are often of dominate importance in

acquiring and interpreting infrared spectra. It should be noted that

accurate water vapor spectra are important in determining absolute

humidity and -in determining atmospheric effects on the data from a

source to be analyzed. Carbon dioxide spectra provide a remote and

sensitive temperature probe but also interfer with source radiation

propagated through the atmosphere. Suitable spectral regions of these

gases will be selected for study.

3. Design the measuring instruments and techniques needed to

evaluate the model under controlled laboratory conditions. The

question to be answered is "does FASCOD2 correctly predict the effect

of low temperatures and pressures on the spectral line parameters and

hence the resulting spectra?"
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B. An important secondary objective evolved during the research

project: the design and development of a High Altitude Spectroscopy

Calibration Laboratory which makes possible the study of the physics

of molecular interactions through high resolution infrared

measurements of gases in simulated high altitude environments of

interest to the Air Force and other government agencies.

Ill. BACKGROUND OF CURRENT RESEARCH

1. ATTENDANCE AT AFGL WORKSHOPS

The Air Force Geophysics Laboratory presented two workshops:

(i) The Tri-Service Cloud Modeling Workship, and (ii) The Review

Conference on Atmospheric Transmission Models. These workshops brought

me into direct contact with the people and the research most pertinent

to the summer project and are briefly summarized here.

Cloud research is focused currently on cloud simualtion

models and cloud structure which are important in communications and

remote sensing. Active areas of research include: the study of

infrared cloud signatures for purposes of detection and

identification, examination of transmission windows, reduction of

background clutter, and infrared measurements of cloud temperatures.

Two emerging areas of cloud resear'-es are: ground based laser

soundings and fractal simulation clouds by computer modeling.

Atmospheric transmission research is focused on particulate

emission and climatology on the one hand and molecular absorption and

emission on the other. Of immediate relevance to this Summer research

project was the report of a new version of the atmospheric absorption

line parameters compilation (HITRAN database). The structure of the
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database has been expanded to allow for additional molecular

parameters such as self broadened linewidths, temperature dependence

of halfwidths, line shifts and transition moments that extend the

capabilities to upper atmospheric comparisons. There were reported

several comparisons between observed atmospheric transmissions spectra

and calculated spectra but no comparisons of low temperature low

pressure laboratory spectra of water vapor or carbon dioxide for

comparison with computer generated spectra. The current status of the

AFGL atmospheric transmittance and background radiance models, FASCOD

2 and LOWTRAN 6 was discussed. New features In FASCOD include new

molecular atmospheric profiles up to 120KM. The adddition of all the

aerosol models and diffuse molecular absorption species, new cloud and

rain models, a non local thermodynamic equilibrium option for upper

atmospheric applications, and a weighting function option for remote

sensing problems.

2. BIBLIOGRAPHY

A literature review revealed that few laboratory mesurements

have been undertaken on low temperature low pressure water vapor and

carbon dioxide infrared radiation and that such measurements would be

useful in validating FASCOD 2 in the regimes of interest to AF-AEDC.

The literature review and the workshops stressed the

importance of continuum absorption by water vapor in the infrared

region. Absorption in the atmospheric windows is usually greater than

that predicted on the basis of known intensities, widths, and

theoretical line shapes because of continuum absorption. Since

communication and remote sensing systems operate in the infrared
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windows of the atmosphere, the ability to predict the attenuation

within these windows under different atmospheric conditions is of

utmost importance. Water vapor continuum is responsible for much of

the window absorption in the lower atmosphere, however laboratory

measurements at low temperatures to determine the effects of H2 0

concentration on the continuum absorption and hence window

transmission have yet to be made. Figure 1 illustrates the poor

window transmission throughout the near and mid-infrared regions. The

bibliography contains some of the references which were examined.

3. THEORY

The transmmittance of radiation through a gas is given by

the expression

where kv is the absorption coefficient

u is the absorber thickness

The absorption coefficient of a single line is related to the true

transmittance of the line (observed with infinite resolving power) by

0d = -_

To calculate spectral absorption contours for complex absorping

optical paths extensive consideration must be given to the spectral

line shape, that is to the functional definition of the absorption

coefficient. For a single isolated pressure broadened absorption line

the absorption coefficient is given by the Lorentz expression.
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whereS is the line strength or line intensity, V6L is the Lorentz

half width, ý, is the frequency or Wavenumber of the line center in

units of cm"1.

The Lorentz half width is a function of both pressure and temperature:

where po and To are standard pressure and temperature, p.- latm,

To-296K. Recent measurements and theory have shown that

0.5A n , 1.0

varying from molecule to molecule and line to line. The FASCOD2

database provides an n for each molecule. The value of n is

important since most measurements of • are made at room temperature

whereas temperatures at high altitudes are some lOOK colder. The

pressure broadened half width is a function of the absorbing molecules

and the quantum states involved in the transition. At sufficiently

low pressures, Doppler broadening (thermal motion) dominates and the

absorption coefficient is given by

where Y

If the Lorentz and Doppler half widths are of the same magnitude a

convolution of the two known as the Voight profile is used. In many

cases the two half widths do not become equal until pressure and

temperatures are those of the mid-stratosphere. FASCOD uses an

approximation to the Voight line shape to reduce a prohibitive amount

of computational time in performing line by line calculations. The
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largest error in determining the Voight half width with this

approximation Is found to be of the order of 0.02%. Returning to the

transmittance for a single spectral line-ev ) = XI/e= C-.
We define the optical depth as the product of the absorption

coefficient and the absorber thickness

=k(~ U
where various units may be used for the absorber thickness,

14 (a+Me rliýTP> .7 -

LJ A
~ (1mI oo 2-) x lo~/ ~ 214~

IV. EXPERIMENT DESIGN

In the design of the experiment to validate FASCOD2 several

factors must be considered:

(a) the selection of optimal spectral regions for observing

the infrared absorption of water vapor and carbon dioxide;

(b) the selection of altitudes to be simulated, that is, the

pressures, temperatures, partial pressures of the infrared active

gases, and path lengths which will provide a satisfactory comparison

between observed and computed spectra;

(c) the selection of instrumentation for measurement.

The selection of the spectral regions and the environment to be

observed, that is (a) and (b), will govern the selection of

instrumentation. Therefore synthetic spectra were computer generated
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using the AFCL FASCOD 2 and AFCL Line Parameters Compilation for Line

by Line calculations to survey the fundamental vibration-rotation

bands of H2 0 and CO2 at various altitudes and path lengths. The water

molecule fundamental bands are centered at 6.27, 2.74, and 2.66#mt; the

CO2 bands are at 15 and 4.3/g. Altitudes of 6km and 12km were chosen

for initial study because their conditions are more readily achievable

in the laboratory than those at higher altitudes while at the same

time simulating realistic conditions found in the troposphere. Based

on the computer simulated spectra all of the fundemental bands are

sufficiently intense at altitudes of 6km and 12km to provide a good

comparison of FASCOD2 with laboratory measurements. Futher

consideration led to the selection of the 2.73/gq region for H2 0 and

the 4.25 #r region for CO2 . L. D. Nelson has shown that absorption

measurements at 2.66 can theoretically be expected to give a valid

measurement of water vapor density over a dynamic range of at least

four order of magnitude in absolute humidity. Further, in this region

the absorption will be more sensitive to water vapor than to liquid

water or ice and this is an important factor in the rejection of

hydrometeors in the sample volume and possible water and ice on

instrument windows. These factors are illustrated in Figure 2.

Although the CO2 band at 15finis an intense band there are some

problems with interference from ozone and water vapor in the

atmosphere. This together with the strong temperature dependence of

the Planck function in the 4.31qregion made that the region of choice.
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Final arguments for selecting these spectral regions for the initial

validation are that both H2 0 and CO2 can be observed with a single

experimental setup where excellent sources, detectors, windows, etc

are available.

Several alternatives were considered in the selection of

instrumentaion for measuring the spectra. These included radiometers,

grating spectrometers, diode lasers, and Fourier transform

spectrometers (FTS). A Nicolet FTS was chosen because of its

combination of broad spectral range, moderately high resolution, and

availability. The broad spectral range allows the comparison of

observation and FASCOD2 over a wide wavenumber interval and

consequently an almost unlimited choice for determining the best

narrow band on which to base a field instrument for humidity

measurements. The theoretical resolution of 0.06cm"1 is necessary if

meaningful comparisons are to be made with the line-by-line

calculations of FASCOD.

V MEASUREMENTS

Measurements were made of the near infrared water vapor band at

2.73pw between 3630cm"I and 3670cm-I and of the CO2 band of 4.25#

between 2320 cm- 1 and 2380cm" 1 . These measurements were made at room

temperature and a total pressure of less than I torr using the Nicolet

Fourier Transform Spectrometer with a globar source, a pyroelectric

detector and a one meter path length. Although these preliminary

measurements have as their purpose the evaluation of the instrument,

the laboratory observed spectra correspond well with the computer

generated spectra of FASCOD2 as can be seen in Figure 3.
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VI DESIGN AND ASSEMBLY OF LABORATORY

The final stage of the summer research project involves developing

an experimental approach to laboratory measurements at low

temperatures and pressures to fit existing requirements and equipment

at AF-AEDC. An excellent three meter high vacuum low temperature test

cell designed and built for another purpose has been made available

for the measurements discussed above.

The cell can be evacuated to pressure of 10-6 microns and cooled

to temperatures of less than 200K simulating altitudes to 100KM. The

cell functions in the following manner. Water vapor at chosen

conditions will be introduced into the cell by flowing cold air over

ice until saturation is reached. At that time the temperature and

concentration of the water vapor are known and spectral measurements

will be made for comparision with computer generated FASCOD 2 spectra.

The union of this cold cell with the Fourier transform spectrometer

and appropriate computational and instrumental components has been

initiated. This has required the design of the optical path and the

selection of appropriately matched infrared instrument and optical

components which assembled will provide a unique and flexible high

altitude spectroscopy calibration laboratory.

Since the initial measurements are to be made in the near

infrared between 2.5#N and 4.5/aM the components are chosen to optimize

the signal in this spectral region and minimize all other signals. A

high intensity source of radiation is provided by a quartz halogen

tungsten filament lamp. The detector is an indium antimonide

photovoltaic device responding from 2.0,N to 5.5# with a D*3I0".
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This detector is enclosed in a sidelooking metal dewar operating at

liquid nitrogen temperature and views radiation through a sapphire

window which has excellent transmission to 5.5,w . The detector mount

which has been designed and is being built may require cooling. A

calcium fluoride lens collects the radiation emerging from the cold

cell and focuses it onto the detector element. The windows isolating

the cold cell from the FTS and for the detector housing are optical

quality polished calcium fluoride crystals chosen for their excellent

environmental characteristics as well as their near 95% transmission

in the region of interest. The optical path throught the cold cell is

a modified white cell design which provides a 12 meter path length

through the absorbing gas chosen as a result of calculations and

examinination of computer generated H20 spectra at simulated 40,000

feet altitude. Because of the design of the cold cell it was not

possible to install the multiple path white cell optics at this time

although that should be done in the future. The mirrors which direct

the radiation through the cold cell are 50mn in diameter with a 3

meter radius of curvative. Figure 4 is a schematic diagram of the

system.

The short term thrust of the fellowship research has been the

design of a series of measurements to establish the usefulness of

FASCOD2 as a planning and diagnostic too] in conjunction with

observation in test cell environments. However, the long term value

will be the development of this high altitude spectroscopy calibration

laboratory which will be used for high resolution infrared

measurements of low temperature gases of interest to the Air Force.
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VII RECOMMENDATIONS

1. Guidelines for implementing my research.

The design of the laboratory is completed and the necessary

components are identified and being brought together. Machining for

mounting the detector, connecting the low temperature cell to the
EL -

spectrometer, and installing windows is underway or completed. The

mirrors are to be installed. Vacuum checks are being run on the cold

cell. When the assembly of the systems is completed, the optics will

need to be aligned and their ability to maintain alignment at low

temperatures checked. There will need to be shakedown runs for

evaluating the system as a whole and the instrument function for the

entire system will need to be determined.

2. Suggestions for Follow-on Research.

When the laboratory is functioning there are two related projects

which should be undertaken immediately.

a. The actual measurements of the infrared spectra of water

vapor and carbon dioxide at the low temperature and low pressure

conditions corresponding to altitudes of 40,000 feet and higher must

be made and compared with the computer generated spectra of the AFGL

FASCOD2.

b. Measurements of the effects of continuum absorption at low

temperatures in the atmospheric windows between 3 and 5 micrometers

has not been done and should be done to verify extrapolations of

higher temperature experiments which are now used in FASCOD2.
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3. Suggestions for Future Research.

Accurate measurement and modeling of radiative transfer is basic

to understanding the complex interplay between the chemical,

radiative, and dynamical processes that govern the atmosphere or test

environments simulating the atmosphere. Valid measurements and

effective modeling are dependent on the accuracy to which

spectroscopic parameters and their variation with temperature and

pressure are known for radiatively active atmospheric gases. The

recent NASA Assessment of Present State of Knowledge of the Upper

Atmosphere points to major requirements for basic studies in

laboratory spectroscopy, including:

a. Line intensities: spectral parameters are needed for several

infrared bands of major and trace constituents where data are either

totally missing or of poor quality.

b. Line widths: improved knowledge of air broadened half widths

and their temperature dependence is needed for nearly all of the

optically active atmospheric species;

c. Other requirements: laboratory studies are required for line

shapes, accurate integrated intensities and band models, improved

models for the temperature and pressure dependence of the water vapor

continuum, improved parameters for transitions involved in non-LTE

radiative transfer in the upper atmosphere, and more accurate

absorption coefficients.

The High Altitude Spectroscopy Calibration Laboratory when

completed will be uniquely suited to carrying out many of the above

measurements which are of vital interest to the scientific community

at large and to the Air Force whose working environment is the

atmosphere.
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The Determination of Lead in Blood

by

Curtis W. McDonald, PhD

ABSTRACT

Lead in blood is determined at USAFOEHL using an atomic absorption

spectrophotometer equipped with a graphite furnace. The low melting

point of lead causes its loss due to vaporization at the charring step

prior to the measurement of lead. This leads to errors in the method.

Ammonium phosphate has been recommended as a matrix modifier to react

with lead to form high melting lead phosphate which should permit the

utilization of higher charring temperatures. Ammonium phosphate did not

prove to be a good matrix modifier. A theory was developed to explain

the limited usefulness of ammonium phosphate. The rough surface of the

graphite tube at the charring temperature (5000C to 6000C) in an enert

argon gas atmosphere Is an excellent reducing medium. It appears highly

unlikely that the phosphate, which has a pentavalent phosphorus attached

to four oxygen atoms, would be stable under such a reducing atmosphere.

The lead phosphate would probably decompose to metallic lead which would

instantly melt at the charring temperature and begin to vaporize causing

a loss of lead.
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I. Introduction .

I received my PhD from the University of Texas at Austin where I

developed a spectrophotometric method for determining the element

osmium. I later served as a research associate at the Oak Ridge

National Laboratory in Oak Ridge, Tennessee where I developed an

extraction method for removing cadmium from aqueous solutions using

high-molecular-weight amines.

The United States Air Force Occupational and Environmental Health

Laboratory (USAFOEHL) receives blood samples from Air Force personnel

throughout the world for blood-lead assays. The laboratory currently

uses a stabilized temperature platform furnace (STPF) atomic absorption

spectrophotometric method with Zeeman background correction for

determining the lead in blood. The method often gives a negative

deviation to Beer's Law. This deviation results in some uncertainty in

the lead determinations.

My experience in developing analytical methods at the University of

Texas at Austin and the Oak Ridge National Laboratory gives me the

research background to critically evaluate the USAFOEHL method for the

determination of lead in blood and suggest methods for improvement.

Because of this research background, I was assigned to work on the

blood-lead method in the Metals Section at USAFOEHL.

I1. Objectives of the Research Effort

The overall objectives of the Metals Section at USAFOEHL is to

determine various metals in air, bulk samples, and biological fluids.
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My individual objectives were as follows:

1. Become very familiar with the scientific literature associated

with determining lead and other metals in blood and other biological

fluids.

2. Acquire the special analytical techniques needed to handle,

preserve and analyze biological fluids.

3. Learn to perform the STPF analytical methods which USAFOEHL useA

to determine lead in blood and urine.

4. Develop the necessary techniques to routinely perform other

analytical methods which USAFOEHL uses to determine metals such as

cadmium, mercury, arsenic, tin, silver, and selenium in air and bulk

samples.

5. Improve the USAFOEHL method to determine blood-lead by modifying

the currently used STPF method.

6. Write a proposal to the Air Force Office of Scientific Research

to continue research on the problems associated with determining lead in

blood and urine at Texas Southern University.

III. The Determination of Lead

The adverse effects of lead are now well recognized and documented.

Lead reportedly interferes with a number of body functions, notably the

central nervous system, the hematopoletic system and the kidney (1,2).

The quantity of lead in blood may be regarded as a reliable index to the

extent of recent lead intake. Therefore, accurate and reliable

analytical methods for its determination in blood are very useful in the

diagnosis of lead poisoning and monitoring the working environment.
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The introduction of atomic absorption spectrophotometry by Walsh in

1955 dramatically changed the me'hod of determining blood-lead (3).

Prior to this time, the primary method for determining lead was

chelation with dithizone followed by extraction and colorimetry. By

1967, over 5,000 flame atomic absorption instruments were in use

throughout the world. These instruments proved to be very good for

determining lead in the milligrams per liter range. Due to the high

toxicity of lead which has a normal range of 5 to 40 micrograms per

deciliter in blood, more sensitive methods were needed. The sensitivity

of determining blood-lead was increased to the micrograms per liter

level by the development of the graphite furnace by L'vov in 1959 (4,5).

The graphic furnace is electrically heated and has undergone a number of

advances since it was first introduced by L'vov. Typically, a few

microliters of blood are deposited in a graphite tube, or on a tantalum

ribbon, a carbon rod or a graphite platform, The blood sample is

successively dried, charred and atomized. The concentration of lead is

determined during the atomization step.

IV. The USAFOEHL Method for Determining Lead in Blood

In the USAFOEHL procedure for determining lead in blood, the blood

samples are removed from the refrigerator and allowed to come to room

temperature. The blood sample is mixed gently by inverting the tube

12 to 15 times. Vigorous mixing must be avoided to prevent hemolyzing

the blood. A 1.0 mL blood sample Is immediately pipetted and diluted

with 9.0 mL of 0.1% triton-x-100 surfactant in a 15 mL polypropylene
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capped centrifuge tube. The resulting solution is mixed thoroughly for

10 seconds using a Vortex-Genie. A 1.5 mL sample is placed in a plastic

cup. The sample is then ready to be measured.

The samples are measured using a Perkin-Elmer-Zeeman Model 5000

atomic absorption spectrophotometer equipped with a HGA-500 graphite

furnace and AS-40 autosampler. Pyrolytically coated graphite tubes

having grooves to proper position the graphite platform were used with

the pyrolytic graphite platforms.

Zeeman Model 5000 Parameters

Wavelength - 283.3 nm

Slit Width - 0.7 nm

Calibration Mode - Peak Area

Current - 10 ma

Intergration Time - 5 Sec

Purge Gas - Argon

HGA Graphite Furnace Parameters

Ramp Hold

Step Function (Seconds)

1 Dry 110 0 C 5 45

2 Char 530 0 C 5 45

3 Atomize 23000 C 0 7

4 Cleanout 26000C 1 3

5 Cool 200C 1 20
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V. The Blood-Lead Analys13 PrObim

The USAFOEHL's problem in analyzing lead in blood is shared by more

than 200 laboratories using the graphite furnace technique throughout

the world. The problem can be associated with the unusually low melting

point of lead (3270C) which causes difficulties when it is determined

using graphite furnace techniques. The melting points of other common

metals such as copper (1,0830C), iron (1,5350C) and chromium (1,8570C)

are much higher. The problem associated with the low melting point of

lead occurs during the charring step in the graphite furnace. The

charring procedure is carried out to rid the blood sample of tne bulk

materials associated with the lead and Interfere with the final

measurement. These include blood cell fragments, anticoagulants,

other biomolecules and triton-x-100. Due to the extraordinarily large

quantities of these materials in blood, a high charring temperature of

at least 9000C is needed to clean the sample.

The charring temperature used at USAFOEHL is 5300C. At this

temperature, the charring process is probably not complete. However, a

higher charring temperature should not be used to avoid a greater loss

of lead due to vaporization. Even at 5306C which is 2000C higher than

the melting point of lead, some loss of lead unfortunately does occur

due to vaporization. Ideally, no vaporization of lead should occur

prior to the atomization step. The loss of lead during the charring

step can be attributed at least partially to the failure of the USAFOEHL

method to follow Beer's Law.
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The highly qualified and experienced USAFOEHL chemists have

skillfully manipulated the various instrumental and methodic parameters

to make excellent blood-lead analyses using the STPF technique. The

most recent certification samples sent from the Center for Disease

Control (CDC) were analyzed and in excellent agreement with CDC results.

Yet, the failure to follow Beer's Law remains a problem. The analysts

feel uncertain about some of the results.

VI. i•m Use of Matrix Modifiers

The problems associated with the determination of blood-lead using a

graphite furnace has been known for about 15 years, During that time,

more than 50 research papers and a number of research conferences have

been devoted to the problem. Perhaps, the best idea to emerge from this

research activity was the addition to blood samples substances called

matrix modifiers. The concept of matrix modifiers was initiated by

Ediger in 1975 when he recommended the addition of nickel to selenium to

improve the determination of selenium (6). Nickel reacts with selenium

which has a melting point of only 217 0 C to form nickel selenide which

melts at a much higher temperature. A much higher temperature can now

be used to determine selenium. The matrix modifier concept has been

applied to blood-lead problems. Subramanian and Meranger recommended

the use of NH4 H2 PO4 as a matrix modifier for blood-lead (7). Fernandez

and Hilligoss recommended the use of a Mg-(NH4) 2 HP04 solution as a

matrix modifier (8). In both cases, the investigators theorized that

lead phosphate which has a melting point of 1,011 46C was formed prior to

the charring step.
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A number of investigators continue to be troubled with the loss of

lead during the charring step when NH4H 2 PO4 or Mg-(NH4 ) 2 HPO4 solutions

are added to the blood samples as matrix modifiers. The USAFOEHL

chemists and I have tried to use these matrix modifiers to increase

charring temperatures with very little success. Even with the Mg-

(NH4 ) 2 HPO4 solution, Fernandez and Hilligoss recommended a charring

temperature of only 6000C, far below the temperature necessary to

completely char the blood samples (8). There are two possible

explanations for the failure of ammonium phosphate's failure to serve as

an effective matrix modifier. The lead in the blood sample may not have

reacted with the ammonium phosphate to form the high melting lead

phosphate. A second possible explanation is that lead phosphate did

form but decomposed to metallic lead during the charring process. I

believe the second explanation is the case.

The rough surface of the graphite platform at 5300C in an inert gas

argon atmosphere is an excellent reducing medium. In my opinion, it is

highly unlikely that the phosphate, which has a pentavalent phosphorus

atom attached to four oxygen atoms, would be stable in such a reducing

atmosphere. It seems likely that the lead phosphate will decompose

producing lead oxide (PbO) which will susequently be reduced to lead

metal. The metal instantly melts at the charring temperature and begins

to vaporize causing a loss of lead.

VII. Reomiendations

1. I was not able to find a suitable matrix modifier during my ten

week study at the USAFOEHL. A number of other compounds form stable
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high melting products with lead. These include selenium, tungstic acid

and ammonium molybdate. These compounds should be studied as potential

matrix modifiers.

2. Lead is a contaminant in most commercially sold chemicals. It

will be very difficult to purchase lead free ammonium molybdate,

selenium and tungstic acid. The chemicals should be purchased at the

highest possible parity and further purified using ion-exchange and

solvent extraction techniques.

8

1--

I
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COMPATIBILITY OF REINFORCEMENT AND MATRIX PHASES IN COMPOSITE MATERIALS
FOR HIGH-TEMPERATURE, AEROSPACE APPLICATIONS

by

GOPAL M. MEHROTRA

ABSTRACT

The mutual chemical compatibility of the matrix and reinforcement
materials, for ceramic-ceramic and ceramic-intermetallic composites, was
analytically evaluated with the help of thermodynamic calculations. In
the case of ceramic-ceramic composites, the chemical stability of TiC,
AIN, TiB2, HfC, and ZrC in a matrix of Al2 03, ZrO2 or HfO2 was evaluated.
In the case of intermetallic-ceramic composites, Al203 , TiC, TiB2 , SiC,
Si 3N4 , and AIB 1 2 were evaluated as reinforcement phases in a matrix of
Ni3Al. More work on analytical and experimental evaluations needs to be

done for ceramic-ceramic composites.

In addition, experimental work was initiated to synthesize silicon
hexaboride, which has been reported to have very good oxidation
resistance up to -. 15300C.l It was found that the reaction between the
silicon and boron powders is sluggish, and that an accurate control of
conditions during hot-pressing is necessary. The products of syntheses
were characterized by x-ray diffraction (XRD). Further experiments to
standardize the conditions for synthesis of SIB6, and to characterize it
by analytical electron microscopy, thermogravimetric analysis (TGA), and

differential thermal analysis (DTA) need to be carried out.
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I. INTRODUCTION:

I received my Ph.D. degree from the Technical University Berlin,

West Berlin, Germany; my research work involved thermodynamic studies of

binary oxide and oxide-fluoride mixtures. Subsequently, as a post-

doctoral fellow, at the University of Pennsylvania and at Arizona State

University, I did work on intercalation compounds, diffusion of sulfur in

stabilized zirconia, high-temperature oxidation of nickel sulfide,

thermodynamic properties of nickel sulfide and iron sulfide, and electri-

cal properties of stabilized zirconia. At the University of Arizona,

where I was a visiting lecturer, I was involved in research concerning

the stability of ceramic crucibles during vacuum induction melting of

nickel base superalloys. My background is, therefore, in the area of

high-temperature materials.

The research work at the AFWAL/MLLM Materials Laboratory, Wright-

Patterson Air Force Base, involved analytical evaluation of the mutual

chemical compatibility of the matrix and reinforcement materials in

ceramic-ceramic and ceramic-reinforced intermetallic composites for

high-temperature, aerospace applications. The research problem also

involved studies on synthesis and characterization of silicon boride,

which has been reported to have inherent, good oxidation resistance up to

1530°C. 1

The research problem at the AFWAL Materials Laboratory was,

therefore, well suited to my previous background and experience in the

areas of high-temperature materials and thermodynamics. In view of this,

I was assigned to study the compatioility of matrix and reinforcement

phases in composites for high-temperature applications, and to synthesize

and characterize an oxidation resistant compound, SiB6 , which may be

useful as a ceramic material in composites.

II. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT:

The overall objective of the research effort was to obtain an .

understanding of the chemistry at the interfaces of the constituent
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materials of a composite during processing, and its relationship with the

microstructure and properties of the composite. Specifically, my objec-

tives were:

(1) To screen the ceramic reinforcement materials, on the basis of

their chemical compatibility with the matrix materials, for the

purpose of making ceramic composites. This was to be accom-

plished by carrying out thermodynamic calculations and,

thereby, evaluating the stability of a reinforcement material

in a given matrix. The matrix materials chosen were: ZrO2,

HfO2, Al2 03 , and Ni3Al.

(2) To identify, on the basis of the results of thermochemical

evaluation, the systems which would be suitable for further,

experimental studies.

(3) To do a thorough literature search on the composites containing

silicon boride, reported to have very good oxidation resistance

up to 1530"C.

(4) To synthesize and characterize SiB 6.

III. EVALUATION OF CHEMICAL COMPATIBILITY OF REINFORCEMENT AND MATRIX

PHASES:

The analytical evaluations are based on the thermodynamic data

available in the literature. 2 -6  For the ceramic-ceramic composites, the

materials chosen for the matrix phase are Al2 03, ZrO2, and HfO2, having

the melting points of 2072, 2700, and 2758*C, respectively. For the

reinforcement phase, the materials evaluated are TiC, AlN, TiB2, HfC, and

ZrC which have the melting points of 3140, 2200, 2900, 3890, and 3540°C,
respectively. In addition, Al2 03 , TiC, A1B 12 SiC, Si 3 N4 , and TiB2 have

been evaluated as reinforcement materials for the Ni3Al matrix.
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(a) Ceramic-Ceramic Composites:

(1) TiC as a reinforcement phase in the matrix of A12 03 , ZrO2 ,

or HfO2 .

The reactions between TiC and the various oxide matrix

materials can be written as follows:

3TiC + 2A1 203 = 3TiO2 + Al4 C3  (1)

TiC + Al2 03 = TiO + Al20 + Co (2)

TiC + 2A1 203 = TiO2 + CO2 + 2A1 2 0 (3)

3TiC + Al2 03 = 3Ti+ 2Al + 3C0 (4)

3TiC + 5A1 203 = 3 <TiO2 * A1203 > + Al4 C3  (5)

TiC + ZrO2 = TiO2 + ZrC (6)

TiC + 2ZrO2 = TiO + 2ZrO + CO (7)

TiC + HfO2 = TiO2 + HfC (8)

In addition, the chemical reactions between the solid

products of a reaction and the matrix or reinforcement phases may also

take place, e.g., a reaction between TiC and ZrC leading to the formation

of a complex carbide. Such reactions can sometimes result in the forma-

tion of low melting phases. However, there are not enough thermodynamic

data available for these reactions. Some other reactions can also be

written. These have been evaluated to be not feasible.

The feasibility of reactions (l)-(8) has been evaluated

using the standard Gibbs energy of formation data 3 -6 for the various

compounds involved in these reactions. The results of the calculations

are given in Table I. In this table, as well as in all the other tables,

the values of standard free energy change, AGO, for various reactions are

in calories. Ths subscripts in the symbols AG0 i and Ki refer to the

reaction number. Thus, AGO1 and K1 , are the standard free energy change

and equilibrium constant, respectively, for reaction (1). The results in

Table I show that reactions (1) and (5) are not feasible. Reactions

(2)-(4) and (7) involve gaseous products (Al 20, CO, CO2 , and ZrO) and

would be driven from left to right if these products were continually
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removed from the reaction site. Reactions (6) and (8) would be feasible,

if ZrC and HfC form complex carbides with TiC and their activities are

low. Therefore, TiC and A12 03 should be compatible with each other,

except at very low pressures. Of the three oxide matrix materials

considered, HfO2 appears to be the least compatible with TiC.

TABLE I

Thermodynamic Data for Reactions (l)-(8)

Temperature ( 0 K)
AGO Reaction

K Reaction

1873 1973 2073

AG O1  172,538 171 ,020 169,502 18

K1  7.34 x 10"21 1.13 x 10"1 1.34 x I018

AGO 2  77,015 67,444 57,873

K2 1.03 x 10- 3.38 x I08 7.91 x I0-

AGO 3  186,515 172,464 158,413

K3 1.72 x 10-22 7.84 x ITO20 1.98 x 10"17

AGO 4  175,373 160,512 145,651

K4 3.43 x 1O21 1.65 x I018 4.40 x 10-16

AGO 5  159,700 158,464 157,228

K5 2.31 x 10"19 2.79 x 10"18 2.65 x 10-17

AGO6  29,027 28,801 28,575

K6 4.10 x 10" 6.45 x 10- 9.71 x 104 _

AG07  206,501 193,933 181,365

K7  7.99 x 10-25 3.28 x 10-22 7.54 x 10-20

AGO 8  17,586 17,550 17,514

K8 8.87 x 10- 0.011 0.014
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(2) AiN as a reinforcement phase in the matrix of Al2 03 , HfO2 ,

or ZrO2.'

The reactions considered between the reinforcement phase

and matrix materials are:

4AlN + Al2 03 = 3A1 2 0 + 2N2  (9)

2AIN + 2A1 203 = 3A1 2 02 + N2  (10)
4AIN + 3ZrO2 = 2A1 2 03 + 3ZrN + 1/2N2  (11)

4AlN + 3HfO2 = 2A1 2 03 + 3HfN + l/2N2  (12)

The standard Gibbs energy change and equilibrium constants

for the above reactions are given in Table II. As there are no high-

temperature data available for the Gibbs energy of formation of HfN, the

thermodynamic stability of HfN has been assumed to be the same as that of

ZrN. This is reasonable, in view of the fact that the values of heat of
formation of HfN and ZrN and of their entropies at 298K are comparable to

each other.

TABLE II

Thermodynamic Data for Reactions (9)-(12)

Temperature ( 0 K)

AGK Reaction

K Reaction

1873 1973 2073

AG O9 174,082 151,687 129,292 14

K9  4.85 x 10l- 1.57 x 10l7 2.33 x 10l4

AGO 10  268,104 249,030 229,956

K10  5.17 x 10-32 2.59 x 10-28 5.68 x 1025 A
111

AG°I l -8,850 -l10,842 -1 2,834

Kl 10.78 15.89 22.55
I

AGO12 -16,926 -18,228 -19,530

K1 2  94.44 104.55 114.61
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The results shown in Table II indicate that reactions (9)

and (10) are not feasible except at very low pressures [lower than

S1.7 x 10-4 - 3.7 x 1O"3 atm for reaction (g), and 2.7 x 10-8 -

1.5 x 10-6 atm for reaction (10)]. Thus, AiN and Al203  should be

mutually compatible. The values of K for reactions (11) and (12) are

large, and therefore, AMN is not compatible with ZrO2 and HfO2,

especially with HfO2.

(3) TiB2 as a reinforcement phase in a matrix of Al2 03 , ZrO2

or HfO2.

We can consider the reactions of TiB 2 with the oxide

matrix materials:

2TiB2 + 2A1 203 = 2AIB 2 + 2TiO2 + Al202  (13)

TiB2 + Al2 03 = B2 03 + Ti +2A_ (14)

TiB2 + ZrO2 = TiO2 + ZrB2  (15)

TiB2 + HfO2 = TiO2 + HfB2  (16)

From the available thermodynamic data,3-6 we can calculate

the results given in Table III.

These results show that of the three oxides, HfO2 is the

least compatible with TiB 2, and Al20 3 is the most compatible.
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TABLE III

Thermodynamic Data for Reactions (13)-(16)

Temperature (OK)

aG° Reaction

K Reaction
1873 1973 2073

AG°13 222,272 215,900 209,528

K13  1.15 x 1O26 1.21 x 1024 8.10 x 1023

AG° 14  116,107 112,826 109,545

K14  2.83 x lO14 3.17 x 1O"13 2.82 x 10l12

AG° 5 24,276 24,200 24,125

KI5  1.47 x l103 2.08 x 103 2.86 x 10-3

AGO16 14,478 14,338 14,198

K16  0.020 0.026 0.032

(4) ZrC as a reinforcement material in a matrix of Al203 , ZrO2

or Hf02 .

The reactions between ZrC and the matrix materials can be

written as:

3ZrC + 2A1 203 = A14 C3 + 3ZrO2  (17)

3ZrC + Al2 03 = 3Zr + 2A1 + 3C0 (18)

ZrC + 2ZrO2 = 3ZrO + CO (19)

2ZrC + ZrO2 = 3Zr + 2C0 (20)

2ZrC + HfO2 = 2Zr + Hf + 2C0 (21)

ZrC + HfO2 = ZrO2 + HfC (22)

The standard Gibbs energy change and equilibrium constants for

the above reaction are given in Table IV.
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TABLE IV

Thermodynamic Data for Reactions (17)-(22)

Temperature (*K)

K&G Reaction
K ecin1873 1973 2073

,&GO17  85,457 84,617 83,777

K 17 1.07 x 10-10 4.23 x 10-10 1.47 x 10-9

G18188,389 173,768 159,147

K18  1.04 x 10-22 5.62 x 10-20 1.66 x10 7

AGO19  283,684 -4267,823 30251,961 -2
K19  7.86 x 10 ~ 2.14 x 10 ~ 2.72 x 102

A&G* 20  133,061 16124,131 14115,201

K 20  2.97 x i10 1.77 x 10 ~ 7.14 x10 3

AG*21  130,369 121,669 112,969

K16.12 x 10-16 3.32 x 10-14 1.23 x 10-12

AG022  -11,441 -11,251 -11,061

K22 21.60 17.60 14.70

The results of Table IV show that reactions (17)-(21) are

not feasible, but reaction (22) is. ZrC will, therefore, not be com-

patible in a matrix of Hf`O 2. It is, however, compatible with ZrO2 and

Al1203*
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(5) HfC as a reinforcement material.

The reactions between HfC and matrix materials can be
written as:

3HfC + 2A1 203 = A14 C3 + 3HfO2  (23)

3HfC + A12 03 = 3Hf + 2A1 + 3C0 (24)

HfC + ZrO2 - HfO2 + ZrC (25)

2HfC + ZrO2 = 2Hf + Zr + 2C0 (26)

2HfC + HfO2 = 3Hf + 2C0 (27)

The calculated thermodynamic data for the above reactions
are given in Table V.

TABLE V
Thermodynamic Data for Reactions (23)-(27)

Temperature (°K)

AGO Reaction
K Reaction

1873 1973 2073

AG0
23  119,781 118,371 116,961

K2 3  1.05 x 10"14 7.71 x 10"14 4.66 x 10"13

AG* 24  214,636 200,135 185,634
K2 4  8.98 x 10-26 6.75 x 1O"23 2.68 x 10-20

AG02 5  11,441 11,251 11,061

K25 0.046 0.057 0.068

AG02 6  150,560 141,710 132,860

K26 2.69 x 1O"18 2.00 x 1O"16 9.81 x 10"15

AG0
2 7  147,867 139,247 130,627

K2 7  5.56 x 10-18 3.75 x 1O"16 1.69 x 10"14
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These results show that HfC is compatible with Al203 and

HfO2 . However, some reaction is possible between HfC and ZrO2 .

(b) Ceramic-Intermetallic (Ni 3 Al) Composites:

Evaluations for six reinforcement materials, namely, Al2 03 ,

A1B1 2 , TiB 2 , TiC, SiC, and Si 3N4 were made on the basis of available

thermodynamic data3- 7 for these compounds and Ni3 Al. Due to a lack of

space, only some of the results of calculations will be given here.

The upper and lower bounds of the activities of Ni and Al in

Ni3Al have been estimated from the standard Gibbs energy of formation of

Ni3Al. 6 - 7 These results are given in Table VI.

TABLE VI

Thermodynamic Data for Ni3 Al

Lower bounds of

T(°K) &G° aN3 1 aa a a
(cal/mol) N Al Ni Al

1000 -34,300 3.18 x 1O08 5.03 x 103 7.54 x I0"8

1100 -33,530 2.18 x lO7 9.55 x 10"3 5.17 x 10" L A

1200 -32,760 1.08 x 10-6 0.016 2.56 x 1O06

1300 -31,990 4.18 x 106 0.026 9.91 x lo-6

1400 -31,220 1.34 x 105 0.038 3.18 x 1O"5

1500 -30,450 3.66 x 105 0.053 8.68 x 10-5 A

The upper bounds of the activities of Ni and Al in Ni3 Al are

0.75 and 0.25, respectively. All the data in the above table are for

stoichiometric Ni3Al.
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(1) AI203 as a reinforcement phase in Ni3Al.

Consider the following reaction of Al with A12 03 :

4A1 + A1203 - 3Al 20 (28)

For this reaction, we calculated the thermodynamic data

given in Table VII.

TABLE VII

Thermodynamic Data for Reaction (28)

T(0 K) AGO K Range of PAl 2 0
(cal)

1000 167,350 2.64 x 10-37 2.04 x 1022 - 1.01 x l0-13

1200 144,648 4.51 x 1027 5.79 x 1l"17 - 2.60 x 1O-lO

1500 110,595 7.67 x 0l"17 1.63 x 1011 - 6.69 x 107

Therefore, reaction (28) is not feasible, except at extremely

low pressures. Similar calculations for the reaction leading to the

formation of Al2 02 have shown that this reaction, too, is not feasible.

Reaction of Ni with A1203:

3Ni + Al2 03 = 3NiO + 2A1 (29)

For reaction (29), we calculate the data given in Table VIII.
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TABLE VIII

Thermodynamic Data for Reaction (29)

K2 /a3 (min) aNKa2

(ca l) aAl/aN ( N (max)(cal)-- -

1000 217,930 2.33 x lo-48 1.35 x 10 14  5.57 x 1O"12

1200 214,650 8.01 x 1O"40 1.55 x lOl1 3.72 x lOlO

1500 209,730 2.75 x 10"31 1.79 x 10- 8  2.49 x 10-8

The above results show that reaction (29) is also not feasible.

Therefore, Al203 appears to be a good candidate as reinforcement material

for the Ni3 Al matrix.

(2) AIB 1 2 as a Reinforcement Phase in Ni3Al.

(i) Reaction of Al with AB 1 2

5A1 + A1B12 ' 6AIB 2  (30)

For reaction (30), calculations yield the data given in

Table IX.

TABLE IX

Thermodynamic Data for Reaction (30)

T(°K) AG* (cal) aAl (eqbm) aAl (in Ni3Al - Lower Bound)

1000 -33,440 0.035 7.54 x 10-8

1200 -27,484 0.10 2.56 x 10-6

1500 -18,550 0.29 8.68 x 10-5

It can be seen from the above table that aAl(eqbm), at

1000 and 12000K, lies between the lower and upper bounds of a in Ni3 Al.

Reaction (30) may, therefore, be feasible. At 1500"K, however, the

reaction is not feasible as aAl(eqbm) is greater than the upper bound of

a Al in Ni3 Al.
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(ii) Reaction of Ni with A1B12 and AIB 2

12Ni + AB 12 - l2NiB + Al (31)

16Ni + A1B 12 -- 4Ni 4 B3 + Al (32)

2Ni + AlB 2 = 2NiB + Al (33)

8Ni + 3A1B 2 = 2Ni 4 B3 + 3Al (34)

2A. + 6Ni + AlB12 = 6NiB + 3AlB 2  (35)

The results given in Table X are obtained from the thermo-

chemical calculations for the above reactions.

TABLE X

Thermodynamic Data for Reactions (31)-(35)

Temperature (*K)

1000 1200 1500

AGO 3 1  -429,200 -424,756 -418,090

aNi,eq (max) 1.36 x 10-8 3.18 x 10-7 7.47 x 10 6.

AGO 32  -221,600 -215,636 -206,690

aNi,eq (max) 8.61 x 104 3.22 x 103 0.012

AGO 3 3  -65,960 -66,212 -66,590

K33  2 2.61 x I014 1.15 x 1012 5.05 x 10

aAl/aN i (max) 9.88 x 10 9.77 x 1O2 89.0
L_ - in Ni 3 Al

AGO34 -94,080 -94,076 -94,070

K,4  3.65 x 1O20 1.36 x 1017  5.09 x lO133• 8 (mn)128xlO2

aAl/a (mi ) 4.28 x 1 1.68 x 1016 6.53 x 10_ in Ni3Al

AGO -231,320 -226,120 -218,320

(a33aAl) eq. 5.25 x 10-26 2.55 x 0 21  1.24 x1

The above results show that reactions (31)-(35) are

feasible.
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On the basis of the evaluations in Table X, one concludes

that A1BI 2 will not be a good candidate for reinforcement of the Ni3 Al

matrix.

As stated earlier, due to a lack of space, the data

obtained from other calculations will not be given here. However,

results of evaluations of other materials are as follows; (i) TiB2 would

not be compatible with Ni3Al, (ii) TiC is a good candidate for reinforce-

ment of Ni3 Al, (iii) No definitive conclusions can be drawn regarding the

compatibility of SiC and Si 3 N4 in the Ni3Al matrix.

IV. LITERATURE SEARCH ON THE REFRACTORY COMPOSITES CONTAINING SiB6 :

The literature search revealed that very little work has been

accomplished to characterize SiB6. Cline 8 synthesized SiB6 and charac-

terized it using the x-ray diffraction technique. He reported the x-ray

data and also the lattice parameters calculated therefrom. The crystal

structure of SiB6  is orthorhombic. FeigelsonI reported that this
compound has very good oxidation resistance up to ,, 1530%C. Rizzo and

Bidwell 9 have characterized SiB4 using the x-ray diffraction technique.

Rizzo, et al. 1 0 also studied the properties of SiB6 dispersed in a boro-

silicate matrix and reported that the new refractory is stable in air

above 1550 0 C and has a good thermal shock resistance.

Studies on the composites of SiB6 and Al2 03 or ZrO2 or HfO2 are

scant. In an application for a patent, the research laboratories of

Union Carbide report that the refractory composites containing silicon

boride and ZrO2 or HfO2, together with some carbonaceous material, have

good oxidation resistance due to a protective coating formed on the

surface and are impermeable and machineable. 1  It therefore seems

desirable to study the oxidation resistance of SiB6 and its refractory

composites.
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V. EXPERIMENTS ON SYNTHESIS AND CHARACTERIZATION OF SiB6:

Several attempts were made to synthesize SiB6 from silicon and boron

powders. The slicon used was crystalline and of 99.99% purity. The

boron used was crystalline in some experiments and amorphous in others.

Both of the starting materials, silicon and boron were characterized by

x-ray diffraction using CuKa radiation. The crystalline boron was

determined to be of rhombohedral crystal structure. In the case of

amorphous boron, a sharp peak was observed at 2e = 28.30, indicating the

presence of B203. This, however, is not surprising, in view of the sub-

micron particle size and very high reactivity of amorphous boron which

results in its oxidation at the surface. The amorphous boron was there-

fore handled in a controlled atmosphere dry box. In spite of this, some

oxidation of boron was unavoidable.

The approaches taken to synthesize SiB6 included: (i) Hot-pressing

of stoichiometric mixtures of boron and silicon powders, (ii) Arc

melting cold compacted stoichiometric powder mixtures, as well as,

mixtures containing excess silicon or boron, and (iii) Hot-pressing

pre-reacted (at %, 1200*C) mixtures of boron and silicon powders. The

products of synthesis were characterized using x-ray diffraction. An

attempt was also made to characterize one of the samples using a scanning

electron microscope (SEM) and an energy dispersive x-ray analyzer (EDAX)

to obtain a line scan for silicon and a microprobe to quantitatively

analyze the sample for Si. Density measurements were also made.

The characterization of the synthesized products by x-ray diffrac-

tion revealed the following: (i) there are inhomogeneities in the samples

as regards the distribution of phases, (ii) the presence of silicon is

easily detectable in almost all the samples, (iii) some boron carbide is

formed in the hot-pressed samples as a result of a reaction with graphite

die, (iv) other boron silicides are possibly also formed, and (v)

occasionally there were peaks (reflections) corresponding to some

unidentifiable phases.
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Characterization of a sample using SEM, EDAX, and microprobe showed

a somewhat inhomogeneous distribution of silicon. Results from quanti-

tative microprobe analysis of Si need to be furthr verified.

A TGA/DTA run on one of the samples was also made. However, due to

the inhomogeneities in the composition, no meaningful conclusions can be

drawn. More work therefore is needed.

VI. RECOMMENDATIONS:

1. The theoretical screening studies of reinforcement and matrix

materials have shown that the constituents of composites of TiC-A1 203 ,

AlN-A120 3, TiB2-AI 203 , HfC-HfO2, HfC-Al 2o 3, ZrC-A1 203, and ZrC-ZrO2 will

be mutually chemically compatible. Further evaluation, using a similar

approach would be helpful in determining other compatible materials for

high temperature ceramic composites.

2. Experimental studies on composites whose constituents have been

identified as chemically compatible remain to be accomplished. Material/

processing/microstructure studies would provide a much needed under-

standing of the complex behavior of composite materials. Some of these

studies must be carried out in an atmosphere of controlled oxygen pres-

sure so as to prevent the oxidation of non-oxide ceramic materials. In

the case that reinforcement materials are available in whisker or fiber

form, studies of mechanical properties of composites would be very

desirable.

3. The work on synthesis of SiB6 has resulted in an understanding

of the problems in synthesizing the compound. Further work in this area

needs to be done. In view of the reported good oxidation resistance of

this compound, it is recommended that oxidation studies of a well charac-

terized compound be carried out to check the validity of reported good

oxidation resistance. Subsequent studies of properties of composites

containing SiB6 are also recommended.
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ABSTRACT

Efron's bootstrap procedure was utilized to develop two computer- -

intensive techniques for constructing confidence intervals on the

unrestricted correlation parameter under explicit predictor

restriction. One procedure bootstrapped the corrected correlation

coefficient to obtain the interval, while the other one relied on the

frequency distribution of the applicant test scores to generate the

bootstrap confidence interval. The techniques were evaluated using a I

Monte Carlo procedure. The study assessed the techniques under a

number of hypothetical selection situations. The results showed that

boostrapping the corrected correlation coefficient is a reliable

technique for obtaining confidence intervals for the population

correlation under most selection situations.
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I. Introduction

I received my Ph. D. at the University of Cklahoma studying

quantitative psychology, statistics, and computer simulation

techniques. I have also published a number of articles dealing with

the quantitative aspects of personnel selection.

The research problem at the Human Resources Laboratory at Brooks

AFB involved estimating the precision of a correlation coefficient

that has been corrected for restriction in range. Because of my

background in personnel selection and quantitative skills, I was given

the assingment.

II. Background

One of the oldest and most common problems in test validation is

that of range restriction on the predictor due to explicit selection.

Range restriction occurs when predictor and criterion data are

available only for the selected group. This is a group that is

systematically different from the applicant group mostly because of

the organization's selection policy. The restricted variable for

which data are missing has generally a restricted variance. Hence,

the correlation between the predictor and the criterion in this group

underestimates the validity of the test.

Investigators have been concerned with this attenuation problem

for some time. Karl Pearson (1903) was the first to provide a

procedure to correct for the bias inherent in the selection process.

Lawley (1943) relaxed the assumptions necessary for the correction,

and Thorndike (1947) is accredited with bringing the procedure to the

attention of psychologists. The Pearson correction formula for
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explicit selection is

r

The " ' " indicates that the test variance and the correlation were

computed in the selected group.

The correction procedure makes two assumptions: a) linearity of

the regression of the criterion y on the test x, and b)

homoscedasticity of the residual variances. Linn (1968) and Lord &

Novick (1968) have pointed out that these assumptions are usually not

met in practical settings. In general, departures from linearity tend

to deflate the corrected correlation, while lack of homoscedasticity

tends to inflate it. The correction is robust to lack of homogeneity

of variances, but very sensitive to lack of linearity (Greener and

Osburn, 1979). Nevertheless, some (Campbell, 1979; Linn, 1968) have

suggested that it may be disadvantageous to adjust the correlation

under such conditions.

Greener and Osburn (1979) found that while corrected correlations,

for moderate to large unrestricted population correlations, are more

accurate than uncorrected ones, they become less accurate as the

proportion of selected individuals decreases. Using a Monte Carlo

procedure, Brewer and Hill (1969) examined the correction under

varying degrees of predictor skewness. They found that correction

becomes less accurate as skewness and selectivity increase.

Others have investigated the correction under more general

conditions. Alexander, et al (1984) have examined the robustness of

the correction procedure when both the predictor and the criterion are
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truncated, and found that the procedure undercorrected in most

circumstances. Gross and Fleishman (1983) found that when the

selection process is incorrectly assumed to be based solely on the

predictor, the corrected correlation is highly positively biased, and

it is less accurate than the uncorrected correlation.

Olson and Becker (1983) claimed that the correction has the

additional assumption of complete truncation, which is generally not

met in applied settings. Complete truncation occurs when all of the

observations falling above or below a certain point are lost from the

applicant sample. Incomplete truncation or attrition, on the other

hand, occurs when "it is possible to observe an individual at any

point on the test or job performance distribution, but the probability

that an observation is lost from the sample is related to test or job

performance itself" (Olson & Becker, 1983, p137). It is likely that

incomplete truncation more realistically represents practical

situations. Incomplete truncation can appear in situations where

there is no strict adherence to a cut off score, and/or when the

selection is not based solely on the test score.

Although we know much about the performance of r. , we know little

about its standard error and its sampling distribution. Not knowing

the sampling distribution has impeded researchers from testing

hypotheses or constructing confidence intervals. The traditional

sampling theory for the Pearson product moment coefficient is not

appropriate for r. (Forsyth, 1971).

Given the state of the art, it would be desirable to find either a

procedure for obtaining confidence intervals on the unrestricted

population correlation A based on rr, for situations where we know

that r. does a reasonable job and/or establish a procedure for
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obtaining an estimator of/ that does not make the assumptions of rC

Until now, the mathematics necessary for doing such a procedure have

been prohibitive. But it can now be attempted using Efron's (1979)

bootstrap procedure. In this paper we suggest two bootstrap

procedures for setting confidence intervals on/ and evaluate their

effectiveness using a Monte Carlo simulation.

Efron's bootstrap procedure is a computer assisted nonparametric

method to evaluate the precision of a statistic. The bootstrap

procedure is implemented when parametric assumptions cannot be made

regarding the population where the observations were drawn. The

central feature of the procedure is the repeated generation of

bootstrap samples. A bootstrap sample of size n is obtained by

sampling at random and with replacement from one's original sample of

size n. Each boostrap sample is used to estimate the statistic of

interest. Efron & Gong (1983) suggest that 200 bbostrap replications

are sufficient for most applications. These bootstrap values are

then used to estimate population parameters or set confidence

interval. Excellent descriptions of the method can be found in Efron

& Tibshirani (1986) and Lunneborg (1985). The bootstrap works because

the sample data resembles the population from which they were

obtained. Its use, of course, requires some degree of confidence in

the sample.

III. Objectives

The purpose of the paper is two fold: a) to suggest and evaluate a

procedure for constructing confidence intervals on p based on rC

and, b) to suggest and evaluate a parametric free procedure for
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estimating, which does not depends on rC.

"IV. Boostrap confidence intervals

Two bootstrap procedures are presented. The first is a procedure

for obtaining a confidence interval on /, using the rC. The procedure

requires two bootstrap samples for each repetition, one from the

applicant sample and one from the selected group. The second

procedure does not rely on r., but instead relies on the applicant

frequencies.

Boostrapping the corrected r

The procedure can be summarized as follows:

1) Obtain a bootstrap sample of the applicant sample and compute the

test variance S.

2) Obtain a bootstrap sample of the selected group and compute the

correlation r' between the test and the criterion. Also compute the

variance S'tof the test.

3) Using equation (1) correct r' for range restriction using S and

S' to obtain the bootstrap value r.

4) Repeat 1-3 two hundred times to obtain r(I), r*(2), . ,

r*(200).

5) Rank order r'(1), ... ,r(200) and count 5 from the top and 5 from

the bottom to establibh a 95% confidence interval. Efron (198) calls

this method of constructing confidence interval the percentile

method.
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Bootstrapping using the applicant frequencies

The procedure is summarized below:

1) Obtain the frequency distribution of the test scores for the n

applicants. Then, divide the range of test the into k equal intervals

(e.g., 0-10, 11-20, 21-30, ... ,91-100) and count the number of

individuals in each interval.

2) Obtain a bootstrap sample of the selected group using the

applicant frequencies divided by n. For example, if there are 100

applicants in interval 1(3) and 500 in the total sample, then we would

sample interval 1(3) with probability .20. Once 1(3) is selected then

each individual in the interval has an equal probability of being

selected. For 1(3), it would be 1/100. This is similar to obtaining a

quota sample.

3) Compute the correlation r* in the bootstrap sample.

4) Repeat 1-3 two hundred times, rank order r'(1), r*(2), ...

r*(200) and construct the confidence interval.

V. THE MONTE CARLO

Under the assumption that the applicant sample resembles a random

sample, we wrote a computer program which simulates the hiring process

in an organization, to allow us to evaluate the general applicability

of the bootstrap procedure to the attenuation problem in the selection

paradigm. Given the paradigm, the bootstrap can be applied in a

variety of ways. We developed two, both which utilized information

from the applicant sample. (See the section on bootstrap.)

The Monte Carlo study investigated the behavior of the bootstrap

corrected coefficient r 1 for a number of bivariate distributions that
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represented the joint distribution of the criterion and predictor in

the unrestricted population. The computer program sampled from the

bivariate normal distribution, the contaminated bivariate normal

(this distribution is symmetric but not normal) and from the bivariate

gamma distribution, a skewed distribution.

The program started the simulation by drawing a random sample of

size n (200) from a given bivariate distribution with correlation .

This random sample represented the sample of applicants. Each

applicant had a test score and y score. If the individual was

selected later by the selection routine, the y score became the

criterion score. If, on the other hand, the individual was not

selected, the y score for that individual was discarded, resembling

the situation where one has only criterion scores for those hired.

The selection routine selected "ns" individuals from the applicant

sample according a set of attrition (conditional) probabilities.

Table 1 contains the four sets of probabilities used in the study.

Note that each set is composed of ten conditional probabilities. These

probabilities were chosen to reflect four situations ranging from low-

to-high selection and from low-to-high attrition. Next, ten equal

intervals were obtained and each interval was then sampled according

to its attrition probability. Individuals in the same interval had

the same probability of being selected. However, individuals in high-

scoring intervals had a higher chance of being selected than those in

low-scoring intervals.

After the individuals were selected, the program began the

bootstrapping. The program, first, generated a bootstrap sample from

the applicant sample and another one from the selected group. Then,

it computed the bootstrap corrected correlation r*. This process was
C
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repeated 200 times to generate r'(1), r*(2), ... ,r(200). By rank

C CC

ordering the correlations and counting 5 from the top and 5 from the

bottom, we identified the lower and upper 95% confidence bounds.

The second bootstrap correlation was obtained utilizing the

frequency distribution of the applicant sample. The bootstrap sample

was drawn so that it resembled the distribution of the test scores in

the applicant sample. This was accomplished by creating ten intervals

in both samples and counting the number of applicants that fell into

each interval. This process yielded ten intervals in the applicant

sample and ten corresponding intervals in the selected group. The

sampling proceeded as follows. Suppose that out of 200 applicants,
interval 1(2) in the applicant sample had 20. Then, we would sample

from interval 1(2) in the selected group with probability 1/10. We

repeated the procedure 200 times and used the median of r'(1),

,r*(200) as the bootstrap estimate of/.

VI. Data Generation

One standard normal and one standard gamma random deviate

generator from the Institute of Mathematical Statistical Library were

used in the study. The normal routine was used to generate bivariate

normal distributions and contaminated normals. We obtained the

contaminated normal by mixing two normal distributions with weights .7

and .3. A total of two bivariate normal and two contaminated

distributions were utilized in the study. The standard gamma routine
L _

was use to generate three standard gamma variables, x., x,, and x.. By

forming the variables x0 + xI, and x0+ x ?. we obtained the bivariate

garmma distribution. This distribution has a linear regression of y on

x, but the homoscedasticity assumption does not hold. Two gamma
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distributions were used in the study. By reversing the attrition

probabilities when we sample from the bivariate gamma, v-- simulated

the effects of a negatively skewed distribution. Two sets of

distributions were used, one set had P equal .50 and the other had

2=.33. We sampled 500 times from each distribution for each situation.

VII. Results

Tables 2 and 3 contain the Monte Carlo results. Each table

displays in columns 2, 3, and 4 the average correlation for the

restricted correlation, the bootstrap correlation (median r*), and the

corrected correlation, respectively. The number within the

parentheses in columns 3 and 4 indicate percentage time that the

confidence interval included the unrestricted population correlation.

Fruthermore, each table displays in column 1 the ratio of the average

restricted variance over the average unrestricted variance. The

average selection ratio is given in column 5. Table 3 shows the

results ford = .33, and Table 3 gives the results for .50.

Tables 2 and 3 show that overall the corrected correlation rC

estimated the unrestricted population correlation accurately. The

r. tended to overestimate, however, under high-truncation/low-

acceptance, and when the samples were drawn from a skewed

distribution, corroborating the results of Brewer and Hill (1969).

The re-bootstrap confidence interval on V performed remarkly well.

Even in the worst of the situations, it still covered the correlation

89% of the time, rather than 95%. It was somewhat affected by

skewness, but overall it was quite robust.

The median r* generally underestimated the correlation, --

especially when the correlation was .33. Overall, it performed better
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than the restricted correlation. The confidence interval based on the

r*'s unfortunately did not perform well.

Selectivity did not seem to play much of a role in the estimation

ofp or the accuracy of the confidence intervals. Both estimators rc

and median r* performed reasonbly well under highly selective

situations as can be seen from Tables 2 & 3. This is somewhat

contrary to what Greener and Osburn (1979) observe, but they had

complete truncation and we did not. It is possible that the rC is more

robust under incomplete truncation than under complete truncation,

since under incomplete truncation it utilizes more information.

VIII. Recommendations

The rC -bootstrap interval was shown to be robust to incomplete

truncation, lack of normality, and lack of homoscedasticity. The

study did not investigate, however, the effects of nonlinearity and/or

the effects of incorrectly assuming that the selection process is

solely based on the predictor. Future studies will have to assess the

effects of these conditions on the rC-bootstrap interval, since these

conditions may negatively impact on the stability of the confidence

interval. For situations in which these two conditions are not a

factor, however, we feel comfortable in recommending the use of the rc

bootstrap interval. Hence, we recommend that personnel researchers in

the U. S. Air Force and other institutions correct their validity

coefficients for range restriction, and obtain a confidence interval

on the unrestricted population correlation using the r -bootstrap

method proposed here.
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Table 1

Attrition Probabilities by Test Intervals

Low-truncation Low-acceptance

pl: .05* .10 .15 .20 .25 .30 .40 .40 .40 .35

Moderate-truncation Moderate-acceptance

p2: .01 .01 .01 .01 .05 .10 .30 .60 .60 .55

High-truncation Low-acceptance

P3: .001 .001 .001 .001 .001 .003 .28 .39 .39 .39

Low-truncation High-acceptance

p4: .05 .06 .10 .12 .20 .30 .90 .95 .95 .95

The probability of being selected (and accepting)
given that an individual falls within the test range
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Table 2

Monte Carlo Results for the Bootstrap whenp = .33

The table displays the average correlation and the
percent time that the C.I. contains p, in parentheses.

Distribution Me-anS"' Restricted Bootstrap Corrected Average
Mean S correlation correlation correlation selection

ratio

pl: Low-truncation, Low-acceptance

Normal .88 .32 .33 (88) .34 (93) .28
Mixed .86 .31 .32 (90) .34 (94) .28 0
- skewed .67 .29 .30 (89) .34 (93) .36
+ skewed 1.23 .33 .31 (93) .32 (95) .19

p2: Moderate-truncation, Moderate acceptance .

Normal .65 .26 .27 (79) .33 (93) .06
Mixed .73 .27 .29 (85) .35 (91) .15
- skewed .32 .20 .24 (67) .35 (95) .38
+ skewed 1.87 .32 .32 (83) .35 (89) .05

P3: High-truncation, Low-acceptance

Normal .32 .19 .19 (86) .41 (90) .09
Mixed .35 .19 .20 (82) .44 (90) .09 9
- skewed .25 .19 .20 (83) .36 (93) .26
+ skewed .65 .16 .19 (86) .48 (88) .05

p4 : Low-truncation, High-acceptance

Normal .79 .29 .31 (83) .33 (94) .40
Mixed .82 .29 .31 (84) .32 (91) .39
- skewed .45 .24 .29 (77) .35 (93) .73
+ skewed 1.76 .30 .34 (92) .30 (95) .18
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Table 3

Monte Carlo Results for the Bootstrap when .50

The table displays the average correlation and the
percent time that the C.I. contained p, in parentheses.

Distribution Mean S"L 5_stricted Bootstrap Corrected Average
ea-n 72" Correlation correlation correlation selection

ratio

p1: Low-truncation, Low-acceptance

Normal .87 .46 .46 (89) .48 (93) .28
Mixed .88 .47 .47 (89) .50 (92) .28
- skewed .70 .43 .46 (87) .50 (94) .34
+ skewed 1.12 .48 .47 (94) .47 (92) .20

p2: Moderate-truncation, Moderate-acceptance

Normal .69 .37 .41 (93) .49 (93) .15
Mixed .83 .39 .44 (86) .49 (93) .13
- skewed .37 .35 .40 (69) .52 (91) .32
+ skewed 1.48 .46 .45 (85) .47 (89) .06

P3: High-truncation, Low-acceptance

Normal .33 .29 .30 (75) .50 (90) .09
Mixed .39 .30 .30 (84) .52 (89) .09
- skewed .28 .32 .33 (72) .53 (93) .23
+ skewed .64 .36 .34 (92) .53 (95) .06

p4: Low-truncation, High-acceptance

Normal .76 .45 .47 (83) .50 (92) .39
Mixed .84 .45 .47 (84) .49 (94) .40
- skewed .49 .40 .46 (73) .53 (91) .68
+ skewed 1.49 .51 .49 (90) .45 (92) .21
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Human Factors Analysis of a Microcomputer-Based Maintenance System

for Advanced Combat Aircrafts

By

Shreenivas Moorthy Ph.D., P.E.

ABSTRACT

Maintenance performed in the present way has resulted in costly

losses, both in terms of wasted manpower resources and in terms

of the unnecessary replacement of parts. While the combat read-

iness of the U.S. Air Force is a primary objective of maintenance,

such a waste of resources cannot be tolerated. This report

analyzes the human factor requirements of the microcomputer-based

maintenance system for advanced aircrafts. The analysis is based

on applying the state-of-the-art technology, application software,

as well as emerging developments in microelectronics. The

approach optimizes user interest compatibility with system

reliability, availability and maintainability and its performance

efficiency characteristics. Recommendations for a significantly

improved system from the human factor point of view are highlighted.

Excellent cooperation from various personnel and the organization

is deeply appreciated.
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I. INTRODJCTION

I received my Ph.D. degree from the University of Sussex (U.K.)

in computer control of (Combat Aircraft) power systems. Subsequently,

I worked as a post-doctoral research fellow at the Council of Scientific

and Industrial Research, New Delhi, India (assigned to Hindustan

Aeronautics Ltd., Bangalore, India). There I worked with a team of

engineers and scientists in the Department of Avionics to develop a

general purpose model for combat aircraft and a pilot training simulator.

I have since worked on several projects relating to the development of

modeling, simulations and analysis of nuclear power plants; human factor

analysis of nuclear power plant control rooms; control room simulation

for operator training; and microelectronic universal logic modules for

the Combat Development Experimentation Center (U.S. Army). The research

work at the Air Force Human Resources Laboratory (AFHRL) was related to

human factor analysis, microelectronic system development, and advanced

combat aircraft. The problem under investigation at the U.S. Air Force

Human Resources Laboratory was therefore similar in many respects to my

earlier experience which qualified me for the assignment on human

factor requirement analysis of an integrated computer-based maintenance

information system.

II. OBJECTIVES

The computer based maintenance system by AFHRL/LRC is known as the

Integrated Maintenance Information System (IMIS). The IMIS is

presently under development by AFHRL. While the purpose of the IMIS

is to aid in the maintenance of combat aircraft, it is also applicable

to missile systems and ground-based systems. The reasons for the
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development of the IMIS are to:

(1) provide the technician with easy to use technical data,

(2) provide a direct interface with aircraft systems and to

interact with the aircraft systems to diagnose faults in the systems, and

(3) provide direct access to other maintenance information systems

(maintenance management systems, supply, training, etc.) through a common

set of protocols. The basic objectives are to improve the technician's

access to information and at the same time eliminate the need for the

technician to learn the use of multiple information systems and the

need for the AF to provide separate hardware for each information system.

The objective of this human factors requirements analysis was to

identify factors that would help to enhance the utility of the micro-

computer-based system, by applying current technological advances in

the field. In this report an attempt will be made to maximize

user/technician and developer interest and involvement compatible with

reliability and efficient performance of the system. In my analysis of

the human factors requirements, the following objectives have been

paramount:

(1) improving the existing Job Performance Aid (JPA) system,

(2) expanding the use of the Portable Computer-Based Maintenance

Aid Systems (PCMAS),

(3) having adequate hardware and software interfaces with the

airborne and ground based systems to provide information in a consistent

way to the maintenance technician,

(4) facilitating maintenance tasks through a library of nonvolatile

memory modules with easy accessibility that will render unnecessary

either recourse to the cockpit or to the technical manual,
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(5) enabliug Lne computer personnel of the AFHRL to maintain its

normal system function,

(6) using scenario simulation to devise methods for raising the

information utility level of technical orders through encouragement of

user participation,

(7) eliminating costly maintenance and user errors,

(8) updating the system by using emerging technology,

(9) rendering the system compatible with modification and expansion

as required for future use by a variety of users in a range of situations

"(10) increasing the use of knowledge-based expert systems, and

(11) demonstrating the advantages of a modified ADA/Al language.

III. BACKGROUND

Industry's concern with human factors is engendered mainly by expan-

sion in the user population (technicians and computer specialists in

regard to IMIS), that includes novices and non-technically trained

people, the increasing organizational dependence on interactive systems,

and the high performance requirements in critical applications such as

combat aircraft maintenance in the U.S. Air Force. Design issues

pose conflicting challenges such as: command language vs. menu selec-

tion, response time vs. display rates, wording of system messages,

on-line tutorials/explanations vs message interrupts, the profusion of

hardware options vs compatibility, and pros cons of partcipatory design

concepts which need to be addressed effectively in relation to human

factors to accomplish a good design. The development of cognitive models

of human behavior is expected to provide a positive tool for under-
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standing and predicting human performance and good organizing principles

for the designers.

Human factors in the modern sense is using what we know about the

way people really are to build the required systems and develop

techniques to use them. A worthwhile end of the design efforts should be

human happiness leading to enhanced productivity by way of increased

capability and motivation. This can be accomplished effectively by

integration of the right kind of people, right facilities, desired

information, good procedures, mental models of technicians, and

qualitative reasoning in the programs, and implementing the most

relevant feedback from users.

IV. METHODOLOGY

This report seeks to analyze human factor requirements for an

improved, user friendly system. The results of the analysis should aid

in significant improvement of the system in the following areas:

(1) human-computer dialogue for the user system communications,

(2) steady-state and dynamic graphics,

(3) format and display options,

(4) technical content of the text, and

(5) voice-interaction between system and users.

Each of these have a demonstrable impact on the design of keyboard,

techniques for providing technical data with varying difficulty levels,

remedial training, and graphics simplification.

The principles of design evolved herein were announced earlier

in an unpublished technical evaluation study (Behavioral Technology),
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which examined the tasks of:

(1) remove/replace,

(2) deductive troubleshooting, and

(3) modularized illustrated parts breakdown to determine the

feasibility of using the information.

The conclusions of the study have subsequently been confirmed by a

report (Kern and Hayes) based on a test demonstration of a computer-based

maintenance aid system. This has revealed the system's compatibility

with minimal technician involvement as well as developer interest. The

language for communication preferred by novice users could be based on

either conventional programming languages and data base theory or ergo-

nomic analysis and simulation of interaction technology. Either way,

user friendliness could be achieved with the help of consistent user

interface.

V. ANALYSIS

The use of Job Performance Aids (JPA) based on modern research

manuals have not yielded the expected level of improvements. A recent

study found that of all the maintenance tasks observed, only 23% weie

performed without error; and 40% of the line replacement units LRU,

which did not need removal or repair were indeed removed and tested for

malfunctions. The "new look" technical manuals incorporating the results

of recent research required branching for troubleshooting procedures,

cross referencing for paper economy, and have resulted in impossibly

large manuals. Technicians had to refer to several large manuals to

perform on troubleshooting task (Hartung). Users interests were not

adequately represented. It was erroneously assumed that research
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findings would be sustained when implemented on a large scale. The

incorporation of computer-controlled simulation in the training programs

has been found to be inadequate (Rouse).

Efforts to implement software in an advantageous combination language

ADA/AI were minimal or perfunctory. The development of AI software in

ADA for long term benefits of USAF has largely been ignored. Studies are

urgently required in the areas of: fifth generation computer systems

(FGCS), reduced instruction set computation (RISC), and AI/PROLOG

language for personal logic programming station.

Criteria: The overal goal of human factors requirements analysis is to

draw on de facto standards, information sources, human factor studies,

experiences, opinions and user feedback in order to adapt systems design

to the needs of the technician, whose primary function is corrective

maintenance: restoring malfunctioning equipment to an acceptable level

of functioning. The usability criteria could be summarized as accuracy,

understandability, retrievability, relevance, completeness, portability,

diagnosability, availability, and flexibility. While these are readily

comprehensible, their implementation is hampered by two factors:

(1) the composition of the user population which ranges from tJ'e

inexperienced technician with limited technical knowledge, to the

experienced master-technician, and

(2) the reluctance of the supervisors and trainers to accept new

technology.

To overcome these drawbacks, this report takes note of user

characteristics; personnel constraints; user interfaces; hardware/

software requirements; dialogue design; voice interaction; emerging
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technology and its impact on maintenance, training, and operation.

User Characteristics: The users or maintenance technicians and to a

lesser extent, the developers have limited memory reternti.n and a propen-

sity for error, are impatient with error, have no knowledge of data base

details, and no desire to remember cryptic computer names; are intolerant

of strict and query languages; and are reluctant to deal with the complex

logic of questions and answers. They need to know the relevance of

previous questions to the present one and to seek a coherent end to any

dialogue. Whereas they require a safety net, they will accept only

minimal training. They specify their needs in wholly colloquial English

and feel insulted or inferior when "high tech" terms are used, and are

understandably insulted by rude or impolite reference (Granda and Koch).

System Characteristics: User compatibility of the IMIS can be assured

by providing:

(1) easy to discover available choices in explicit compact menus,

(2) prompting messages friendly to users,

(3) system conceptualization in simple terms, and

(4) feedback and logic specifications that are non-intimidating.

The system must be able to resolve user problems dealing with

type and location of error, data requirements, input format, and

interpretation of system terminology. The system must also

incorporate filtering devices to prevent unauthorized access.

User Interfaces: The system should be user accessible and command

diversified. It should clearly identify dialogue branching with a
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built-in capacity to allow the user to return to any convenient

anchor point in the dialogue.

System Hardware: The system hardware should be adequately equipped to

perform the following tasks: optimize time, indicate input response and

relevance, clear and correct input errors, explain response delay, screen

alternate options, present tabular display data, provide data in realis-

tic times, provide flashing and display freeze as relevant to user needs,

use standardized alpha-numeric data, provide self-explanatory labeling,

and establish scroll and continuity in display for editing use.

System Software: The software must be able to minimize number of

displays, eliminate delay, include access priorities, indicate current

location, distinguish the nature of system failure, and simplify the task

by rejecting unnecessary duplication.

Knowledge Based Systems: Classical approaches in this area include

systems employing sophisticated procedural language requiring empirical

association and deep knowledge-based systems using propagation to

construct behavioral expectation models. A sophisticated knowledge-

based system combines both these approaches with minimal assumptions,

dramatically reduces the number of rules required to a mere twenty-five,

and is thus ideally suited to handling troubleshooting and corrective

maintenance functions.

The Language: The IMIS proposal to provide all necessary automation in

a single compact user-friendly device should consider studying existing

AI languages like LISP or PROLOG and thereby modifying the ADA language

to meet AI programming needs.
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Dialogue Design: The system dialogue facility should be restricted to

a choice list: incorporate command-response consistency, eliminate

abbreviation ambiguity, provide short cuts, and accommodate varying

levels of user skills.

The dialogue design should be friendly, allow for concentration on

application, avoid jargon, and enable correction. Knowledge-based

systems stress economies of time, efficient performance and maintenance,

handle information needs, identify tasks, use knowledge-based graphics,

and allow for human interaction. Such a design can provide answers to

questions regarding goals and their achievement, efficiency and ability

of the process including alternatives, components interaction, data

translation, and knowledge visualization.

Voice Interaction: A display of maintenance operations accessible

through a voice recognition system would allow the user to function with

both hands and eyes free of restraints in a system incorporating voice

interactive maintenance functions.

Emerging Technology: Designers and specification writers of portable

computer-based maintenance aid systems (PCMAS) are abreast of technolog-

ical developments. Evaluation must await actual use. Recommendations

in this report (Section VII) will therefore be confined to further

exploratory possibilities in this area.

VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

This study confirms the importance of human factors in any computer-

based maintenance system. The hardware generally available can be modi-

fied without significant effort so as to accommodate a high resolution
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flat panel display, optical storage, voice interaction, touch sensitive - -

technology, etc. to meet IMIS needs. Software needs to be streamlined,

to be adapted and data preparation to be added, error to be eliminated,

equipment to be modified, and receptivity to be changed.

Conferences with the senior personnel of AFHRL have revealed an

awareness of the need for improvements in current IMIS programs. I would

therefore stress that my final remarks are being made to emphasize the

relevance of my findings to future product quality and the ability of the

system to adapt to and incorporate future emergent technology.

The findings of my analysis effort may be summarized as thus:

(1) Available data can be better fully utilized.

(2) Personnel and facility utility could be maximized.

(3) Systems requirements could be satisfactorily integrated.

(4) Information set-up should be adequately equipped.

(5) Troubleshooting techniques should be fully compatible

with operational requirements.

(6) User involvement is intermittent. t

VII. RECOMMENDATIONS

There is considerable agreement in regard to the need for incorpora-

ting human factor requirements into the maintenance aid system while

keeping pace with technological advances. The questions that remain are

the determination of the language of communication, system adaptation, t _
and user training. Many design features and development procedures

planned for the IMIS to the extent that has been defined are seen as

essential and are included with a view of stressing the value of

implementing them. With this in mind, I make the following
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recommendations:

(1) Redesign the information to render it concise (text, graphics).

(2) Encourage user participation and active involvement in the

development process.

(3) Combine and organize tested information by categories as well

as independently.

(4) Arrange troubleshooting walk-through sessions with users to

assess the completeness of information.

(5) Arrange debriefing sessions to assess acceptance of the

proposed package and to allow for the airing of criticism.

(6) Provide at least three options to accommodate multi-level

users, namely:

a) menu listing and test symptoms from which to choose. This

focuses on subject modules one by one by asking the user for the results

of specific tests and measures till the malfunctioning component is

is isolated for users with little experience or familiarity.

b) menu listing of all major modules for which test measure-

ments can be input (as well as test menus) leading to more specific

menu listing. The user can input as many different modules as desired.

After all values are inputted, the system draws conclusions asking for

additional test readings as needed: this is for a reasonably experienced

and familiar user.

c) menu listing of major modules: this focuses on the diagno-

sis of the module selected. An experienced user who does not have to

backtrack the diagnosis uses the process of elimination and alternate

hypotheses. This is for the well-experienced user. Other options

include more flexibility through a facility to review or change
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previously inputted data or volunteer new information. The diagnosis

then proceeds from the point it left off allows the user to catch and

correct input errors, and to change back and forth from system-directed

to user-oriented diagnosis.

(7) Incorporate the results of performance analysis and failure

mode and fault analysis system analysis.

(8) Use an expert system approach for troubleshooting and

corrective maintenance which reads the program input, parses it,

constructs a causal model, and generates a set of minimal rules based on

knowledge and deductive inference, which works like a realistic human

technician.

(9) Caution is advised though, to strike a compromise so as to

retain user initiative, motivation, confidence, credibility, and

advancement.

(10) Provide flat panel displays, in particular the dc plasma/color

displays.

In addition to the above stated recommendations impacting the human

factor requirements for a human engineered IMIS, specific suggestions for

possible inclusion in the I1IS statement of work are as follows:

(1) Use graphic VLSI/CAD/5G technology and RISC architecture to

facilitate more functional capabilities in hardware and to accommodate

user-programmable micro-coding such as PROLOG,

(2) Provide video-display terminal (VDT) facility to reduce

musculo-skeletal and visual-ocular stress for the frequent user,

(3) Provide output question/answer/consequences of actions on

the split screen (Vestiwig et al, Willeges),
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(4) Provide voice I/O facility to allow the maintenance techni-

cian to have freedom of handling and seeing while executing maintenance

tasks,

(5) Use of fifth generation computer technology particularly vital

to long term application to IMIS,

(6) Provide software compatibility and maintainability, parti-

cularly for host computer systems (UNIX) and the accepted defense system.

Computer language ADA could be made to respond faster than C, which in

combination with convenient AI/natural query command languages optimizes

the utility for a rAnge of users,

(7) Explore further the feasibility and compatibility of using

recent advanced techniques (structured tools) for system software

developments (separate report by Prof. Gowda),

(8) Investigate further modeling and simulation of typical IMIS

system, users, and system functions, to narrow the gap that exists

between the reality and the assumptions (possible research project at

Texas A&I University), and

(9) Institute further detailed study to investigate IMIS system

hardware compatibility with futuristic microelectronic technology

development after the 1990s.

Typical examples for search, replacement, concise formats,

consistency in location, color-coding, split-screen display, video and

voice interaction output philosophy, and their benefits to users were

examined and studied but not included in the recommendations for lack

of space.
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Evaluation of a Computer Model to Predict Thermal

Retinal Damage from LASER Radiation

by

Mary L. Morton-Gibson

ABSTRACT

A computer model of the thermal response and predicted

damage to the eye from a LASER assault was examined in some

detail. The basic equations and assumptions used In

developing the model, the values of the constants used and

the method of solution have been determined. The sources of

some errors have been identified and an interim solution

implemented. Recommendations are made for improving the I |

user-friendliness and flexibility of the program, updating

some of the algorithms and program parameters and developing

user documentation. L.. .
A preliminary simulation indicates that retinal damage

due to LASER assault is increased when retinal blood flow is

decreased. Since retinal blood flow Is markedly reduced

during high g load accompanying some flight maneuvers, a

parametric study is recommended.
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I. Introduction My formal educational background includes a

Bachelor of Science in Mechanical Engineering and a Doctor

of Philosophy in Physiology and Biophysics with a minor in

Engineering, both from the University of Kentucky,

Lexington, KY. In addition I was a post-doctoral trainee

for three years in the Department of Neurophysiology,

University of Wisconsin-Madison, Madison, WI. I also took

graduate level courses in Mechanical Engineering and Gross

Anatomy at the University of Wisconsin-Madlson.

Following the post-doctoral training I did

neurophysiological research in the Departments of

Ophthalmology and Neurophysiology and taught in the

Department of Mechanical Engineering at the University of

Wisconsin-Madison. Later I taught in the Department of

Physics at The Citadel, The Military College of South

Carolina, until moving to my present position. The results

of the neurophysiological experiments were used to develop

models of basilar membrane motion and neural coding in the

visual and auditory systems. My teaching responsibilities

have been concentrated primarily in mechanics and the

thermal sciences. In the heat transfer classes I taught the

use of finite difference methods In the solution of both

steady state and transient two dimensional heat transfer

problems.

My unique combination of physiological, heat transfer

and computer knowledge and experience is what led the
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USAFSAM LASER LAB to invite me to work with them on the

RETINAL THERMAL MODEL.

II. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT: The RETINAL THERMAL

MODEL was originally developed to be used on a large

mainframe computer, operating in Batch Mode, which was

state-of-the-art at the time the program was developed.

Recently, there has been a renewed interest in using the

program. The program was modified to be run interactively

on a DEC Micro VAX II at the LASER Lab. Unfortunately, no

clear documentation exists of (1) what the program was

designed to do, (2) the assumptions inherent in the program,

or (3) the meaning of the many variables and the values

chosen for them. In short, the program was designed for

programmers, not users.

Three goals were set for this project;

1) To develop an understanding of the basic assumptions

used to develop the model and to relay that information to

the personnel interested in using the model.

2) To determine the underlying cause of recently

discovered errors in temperature prediction. The model

should be revised to eliminate those errors.

3) To make a preliminary prediction of the increased

threat of retinal damage due to LASER assault when retinal

blood flow is low. This is of concern to Air Force pilots

since retinal circulation is markedly reduced during

sustained high g load.
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III. BACKGROUND: In the early 1970's a computer model to

predict thermal injury to the eye following LASER exposure

was developed under a United States Air Force Contract

(Takata, et al, 1974, Mertz, et al, 1976). The model can be

utilized to predict safe exposure levels for virtually any

set of LASER parameters. Standards for both military and

non-military uses should be frequently evaluated and changed

to include new LASER systems as they are developed and

implemented.

The model has been used extensively by researchers at

The Department of Biomedical Engineering, the University of

Texas at Austin (Polhamus, 1980; Welch, et al., 1976; 1979;

Welch and Polhamus, 1984). The shape of the temperature

profile in the eye, the maximum temperature rise, the

maximum temperature and threshold power are predicted

reasonably well. The model does not adequately predict the

radial profile, particularly for small Images.

More recently Zuclich and his colleagues (unpublished

data) have found a significant discrepancy in the

temperature profile. For the time immediately after the

laser application, the model predicts a temperature LESS

than normal tissue temperature under some conditions.
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IV. DESCRIPTION OF THE RETINAL THERMAL MODEL: The model

consists of two models which are used in series to predict

damage due to LASER assault:

1) A temperature model is used to predict the

temperature distribution in the eye as a function of LASER

parameters, spatial coordinates and time.

2) A rate process model Is then used to predict damage

as a function of the time-temperature history of the tissue.

The eye Is modeled as a cylinder with symmetry about the

central axis. A partial differential equation

[pC]--" q(zr,t) Ck[l)•-•+a-2 + k1

where

v - temperature rise above initial temperature

z - axial distance

r - radial distance

t - time

q - rate of heat deposition from LASER

C a specific heat

k = thermal conductivity

P = density

Is used to describe the relationship between temperature

rise, axial position, radial position, energy input and

time. That equation is converted to a set of M by N finite

difference equations (14 X 28 equations in the current
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version). Those equations must be solved at every successive

discrete time increment from zero to the final time of

interest.

There are two commonly used types of solutions to the

finite difference equations. The EXPLICIT solution is k

straight forward and simple. Unfortunately, the solution is

unstable unless the time step between calculations is quite

small. When using an IMPLICIT solution, the time increments

between calculations can be much larger, however, each

calculation is more complicated and time consuming than

individual calculations using an explicit method.

In the RETINAL THERMAL MODEL a hybrid of the two

methods is used. The technique is based on an alternating

implicit-explicit method developed for the solution of

finite difference equations in Cartesian coordinates

(Peaceman and Rachford, 1955; Douglas and Gallie, 1955). The

method is unique in two ways: (1) The finite difference

equations are solved explicitly in the axial direction and

implicitly In the radial direction for odd time steps. The

procedure is reversed for even time steps. (2) The first

time step is small but each successive time Increment is

larger than the previous one.

Since the equation describing the temperature model is L
linear, the temperature rise due to multiple pulses can be

predicted by adding the rises due to each individual pulse

together with appropriate time offsets. In its current form

the program can only consider LASER pulses with an

instantaneous onset and offset (zero rise and fall times).
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Thermal damage is assumed to be an accumulative process

that is dependent upon both the magnitude of the temperature

rise of the tissue and the duration of that rise. The

finite difference version of the damage integral for each

segment is:

DAIIAGE(z~r) - ~x~nC1 -v~~)23 InC&t) (2)

The constants C1 and C2 are fixed so that when the summation

Is equal to 1.0, irreversible tissue damage has occurred in a

given segment. No damage occurs if the temperature of the

ocular media remains below 44 deg C. The damage model is

also used to estimate the power levels required to produce

damage in a given segment (threshold estimation).

V. PROGRAM CONSTANTS Examination of the program revealed

that many of the parameters have been considered to be

constants. A selected list of these is summarized in Table

I. Of particular concern are the pupil diameter, flow

rates, the distance over which damage is assessed and the

damage coefficients. Pupil diameter changes under a wide

variety of conditions. The blood flow rate to the eye is

known to decrease dramatically under high g stress, for

example during flight maneuvers. The radial distance over

which damage is expected to occur depends greatly on the

beam size and the strength of the LASER assault. The source
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of the data for damage coefficients is not specified.

However, they are Identical to the experimental values found

for pig skin subjected to controlled burning of JP-4 fuel

(Takata, 1974).

TABLE I

Partial list of parameters which are held constant.

TO Initial eye temperature 37. C

RVL Radius at which Temperature 0.7 cm
has returned to TO

PUPIL Pupil radius 0.35 cm

CONX(I) Thermal conductivity 0.0012 cal(cm sec C) 1

of eye media -3
VSHX(I) Heat capacity of eye media 1.0 cal cm C-1

SHB Heat capacity of blood 0.92 cal cm- 3 C- 1

CFLOW Total blood flow to 0.024 g(sec)I
choriocapillaris -.3 -

XFLOW Blood flow to tissue 0.001 g cm sec
surrounding eye 4

CABER Spherical aberration term -3.0e÷6 cm -nm
in the spread function

RMAX Radial distance over which 1.0 cm
damage is assessed

LESION Radial extant of small 0.001 cm
printout steps

Temperature ln(Cl) C2

DAMAGE Coefficients for <5Odeg 149 50,000
damage rate
integral >50deg 242 80,000

The following parameters are also held constant. The values

used for each ocular layer maybe found in the referenced

tables of Mertz, 1976.

Reflectivity, transmissivity and absorptivity A-1 and A-2
Thickness of ocular media A-3
Refractive index A-7
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The number of segments into which the eye is divided is

also fixed in the program. In the current version there are

28 axial segments and 14 radial segments. The grid layout

in both directions Is shown In Table II. Note that near the

center In the radial direction the increments are spaced

close together. Furthermore, in the very thin pigment

epithelium and the chorlocapillaris there are 12 axial

segments. In both cases the very close spacing occurs in

TABLE II

Current configuration of cylindrical segments.

GRID LAYOUT (AXIAL)

INITIAL FINAL

Cornea to Pigment Epithelium IPA 2 LPA 9

Pigment Epithelium IPE 10 LPE 15

Chorlocapillarls IPV 16 LPV 20

Chorlod IPC 21 LPC 24

Sclera IPS 25 LPS 26

Posterior to Sclera IPT 27

Note that there are 12 uniform closely spaced increments
between #9 and #21. Outside that region the spacing is
larger.

L _
GRID SPACING (RADIAL)

The grid spacing In the radial direction consists of 4
uniform closely spaced increments (at the center) surrounded
by 9 Increasingly larger increments.
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the region most likely to be damaged (at the center of the

beam in the region of highest absorptivity).

VI. TEMPERATURE ERRORS The Initial discovery of temperature

prediction errors was made when a NEGATIVE temperature of

the eye media was predicted during a simulation of multiple

pulse presentations. The temperature predictions for an

individual segment were examined at every time step from the

onset of the first pulse until after the offset of the last

pulse for a variety of stimulus parameters. That examination

revealed two things:

1) The temperature predictions were not only negative

but were also oscillatory. The predicted temperature

Initially fell, as anticipated. However, it continued to

fall ultimately becoming negative, a highly implausible

situation. Furthermore, it eventually began to climb, then

continued to alternatly fall and rise.

2) The obviously inaccurate predictions were observed

at times far removed from the onset, either during multiple

pulse simulations or during very long duration single pulses.

Both of these observations support the likelihood that

the solution is unstable. Using an explicit technique, the

solution will oscillate If the time step is too large.

Recall that the time step is progressively increased from

the start of the pulse to the end of the simulation.

Therefore, the time step computation was examined.
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The initial time step (DT) for multiple pulse

presentations is calculated as follows:

DT 4.56810 DP (3)
(1.8 NP)O".1 6 C

where

DP - the duration of an individual pulse

NP - number of pulses

F - repetition rate

C - constant which had been set to 1.0.

Each successive time step is increased by the multiplicative

factor 1.4. It is readily apparent that the time step can

become quite large, particularly when the number of pulses

is high and the repetition rate is low.

Decreasing the time step does Indeed eliminate the

oscillatory behavior. A simple method of making such a

reduction is to increase the value of the constant C. That

procedure was chosen as an interim solution. Unfortunately,

this change dramatically increases the computational time.

A method needs to be devised to set the value of C In such a

way that a correct solution is assured and the computational

time is minimized.

A second factor that contributed to the Inaccurate

solution is the method used to compute the temperature

following the offset of the pulse. There are actually two

sets of finite difference equations which represent the

partial differential equation (1). The first set contains an

energy term and describes the temperature profile during the
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time the pulse is on. The second set does not have an

energy term and is used after the pulse is turned off. Each

set should be treated separately. The time step should be

returned to its initial value at the end of the pulse. This

change in the program has been made.

VII. EFFECTS OF BLOOD FLOW A brief simulation of the effects

of blood flow on retinal damage was performed. Only one

LASER wavelength and one set of time parameters were

examined. The effects of four different power levels were

examined. Four trials of 20 nanosecond pulses were

presented at 15 Hz. The wavelength was 532. nanometers.

Two blood flow rates were examined; no flow and the constant

values normally used by the program (see Table I). The

results are tabulated in Table III.

TABLE III

Effects of blood flow on lesion radius.

POWER (MW) LESION RADIUS (cm)

FLOW ON FLOW OFF

5.0 0.0454 0.0472

0.5 0.0185 0.0197

0.05 0.00658 0.00664

0.005 0.00283 0.00283

The data clearly indicate that lesion size is increased in

the absence of retinal blood flow.
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VIII. RECOMMENDATIONS

1) The program is currently cumbersome and difficult to

use. Furthermore, the documentation is inadequate. The

process of making the program run interactively should be

completed. A complete user's manual will then be needed.

Such manual should Include not only detailed instructions

for using the model but also explanations of the limitations

of the model and the meaning of each of the parameters.

Some of the parametere which are now constants should be

made variables to be specified by the user (blood flow

rates, thermal conductivities, pupil diameter, etc.)

Extensive HELP capabilities should be added to make the

program easier to use.

2) A set of guidelines must be developed for -

choosing the maximum allowable time step. The recently

devised method of decreasing the time step must be refined

in order to assure both accurate results and a reasonable

computation time.

3) At present, the model will only handle square

pulses, that is, zero rise and fall times. Provisions ..

should be made to handle other temporal shapes.

4) The point spread function used to simulate ocular

focusing and optical aberration effects should be examined M

more closely. The function used currently should be defined

and made clear to the user. In addition that function

should be compared to more recent formulations of the

coherent spread function. The more recent formulation
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should either be substituted or the user should be given a

choice of the two functions.

5) A comprehensive input data set should be chosen as .-

a test set. This data set should be designed to serve as a

benchmark to compare newer versions of the program to the

current version. That data set will be particularly valuable

when program changes are made or when the program is

converted to run on other machines.

6) The program assumes that no damage occurs until

the tissue temperature reaches 44 deg Celsius. The

repercussions of that assumption should be examined.

7) There are two constants used In the damage model.

What is the source of those constants and have there been

additional data published in the last fifteen years?

8) In the model the beam radius is defined at the

1/e2 intensity point rather than the more commonly used I/e

point. Why was such an unusual choice made?

9) Output routines should be written that allow the

user to get files, printouts and plots of the temperature

profile as a function of both spatial coordinates and time.

10) Preliminary results indicate that for 532 nm

LASER assault, blood flow has a small but significant effect

on lesion size. In view of the decrease in retinal blood

flow during high acceleration maneuvers, a complete

parametric study should be done.
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CHLAMYDOMONAS PHOTOTAXIS AS A SIMPLE SYSTEM FOR

TESTING THE EFFECT OF DRUGS ON VISION

by

Rex C. Moyer, Ph.D.

ABSTRACT

The major goal of this program is to develop, refine, and charac-

terize the phototaxis system in Chlamydomonas reinhardti and then employ

it in the goal of finding and quantifying the effect of drugs which may

enhance dark or color vision in pilots. A major problem associated with

the testing of drugs which may affect vision in animals or man is that

the drugs may affect more than one tissue, organ, or organ system. The g

advantage of first testing the effect of the drugs on the ability of a

phototactic alga such as Chlamydomonas to swim toward the light is the

inherent simplicity of the system in which the investigator can control

the variables. Chlamydomonas is a simple, single-celled alga whose pho-

totaxis apparatus biochemically mimics the fundamental vision system of

man.

Major emphasis of our research team, Ms. Angela Braun, Dr. Taboada

and Dr. Moyer has been the simplification of the procedure for producing I

phototactic cells and improve the method for measuring phototaxis.

Eight Strains of Chlamydomonas reinhardtii were placed under phototaxis-

inducing conditions and the growth and phototactic ability of the strains

compared in different phases of their growth curves. Various means of

measuring phototaxis were investigated. We were successful in

simplifying and shortening the procedure for developing phototactic cells

and in developing a simple and rapid method for quantifying the phototac-

tic ability of algae cells to any wavelength of light between 400 and 700 S

nanometers.

Because of the large amount of data generated and the size limita-

tion of the final report, the final reports of Ms. Braun and Dr. Moyer

have been cooperatively blended to provide enough space to include all of

the figures and legends.
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I. INTRODUCTION 5

I have been a microbiologist since 1957. I have done research

on bacteria, yeasts and filamentous fungi, and viruses as well as

higher plants and animals. Thus I am well equipped to provide

breadth and depth of experience to any project requiring the use of

microorganisms. Prior to 1985 I had no experience working with

algae, but this experience was gained during my 1985 AFOSR-UES Summer

Faculty Fellowship when this research project was initiated. I also

have a range of experience and knowledge of higher plants as well as

many professional contacts in this area which will be useful in Phase

III of this research. I also have had experience in working with

retinoids which will be useful in Phase III. I have not had

experience in optics, or lasers, nor in instrumentation but this

deficiency is abrogated by my Air Force research colleague, Dr. John

Taboada who qualifies as an expert in these and other fields as well.

I have a well equipped microbiology research laboratory at Trinity

University, only 12 miles from Dr. Taboada's laboratory and thus our

two laboratories together can adaquately address research projects in

optics, biophysics, and microbiology, and botanical sciences. I also

have access to a Trinity University student labor force which can be

useful.

II. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT

The major goal of this 1986 Summer Fellowship is to develop pho-

totaxis in Chlamydomonas reinhardtii algae in order to find and quan-

tify the effect of drugs which may enhance dark or iolor vision in

man.

The overall research plan has three component phases:

Phase I. Establish Phototaxis System using Chlamydomonas reinhardtii.

Phase II. Refine and Characterize the Phototaxis System; Isolate a

Collection of Phototaxis Mutants.

Phase III.Testing the Effect of Drugs on Phototaxis in Chlamydomonas

reinhardtii.

Phase I was completed during my 1985 Summer Faculty Research

Fellowship. Phase III is to be accomplished in the future and Phase

II is my goal for my 1986 Fellowship and my 1985 Minigrant. Phase II
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had four goals: (1) Simplify the procedure for producing phototactic

cells; (2) Develop methods for the synchronization of the growth of

Chlamydomonas; (3) Improve the laser doppler method for measuring pho-

totaxis; and (4) Isolation of temperature-sensitive phototaxis

mutants.

III. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. Cultures:

1. Chlamydomonas reinhardtii strains CC-124, CC-125, CC-1009,

CC-1010, CC-654, CC-656, CC-1101, and CC-1102 were obtained

from Dr. Elizabeth Harris, Chlamydomonas Genetics Center,

Duke University, Durham, N.C. A brief description of each

stain is presented below:

CC-124 wild type mt- Levine strain from original wild type

strain 137c.

CC-125 wild type mt+. Levine strain from original wild type

strain 137c.

Both 124 and 125 have two gene mutations (nit-l and nit-2) in

the nitrate reductase activity and cannot use nitrate as a

nitrogen source.

CC-1009 wild type mt- (UTEX 89)

CC-1010 wild type mt+ (UTEX 90)

CC-654 Ebersold #191 lnp mt- (phototaxis mutant)

CC-656 Ebersold #187 y-l lnp mt- (phototaxis mutant)

CC-1101 ey mt- eyespotless mutant from Hartshorne.

CC-1102 ey mt+ eyespotless mutant from Hartshorne.

B. Culture Media:

1. Trace Elements mix (lO00x) from Elizabeth Harris, personal

communication.

Trace Element Weight (g) ml dist H 20

Na 2 EDTA 50.0 250

ZnSO4 .7H 20 22.0 100

H3 B03  11.4 200

MnCl 2 .4H 2 0  5.06 50

FeSO4 .7H 2 0 4.99 50

COC1 2 .6H 2 0 1.61 50

CuSO4 .5H 2 0 1.57 50

(NH4 ) M07 0 2 4 .4H 2 0 1.10 50
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Dissolve each salt in distilled or deionized water as indi-

cated. Disodium EDTA must be dissolved in boiling water.

Prepare FeSO4 last since it oxidizes in solution. Mix all

solutions except EDTA. Bring the mixed salts solution to a

boil and then add the Na2 EDTA solution. The mixture should

turn green. When all the salts are dissolved, cool the solu-

tion to 70*C. Keeping the temperature at 70*C, adjust the pH

to 6.7 with 80-90 ml of hot KOH (20%). Standardize the pH

meter at 70@C also. Do not use NaOH to adjust the pH.

Let final solution stand for 1-2 weeks in a cotton stoppered

flask. Shake the solution once a day. The solution should

turn purple and leave a rust-brown precipitate. After two

weeks, filter the solution through 2 layers of whatman #1

filter paper. Refrigerate or freeze in convenient aliquots.

2. Concentrated Beijerinck's solution:

Salt wt (gl)

NH4 CI 100 P
Mg90 4  7H20 4

CaC1 2  2H 20 2

3. Concentrated Beijerinck's without nitrogen.

Salt wt (g/l)

MgS0 4  7H20  4

CaC1 2  2H20 2

4. Concentrated phosphate.

Salt wt (g/i)

K2 HP0 4  288

KH2 PO4  144

5. Media Formulations

Modified

Constituent HSA Foster NNM M

Conc. Beijerinck's 5 ml 5 ml --

Conc. Beijerinck's -N - 5 ml

Conc. Phosphate 5 ml 5 ml I ml

Trace Elements I ml I ml I ml p
Sodium acetate • (3H 2 0) 2.0 gm 2.0 gm 2.0 gm

Bacto-tryptone - 2.0 gm -

Agar* 15 gm 15 gm

Distilled water 990 ml q.s.l liter q.s.l liter
* Agar Conc.- ordinary agar plates 15 gm/l

agar slants 20 gm/i
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suspension was inoculated into 50 ml of previously sterilized

HSA broth in 250 ml side-armed Erlenmeyer flasks. The cultures

were incubated at 22C in a oscillatory shaker at 64

cycles/min. 20 cm under 4 Sylvania 40W--cool white bulbs. The

turbidity of the culture was measured at intervals by

spectrophotometry at 600 nm of the culture in the side arm of

the flask using sterile HSA broth blank to adjust the abosr-

bance to zero. This culture was incubated from 0-70 hours

depending upon the experiment.

3. Induction of gametogenesis.

Shake cultures in HSA broth were harvested at various times

after they were initiated and converted to gametes by nitrogen

deprivation as follows. Cultures were aseptically poured into

sterile 50 ml centrifuge tubes and centrifuged at room tem-

perature for 5 minutes at full speed in an International Model

HN centrifuge. The green cell pellets were resuspended in 10

ml NMM broth medium and again centrifuged under the same con-

ditions. The pellets were washed one more time with NMM. The

cell pellet was again resuspended in 10 ml of NMM broth and

inoculated into 40 ml of NMM broth. The cultures were incu-

bated at 22°C at 64 rev/min as discribed above. The vegetative

cells were converted to gametes by 24 hours under these con-

ditions (Foster et al. 1984).

C. Tests for Bacterial Contamination.

To determine if bacteria were contaminating the algal cultures, 0.1

ml of algal material was aseptically pipeted onto a Blood Agar and

Brain-Heart Infusion Agar. The inoculum was spread over the surface

with the aid of glass "hockey sticks." The plates were incubated

at room temperature (20-25C) and duplicates at 37°C. Cultures are

examined daily for bacterial growth. The algae do not grow on

these media.

E. Algal cell counts. Cell counts were made both by direct cell count

with Model ZBI Coulter Cell Counter and a Model WRD.Z Coulter

Diluter housed in the Clinical Chemistry Branch. 1.0 ml of culture

suspension was removed at time intervals and transported imme-

diately to Brooks AFB for cell counting. Culture samples were
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diluted in Isoton Solution either at 1:100 or 1:500 using the

following formula:

DF (Dilution Factor) - ml of sample + ml diluent

manometer sample size x ml of sample

For 1:100 dilution . 0.1976 ml + 19.76 ml . 19.9576 - 202
0.5 ml x 0.1976 ml 0.0988

For 1:500 dilution = 0.04 ml + 19.76 ml . 19.8 = 990

0.5 ml x 0.04 ml 0.02

Thus the coincidence corrected algal cell count x the DF yields

the number of cells/ml in the shake culture.

F. Measurement of Phototaxis. Four different methods have been tested

for measuring algal cell phototaxis.

1. Argon laser

An argon laser (Spectra Physics 164) with a continuous output

of 200 mW at 476.2 nm (blue light) and a beam diameter of 1 mm

was used to photostimulate the cells. The cells to be tested

for phototaxis are drawn into a 100 1 capillary tube. The

Argon laserbeam is directed through the open end of the

capillary tube. Phototactic cells collect either at entrance

meniscus (positive phototaxis) or at the exit meniscus

(negative phototaxis). This procedure was of limited use

because only one sample could be run at a time and each sample

required up to 10 minutes of exposure.

2. Slide Projector/Filter Method.

This procedure was set up at Trinity University and therefore

saved a trip to Brooks to measure phototaxis. A model 3689 "GK"

Delineascope slide projector (American Optical Company,

Buffalo, N.Y.) with a 750 watt DDB lamp was used as a light

source. In the slide mounting were placed filters mounted bet-

ween 2" x 4" glass plates. The filters are referred to as

"roscolene" filters and were purchased from Rosco Laboratories,

Port Chester, New York. Roscolene filter numbers 819, 851,

854, 855, 866, 874, and 877 were prepared and tested. The

spectrum of light transmitted by each filter is on file. In

general the filters transmitted a wave length "window" of about
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100 nm. The algae are pulled into a 100 1i capillary tube, the

end sealed with parafilm, and placed 2 cm from the exit of

light. A thermometer is placed on the stand holding the

capillary tubes. The temperature in the light path generally

rises to about 30*C. The algae, depending upon the strain,

will migrate toward or away from the light within 10 minutes.

However, there is never a 100% attraction of cells to one

meniscus or the other, and thus the population is neither

completely phototactic or photophobic. About 16 capillaries can

be tested at one time.

3. Diffraction Grating Method.

This technique was set up to determine the effect upon photo-

taxis of each of the spectral wavelengths at one time. This was

done by exposing a capillary tube filled with an algal suspen-

sion to the complete visible light spectrum. The visible

spectrum was generated by using a standard 35 mm slide projec-

tor with a opaque slide with a 1 mm slit. The visible light

passing through the slit was directed onto diffraction grating

taken from a spectrophotometer. The spectral light generated

was focused on a platform constructed to hold up to 20

capillaries.

4. Helium Neon Laser/Spectrophotofluorometer Method.

An Aminco-Bowman spectrophotofluorometer was modified by

removing one lamp and substituting a Helium Neon laser (Hughes

Aircraft Co. model 322 5H-PC) with a continuous output of 10 mW

and 632.8 nm red light and beam diameter of I mm. The laser

beam was directed via mirrors through a 10 mm cuvette containing

the suspension of algae. The beam directed through the swimming

cells and partially becomes reflected back through mirrors to a

detector. The detector was connected to an oscilloscope whose

pattern reflected the movement of the cells.

5. Spectrophotometer Method.

A Bio-Tech Spectrophotometer with a wave-length scan from 400

nm to 700 nm was used in conjunction with the side-armed

Erlenmeyer culture flasks as described above. This procedure

was eventually adopted because it could assess growth of the
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culture as well as the organisms phototactic response to all

wavelengths of light between 400 and 700 nm. The spectrophoto-

meter was warmed up and a wavelength selected. The tests were

performed in a darkened room. The culture to be tested was

removed from the shaker (in the light), mixed, the culture

broth dumped into the side-arm and the side-arm placed in the

spectrophotometer light path. A reading was taken immediately

to obtain an absorbance at the selected wavelength due solely

to the turbidity of the organisms and not influenced by photo-

taxis. Absorbance readings were taken at 30 seconds intervals

for a total of 4 minutes. As the phototactic organisms accumu-

lated in the light path the absorbance increased. The absor-

bance of a non-phototactic culture would not increase except

slightly due to some settling of the culture.

IV. RESULTS

A. Growth, of algal cultures and the role of the medium and possible

contaminants.

As indicated in our Brief Report of Effort, the growth of the

algal cultures were initially only 20Z of what was obtained

during my 1985 SFRP fellowship. The possible reasons for this

were many, but included the age and source of medium consti-

tuents, possible microbial contaminants, and lighting and tem-

perature requirements which at that time were different from

last year. The problems of the poor growth was solved and was due

to some component of the medium since a newly prepared medium did

result in good growth. However, during this time the

Environmental chamber was repaired and optimal lightening

installed. Due to the number of manipulations the cultures are

put through in order to develop phototactic gametes according to

the Foster et al procedure, bacterial and fungal contaminants do

occur and we have detected them, but we could not detect any con-

taminants in our stock cultures. In general, the contaminants

that do occur are not great in number and (with the exception of

1-3 recent examples) do not significantly affect the growth of the

algal cultures.
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B. Growth Characteristics of the Algal Cultures.

The major goal of our SFRP fellowship was to simplify and shorten

the procedure required to produce phototactic cells. In order to

accomplish this, it was necessary to characterize the growth and

phototaxis of the eight Chlamydomonas cultures at all of the sta-

ges required by the Foster et al procedure. The growth component

of this goal has been accomplished, but the characterization of

the phototaxis of these cultures has been completed for only the

vegtative cells of two strains. The study of the phototaxis of

the vegetative cells for the other six strains and of the cells

after they have been induced for gametegonesis will have to be

accomplished during the tenure of the mini-grant.

Because the Coulter Cell Counter is located at Brooks AFB and the

cultures are grown and turbidities measured at Trinity University,

. it was generally attempted to assess the growths of the algal

liquid cultures by OD600 rather than cells/ml, especially when it

was important to collect data rapidly. When it was necessary to

relate the growth of a strain to cells/ml, this could be done

easily with a standard curve relating cell number to turbidity at

600 nm. Figs. 1 and 2 describe this relationship for all algal

strains growing in HSA liquid shake 18 hour cultures. The points

were derived by diluting all eight cultures at undiluted, 1:2,

1:4, and 1:8 in sterile HSA broth and determining the turbidity at

600 nm. One ml of each dilution was transferred to a sterile

capped tube and transported to Brooks for cell counts. All

cultures and dilutions were counted at 1:100 dilution. Raw counts

were corrected for coincidence. Mean cell volumes on all cell

samples were also determined.

Fig. 1 provides the turbidity/cell number for strains 125, 654, and

1009.

Fig. 2 provides the relationship for strains 124, 656, 1010, 1101,

and 1102. Comparison of these relationships suggests that all of

the different strains do not fit the same line. Strains 1010,

1101, and 1102 fall into a similar group, as do 124 and 656 and

do 125, 654, and 1009. These latter groups are more heteroge-

neous, however.
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In order to attempt to ascertain the meaning of these varied

turbidity-cell number relationships, the turbidity which is

equivalent to 1 million cells was estimated from Figs 1 and 2.

These are presented below along with the mean cell volumes pro-

vided by the Coulter Counter. These mean cell volumes represent

the average of 24 individual measurements for each strain.

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN TURBIDITY, CELL NUMBER, AND MEAN CELL VOLUME

OD600 Equivalent Mean cell

Strain No. to 106 CElls Volume

1010 0.07 124

1101 0.10 174

1102 0.11 171

656 0.19 197

124 0.25 188

125 0.47 184

654 0.66 270

1009 0.81 277

This data shows a positive correlation between the turbidity of

one million cells and the mean cell volume. This would suggest

that the turbidity (OD600) of a culture is a strong function of

cell volume as as well of cell number. This would also suggest that

there would be little correlation between a growth curve determined

by turbidity and one determined by cell counts. As shown in the

growth curves presented in Figs 3, 4, and 5, this indeed appears to

be the case.

Fig. 3 shows one of two growth curves of strains 124, 125, 654,

656, 1009, 1010, and 1101 in which growth was assessed by

measuring culture turbidity at 600 nm over the 220 hours of the

experiment. At 90 hrs culture incubation time, the cultures were

shifted to nitrogen-free media which induces gametogenesis. All

of the strains reach maximum stationary phase of growth by 24

hours in liquid shake culture. In these runs, all of the cultures

reached a maximum OD6 0 0 of about 0.9 - 1.0 except for 1010 which

reached an OD6 0 0 cf 1.8 and 125 which reached a maximum OD6 0 0 of

0.6. Strain 125, which reached the lowest turbidity in this

growth curve, also had the lowest initial turbidity, of only 0.13.
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As shown in Fig. 4, which was a repeat growth curve of Fig. 3,

shows strain 125 to reach the highest stationary phase turbidity

(OD 6 0 0 - 1.34) and in this second case the starting turbidity was

0.24. Finally, Fig. 5 shows a growth curve of vegetative cells in

HSA broth, but in which the cell number was recorded vs. time

instead of OD6 0 0 . In this experiment, strain 125 reached the

highest cell count. In this experiment also, the maximum sta-

tionary phase was reached in 24 hrs by strains 124 and 654 but

required 48 hrs for strains 125, 656, 1010, 1101, and 1102.

Strain 1009 required 72 hrs to reach maximum cell numbers per ml.

These three growth curve experiments demonstrate that the growth

characteristics of the eight algal strains are quite unique and

that there are a number of factors which govern the growth of

these cells which are at present unknown.

The remainder of the Results are presented in the report of Ms.

Angela Braun, the graduate student assistant on the project.

V. DISCUSSION

Please see Angela Braun's report.

VI. RECOMMENDATIONS

Please see Angela Braun's report.

-
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An Investigation of the Utility of Computational

Fluid Dynamics in the Prediction of

Structural Active Cooling

by
V.Dakshina Murty

The finite element method is used to analyze forced

convection heat transfer problems that are of interest in

the evaluation of heat exchanger effectiveness. Towards

this end, the transient, incompressible Navier-Stokes equa-

tions together with the energy equation are solved using the

Galerkin's variational scheme for spatial descretization and

the Crank-Nicholson method for time va."iation. Partial

results in the form of plots of isotherms and streamlines

for various values of the Peclet number are presented for

two problems. They are --- forced convection in a 180

degree channel and forced convection through a rectangular

offset pin array.
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I. INTORUDCTION:

I received my Ph.D from the University of Texas, Austin

studying the applications of the finite element methods to

the solution of Non-Newtonian fluid flow and heat transfer

problems. I continued in this area at University of Portland

where I have been teaching for the last five years. A major

effort of my dissertation was to develop a general purpose

finite element computer package to analyze computational

fluid dynamics and heat transfer problems. A significant

portion of my research thus focussed on the analysis of

forced and free convection heat transfer phenomena.

The structures group at the Flight Dynamics Lab has

been interested in evaluating the performance of actively

cooled structures. Because of my background and interest in

Numerical fluid flow and heat transfer, I have become

involved in this basic research effort of analyzing complex

heat transfer mechanisms which include boundary layer

separation, heat transfer augmentation, stability of the

flow structure, etc. and also numerical methods in the CFD

field.

In the past few years there has been an increasing

demand for compact and high performance heat exchangers due

to their importance in aerospace and automobile vehicles,

cooling of electronic equipment, space vehicles, and artifi-

cial organs. The consequence has been the development of

several types of compact heat exchangers examples of which
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are pin-fin heat exchanger, offset-fin heat exchanger,

plain-fin heat exchanger. To evaluate the performance of

these, one needs to know the heat transfer characteristics

as functions of the flow parameters. Until recently this was

done experimentally. However, with the advent of high speed

supercomputers it has been possible to analyze them computa-

tionally.

Among the computational techniques used to solve con-

tinuum problems the finite d'fference and the finite element

are the most common methods. Of the two, the finite differ-

ence method is older and simpler and hence is used commonly

in fluid flow problems. However, despite its slight com-

plexity the finite element method offers distinct advantages

over the finite difference method. These include a sound

mathematical foundation in the form of variational methods,

ability to accurately model curved surfaces, relative ease

with which the boundary conditions can be modelled, and the

elegant physical interpretation which can be given to the

resulting equations. As a result, despite its infancy the

finite element method has become quite popular in computa-

tional fluid dynamics and heat transfer.
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II. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT:

As noted already, the usual method of determining the

effectiveness of heat exchangers is through expreriments.

This could be quite expensive since each new set of condi-

tions may lead to a new experiment. With the advent of high

speed computers, it is now possible to use CFD tools to per-

form the same task. In addition to being relatively inex-

pensive, the use of numerical solutions would add increased

flexibility and also provide an efficient mechanism to

study basic fluid flow and heat transfer phenomena. This

investigation is aimed at studying the feasibility of use of

the finite element method in the evaluation of heat

exchangers.

In the rest of the report the methodology and the

details of the computer code NONFLAP are described followed

by the numerical results and recommendations for future

work.

III. GOVERNING EOUATIONS AND FORMULATION!

The equations that govern convection heat transfer are

the conservations of mass, linear momentum and energy. They

are as follows:
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with a constitutive equation for a Newtonian fluid of the

form

In the above equtaions it has been assumed that the fluid is

incompressible, and the flow is two dimensional ( plane or

torsionless axisymmetric ) and laminar. Generation of heat

due to viscous dissipation has been neglected. To complete

the mathematical description of the problem, a set of boun-

dary and initial conditions is needed. A suitable set of

such conditions are as follows:

for the hydrodynamic part and

7C'

for the thermal part and intial conditions of the form

A

The above equations complete the continuum description of

the problem. A descrete analogue of the above is obtained

using the Galerkin's variational statement. This can be done

by taking the inner products of the continuity, linear
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momentum, and the energy equations with pressure, velocity,

and temperature. The resulting set of equations are

V V

f d

The diffusion terms in equations(W)-0o) can be reduced using

Green's theorem as follows:

(4 , , -O- -- dIq,
VV . , a7.

Equations9i,/2,, complete the variational statement of the

problem.

The spatial descretization of the problem is obtained

by dividing the domain into a number of subregions called

the finite elements and approximating the dependent vari-

ables over each element by means of suitable interpolation

functions.

77'
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If the above equation is substituted into9,'hhtbe following

set of matrix equations is obtained ( see Gartling [11 for

details ).

where
o 0z - t - 4.

0

/ o. , ,• j

9, C;
"C -I -0•

/ 1

o 0 P&

The time dependent set of matrix equations are solved by the |

Crank-Nicholson method.
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Since the above set of equations is nonlinear, an

iteration scheme is needed. In this investigation, Picard's

method is used with the starting iterate being that of

creeping flow and pure thermal diffusion solutions. The

iterative procedure is stopped when the following conver-

gence criterion is satisfied for temLperature: ,

'with

AM-a
7T• -,. = ,• ' /

A similar criterion is used for the velocities and tempera-

ture also.

The above features are incorporated into a general pur-

pose finite element program NONFLAP ( Non Newtonian Fluid

Analysis Program ). The program has several desirable

features such as a versatile grid genartor, dynamic storage

capability, frontal solution technique, Penalty method ( see

Murty (21 for details ), etc. For brevity the details are

not presented; the reader may consult Murty [31 and Harlan

(4]. The research described in this report was conducted

using NONFLAP.

IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS-

In this section computational results for two problems

are presented. They are convective heat transfer analysis in
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a rectangular offset pin heat exchanger and leading edge

cooling of an aircraft.

The physical problem, the computational domain and the

mesh for the first

problem are shown in Fig. 1.

A plot of the streamlines and isotherms for various values

of Peclet number is shown in Fig. 2. For all the values of

the Peclet number, the Reynolds number is constant. It can

be seen that since the Reynolds number was quite low the

streamlines are almost symmetric about the horizontal

centerline. The highest value of Peclet number used in this

study was 54.0 and it can be seen that the due to the

coarseness of the mesh the thermal boundary layer has not

been resolved effectively.

The physical description and the computational domain

for the aircraft leading edge cooling problem are shown Fig.

3. The corresponding streamlines, isobars, and isotherms are

shown in Fig. 4. The effect of boundary layer separation on

the isotherms can be seen easily.

From the above two examples it can be concluded that

the finite element method offers a viable alternative to

expensive and cumbersome experimentation to study the

characteristics of heat exchangers. In addition to being

relatively inexpensive, numerical methods offer flexibility

for studying the effect of the variation of different flow

parameters, dimensions, and boundary conditions on the
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performance of heat exchangers.

V. RECOMMENDATIONS!

It can be seen from this work that computational fluid

mechanics provides a very powerful tool to analyze fluid

flow phenomena which would be very expensive via experi-

ments. Because of the reasons mentioned in the preceding

sections the finite element method is a very efficient tool
that can be successfully used in the solutions of these

problems. From the examples solved it can be concluded the

groundwork has been laid; however, much work needs to be

done. In the study of pin-fin and rectangular offset fin

geometries, it is of interest to model several rows rather

than a single one and study the effect of interacting boun-

dary layers and flow separations. A numerical study of a

single row with periodic boundary conditions to simulate

fully developed flow can be performed and the results com-

pared with results from several rows. Because of the use of

gaseous coolants in the area of active cooling of aircraft

structures, the effects of compressibility ( albeit subsonic

) are extremely important. This could be the next step of

this research. Forced convection heat transfer with phase

change is not only of importance from a practical point of

view but also is very challenging theoretically and numeri-

cally. This is the next logical step.

Phase change problems in porous media with applications

in such diverse fields as heat pipes, oil exploration,

93-16
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geological modelling, agriculture etc., lead to the intrigu-

ing field of stability of flow phenomenasuch as the classi-

cal Rayleigh Benard problem in porous media with different

bou./ndary conditions. The next step after this would logi-

cally be to investigate fully three dimensional phenomena

such as secondary flows on which there is vast experinemtal

evidence.

In conclusion it can be said that computational fluid

dynamics with applications to forced convection heat

transfer is a very challenging and fertile area in which to

do basic research.

9-31
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NOMENCLATURE

S= time
xi = coordinate directions
L= velocity component in direction x;

= density
- pressure
= temperature

S= coefficient of dynamic viscosity
= coefficient of thermal conductivity
- stress tensor

A, - Prandtl number
A = Reynolds number i JVJV/4

*.A-= Peclet number
/" = Local Nusselt number

A• = Average Nusselt number
C specific heat

_ = vector of nodal point unknowns
= vectors of shape functions for velocity,

pressureand temeprature

a
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A Model for a Coordinated System of Parallel Expert Systems

for Autonomous Satellites

by

Richard W. Nau

ABSTRACT

The problem of a coordinated system of expert systems for use in

achieving autonomy for satellites was studied and an appropriate model

obtained. Design goals for independence, flexibility and robustness

were outlined. Object oriented representations for both experts and

physical systems were developed and organized into a coherent

hierarchy consisting of a coordinating root node, functional groupings

and individual systems. Specification of expert systems as objects,

coumunication protocols between the systems, rules within the systems

and amenability to parallelism were demonstrated.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Background

The author's previous experience with expert systems consisted of

working on a team at Carleton College that produced The Statistical

Consultant, an expert advisor on the use of statistical methods;

attending week long workshops at Carleton, TI in Austin and CDC in

Minneapolis; conducting a senior seminar on AI and delivering several

invited lectures on expert systems and related topics.

My interest in parallelism, although less intense, goes back to

the summer of 1970 at NASA when we were considering the design of,

languages for, and applications of the Illiac IV. Since then I have

been able to keep apace by reviewing several new books on parallelism.

My work on aerospace applications includes designing mathematical

models for a cabin pressurization system and advanced radomes (the

Boeing Company), an analysis of the convergence of methods for

extracting aerodynamic coefficients from flight test data (NASA) and

the analytical determination of the dynamic response of a dirigible

subject to crosswinds (Sheldahl).

USAF Research Area

The Information Systems Research group at the Air Force Weapons

Laboratory was experienced in Artificial Intelligence and its

applications, had developed expert system tools and applied them to

meaningful problems. My own research interests and approach to

problem solving corresponded to and complemented those of the group.

II. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT

The aim of the autonomous satellite program is to replace, as
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mucb as possible, the ground support for satellites by corresponding

on-board systems. This will be accomplished over approximately a

decade in several incremental stages.

An overall design is needed which can acco modate various levels

of autonomy in different subsystems but still can adapt to

improvements in hardware, software and systems analysis as they occur.

The purposes of this particular research effort were to:

1. Establish a priori design principles which a coordinated system of

expert systems should satisfy.

2. Survey existing and proposed software and parallel hardware

appropriate to the problem to become familiar with their strengths

and weaknesses.

3. Design a generic logical model for a coordinated system of expert l

systems which would include means for resolving differences

between the system goals and those of individual experts.

4. Determine an appropriate representation for interacting expert

systems built upon this logical model.

5. Apply the logical model to a typical satellite system to

demonstrate and test the feasibility of the model.

III. DESIGN GOALS

The major difficulty that the designer of a large system, which

is to be implemented over a long period of time, faces is that many of

the decisions which are likely to be made early in the design cycle

will be based upon current details of the problem domain and upon
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available technology.

This is an chronic problem in applications of artificial

intelligence resulting in many systems which are brittle, i.e. they

may work well for the particular narrow set of circumstances around

which they were built but cannot accommodate much in the way of

deviations or generalizations.

Add to this the fact that computers, especially parallel

computers, are passing through rapid phases of increases in

capabilities and experimentation

In particular it would be a mistake to design future autonomous

satellites by simply tacking expert systems based upon the current

state of Al and computers on to existing satellite systems. Rather,

an approach should he taken which allows for changes in both the AI

techniques as well as the computer hardware.

Thus the approach was to consider first the desirable design

goals resulting in our design paradigm. The following is a list of

the more important goals determined.

1. Understandability. The system as a whole should be understandable

not only by the system designer but also by those who will be

responsible for implementing portions of it and those who will

make decisions about it. Each component of the system should be

transparent; one should be able to understand the input, output

and the transformation performed. Exactly how it accomplishes its

job need not be visible and, in fact, could be changed without

having any external effects.
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2. Integrity. The system should model closely how a system of real

experts would interact. As a whole it should be coherent and work

together. It should be able to check and test itself. One should

be able to comprehend each component in a consistent manner and

how it contributes to the whole.

3. Flexibility. At the uppermost levels the design should transfer

to other systems of expert systems. All but a few components at

the lowest level should be transportable directly to satellites

with entirely different purposes. The design should allow for

evolution in satellite and computer hardware, in AI techniques and

in other software systems. In particular, it should not be

irretrievably dependent upon present modes of designing expert

systems or today's parallel computers, both of which are early

stages of development. It should allow for an early

implementation and a growth through levels of autonomy.

4. Robustness. The system should be reprogrammable. It should adapt

to whatever resources are available to it and should resist or

adjust to changes in its physical environment. It should degrade

gracefully but be recoverable.

5. Verifiability. As much as the state-of-the-art allows, the

following should be verifiable: Each expert should respond

correctly without interfering with other experts. The system of

experts should make continual, definite progress towards its

goals.

6. Direction. It should give guidance to the design of future

systems of experts.
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IV. LOGICAL MODEL

Organizational Structure

A single top-level coordinator is in charge of the entire system.

It receives the goals and ascertains that the goals are being met. It

resolves conflicts between major subsystems and between the mission

goals and the subsystem goals. As such a node is a potential

bottleneck, so much as possible executive functions will be relegated

to other objects such as subsystem supervisors or special executives.

In particular, communication between subsystems or with the outside

world is not generally channeled through this root node.

At the next to the top level, there are functional classes of

expert systems. The expert systems themselves are at the tertiary

level with other systems that they control or communicate with below

that.

Object Representation

The fundamental representation selected as being the most

consistent with the design goals and the logical organization is that

provided by objects.

Different descriptions of object-oriented programming use

slightly different terms. The following list of definitions draws

upon common usage but emphasizes terms most suited to our purposes.

For a thorough exposition of object-oriented programming see [5 and

7].

Object: Everything from a bit through an entire system can be

regarded as an object. The essential characteristic is that

objects are independent modules. Other objects are only aware of
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what other objects can do, how to communicate with them, but not

how they operate. It is possible to change completely the way an

object meets its specification without having any effect on

anything else. The main objects in our application will be

expert systems, other physical and computational systems, data

structures, sensors, etc. An example of an object could be a

verbal clock. You can ask what time it is, and it will tell you

what time it is. But internally whether it is digital or uses

gears or burning ropes you have no idea.

Class: An object which is a group of similar objects.

Hierarchy: A root class which may have subclasses which may in turn

have subclasses and so on down to some primitive objects.

Inheritance: The ability of an object to derive variables,

procedures, rules, etc. from its mother class.

Object-oriented programming consists of naming objects,

specifying what they do, defining their communication protocols and

refining the objects until they're ultimately expressible in terms of

fundamental objects provided.

Message Passing

Progress is made by sending messages to objects and receiving

messages from objects. The system as a whole can be regarded as an

object which would be sent initial values and goals and would

eventually respond by exerting some effect on the environment. The

set of allowable messages constitutes the language of inter-

communication for the objects in the system. The response of an

object is completely determined by the message sent to it and its
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internal state. Each object is aware of all the objects that it can

receive messages from as well as all messages it can receive. It also

knows all the messages it can send and to whom it can send them.

For our purposes, sending a message comprises the following:

1. Identifying the objects to which the message is to be sent.

2. Specifying the operation to be performed.

3. Passing along any additional information needed.

4. Accepting the reply returned, if any.

Classification of Messages

Various kinds of messages are possible. For our use, the

following list and discussion is intended to be inclusive.

1. Announcement. A message sent to a potentially interested set of

objects about the status of some variables.

2. Reply. A directed response to an object which had previously made

a request. The requester may or may not still be interested.

3. Request for Information. The requester desires information from

another object. In general, the receiver may or may not have a

responsibility to reply. A low level object may have the

obligation to reply.

4. Request for Action. A suggestion or recommendation to another

object that a particular action in its repertoire be taken. If

the recipient doesn't have any reason not to, the action will be

taken. Degrees of strength may be indicated, e.g. "I strongly
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suggest that..

A request that must be obeyed is a conmand. The commander

assumes control over the commandee. Failure to react is cause for

alarm.

Issues Related to Message Passing

1. Reception. The above description emphasizes sending a message. A

corresponding viewpoint and procedure is implicit for receiving

messages as well.

2. Data Sharing. Note that the only form of communication is through

message passing. In particular, there are no global references

possible, one object cannot affect another object's internal data,

and updating of data structures must be accomplished by sending a

message to the object in charge of that data.

3. Acknowledgements. An important design issue is whether or not

each message sent should be immediately acknowledged. For longer

hauls and for longer messages, e.g. files, acknowledgement is

certainly worthwhile. For other, shorter, incidental messages

sent to a busy receiver, waiting for the acknowledgement may not

be worth the time. Therefore part of the protocol of the message

will be whether an acknowledgement is required, not required but

expected, or not expected at all.

4. Waits. In many instances, after a request is made, the requester

cannot proceed much longer in that direction without receiving a

reply. This may be more frequent for requests for information

than for requests for action which may be merely advisory.
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An indefinite wait is a potential source of deadlock and

should be avoided. A wait for a while, making use of a local

timer, could be built into an object's rule base. If the

situation were critical and no reply were received after a

reasonable wait, a complaint would be sent to a responsible

supervisor who would take charge.

5. Buffering. The existence and control of buffers is an operating

systems issue and will not considered to be part of the definition

of the objects themselves.

6. Interrupts. On the other hand, an object could be continually

monitoring its input stream and if the occasion arose would

terminate some of its processes in favor of others.

V. APPLICATION

Satellite Autonomy

It is planned that within ten years most of the operational

function for satellites that are presently accomplished by

ground-based computer systems or human experts will be done on-board.

The satellite would receive initialization and goals originally from

the ground but should be able to proceed for months on its own

receiving new instructions from the ground only for major changes in

plans. On-board functions will exist for redundancy, reconditioning,

planning and adjusting to degradation. The result will be more

effective satellites requiring less expenditure of human effort.

Organization of the Expert Systems

As described above, an object-oriented model is most appropriate

for this problem. The root object would be responsible for seeing
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that progress is made toward the overall mission goals and resolving

conflicts among subsystems or between mission goals and subsystem

goals. Major supervisors would exist for the health, resources, data

and decision-making classes. The expert systems themselves would be

members of these classes. Descriptions of these classes follow.

Health and Welfare Class

This includes all monitoring, testing, diagnostic and repair

functions for all components both physical and computational. As the

mission cannot be accomplished without maintaining a reasonable degree

of health, management of the functions should be at a high level and

integrated early into the system design. Another reason for

clustering all such functions is the fact that faults are frequently

interdependent; for example what appears to be a thermal fault could

actually be & fault in an electrical or computer system.

Resource Management Class

At any point in the mission, resource management is important.

Either there's an abundance of resources, in which case they all need

to be put to as much productive use as possible, or there's a

shortage, in which case as much has to be accomplished as possible

without endangering the mission or the survivability of the satellite.

Thus, resource management should also be at this high level.

Examples of particular kinds of resources that need management

include physical resources such as propellant, thermal energy and

electrical power; computational resources such as processors and

memory; geometrical resources such as attitude, platforms and pointing

directions; communication links and special instruments. Use of time

and ordering, which could be regarded as resources, more appropriately
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fits in the decision making category below.

Data, Telemetry and Co mmand Class

This area is responsible for the management, validation and

transmission of data. It includes the gathering and distribution of

data from sensors; the storage to and retrieval from databases;

communication with ground stations or other satellites; the passing of

commands to actuators; conversion of telemetric information and

control of special processes, e.g. for pattern recognition or fast

Fourier transforms. Because of the essential, pervasive nature of

these functions, this general area also deserves high position in the

organization.

Decision-Making Class

In addition to the main coordinator and supervisors, several

special executives are identifiable including

1. planners, e.g. for maneuvers;

2. schedulers, e.g. of experiments; and

3. optimizers, especially across other subsystems.

Many of these are spin-offs from the top coordinating node. Host

of the command sequences would be generated in this area such as for

navigation and the mission.

An Orbitkeeping Scenario

To appreciate the applicability of this model, consider the

following example.
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Orbitkeeping refers to the occasional checking and maneuvers

needed to maintain the satellite's orbit within some prescribed

bounds. Let OrbitKeeper be an object appointed this task.

OrbitKeeper will accept a request to check to see if an orbitkeeping

maneuver is required and, if so, to take appropriate action. The

request may originate from either a PeriodicScheduler whose job it is

to watch the Clock and periodically make such requests of objects with

responsibilities similar to OrbitKeeper's or from AMonitor who, due to

the sounding of an Alarm, has reason to suspect that orbitkeeping may

be required. OrbitKeeper simultaneously sends requests to

OrbitPredictor and CurrentBounds. OrbitPredictor is requested to

return predicted values of the parameters describing the orbit.

OrbitPredictor may, in turn, use other objects, such as

OrbitDeterminer, for this purpose. As OrbitPredictor may have

recently responded to other requesters, such as EclipsePredictor, it

may respond immediately or it may choose to recompute the predicted

Ephemeris. For its part, CurrentBounds returns the current,

acceptable bounds on the orbit parameters. These values are not

static but may have been set by some MissionPlanner who has decided

that either broader bounds are allowable or that narrow bounds are

needed or by some Optimizer who is performing a balance between costs

and risks. Whether or not the values returned from the OrbitPredictor

are within the bounds provided by CurrentBounds, OrbitKeeper so

informs the requester if such a response is required. If the values

are not within bounds, a request for action will be sent to

ManeuverPlanner who will consult with OrbitGoals and send a request

'As is the custom in object-oriented programming, the names of objects
will be capitalized with internal capital letters used for readability.
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for action to the Scheduler who will ultimately send a request for a

specific burn duration, direction and timing to Thrusters.

A specification of the structure and function of the object

OrbitKeeper in an object specification language might be:

Object: OrbitKeeper
Class: Supervisor
Senders: PeriodicScheduler, AMonitor
Receivers: OrbitPredictor, CurrentBounds,

ManeuverPlanner

In: response-desired, values, bounds
Out: status
Task: ((Par (Ask Orbitl'redictor Values)

(Ask CurrentBounds Bounds))
(Cond ((Within Values Bounds)

(Cond (Response-desired
(Reply Sender Status T))))

(T (Par (Cond (Response Desired
(Reply Sender Status NIL))

(Request Maneuver Planner
Strongly)))))

where Class indicates the class that the object OrbitKeeper is a

member of, Senders designates other objects that may call upon

OrbitKeeper, Sender is the particular sender who invoked OrbitKeeper,

Receivers are those objects that OrbitKeeper initiates message passing

with, and In and Out are lists of input and output parameters.

Amenability to parallelism is also indicated by the function Par. A

more thorough specification should include types of the parameters,

acknowledgements, definition of within, etc.

Additional C-ments on the Example

1. The description of the task here is essentially a single rule. In

other cases it might involve a combination of forward and backward

rules, an entirely different representation of an expert system on

no expertise at all.
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2. Other systems such as for attitude control, although more time

critical, would be similar to OrbitKeeper and could make use of

some of the same objects.

3. Orbit control could inherit values as well as meta- rules as a

member of the class of supervisors.

4. If computing resources were being controlled, initially an object

from the class of resource managers would be consulted to obtain

the facilities needed.

5. Bottlenecks could develop at several objects. This could be

handled deliberately through rules or by scheduling, pipelining or

replication.

VI. RECOMMENDATIONS

To obtain a coherent but flexible, specifiable though robust

design for a coordinated system of expert systems, an object-like

approach should be taken. This will allow for each expert system as

well as physical components and non-expert systems to be developed in

independent yet consistent modules.

First, a high level specification language should be designed.

Tools for its implementation and related auxiliary tools should be

designed and written providing consistency across subsystems. The

overall design including all of the major subsystems, their functions

and coumunication protocols should be specified in this language.
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To gain better insight and to establish that this approach will

work, prototypes should be written early both for the overall system

and for at least one of the typical subsystems down to a language

dependent level.

To demonstrate that the logical model applies to coordinated

systems of experts generally, a completely different application

should be selected and prototypes written for it as well.
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C02(O01) VIBRATIONAL TEMPERATURES IN THE

50 TO 150 KM ALTITUDE RANGE

by

Henry Nebel

ABSTRACT

Vibrational temperature profiles as functions of altitude have

been obtained for the (001) state of carbon dioxide in the

atmosphere by considering various excitation and de-excitation

mechanisms for the C02(O01) state and the first excited vibra-

tional state of N2. The resulting profiles have been used to

calculate infrared radiance from the 4.3 micron (V3) band of

CO through the atmosphere in a limb-viewing geometry. The

resulting radiance is compared with data from the Spectral

Infrared Rocket Experiment (Stair, et. al., 1985). Although

the calculated radiance is in good agreement with the data at

50 km, it is up to two orders of magnitude lower than the data

at altitudes of 60 to 100 km. Thus additional processes and

refinements must be considered. Recommendations for further

work are included in this report.
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I. INTRODUCTION: I spent the summers of 1983 and 1984 at the

National Center for Atmospheric Research in Boulder, Colorado

analyzing data from a limb-sounding infrared detector which

flew on the Nimbus 7 satellite. Part of that time was spent

considering non-equilibrium conditions in the atmosphere, i.e.

situations where local thermodynamic equilibrium may not be

assumed to apply. This generally occurs in the upper

atmosphere (above 60 ki). I spent the summer of 1985 at NASA's

Langley Research Center in Hampton, Virginia considering these

non-equilibrium conditions from a theoretical point of view.

In particular, my research group at Langley was interested in

how one does radiative transfer calculations in non-equilibrium

atmospheres and how this might affect the analysis of limb-

sounding data referred to above. During that summer I spent a

week at the Air Force Geophysics Laboratory (AFGL) in order to

study a non-equilibrium model developed at AFGL.

The research problem at AFGL for this summer involved use

of the same non-equilibrium radiative transfer model. Thus my

previous experience made me well suited to pursue this problem.

My research at AFGL has involved further in-depth study of the

theoretical aspects of non-equilibrium conditions in the

atmosphere.

II. OBJECTIVES: My objective was to calculate the night-time

vibrational temperature profile of the asymmetric stretch (P3)
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mode of excitation of carbon dioxide (4.3 micron band) in the

upper atmosphere. This was done using a high-altitude

radiative transfer model for non-equilibrium conditions in the

atmosphere. The model was developed at AFGL and includes a

computer code for calculating populations of excited states of

molecules under non-equilibrium conditions. My objective was

to study this model, familiarize myself with the associated

computer code, and write additional code which would permit

calculation of excited state population as a function of

altitude for the 4.3 micron band of carbon dioxide under

quiescent night-time conditions. The results may then be used

to calculate infrared emission and transmission through the

atmosphere for comparison with experimental data. The model

allows application to limb-viewing geometry or any other line-

of-sight path desired. The path chosen will of course depend

upon the particular data set one is trying to explain. IL

III. APPROACH: I began by familiarizing myself with a program

called RAD, developed at AFGL by Dr. Ramesh D. Sharma of AFGL

and Dr. Peter Wintersteiner of Arcon Corporation. This program

calculates vibrational temperatures in non-equilibrium regions

of the atmosphere based on collisional interactions, absorption

of earthshine and airglow, and spontaneous emission. The model

had previously been applied to the bending (V2) mode of

excitation of carbon dioxide (15 micron band). I then set up 3

the kinetic equations required to treat the 4.3 micron band. A
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new subroutine was written to solve a 2x2 matrix equation,

yielding the population densities of the pertinent excited

state of CO2 and the first vibrational state of N2, which has

about the same energy. The population densities are then used

to calculate vibrational temperatures of the excited states in

question. These vibrational temperatures are then used as

input to another program called NLTE, also developed at AFGL

(Sharma et. al., 1983). This program calculates infrared

emission and transmission through the atmosphere. The total

radiance thus calculated can then be compared with experimental

data.

IV. THEORETICAL DEVELOPMENT: The 4.3 micron pure vibrational

state of C02 lies at 2349 cm- 1 above ground, and the first

vibrational state of the nitrogen molecule lies at 2331 cm-1

above ground (see Figure 1). Because these two states are so

close.in energy, there will be rapid transfer of vibrational

quanta between the two. Thus any calculation designed to

determine the excited state density for the C02 level must also

consider the nitrogen level. I have considered the major

excitation and de-excitation mechanisms for each of these

states under quiescent night-time conditions.

For the C0 2 state we have the following processes:

Spontaneous emission:

Co2 (001) - C02 (000) + hV
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Earthshine pumping:

C02(000) + hp C02(001)

V-V transfer with N2:

CO(001) + Na(0) - 0C02(000) + N2(1) + 18cm-1

V-T transfer to C02(030):

C02(001) + M• C02(030) + M + 346cm-'

V-T transfer with oxygen atoms:

C02(001) + 0 --W C02 (000) + 0 + 2349cm- 1

V-V transfer with 02:

C02(001) + O(0) O-C02(01O ) + 02(1) + 128cm-1 . A

For the N2 state we have the following processes:

V-V transfer with CO:

C02(001) + N2(0)_. CO2(000) + N2(1) + 18cm-1

V-V transfer with O:

N2(1) + 02(0)-N2(0) + 02(l) + 775cm-'

V-T transfer with M (N2 or 02):

Na(l) + M - N2(0) + M + 2331cm-1

V-T transfer with oxygen atoms:

N2(1) + 0 N2(0) + 0 + 2331cm-1

Rate constants for the above reactions have been obtained from

Degges (1971), Houghton (1969), and Taylor (1974). Each of the

two excited states is assumed to have a population density

which is constant in time. Thus the sum of the excitation

rates is set equal to the sum of the de-excitation rates for
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each state. The result is two coupled linear equations in the

densities of the excited states in question. These equations

are combined to form a 2x2 matrix equation which is solved by

the computer code yielding the population densities of the

C02(O01) state and the N2(l) state. The vibrational

temperatures are then calculated by means of the formulas

C02(OO1)/CO2(O00) = exp(-hP/kTooi)

and

N2(l)/N2(O) = exp(-hP/kTN2)

where Tooi and TN2 are the vibrational temperatures of the

C02(O01) state and the N2(l) state respectively, and V is the

frequency associated with the transition in each case.

The computer program requires as input for the calculation an

"initial guess" vibrational temperature profile. A series of

iterations is then performed to approach the final vibrational

temperature profile for the C02(001) state. Two different

initial guess profiles were used, one lower than the expected

profile and one higher than that expected. The goal here is to

obtain the same final profile regardless of the form of the - -

initial guess.

The calculation can be done for a single line within the 4.3

micron band, or for the entire band including all lines. Line
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parameters have been obtained from the AFGL line tape (Rothman,

et. al., 1983) and these have been used as input for the

calculation. The full band calculation takes considerably more

computer time than the single line calculation; thus it is a

definite advantage if one can achieve accurate results using a

single line.

V. RESULTS: Several computer runs were made with twelve

iterations for the full band and also for a single strong line

(R 14) within the band, using both of the initial guess vibra-

tional temperature profiles. In each case, the single line

result does not differ appreciably from the full band result.

They are within 2 or 3 degrees K of one another for the entire

altitude range considered (40-150 km). Thus preliminary

results have been obtained using the single line calculation

with 40 or 50 iterations depending on the initial input

profile. Figure 2 shows the final vibrational temperature

profiles obtained for the C02(O01) state using each of the two

initial guess profiles. The two final profiles converge toward

one another and, as can be seen in Figure 2, they are within

about 5 degrees of one another at all altitudes after 40 and 50

iterations. Of course, one would hope for closer convergence,

but for the purpose of preliminary results this is condidered

adequate.

The upper of the two final Profiles has been chosen as input
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for the NLTE program which calculates infrared emission and

transmission through the atmosphere for various viewing

geometries. The upper profile has been chosen because it

extends to 150 km whereas the lower profile is only available

up to 130 km. The additional 20 km might be important in terms

of calculating total emission in a limb-viewing line-of-sight

path. This has been done using the NLTE program for various

tangent heights (see Figure 3), considering the most abundant

isotopic form of carbon dioxide (1
2
C

1 6
02) labeled 626, and also

the most important minor isotopic form (1 3 C 1 8 02) labeled 636.

The results are presented in Table 1 along with experimental

results from the Spectral Infrared Rocket Experiment, or SPIRE

(Stair et. al., 1985). Although the calculations are in good

agreement with the SPIRE data at 50 km, they are less than the

experimental values from 60 to 100 km. In fact, the calculated

result is two orders of magnitude lower than the experimental

result at 80 km. Thus these preliminary results do not

adequately explain the SPIRE data. Further refinements are

required and additional processes must be considered.

VI. RECOMMENDATIONS: It is recommended that the following

refinements be implemented in any extension of this research:

a) Extension of one of the input profiles to 150 km.

b) Full band calculations with 40 or 50 iterations to

obtain the final vibrational temperature profiles

for the C02(001) state.
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c) A literature search for more recent values of the

rate constants for the reactions listed in (IV).

The values used for the calculations reported here

date from 1974 and earlier.

d) Consideration of hot bands which might contribute

appreciably to the emission in the 4.3 micron band.

The programs have the facility to accomplish this.

e) Consideration of the first excited state of the 02

molecule as an unknown population density. This

state has been considered to be in thermodynamic

equilibrium which may not be a valid assumption.

Inclusion of this state would require solution of

a 3x3 matrix equation.

f) Consideration of other trace isotopic forms of the

C02 molecule in addition to 626 and 636.

I A

9 1
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TABLE 1

Tangent Calculated Radiance Experimental Radiance

Height (watte/Cn2 sr) (from SPIRE data)

(kin) 626 636 sum (watts/Cm2 sr)

50 8.69x10-7  6.18x10-8  9.31X10-7  8-9 X10-7

60 5.81X10-8  5.25xl10 9  6.34x108s 1-2 X10-7

70 2.44xl10 9  7.34x10120  3.l7xlO 9s 4-6 x10-8

80 3.29x10-10  2.76x10-10  3.57x10'10  3-5 x10-8

90 2.66x10-1 0  l.53x10-1 0  4.19x10-1 0  1-3 x10'8

100 2.83xl101 0  6.09X101 12 3.44x10-10  .8-2 xl10 8
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Figure 1. Low-lying vibrational levels of CO2 , N2 , and 02.
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A SItM of the Finite Element Method in

Limited Area Weather Prediction modeling

by
Robert M. Nehs

ABSTRACT
A preliminary study of the use of finite element

techniques in limited area atmospheric models was performed.
This included a survey and summarization of the basic theory
and programming procedures employed in finite element
approximations. Attention was then focused on the fully
operational Canadian model, particularly on the development
of the finite element grid scheme. A key component of this
is a 2-dimensional nonuniform rectangular grid which contains
a subregion of high resolution. An alternative grid, con-
sisting of a combination of rectangular and trapezoidal
elements, was developed. This grid contains fewer elements
in the over-all domain while maintaining the same high
resolution over the area of interest. A finite element program
to solve a Poison equation using a simplified version of
either grid scheme was written. Runs were made with both grid
types and the results were compared at the grid points
within the high resolution area. The errors at most of these
points were smaller for the new grid. More extensive tests
should be conducted; however, these preliminary results
indicate that further investigation of the new grid scheme
is warranted.
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I. INTRODUCTION. I received my Ph.D. from the University

of Houston in the field of algebraic topology. However,

recently my interests have expanded to include the area

of applied mathematics; in particular, finite difference
equations. Furthermore, I have had some training in computer
programming.

One of the research areas at the Geophysics Laboratory
involves the use of limited area mathematical model* in
weather prediction. Currently they are using a model based on
finite difference approximations. There is some interest
in determining whether finite element techniques could be
used to develop a better model. It was suggested that,
with my mathematical and programming background, I could
begin a preliminary investigation of this question.

II. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT: The over-all goal
of our project was to make a preliminary examination of the
practicability of using the finite element method in a
limited area atmospheric model.

Our individual goals weres
1. to study the basic theory of finite element approximations,
2. to survey current applications of finite element

techniques in local weather models, and
3. to develop a simple finite element program.

III. The Finite Element Methods We began our study of the
finite element method with a survey of some of the literature
in this area ([1] through [71). The following is a brief
synopsis of the basic finite element procedure.

The finite element method has developed rapidly over
the past 30 years as a technique for solving a wide variety
of problems in engineering, physics and mathematics. The
first step of the process consists of covering the domain
of the problem with a grid, or mesh, formed by partitioning
the region into small non-overlapping pieces called elements.
Local approximations (shape functions) of the solution are
defined over each element and these are patched together to
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form global approximating functions (basis functions). The

basis functions T1,T 2 ,...,Tn are generally piecewisa poly-

nomials which are zero over most of the elements.

The next step is to determine the coefficients in the

expression

U = Ed i (1)

so that the function U is, in some sense, the best approxim-
ation to the solution. In many problems this leads to a
matrix equation

S.D = C, (2) -

where S is an n x n matrix, D and C are n x 1 vectors. The
unknown coefficients dlod 2 ,...,dn in (1) form the vector D,
while the terms of S and C involve integrals of expressions
containing the basis functions or their derivatives. Inte-
grations are performed over individual elements and usually
require numeric procedures. After the arrays S and C are
determined, the system in (2) is solved for d1.d 2 ,...90.
The size of the mathematical system is determined by the
number of basis functions which, in turn, is related to
the number of elements in the mesh.

For one dimensional problems in which the domain R is
an interval, the grid is formed by a partition of R into - -

subintervals. The simplest basis functions in this case
are piecewise linear functions having the value 1 at one
of the partition points and 0 at the rest. These are known
as roof functions.

Rectangles and triangles are the most popular elements
for two dimensional problems. A rectangular domain R may
be subdivided by lines parallel to the sides of R into a
grid consisting of rectangles. The rectangular mesh is said
to be uniform when the lines are equally spaced and, there-
fore, the elements are congruent. The shape functions for
rectangular elements are often products of pairs of one
dimensional shape functions. For example, products of linear
shape functions produce the bilinear shape functions,
a + bx + cy + dxy (known also as roof functions).
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Triangular elements are useful in the approximation
of boundaries of irregular domains. More complex elements,
including those with curved sides, are formed by isopara-
metric transformations. This technique involves non-singular
mappings of some standard element, such as a rectangle or
triangle, into the domain.

The main advantage of the finite element method is the
flexibility it offers through the choice of elements and
shape functions. Furthermore, the resulting algebraic system
will often generate a positive definite symmetric matrix
containing numerous zeros. The disadvantages generally arise
from the complexity of the method. The numeric procedures
usually require a large storage capability and a considerable
number of calculations. Moreover, questions concerning the
accuracy and stability associated with a particular finite
element scheme cannot be answered easily.

In recent years there has been a lively debate as to
the relative merits of the finite element method and the
older finite difference method. The situation is complicated
by the fact that comparisons of results depend upon so many
factors. These include the nature of the problem, the grid
used for the domain, the numeric procedures employed in
the program, the design of the computer and the criteria
used in evaluation of the results. Similar difficulities

arise when different finite element schemes are compared
with each other. Generally, the use of more complex elements
or higher order shape functions will increase the rate of
convergence of the method at the cost of increased computer
requirements. The question of which is the best scheme, or
even a satisfactory one, for a particular problem is one
that requires further study and experimentation.

IV. Finite Element Procedures in Limited Area Weather Modelst
In order to gain a perspective about finite element modeling
of meteorological phenomina, a study of the Canadian limited

area finite element model was attempted. Several papers were
examined. The following is a summary of our readings.
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The Canadian model was a culmination of years of study
and the piecing together of several parts into an over-all

model. Many have made contributions to the study; however,

since we were mainly interested in the application of the

finite element method, we studied the papers of only a few
individuals.

Our primary interest was the configuration of the mesh
used in the model. Staniforth and Mitchell E83 studied the

efficiency of using the finite element method to solve the

shallow-water equations, essentially a barotropic model.

They used vorticity and divergence as predictive variables,

rather than the velocity components, and they employed a

semi-implicit time discretization. The basis functions
used for interpolation were the 2-dimensional roof functions.

The equations were solved on a uniform rectangular grid.

Later Staniforth and Mitchell [101 generalized this
model by using a nonuniform rectangular mesh. The grid had
one area of particularly fine resolution, the rest of it

consisted of coarser resolutions. Methods were given for

approximating elliptic boundary-value problems; however,
we were primarily interested in the mesh itself. Experiments
were performed using several mesh configurations having a

uniformly high resolution over the entire domain. They found

that, "the forecast produced on a uniformly high resolution

mesh can be essentially reproduced for a limited time over
the specific area of interest by a variable resolution

mesh-configuration at a fraction of the computational cost."

[12] Noise problems were eliminated by smoothly varying the

resolution away from the area of interest. They concluded
that this is a workable strategy for the limited area/time

numerical weather prediction problem.

Meanwhile, Staniforth and Daley f9] were formulating a
baroclinic model for the vertical discretization of the sigma

coordinate system. They wanted to combine the baroclinic
model with the barotropic model in LI] in order to create

a three dimensional limited area model. The three dimensional
model was realized by Staniforth and Daley in [ill. The
moister equations were included in this model to enhance

accuracy. 96-6



V. A Finite Element Model: At the suggestion of our research
colleague, we considered possible alternatives to the variable
rectangular grid described in the previous section. We felt
that the flexibility of the finite element method had not
been fully utilized in such limited area models. Figure 1
displays a simple version of the grid scheme that we developed

as a possible alternative. Square ABCD represents the high
resolution area which is covered by a uniform rectangular
mesh. The rest of the domain is partitioned by two sur-
rounding layers of trapezoidal elements. Square EFGH was
placed so that A/A 1 = A/A 2. where A1 ,A2 and A3 are the

areas of the elements in different layers (see Figure 1).
Next we wanted to compare this configuration with an

analogous nonuniform rectangular grid in which ABCD is
covered by an identical high resolution grid. Our grid
contains fewer elements and, therefore, will require less
storage and fewer computations. In order to compare the

A 2
A -'

Figure 1. Finite Element Grid
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accuracy, a finite element program was written in which

either grid could be employed with bilinear shape functions.

A simple time independent problem was choosen for the program;

UxX + u = f(x)

u = g(x) on the boundary

We ran the program with both grids using f(x)= sin(VTx) and
g(x) = 0 in (3). Utilizing the analytic solution to this

problem, the results for both grids were compared at the grid
points within the high resolution area ABCD. The rectangular
grid gave rather uniform results, the percent error at all
these grid points ranged from 1.25% to 1.36%. The results

from the new grid were not as good at the corner points A,B,C
and D but were better at the interior points. (The percent
error at each corner was 2.8%, at the rest of the boundary

points it ranged from .2% to 1.5% and at the interior points

from .5% to .7%.) These initial results were encouraging but

time did not permit a more extensive series of tests.

However, we do feel that further investigation of the new grid
scheme is justified.

Many of the components of our program are modifications
of procedures found in Akin [IC . The program employs a

subroutine which generates the initial mesh data for the
rectangular grid. However, the corresponding data for the new
grid must be supplied as input.

VI. Recommendations: 1. In order to facilitate further study,

a subroutine should be developed which would generate the
initial mesh data for this type of grid.

2. There should be further testing of this grid, including

runs with different functions f and g in (3). Also, the
question of where the intermediate square EFGH should be
placed needs to be examined further. It would be important

to determine, if possible, which location produces the best

(in some sense) results.
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3. The next step would be the investigation of a similar
grid which has a higher resolution. This would involve
a finer mesh (more squares) over ABCD and additional trape-
zoidal layers (more intermediate squares of the type EFGH).

4. The use of this grid scheme for time dependent problems

should then be studied extensively. This will introduce
questions of stability and numeric procedures for time
discretization. The work would begin with a simple initial
value problem but should eventually lead to more complex

dynamic systems; for example, the shallow-water equations.

5. We also feel that comparisons should be made with models
based upon finite difference approximations only.
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Issues Related to Lithium and Lithium-Hydride

Thermal Storage Spheres

by

Douglas L.R. Oliver

ABSTRACT

Several issues related to the use of lithium and lithium-hydride

spheres for space based thermal storage systems are investigated.

These issues include: hydrogen diffusion rates through an outer shell

of silicon carbide, the structural integrity of a silicon carbide

shell, and heat transfer rates from the spheres. A numerical heat

transfer code has been developed and tested to predict the heat

transfer rates from the spheres with phase change and variable thermal

properties.
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I. INTRODUCTION

For space based thermal storage systems it is desirable to

minimize the total system weight. To accomplish this, materials with

relatively high thermal capacities should be used. The thermal

capacity is the total enthalpy gained due to a temperature rise divided

by that temperature rise. Thus, materials with high specific heats and

a phase change will tend to have high thermal capacities.

A proposed thermal storage material with a high thermal capacity,

in the temperature range from 300 K to 1200 K, is lithium-hydride or

lithium enriched lithium-hydride. One of the proposed methods of

containing the liquid lithium-hydride is in a spherical silicon carbide

shell (see Fig. 1). In this work several issues related to the use of

lithium and lithium-hydride spheres for thermal energy storage with a

temperature range of 300 K to 1200 K are investigated. The issues

covered in the report are: hydrogen diffusion rates through a thin

silicon carbide outer shell, the structural integrity of that outer

shell, and the heat transfer rates to the lithium-hydride sphere.

To address these issues, both analytical and numerical analyses

were performed. The two issues related to the silicon carbide outer

shell were addressed with the aid of analytic models derived from mass

transport theory (hydrogen diffusion), and elastic theory (structural

integrity). The heat transfer issue was addressed with the aid of a

numerical code which was developed and tested for this purpose. _ -

My background as a numerical modeler specializing in transport

processes qualified me to develop the heat transfer model used in the

following analyses. In addition, the general knowledge regarding

stress analysis required to investigate the structural integrity of the
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silicon carbide shell is possessed by most mechanical engineers.

II. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT

The objective of this effort is to address three issues related to

the use of lithium or lithium-hydride spheres as a space based

thermal storage system. First, the diffusion rates of free hydrogen

through the silicon carbide shell are to be estimated. Second, the

structural integrity of the SiC shell is to be discussed. Most LA

importantly, the heat transfer rates fraom a lithium and a lithium-

hydride sphere are to be estimated.

III. DIFFUSION RATES OF H2 FROM LiH SPHERES

Hydrogen is often a very mobil element. As the temperature

increases the dissociation pressure of LiH increases exponentially.

With this rapid rise in the dissociation pressure it is important that

the free hydrogen not be allowed to diffuse from the sphere. SiC is a

good material for limiting the diffusion of hydrogen. The following

analysis demonstrates how the diffusion rates of hydrogen may be

estimated for SiC and other shielding materials.

The diffusion of H2 from a LiH sphere that is enclosed by a SiC

shell may be predicted by knowing the permeability '"P of the SiC

shell, and the dissociation pressure 'D" of the LiH at a given

temperature. In Figure 2 the permeabilities are given with units of

[am2 (stp) mm] / [cm2 hour atml/ 2 ]. The =3 (stp) units are the volume

of gaseous H2 at 300 K and 1 atm. The dissociation pressures are

plotted as a function of temperature on Fig. 3. The net flow rate due

to diffusion from the sphere is given by:

Flux (net)= Area P D1/2/L
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=4(•) r 2 P D1/ 2 /L

where "L" is the shell width in rnm.

Example:

The net flux of H2 from a 1.5ca radius sphere at 1200 K with a

0.1am thick shell of SiCB is given by:

Diffusion Rate = 4 (7r) (l.5cm) 2 (2atm) 1 /2(10-4an 3 (stp) mz)/(cn2

hour atmI/ 2 )/(.iMm)

= 0.04 an 3 (stp) / hour

- 1.6x10-6 moles / hour (or 3.2x10-6 gr / hour).

The preceding example illustrates that if the spheres are to be

exposed to elevated temperatures for short periods of time, only a thin

layer of SiC is required for hydrogen containment. The above analysis

assumed that the Si(; shell remained intact with no cracks due to

rupturing. The structural integrity of the SiC shell is considered in

the next section.

IV. STRUCTURAL INTEGRITY OF THE SILICON CARBIDE SHELL

In a weightless environment, liquid LiH is expected to wet the

surface of the solid SiC outer shell. Thus, as the LiH becomes denser

as it solidifies it will likely form a thick hollow spherical shell.

When the LiH sphere is reheated, the outer surface will melt first.

Upon melting, LiH has a large increase in volume. With this large

volumetric expansion it is important to ensure that the outer shell of

SiC is not ruptured before the inner shell of LiH melts. The following

simple analysis uses elastic theory to make a preliminary investigation

of the required thickness of the SiC containment shell to insure the

structural integrity of the sphere.

An elastic analysis might be overly conservative with respect to
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the thickness required to prevent rupture of the shell. However, a

simple elastic analysis may be used as a first approximation of the

required shell thickness. The assumptions used in the analysis are:

small displacements,

* the SiC shell is a thin shell,

-the LiH forms a thick shell with a single void in the center,

-the LiH shell is rigid,

* thermal effects (other than phase change expansion) areneglected.

A thin shell analysis of the SiC shell (according to Equations

2.4.4 and 2.2.7 of Pressure Vessel Design by J.F. Harvey) yeilds:

dr = [P r (1 -v )] / [2 t ESiC],

siC:= (P r) / (2 t),

where 't' is the thickness of the SiC shell, 'dr' is the thickness of the

incremental expansion of the SiC shell due to melting of the LiH, -P,

is the resulting pressure, and 'r' is the outer radius of the LiH sphere.

If a is taken to be the tensile strength of SiC (25,000 Psi),SiC

then:

dr/r = (1- ) aT, SiC / ESiC

The modulus of elasticity for SiC is about 61,000,000 Psi, and Poissons

ratio is about 0.18, thus:

dr/r = 3.e-4

With this small potential for expansion of the SiC shell, (about

0.1% of the volume of the sphere), the LiH shell must rupture

immediately to guarantee that the SiC shell will not rupture. A thick

shelled analysis may be perfcmed on the (assumed rigid) LiH shell to -

investigate what conditions will lead to a rupture of the LiH shell
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before the SiC shell ruptures.

From Equation 208 of Theory of Elasticity by Timoshenko &

Goodier:

a max = (3P r31 / [2 (r3- a3 H

where 'a' is the inner radius of the LiH shell.

If the total mass of LiH in the sphere is assumed to be such that

the SiC shell is completly filled when the LiH is in a liquid state, a

mass balance yeilds:

(a/r) 3 = - L / PS

If a max is taken to be the compressive strength of LiH (14,000 to

28,000 Psi for cold pressed LiH), then*

P = 2/3oC, LiH PL/ PS

also (from above):

P = 2 taT, SiC / r.

Thus, if there is an equal propensity for either the SiC shell or the

LiH shell to rupture:

t/r = 1/3 [aC, LiH /aT, SiC] ( pL /pS)"

Taking:

OC, LiH = 20,000 Psi,

aT, SiC = 25,000 Psi,

PL = .54 gr/cc, oS = .75 gr/cc,

thus, t/r = .19.

With t/r = .19 about 40% of the total volume of the sphere will be

for the SiC shell. Thus the majority of the total weight will be

attributed to the SiC shell.
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Again, it should be emphasized that this was an elastic analysis.

An elastic/plastic analysis which included thermal stresses, might

result in a different mass ratio of SiC to LiH. However, the use of an

elastic analysis does indicate that SiC shells might not result in an

optimum gross weight for the spheres.

In the preceeding analysis the large stresses were the result of

the large density changes associated with the melting of LiH, and the

brittle nature a crystaline LiH. A brittle material might not allow

the expanding liquid on the heated surface of the sphere to expand into

the void in the center of the sphere. On the other hand, pure lithium

is a very soft metal which does not expand as much as LiH does. A soft

material could be forced into the void as the liquid on the outer

surface of the sphere expands on melting. Thus, lithium spheres would

probably have less propensity to rupture the external containment

shell.

One disadvantage of lithium as a thermal storage material is that

it has a thermal capacity (between 300 K and 1200 K) that is about 50%

of the thermal capacity of LiH. This will be discussed further in the

next section.

V. HEAT TRANSFER FROM A LITHIUM-HYDRIDE AND A LITHIUM SPHERE
I

Accurate estimations of the heat transfer fron a sphere which

undergoes a change of phase requires a numerical simulation. Analytic

solutions to general phase change problems have not been developed.

The literature contains several potential numerical schemes which may

be used to estimate the heat transfer rates from bodies which

experience a phase change. Due to the large temperature difference

expected (about 900 degrees Kelvin), the thermal properties of both
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lithium and lithium-hydride will vary significantly inside the sphere.

No numerical procedure was found which could accurately model heat

transfer, with phase change, from spheres where the thermal properties

varied with the temperature. Thus, a numerical code SPH THERK was

developed and tested for this purpose.

The code SPH THERK is an explicit, finite difference code which is

capable of modeling transient heat transfer with a phase change. It is

a one dimensional code using spherical or rectangular coordinates.

This code is capable of modeling temperature dependent thermal

conductivity and specific heat. Currently this code is limited to

constant densities for both the solid and liquid phases.

To gain confidence in the implementation and encoding of a

numerical code the results should be compared with the results of

analytic solutions, other computer codes, or experiments. Several

analytic solutions to heat transfer problems with phase change have

been implemented to verify the code SPH THERK. These analytic

solutions represent special cases of the more general solution domain

of SPH THERK.

The first of these analytic verification problems is designed to

test the ability of SPH THERK to predict the net enthalpy gain (loss)

with time for a sphere experiencing a phase change. The analytic

solution for this problem is based on the work of A.M. Soward. In this

work, Soward proposes a solution to a phase change problem in a sphere

which is initially at the fusion temperature. This solution assumes

that the thermal properLies are constant, and that the change in the

enthalpy due to phase change is much greater than the change of

enthalpy due to temperature change. The details of the Soward solution
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have been omitted from this work due to space considerations. Equation

2.16a of Soward was used for this comparison.

Two simulations were made for comparison with the work of Soward;

one for thawing of a LiH-like substance and one for freezing of the

same substance. On Figure 4 the enthalpy gained (lost) by a sphere is

illustrated for comparison with the solution of Soward. In both cases

the two models compare favorably.

The second verification problem is designed to test the ability of

SPH THERK to model heat transfer with phase change where the relative

effects of the latent heat of fusion are less than in the above

problem. In addition, this verification problem will test the ability

of SPH THERK to model heat transfer with a variable thermal

conductivities, and where the initial temperature is not the fusion

temperature. The analytic solution used for this verification is based

on the work of Cho and Sunderland, which proposes an analytic solution

for heat transfer in a semi-infinite slab with a phase change and a

variable thermal conductivity. (In the course of implementing the p

analytic solution of Cho and Sunderland a mistake was found in Equation

43 of their work. Equation 43 needed to be revised to be in

conformance with Equation 24 of their work. The revised version of -. .

Equation 43 was confirmed with Dr. Sunderland.)

On Figure 5 the phase change location for a hypothetical substance

is plotted for comparison with the solution of Cho and Sunderland. Two

grid mesh sizes were used to demonstrate the effects of mesh size. As

the mesh size is increased, an approximation used in SPH THERK, (which

neglected the sensible energy in estimating the spatial change in the

phase change location), resulted in a "stair-step" like appearance for
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the location of the phase change. This effect becomes less noticeable

as the mesh size is reduced. Even with the coarse grid size used in

the simulation, the location oý the phase change front predicted by SPH

THERK is in adequate agreement with the analytic model of Cho and

Sunderland.

No analytic solution was found which could be used to test the

ability of SPH THERK to accurately model heat transfer with variable

specific heats in the presence of a phase change. For this reason such

an analytic solution was developed, (Oliver). This solution is similar

to that of Cho and Sunderland, with the exceptions that the initial

temperature is assumed to be the fusion temperature, and the effects of

variable specific heats have been included. On Figure 6 the phase

change location has been plotted for freezing of a LiH-like substance.

The agreement between the predictions of the analytic solution and

those of SPH THERK is good, (less than 1% difference for larger times).

Based on the above set of verification problems it is believed that

the numerical code SPH THERK can adequately model one dimensional heat

transfer problems in rectangular and spherical coordinates, with a

phase change, and variable thermal properties where the densitiy is

assumed uniform.

The heat transfer rates from a lithium-hydride and a lithium sphere

has been modeled with the numerical code SPH THERK. The spheres were

assumed to be hollow to account for the density differences between the

two extreme temperatures. Large variations may be found in the

literature for thermophysical properties of both lithium-hydride and

lithium. References which include data pertaining to thermophysical

properties for either lithium of lithium-hydride include: Anderson et
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al., Touloukian and Ho, Maroni et al., and Shpil'rayn, et al.

Shpil'rayn et al. appears to be the best source for LiH and Li,LiH

thermophysical property data. For the heat transfer simulations of Li

and LiH spheres the following properties were used:

Lithium-Hydride:

Inner radius: 69% of the outer radius,

Density: 790 kg/(m3 ),

Melting temperature: 956 K, Heat of fusion: 2.7 MJAg,

Liquid Phase: k = [1.2 + .003 K-I(T-956 K)] W/(m K),

c = [8290. - .4 K-I(T-956 K)] J/(kg K),

Solid Phase: k = [3.5 - .01 K-I(T-956 K)] W/(m K),

c = (8000. + 6.1 K-I(T-956 K)] J/(kg K).

Lithium:

Inner radius: 55% of the outer radius,

Density: 535 kg/m 3,

Melting temperature: 454 K, Heat of fusion: 380. kJ/kg

Liquid Phase: k = [39.1 + .025 K-I(T-454)] J/(m K),

c = 4200. J/(kg K), (constant),

Solid Phase:
k = [73.6 + .071 K-I(T-454 K)] W/(m K),

c = [4230. + 4.37 K-I(T-454 K)] J/(kg K).

The enthalpy gained by the spheres with time has been plotted on

Fig. 7 and Fig. 8. The time scale has been scaled to allow for

estimations for heat transfer to spheres with an arbitrary radius. The

time scale is proportional to the square of the radius. For example,

Figures 7 and 8 are scaled for a sphere with a lan radius. If the

sphere had a radius of 2cm, the time required to gain the same enthalpy

(on a per kilogram basis) would be four times as great.
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The lithium sphere takes only about a half of a second to come to a

near equilibrium state, the lithium-hydride sphere requires about fifty

seconds to come to a near equilibrium state. The lithium sphere

responds more rapidly for two reasons: the thermal conductivity of

lithium is much higher than it is for lithium-hydride, also the thermal

capacity of lithium is about half of that for lithium-hydride.

The above analysis neglected the effects of density variation.

The effect of including thermal expansion could result in either an

increase or a decrease in the thermal response time. The reasons for

this ambivalence are complex, and are not dealt with in this work.

However, it is expected that Figures 7 and 8 adequately predict the

heat transfer to the spheres for a preliminary analysis.

From a thermophysical perspective, LiH spheres have the advantage

of a large thermal capacity (about 8 MJ/kg from 300 K to 1200 K). The

disadvantages of LiH spheres are: the brittle nature of solid LiH, the

potential for hydrogen diffusion from the sphere, and its large

expansion upon melting. The advantages of a lithium spheres are:

lithium does not expand much upon melting, it is a soft metal, and it

has a high thermal conductivity. The disadvantage of lithium is that

it has only about half of the thermal capacity of LiH.

It is possible that a Li,LiH solution will offer the optimum

combination of thermal properties and mechanical properties. However,

there is very little data on Li,LiH solutions in the English language

literature. Shpil'rayn et al. (a text in Russian) appears to be one of

the most thorough reveiws of Li,LiH properties.

VI. RECOMENDATIONS

Based on the above analyses, the optimum thermal storage material
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for the temperature range of 300 K to 1200 K might be a solution of

lithium and lithium-hydride. Lithium has the advantage of being a soft

material which does not expand greatly on melting. In addition,

lithium has a high thermal conductivity, and hydrogen diffusion from

pure lithium is not an issue. The advantages of lithium-hydride is

that it has a large thermal capacity. A solution of lithium and

lithium-hydride might offer an optimum combination of a soft material,

with a high thermal capacity.

One problem associated with the use of a solution of lithium and

lithium-hydride is that the complexity of the system is increased. The

addition of the second species results in a variable phase diagram and

the potential for an inhomogeneous sphere. For example, as a hot

Li,LiH sphere is cooled, the lithium-hydride will solidify first

(probably at the outer edge of the sphere). Thus, the Li,LIH sphere

could be inhomogeneous and non-isotropic with LiH at the outer surface

and Li at the inner surface.

The net effects of such a solution are not clear. As pointed out

earlier, there is little published data (in English) on lithium,

lithium-hydride solutions. Shpil'ryan et al. appears to be the best

source on the thermophysical properties of this solution. If serious

work on lithium, lithium-hydride solutions is contemplated, it is

recommended that an English translation of this text be obtained.

There appears to be a large degree of variability in certain of the

thermophysical properties of both lithium and lithium-hydride. Some of

this variability appears to be due to differences in the condition of

the material (i.e. cold pressed, crystaline etc.). It is recommended

that the important thermophysical properties of lithium and lithium-
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hydride (or their solutions) be independently confirmed before any

thermal storage design is finalized.

FIG. 1

Schematic of the Thermal
Storage Spheres.

2

3

1 - SiC outer shell

2 - LiH or Li shell

3 - void

(not to scale)

FIG. 2 
FIG. 3
Hydrogen Pressure for LIH.
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A NETWORK TUTOR BASED ON THE HEURISTIC OF POLYA

by

Philip D. Olivier

ABSTRACT

This report describes the core of an Intelligent

Tutorial system designed to help students learn basic
L ....

circuit and network theory at a level taught to sophomore

Electrical Engineering students. The tutorial strategy is

taken from the heuristic of George Polya, in that the

student is asked to answer questions about the problem at

hand, and these questions are inspired by the questioning

procedure suggested in Polya's HOW TO SOLVE IT. In a very

real sense the student is lead through the design of the

solution procedure in much the same way that students are

lead through the "invention" stage of writing an essay in

other CAI programs. In addition to helping the student

develop a plan of attack for a particular problem the tutor

described here also monitors his/her answers and attempts

to diagnose the students weaknesses. It is hoped that the

student not only learns some network theory but also

internalizes the procedure used to elicit the answers. The

tutor described here initially asks the student several

questions about the solution to determine whether or not

the student has successfully solved the problem. When

errors are detected the tutor asks deeper questions.
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I. INTRODUCTION:

The area of Intellegent Cconputer Aided Instruction

is going to grow very rapidly in the near future. This

growth is due to several factors, amoung them are: 1) the

scarcity of highly trained instructors in critical areas,

2) the infinite patience that a computer posseses, 3) the

reduction in price of powerful processors, and 4) the need

to provide on-site on-the-job training to technicians in

factories, on flight lines and in space. However the cost

of these systems needs to be reduced before they will make

a significant impact on elementary, secondary, or college

education.

Several Intelligent Tutorial Systems (ITSs) have been

built to teach computer programming languages (LISP,

PASCAL), history, economics, and medical diagnosis to name

a few areas. However, none of them seem to be based on the

tutorial heuristic of Polya. The Artificial Intelligence

(AI) community pays tribute to Polya and his work on

heuristic but they do not seem to use his work (see

Newell's paper). It has been my experience as a teacher

that I have intuitively used Polya's approach to guide my

students through problems that they have found difficult.

Some ITSs have evolved from domain specific expert

systems. This seems reasonable, since it should require an

expert in an area to teach the material. However this

seems to be a very expensive building block especially if

there is no real need for a stand-alone expert system in

the domain. Another expense that seems unnecessary is
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caused by the authors of ITSs who insist on building the

system from ground zero. By this I mean that ITS authors

seem to not only design the computer program but to design

the complete curriculum and instructional environment.

While this may produce the optimal ITS product it seems to

reduce the availability of this technology. Further, I

beleive that it is too early in the development of ITSs to

be concerned with the devleopment of 'optimal' systems. We

must be concerned with good, useful systems.

The remainder of this report is organized as

follows: Section II describes the objectives of my research

on Intellegent Computer Aided Instruction; Sections III, IV

and V describe the details of this work. Section VI

briefly describes three smaller projects that I worked on

while at the Air Force Human Resourcs Laboratory (AFHRL).

Section VII concludes this report with several

recommendations.

II. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT:

This research effort attempts to show that Polya's

approach to tutoring is mechanizable and to show that the

cost of producing ITSs can be reduced if one builds on an

existing curriculum. This is true, at least, if the system

is going to augment, rather than replace, a traditional

classroom environment. The system that has been built can

best be described as an Instructor's Associate or as an

Intellegent Computer Grader/Tutor.

The benefits of an Instructor's Associate ITS are

-More efficient feedback for the student,

-Lower workload for the instructor,
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Copied frorn Polya's HOW TO SOLVE IT, 1973.

HOW TO SOLVE IT

UNDERSTANDING THE PROBLEM

What is the unknown? What are the data? What is the condition?

Is it possible to satisfy the condition? Is the condition sufficient to
You have to understand determine the unknown? Or is it insufcient? Or redundant? Or

the problem. contradi
raw a figue Introduce suitable notatio nR..

Separate the various pare o•te cnton. Can you write them down? .0

DEVISING A PLAN 9

Second. Have you seen it before? Or have you seen the same problem in a
slightly different form?

Find the connection between Do you know a related problem Do you know a theorem that could
the data and the unknown. be useful?You may be obliged "

to onoider auxiliary problems Look at the unknown! And try to think of a fariliar problem having
to cnsier axilary robemsthe sane or a similar unknown.

if an immediate connection
cannot be found. Here is a problem related to yours and solved before. Could you use it?

You should obtain eventually Could you use its result? Could you use its method? Should you intro-
a plan of the solution. duce some auxiliary element in-oider to make its use possible?

Could you restate the problem? Could you restate it still differently?
Go back to definitions.

If you cannot solve the proposed problem try to solve first some related
problem. Could you imagine a more accessible related problem? A
more general problem? A more special problem? An analogous problem?
Could you solve a part of the problem? Keep only a part of the condi-
tion. drop the other part; how far is the unknown then determined.
how can it vary? Could you derive something useful from the data?
Could you think of other data appropriate to determine the unknown?
Could you change the unknown or the data, or both if necessary, so
that the new unknown and the new data are nearer to each other?

_Did you use all the data? Did you use the whole condition? Have you)
taken into account all essential notions involved in the problem?

0

CARRYING OUT THE PLAN

Third. Carrying out your plan of the solution, check each step. Can you see L-

Carry out your plan. dearly that the step is correct? Can you prove that it is correct?

LOOKING BACK

Fourth. Can you check the result? Can you check the argument?
Examin t!~etamCd n you derive the result differently? Can you see it at a glance?

Can you use the result, or the method, for some other problem?.
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steps are listed below. The student must:

1) Understand the problem,

2) Devise a plan to solve the problem,

3) Carry out the plan,

4) Look back and summarize the solution process.

Step one, Understanding the problem, is confusing to

some students because they say "If I understood the problem

I would not need to solve it". However, Polya does not

mean to 'understand the solution', he means to understand

what needs to be calculated and what tools are at hand to

calculate with. Until this step is completed it is

inappropriate for the student to search for solution

templates (i.e. gratuitously worked problems).

Step two, devising the plan, involves deciding how

to combine. the available formulad <and methods to the

problem. At this point it is often very useful for the

student to find a similar problem and use its result.

(I.e. find a solution template.)

Step three, carrying out the plan, normally involves

using standard mathematical tools such as algebra and

calculus to convert the plan into a formula and then

perhaps into a number.

Step four, looking back over the solution, is where

the details are separated from the general method of the

solution in preparation for using this solution to help

solve some future problem. If students never look back

over their work they will be limited to using only the

worked examples in the text for guidance and these are

often too limited in scope to be useful when attacking
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large real-world problems. In the field of Mathematics the

last step is institutionalized by labelling certain results

as 'THEOREM's and requiring students to memorize the more

useful solutions (the 'PROOF's).

Experience indicates that good students tend to be

good problem solvers and therefore intuitively use a

variation of this procedure. Experience also indicates

that mediocre students try to skip step 2 (devising a plan)

and don't even think about step 4 (looking back). Any ICAI

product based on Polya's heuristic will have to coerce the

poorer students into paying attention to these steps.

IV. Knowledge Representations

Most work and thought in any AI project goes into

deciding how the knowledge about the domain is best

represented. Sevei~al knowledge representation schemes have

been tried and they will now be discussed. Before

presenting the knowledge representations the types of

knowledge that are needed will be presented. These are

-Circuit theory knowledge

-Knowledge of the expert solution

-Ancillary tool knowledge

The Circuit theory knowledge is usually in the form

of equations and/or procedures. This immediately brings up

the tradeoff between procedural and declarative

representations. Take, for example Ohm's law, v=Ri, where

v is the voltage across a resistor of resistance R and i is

the current through the resistor. This equation is really

three equations as far as a student is concerned. Which

equation is determined by what is known and what is to be
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calcualted; i.e v=Ri is used when v is needed and R and i

are known (directly or indirectly), i=v/R is used when i is

needed and v and R are known and finally R=v/i is used when

R is needed and v and i are known. This is a classic

example of this tradeoff. A student must either memorize

all three equations (a purely declarative representation)

or the basic equation must be memorized along with the

procedure to derive the other two equations (a declarative

and procedural representation). Scientific and Engineering

theories try to emphasize the procedural knowledge at the

expense of declarative knowledge. That is, a student is

supposed to memorize less than derive. However, in trade-

schools this emphasis is reversed. (As a matter of fact

textbooks on basic electricity for use in trade-schools

present these three equations as "OlnM's three laws".) For

the representation in the ITS a declarative representation

is adopted.

Each equation is represented as a list along with a

specification of what is calcualted by the equation and

what information is required for the calculation.

Knowledge of the expert solution can be captured

from the instructor or it can be generated by the system.

Obviously it is quicker to build an authoring shell that

captures the solution from the instructor. It is just as

obvious that such a shell will require an instructor of

high ability. From my experience as an instructor it is

necessary to work the assigned problems so capturing the

solution from the instructor is the chosen approach. The AN

instructor will be asked the same high level questions as
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the student and only when there are differences will the

program delve deeper.

The ancillary knowledge, such as knowledge of

mathematics, can be built in by using a system similar to

MACSYMA or REDUCE. These programs do symbolic mathematical

manipulation at a level of a good graduate student in

mathematics. They can symbolicly solve problems in

algebra, calculus and differential equations. Once a

calculation is started intermediate and final answers can

be compared to the answers generated by this type of

program. A streamlined version needs to be developed so

that it can be incorporated into this type of ITS.

V. State of the System

Currently the tutoring program, written in XLISP

for IBM compatibleacomputers, can ax students questions

about certain problems taken from Strum and Ward's book.

The student's answers are compared to the instructor's

answers and if the answers disagree then some help is

provided to the student. The students answers are

preserved in a 'history' file so that systematic errors can

be discovered (this algorithm is yet to be designed) and

appropriate remediation can be provided.

The questions that the student must answer concern

the GOAL of the problem, what information is GIVEN in the

problem, what EQUATIONS are key to the solution, what

METHODS are key to the solution, what the ANSWER to the

problem is, and what UNITS the answer is in.

The current version is limited in that it cannot

handle problems that involve several answers, and it cannot
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yet help the student find the correct combination of

equations that will relate the unknown to the given through

several intermediate quantities. Another way of saying

this is that the program cannot yet help the student derive

a complicated formula from several basic formulas.

The XLISP code for this program is now presented.
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;7-8-86

print ' ------------------------------ NETWORK TUTOR ------------------------------print --- --- -- --- -- --- -- --- -- --- -- by ---- --- ---- --- ---- --- ---- ---
•print 'C Philip D. Olivier ----------------------------
(print '( ----------------------------------- June 1986-------------------------------

k(print '(This program is an Intelligent Tutorial system designed to helpitudents learn basic network theory on the level of Strum and Ward s book. The

4tudent is assumed to have read the appropriate chapter in the textbook. It is
hot assumed that the student has completely mastered nor memorized the
Atnformation. This program will pose problems for the student to solve and

.ntor the students answers to questions about the problems. Based on a
amparison of the students work to that of an expert the program will attempt

•o diagnose the cause of the students errors as well as alter its own
ýuestioning strategy. The questioning strategy is taken from that of Polya siieuristic))

!For each chapter the domain specific knowledge is contained in theklist EQUATIONS which is made of sublists according to the following format:))

iequation:equation#:quantities:validity:component))
,(where))
:;equation stands for the equation))
jequation# is the equation number in the text (sometimes this is NONE]))
.quantities is a list that contains the names of the circuit variables
:;and or parameters that are related by the equation))

-----.possible entries are))
- -- CURRENT CHARGE ENERGY VOLTAGE POWER RESISTANCE))
- -- INDUCTANCE CAPACITANCE FLUX PERIOD SECONDARY*VOLTAGE))
- -- PRIMARY*CURRENT MUTUAL*INDUCTANCE FREQUENCY HERTZ))
---.. --- FREQUENCY RADIAN EFFECTIVE*VALUE RMS*VALUE))

--------- UNIT*STEP*RESPONSE UNIT*RAMP*RESPONSE UNIT*DELTA*FUNCTION))
-UNIT*RECTANGULAR*PULSE))

ifvalidity refers to the range of validityof the equation possible
jentries are))

-- DEFINITIONS THEOREMS LINEAR NONLINEAR ALL TIME*VARYING))
.component usually refers to the type of circuit componet ie ))
--------- RESISTORS INDUCTORS CAPACITORS TRANSFORMERS OPAMPS))
.however it can be FUNCTIONS if the equation defines a function))

.the following function finds the equation number for a given
•equation

.,defun equationnumber? (equations equation)
(setq newequations 'nil)
(dolist (x equations number)

(cond ((equal equation (caar x))
(setq newequations (append newequations x))
(print (car (cdr Wx))))) )

' -the following function finds the quantities that are related by the
-given equation
;defun equationquantities? (equations equation)

(setq newequations 'nil)
(dolist (x equations quantities)

(cond ((equal equation (caar x))
(setq newequations (append newequations x))
(setq message '(relates))
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..

(print (append message (car (nthcdr 2 x))))

)) ) )

Ithe following function finds the range of validity for the given•equation
:defun equationvalidity? (equations equation)

(setq newequations 'nil)
(dolist (x equations validity)

(cond ((equal equation (caar x))
(setq newequations (append newequations x))
(setq message '(has validity type))
(print (append message (car (nthcdr 3 x))))S) ) )

.: the following function finds the type of component that the equation
1refers to
•,.defun equationcomponent? (equations equation)

- (setq newequations 'nil)
(dolist (x equations type)

2 (cond ((equal equation (caar x))
(setq newequations (append newequations x))
(setq message '(this equation refers to the following

componentls]))
(print (append message'(car (nthcdr 4 x))))•J) 2

ý';this function finds the equation given the equation number
-defun numberequation? (equations number)

(setq newequations 'nil)
(setq message '(the equation[s] with the given number
is [are]))
(dolist (x equations newequations)

Lcond ((equal number (caar (cdr x)))
- (setq newequations (append newequations x))

r (print (append message (list (car x),)).

j. this function finds the equations that involve a given quantity
',defun quantityequation? (equations quantity) t.

(setq newequations 'nil)
(setq message '(the equations tnat refer to))
(setq message (append message (list quantity) '(are:)))
(print message)
(dolist (x equations newequations)

(cond ((member quantity (car (nthcdr 2 xf))
(setq newequations (append newequations x))

2 2 (print (caar x))

!;,.this function finds the equations that pertain to a given component
4(defun componentequation? (equations component)
K (setq newequations 'nil)

(setq message (list '(the following equations pertain to)))
(setq message (append message component '(are:)))
(print message)
(dolist (x equations)

(cond ((member component (car (nthcdr 4 x)))
(print (caar x))
(setq newequations (append newequations x))
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II

:print '(GOALMl

,:setq history (append history (list (list 'GOAL goal))))
;:if (member goal (assoc 'GOAL currentsolution))i't

(and (print '(please re-read the problem and answer again))
(setq goal (read))
(setq history (append history (list (list 'GOAL goal))))
(if (member goal (assoc 'GOAL currentsolution)) 't

(and (setq message '(the correct goal is))
(print (append message (cdr (assoc 'GOAL

currentsolution))))))))

1print '(GIVEN7))Isetq given (read))
'setq history (append history (list (list 'GIVEN given))))
;if (member given (assoc 'GIVEN currentsolution))i't

(and (print '(please re-read the problem and anwer again))
(setq given (read))
(setq history (append history (list (list 'GIVEN given))))
(if (member given (assoc 'GIVEN currentsolution)) 't

(and (setq message '(the given information is))
(print (append message (cdr (assoc 'GIVEN

currentsolution))))))

print '(EQUATIONS NEEDED))
setq equationsneeded (read))
setq. history (append history (list (list 'EQUAT!ONSNEEDED equationsneeded))))
cond ((equal equationsneeded '7)

(and (quantityequation? equations goal)
(quantityequation? equations given)
icomponentequation7 equations goal)
(componentequation? equations given)
(print '(EQUATIONS NEEDED))
(setq equationsneeded (read))
(setq history (append history (list (list 'EQUATIONSNEEDED
equationsneeded)))))))

if (member equationsneeded (assoc 'EQUATIONS currentsolution))It

(and (setq message '(the needed equation is))
(print (append message (cdr (assoc 'EQUATIONS

currentsolution))))

print '(METHODS NEEDED))
setq method (read))
setq history (append history (list (list 'METHODS method))))
Lf (member method (assoc 'METHODS currentsoL.t-.on))' t

(and (setq message '(how do you relate))
(setq message (append message (cdr (assoc 'GOAL
currentsolution)) '(and) (cdr (assoc 'GIVEN currentsolution))))
(print message)
(setq method (read))
(setq history (append history (list (list 'METHODS method))))
(if (member method (assoc 'METHODS currentsolution))0 t

(and (setq Isfsge '(Appropriate methods are))
(setq message (append message (cdr (assoc
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:this function finds the equations that have a given validity

'defun validityequation? (equations validity)
(setq newequations 'nil)
(setq message (list 'the 'following 'equations 'are validity))
(print message)
(dolist (x equations)

(rc,,d ((member validity (car (nthcdr 3 x)))
(print (caar x))
(setq newequations (append newequations x))) ) )

;the following function prints a problem from the list of problems in
'the chapter
;defun printequations (equations)
t (print '(the equations in this chapter are:))

(dolist (x equations)
(print (car x))))

4defun printproblem (x)
(print '( --- ----------------------------------------------- 7 -----------------
(print x)
(print '( --------------------------------------------------------------------

XTHE MAIN PROGRAM STAPTS HERE

lprint '(Hi I will be helping you today. What is your name?))
,setq name (read))
.needs to check student base for existing record to append this record to
(setq history (list (list 'NAME name)))

!.;the following question should be answered by analyzing the student model
Aprint '(what chapter do you wish to work on?))
ý!print '(1: CHAPTER 1J)
;(print '(2: CHAPTER 2 [NOT YET AVAILABLEM))
•pri.t '(3: CHAPTER 3 [NOT YET AVAILABLE]))
1,print '(4: CHAPTER 4 [NOT YET AVAILABLE]))
,print '(TYPE YOUR CHOICE 1 THRCUGH 4))
'ýsetq ans (read))
..'setq history (append history (list (list 'CHAPTER ans))))
.--cond ((= 1 ans) (load "chapterl"))

"((= 2 ans) (load "chapter2"))
((= 3 ans) (load "chapter3"))
(( 4 ans) (load "chapter4"))

•4dolist (x problems)
.print '(your next problem is))

l:(setq x (car problems))
:printproblem x)

i-setq currentproblem x)
-. setq history (append history (list (list (car x)))))
*'.setq currentsolution (car solutions))
,setq solutions (cdr solutions))
4(setq problems (cdr problems))

Aprint '(YOU WILL NOW BE ASKED SOME QUESTIONS ABOUT THE PROBLEM:))
':Print '(IF YOU DO NOT KNOW THE ANSWER THEN TYPE 7))

%setq answer 'nil)
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'METHODS currentsolution))))
(print message)

(print '(ANSWER?))
(setq answer (read))
Isetq history (append history (list (list 'ANSWER answer))))
(if (member answer (assoc 'ANSWER currentsolution))i t

(and (setq message '(please check for typographical errors))
(print message)
(setq answer (read))
(setq history (append history (list (list 'ANSWER answer))))
(if (member answer (assoc 'ANSWER currentsolution))it

(and (setq message '(possible answers are))
(setq message (append message (cdr (assoc

'ANSWER currentsolution))))
(print message)))))

1print '(UNITS?))
Isetq answer (read))
setq history (append history (list (list 'UNITS answer))))
if (member answer (assoc 'UNITS currentsolution))

(and (setq message '(please check for spelling errors))
(print message)
(setq answer (read))
(setq history (append history (list (list 'UNITS answer))))
(if (member answer (assoc 'ANSWER currentsolution))

# t
(and (setq message '(possible units are))

(setq message (append message (cdr (assoc
'UNITS currentsolution))))

(print message)))))

dolist (x history)
(print x))

:the following questions need to be asked in the debugging process
",.DO YOU NEED TO FORMALIZE AND SOLVE AN INTERMEDIATE PROBLEM?
:DO YOU KNOW A PROBLEM RELATED TO THIS ONE?
"-DO YOU NEED TO MAKE ADDITIONAL ASSUMPTICNS? [DO NO UNLESS ABSOLUTELY

.:NECESSARY
:HAVE YOU USED ALL THE INFORMATION PROVIDED?

SLOOK AT THE UNKNOWN I! !SCARRY OUT YOUR PLAN,CAN YOU CHECK YOU ANSWER ON A SIMPLER SITUATION?

9'81
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VI. Other projects

I worked on three smaller projects while at AFHRL.

These were

1) Helping to install a version of LISP on AFHRL's new

VAX 8600 computer

2) Investigate the usefullness of XLISP 1.4 on both the

VAX 8600 and on the IBM PCs.

3) To construct an annotated bibliography on Parallel

processing and its impact on ICAI.

Comments concerning XLISP can be found in next

section on recommendations. The annotated bibliography on

Parallel processing is still in progress.

VII. RECOMMENDATIONS:

I have several'recommendations, 1hiy are:

1) XLISP is a reasonable dialect of LISP that is almost

COMMON LISP. It works pretty well on the IBM PCs. It is

very slow on the VAX. Its slowness is due to the fact that

it is an interpreter that is written in C. It therefore S

cannot be compiled. I wrote and ran a small parsing

program in XLISP and used it on some data that Dr. Philip

D. Gillis had. The XLISP program was much smaller than the L__

corresponding SNOBALL program that Dr. Gillis has used to

do a similar analysis. In spite of its small size the

execution time on the VAX was much longer than the J

execution time of the SNOBALL program on a UNIVAC. In

spite of this I think it is very useful to have a version

of LISP that runs on both the PCs and on the VAX. This is

especially useful for training purposes. It is also
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important to note that XLISP is in the public domain and

therefore is FREE.

2) Due to the extreme slowness of XLISP, however, I do

recommend that AFHRL obtain a license for CONMMON LISP for

the VAX. This will allow for the exchange of software with

the quickly growing 'COMMON LISP' world.

3) Parallel processing is very likely to be very

influential in ICAI. Parallel processing will be

indispensible especially when multimedia ICAI products

become available. Not only will a separate processor be

essential to control each media device but the coordination

of the many devices will compound the information

processing problem. As Kurt van Lehn pointed out ICAI

tools to enhance cooperative learning are likely to become

important. Each participant in any cooperative learning

exercise will likely need his/her own processor and these

processors will have to interact, thus producing a

distributed processing environment.

4) I feel that I have demonstrated that a new approach

to the construction of ITS systems can place more of them

in use more quickly and that the experience gained from

their use can be used to help build more optimal systems in

the future. However, more work needs to be done to verify

this.

5) A small subset of REDUCE or MACSYMA needs to be

developed to solve typical problems in network theory to

allow the ITS to do a 'fine grain' analysis of the students

work.
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Oxidative Stability and Related Studies

of Silahydrocarbons

by

Harvey L. Paige

ABSTRACT

The oxidative stability of a series of seven alkyl

tri(octyl)silanes, generically called silahydrocarbons,

differing by branching and unsaturation of the

five-carbon alkyl group, was studied using differential

scanning calorimetry. It was found that there is a

reproducible difference between the various compounds.

Unsaturated silahydrocarbons are less stable to

oxidation at elevated temperatures than are saturated

analogs. A normal pentyl group on the si l icon results

in a slightly more stable compound than various

branched isomers.

The mass spectra of the seven silahydrocarbons

were studied to determine if fragmentation patterns

would provide insight into the mechanism of oxidation.

Attempts were also made to isolate intermediates in the

oxidation of the silahydrocarbons. These studies are

incomplete.
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I. Introduction

My graduate research at Duke University involved the

synthesis and characterization of a number of

organosilicon-nitrogen-boron compounds. Included in those studies

was some thermal analysis of selected compounds, which work was

later continued at the USDA Agricultural Research Service

Laboratory in Philadelphia.

The research problem at the Materials Laboratory at

Wright-Patterson Air Force Base involved a study of the thermal

properties of silahydrocarbons in an oxygen atmosphere by

differential scanning calorimetry. The object of this work was to

find a rapid method for the assessment of oxidative stabilities of

potential silahydrocarbon fluids.

Because of my experience with organosilicon compounds and

with thermal analysis, I was assigned to work on the oxidative

stability of silahydrocarbons at the Materials Laboratory.

II. Objectives of Research Effort

The Lubricants and Fluids Group is responsible for the

evaluation of compounds which may be used as lubricants or

hydraulic fluids. The candidate compounds may be submitted by

manufacturers or vendors, or they may be synthesized at the

Materials Laboratory. In all cases the goal is finding lubricants

which have a longer liquid range, lower flammability, and a

favorable temperature-viscosity curve, all while functioning in

working situations at least as well as currently used materials.

In order to discharge its responsibilities efficiently and

reliably, there is a continual evaluation of new technologies for

conducting tests. The major portion of my effort was the

evaluation of differential scanning calorimetry as a method for

assessing the oxidative stability of some model silahydrocarbons.

A secondary goal of my work was obtaining mass spectra of the

model compounds and determining whether mass spectral data co,,ll

be correlated with reactivity with oxygen.

As a consequence of early results, a third objective,

identifying intermediates in the oxidation of silahydrocarbons,

was included in the project.
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III. Oxidative Stability of Silahydrocarbons

A series of silahydrocarbons (alkyl tri(octyl)silanes)

synthesized in the Materials Laboratory was studied by

differential scanning calorimetry. The compounds and their

internal designations were:

(CSH 1 7 ) 3 Si-R

ML086-20 R = CH2 CH2 CH2 CH2 CH3

ML086-61 R = CH2 CH2 CH(CH3 ) 2

ML086-139 R = CH(CH3 )CH2 CH2 CH3

MLOB6-140 R = CH=CH CH2 CH2 CH3

ML086-146 R = CH2 CH2 CH2 CH=CH 2

ML086-162 R = CH2 CH=CH CH2 CH3

and CH2 CH2 CH=CH CH3

ML086-166 R = CH2 CH(CH3 )CH2 CH3

Based on previous work in the laboratory, a sample of

ML086-20 was heated from ambient to 300 0C at a rate of 100/min in

an atmosphere of 500 psi oxygen. This heating rate resulted in a

vigorous oxidation reaction which burned the aluminum sample pan

and precluded temperature and energy measurements. Decreasing the

rate of heating to 50/min resulted in a controlled oxidation

reaction and quite reproducible temperature and energy

measurements. Hereafter this process will be referred to as a

temperature scan.

In addition to the temperature scan, previous work had also

included measurements under isothermal conditions in an atmosphere

of 500 psi oxygen. Exposure to 1250 for 5 hours resulted in no

measurable reaction, but at 1500 a reaction was noted after only 3

hours. If the reaction time was extended to 24 hours, there was

no measurable reaction beyond that seen in 5 hours. Consequently,

the procedure used was 5 hours at 1500 and 500 psi oxygen. This

will be referred to as an isothermal run. --
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Numerous temperature scans were run on the seven model

compounds. The DuPont 9900 Thermal Analyzer and associated

computer provided information on the onset of reaction and the

temperature at which the reaction was the most exothermic. It

also provided a record of the operator-selected start and stop

points. All of these points are indicated in Fig. 1. L_

Some of the data from the various runs is summarized in Table

I and shown graphically in Fig. 2.

Table 1. Temperature of Onset of Oxidation and Energy
of Oxidation Reaction

Silahydrocarbon Onset Temperature Energy
Number Celsius J/g

ML086-20 194 +/- 1 8.5 +1- 1.1

ML086-61 192 +/- 0 7.8 +/- 1.6

ML086-139 188 +1- 1 9.2 +/- 0.6

ML086-140 172 +1- 4 6.7 +/- 3.1

ML086-146 178 +1- 1 118. +/- 0.5

ML086-162 146 +1- 6 10.8 +/- 0.8

ML086-166 190 +1- 1 8.5 +/- 0.3

The dark lines in Fig. 2 represent the mean temperatures and the

shaded area spans +/- one standard deviation. These data show

that the compounds with saturated C-5 groups oxidize at a higher

temperature than those with an unsaturated C-5 group. W~ithin the

saturated group, the highest temperature is required for the

normal C-5 and the temperature decreases for the branched C-5 as

the methyl group is moved from the gamma, to the beta, to the

alpha position. Among the unsaturated groups, the highest

temperature for the onset of oxidation is for the double bond in

the delta position with an only slight decrease for the double

bond in the alpha position. The much lower temperature for the

onset of oxidation for the double bond in the beta and gamma

positions is partly a consequence of the shape of the curve, which

is, in turn, partly a consequence of the fact that the sample is a

mixture. Fig. 3 is a composite of temperature-energy curves for

single samples of the seven compounds. It illustrates the

difference between the saturated and unsaturated compounds, as I

well as the qualitatively different curve in the case of the

mixture, ML086-162.
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An antioxidant used in lubricating oils, E-702, was added to

each of the seven compounds at a concentration of 0.5%.

Temperature scans were run on these seven samples. It was found

that the saturated compounds all reacted with considerable vigor,

so much so that the aluminum sample pans were burned. The

unsaturated compounds reacted much less vigorously with only

ML086-146, the C-5 group with the delta double bond, showing a

sufficiently rapid oxidation to prevent measurement of temperature

and energy, and none of the reactions sufficiently vigorous to

burn the aluminum sample pan. In all cases, the oxidations

occurred at higher temperatures than with the corresponding oil

without the antioxidant.

Data in Table 2 were all estimated, due to the inability of

the computer to give results for some of the samples with

antioxidant. Graphs of the heat flow vs. temperature from which

this data is derived are included as an Appendix to the AFWAL/MLBT

copy of this report.

Table 2. Temperature of Onset of Oxidation of
Silahydrocarbon and Silahydrocarbon
with Antioxidant E-702

Silahydrocarbon Onset Temperature Onset Temperature
Number Celsius with Antioxidant

ML086-20 191 209

ML086-61 192 207

ML086-139 189 208

ML086-140 171 193

ML086-146 178 202

ML086-162 147 166

ML086-166 187 209

It was also found that the time required for the onset of

oxidation in an isothermal run was increased by the addition of

E-702 antioxidant. The estimated onset temperatures in the

isothermal runs are given in Table 3. Due to uncertainty in the

net onset time (onset time less the time for the ramp to 150o C.)

in four of the samples without antioxidant, maxima in the heat

flow-time curves are also given in Table 3. These data were not

available for all of the samples with antioxidant because the

maximum in the curves appeared beyond the time limit of the

experiment.
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Table 3. Times of Onset and Maximum Energy Flow for
Silahydrocarbons with and without Antioxidant

Silahydrocarbon Silahydrocarbon Silahydrocarbon with
Number Onset Maximum Antioxidant, Onset

Minutes Minutes Minutes
ML086-20 62 147 258

ML086-61 48 108 221

ML086-139 18 100 138

ML086-140 18 48 108

ML086-146 20 53 150

ML086-162 18 27 28

ML086-166 37 118 194

(times given include time to reach 1500)

Statistical analysis of the data in Tables 2 and 3 is included in

the AFWAL/MLBT copy of this report. They show correlations

between onset temperatures and the times for reactions to occur at

1500 C. These and other results support the idea that differential

scanning calorimetry data can be a measure of oxidative stability.

IV. Mass Spectra of Silahydrocarbons

Mass spectra of all seven silahydrocarbons were obtained in

the Materials Laboratory as strip chart spectra and from

Ultrasystems of Irvine, California as a digital output. In no

case was a molecular ion found, in spite of lowering the ionizing

voltage. Both formats showed a great similarity among the spectra

of the seven compounds. In all cases, the four highest mass peaks

with significant intensity represented:

the loss of a C-5 radical (m/e = 367)

the loss of a C-8 radical (ne = 323 or 325)

the loss of a C-5 radical and a C-8 alkene (We/ = 255)

the loss of a C-8 radical and a C-5 alkene (m/e = 213)

The relative intensities of the 4 peaks in the spectra are

given in Figures 4a and 4b. It is noted that there is a wide

variation of relative intensities from one compound to the next.

The compound with the alpha methyl group, ML086-139, was the only

saturated compound to lose the C-5 group in preference to the C-B

group. The other saturated compounds were quite similar (see

Figure 4a). In the case of the unsaturated compounds, the

situation was quite different in that none of the unsaturated
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isomers resembled the saturated straight chain C-5 compound. The

mixed beta and gamma unsaturated compounds preferentially lost a P

C-5, and nearly as often lost C-5 and C-8 fragments. The alpha

unsaturated compound tended to lose one or two C-8 fragments. The

delta unsaturated compound had a strong tendency to lose two C-8

fragments and a lesser, almost equal tendency to lose a single C-5

or C-8 fragment.

Generally in the mass spectra of silaiydrocarbons

(tetra(alkyl)silanes) the larger alkyl group is preferentially

lost. Such was not always the case in this series of compounds. .

These results can be rationalized to a point. The loss of the

alpha methyl C-5 group of ML086-139 results in a secondary

radical, CH(CH3 )CH2 CH2 CH3 , which is more stable than the primary

radicals resulting when any of the other Si-C bonds are broken.

In the case of the beta unsaturated C-5 group, one isomer in

MLO86-162, breaking the Si-C bond results in an allyl radical,

another more stable species. It is possible, but highly

speculative, that the alpha unsaturated compound, ML086-140,

preferentially loses a C-S because pi interactions between the

double bond and the silicon d-orbitals strengthens that Si-C bond.

Also of interest in the mass spectra of the seven

s 'nydrocarbons is the pattern of metastable peaks. These peaks

are a result of ion fragmentation after acceleration, but before

completing the path through the magnetic field. Because the

relationship between the metastable ion and the parent and

daughter ions is known (mass-metastable =

mass-daughter 2 /mass-parent), the parent and daughter ions can A- -

genirally be determined.
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In the present situation, the schematic representation is as
fol los:

-C-5 -- ) m/e 367

C8Z* = 177)

Molecular ion m/e 255

-C-5 (m* = 200)

-C-8 -- ) m/e 323/325

-C-8 (m* = 137)

m/e 211/213

An evaluation of the spectra shows the metastable peaks can be

categorized as large (L), medium (M), small (S), and absent (A),

as given in Table 5.

Table 5. Metastables in Silahydrocarbon Mass Spectra

Number -137 -177 -200

ML086-20 M M M

ML086-61 S. S S

ML086-139 A L S

ML086-140 S A A

ML086-146 L S A

ML086-162 S L A

ML086-166 S M L

Careful consideration of these results supports the

conclusions based on the relative intensities of the four

highest-mass peaks. The conclusion that the C-5 group of

ML086-140 does not easily fragment from the molecule is supported.

Likewise, in the the case of ML086-139, the conclusion that C-5

leaves, followed by a C-8, rather than a C-8 followed by C-5 is

supported by the relative intensities of the relevant metastable

peaks. The only other case where the C-5 fragment seems to be

lost first is ML086-162. In this case, the metastable intensities

show that the loss of C-5 followed by the loss of C-8 is most

likely, the loss of successive C-8's is less likely, and the loss

of a C-8 followed by a C-5 is unlikely.
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In the above descriptions, the first fragment is lost as a

radical and the second as a neutral alkene, thus leaving a

hydrogen on silicon. This is seen as the favored process in the

fragmentations, particularly when a C-5 leaves ML086-139 or a C-8

is lost from ML086-20, 61, 140, or 166. It is, however, not the

exclusive process. The significance of these results remains to

be determined.

Complete mass spectral data is attached to the AFWAL/MLBT

copy of this report.

V. Intermediates in the Oxidation of Silahydrocarbons

It was recognized early in the project that the isothermal

treatment of the silahydrocarbons resulted in only a limited

oxidation of the fluid. This was demonstrated bx the fact that a

temperature scan following isothermal treatment at 1500 C, even

for 24 hours, still showed a significant exothermic reaction.

Attempts to quantify the relative magnitudes of reaction in the

isothermal and temperature scan modes were only partially

successful, due to the large uncertainty in the computed data.

Some of the liquid or semisolid products of isothermal

reactions were analyzed by infrared spectrophotometry. Although

there was an indication of a carbonyl band, and possibly an

Si-0-Si band, the results were inconclusive. Attempts were made L
to partially react larger samples of ML086-20 with oxygen in a

large pressure reactor. These reactions either gave the starting

material back or the silahydrocarbon was oxidized completely to

silicon dioxide and, presumably, carbon dioxide and water. A

trial with ML086-139, however, appeared to be more useful to the

study. The infrared spectrum showed substantial carbonyl and

Si-0-Si, plus some OH. The acid number was measured and found to

be 38 mg/g. Surprisingly, the differential scanning calorimeter
I _-

gave a lower onset and maximum temperature during a temperature

scan than did an unstressed sample. The gas chromatogram revealed

that about 90% of the nproduct" was starting material, but that

there were at least two additional compounds present. An effort

to identify the other products by gas chromatography/mass

spectrometry is incomplete as of the date of this report.
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Records of gas chromatographic and infrared analyses of the

product of the partial oxidation are attached to the AFWAL/MLBT

copy of this report.

VI. Recommendations

The work described in this report supports the use of

differential scanning calorimetry as a screening method for

oxidative stability of lubricants and other oils. In order to

permit confident routine use, it will be necessary to correlate

the results using this method with other measures of oxidative

stability. It will also be necessary to demonstrate that the

method is applicable to a larger range of base fluids and

compounded fluids.

The mass spectrometric results indicate that multiple factors

are involved in the fragmentation of the molecular ions and in

further fragmentation of the initial fragments. Spectra of

additional pure substances should be obtained, particularly one

wherein the largest alkyl group has an alpha double bond. In the

absence of the double bond, the larger alkyl group should be

preferentially lost. If this is not the case, it would support

the suggestion that there are pi interactions between the

carbon-carbon double bond and the silicon d orbitals.

Much is left to be done on the gentle oxidation of

silahydrocarbons and the identification of the oxidation products.

Samples of various silahydrocarbons should be treated with oxygen

at various temperatures for various lengths of time. It may also

be useful to vary the pressure of oxygen. Samples of the gaseous

products as well as the liquid products should be analyzed.
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Cleansing of Bone-Marrow by Lymphokine Activated Killer
Cells (LAK-Cells)

by

Parsottam J. Patel ; DVM, PhD

ABSTRACT

Lymphokine Activated Killer (LAK) cel Is are targeted
lymphocytes that kill tumor cells while not harming normal
cells. The purpose of this study was to test the
hypothesis that LAK cells from the patient, or allogeneic
donor., can be added in vi tro to bone-marrow to kill the
tumor cells and not harm the normal bone-marrow stem cells.
LAK ce I Is were generated from normal bone-marrow usi rg the
techniques similar to that used for generating LAK cells
from normal peripheral blood leucocytes. IWhether these LAK
cells would be able to lyse tumor cells, without harming the
normal stem cells remains to be determined. If successful,
this approach could provide the basis for in vitro treatment
of bone-marrow for autologous transplantation. In other
series of experiments, sera from lupus erythematosis and
HTLV-III (AIDS) patients were screened for the presence of
anticardiolipin antibodies. More than 90X of lupus and
about 60X HTLV-III patients showed the presencce of
anticardiolipin antibodies of IgG class as detected by
ELISA (Enzyme Linked Immunosorbent Assay) test.
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I. I NT RODUCT I ON

From the discussions during pre-summer vis t i t was felt

that only one project may not fully occupy the time during

the Summer Research Fellowship Program. For this. reason. vie

decided to work simultaneously on two different projects,

viz.

(A) Cleansing of bone-marrow by lynphokine activated

k;ller (LAK) cells, and

(B) Screening of sera from patients suffering from

lupus erythematosis for antibodies to cardiolipin.

A. Cleansing of Bone-Marrow by LAK Cells

Bone-marrow transplantation is a commonly used treatment to

cure patients with disseminated malignancy. Use of patients

own marrow (autologous transplantation) is possible if the

mal ignancy does not inolve the marrow space. However, if

the marrow i s i nf i l trated by tumor , al I ogene i c

transplantation is required because autologous marrow

transplatation cannot be performed without some sort of -A

purging. Allogeneic transplantation is risky in this

setting and often fails in patients with solid tumors,

Without transplantation all of these patients eventually

succumb to their malignancies.

Tumor purging is the process of removing tumor cel Is from

the bone marrow. Several different methods have been
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described for this purpose; the metthods ut I1 izi ng monoclonal

antibodies being the most common. Eventhough, such an

approach can successfully be used to purge marrow, i t is

very expensive and cumbersome. Chemotherapeutic purging has

also been used with some success but it is nonspecific and

has a tremendous deletarious effects on normal stem cells.

There is a great deal of interest in recently described LAK

cells. The incubation of normal mouse or human 1 F.mphocytes

in the presence of lymphokine Interleukin-2 (IL-2) resul ts,

af ter se-,ceral da y.s-, in the generat i or of activated I mohopho

LAM) c- 1 ls that couli 1 .se fresh , noncul tur.ed ria tunar-

killer (NK) cel Is resistant primary and metastatic cells but

will not harm normal cells (1-4). The lysis of tumor cells

cou l d easi l y be measured i n 4-hour chromi um re l ease assays.

Some of the currently known important properties o-f L":.K

cells are i sted i n Tabl e 1 . -:,Se Ref. 4)

Our hypothesis is that LAK ce Ils may be capable of

destruction of tumor in the marrow, wi thout harmino the

normal stem ce Ils. If this is the case, i t would than be

possible to purge the marrow and perform autol ogous

transplantation i n patients wi th tumor metastatic to

bone-mar row. Ide, therefore, establi shed the fol I oI I,,,.., rIg

Wi tial goals for the summer research program:

1 . To adopt the techniaue of generatinrq L.":K cel 1 frorr,

normal per i:pheral blood leukocytes and bone-marro. cel 1 a.
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1. To adopt the technique of generating LAK cells from

normal peripheral blood leukocytes and bone-merrow cells..

I

2. To determine the effect of LA, cells on normal

bone-marrow stem cells.

3. To determine if LAK cells could be used to

successfully eliminate tumor cells deliberately spiked into

normal marrow cel ls.

p

S. Screening of Sera for Anticardioliin Antibodies

The purpose of this study was to screen the sera from

patients suffering from systematic lupus erythI-ematosis (SLE)

for antibodies to cardiolipin employing a recently developed

C 5 > sensitive test that makes use of Enzyme Linked

Immunosorbent Antibody (ELISA) technique.

II. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD/APPROACH

A. Generation of LAK Cells. Venous blood was collected

into hepar in ized venoject tubes from heal thy adul t

individuals. The diluted blood samples were subjected to

Ficol l-paque (Pharmacia, Sweden) density gradient
*

centrifugation ( 6 ) to separate white mononuclear cells

(MNC). In the case of bone-marrow cells, frozen bone-marrow

samples from normal healthy individuals were quickly thawed

in a 370 C waterbath and ttler subjected t., Ficoll-paque

100-5
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separation. Tie MNC were washed 3x in Hanks Balanced Salt

Solution (HBSS). The final cell pellet was resuspended in a

complete RPMI 1640 medium, passed through 200 mesh nylon

screen and the cell concentration adjusted to a 1 x 106

cells/ml. The composition of complete culture medium was as

f+1 olows:

RPMI 1640 Culture Medium 96mi
Normal Human (AB) Serum * 2ml
Gentamycin 50 ,ug/ml Iml
Glutamin 200 mM/ml Iml

SDecact i',.'ted for :30 minutes at 560 C temper.tur-e

The MNC were cultured in 50 ml al iquots in 250 ml ti=ssue-

culture disposable flasks to which recombinant IL-2'

(generously donated by the Cetus Corporation) was added at a

conc_-n trat i on ranQ i ng fr.om 0 to 2 q 000 un i ts/ml o_-,f cel I

s u =. P e n _--i o n, =.. The ! asks were incubated att 370 C i n a

humidified Co02 incubator for a desired length of time. At

the end-of the incubation period, the cells were har.,.ested

by centrifugation, washed 2x in HBSS, counted and the

viability determined. The tumorididal activity of these

effector (LAK) cel Is generated was determined in a 4 hr.

chromium release assay using K-562 target cells as described

be 1 ow.

B. 5 1 Qr Relea-e s.a,,

Labell ing target cells wit -h 5 1Cr .K-562 target cells acti,.,el>.

gr o. i ng i n cu I tunre weer. e u.sed zas tar get cel 1 ..
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A 5 ml suspension of K-562 target cells at a density of 10'

cells/mil was washed 2.x. The final pellet was resuspended in

0.5 ml complete medium to which 200 AuCi 5 1 Cr was. added.

The cell suspension was incubated at 370 C for 1 hour on a

rocker. At the end of incubation, cel ls were washed 3x in

complete medium, counted and resuspended at a density of 105

cell s/mI

5 1 Cr -labelled K-562 were incubated with effector cells at a

desired range of effector: target ratios. Tripl icate test

combinations were assayed in 200 ml complete medium in

round-bottomed 96-well plates. After a brief centrifugation

to enhance cell contact, the plates were incubated at 370 C

in 5/' CO 2 atmosphere for. 4 hours. 75 JlI al i quots of

supernatant was removed from each wel l and counted for I

minute in a Qamma counter (Packard Instruments, Ill inois.,

USA).

The X specific lysis of K-562 targets was calculated as

fol lows:

% specific lysis = ER - SR x 100

TR - SR

where,

ER = mean 5 1Cr K-562 targets dur.ing incubation with

effector cells (CPM)
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SR = spontaneous release of 5 1 Cr from K-562 targets during

incubation in 200 ul CM alone

TR = total release of 5 1 Cr as determined by lysing K-562

target with 0.1 N Hcl

C. Measurement of Anticardiolipin Antibodies By An

Enzyme-Linked Immunosorbent Assay (ELISA).

Antibodies to cardiol ipin were analyzed accordinQ to the

method publl ished by Loizou et al. ( 5 ) as decribed beloa.

Cardiolipin (27 ml) at a concentration of 49 ug/ml in,

ethanol was added to flat-bottomed titertek polystyrene . .

plates and coated onto the plate surface by evaporation.

Plates were then blocked to prevent non-specific binding of

immunoqiobul ins by the addition of 110 Ai1 of Phosphate

Buffered Sal ine containing 10% Fetal Calf Serum (PBS/FCS)

for 2 hr at room temperature. They were then washed four

times with 120 ,Al PBS, soaking for 2 min between each wash.

Serum samples (100 Al) diluted 1:100 in PBS/FCS (in

triplicate) was added to test wells and 100 ul of PBS,/FCS

was added to the blank control wells. The plates were

incubated for I hr at room temperature and washed four times

w ith PBS. First antibody (100 ul) goat antihuman IgG

d iluted 1:4000 in PBS/FCS was added to each wel 1 ana the

plates were again incubated for I hr at room temperature and -d-

then washed four times as before. The alkal ine
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phosphatase-conjugated second antibody (rabbit ariti-goat

IG) was diluted 1:1000 in PBS/FCS and 100 Ail al iquots were

added to each well and incubated for I hr at room

temperature, after which time the plates were again washed

four times with 120 Mul/well PBS; p-nitrophen>xl phosphate

(lmg/ml) was prepared immediately before use in

diethanolamine buffer (pH 9.8) and 100 Aul al iquots were

added to each well and the plates were incubated in the dark

at 250 C for I hr.

The reaction was stopped by the addition of 3M Na'H (50 Ail)

to all wells and the optical absorbance of each well was

read at 405 nm with a Titertek Multiscan (Flow Laboratories,

Irvine, CA).

III. RESULTS

Activation of human peripheral blood lymphocytes with IL-2.

to produce LAK has been well documented in the published

reports ( 4 ). As a first step, I wished to reproduce

these results at the Wilford Hall Laboratory. Accordingly,

I culutred MNC from normal healthy donors in the presence of

2,000 units recombinant IL-2 per ml of cell suspension for a

total period of 4 days. The LAK effector cells so generated

were then tested for their tumoricidal activity against

5 1 Cr-labeled K-562 cultured target cells. As can be seen

from results presented in Table 1, MNC cultured without IL-2

were ineffective in lysing chromium-labeled K-562 target
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cells at a lower Effector:Target cell ratio. Culturing MNC

in the presence of IL-2 resulted into generation of

activated cells that lysed a significantly high percentage

of target cells at E:T ratios ranging from 25 to 75. The

percent specific lysis of target cells at E:T ratio of 100

was lower than E:T ratio of 75, indicating that maximal

specific lysis was achieved at E:T ratios between 75 and

100.

The next experiment was performed to study the effect of

concentration of recombinant IL-2 on cultured MNC to

qenerate LAW arnd to determine the effect of varylncirg tre time

the cells are kept in culture. MNC were cultured in the

presence of reccombinant IL-2 ranging from 0 - 2,000

units/ml and tested for their tumoricidal activity on day 3

through day 5. Only resul ts obtained on daY 4 in cul ture

are presented in Figure 1, as maximum lysis w,.as seen at

this particular time point. Once again MNC cultured in the

absence of recombinant IL-2 failed to generate any

significant level of effector cells. Marginal or no

significant differences were observed in the generation of

effector cells among cultures activated with 500 - 2,000

units/ml of recombinant IL-2. However, on an average

maximum lytic activity was achieved in cultures stimulated _ _

w•i th 1000 uni ts/ml of IL-2. Hence, i t was decided to use

thi-s concentration of IL-2 for. al I the future experimen t.=-.
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The next step was to- determine if the effector cel c. could

be generated by culturing bone-marrow cells with recombinant

IL-2 in a fashion similar to peripherai MNC. Cryopreserved

bone-marrow cel Is were first subjected to Hxp.que-f i :ol 1

density gradient separation. The separated cells were then

cultured either without any addition of IL-2 or in the

presence of 1000 uni ts/ml recombinant IL-2. To ascertain

the appropriateness of cultural conditions, cultures of

peripheral MNC were also set up simultaneously. The

tumoricidal activity of effector cells were treated irn a_•

standard 4 hour assay on days 3 - 5 of cul tures. Res.,l ts

are presen ted i n Table 2. Effec tor- cl 1 s from con trcl

cultures (without IL-2) showed no significant lrtic

activi ties at E:T ratios tested. (Results not shown)

considerable effector activity, as indicated by high percent

specific 1 ysis, was generated in bone-mar row. cu 1 tures .-.t

days 4 and 5. The levels of which were comparable to those A
obtained in cultures of peripheral MNC.

The K-562 cell line that was used so far as a target in

chromium release assays is sensitive to similar in vitro

lysis by natural killer (NK) cells ( 2, 4 ). It could be

argued that at least part if not all, of the lytic activity

seen so far ma/ be at.tributable to lysis of target cells by

NK cells. Eventhough, trivial levels of effector actii t -t

in control cel 1 cul tures (,c ul tures. wi thout added IL-2) , i n

particular at 14ower E:T rat ios argue .ga i rst thi s

possibility; it does nct completely rule out a possible role
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for NK cells. Hence, in the next experiment, a new cell

line, viz. Daudi, was also used as target cells in addition

to the ususal K-562 cel Is. Daudi is a transformed target

cell line that is resistant to lysis by NK cells. Results

are presented in Table 3. As can be seen, results obtained

with K-562 cell Iines were quite reproducible. However,

unfortunately the results with Daudi as target cells had

many problems. In case of Daudi , the spontaneous chromium

release was 2180 cpm (versus 780 cpm in case of K-562' and

the total chromium release was 2470 cpm (as compared to 4280

cpm for K-562) making these results of little or no meanirg. L

The main reason for high spontaneous chromium release

appeared to be due to the fact that the Daudi cell line was

just pulled out from a stock that was in a cryopreserved

state over a long period of time, and the cell 1 ine was not

given enough time to adapt to a continual cul tural

environment. No further progress was possible with this

series of experiments beyond this point for a number of

reasons:

(1) The bone-marrow lab in which I was working had to be

physically relocated at another location. All the tissue

culture equipment (including hoods and incubators) had to be

moved and recalibrated.

(2) The Co 2  incubator that I was wior. k i ng i th s.-tar ted

showing signs of malfunctioning after relocation.
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(3) The Daudi cell line was kept in continuous culture,

but yet it was not ready to be used as a target cell line

when the program ended. One of the reasons being that the

Daudi line we obtained was grown in fetal calf serum. For

our experiments we had to switch to normal AB human serum

as a supplement to grow these cells. This considerably

slowed down the growth of Daudi cells in the beginning.

During this program I had the opportunity to work and train

two techicians about all different phases of work involved

ppin generation and testing the LAK cells. It is hoped that

at least some aspect of this work will be continued at the

Wilford Hall Laboratory.

Testing Of Sera For The Presence Of Anticardiolipin Antibody

Control sera were obtained from 80 healthy subjects and

tested for anticardiolipin antibodies of IgG class. The

optical absorbance (OA) at 405 nm, value obtained was 11.5

*0.28 (mean & S.E.M.). The blank value, estimated in

tripl icate on each plate, was obtained by identical

treatment of wells using 100 Al PBS-FCS, in place of serum.

The average blank value obtained was 0.06 for all the

determinations made.

Sera from 80 patients suffering from lupus erythematosis and

60 patients suffering from HTLV-III infections (AIDS

patients) were screened for anticardiol ipin antibod ies of
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IgG class. The results were calculated ard e>:pressed in

terms of Binding Index, as calculated:

BI = OA (Test Sample) - 0 A (Blank)

OA (Control Sera) - OA (Blank)

A 81 value of greater than 3 was considered as a positive

reaction. Based on these cr i ter i a, more tha 90% of lupus

patients and approximately 60% of HTLV-III patients were

found positive for the anticardiolipin antibodies.

During this investigative part I had the opportunity to work

with two staff physicians at LWJilford Hall Hospiital : Dr-.

Robin Brey of the Neurology Department and Dr. R. Houk,

Chief, Rheumatology/Immunology Services. This technique has

been adopted for future investigational use at Wilford Hall

Hospital Laboratory and we also hope to have a publication

from the results obtained so far.

Recommendat ions

It is evident, from the results presented, that LAK cells

could be successfully generated from bone-marrow using an

experimental approach similar to that published for

peripheral blood leucocytes. Much work, however, remains to

be done. Optimal cultural conditions in terms of length of

incubation, concentration of IL-2, number of bone-marrow

cells to be cultured must be establ ished before any further
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experiments are done. Also one needs to comnare results

between the cultures of whul e borie-marrow versus u

Ficoll-hypaque separated bone-marrow cells. Once this is.

done, experiments should be performed to determine the

effects of LAK cel Is on normal bone-marrow stem cells.

Based on our knowledge about LAK cells, it could be

predicted that LAK cells should have no harmful effect Dn

normal bone-marrow stem ce Ils, however, this remains to be

established. If this turns out to be the case, then the

experiments should be performed in which borne-mrrar rco.., i.s

spiked with a known number of transformed cells, and the

abil ity of LAK cells to successfully eliminate t h-ese

transformed cells investigated. If successful, these

studies could form a basis for the in vitro treatment of

patients bone-marrow for autologous transportation.

All the serum samples from lupus erythematosis and HTLV-III

patients available at the time at Wilford Hall Hospital were

completed for testing of anticardiolipin antibody of IgG

class. Similar studies need to be done to determine the

presence of anticardiolipin antibodies of other Ig classes,

in particular IgM and IgA, in these patients and then an

attepmt should be made to establish relationships among

anticardiolipin antibody and other clinical conditions. The - -

finding that of all the HTLY-III patients tested,

approximately 60. were found positive for the presence of

anticardiol ipin antibody appears to be of si gnif i.:ran t

clinical interest. These stud.ies should be continued, and
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the relationship between anticardiolipin antibodies uith

other cl inical featurew of the disease be established.

This could potentially be useful in better manaoement and

treatment of the disease.
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TABLE I

Characteristics of Murine Lymphokine Activated Killer- (LAK)

Cells

I. LAK cel Is are generated by incubation in interleukir-2
(IL-2)

Peak lysis is observed between .3 and 6 daya>s after onset
0f incubation in IL-2.

3. Fresh, noncul tured, NK-resi stant pr irmary a•rd metastatic
tumor cells are lysed but not normal cells.

4. Syngeneic, allogeneic, and xenogeneic tumor cells are
lysed. (Murine LAK lyse human tumors, and vice versa.)

5. Frequency of LAK precursor lymphocyte is about 1 :5000
spl enocytes as measured in 1 imi t i nrg di 1 ut io n as.• a s.

e. Precur.-or of the LAK cell iS a non-B, nor,-T lymphocve.te
(Thy-I negative, la negative, surface Ig negative ; thus is
a "null" lymphocyte).

7. Precursor LAK lymphocyte bears asialo-GM1 antigen.

8. LAK effector cell (resulting from incubation in IL-2) is
Thy-i. Thus LAK cells are probably "primitive" cells in the
T-lymphocyte lineage.

9. LAK cel ls bear cytolysin granules. Lysis can be
inhibited by anti-LFA-1 monoclonal antibody and is partially
inhibited by anti-Lyt-2 antibody.
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TABLE 2

Generation Of LAK From Normal Human Peripheral Mononuclear Cells.

% Specific Lysis

Effector: Target (K-562 Cells) Control Cells* IL-2 Activated Cells*

Ratio

25 7 32

50 18 55

75 32 89

100 54 54

* MNC were cultured for 4 days either in the presence of 2000
units of recombinant IL-2/ml (IL-2 activated cells) or with-
out any addition of IL-2 (control cells).
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TABLE 3

Generation Of LAK From Bone-Marrow Cells.

Source of E:T Ratio % Specific Lysis

Cells Cultured* (K-562) Day 3 Day 4 Day 5

20 12 42 40

Peripheral Blood 40 18 58 62

80 43 82 84

20 32 52 50

Bone-Marrow 40 48 74 72

80 61 76 82

* Peripheral Blood MNC or Bone-Marrow cells were cultured for

the number of days indicated in the presence of 1000 units
IL-2/ml.
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TABLE 4

Generation Of LAK Cells From Bone-Marrow Cells **

% Specific Lvsis

K-562 Target Cells Daudi Target Cells

E:T Ratio Control * IL-2 Activated Control* IL-2 Activated

20 18 53 42 62

40 20 69 69 62

80 42 92 73 52

* No IL-2

** Bone-marrow cells were cultured without IL-2 (control cells)
or in the presence of 1000 units/ml IL-2 for a period of
four days. The effector LAK cells so generated were assayed
for their tunoricidal activity using 51Cr-labeled K-562 or
Daudi cell lines.
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Figure 1. Dose Response Analysis Of IL-2 On Generation Of
LAK Cells.

MNC obtained from peripheral blood cells were cultured without
( -O ) IL-2 or in the presence of 500 units/ml IL-2
( A- A); 1000 units/ml IL-2 ( -- i ) or 2000 units/ml of
IL-2 ( - * ) for a period of 4 days. The tumoricidal activ-
ity of effector cells so generated was determined at E:T ratios
indicated using 5 1Cr labeled K-562 target cells.
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All-Aromatic Rod-Like Polymers Based on Intramolecular

Cycloadditions: Model Compound Study

by

Robert A. Patsiga

ABSTRACT

Attempts were made to prepare three aryl-substituted diene-yne

compounds. These compounds were to serve as model structures for study

of cyclization-aromatization ability which could be extended to curing

of thermally stable polymers. A precursor ketone, 1,3-diphenyl-l-

propynone, and its hydrobrominated product were prepared. However, an

attempt to perform a Wittig reaction on the bromoketone resulted in

dehydrobromination. Another precursor ketone, vinylphenyl ketone,

underwent polymerization when an attempt was made to perform a Wittig

reaction on it. Coupling of trimethylsilyl acetylene with

benzoylchloride and condensing lithium acetylide with benzaldehyde were

unsuccessful in producing 1-phenyl-l-propynone. Recommendation is made

that aldehyde structures be utilized in the syntheses because of their

greater disposition to undergo the Wittig reaction.
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I. Introduction

Robert A. Patsiga received the Ph.D. degree from the State

University of New York College of Environmental Science and

Forestry. Following the graduate degree he had two years of

experience in industry and one year of post doctoral research.

All of these experiences were in the area of polymer synthesis.

During the next twenty years in college and university teaching

he continued research in emulsion polymerization and block

copolymer synthesis. In 1983-84 he spent a sabbatical leave at

Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University where he

carried out research in isocyanate-epoxy polymers.

The Materials Laboratory at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base

has been engaged for several years in the synthesis of new,

thermally stable polymers. Dr. Patsiga's background in polymer

synthesis was considered to be complimentary to this project.

Totally aromatic or heterocyclic aromatic units have proven

to be reliable building blocks in thermally stable polymers.

From a theoretical and practical point of view, the preparation

of linear polymers composed of phenylene rings, I, as repeating

units are an ideal objective in this field.

etc. -~ ~etc.

I

Unfortunately, in the past a number of difficulties have been

encountered in attempts to prepare polyphenylenes. Often

crosslinked (and therefore insoluble) material accompanied

synthetic attempts. Also some polymerization methods resulted in
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incorporation of undesirable units (for example, N-N-) along the

backbone of the polymer chain. Previous syntheses of the

polyphenylene structure have also been impeded by the low

solubility of high molecular weight material. Thus, there is a

need for a polymeric system which can remain soluble or meltable

at high molecular weight and can be "cured" to give a totally

aromatic polyphenylene structure. Further requirements are that

the curing process should not result in the formation of volatile

by-products and no additional reagents or catalysts (residues of

which may later adversely effect polymer properties) should be

used.

One approach to the problem of polyphenylene synthesis that

has been taken at the Air Force Materials Laboratory is the

attempted preparation of certain conjugated alkene-alkyne systems

which can undergo intramolecular cyclization to give an aromatic

structure.

II. Objective of the Research Effort

The overall objective of the all-aromatic polymer project

was to prepare diene-yne model compounds which could be studied

for their cyclizing ability. Specifically, attempts were made to

prepare compounds II, III, and IV. It is hoped that these

compounds will cyclize to form the aromatic structures indicated

in the equations.

CHz.

II Eq. 1
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CH~

III Eq. 2

H�C = z

0 -~c'\ -'=r-(

IV KJ--- Eq. 3

Compounds II, III, and IV are model structures which would

represent the repeating unit in a precursor polymer. Structure

IV would give rise to a para-polyphenylene, while II and III

would lead to a meta configuration in the polymer.

The steps planned for the synthesis of compounds II-IV are

shown in Scheme I and 2.

III. Attempted Synthesis of 1,5-Diphenyl-3,5-hexadien-l-yne

(Compound II)

The success achieved in coupling an acid chloride with a

monosubstituted acetylene (see section IV) prompted an

investigation into the preparation of the silylated ketone VII in

Scheme 1. The value of this ketone is due to its easy conversion

to the free terminal acetylene IX.

The procedure of Tohda, et al. (1) was followed; with

certain variations in procedure also explored in some trials.
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& -CI + HCC-SiMe 3  PdCl2(g3P) V I) \ CIC-SiMe3
Et 3 N, Room temp. k- VII

+Et3N'HC1
K2C03

Eq. 4

Four attempts were made on a 0.05 mole scale. These are

summarized as follows:

Trial* Procedure Results

1-8 Procedure of Tohda, et al. Middle cut at 0.3mm, 83-900
followed except rxn mixture gave 2.16g clear, colorless
chromatographed without liquid. GC-Mass spec. indi-
filtration of Et 3 N'HCl. catesCO-CECSiMe 3 plus two
Vac. dist. liquid, two other components. %C-

71.24, %H-6.89.
Cale.-71.28, 6.93.

1-5 As above except Et 3 N-HCl Upon exposure to air the
filtered from rxn. mixture mixture slowly darkens and
(106% recovered). Col. tar-like solid precipitates.
chrom. then vac. dist. Only a few drops liq. could

be collected from dist.

1-8 Acid chloride in Et 3 N Upon exposure to air the t -Al
added slowly to HCICSiMe 3/ mixture slowly darkens and
catalyst/Et 3N. Filtration tar-like solid precipitates.
(111% Et 3 N.HCI), Col. Only a few drops liq. could
chrom.,.vac. dist. be collected from dist.

1-26 HCZCSiMe 3 added (syringe) Filtrate again turns dark
slowly toXACOCl/catalyst/ with tar even in refriger-
Et 3 N. Filtration (105% ator at 80.
Et 3 N'HCl).

Except for the first trial in which approximately thirty

percent yield was achieved, this synthetic route proved to be

difficult and nearly fruitless. The one successful trial gave

material whose spectral and elemental analyses agreed closely

with expected values. However, GC suggested the presence of some 1 i
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impurity (two other components) and the material appeared to be

unstable. This was indicated by the gradual darkening from a

clear, colorless liquid to dark amber brown over a few days. A

tar-like deposit also formed. Logue and Moore (2) do not mention

that ketone VII should be unstable. However, they do describe

darkening and precipitate formation from solutions of the cuprous

acetylide, CuC CSiMe 3 . Thus, although our procedure is somewhat

different from that of Logue and Moore, this same cuprous

acetylide may be forming and for some reason not coupling with

the acid chloride.

An alternate route to ketone IX (Scheme 1) was attempted.

This approach involved the condensation of lithium acetylide with

benzaldehyde, followed by oxidation of the product alcohol, XII.

These steps were used by

-H + LiC=-H - - -C. CH

(Ethylene diamine complex) XII

Cr0 3

0 Eq. 5

IX

Harris and Belty (3) to prepare bis-acetylenic ketones. However,

they prepared the lithium acetylide in situ by reaction of

acetylene with butyllithium. Our approach was to use the solid,

commercially available ethylene diamine complex of lithium

acetylide. This has been shown (4) to give high yields of g

ethynyl carbinols with ketones.
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The procedure of Harris and Belty was followed (0.3 mole

scale) except for the use of the solid acetylide-ethylene diamine

complex. No product corresponding to alcohol XII could be

isolated (Properties: see ref. 5 and 6). Upon concentration of

the ether extracts of the reaction mixture, there was obtained by

filtration a series of solids (three could be distinguished)

melting from 1220 to 2400. The highest melting solid (about 1/5

of the isolated mass) contained 72.5% carbon, 6.73% hydrogen, and

surprisingly, 8.9% nitrogen. Vacuum distillation of the filtrate

(amounting to about 50% of the isolated mass) gave benzaldehyde

(5%), benzyl alcohol (12%-IR and NMR match) and an unknown liquid

residue. The proton NMR of this liquid showed absorptions at

10.05 6 (sing.), 8.4 6 (sing.), 8-7 6 (mult.), 5.3 6 (weak

sing.), 4.0 6 (strong sing.). The mass spectrum gave a parent

peak mass at 133 amn with fragments suggesting the presence of

nitrogen.

Thus, except for the isolation of benzyl alcohol and

unreacted benzaldehyde, the major products of this reaction could

not be identified. The presence of nitrogen in the product

materials indicates that the ethylene diamine is somehow

participating in the reaction. This rules against the use of

this acetylide complex in condensation with aldehydes.

IV. Attempted Synthesis of 1,3,5-Triphenyl-3,5-hexadien-i-yne

(Compound III)

The first step in the sequence (Scheme 1) is the preparation

of ketone VIII. The method of Tohda, et al. (1) was used to

couple benzoyl chloride with phenyl acetylene. The reaction is
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catalyzed by a combination of cuprous iodide and PdCl 2 [(C 6 H5 ) 3 P]2

in amounts on the order of 0.1 mole percent. Enough triethyl

amine is used to

ýC+HCSC PdPC2(O3P)2/CuI_ /• ac
Et3N, Room Temp. 0J •

VIII

+Et 3 N'HCl Eq. 5

act as a solvent as well as to neutralize the HCl produced.

About twelve percent solids were used in the initial reaction

mixture.

When the catalyst combination was added to the acid

chloride-alkyne solution a fourteen degree exotherm was observed

(0.15 mole scale). The mixture was allowed to stir overnight at

room temperature under a blanket of nitrogen. The reaction

mixture was then quenched with methanol and then concentrated by

heat and vacuum. The residue was then treated with water-

cyclohexane and the water layer discarded. The cyclohexane

solution was dried, again concentrated, and the residue was

chromatographed on a silica gel column using cyclohexane.

Two trials gave yields of 37 and TO percent. There appeared

to be considerable loss of material on the silica gel column.

Improvements could easily be made in this part of the procedure.

The product melts at 42- 4 5 0 (Lit.: 49-500). The IR and NMR

spectra agree with the structure for 1,3-diphenylpropynone (VIII).

[IR: 3000-3100 cm- 1 (aryl C-H); 2211 cm- 1 (C.C); 1725 cm- 1 (CIO);

NMR: medium multiplet at 8.3 6; strong multiplet at 7.7 6]. Mass
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spectral analysis gave a parent peak of 206 amu as expected for

ketone, VIII.

The next step in the sequence was addition of HBr across

the triple bond of ketone, VIII to form the bromo-ketone, XI.

Grob and Cseh (7) used HBr in various

HOAc H B

HBr - . O -C-CCD Eq. 6

VIII XI

forms in reaction with aryl acetylenes (HBr/HOAc, HBr/DMF,

HBr/CHCl 3 and gaseous HBr). Adams and Theobald (8) bubbled dry

HBr through an acetic acid solution of aryl propiolic acids to

prepare B-bromo-ý-phenylacrylic acids. For the present work,

commercial, 30% HBr in acetic acid was used.

The most successful procedure was to dilute the ketone with

2/1 (v/v) CHCl 3 /HOAc to give a 25% solids solution. The stirred

solution (N2 blanket) was cooled to -200 and one equivalent of

HBr/HOAc solution was added (5-10 min.) by syringe. The mixture

was allowed to warm to room temperature over a two hour period.

The reaction mixture was then poured into ice water, washed with

2% NaHCO 3 and ultimately the organic residue was chromatographed

(silica gel-CH2 Cl 2 /cyclohexane, 50/50). Evaporation of solvent

gave 84% yield of product having: 62.69% C, 3.90% H, 27.29% Br

(Calcd.: 62.74% C, 3.86% H, 27 83% Br). The mass spectrum gave

doublet parent peaks at 286 and 288 amu as expected for the

bromoketone XI. Gas chromatography showed two peaks in a ratio

of about 2:1 (the larger peak having the longer retention time).
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This is no doubt due to the two geometric isomers possible for

XI.

In spite of it being an isomer mixture, it was decided

to perform a Wittig reaction on XI in order to prepare the

bromo-diene, XIII.

H Brý 1  AP-CH2  / H2  H BrEq.2

XI XIII

The ketone was added to the ylide at -780 (N2 blanket) and

the mixture was allowed to stir and reach room temperature

overnight. This was followed by warming at 600 for two hours.

Filtration followed by concentration of the filtrate gave a red

oil whose NMR and IR spectra matched that for ketone, VIII. This

was corroborated by the mass spectrum which gave a molecular ion

mass of 206 amu.

Thus, it appears that the alkylidene phosphorane (ylide) is

sufficiently basic to cause dehydrobromination. Future syntheses

are likely to require carrying out the Wittig prior to addition

of HBr across the triple bond.

V. Attempted Synthesis of 1,4-Diphenyl-3,5-hexadien-l-yne

(Compound IV)

As indicated in Scheme 2, the first step in the synthetic

sequence was the preparation of vinylphenyl ketone, XV. This

ketone is unstable in that it readily polymerizes. Therefore,

vinylphenyl ketone must be prepared the same day it is to be used

in the Wittig synthesis of the bromodiene, XVI. The most

satisfactory procedure was found to be the dehydrochlorination of
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8-chloropropiophenone in the molten state using potassium

carbonate as base. A small amount (ten mole percent) of

\ H H K2003/KOAc QHH
C-C-C-C-Cl ( -C-=CH + KCl + KHC0 3  Eq. 8

H HH

potassium acetate was also added as a base which may have greater

solubility in the molten ketone. However, it is quite likely

that this is not necessary (a thorough study to optimize this

reaction was not made).

The procedure involved heating the dry reactants in a short

path distillation apparatus. The distilled vinylphenyl ketone

was collected and stored at 00. Distillation occurred at 75-770,

1.5 mm Hg pressure. A 68$ yield was obtained on a 0.1 mole scale

reaction. The NMR spectrum of the distillate showed multiplets

at 8.05 6 and 7.6 6, a series of four dublets at 6 6.6, 6.3, 6.0

and 5.8 and three singlets at 6 7.3, 7.2, and 7.0. The IR

spectrum showed the expected absorptions at 3058 cm- 1 (sp2 CH),

1674 cm- 1 (C=O), and 1000-990 cm- 1 (-CH2 ).

For use in the Wittig reaction, the bromoalkylidene

phosphorane, P-CHBr was prepared according to the procedure of

Wolinsky and Erickson (9). The Wittig reaction was performed as

described by Masakatsu and Kuroda (10). The freshly prepared

vinylphenyl ketone was added as a

H H 03P-CHBr H Br H 9
THF, -78°+

THF solution to the ylide at -780. The mixture was allowed to

warm up to room temperature overnight. When ether was added to
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the reaction mixture a large mass of sticky solid precipitated.

This material exhibited an IR and NMR spectrum nearly identical

to a previously prepared sample of polyvinylphenyl ketone. Other

than solvents, no volatile material could be distilled from the

reaction mixture.

Here again, the basic nature of the ylide caused a side

reaction (polymerization) to occur in preference to the Wittig

reaction.

One attempt at performing the above Wittig reaction on

8-chloropropiophenone with the intention of dehydrochlorinating

as a following step, was also unsuccessful. Again, copious

quantities of polymer were obtained along with starting material

and compounds resulting from substitution of the chlorine.

IV. Recommendations

If Wittig reactions are required in the synthesis of

diene-yne compounds, consideration must be given to the basic

nature of the ylides used and whether base-sensitive functional

groups are present in the carbonyl substrate. The ylides are

likely to dehydrobrominate vinyl bromides and initiate anionic

polymerization of certain vinyl ketone (as is the case with

vinylphenyl ketone). In Scheme 1 it may be preferable to perform

the acetylene coupling on bromo ketones X or XI (the last step

shown in Scheme 1) prior to the Wittig step.

Another feature of the Wittig reaction is that it takes

place sluggishly with many ketones. Aldehydes react more readily

and should produce fewer side reactions. For example, compound

II might be prepared by the sequence:
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H HH

II

The first step would involve a Wittig reaction on an aldehyde,

presumably a more facile process.

Similarly, compound 'IV might be prepared from the same

starting aldehyde as shown by the following series of reactions:

. CHO Br2  .CHO Base JCHO
-'~ ()- Q~Br -

CH2  HCrPBr
H H

SHCU C-'
Pd Cat~a'st

H

K •~~-CH2 Wittig / CHO
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Computer Software Executable Image Efficiency

In Real-time LIDAR Applications

by

Martin A. Patt

ABSTRACT

A study comparing the efficiencies of

executable-image codes generated for a

real-time LIDAR application was

performed for three computer source

languages: C, FORTRAN, and BASIC.

Programs were compiled and executed

under the VMS operating system on a

Digital Equipment Corporation VAX-11/

780 Mainframe Computer.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In August of 1984, a team of dedicated scientists and

engineers working out of the Optical Physics Division at AFGL

successfully launched a balloonborne laser radar system for

observations of atmospheric backscatter from high altitude(2).

Data acquired during this flight is unique in that it represents

the only existing set of high-altitude backscatter data.

Simultaneously under development at AFGL is a ground-based (but

mobile), coherent, pulsed, Doppler C02 lidar system housed in a

modified 12m semi trailer. The pulsed Doppler system is designed

to evaluate techniques for the acquisition and real-time

interpretation of atmospheric windfield structure as well as

aerosol attenuation and concentrations over long path lengths(1).

Experiments simultaneously utilizing both the ground-based and

balloonborne lidars are expected to begin as early as the summer

of 1987. To facilitate and enhance these combined experiments, a

Digital Equipment Corporation VAX-11-730 digital computer will be

housed in the semi trailer to perform some real-time signal

processing which might allow for reconfiguring of the instruments

while experiments are in progress. It has been suggested that

this processing time might be reduced by selecting a software

source language which bests fits this application.

II. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT

This summer-research effort has been devoted to a comparative

study of the applicability of three source languages: C, FORTRAN,

and BASIC, with the objective of determining which of these may

prove most suitable for this signal-processing application. Care

has been taken to obtain "best" programs in each of the source

languages. Failure to have done so would have resulted in a

comparison of the suitability of programmers rather than

languages. To this end, all source programs have been subjected
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to careful scrutiny and review by a team of conscientious

analytical programmers.

III. BACKGROUND

Electromagnetic energy is scattered by gas molecules of the

atmosphere and also by its particulate or droplet constituents.

In the case of energy at the optical and near-optical wavelengths

generated by lasers, such scattering is sufficient to permit

application of the radar principal to observations of the

atmosphere itself. Even in the visibly "clear" atmosphere

backscattered signals from gases and suspended particles at ranges

of several kilometers may readily be detected with laser "radars",

or "lidars", of modest performance. It is accordingly possible to

detect the presence and location of particulate clouds or layers

and, by tracking inhomogeneities in particle concentration, to

determine atmospheric structure and motion. In addition, this

capability of obtaining returns from distant atmospheric volumes

provides, from a single location, an extended path along which the

effects of atmospheric absorption may be determined. In this way,

by using energy at specific wavelengths, resonant absorption may

be used to make range-resolved measurements of the quantity of a

particular absorptive gas along the path(5).

The basic radar principle of remote atmospheric probing by

lasers is called LIDAR, from the acronym Light Detection And

Ranging. This term was first applied to pulsed light techniques

using conventional sources by Middleton and Spilhaus(6). The

anticipated application of an earth-orbiting Doppler lidar to the

measurement of tropospheric wind fields on a global scale has

provided recent impetus to the measurement of atmospheric aerosol

volume backscatter coefficients. When known as a function of

altitude (at least up to the tropopause) at a number of

globally-distributed locations, these backscatter coefficients can

be instrumental in weather prediction as well as in studies of
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large aerosol particle formation, transport, and removal

processes. Although there is now a large body of information

regarding atmospheric aerosol backscatter coefficients in the

visible region, there is quite a bit less at C02 laser wavelengths

thus far(4).

Fitzjarrald(3) in 1985 pointed out that a high-altitude

experiment can suffer from a lack of effective real-time display

of results which, if available, could be used to guide the

operation of the experiment in progress. A flexible real-time

display system was developed at the NASA Marshall Space Flight

Center to provide for the display of line of sight information for

either signal intensity or velocity. These could be displayed on

a color monitor as the flight progressed to check on the operation

of the system, so that a timely response could be made either to

adjust the system or change the aircraft flight track.
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IV. DESCRIPTION OF THE BALLOONBORNE LIDAR DATA

The balloonborne lidar data initially tested as part of this

summer research effort was restricted to high-gain ultraviolet

data. The data may be thought of as framed in the following way.

Each lidar "shot" (there were ten per second) yields five minor

frames of sixty-four twelve-bit data words. Each of the five

minor frames has the following format.

twelve-bit data word Contents

0 Minor frame sync (decimal 856)

1 Minor framp number (0 to 4)

2 Major frame counter (appears

in first minor frame only)

3 open

4 - 63 Sixty consecutive 12-bit data

words (instrument counts)

Thus there are sixty data words per minor frame, and 300 data words

per major frame (lidar shot). Each of these sixty 12-bit data words

has the following bit configuration.

Bit position from the right Contents

11 Even parity

10 FIFO Status (Empty=O)

9 Least-significant bit

0 Most-significant bit
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V. PROCESSING APPLIED TO THE BALLOONBORNE LIDAR DATA
lI

For the first comparative test of executable-image efficiencies,

the balloonborne data was processed in the following way. Ten major

frames of data were decoded, examined and averaged. The results were

cleaned(8,9) and then displayed as a plot of average instrument count

vs. range bin. Since there are ten "shots" per second, this

represents one second of measured data. Each minor frame was checked

for proper synchronization as well as proper reporting of the major

and minor-frame counters. Inconsistencies resulted in rejection of

the entire major frame.

To generate a meaningful comparison of executable image

efficiencies, the test was run with a number of different data sets.

The percentage of "good" data varied from set to set. The data sets

were organized as sequential files with one minor frame per record.

This file organization was selected to allow the FORTRAN software to

read data efficiently without the need for "direct access" (random

access). Random access had been considered for the purpose of

speeding up the FORTRAN by allowing it to skip over bad data (the C

software does not require special file structuring to do this). This

approach was later abandoned when it was found that the overhead of

record management and the four-to-one increase in file-size would not

be outweighed by a significant improvement in speed in this

application.
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VI. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

In tests performed with actual balloon telemetry data, the C and

FORTRAN ran with nearly equal speed (as measured by C.P.U. times),

the C software being slightly faster. Both ran approximately five

times faster than the equivalent BASIC software. Results obtained by

processing a number of "made up" data sets are summarized in the

chart which follows. It must be pointed out that the data structure

was purposely set up to accomodate the FORTRAN, allowing the FORTRAN

program to read efficiently from the data file (by structuring one

minor frame per record rather than one data word per record).

Further, the volume of terminal output was kept as small as possible

because the FORTRAN was found to be slower than C on output. Tests

revealed that the C software would have beat the FORTRAN by a factor

of two had these concessions not been granted. The apparent

superiority of C in this kind of real-time processing is due in part

to its inherent efficiency, allowing for better utilization of modern

computer architectures.

C.P.U. TIME TO PROCESS TEN LIDAR SHOTS (MAJOR FRAMES)

AS A FUNCTION OF PERCENT-GOOD DATA

Percent-good C FORTRAN BASIC MACRO

100 2.1 sec. 2.6 12.5 1.0

90 2.0 2.5 12.0 1.0

80 2.0 2.4 11.5 1.0

70 1.9 2.3 10.9 1.0

60 1.9 2.2 10.4 1.0

50 1.8 2.1 9.9 0.9

40 1.7 2.1 9.4 0.9

30 1.7 2.0 8.9 0.9

20 1.6 1.9 8.4 0.9

10 1.6 1.8 7.9 0.9

0 1.5 1.7 7.3
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VII. RECOMMENDATIONS

AFGL maintaines a substantial investment in computer hardware.

At its main computer center, there is a Control Data Corp. CYBER-750

(Operating System: NOS 2.2) as well as a Digital Equipment Company

VAX-11/780 (Operating System: VMS 4.4). Although both systems have

compilers for both the FORTRAN and Pascal languages, the FORTRAN

compilers are used almost exclusively. There is no C compiler

available on either CYBER or VAX machines. Both Pascal and C (but

not FORTRAN) provide the advantage of speedy software development

usually associated with highly structured languages. Of the two, C

is the more general and versatile language.

It is recommended that:

(1) A C-compiler be acquired for the VAX-11/780, and that some new

AFGL software being developed for the VAX be written in the

C-language. Programs written in C for the VAX are readily

linked with existing FORTRAN subroutines - users with a

substantial investment in existing FORTRAN routines would not

be placed at a disadvantage.

(2) A short course should be taught (possibly by the system

programmers at A.F.G.L.) to help potential users migrate to the

C-language.
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A BIOMECHANICAL STUDY OF ANTHROPOMORPHIC HEAD-NECK SYSTEMS

by

Jacqueline G. Paver

ABSTRACT

Hybrid II, modified Hybrid II, and Hybrid III anthropomorphic

manikin head-neck assemblies were studied. Preparations were made to

measure the kinematic and dynamic responses of these mechanical head-neck

assemblies to abrupt decelerations imparted to the base of the neck by a

pendulum test apparatus according to existing DOT specifications for

Part 572 dummy compliance testing and recommended procedures for

Hybrid III compliance testing. The actual execution of these tests is

planned for the upcoming year. Measurements were made of the geometric

and inertial properties of the pendulum and the modified Hybrid II and

Hybrid III test specimens. The measured geometric and inertial

properties and pendulum test performance standards were then analyzed to

determine inputs for both the Articulated Total Body (ATB) Model and the

AAMRL Head-Spine Model (HSM). Data sets, which represent the Hybrid II

head-neck system, were developed for the HSM and ATB Model. Simulations

of the Hybrid II pendulum tests were performed and compared to

experimental results in order to validate these data sets. More modeling

work still needs to be done. Some additional tuning of the Hybrid II

data sets is suggested. Modified Hybrid II and Hybrid III data sets need

to be developed and validated.
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I. INTRODUCTION

I received my Ph.D. from Duke University in December, 1985. My

dissertation was entitled, "The Biomechanics of Head and Neck Injury and

Protection." The ultimate goal of my research was to provide a rational

tool for optimum helmet design. As a graduate student, I trained in an

extensive and well-equipped laboratory specifically designed for testing

and modeling the mechanical properties of biological tissues and their

anthropomorphic analogs. During this period, I developed a head-neck

injury model by modifying the Calspan CVS Model to incorporate a helmet

and more realistic neck based upon measurements of the viscoelastic

responses of unembalmed human cervical spines and a variety of helmet

types to dynamic compression loading. As a research associate at Duke

University, I worked on a grant with the Industrial Safety Equipment

Association (ISEA). The goal of the ISEA project was to perform research

to: (1) develop justification for the test specifications in a proposed

standard for hardhats for use in environments that require a high level

of lateral protection; and (2) develop a helmet test system as described

in the proposed standard.

The research problem at AARML/BBM involved an investigation of tb-

geometric, inertial, and mechanical properties of the head-neck systems

of several anthropomorphic dummies. Both experimental work and computer

simulation were included in this research effort. The problem under

investigation at AAMRL/BBM was, therefore, very similar to the problems

I had studied at Duke University. Because of this similarity, I was

assigned to work at AAMRL/BBM.
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II. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT

One goal of the AAMRL/BBM research program is to develop a durable,

servicable, and biofidelic anthropomorphic dummy head-neck system with

repeatable and reproducible biomechanical responses. Another goal is to

develop data sets for the Articulated Total Body (ATB) Model and the

AAMRL Head-Spine Model (HSM) which accurately predict the head-neck

kinematics and dynamics of existing dummies in crash environments. To

accomplish these goals, it was desired to measure, analyze, and simulate

the kinematic and dynamic responses of Hybrid II, modified Hybrid II, and

Hybrid III mechanical head-neck assemblies to abrupt decelerations

imparted to the base of the neck by a pendulum test apparatus.

My individual objectives were:

(1) to measure the geometric and inertial properties of the modified

Hybrid II and Hybrid III head-neck systems and the pendulum test

apparatus

(2) to setup the test apparatus and instrumentation to measure the

desired responses of these mechanical head-neck assemblies

according to existing DOT specifications for Part 572 dummy

compliance testing and recommended procedures for Hybrid III

compliance testing

(3) to analyze the measured geometric and inertial properties and

pendulum test performance standards to determine inputs for both

the HSM and the ATB Model.

(4) to compare simulations of the pendulum tests to experimental

results to verify the assumptions used to define the head and

neck structures and validate the HSM and ATB Model data sets.
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III. RATIONALE

In recent years, there has been an increasing awareness of both the

serious consequences that can occur with head and neck injuries and the

effectiveness of biomechanical studies to reduce the likelihood of these

injuries. Two sources of information about head and neck injury and

prevention are: (1) experiments with human surrogates; and (2) analysis

of mathematical models. Information from dummy tests is limited. The

use of inanimate devices reduces the repeatability problems associated

with animals and cadavers but raises questions as to biofidelity.

Attempts to improve human surrogate biofidelity are well documented.

When a new manikin design is incorporated into a crash test program, data

bases are generated which describe their geometric and inertial

properties and mechanical behavior. Performance evaluations are

conducted to ensure uniformity of results among different specimens and

laboratories. Compliance tests are developed. Mathematical modeling is

an accepted technique of scientific research. Once validated by

comparison with experimental results, mathematical models are useful,

economical, and versatile engineering tools. They can, in lieu of direct

experimentation with actual physical systems, evaluate the effects of

varying parameters on the responses of systems to a wide variety of input

conditions. In particular, with validated data sets for the Hybrid II,

modified Hybrid II, and Hybrid III head-neck systems, any environment or

test, where the head and/or neck is in jeopardy, could be simulated.

It was expected that the proposed systematic study of the geometric,

inertial, and kinematic and dynamic properties of mechanical head-neck

assemblies wiould provide useful information to those interested in injury

prevention and crashworthiness.
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IV. BACKGROUND

Experimental Studies

Hybrid II, modified Hybrid II, and Hybrid III mechanical head-neck

assemblies were chosen as specimens for this study.

The Hybrid II was the first GM dummy design to have acceptable

repeatability and good durability and serviceability. The Hybrid II

head-neck assembly is a fairly simple system. The head is a hollow

aluminum casting, with a rear cap to allow access to the instrumentation

inside. This instrumentation consists of a mutually orthogonal array of

three uniaxial accelerometers; this array is mounted at the head CG.

Both pieces of the head are covered with a rubber skin. The neck is a

right circular cylinder of butyl rubber. It is solid, except for a small

hole through the middle. Metal plates are molded into each end to

facilitate head-neck and the neck-thorax attachment.

The AAMRL modified Hybrid II accommodates a load cell, for measuring

neck axial and shear loads and moments about the occipital condyles, and

a nodding joint at the occipital condyles. These modifications required |

alterations of both the head and the neck. A large hole was cut in the

transverse bulkhead, the load cell and nodding joint were added between

the base of the head and the top of the molded neck, and the

acLelerometer array was mounted on top of the load cell. Also, the solid

molded neck was shortened in order to keep the overall height the same as

that specified by DOT for Part 572 dummies. Another modification is the

use of head accelerometers and an aluminum mounting plate unlike the

devices supplied by Humanoid Systems. These modifications are

significant and will probably alter the bending properties and overall

performance of the head-neck system.
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The Hybrid III head-neck system is a measurable improvement over

the Hybrid II and modified Hybrid II systems in terms of component

biofidelity in frontal impacts. The Hybrid III design represents

sta~e-of-the-art knowledge of human geometry, weight, inertia, and

biomechanical response. The head is a hollow two-piece precision casting

of 356 aluminum with T6 heat treatment. The thickness of the vinyl skin

is specified and closely controlled to assure biomechanical fidelity and

repeatable head response in hard-surface impacts. As in the modified

Hybrid II, a load cell and nodding joint connect the head and neck. The

molded neck is constructed of alternate layers of aluminum and

75-durometer (shore hardness) butyl rubber elastomer; the rubber layers

are asymmetric to give different responses in flexion and extension.

A steel cable runs through the center of the neck to pr-ovide axial

strength. An adjustable bracket connects the neck to the thorax. The

AAMRL Hybrid III dummy was modified to include head accelerometers and a

steel mounting plate, unlike the devices supplied by Humanoid Systems,

and an occipital condyle pin replacement, which permits attachment to the

three-potentiometer unit. These modifications should not significantly

alter the bending properties and performance of the head-neck system.

The head-neck pendulum test consists of a pendulum drop. At the

bottom of the pendulum's swing, the arm impacts a block of honeycomb;

this produces a near-square wave pendulum deceleration pulse. The

head-neck system, which is mounted to the end of the pendulum, does not

undergo any impact. The environmental test conditions, instrumentation

requirements, and test procedures (including the pendulum geometric and

inertial properties and strike plate deceleration pulse and impact

velocity) are specified. For the Hybrid II dummy, the head rotation,

chordal displacement of the head center of gravity, and maximum allowable
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head acceleration are also specified. Hybrid II test procedures and

performance standards are described in the Code of Federal Regulations,

Title 49, Part 572. For the Hybrid III dummy, the moments at the

occipital condyles and D-plane rotation are specified by recommended

Hybrid III test procedures and performance standards, which are based on

the General Motors Calibration Test Procedure, evaluation testing

performed by the Transportation Research Center of Ohio for the NHTSA

Vehicle Research and Test Center, and the Society of Automotive Engineers

(SAE) Engineering Aid #23, written by the Dummy Testing Bquipment Working

Group. Currently, there are no DOT specifications for Hybrid III

compliance testing.

The instrumentation used in a typical pendulum test consists of

piezoresistive accelerometers, a six-axis load cell, a three-

potentiometer device or hiech-speed 16mm camera, and a velocimeter with a

photocell sensor. A triaxial accelerometer measures the pendulum arm

deceleration 65.25 inches from the pivot point of the pendulum along the

pendulum arm centerline. Three single-axis accelerometers measure the

Hybrid II head accelerations. A two- or three-potentiometer unit or a

high-speed 16mm camera measures head rotation and displacement data in

order to obtain a complete description of head motion in the mid-sagittal

plane. A six-axis load cell measures forces and moments at the modified _ 1

occipital condyle pin of the Hybrid III manikin. A velocimeter-photocell

device measures the pendulum velocity just prior to impact.

Theoretical Studies

Two types of mathematical models were selected for this study:

(1) an internal body structure model; and (2) a whole-body gross-motion

simulator model. Internal body structure models have been successfully
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implemented at AAMRL for military applications (e.g., the dynamic

responses of head-spine subsystems to +Gz accelerations). Numerous .q

applications of whole-body gross-motion simulator models, involving

automobile, pedestrian, and motorcycle crash victims, are documented in

the literature.

Description of the Head-Spine Model

The Head-Spine Model (HSM) is a three-dimensional computer model

which represents the human body by a collection of rigid bodies connected

by deformable elements (Belytschko et al., 1976). The deformable

elements can be beam elements, spring elements, hydrodynamic elements, or

elastic surfaces. The rigid bodies generally represent bones (e.g., the

head, vertebrae, pelvis, and ribs); the deformable elements represent

soft tissues (e.g., viscera, ligaments, and intervertebral discs).

The mathematical model is a matrix structural analysis program. The

program integrates the equations of motion in time, either implicitly or

explicitly. The analysis accommod!ates large displacements of the rigid

bodies, nonlinear material properties, and viscous forces.

The data base defines the structure to be modeled. It consists of

the geometric and inertial properties of the rigid bodies, the geometric,

inertial, and material properties of the deformable elements, the

connectivity data, boundary conditions, constraints, and global

coordinate system definition. The model inputs are defined in a separate

subroutine called ICIF that is linked with the code prior to execution. -

Description of the Articulated Total Body Model

The Calspan three-dimensional Crash Victim Simulator (CVS) Model is

a digital computer program developed at Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory

(McHenry and Naab, 1967) for the DOT for the study of human and dummy
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dynamics during automobile crashes. Originally, its validity was

determined from comparisons of predicted responses with those measured in

sled tests and full-scale automobile crash tests using anthropometric

dummies (McHenry and Naab, 1967; Bartz, 1972). The formulation, however,

was of sufficient generality to allow application of this model to

problems involving other impact environments. The Articulated Total

Body (ATB) Model is a modified version of the CVS which accommodates

specific Air Force applications such as vibration loading, encumberance

effects on crewman performance, and ejection from disabled aircraft

(e.g., retraction, head-canopy impacts, windblast, parachute-opening

shock).

The primary component of this program is the body dynamics model.

The body dynamics model contains and solves the equations of motion and

constraint. These equations are formulated from Euler's rigid body

equations of motion with Lagrange-type constraints. This model differs

from most other three-dimensional occupant models, which are formulated

from Lagrange's equations of motion. Variation of the number of segments

and joints is permitted within the formulation. In most applications,

the crash victim is represented by fifteen rigid body segments connected

by fourteen joints. The resulting simultaneous first-order ordinary

differential equations are solved using a Vector Exponential Integrator.

The three-dimensional rotational equations are integrated using

quaternions (also known as Euler Parameters).
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V. SFRP RESEARCH

As part of the SFRP at AAMRL, Paver and Doherty conducted

experimental and theoretical studies of the Hybrid II, modified

Hybrid II, and Hybrid III dummy head-neck assemblies and the Part 572 and

recommended Hybrid III dummy head-neck compliance ti.sts. Measurements

were made of the geometric and inertial properties of the test specimens

and apparatus. Mounting plates, test fixtures, and apparatus

modifications were made. All transducers were wired; some were

calibrated. The test specimens and apparatus were assembled for the

Part 572 tests. A test plan was written. The measured geometric and

inertial properties and Part 572 pendulum test specifications were

analyzed to determine inputs for both the HSM and the ATB Model. Data

sets which represent the Hybrid II head-neck system were developed for

the HSM and ATB Model. The pendulum test was simulated to validate these

data sets.

Experimental Studies

The inertial properties of the dummy head and neck segments were

determined experimentally using balsa wood holding boxes, a C & S

electronic scale, a moment table, a Space Electronics Model #KGR1 000-3

Mass Properties Torsion Pendulum, a Hewlett-Packard HP85 microcomputer,

and a Micro Control Systems perceptor three-dimensional digitizer linked

tc the AAMRL Perkin Elmer computer. The scale was used to determine the

segment-box weight to the nearest 0.01 lbs. The moment table, which had

two parallel knife edges, was used to measure the segment-box center of

gravity (CG) location. One knife edge was placed on the scale and the

other on a fixed stand. With the scale tared to zero, the first moment

about the fixed blade edge was read directly from the scale. ThLn, using
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the known distance between the knife edges, the exact location of the CG

of the segment-box combination was calculated. The torsion pendulum was

used to determine the moment of inertia of the segpw'nt-box combination

about its CG. By performing this task with the segment-box in six

different orientations, the inertia tensor elements at the CG were

determined. Using these tensor elements and data obtained from the

perceptor, the principal moments of inertia, and the direction cosines

of the respective principal axes were determined. The effects of the box

were removed and the inertial properties of the segment were calculated

relative to specified points on the segment.

The geometric and inertial properties of the pendulum were also

measured. The weight was determined with a high-capacity scale. A knife

edge was used to measure the CG location. The torsion pendulum and

HP85 microcomputer were used to determine the relevant moment of inertia.

Although the pendulum was designed using the Part 572 specifications as a

model, some differences exist. The estimated effects of the differences

were negligible with respect to the dynamics of the head-neck system.

Simulating the Part 572 Head-Neck Pendulum Test with the Head-Spine Model

An HSM data set, which represents the Hybrid II head-neck system,

was developed. The Part 572 head-neck pendulum compliance test was

simulated to validate this data set. Since the head is connected

directly to a cylindrical rubber neck and the base of the neck is

connected directly to the pendulum arm during a test, the corresponding

HSM was made up of two elements. A rigid body represented the head; a

beam element represented the neck. The pendulum arm was not explicitly

defined; the boundary conditions of the node at the base of the neck were

made to reflect the presence of the pendulum.
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For this simulation, it was necessary to describe the geometric and

inertial properties of the head separately from those of the neck. Since

the Part 572 specification requires that the head and neck properties be

defined by the SAE Recommended Practice J963 (i.e., the head and upper

neck are lumped together; the upper torso and lower neck are lumped

together), this data was inappropriate. Instead, values for these

parameters were abstracted and/or derived from Hubbard and McLeod (1977)

and the Hybrid II Perfurmance Evaluation Report (1973), where the

geometric and inertial properties of the head are described separately

from those of the neck.

The coordinate system was defined so that the positive x axis was

the A-P direction, the positive y axis was the L-R direction, and the

positive z axis was the S-I direction. The pendulum arm was free to

rotate about the y axis only. Since the response is measured only from

the time of impact to the time the head returns to the pre-impact

position, the end of the pendulum (i.e., the base point) does not rotate

during the test. The motion of this point was modeled as a pure

translation in the x direction; no translations in the y and z directions

or rotations about the x or z axes were allowed for this point. All

other points were allowed to translate and rotate in the x-z plane.

A trapezoidal acceleration pulse with a 20 G constant peak

acceleration was the excitation for the model. This pulse complied with

Part 572. The initial condition was the pendulum strike plate impact

velocity specified in Part 572. These two quantities were not included

in the data set itself; they were inputs to the subroutine ICIF. This

subroutine is called by the model after it reads the data set.
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The data set was tuned to make the HSM head-neck response comply

with the Part 572 head-neck pendulum test performance standards.

Part 572 specifies the response in three ways: head rotation vs. time,

chordal displacement vs. time, and peak head acceleration. Since the

inertial properties of the Hybrid II head and neck are well documented, -

these constants remained fixed; they were not used to tune the data set.

The stiffness and damping of the neck, however, are not as well

documented. The values used initially for axial, bending, and torsional

stiffness and damping were calculated from a material specification

abstracted from a Sierra blueprint. 1he response of the model did not

comply with Part 572 using these initial values; it was necessary to

increase the amplitude and decrease the period of the response. The

material properties of the neck were varied in a systematic manner to

bring the response of the model into compliance with Part 572. It was

discovered that a decrease in the bending stiffness increased both the

amplitude and the period of the motion. A decrease in the bending

damping increased the amplitude but had little effect on the period.

Changes in the axial and torsional stiffness and damping had no effect on

the performance of the head-neck system in bending. The final data set

resulted in the correct period of rotation but slightly low amplitudes.

The peak head acceleration was also slightly low. Both of these

deficiencies may have resulted from the fact that the input acceleration

pulse was trapezoidal, with a 20 G constant peak acceleration; actual

acceleration pulses show a peak of 25-30 G's. These deficiencies may

also have resulted from the initial condition specification; the actual

neck velocity should be higher than the pendulum strike plate velocity.

A more realistic excitation and initial condition would give the head a __

higher-amplitude rotation and higher peak accelerations.
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Simulating the Part 572 Head-Neck Pendulum Test with the ATB Model

ATB data sets, which represent the Hybrid II head-neck system, were

developed. The Part 572 head-neck pendulum test was simulated to

validate these data sets. Initially, three segments were defined.

Ball-and-socket joints were specified between the head and neck and

between the neck and pendulum. A pin joint was specified between the

pendulum and the vehicle. The geometric and inertial properties of the

Hybrid II head and neck and the joint characteristics of the neck were

abstracted from operational data sets at AAMRL/BBM. The pendulum

geometric and inertial properties and joint characteristics were measured

or estimated.

Two types of ATB simulations were performed. The first type were

full-drop simulations where time zero represented the initial release of

the pendulum. The second type were simulations of only the impact phase

where time zero was the time just prior to the impact of the pendulum

against the aluminum honeycomb.

The full-drop simulations were used to determine the relative

angular orientation and velocity of the head and neck with respect to the

pendulum just prior to impact. It was discovered that the time to impact

and the initial striking velocity could be varied by changing the joint

viscous coefficient of the pendulum pivot. The required simulation time

varied from 750 to 1250 msec, depending on the specified impact velocity.

Only the final 150 msec corresponded to the impact phase.

The impact phase simulations revealed a problem in the specification

of the pendulum-honeycomb contact. Three approaches were consi.dered:

(1) The pendulum was defined as a segment with an attached ellipsoid

and the honeycomb was defined as a plane. Plane-ellipsoid

contact resulted.
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(2) The pendulum was defined as a segment with an attached plane and

the honeycomb was defined as an ellipsoid. Plane-ellipsoid

contact resulted.

(3) The pendulum acceleration specified by Part 572 was input by

defining the pendulum as the vehicle and attaching the neck to

the vehicle. No contacts were defined.

Since the contact forces were defined in terms of the penetration between

contact surfaces and since the strike plate was located at a distance

almost equal to the major axis length of the pendulum ellipsoid, contact

was not observed at the right point in space if the dimensions of the

pendulum and honeycomb were defined correctly. Hence, both the amount of

penetration and the contact time were low. One fix for this problem was

to make the contact ellipsoid attached to the pendulum or honeycomb large

enough so that the minor axis occurred at the strike plate location.

This resulted in unrealistic graphics which were later modified in the

AMRLVIEW input deck.
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VI. RECOMMENDATIONS

The following are recommendations for future experimental studies:

(1) Execution of modified Hybrid II and Hybrid III pendulum tests

according to existing DOT specifications for Part 572 dummy

compliance testing and recommended procedures for Hybrid III

compliance testing. Some tests will be designed to assess the

effects of three-potentiometer devices, in two different

mounting configurations, on head-neck kinematics and dynamics.

(2) Expansion of the test program to include other impact directions

and deceleration profiles to obtain a comprehensive evaluation

of the manikin head-neck responses.

The following are recommendations for future theoretical studies:

(1) Continue tuning the proposed Hybrid II data sets.

(2) Develop and validate data sets of the modified Hybrid II *and

Hybrid III head-neck systems. As a preliminary effort, the data

sets would not contain detailed representations of every part of

the neck. Instead, the effects of the nodding blocks, central

cable, and the layered construction of the Hybrid III neck would

be lumped together.

(2) Develop and validate data sets which incorporate the occipital

condyle nodding joint into the neck description. This joint is

part of both the modified Hybrid II and III head-neck systems.

Experimental determination of the torque-angle characteristics

of the joint will be required.

(3) Develop and validate Hybrid III data sets which incorporate the

layered aluminum-butyl rubber construction of the neck.
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AUTOMATIC PROGRAM GENERATION FROM

SPECIFICATIONS USING PROLOG

by

Alex Eelin

A framework was built for an expert system which generates

PROLOG programs from formal specifications. The system was able

to generate correct programs for sorting problems. The program

generator was written in PROLOG.
The specifications were presented as equations. Work was

done on validating the specifications and we obtained important
results in this field. There are, however, problems in

translating equations into PROLOG clauses. More research needs

to be done in this area.

Several heuristics were also developed for the program

generator which can enable it to solve a larger class of

problems.
The system uses correct rules, but it proves neither the

correctness nor the termination of the generated programs. It can

be augmented to do this by using the theorem prover ITP. More

research needs to be done in this area, particularly in

developing programs that use induction.
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I. Introduction

I received my Ph.D. from the University of Pennsylvania
studying the equivalence of recursive procedures. I was very

interested in using equations to characterize properties of

recursive programs. While pursuing graduate studies at the

University of Pennsylvania, I worked closely with Dr. Noah
Prywes. He had an ONR Grant to build an automatic program
generator. His group built MODEL, a program generator that

produced PLI code from input/output specifications. After I
obtained my Ph.D. I was consultant for the project and I

investigated methods for handling recursive specifications.

Later I became interested in abstract data types. They provide

a way of defining data structures as sets of terms which satisfy

certain properties. The properties are expressed as equations or

conditional equations. I was interested in building an automatic

program generator which took as input the following specifications:

the descriptions of the input and the output data types, the input!

output relation and a set of tests~transformations which could be

used in constructing the program. Since equations are a convenient

way of describing properties of the data, I investigated methods

for dealing with equations. I obtained theoretical results pertaining

to a generalization of the term rewriting method which transforms

equations into rewrite rules.

I taught a course in automated reasoning at Temple University

in which I used ITP, an interactive theorem prover. I became interested

in PROLOG since its statements can be seen both as commands and
descriptions. Research at the Weapons Laboratory involved building

an automatic program generator that produced PROLOG programs from

specifications. I was interested in finding out if PROLOG was suitable

for this task, and in investigating various heuristics that can be

used in building automatic program generators. The problems under

investigation at the Weapons Laboratory were a natural continuation
of research which I began during my graduate studies at the University

of Pennsylvania, and which continued at Temple University.
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For this reason I was assigned to work on building an expert

system for generating programs at the Weapons Laboratory.

II. Objectives of the Research Effort

The goal of the field of automatic programming is to automate

the software development cycle. The chief reason for this is that

while the need for software and software engineers, is growing

exponentially, the productivity of the software industry is

rising very slowly. Today, this productivity problem has reached

crisis proportions ([U]).

Expert systems are now considered as tools for improving

software development techniques and programmer productivity.

We feel that expert systems can be used in automatic

programming, especially in its most challenging task, which is to

create programs that generate other programs.

My individual goals were:

1. To create a program generator which takes as input the

following specifications:

a) A description of the input data type.

b) A description of the output data type.

c) A set of transformations.

d) A set of tests.

e) A relation between the input and the output data items.

The program generator had to take as input, the above

specifications and create a program which transforms an item of the _

input data type into an item of the output data type, such that the

two items are related as described in part (e) of the specifications.

In constructing the program, the generator will use only the

transformations and the tests allowed by the specifications.

2. To investigate methods for validating the specifications

that are fed into the program generator.

3. To develop heuristics for generating programs from

transformations and tests.

4. To study how suited PROLOG is as a language for writing

program generators.
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III. Abstract Data Types

Abstract data types were introduced in the computer

science field by tne ADJ groups ([31) as a way of defining

data structures that is independent of implementation. An

abstract data type is a collection of domains and operators.

A typing function relates the operators to the domains. The

typing function t associates a non-empty sequence of domains

with each operator. If t (0) = < sl, s2. ..... , sn, s> then

0 is an operator which takes as input n arguments tl of the

type sl, t2 of type s2. ..... , tn of type sn; and its output is

of type (sort) s. We write t (0) = sl x s2 x .... x sn- s.

For example, the data type list of natural numbers has three

domains: Natural numbers (abbreviated nat), list of natural

numbers and boolean which we abbreviate as bool. The typing

function t is given by the equations: t (T) = t (F) = -? bool,

t(le) = nat x nat ) bool, t (succ) = nat - nat, t (0) = -) nat,

t (A) = 4 list, t (add) = list x nat ) list. This means that

T and F are constants of the boolean type, le is an operator

which takes as input two natural numbers and outputs a boolean

value succ is the successor function on the set of natural

numbers, 0 is the natural number zero, A is the empty list, and

add creates a new list by adding a natural number to an existing

list.

The semantics of the data type is given by a set of

equations or conditional equations. For example, the following

equations define the semantics of le.

le (n,n) = T

le (n,m) = T + le (n, succ (m)) = T

le (n,m) = T 4 le (succ (m), n) = F

Figure 1

The set of terms is obtained from the set of operators

in the usual way by repeatedly applying the operators. More

exactly, the set of terms is given by productions S ) 0

(Si ...... , Sn) for all operators 0 with signature t (0) = sl
x .... x sn • s. In our case the set of terms is generated by the
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productions N • 0, N • succ (N), B • T, B -. F, B - le (N,N)

L -> A , L . add (L,N), where N generates all natural numbers,

B generates all the boolean values, and L generates all lists.

A data type is a collection of domains together with a set of

equations that must be satisfied by the terms of those domains.

We use the data types described above as descriptions for

the input and the output data types. It is very easy to write a

PROLOG program which checks if a string belongs to a data type

as specified above. Handling the equations that constitute the

semantics of the data type is difficult in any programming

language.

IV. Tests and Transformations

The tests are predicates which are defined on the set

of data items. The tests are defined in a hierarchal way. For

example, test P may be defined in terms of test Q, and test R

may be built on top of P. We do not allow test P to be defined

in terms of test Q, and test Q is defined as a function of test P.

The tests must be total, (i.e. for any data item d, P(d) is either

trae or false.)

The tests can be defined in a recursive fashion as seen

in the following example:

1. SORTED (A)

2. SORTED (add (A , n))

3. le (m,n) = F )ISORTED

(add (add (a, m),n)

4. le (m,n) = T > SORTED

add (add (a,m), n) = SORTED (add (a,m))

Figure 2

The test SORTED is defined for data items of type list.

It is built on top of test le and it contains the recursive rule 4.

The sign -1 denotes negation.

The transformations are also described by equations. A
transformation can be seen as part of the data type. For example,

we can define the transformation inv which takes as input a list,

and outputs a list in which the last two elements are inverted.
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The equations which describe inv are:I|
1. inv (A) = A
2. inv (add (A ,n)) = add (A ,n)
3. inv (add (a,m),n) = add (add(a,n),m)

Figure 3

Further on we will use the notation n for SUCC(SUCC...

(SUCC(O))...)) where SUCC operator occurs n times, and we will
use H] for A . For the list add (add(L,m),n) we will write

[L,m,n]. This way the terms of the data domains are easier to
read. We note that there is a big difference between tests and

transformations. A transformation, being part of the definition
of the data type, preserves the equations in the data type. In
fact, we must add (4) to the set of equations that define the
data type.

inv (L) = L (4)

Then we know that the lists [1,2] and [2,1] are

equal under this definition. On the other hand, tests are only

functions on strings and as such, they do not preserve the
equality relation. Thus SORTED([1,2]) is true, but SORTED
((2,1]) is false. We intend to create a library of built-in
data types, some of which have already been created.

This way the typical user can select the data types,

the tests, the transformations and the input/output relation

from the library.

The generated programs depend not only on the input
data types, but on the set of tests and transformations. The

algorithm for sorting an array in which we are allowed to switch
only adjacent pairs, is different from the sorting program in
which we have transformations for exchanging the contents of

any locations in the array.

We plan to build an interface which hides the

equational definitions of the data types, tests, transformations

and input/output relations from the user. He can make his

requests through English-like commands.
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At the same time the sophisticated user can define

data types, tests and transformations. We want to construct

a program generator that behaves like a computer system into

which most users enter programs in high-level languages, but

at the same time supports system programming for those who

desire to write them. The input/output relation in all cases

that we considered so far was i=O. This means that 0 is

derived from i by using the transformations in the set of

transformations.

V. Heuristics

Given the descriptions of the input and output data

types, the sets of tests and transformations and the input/output

relation, the program generator can pursue its goal of constructing

a program in two ways. The first way is to use heuristics. This

means that it tries certain strategies which may or may not work.

We will describe one heuristic that was implemented in our

program generator.

In the case of sorting a list, the input data type is

the one described in Section III, the tests are le and SORTED,

the transformation is inv and the output data type is SORTED

list. This means that 0 is a SORTED list if 0 is a list and

SORTED (0) is true. The input/output relation is i=0.

The program generator splits rule 4 of figure 2. into

two rules.

5. le (m,n) =T,SORTED (l,m) >SORTED ([L,m,n])

6. le (m,n) =T,7 SORTED ([L,m]) .37SORTED ([L,m,n])

Figure 5

In this approach the program generator focusses on

rule 3 of Figure 2 and rule 6 of Figure 5.

These two rules are of the form C (t) - SORTED (t),

where C is a conjunction of tests. The system tries to find a

transformation or a sequence of transformations T such that C

(T (t)) is no longer true. In our system the search for a

transformation or a sequence of transformations T is rather

primitive. A more sophisticated approach would take into account
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the periodicity of the transformations and would also rank

the equations of the form C (t) -) i SORTED (t). Our system
ranks them in two categories: reductions, and recursive

rules. Rule 3 of Figure 2 is a reduction while rule 6 is a

recursive rule, since 71 SORTED occurs on both sides of the
implication sign. The reductions have higher priority than

the recursive rules. This methadology requires some theorem
proving, since in order to pick a transformation T we must check

that C (T(t)) is false. In our system we have the theorems

listed in a file. In the future we plan to use the interractive

theorem prover ITP.
More heuristics are described in (8]. The program

generator must have more heuristics since these methods tend

to generate solutions faster.
PROLOG has a built-in goal-searching mechanism that

implements the backward chaining method. It also has a built-in

backtracking mechanism. The trouble is that it is very hard to
control backtracking in PROLOG. Another problem is that due to

the goal structure set in PROLOG the statements A,B: - C and
B,A: - C are not equivalent. This puts an additional burden

on the program generator.
The second way of generating programs is by using

* theorem proving. This method requires more advanced features

than PROLOG has to offer. The interactive theorem prover ITP
can be used and augmented for this purpose.

One difficulty is that the theorem provers are slow.

This method is worth exploring, but needs more background work

before it can be implemented.

VI. Data Type Validation
Data type validation is an important problem for the

user. The user may want to know, for example, if the operation
le defined in Figure 1. is complete (i.e., if for all natural

numbers m and n le (m,n) evaluates to either T or F). In general
terms the data validation problem is the following: given a set

of items T together with the equations E that define them, and
a property P expressed as a disjunction of equations (or

inequations), does the prop-i4ty P follow from the set of terms T
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and equations that define the data type? This problem can be

seen as a particular case of theorem proving.

Handling equations is a difficult problem, and since

the set of terms T is involved, we need some induction mechanism.

Some theoretical results were obtained in this area ([7]) but

the approach that we developed requires more background work

before it can be implemented. The problem is very important

and there are few tools available.

Knuth and Bendix [41 devised an algorithm for handling

equations. Pelin and Gallier [6,7] expanded the algorithm to

include conditional equations. They also removed some of the

restrictions imposed by Knuth and Bendix.

VII. Recommendations

1. We finished implementing the skeleton of an

automatic program generator which constructs programs from

input/output specifications. The system can generate sorting

programs from the input specifications. At this stage it can

deal with lists. It can sort a list with or without eliminating

duplications. It can be extended to cover the case of arrays.

We would like to get the generator to output such programs as

mergesort and quicksort. In order to do this the knowledge base

must be expanded. More heuristics, like the ones described in =

[8] must be implemented.

Program modules which create a transformation space

must also be built. This way, when a transformation (or sequence

of transformations) T is needed which satisfies a certain

property P, we can get it from that space.

Another task is to develop routines to create solution

spaces for certain classes of problems. In some cases, when no

strategy works, it is necessary to build a solution space and

search through it.

The above topics involve some theoretical development

but are basically programming tasks. It would not be difficult

for a good programmer to implement many of the above concepts.
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2. Another question studied was the usefulness of

abstract data types in the automatic program generation

process. Abstract data types provide a general method for

specifying data structures that is independent of implementation.

At the same time they are difficult to handle and to define both

by the user and by the system. As far as the user is concern4,
an interface can be built between him and the data types. He may

also use the built-in tests and transformations.

The automatic program generator MODEL [9] uses such

an interface. This task requires time, but the tools necessary

to accomplish it are available.As far as the system is concerned,

the equations that define the data type are not easy to handle.

If we need to do theorem proving on abstract data types we may

need induction, which is not easy to implement. The validation of

the data types is another thorny problem. These problems require

development on both the theoretical and the implementation level.

If, however, we want to build a program from specifications, we

must give precise specifications to the program generator. The

abstract data types give a method for such specifications. There

are programs which handle abstract data types such as REVE [5]

and OBJ [2]. We can incorporate some of the methods used in those

programs or we may try to use some of the constructs developed

by Pelin and Gallier [7]. -
3. The last question addressed here is the suitability

of PROLOG as a language for automatic program generation. While

PROLOG has certain features that are convenient such as: backward

chaining; descriptive statements; and backtracking, it also has 4
many disadvantages. These are: inability to control backtracking;

few data structures; and due to its built-in goal strategy, the

order of the statements is crucial. However, we don't see any

decisive advantages from switching to LISP or to PASCAL. While

there are cases in which PASCAL or LISP would be more convenient,

the converse is also true.
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We intend to have our specifications independent of

the language of the program generator. At the same time it

would be interesting to investigate the construction of a

program generator that generates parallel algorithms. We can

modify the generator to output code in parallel PROLOG ([10]).

This is a longer term project, but it is worthwhile in light of

the tremendous developments that have taken place in parallel

architecture.
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ELECTROCHEMISTRY IN ROOM TEMPERATURE MOLTEN SALT SYSTEMS

by

Bernard J. Plersma

ABSTRACT

Electrochemical behavior in l-methyl-3-ethylimldazolium chloride/

aluminum chloride molten salts at 25C using cyclic voltammetric,

steady-state potentiostatic and rotating disk electrode techniques was

Investigated for several systems. Ferrocene was chosen for study since

Its oxidation-reduction behavior is essentially reversible and not

influenced by the Lewis acidity (i.e. chloride concentration) of the

melt. Compounds studied for possible electrode reactions in batteries

using molten salts included CuCl and CuCl 2 and several sulfur

compounds; sulfur, Na2 S, S2C12, and CS2. Finally an etectrochemical

Investigation of carbonium ion formation in neutral (equimolar amounts

of MeEtImCl and AIC1 3 ) and slightly acidic (mole fraction of AICI 3

greater and one half) melts was initiated with studies of 2-Cl-propane,

1-Cl-butane, 2-Cl-butane, l-Cl-2-Methylpropane and 2-Cl-2-Methylpropane.
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I. Introduction

After receiving a B.A. in chemistry from Colgate University, I

studied physical chemistry at St. Lawrence University for two years,

receiving an M.S. and did thesis work on chemical kinetics and

mechanism studies in nonaqueous solutions. My professional training in

electrochemistry was received at the University of Pennsylvania where I

received the PhD degree in 1965. My thesis work with Professor J. O'M.

Backris was an investigation of the electrode kinetics and mechanisms

of anodic oxidation of hydrocarbons in aqueous solutions primarily

using s. idy-state potentiostatic techniques. Graduate courses in

electrode kinetics and the electrical double layer which I took from

Prof. Bockris became the basis of his two volume work with A. N. Reddy,

Modern Electrochemistry.

In order to learn about transient and perturbation techniques for

studying electrochemical process and the structure of the double layer,

I worked for about two years after my graduation from Penn. with

Sigmund Schuldiner at the U.S. Naval Research Laboratory in Washington

as a NAS-NRC Postdoctoral Resident Research Associate. For the last 15

years I have taught at a liberal arts undergraduate college in a

sponsored half-time teaching, half-time research position with research

interests in the stability of materials under physiological conditions

and the electrochemical processes that occur at cardiac pacemaker

electrodes.
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For the 1981-82 school year, I was on sabbatical and recieved a

grant from the USAFOSR as a University Resident Research Associate at

the Frank J. Seller Research Laboratory to study electrochemical

processes in a recently developed room-temperature molten salt system.

One major technical report resulted from that effort, Electrochemical

Survey of Selected Catlons and Electrode Materials in

Dialkylimidazolium Chloroaluminate Melts.(l) Work on several other

reports was not completed in my one year tenure as a URRP. A primary

objective for this summer was to complete these projects.

II. Objectives of the Research Effort

The summer program was discussed with Dr. John Wilkes during the

presummer trip to FJSRL in April and three project areas were

outlined. These are listed below in order of priority of research

effort to be expended.

A. Completion of three projects remaining from my 1981-82 URRP

program at FJSRL as follows:

1. The electrochemistry of Cu(I) and Cu(II) in l-Methyl-3-

Ethylimidazolium chloroaluminate (MeEtImCl - AICd 3 ) molten salts.

2. The electrochemistry of sulfur in MeEtImCl - AlCI 3 molten

salts. This project was extended to include sodium sulfide, sulfur

monochloride, and carbon disulfide.

3. The electrochemistry of Ferrocene in MeEtImCl - AICI 3

molten salts.
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These projects were to be completed by the preparation of technical

reports following some experimental studies, particularly in neutral

(equl-molar quantities of MeEtImCl and AICI 3 ) melts.

B. Some novel aspects of organic electrochemistry in room

temperature molten salts.

Friedel-Crafts Reactions in acidic MeEtImCl - AlCl3 melts (mole

fraction of AICd 3 greater than one half) had been briefly explored at

FJSRL.(2) Carbonium ions appeared to be stable in acidic melts but

were not found in basic melts. It was suggested, from this study, that

the alkylation of benzene may very likely proceed via a "a-complex"

intermediate.

We developed the following objectives:

1; To study Friedel-Crafts type reactions in neutral

MeEtImCl-AlCl3 melt and to determine whether carbonium ions can be

electrochemically generated and detected.

2. To study the mechanisms of acylati.on and alkylation in

neutral MeEtImCl-AlCl 3 melt and attempt to detect "a-complexes"

electrochemically and to identify intermediates and products.

3. To examine other reactions by adding different Lewis bases

to react with carbonium ions produced in the MeEtImCl-AICl 3 melts.

4. To explore other possibilities for electro-organic

chemistry in the MeEtImCl-AlCl 3 melts.

C. Elucidation of the electrochemistry required to produce high

energy density secondary batteries has continued to be a primary

research objective at FJSRL. If time permitted we planned to continue
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studies of specific cathode and anode reactions. The objective was to

study the electrochemistry of oxidation-reduction couples, specifically

Cd/Cd(II), Zn/Zn(II), and Br2 /Br-, that may be of practical signifi-

cance for the development of batteries using the room temperature

MeEtImCI-AlCl 3 molten salt system.

III. Electrochemistry of Ferrocene in MeEtImCl-AlCl 3 melts.

The electrochemical behavior of Ferrocene (bis(cyclopenta-

dienyI)1ron) was examined using the techniques of cyclic voltammetry,

rotating disc electrode voltammetry and steady-state potentiostatic

voltammetry. Detailed studies in basic (mole fraction of AlCl3 equal

to 0.4) and in acidic (mole fraction of AiC1 3 equal to 0.6) had been

completed previously (under the URRP program in 1981-82). Similar

studies were made in exactly neutral melt (0.50 mole fraction of AlCl 3)

by obtaining a maximum in the electrochemical window (about 4.0 volts)

before Ferrocene was added.

A technical report has been completed and the following conclusions

were reached:

A. Ferrocene undergoes a reversible one-electron process in

MeEtImCl-AlCl 3 melts which is not influenced by the Lewis acidity of

the melt. The Ep/ 2 potential was +0.403 ± 0.005 volts versus an

aluminum wire in 0.60 melt, irrespective of the melt composition.

B. Kinetic parameters derived from cyclic voltammetric and

steady-state potentiostatic measurements indicate that a step following
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electron transfer Is rate limiting (in the Tafel region) both for

oxidation of Ferrocene and for reduction of Ferricenium ion. A

mechanism is. proposed which is consistent with the kinetic parameters

and desorptlon is suggested as the rate limiting step for both

oxidation and reduction.

C. Comparison of steady-state currents at a given potential in the

Tafel region for Ferrocene oxidation in basic and acidic melts

indicates that the reaction rate is not influenced by melt

composition. The standard heterogeneous rate constnats determined from

rotating disc measurements support this conclusion.

D. Ferrocene reacts chemically with acidic melts by a process that

appears to be second order In Ferrocene. Ferrocene is stable In basic

and neutral melts.

IV. Electrochemistry of Cu(I) and Cu(II) in MeEtImCl-AlCl 3 melts.

Similar experimental techniques were used to study the redox

behavior of copper. Detailed studies had been completed previously in

basic and acidic melts. Some measurements were made in basic and

acidic melts, particularly to check on the values of diffusion

coefficients, but the primary effort was to study Cu(I) and Cu(II) in

exactly neutral melt. A technical report is In preparation and the

following conclusions were made:

A. Cu(II) is stable in basic MeEtImCl-AICI 3 melts and Cu(1) is

stable in acidic MeEtImCl-ACl 3 melts. In neutral and slightly acidic
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melts two Cu(II) and two Cu(1) species can be detected electro-

chemically.

B. Cu(II) reacts chemically in neutral or slightly acidic melts by

an apparent second order reaction. In more acidic melts Cu(II) is

rapidly reduced to Cu(I).

C. Cu deposition was observed at all melt compositions studied.

This represents an unusual case of metal deposition from basic melts.

D. Kinetic parameters for Cu(II) reduction and Cu(I) oxidation

were derived and reaction mechanisms were proposed which are consistent

with the measured parameters. The suggested mechanisms require strong

adsorption of both Cu(I) and Cu(II) species.

E. For melt conditions under which convective diffusion

limitations could be obtained (Cu(II) in basic and neutra-l melts),

diffusion coefficients calculated were consistent with those reported

for copper in other room temperature melts.

V. Electrochemistry of Sulfur, Na2 S, $2C12 , and CS2 in MeEtImCl-AlCl 3
melts.

No further experimental work was required for this project. Some

of the data obtained previously was reanalyzed and some additional

calculations were carried out. A technical report has been prepared

with the following conclusions:

A. The electrochmical behavior of sulfur and sulfur compounds is

significantly different in room temperature MeEtImCl-AlCl 3 melts than
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in NaC1-AJCT 3 melts. Important differences are lack of solubility of

Na2 S and marked irreversibility of redox behavior in the room

temperature melts.

B. The presence of sulfur species in the melts extends the

electrochemical windows, particularly by increasing the overpotential

for aluminum deposition in acidic melts.

C. Kinetic parameters were derived and reaction mechanisms A

proposed for oxidation and reduction of sulfur and sulfur monochloride

in neutral and acidic melts. Sulfur and $2C12 probably form similar

-species in the melt and undergo similar electrochemical processes.

D. Diffusion coefficients and standard heterogenous rate constants

were determined for some of the sulfur species at different melt

compositions.

E. Sulfur and the sulfur compounds examined here are probably not

suitable as battery cathodes in MeEtImCl-AlCl 3 melts.

VI. Electrochemical Investigation of Carbonium Ions Formed in

MeEtImCI-A1C1 Melts.
3

To determine whether stable carbonium ions could be formed and

electrochemically detected in neutral melts, exactly 0.50

MeEtImCl-AlCl 3 melts were prepared by adjusting the acidity (by

addition of solid A1Cl 3 or solid MeEtImCl) until a maximum

electrochemical window was obtained. Several chloroalkanes were

selected (including 2-Cl-propane, 1-Cl-butane, 2-Cl-butane, 1-C1-2-
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methylpropane, and 2-Cl-2-methylpropane) to yeild carbonium ions of

differing stabilities, added to solutions of neutral melt and examined

for electrochemical activity by cyclic voltammetry. In general 150-200

mg of organic compoud were added to 16 g of neutral melt to yield a

concentration of about 150 mM in theorganic species.

After the CV (cyclic voltammetric) studies in neutral melt, the

solutions were made very slighly acidic by addition of solid AlCl3 and

again examined by CV. Finally the acidic melts were made neutral by

addition of solid MeEtImCl to determine whether carbonium ions would

remain stable in neutral melt after being formed in acidic melt for

those compounds which were unreactive in neutral melt.

A summary of the CV data determined from these studies is presented

in Table I. We have not had sufficient time to account for the

multiple ca.thodic and anodic peaks observed. We believe that carbonium

ions are formed from l-Cl-2-methylpropane and 2-Cl-2-methylpropane in

neutral melt but not from 2-Cl-propane, 1-Cl-butane, or 2-Cl-butane.

Rearrangements might be expected after carbonium ion formation and

could account for some additional CV peaks, however, this area will

require considerably more work. In general no oxidation peaks were

observed until after reduction occured, which would be expected of

carbonium ions.

Previous work at FJSRL(2) demonstrated that alkylated benzenes were

produced by reactions with several chloroalkanes. We added benzene to

neutral melt containing 2-Cl-2-methylpropane and observed its effect on

the CV curves. The cathodic peak at -1.35 V disappeared on addition of
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benzene (approximately 150 mM benzene added), with no other changes

over a four hour period. When an additional amount of benzene was

added (approximately five times the amount of 2-Cl-2-me-propane) the

cathodic peak at -1.03V also disappeared. This work should be followed

up with product-analysis studies to verify that benzene is in fact

reacting with carbonium ions.

No additional CV peaks were observed with the addition of benzene

to 2-Cl-2-me-propane in neutral melt, thus our initial attempts to

electrochemically detect "a-complexes" was not successful. We did,

however, as noted previously, observe an effect of benzene addition on

the CV curves, which might suggest that "a-complexes" formed in this

case are not electrochemically active. More work is necessary at this

point.

VII. Recommendations

A. The study of copper in neutral melt led to the conclusion that

two Cu(1) species and two Cu(II) species were present. It would be of

interest to attempt to identify these species, e.g., Cu(I) can be

examined by NMR spectroscopy. This could be important to help

establish the proposed mechanisms for the oxidation-reduction processes.

B. Organic electrochemistry in room temperature molten salts is a

virtually unexplored area. We have seen that chloroalkanes give

multiple reduction and oxidation CV peaks in neutral melts, presumably

due to carbonium ion formation by removal of the chloride ion. More
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work should be done to identify these species that undergo reduction

and oxidation.

C. Several chloroalkanes, with selection partly based on

availability at the lab, were examined with the intent of produci-g

carbonium ions of different stabilities. Some differences were

observed, e.g., 2-Cl-2-methylpropane developed considerable electro-

chemical activity in neutral melt while the other compounds studied did

not. It would be of interest to look at another series of chloroalanes

under carefully controlled conditions of melt acidities which could

give a wider range of carbonium ion stabilities. I recommend a study

of the eight isomers of chloropentane in neutral and slightly acidic

MeEtImCl-AlCl 3 melts.

D. Frledel-Crafts acylation reactions were reported(2) and one of

our objectives was to examine the proposed mechanism for acylation of

benzene. We were able to observe some effect of the addition of

benzene on the CV curves for 2-Cl-2-Me-propane in neutral melt,

presumably due to formation of a "a-complex." Our brief look indicates

that further work along this line cold be very helpful in establishing

the proposed reaction mechanism. The use of several substrates to form

different "a-complexes" could be very helpful.

E. Time did not permit an investigation of the scope of reactions

that could be carried out in the MeEtImCl-AICI 3 melts. It Is

recommended that a research effort be continued in this area.

F. Objective 3 under section II is important to the mission of

FJSRL, but time did not permit any work in this area. Research is
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definitely needed in this area for the development of high energy

density batteries, and it is strongly recommended that priority be

placed in this area.
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EFFECTS OF ACCELERATION STRESS UPON BLOOD LIPID LEVELS

BY

LEONARD PRICE

ABSTRACT

Serum total cholesterol and triglyceride concentrations of two individuals

were measured after daily exposures to high gravitational forces (÷Gz) simula-

ting aerial combat maneuvers. The post-acceleration cholesterol levels were

significantly higher (40-95%) than the normal resting levels. Serum cortisol

levels were higher than the resting levels. This agrees with previous studies

which have shown significant increases in serum cortisol levels after accelera-

tion stress. Cortisol and total cholesterol values were significantly corre-

lated (r = 0.614, p / 0.05) in one of the individuals of this study. Since

cortisol is a hormone which influences lipid metabolism, there may be a causal

relationship between the increased c'ortisol levels produced by acceleration

stress and increased lipid levels. The lipid levels in the two subjects after

acceleration exceeded the 90th percentile for the population as a whole. As

such, they could be at high risk for subsequent coronary heart disease if they

are exposed to high G-forces on a frequent basis.

An ancillary study was conducted to develop an electrophoretic method to

rapidly separate and quantitate serum high density lipoprotein (HDL) subfrac-

tions HDL 2 and HDL 3. Serum levels of one of these subfractions may be a better

predictor of coronary heart disease than total cholesterol. Serum a-lipoproteins

isolated by affinity chromatography were separated into a number of subfractions

by polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis. These subfractions were marked by the

usual lipoprotein stains, and by filipin, a fluorescent, naturally occurring

antibiotic which, reportedly, binds specifically to cholesterol. Identification

and quantification of these HDL subfractions remain to be accomplished.
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I. INTRODUCTION.

I received the Ph.D. degree in chemistry (organic) from Notre Dame

University in 1962. I studied and conducted research in biochemistry at Rice

University (1968-69), Louisiana State University Medical School (1977), and at

Tulane University Medical Center (Summers 1981, 1982, 1983). In addition, I

have taught university organic chemistry for 25 years, biochemistry for 15

years, and performed research in a wide range of areas including organic

synthesis, biochemical analysis and mechanisms.

II. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT.

Pilots flying high-performance aircraft are repeatedly exposed to high

sustained G-forces during aerial combat maneuvers. Since both cortisol and

physical stress are elevated during high G-forces, and since both cortisol and

physical stress have been shown to be associated with elevated lipids levels

(1), we sought to determine if lipid levels are elevated in subjects exposed to

high G-forces. In addition, we measured serum cortisol concentrations in order

to determine if the cholesterol increases are related to the increases in this

particular stress hormone.

A complementary goal of this research was to develop an electrophoretic

method to rapidly separate serum high density lipoproteins (HDL) into HDL 2 and

HDL3 subfractions, and to rapidly quantitate HDL 2 and HDL 3 cholesterol in tnese

subfractions. The measurement of serum HDL 2 cholesterol may be a better

indicator of coronary heart disease than total HDL (2).
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To accomplish these goals, the following objectives were established:

1. Obtain serum samples from individuals prior to and after

their exposure to an established protocol of daily +Gz

accelerations simulating aerial combat maneuvers.

2. Determine serum cortisol and total serum cholesterol in

these serum samples and determine whether the cholesterol

levels are related to the cortisol levels. Also, deter-

mine whether they increase with increase in G-force.

3. Separate serum high density lipoproteins (HDL) from other

serum lipoproteins, and develop an electrophoretic tech-

nique to separate the HDL into subfractions HDL 2 and HDL 3.

Identify the HDL subfractions with lipid stains or with

fluorescent filipin which has been reported to bind speci-

fically to cholesterol (3).

III. +Gz ACCELERATION PROTOCOL AND ANALYTICAL METHODOLOGY.

As part of an ongoing, independent study, two military volunteers were ft

subjected to daily +Gz acceleration on the human centrifuge for a one week

training period and for a two week test period. The acceleration protocol

included the drawing of a pre-acceleration fasting blood sample on Monday

morning prior to acceleration exposure. On Monday, Wednesday, and Friday,

volunteers were exposed, unprotected, to rapid and gradual onset of +Gz

acceleration to the maximum tolerable +Gz level (4.5-9G). On Tuesday and

Thursday, they were exposed, but protected, to more exhaustive aerial combat

maneuvers (SCAM, 4.5-9G) and were required to perform specific tracking tasks.
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A post-acceleration blood sample was withdrawn from each subject about 15

minutes after each acceleration period. Serum samples were stored at -200C

(about 3 weeks) until analyzed for total cholesterol, triglyceride, and cortisol

concentrations. Serum cortisol concentrations were determined by radioimmuno-

assay. Cholesterol and triglyceride levels were determined by enzymatic

methods.

IV. SERUM CORTISOL, CHOLESTEROL, AND TRIGLYCERIDE LEVELS AFTER EXPOSURE TO

+Gz ACCELERATION.

In the first subject, a 40-year-old male, serum cholesterol levels

increased from a normal 158 mg/dl to 281 mg/dl (approximately 78%) after

exposure to +Gz acceleration. The cholesterol remained elevated for the

duration of the experiment (Table 1, Fig.1). These elevations are the likely

result of the chronic daily exposur.e to +Gz forces, and are the first reported

observations of a rise in serum cholesterol associated with +Gz acceleration.

The cortisol levels also appear to be elevated in the first subject, however,

cortisol baseline levels were not taken prior to G-force exposure. Previous

studies (4, 5) however, have shown that increases in cortisol levels do occur

as a result of +Gz acceleration. More importantly, a statistically significant

correlation (r - 0.614, n = 11, p , 0.05) was found to exist between cortisol J

and cholesterol concentrations (Fig. 3). Triglyceride concentrations were also

elevated, but varied widely.

The second subject also had elevated cholesterol levels, however, the 1

increases were less pronounced than for the first subject. With this subject,

the cholesterol concentration increased from a baseline value of 148 mg/dl to

186 mg/d. after the first acceleration test. The cholesterol values remained _
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elevated through the completion of the experiment, but were less variable than

the values for the first subject (Table 1, Fig. 2). The cortisol levels were

also lower than for the first subject. Even though the cortisol and cholesterol

levels were elevated after exposure to +Gz forces, there was no significant

correlation between them. The differences in absolute cholesterol values

between the two subjects could be due to age differences (40 versus 21). Some

of the differences in could also be due to the fact that some individuals can

tolerate stress and others cannot. In other words, some individuals can be

classified as responders and others respond to a lesser extent.

V. ELECTROPHORETIC DETERMINATION OF SERUM HIGH DENSITY LIPOPROTEIN (HDL)

SUEFRACTIONS HDL 2 AND HDL 3 .

Electrophoretic methods were examined for the purpose of developing a

rapid clinical method for the analysis of HDL subfractions. Serum samples were

fractionated into a-lipoprotein (HDL) and 8-lipoprotein (LDL) components with

commercially prepared heparin-agarose affinity chromatography columns (Isolab,

Inc.). The HDL component was subjected to a number of electrophoretic

techniques to separate, identify, and quantitate its subfractions.

A. Agarose Gel Electrophoresis.

Agarose gel electrophoresis has Deen used to separate serum lipoproteins

into patterns showing two lipoprotein bands in the "a zone" of the

electrophoretogram (10). The bands were not identified as HDL subfractions.

However, we conducted a number of agarose gel electrophoretic analyses of total

serum samples and HDL and LDL components isolated by affinity chromatography.

Various slab agarose gel plates (0.3 to 2% agarose in Tris barbital buffer, pH

8-9) about 3 mm thick were prepared. Before electrophoresis, serum or lipo-
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protein samples were mixed with lipid pre-stains or the fluorescent, natural

product filipin, which supposedly binds specifically to cholesterol-containing

lipoproteins. The electrophoresis was conducted in closed horizontal chambers

in the Tris buffer for 1-2 hours at a constant voltage of 5-6 V/cm. Lipid

stained and filipin-treated electrophoretic patterns of a-lipoproteins gave only

a single broad band in the HDL region, and even a broad band in the LDL region,

which indicates that affinity columns only partially purified the = fraction.

We checked the effects of pH between 7.2 and 8.6. In general, the lower pH

resulted in slower lipoprotein migration.

B. Polyacrylamide Gel Electrophoresis.

In the polyacrylamide gel studies, a wide range of parameters were

modified. The concentration of the acrylamide as well as the degree of cross-

linking has been found to be critical. In general, the higher the degree of

cross-linking the greater the number of HDL subfractions. A polyacrylamide

concentration of 5% with 0.04% cross-linking, and 0.1M sodium phosphate buffer

(pH 7.2) gave best resolution of HDL bands. Filipin-treated serum samples were

also electrophoresed in slab and tube polyacrylamide gels. However, filipin

has not proven to be specific for cholesterol-containing lipoproteins, since -

fluorescence has appeared in the zone where albumin is expected.

C. Lipid and Lipoprotein Stains.

We have evaluated a number of lipid staining reagents for specificity and

sensitivity. Those studied were Sudan Black, Oil Red-O, and filipin. Filipin

has been used in anatomical pathology as a fluorescent, cholesterol specific

stain. This is the first time it has been used for quantification of _ I

lipoprotein cholesterol levels. In these studies, Sudan Black was found to

be more specific than Oil-Red-O in that it did not bind to albumin. Filioin

1
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appeared to have sensitivities equal to that of Sudan Black. Some tests were

also made to use cholesterol oxidase reagents to specifically stain the

lipoprotein cholesterol. This is perhaps the most specific stain.

VI. RECOMEINDATIONS.

In this study, we have shown that exposure to high G-force results in

significant increases in cholesterol and triglyceride. In addition, we have

provided some evidence that the lipid increases could be the result of

increased cortisol levels which accompany the intense physical stress of

acceleration. The cholesterol levels of the two subjects studied here had

cholesterol levels which exceeded the 90th percentile for their age bracket.

With such levels, they are in the high risk group for developing coronary

disease.

Since this study involved only two subjects, we feel that further studies

should be performed in order to determine whether other individuals exposed to

G-forces also experience elevated levels of serum cortisol and cholesterol, and

whether there is significant correlation between the two levels.

Since the human centrifuge is capable of producing exact quantifiable

levels of G-force, we recommend that further studies be conducted which more

closely show the association between G-force, stress intensity, cholesterol

concentration, and cortisol concentration. The study would not only have

important health implications f pilots of high performance aircraft, but

would also be of importance to the population as a whole. Studies identifying

changes in individual lipoproteins would also be important, as would studies of

other lipid fractions such as the free fatty acids. Other endocrine hormones

besides cortisol should also be examined.
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It is also recommended that serum high density lipoprotein (HDL), and

subfractions HDL2 and HDL concentrations be determined before and after2 3
subjects are exposed to +Gz acceleration. It should be of interest to

determine which lipoprotein component is responsible for the observed increases

in total serum cholesterol. Studies have suggested that cholesterol associated

with these lipoproteins are better indices of the risk of coronary heart

* disease than total cholesterol (6-9).

Efforts to separate and identify serum high density lipoproteins into

subfractions HDL 2 and HDL 3 should continue. Various electrophoretic techniques

have been employed, but results have not been consistent. Cellulose acetate

electrophoresis on pre- or post-stained slides did not prove promising.

Polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (slabs or tubes) of chromatographically

prepared c-lipoproteins produced a number of lipoprotein fractions. Results

varied with pH, concentration and degree of cross-linking of the gel. The

effect of higher pH (abaove pH 8) upon resolution of HDL subfractions should be

explored. There should also be an examination of the effect of pre-staining

upon the separation of HDL into subfractions. Pre-staining may alter migration I

rates of lipoproteins and, thus, impede their resolution. Finally, an attempt

should be made to resolve the •-lipoprotein fraction (isolated on an affinity

column) by high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC). This method would

permit the evaluation of several parameters in the effectiveness of resolving

HiL subfractions.
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TABLE 1. SERUM CORTISOL, CHOLESTEROL, AND TRIGLYCERIDE LEVELS OF SUBJECTS EXPOSED
TO +Gz ACCELERATION

TOTAL
NO. DATE DAY IDENTIFICATION CHOLESTEROL CORTISOL TRIGLYCERIDE

0 --- Pre-G Baseline 158 -

1 5-5-86 Monday PGB-1G-11 Baseline 281 23.3 206
2 5-5-86 Monday PGB-1G-11 Post G 294 22.3 223

* 3 5-7-86 Wednesday PBG-1G-13 Post G 274 16.7 156

±4 5-8-86 Thursday PBG-1G-14 Post G 241 16.2 307

5 5-9-86 Friday PBG-1G-15 Post G 252 12.3 117

6 5-12-86 Monday PBG-1G-21 Baseline 281 17.8 332

7 5-12-86 Monday PBG-1G-21 Post G 294 19.4 208

8 5-13-86 Tuesday PBG-1G-22 Post G 277 22.2 238

9 5-14-86 Wednesday PBG-1G-23 Post G 229 12.5 226

10 5-15-86 Thursday PBG-1G-24 Post G 234 15.6 163

11 5-16-86 Friday PBG-1G-25 Post G 273 10.3 273

00 --- Pre-G Baseline 148 --- 62

12 6-2-86 Monday PBG-2G-31 Baseline 186 12,3 102

13 6-2-86 Monday PBG-2G-31 Post G 195 16.6 301

14 6-3-86 Tuesday PBG-2G-32 Post G 194 6.8 113

15 6-4-86 Wednesday PBG-2G-33 Post G 195 8.7 198

16 6-5-86 Thursday PBG-2G-34 Post G 185 - 160

17 6-6-86 Friday PBG-2G-35 Post G 180 9.4 159

18 6-9-86 Monday PBG-2G-41 Post G 199 11.0 108

19 6-10-86 Tuesday PBG-2G-42 Post G 205 13.8 240

20 6-12-86 Thursday PBG-2G-43 Post G 185 - 95

21 6-13-86 Friday PBG-2G-44 Post G 175 - 296

22 6-13-86 Friday PBG-2G-45 Post G 170 12.3 179

a See test for +Gz acceleration protocol. Statistical comparison between serum
cortlsol and total cholesterol: First subject, n - 1, r = 0.6138, p 0.05;
Second subject, n = 8, r - 0.103, insignificant.

b mg/dl.
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